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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION, 1934

I DO not wish to write a long Preface. I wish merely to explain the history of my
Project, the scope and plan of this work, and the objects I have held in view.

In separate introductory Notes I have mentioned the useful books to which I

have referred, under the headings: Commentaries on the Qur-Sn ; Translations of
the Qur-an ; and the Useful Works of Reference. I have similarly explained the system
which I have followed in the transliteration of Arabic words and names j the
Abbreviations I have used

; and the principal divisions of the Qur'In.

It may be asked : Is there any need for a fresh English Translation?. To
those who ask this question I commend a careful consideration of the facts which
I have set out in my Note on Translations. After they have read it, I would invite
them to take any particular passage in Part I, say ii. 74 or ii. 102, or -ii, 164 ^ in
the second Part and compare it with any previous version they choose.- If they
find that I have helped them even the least bit further in understanding its meaning,
or appreciating its beauty, or catching something of the grandeur of the original,

I would claim that my humble attempt is justified.-

It is the duty of every Muslim, man, woman, or child, to read the Qur-Sn and
understand it according to his own capacity. If any one of us attains to ^sqnih

knowledge or understanding of it by study, contemplation, and the test of life, both
outward and inward, it is his duty, accotding to his capacity, to instruct others, and
share with them the joy and peace which result from contact with the spiritual world.
The Qur-an—indeed every religious book—has to be read, not only with the tongue
,and voice and eyes, but with the best light that our intellect can supply, and even
more, with the truest and purest light which our heart and conscience can give: us.

It is in this spirit that I would have my readers approach the Qur-Sn. -

It was between the ages of four and five that I first learned to read its Arabic
words, to revel in its rhythm and music, and wonder at its meaning. I have^'diifi

recollection of the ^atm ceremony which closed that stage. It was called
“ completion ’’

: it really just began a spiritual awakening that has gone on' ever since.

My revered father taught me Arabic, but I must have imbibed from him into m^
innermost being something mote,—something which told the that all the' world's,

thoughts, all the world’s most beautiful languages and literatures, are biit vehiclek

for that ineffable message which comes to the heart in rare moments of fteStasy;.

The soul of mysticism and ecstasy is in the Qur-an, as well as that plain guidance ftti:

the plain man which a world in a hurry affects to consider as sufficient. .It is good
to make this personal confession, to an age in which it is in the highest degree

unfashionable to speak of religion or spiritual peace or consolation, an age in- which
words like these draw forth only derision, pity, or contempt.

I have explored Western lands. Western manners, and the depths of Western
thought and Western learning, to an extent which has rarely fallen to the lot of aft

Eastern mortal. But I have never lost touch with my Eastern heritage. Through
all my successes and failures 1 have learned to rely more and more upon the one
true thing in all life—the voice that speaks in a tongue above that of mortal man^

For me the embodiment of that voice has been in the noble words of the Arabic

Qur-an, which [ have tried to translate for myself and apply to iny expefience again

and again. The service of the Qur-an has been the pride and the privilege of many
Muslims. I felt that with such life-experience as has fallen to my lot, my service to

the Qur-3n should be to' present it in a fitting garb in English. That ambition I have

cherished in my mind for more than forty years. I have Collected books and

materials for it. I have' visited places, undertaken journeys, taken notes, sought the

society of men, and' tried to explore their thoughts 'and hearts, in drder to equip
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myself for the task. Sometimes I have considered it too stupendous for me,—the
double task of understanding the original, and reproducing its nobility, its beauty,^

its poetry, its grandeur, and its sweet, practical, reasonable application to everyday
experience. Then I have blamed myself for lack of courage,—the spiritual courage
of men who dared all in the Cause which was so dear to them.

. . Two sets of apparently accidental circumstances at last decided me. Apian’s
life is subject to inner storms far more devastating than those in the physical world
around him. In such a storm, in the bitter anguish of a personal sorrow which
nearly unseated my reason and made life seem meaningless, a new hope
was born out of a systematic pursuit of my long-cherished project. Watered by
tears, my manuscript began to grow in depth and earnestness if not in bulk. I

guarded it like a secret treasure. Wanderer that I am, I carried it about, thousands
of miles, to all sorts of countries and among all sorts of people. At length, in the
city of Lahore, I happened to mention the matter to some young people who held
me in respect and affection. They showed an enthusiasm and an eagerness which
surprised me. They almost took the matter out of my hands. They asked for

immediate publication. I had various bits ready, but not even one complete Sipdra.

They made me promise to complete at least one Sipdra before I left Lahore. As if

by magic, a publisher, a (calligraphisc, to write the Arabic Text), an engraver
of blocks for such text, and a printer were found, all equally anxious to push
forward the scheme. Blessed be youth, for its energy and determination !

“ Where
others flinch, rash youth will dare 1

"

Gentle and discerning reader ! what I wish to present to you is an English
Interpretation, side by side with the Arabic Text. The English shall be, not a mere
substitution of one word for another, but the best expression I can give to the fullest

meaning which I can understand from the Arabic Text. The rhythm, music, and
exalted tone of the original should be reflected in the English Interpretation. It

may be but a faint reflection, but such beauty and power as my pen can command
shall be brought to its service, I want to make English itself an Islamic language,
if such a person as I can do it. And I must give you all the necessary aid which
I can. In rhythmic prose, or free verse {whichever you like to call it', I prepare the
atmosphere for you in a running Commentary. Introducing the subject generally,

I come to the actual Suras. Where they are short I give you one or two paragraphs
of my rhythmic Commentary to prepare you for the Text. Where the Sura is long,

I introduce the subject matter in short, appropriate paragraphs of the Commentary
from time to time, each indicating the particular verses to which it refers. The
paragraphs of the running Commentary are numbered consecutively, with some
regard to the connection with the preceding and the following paragraphs. It is

possible to read this running rhythmic Commentary by itself to get a general
bird’s-eye view of the contents of the Holy Book before you proceed to the study
of the'Book itself.

The English is printed in larger type than the running Commentary, in
order to distinguish, afa glance, the substance from the shadow. It is also displayed
differently, in parallel columns with the Arabic Text. Each Sicra and the verse of
each Siira is separately numbered, and the numbers are shown page by page. The
system of numbering the verses has not been uniform in previous translations.
European editors and translators have allowed their numbering to diverge consider-
ably Irom that accepted in the East. This causes confusion in giving and verifying
references. The different Qirdats sometimes differ as to the punctuation stops and
the numbering of the verses. This is not a vital matter, but it causes confusion
in references. It is important that at least in Islamic countries one system of
numbering should be adopted. I have adopted mainly that of the Egyptian edition
published under the authority of the King of Egypt. This will probably be accepted
in Egypt and in Arabic-speaking countries, as those countries generally look up to
Eygpt in matters of literature. I am glad to see that the text shortly to be
published by the Anjuman-i-Himayat-i-Islam of Lahore is following the same:
System of numbering. I recommend to other publishers in India the same good
example. If once this is done, we shall have a uniform system of numbering. I
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'hav6 retained the numbeting of Sections, as it is universally used in the Arabic
copies, and marks a' logical division of the Suras. I haye supplied a further aid. to
the reader in indicating subdivision of the Sections into paragraphs. They are not
.numbered, but are distinguished by the use of a flowery initial letter.

In translating the Text I have aired no views of my own, but followed the
received Commentators. Where they differ among themselves, I have had to choose
what appeared to me to be the most reasonable opinion from all points of view. Where
it is a question merely of words, I have not considered the question important enough
to discuss in the Notes, but where it. is a question of substance, I hope, adequaite
explanations^ will be found in the Notes.- Where I have departed from the litefal
translation iti order to express the spirit of the original better in English, .1 have
explained the literal meaning in the Notes. For example, see ii. 104 n. and ii. 26 n.
In choosing an English word for an Arabic word a translator necessarily exercises
his own judgment and may be unconsciously expressing a point of view, but that ,is

inevitable.
• -

Let me explain the scope of the No*tes. I have made them as short as possible
consistently with the object I have in view, viz., to give to the English reader, scholar
as well as general reader, a fairly complete but concise view of what I understand jto

be the meaning of the Text. To discuss theological controversies or enter into
polemical arguments I have considered outside my scope. Such discussions and
arguments may be necessary and valuable, but they should find a place in separate
treatises, if only out of respect to the Holy Book. Besides, such discussions leave no
room for more important matters on which present-day readers desire information!
In this respect our Commentators have not always been discreet. On questions
of law, the Qur-an lays down general principles, and these I have explained. I have
avoided technical details : these will be found discussed in tbeir proper place in my book
on “ Anglo-Muhammadan Law.” Nor have I devoted much space to grammatical
or philological Notes. On these points I consider that the labours of the vast body of our
learned men in the past have left little new to say now. There is usually not much
controversy, and I have accepted their conclusions without setting out the reasons
for them. Where it has been necessary for the understanding of the Text to refer

to the particular occasion for the revelation of a particular verse, I have done so
briefly, but have not allowed it to absorb a disproportionate amount of space. It

will be found that every verse revealed for a particular occasion has also a general

meaning. The particular occasion and the particular people concerned have passed
away, but the general meaning and its application remain true for all time. What
we are concerned about now, in the fourteenth century of the Hijra, is : what
guidance can we draw for ourselves from the message of God ?

I spoke of the general meaning of the verses. Every earnest and reverent

student of the Qur-an, as he proceeds with his study, will find, with an inwdtd' joy

difficult to describe, how this general meaning also enlarges as his own capacity for

understanding increases. It is like a traveller climbing a mountain : the higher he
goes, the farther he sees. From a literary point of view the poet Keats has described

his feeling when he discovered Chapman’s Homer

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies

When a new planet swims into his ken.

Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes

He stared at the Pacific,—and all his men
Looked at each other with a wild surmise,—

Silent, upon a peak in Darien.

How much greater is the joy and sense of wonder and miracle when the

Qur-Sn opens our spiritual eyes ! The meaning which we thought we had grasped

expands. New worlds are opened out. As we progress, still newer and again newer
worlds “ swim into our ken.” The miracle deepens and deepens, and almost com-

pletely absorbs us. And yet we know that the “ face of God our final goal—has

not yet been reachei We are in the mulk of Sulaiman (Q. ii. 102), which the evil

ones denied, belied, and even turned into blasphe my. But we can ignore blasphemy,
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ridicule and contempt, for we are on the threshold of Realities, and a little perfume

from the garden of the Holy One has already gladdened our nostrils.

Such meaning it is most difficult to express. But where I can, I have indicat-

ed it in the Notes, in the Commentary, and with the help of the rhythm and the

elevated language of the Text.

The Arabic Text I have had printed from photographic blocks made for me
by Master Muhammad Sharif. The calligraphy is from the pen of Pit ‘Abdul I^amid,

with whom I have been in touch and who has complied with my desire for a bold

round hand, with the words clearly separated, the vowel points accurately placed

over or under the letter to which they relate, and the verses duly numbered and
placed in juxtaposition with their English equivalents. Calligraphy occupies an

important place in Muslim Art, and it is my desire that my version should not in any
way be deficient in this respect.

I have been fortunate in securing the co-operation of Professor Zafar Iq^al in

looking over the proofs of the Arabic Text. In connection with the Anjuman’s edition

of the Arabic Qur-an he has devoted much time and thought to the correct punctua-

tion of the Text, and he has also investigated its history and problems. I hope he
will some day publish these valuable notes. I have bean privileged to s^e the

Anjuman’s Text before its formal publication. I consider it the most carefully

prepared Text of any produced in India, and I have generally followed it in punctuation

and the numbering of verses,—the only points on which any difficulties are likely to

arise on the Quranic Text.

It has been my desire to have the printing done in the best style possible

with new type, on good glazed paper, and with the best ink procurable. I hope the

result will please those who are good enough to approve of the more essential features

of the work. The proprietors of the Ripon Press and all their staff, but especially

Mr. Badruddin Badr, their Proof Examiner, have taken a keen interest in their work.
The somewhat unusual demands made on their time and attention they have met
cheerfully, and I am obliged to them. The publisher. Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf,

has thrown himsejf heart and soul into his work, and I hope the public will appreciate

his efforts.

My plan is to issue each Sipdra as it is ready, at .intervals of not more than
three months. As the work proceeds, 1 hope it will be possible to accelerate the pace.

The paging will be continuous in the subsequent volume. The final binding will be
in either three or two volumes. It is my intention to provide a complete analytical

Index to the whole. I hope all interested will sign the publisher’s subscription

order in advance.

Ope final word to my readers. Read, study, and digest the Holy Book. Read
slowly, and let it sink into your heart and soul. Such study

,
will, like virtue, be its

own reward. It you find anything in this volume to criticise, please let it not spoil

your enjoyment of the rest. If you write to me, quoting chapter and verse, I shall

be glad to consider your criticism, but let it not vex you if I exercise my own
judgment in deciding for myself. Any corrections accepted will be gratefully
acknowledged. On the other hand, if there is something that specially pleases you
or helps you, please do not hesitate to write to me. I have given up other interests
to help you. It will be a pleasure to know that my labour has not been in vain. If

you address me care of my Publisher at his Lahore address, he will always forward
the letters to me.

Lahore
. A. YUSUF 'ALL

4th April, 1934

=18th of the month
of Pilgrimage, 1352 H.
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Besides the names which I mentioned in my Preface of 1934, of those who
have assisted me in various ways, I have much pleasure in adding a few more
at this stage, ^an §a^ib Khwaia Latlf Ahmad, of the Central Provinces
Educational Service, has been a diligent and critical reader of the Parts as issued,

and his friendly correspondence has enabled me to correct misprints and elucidate
some points. Mr. Fadhl Muhammad Khan. I.F.S., of Lahore', as well as Mian
Muhammad ‘Abdullah, B.A., LL.B., of Lahore, have also been helpful in

pointing out misprints. Maulvi Muhammad Shafl*, Principal of the Oriental College,

Lahore, has been good enough to answer most readily my queries on questions of
scholarship referred to him. To these and other gentlemen, who have favoured me
with correspondence, I have much pleasure in expressing my obligation.

The zeal and energy which my publisher. Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf, has
thrown into the work, require renewed acknowledgement. For four years he and I

have co-operated in a great undertaking, and all processes connected with it have
been carried out by loving Muslim hands.

Since I last greeted my readers collectively I have been able to perform the
Pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca and the sacred territory around it and seen
with my own eyes the city and territory of Medina, with all the country around and
between the holy Cities. I have realised for myself the scenes in which the

revelations came which I have humbly sought to interpret. I hope that some
glimpses of this experience will have been conveyed to my dear readers. Will they

pray that God may give me strength to complete this work and td serve Islam in

other ways

!

A. yUsuf ‘ALI.
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Quranic literature is so voluminous that no single man can compass a .perusal

of the whole. Besides the extant works there were innumerable works written >fDr

special groups of people or from special points of view or for special purposes, which
have perished. And more works are Ijeing added every day. The activity in';.tbis

line has never been greater than it is now. - iVr

There is no Book in the world in whose service so much talent, so much
labour, so much time and money have been expended as has been the case with the
Qur-an. A mere glance at Imam Suyuti’s (d. 911 H.) Itqan or Haji Khalifa's

(d. 1059 H.) Kashf-uz-zunun will show the encyclopaedic volume of the: Qufaiiic

sciences in their day.

Since then the volume has continued to go on increasing, although it must be

admitted that the quality of the later literature on the subject leaves much to be

desired. With the retrogression of the Islamic nations in original work in science,

art, and philosophy, and the concomitant limitation in their outlook and experience,

in various phases of intellecutual and spiritual life, has come a certain limitation, in

the free spirit of research and enquiry. The new Renaissance of Islam which is

just beginning will,- it is hoped, sweep away cobwebs and let in the full light of

reason and understanding.

The need for an explanation of the verses of the Qur-an arose quite early.

'Even before the whole of the Qur-an was revealed, people used to ask the Apostle

all sorts of questions as to the meaning of certain words in the_ verses revealed, or

of their bearing on problems as they arose, or details of certain historical or spiritual

matters on which they sought more light. The Apostle’s answers were carefully

scored in the memory of the Companions (as-hab) and were afterwards written down.

In the next generation, the Tdbi'in, were those who had not personally conversed ^i^h

the Apostle, like the Companions, but had conversed with the . Companions hnd

learned from them. Subsequent generations always went back to establish a chain

of evidence through the Tabiin and the Companions. Through them grew up the

science of Hadith or Traditions As this literature grew, it became necessary. • to

establish strict rules by which the evidence could be examined and tested, .so asi to

separate that which was considered to be established from that which was doubtral

or weak, and that which was to be rejected as unproved^ In the evolution of the

science of Hadith, it became clear that even among the Companions certain persons

bad better memories than others, or better opportunities of becoming really

acquainted with the Apostle’s true meaning, or in other ways, a better title to >be

called true expositors, and the number of such persons came to be liimted to ten

only. Similarly the claims of the Taiii in came to be examined and graded, , and- so

on. Thus arose a new science, in which the names and positions of persons in

tfadiih literature were examined biographically and other ways. >

.T\iz Hadith literature dealt with all. sorts of matters, including Theplogy,

Ethics, and Exegesis (explanation of the Qur-an). Exegesis soon became an indepen-

dent science by itself and was called Tafsir, and the sphere of Tafstr itself began to

widen as the experience and knowledge of the Arabs and Arabic writers began to in-

. crease. Besides the exam-ination of correct traditions- from various kinds and grades

of authorities, it began to examine the meaning of words philologically, collecting

vast amount of learning as to root meanings, the usage of the Quraish tribe of Arabs

to which the Apostle belonged, the usage and meaning of words in the purest onemal

Arabic before it became mixed up with foreign idioms and usages by the. use of the

Arabic language by non-Arabs in Islam, and by the influence of the enormous

geographical expansion of the Arab «ce in the first few centuries of Islam The

increasing knowledge of history and of Jewish and Christian legends enabled
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the Commentators to illustrate the Text of the Holy Book with reference to these.

Sometimes the amount of Jewish stuff (some of it absurd), which found its way into

the Commentaries, was out of all proportion to its importance and relevance, and

gave rise to the legend, which has been exploited by polemical Christian and Jewish

writers, that Islam was built up on an imperfect knowledge of Christianity and'Judaism,

ot that it accepts as true the illustrative legends from the Talmud or the Midrash

or various fantastic schools of Christianity. Then came philosophy and the mystic

doctrine of the ^ufi schools. The development of the science of kalam (built on
formal logic), and its further off shoot the 'Ilm-ul- Aqaid Ithe philosophical exposi-

tion of ,the grounds of our beliefs) introduced further elements on the intellectual

side, while Tdawil (esoteric exposition of the hidden or inner meaning) introduced

elements on the spiritual side, based on a sort of transcendental intuition of

the expositor. The §ufi mystics at least adhered to the rules of their own Orders,

which were very strict. But many of the non-§Qfl writers on Tdawil indulged in an

amount of licence in interoretation which has rightly called forth a protest on
the part of the more sober ‘Ulama.

For my part I agree with this protest. While freely reserving the right of in-

dividual judgment on the part of every earnest writer, I think the art of interpretation

must stick as closely as possible to the text which it seeks to interpret. Every
serious writer and thinker has a right to use all the knowledge and experience he
possesses in the service of the Qur-an. But he must not mix up his own theories

and conclusions, however reasonable, with the interpretation of the Text itself, which
is usually perfectly perspicuous, as it claims it to be. Our difficulties in interpretation

often arise from various causes, of which I will mention just a few :

(1) Arabic words in the Text have acquired other meanings than those which
were understood by the Apostle and his Companions. All living languages undergo
such transformations. The early Commentators and Philologists went into these

matters with a very comprehensive grasp, and we must accept their conclusions,

where they are not unanimous, we must use our judgment and historic sense

in adopting the interpretation of that authority which appeals to us most. We ipust

not devise new verbal meanings.

(2) Even since the early Commentators wrote, the Arabic language has further
developed, and later Commentators often abandon the interpretations of earlier

Commentators without sufficient reason. In exercising our selective judgment in such
cases it would be a good rule to prefer the earlier to the later interpretation, though,
where a later writer has reviewed the earlier interpretations and given good reasons
for his own view, he has an advantage which we must freely concede to him.

(3) Classical Arabic has a vocabulary in which the meaning of each root-word
is SO comprehensive that it is difficult to interpret it in a modern analytical language
word for word, or by the use of the same word in all places where the original word
occurs in the Text. A striking example is furnished by the word $abr, about which
see my notes on ii. 45 and ii. 153. Even though one particular shade of meaning may
be predommant in any particular passage, the others are latent. So in a ray of light,

when a prism analyses it, we may look at a portion of the field where a particular
colour predominates, but other colours do not escape our glance. An Arabic word is

often a full ray of light ; when a translator looks at it through the prism of a modern
analytical language, he misses a great deal of its meaning by confining his attention
to’ one particular colour. European translators have often failed in this respect and
sometimes even been landed in absurdities because these delicate rich tones are not
studied in their languages or literatures, and they do not look for them or appreciate
them in the hest examples of Oriental style. If they despise them or think them
fantastic, they had best leave the interpretation of Oriental literatures alone. This is

all the more so in religious or spiritual literature. No human language can possibly
be adequate for the expression of the highest spiritual thought. Such thought must
be expressed symbolically in terse and comprehensive words, out of which people will
perceive just as much light and colour as their spiritual eyes are capable of perceiving.
It is possible that their prism will only show them a dark blue while a whole glorious
symphony of colours is hidden from their eyes. And so it comes about that through
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the prism of a clever English translation, poor ‘Umar (Omar) Khavvam emerges
as a sensualist and cynic who sees no higher purpose in life than drinking wine,'
dallying with women, and holding up his. hands in despair at “ this sorry scheme of
things entire.” And so the parables of stern morality in the Quran, its mystic
earnestness, and its pictures of future beatitude are distorted into idle fables,
incoherent effusions, and a sensual paradise !

(4) All opposite error sometimes arises because in certain matters the rich
vocabulary of the Qur-an distinguishes between things and ideas of a certain kind by
special^ words, for whice there is only a general word in English. Instances arc:
22ai^man and (Most Merciful); see i. 1. n. ; 'afd, safa}ia, Safara (to forgive) ;

see ii. 109 n. ; and the various words for Creation ; see ii. 117 n. The fact is that it

gives us a very limited idea of God’s Mercy, when we only use the English word
" mercy ”

: the Quranic idea implies not only pity and forgiveness but the Grace
which protects us and keeps us from sin, and indeed guides us to the light of His
Countenance.” So the “ forgiveness ” of God is a thing totally different in quality

from the forgiveness which a man can give to his brother man : the equation implied
in“ Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those that trespass against us ” is a
misleading fallacy. So, again, “ Creation ” is not just a simple process done by God
at some remote time and finished with : the Quranic idea implies various processes
and the continuous presence and activity of God in His Creation.

(5) God's purpose is eternal, and His plan is perfect, but man’s intelligence is

limited at its very best. In the same individual it grows and declines according to the
strength of his powers and the width of his experience. If we take mankind
collectively, the variations are even greater from age to age and from people to people.
There is thus no finality in human interpretation. And in the thing interpreted-^
God's Creation—there is constant flux and change. So that the impact of the one on
the other must yield diverse results. The view of Kunchinjunga must vary infinitely

according to the position of the observer, even if Kunchinjunga remained the same.
But if Kunchinjunga itself varies, there is a double cause of variation in the view.
So I believe in progressive interpretation, in the need for understanding and explaining
spiritual matters from different angles. The difficulties that confront me may not
be the same as those that confront you. The problems which our age has to meet
may not be the same as the problems which puzzled earnest minds of the fourth' or

'

sixth or later centuries of the Hijra. Therefore it is no merit to hug the solutions

offered in the fourth or sixth centuries when our souls cry out in hunger for sUlace

in the fourteenth century of the Hijra.

The distinction drawn by Commentators between matters of report (manqulSt)

and matters of judgment {maqul^) is a sound one, and I heartily accept it. But I

would extend the scope of the maqulat far beyond questions of idiom and meaning.

In the former the issues are : what actually happened, or what was actually safd, or

how were certain things done ? Here the closer we go back to contemporary
authority, the better. In the latter, the issues are: what is the bearing of this truth

on out lives, or what illustration helps us best to grasp this, or what is the wisdom
we can extract from this ? In such matters, the closer’ we come to our own
circumstances and experiences, the better. It is not only our right but our duty to

seek honestly our own solutions, and while we respect authority, we must not neglect

or despise the gifts which God has accumulated for us through the ages.

The principles on which I have worked may be briefly stated. In matters of

philology and language I accept the best authority among those who were competent

to deal with these questions : the older the better. In matters of narration,

contemporary authorities are best, subject to such corrections as have to be applied

for their points of view. As to the particular occasions on which particular verses

were revealed, the information is interesting and valuable from a historical point of

view, and our older writers have collected ample material for it. But to lay too

much stress on it to-day puts the picture out of all perspective. The Qur-an was

not revealed for a particular occasion only, but for all time. The particular occasion

is now past. Our chief interest now is to see how it can guide us in out present

lives. Its meaning is so manifold, and when tested, it is so true, that we should be
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wise, to concentrate on the matters that immediately help us. So in nature plants
peek out of the soil just that food which gives them nourishment. There is plenty of
other food left in the soil, which ocher plants take, which can digest it. In matters
of remote history or folk lore, we must take the results of the latest researches. In
interpreting Jewish or Christian legends or beliefs we must go to Jewish or Christian'
sources, but by way of illustration only, not in the direction of incorporating such
beliefs or systems. Though they were true in their original purity, we are not sure
of the form which they subsequently took, and in any case the fuller light of the sun
obscures the lesser light of the stars.

In the application of spiritual truths to our own times and our own lives, we
must use every kind of knowledge, science, and experience which we possess, but we
must not obtrude irrelevant matter into our discussions. Let us take simple examples.
When we speak of the rising of sun in the east, we do not go on to reconcile the
expression with the Copernican system of astronomy. What we mean is as true
under the Copernican system as it was under the Pcolemaeic system. When we speak
of the endless plains of India, we arc not put on our defence because the earth is

round. Nor will such poetic expressions as the seven firmaments raise questions aS
to the nature of space in modern astronomy. Man’s intellect is given to him to
investigate the_ nature of the physical world around him. He forms different concep-
tions of it at different times. Spiritual truths are quite independent' of the question
which of these conceptions are true. They deal with matters which are beyond
the ken of physical science. In explaining or illustrating them we shall use such
language as is current among the people to whom we speak.

Let me set out the names of the most important Tafsirs, especially those to
which I have from time to time referred. They are not, however, in any sense my
authorities. They belong to widely different schools of thought, and some of them
express extreme views with which I do not agree.' I only adopt the general sense of
accepted Commentaries.

,

(1) The monumental work of AbQ Ja’far Muhammad Ibn Jaikfabari, d. 310 H.
A perfect mine of historical information, as the author was both a historian and
a Traditionist. Copies are not easily accessible.

^
(2) The Mufrad&t, a dictionary of difficult words and phrases in the Qur-an,

by Abul-Qasim Husain RaSib, of Ispahan, d. 503 H. Also explains allusions.

(3)

The Kashshaf
, by Abul-Qasim Mahmuo Zamabh ifiari

,
of Khwarizm. d. 538 H.

’ explanation of words and idioms
; cakes a decidedly rational

and ethical view of doctrine. Numerous Commentaries h^ve been written on this
Commentary.

(4)

Tafslr Kabir, by Fakhr-ud-dln Kluhammad Razi, d. 606 H. 'Very com-
prehensive. Strong in interpretations from a Sufi or spiritual point of view.

(5)

Anwar-Mf-Tanzil, by Qadlii Nasir-ud-din Abu Sa’id Baid/iawi, d.685 H.Has drawn largely from the Mufradat, the Kashshaf, and the Td^ir Kabir but
incorporates a g^d deal or original matter. A very popular Commentary, on which
again numerous Commentaries have been written.

(6)

The Tafsir of Abul-Fida Isma ll Ibn Kathir, d. 774 H
has great authority among the ‘Ulama.

Voluminous, but

. •
fj) fi 'ulUm-il-Qur-dn, by Jalal-ud-din Suyuti, d. 911 H. A comprehensivereview of the sciences of the Qur-an, being an introduction to his Majma-ul Bal^rain.

.mho. S’ 'd' 9U
Commemaiy. on which again a numbe. pi Commentaiica have been wr”?te““'“‘'°'“
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(9) Our country has produced some notable scholars in the realm of Tafsir,

They wrote in Arabic and Persian, and the latter ones have written in Urdu.

The earliest I can trace is Shaikh ‘All Ibn .Ahmad Mahaimi (of Mahim, near

Bombay), d. H. 835=1432 A.D., author of the Tafsir Rahmant. Almost contetnporary

with him was ‘Allama Shams-ud-din, of Daulatabad and Delhi, who lived during the

brilliant reign of Ibrahim Sharqi of Jaunpur (1400—1440 A.D.). He wrote m
Persian. During the nineteenth century, the famous Muhaddith of Delhi, Shah

Wali-Ullah, and his two sons Shah ‘Abdul ‘Aziz (d. 1824) and Shah Abdul Qadir

(d. 1826) wrote both translations and Commentaries. Sbah ‘Abdul ‘Aziz wrote m
Persian and Shah 'Abdul Qadir in Urdu. The Urdu Commentary of Sir Sayyid

Ahmad I^an of Aligarh (d. 1898) has not met the approval of^ the ‘Ulama. the

other hand the more recent Urdu Commentary of Maulvi ‘Abdul Hlaqq, the Tafsir

Ifaqqani, has passed through several editions, is quire modern in tone and manage-

able in bulk, and is widely circulated in India. I have derived much instruction

from it and have used it constantly. The Commentary of Maulvi Abul Kalam

Azad has been planned on a spacious scale and has not yet been finished.

(10) The Modernist school in Egypt got a wise lead from the late Shaikh

Muhammad ‘Abduh (d. 1323 H.=1905 A.D.), whose unfinished Commentary is being

’ completed by Muhammad Rashid Ridha, the talented editor of the Manar newspaper.

The work of Shaikh Tanrawi, Jauhari, a pupil of ‘Abduh, finds the “ jewels of the

Qur-an and of the sciences mutually illuminative, and suggests many new lines or

thought. ‘Allama Farid Wajdi is also spoken of as a good Modern Commentator :

I have not yet been able to get a copy of his work.

(11) It has been said that the Qur-an is its own best Commentary. As we

proceed with the study of the Book, we find how true this is. A careful comparison

and collation of passages from the Qur-an removes many difficultiw. Use a good

Coticordance, such as the one I have named among the Works of Reference, and

you will find that one passage throws light on another.
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TRANSLATIONS OF THE QUR-AN

Almost all languages spoken by Muslims have translations of the Qur-an in

them. Usually the Text is printed with the Translation. If the language is

undeveloped, many of the Arabic words of the Qur-an are taken over bodily into it

for want of corresponding words in the language. Even in cultivated languges like

Persian or Turkish, the introduction of religious terms from Arabic gave a body of

words which were common to the whole Islamic world, and thus cemented that

unity of the Muslim Brotherhood which is typified by the Qibla Where the notion

itself is new to the speakers of polished languages, they are glad to borrow the Arabic
word exnressing that notion and all the associations connected with it. Such a

word is Qibla. Where the language is undeveloped, the translation is nothing more
than a rough explanation of the Arabic Text. The translation has neither grammati-
cal finish nor a form which can stand independently by itself. That is what
happened with the earlier Urdu translations. They were really rough explanations.

The ambition of every learned Muslim is to read the Qur-an in Arabic.' The ambition

of every Muslim is to read the sounds of the Arabic Text. I wish that his or her •

ambition were also to understand tbe Qur-an, either in Arabic or in the mother
tongue or some well-developed tongue which he or she understands. Hence the

need for good and accurate translations.

The translations into non-European languages known to me are : Persian,

Turkish, Urdu; Tamil (used by Moplas), Pashto (for Afghans), Bengali, Malay, some
of the languages of the Eastern Archipelago, and some of the African languages. I

believe there is also a Chinese (dialectical) translation.

The earliest Urdu translatipn was by Shah ‘Ahdul Qadir of Delhi (d 1826),

He has already been mentioned among the Indian Commentators. Since then,

numerous Urdu translations have followed, some of which have been left incomplete.
Among the complete ones, much used at the present day, may be mentioned those
of Shah Rafi‘-ud-dln of Delhi, Shah Ashraf ‘All Thanawai, and Maulvi Na?ir A^mad
(d. 1912). Personally I prefer the last. The projected Urdu translation by I^akim
A^mad Shuja‘ has not yet been published.

Before the development of the modern European vernaculars, the cultivated

language of Europe was Latin. A Latin translation was made for the Monastery of
Clugny about 1143 (in the sixth century of the Hijra) but not published till 1543.

The place of publication was Basle and the publisher Bibliander. This was translated

into Italian, German, and Dutch. Schweigger’s German translation was published
at Nurenburg (Bavaria) in 1616. A French translation by Du Ryer was published
at Paris in 1647, and a Russian one at St. Petersburg in 1776, Savary’s French
translation appeared in 1783, and Kasimirski’s French translation (which has passed
through several editions) first appeared in 1810, the French interest in Islam having
been stimulated by French conquests in Algeria and North Africa. The Germans
have followed up Schweigger with Boysen’s translation in '1773, Wahl’s in 1828, and
Ullmann’s (first edition) in 1810. I believe the Aljmadiya Association of Lahore
have in hand a fresh translation into German and Dutch.

Meanwhile Maracci had produced in 1689 a Latin version of the Qur-an with
the Arabic Text and quotations from various Arabic Commentaries, carefully selected
and garbled, so as to give the worst possible impression of Islam to Europe. Marraci
was a learned man, and there is no pretence about the object he had in view, viz.,

to discredit Islam by an elaborate show of quotations from Muslim authorities
themselves. Maracci was himself a Confessor to Pope Innocent XI ; his work is

dedicated to the holy Roman Emperor Leopold I
; and he introduces it by an

introductory volume containing what he calls a “ Refutation of the Qur-an.”
The first English translation by A. Ross was but a translation of the first French

translation of Du Ryer of 1647, and was published a few years after Du Ryer’s. George
Sale’s translation (1734) was based on Maracci’s Latin version, and even his notes and
his_ Preliminay Discourse are based mainly on Maracci. Considering that Maracci’s
object was to discredit Islam in the eyes of Europe,it is remarkable that Sale’s translation
should be looked upon as a standard translation in the English-speaking world, and
should pass through edition after edition, being even included in the series called the
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j
the benediction of Sir E. Denison Ross> The Rev.

J..Mf Koawen arranged the Suras in a rough chronological order. His translation
was first published in 1861. Though he tries to render .the idiom fairly, his notes .

snow the mina of a Christian clergyman, who was more concerned to " show up

"

the Book than to appreciate or expound its beauties. Prof. E. H. Palmer’s
translation (first published in 1876) suffers from the idea that the Qur-an ought to be
translated into colloquial language. He failed to realise the beauty and grandeur
of style in the original Arabic. To him that style was “ rude and rugged "

: we
may more justifiably call his translation careless and. slipshod.

The amount of mischief done by these versions of non-Muslim and anti-
Muslim writers has led Muslim writers to venture into the field of English transla-
tion. The first' Muslim to undertake an English translation was Dr. Muhammad
Abdul _Hakim Khan, of Patiala, 1905. Mirza Hairat of Delhi also published a
translation, (Delhf 1919) ; the Commentary which he intended to publish in a
separate volume of introduction was, as far as I know, never published. My dear friend,
the late Nawwab ‘Imad-ul-mulk Saiyid Hussain Bilgtami of Hyderabad. Deccan,
translated a portion, but he did not live to complete his work. The Ahmadiya Sect
has also been active in the field. Its Qadiyan Aniuman published a version of the
first Sipara in 1915. Apparently no more was published. Its Lahore Anjuman has
published Maulvi Muhammad All’s translation (first edition in 1917), which was
passed through more than one edition. It is a scholarly work, and is equipped with
adequate explanatory matter in the notes and the Preface, and a fairly full Index.
But the English of the Text is decidedly weak, and is not likely to appeal to those
who know no Arabic. There are two other Muslim translations of great merit.
Blit they have been published without the Arabic Text. Hafiz Qulam Sarwar’s
translation (published in 1930 or 1929) deserves to be better known than it is. He
has provided fairly full summaries of the Suras, section by section, but he hasj
practically no notes to his Text. I think such notes are necessary for a full

understanding of the Text. In many cases the Arabic words and phrases are so

pregnant of meaning that a Translator would be in despair unless he were allowed to

explain all that he understands by them. Mr. Marmaduke Pickthall’s translation

was published in 1930. He is an English Muslim, a literary man of standing, and
an Arabic scholar. But he has added very few notes to elucidate the Text. His
rendering is “almost literal ’’: it can hardly be expected that it can give an adequate
idea of a Book which (in his own words) can be described as “ that inimitable

symphony the very sounds of which move men to tears and ecstasy.” Perhaps the

attempt to catch something of that symphony in another language is impossible.

Greatly daring, I have made that attempt. We do not blame an artist who tries to

catch in his picture something of the glorious light of a spring landscape.

The English language being widely spread over the world, many people

interested in Islam will get their ideas of the Qur-an from English translations. It

is good that qualified Muslims should make the attempt to present the picture which

their own mental and spiritual vision presents to themselves. The Indian educa-

tional system has enthroned English as the common language of culture for a

population of 350 millions. The most educated of its 80 millions of Muslims

—

unless they know Arabic—look to English as the most cultivated medium of

expression. Their non-Muslim fellow-countrymen judge—usually misjudge—their

religion by the material which is available to them in English. We should

improve and increase this material as much as we can and from as many points of

view as we can. Some Muslim nations—like the Turks—have now determined to

provide their religious literature (including the Holy Book) in their own national

language. In order to keep them in touch with the thought and points of view of

their brethren in faith, the English language would under present conditions be the

most convenient medium. These are the considerations which have moved me to

undertake the stupendous task of providing an English Interpretation of the Qur-an.

I pray for strength and light, so that I may be enabled to succeed in this service

to Islam,
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USEFUL WORKS OF REFERENCE

The wide compass of the Qur-an makes it necessary to consult works of reference

on almost every conceivable subject, to enable us to elucidate the various.points

that arise. To deal adequately with such a Book, the widest reading ,is necessary

as well as the most varied experience in life. But the interests of readers require

that a handy Commentary should not roam too far afield. Bearing this in view the

three essential kinds of books would be : (a) Previous Commentaries ; (b) previous

Translations ; (c) Dictionaries and General works of Reference, easily accessible.

I have set out (a) and (i») in the previous two Notes. I note a few under (c) ;
—

1. Imam Abul-Qasim Husain Ra?ib*s Mufradat

:

a concise Arabic dictionary

of words and phrases in the Qur-an. Already mentioned under Commentaries.

2. The well-known Arabic Dictionary, Qamus.

3. The well-known Arabic Dictionary, Lisdn-ul- Arab

.

4. The concise Arabic-Persian Dictionary, Surah.

5. J. Pcnrice’s Dictionary (S Glossary of the Koran.

6. E. W. Lane ; English-Arabic Lexicon.

7. Imam Jalal-ud-din Suyuti’s Itqdn ft ‘uliim-il-Qur-an
; a veritable encyclo-

paedia of Quranic sciences.

8. Noldeke and Schwally : Geschichte des Qorans. A German Essay on’ the
Chronology of the Qur-an. Its criticisms and conclusions are from a non-Muslim
point of view and to us not always acceptable, though it is practically the last word
of European scholarship on the subject.

9. Encyclopaedia of Islam. Neatly completed. Very unequal in its various
parts.

10. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14eh edition. A great advance on previous
editions, as regards the attention it devotes to Arabic learning.

11. Hughes’s Dictionary of Islam. Out of date, but still useful.

„12. Ibn Hisham : Sirat-ur-Rasul A fairly detailed Life of the Apostle.

13. Maulvi Shibli Nu’mani (d. 1914=1334 H.) : Sirat-un-Nabi (an Urdu
Life of the Apostle.

14. Fat^-ur-Rahman, an Arabic Concordance to the Qur-in, by Faidh-ullah
Bik HasanI, printed in Cairo in 1346 H. Full and well arranged, and easy to use.



tRANSLirB6.AtlON OF ARi\BiC WOROS AND NAKiES

The following table shows the system which I have followed in translitetating the
letters of the Arabic alphabet :

—

k
k

I jConsonantall

I sound

I Long vowel *

O

Z
t
j

a

b

t

th

i

h

kh

d

z

t

z

t
ui

a

J

1^

d
S Si

(Invented apostropbe)

g
f

q
k

1

m
n
h

J J consonant w
j J long vowel * u

5 diphthong au
A

U* iS consonant y

lS long vowel* I
•

dh diphthong ai

Short vowels ;
— ifatha) a

{kasra) i

JL {dhamma) u

1. For the hamzo (*) I have used no distinctive sign. An apostrophe for it

and an inverted apostrophe for the ‘ainf^l. or vice versa, is confusing to English

readers. As a moved consonant, it is sufficiently shown in English by the long or

short vowel which moves it, e.g , ab, Rauf. Where it is a hiatus preceded by a faj1}.a,

I have shown it by a second a : thus, Iqraa, the cave of Hiraa. In other cases it has

not been possible to show it without using a distinctive sign. The name of the Holy
Book is usually written Quran ;

but I prefer to write Qur~an.

2. The final k preceded by the short a is scarcely pronounced, and I have
left it out. Hence Sura, Fatiha, Hijra, etc., where the Arabic spelling would require

Surah, Fatiljah, Hijrah, etc.

3. In internationalised words and names I have used the spelling ordinarily

current in English ; e.g., Mecca, Medina, Maulvi, Urdu, Islam, Israel, Abraham, Jacob.

Here the boundary is thin and rather ill-defined, and possibly my practice and that of

my proof-readers have not been absolutely unifotm.

4. Some names, e.g., Ishmael, Hagar, etc., have acquired a contemptuous •

•association in their European forms, while the persons they represent are sacred

personages held in great honour in' Islam. I have, therefore, avoided the European
forms and used the Arabic forms, Isma'il, Hajar, etc.

•Where it is really pronounced long. Hence khaldanu-kum but ^alacinal-insdn : Abu Sufydn

but Abul-Qdsim ; fin-nar but ji-hi.
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ABBREVIATIONS tJSEC)

1 hav6 not used many abbreviations. Those I have used are shown below :

—

A.D. =Anno Domini=year of the Christian Calendar.

A.H. =Anno Hegirae=year of the Hijra.

Bk. =Book.

C. =The running Commentary, in rhythmic prose.

Cf. =compare.

d. =date of death of an author (to show the age in which he lived).

Deut. =The Book of Deuteronomy in the Old Testament.

E. B. =Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th edition.

e.g. =exempli gratia=iot example.

Ezod. =The Book of Exodus, Old Testament.

Gen. =The Book of Genesis, Old Testament.

H. =year of the Hijra.

H.G.S. =IJafiz ^ulam Sarwar’s Translation of the Qur-’an.

i.e. =id est=that is.

Josh. =Book of Joshua, Old Testament.

Matt. =Gospel of St. Matthew, New Testament.

M.M.A. =Maulvi Muljammad ‘All’s Translation of the Qur-an.

M.P. =Mr. M. Pickthall’s The Meaning of the Glorious Koran.

n. =note.

nn. =notes.

Num. =The Book of Numbers, Old Testament,

p, =page.

pp. =pages.

Q, =Qur-an.

XX. 25 =Qur-an, Sura 20, verse 25.

Rev. =Revelation of St. John, New Testament.

S. =sQra.

V, =verse.

w, =verses.

viz. =videlicet=namely.

A. in. etc.= the end of one Sipara, two Siparas, etc. A Sipara is arithmeti-

cally the 3dch part of the Qur-an.
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PUNCTUATION MARKS IN THE ARABIC TEXT

The punctuation marks in che Arabic Text have been worked out by our ‘Ulama
with great care and minute attention to details. The earliest manuscripts had few
or no punctuation marks. Their growth and development furnish an interesting
history, on which I hope Professor Safar Iqbal, who has gone into the question, will

publish his notes. In classical Europe, Greek had practically no punctuation marks.
Later Latin had one or two rudimentary ones. In modern Europe they developed
with printing. Aldus Manutius (16th century) was the first to work out a regular
system. The Muslims were much earlier in the field for Quranic purposes, although
in current Urdu, Persian, or Arabic, punctuation is not a strong point.

Quranic punctuation is an elaborate system, in which three kinds of marks
are, used. First, there are marks to show the variations in the systems of Qiraat.
The most important of these is what is known as the Mu‘a.naqa AtiiliLt. This literally

means the action of two persons embracing_ each shoulder to shoulder, as in the
ceremonious salute at the celebration of ‘Id. The technical meaning in connection
with the Quranic text is that a certain word or expression so marked can be construed
as going either with the words or expressions preceding it or with those following it.

The word or expression in question is indicated by three dots .*. placed before and
after it, above other punctuation marks if any. An example will be found in ii. 2,

where the word fi-hi may be construed either as referring to the word raib in the
prececling clause, or to the word hudan in the succeeding clause. Either or both
constructions are admissible. Passages where such constructions occur are indicated

in. the margin of the Arabic Text s by the abbreviation f*, where this was worked out
by the earlier Commentators (Mutaqaddimin), or by the word aKJI*- in full, where it

was worked out by the later Commentators (Mutaa^^irin^. The numeral above it

shows the serial number of the Mudnaqa of each series.

Secondly, there are marginal marks showing division into sections or para-
graphs. These are denoted by the letter ‘ain (^1 in the margin, and are explained

under the heading “Divisions of the Qur’an.”

Thirdly, there are the ordinary punctuation marks in the Text. A knowledge
of.the most important of these is necessary for an intelligent reading^ of the Text.

Most important of all is a big circle O _to denote the end of one Ayat and the

beginning of another. If the end of the Ayat is not also the end of a sentence, the

mark of a smaller stop is put above it. Where one mark is put on the top of another,

the former governs the latter. A warning not to stop is denoted by V. The letter ^
(Idzim) shows that a stop is absolutely necessary; otherwise the sense is spoilt. This

is so important that it is also shown prominently in the margin as '-^*3 . g (jdiz)

shows that a stop is optional, but if you do not stop, the sense is not spoiled. There
are other marks to show che extent to which a stop is permissible, e.g.. for taking

breath, etc., or where option is allowed, whether it is better to stop or not to stop.

The letter t {mutlaq denotes a full stop, i.e., the end of a sentence, but not the end

of an argument, as in the case of a paragraph or section (^).



DIVISIONS OF THE QUR-AN

The reading of the Qur-an is considered a pious duty by every Muslim and is

actually performed in practice by every literate person, man, woman, and child. For
the convenience of those who wish to complete the whole reading in a given time,

the whole Text is divided into thirty equal parts, or seven equal parts. The thirtieth

Part is called juz-un in Arabic, and Sipara or simply Para in Persian and Urdu.
If you read a Sipara every day, you complete the whole reading in a month of thirty

days. The seventh part is called a Manzil. If one is read every day, the whole is

completed in a week. Usually the arithmetical quarters of a Sipara (one-fourth,

one-half, three-quarters) are also marked in the Arabic copies as Ar-rub', An-nisf,
and Ath-thalathci.

According to subject-matter, the division is different. The whole of the

Qur-an is arranged in 114 Suras of very unequal size. The Suras are numbered and
the consecutive number is shown just before the title of the Sura, both in Arabic
and English. In Arabic, the figure just after the title shows the chronological _order

as usually accepted by Muslim writers. Each Sura consists of a number of Ayats.

Sura I contains 7 Ayats and Sura II contains 286. For the meaning of Sura and
Ayat see. C. 42 nn. 15-17. The most convenient form of quotation is to name the

Sura and the Ayat : thus ii. 120 means the 120th Ayat of the second Sura. A SQra
is usually spoken of as a Chapter in English, but that translation is hardly satisfactory.

If you examine the order you will find that each Sura is a step in a gradation. I

have left the word untranslated, as a technical term in our religious literature. The
Ayat or verse division is usually determined by the rhythm and cadence in the Arabic

Text. Sometimes an Ayat contains many sentences. Sometimes a sentence is

divided by a break in an Ayat. But usually there is a pause in meaning at the end of

an Ayat.

A division of the Sura into Sections is shown in all Arabic Texts. These are
logical divisions according to meaning. The word translated “Section” is in Arabic
Ruku, a “bowing of the head." The end of a Ruku is shown in Arabic by ».

Usually three figures are written with The top figure shows the number of

Ruku's completed in that Sura. The middle figure shows the number of Ayats 'in

the Ruku‘ just completed. The bottom figure shows the number of Ruku's completed
in that Sipara, irrespective of Suras. For example, the first j in Sipara II which

continues Sura II from Sipara I is usually marked ^ . It means that at that

point 17 Ruku's of_Sura II have been completed, that the Ruku* of which it marks the
close contains 6 Ayats, and that it is the first Ruku that falls in Sipara II. I

have further marked the subdivision of Ruku’s into shorter paragraphs where
necessary, by using in the English text a bold flowery Initial : e.g., see the initial

ii* ^ initial in ii. 35.



INTRODUCTION

l-~Glory tp God Most High, full of Grace and Mercy
;

He created All, including Man.
To Man He gave a special place in His Creation.

He honoured man to be His Agent,

And to that end, endued him with understanding

Purified his affections and gave him spiritual insight

;

So that man should understand Nature,

Understand himself.

And know God through His wondrous Signs,

And glorify Him in Truth, reverence, and unity.

C. 2.—For the fulfilment of this great trust

Man was further given a Will,

So that his acts should reflect God's universal Will and Law,

And his mind, freely choosing,

Should experience the sublime joy

Of being in harmony with the Infinite,

And with the great drama of the world around him,

And with his own spiritual growth.

C. 3.—But, created though he was in the best of moulds,

Man fell from Unity when his Will was warped.

And he chose the crooked path of Discord,

And sorrow and pain, selfishness and degradation.

Ignorance and hatred, despair and unbelief

Poisoned his life, and be saw shapes of evil

In the physical, moral, and spiritual world.

And in himself.

C. 4.—Then did his soul rise against himself,

And his self-discord made discord between kith and kin ;

Men began to fear the strong and oppress the weak

To boast in prosperity, and curse in adversity.

And to flee each other, pursuing phantoms,

For the truth and reality of Unity.

Was gone from their minds.

C. 5.—When men spread themselves over the earth.

And became many nations.

Speaking diverse languages.

And observing diverse customs and laws

;
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The evils became multiplied.

As one race or nation

Became alienated from another.

The Brotherhood of Man was now doubly forgotten,—

First, between individuals, and secondly, between nations.

Arrogance, selfishness, and untruth

Were sown and reaped in larger fields ;

And Peace, Faith, Love and Justice

Were obscured over masses of men.

As large tracts of land are starved

Of sunshine by clouds floating far on high.

C. 6.—But God, in His infinite mercy and love.

Who Forgives and guides individuals and nations.

And turns to good even what seems to us evil.

Never forsakes the struggling soul that turns to Him,

Nor the groups of men and women

Who join together tO obey His Will and Law
And strengthen each other in unity and truth,

Nor the Nations that dwell

In mountain or valley, heat or cold.

In regions fertile or arid.

In societies that roam over land or seas.

Or hunt, or tend flocks, or till the soil.

Or seek the seas for food or oil or fat or gems,

Or dig out from the bowels of the earth

Precious stones or metals or stored-up heat and energy.

Or practise arts and crafts, or produce abundant wealth

By machines of ingenious workmanship.

Or live a frugal life of contemplation :

For all are children of One God,

And share His loving care

And must be brought within the pale

Of His eternal unity and harmony.

C. 7.—And so this light of eternal Unity

Has shone in all ages and among all nations.

Through chosen Apostles of God, who came
As men to dwell among men.

To share their joys and sorrows.

To suffer for them and with them,

—

Aye, and to suffer more than falls

To ordinary mortal lot,

—

That so their message and their life



Might fulfil the eternal

And unchanging purpose of the Most High,

—

To lead man to his noblest destiny.

C. 8.—Ever this eternal light of Unity,

This mystic light of God’s own Willi

Has shone and shines with undiminished splendour,

The names of many Messengers are inscribed

In the records of many nations and many tongues.

And many were the forms in which their message was delivered.

According to the needs of the times and the understanding of the people

;

And manifold were the lives of the Messengers.

And manifold also was the response of their people
;

But they all witnessed to the One Truth :

Of God’s unity, might, grace and love.

C. 9.—As the records of man arc imperfect.

And the memory of man unstable :

The names of many of these messengers

Are known in one place and not in another,

Or among one people and not among others

;

And some of their names may have perished utterly

;

But their message stands one and indivisible,

Even though it may have been forgotten.

Or twisted by ignorance, error, superstition or pervesity

;

Or misunderstood in the blinding light

Of time or tortuous Circumstance.

C. 10.—Many were the faiths in the composite world

Of Western Asia, Northern Africa, and Europe,

And many were the fragments of ancient wisdom,

Saved, transformed, renewed, or mingled

;

And many new streams of wisdom were poured through the crucibles

Of noble minds,— prophets, poets, preachers.

Philosophers, and thinking men of action

;

And many were the conflicts, and many •

The noble attempts reaching out towards Unity,

And many were the subtle influences

Interchanged with the other worlds

• Of further and Eastern Asia,

—

Aye, and perchance with the scattered Isles

Of the Pacific and the world between

The Atlantic and the Pacific.

C. 11.—At length came the time when the Voice of Unity
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Should speak and declare to the People,

Without the need of Priests or Priestcraft,

Without miracles save those that happen

Now and always in the spiritual world.

Without mystery, save those mysteries

Which unfold themselves in the growing

Inner experience of man and his vision of God,

—

To declare with unfaltering voice

The Unity of God, the Brotherhood of Man,

And Grace and Mercy, Bounty and Love,

Poured out in unstinted measure for ever and ever.

C. 13.—And this great healing light shone

Among a people steeped in ignorance.

Brave and free, but without cohesion or union.

Simple and rude, but with an easy familiarity with Nature

Accustomed to Nature’s hardships aind her rugged resistance to man.

But dreaming of the delights of gardens and fruitful fields.

Cruel, yet with a rough sense of equality.

And wielding a tongue, flexible, beautiful.

And able to respond, with brevity and eloquence,

To the sublimest thoughts which man could conceive.

C. 12.--Who were fit to be vehicles of this light 7

—

Not men intoxicated with words and mysteries.

Men whom politics had debauched or tyranny bad subdued.

Men whose refinement had ended in vices,

Who saw Nature only through books or artificial conceits,

Or in moods which bred softness, indolence, or luxury,

Who spoke of love and justice, but practised

Gross selfishness between class and class.

Sex and sex, condition and condition ;

And had perverted their language, oncie beautiful.

Into jargons of empty elegance and unmeaning futility.

C. 14.—For the glory of Hellas, and her freedom and wisdom had departed
;

Rome’s great systems of law, organisation, and universal citizenship

Had sunk into the mire of ecclesiastical formalism.

And dogmatism, and exclusive arrogance
;

The living fire of Persia’s Prophet scarce smouldered

In her votaries of luxury

;

In India, countless castes and kingdoms

Cancelled the unity of Buddha’s teaching

;

The wounds of China had not yet been healed by T’ang culture ,

And Japan was still a disciple of China.
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C. 15.—Then, in the sacted city of pagan Arabia,

Shone a light that spread in all directions.

It was centrally placed for the hounds of the world

Of men’s habitations in Asia, Europe, and Africa,

It made the Arabs the leading nation of culture and science.

Of organised enterprise, law, and arts.

With a zeal for the conquest of Nature and her mysteries.

C. 16.—Behold ! There was born into the world of sense

The unlettered Apostle, the comely child.

Noble of birth, but nobler still
•

In the grace and wisdom of human love

And human understanding ; dowered with the key

Which opened to him the enchanted palace

Of nature ; marked out to receive

—

To receive and preach in burning words

The spiritual truth and message of the Most High.

C. 17.—Others before him had been born

In darkness, beyond the reach

Of history ; others again it pleased God
To send as Messengers, preaching, working

In the dim twilight of history.

Wherein men fashion legends

After their own hearts and dimly seek

A light afar, remote from the lives

Mean and sordid, such as they knew.

C, 18.— But Muhammad came in the fullest blaze

Of history ; with no learning he put to shame

The wisdom of the learned ; with pasture folk.

He lived and worked, and won their love ; in hills

And valleys, caves and deserts, he wandered.

But never lost his way to truth and righteousness

;

From his pure and spotless heart the Angels washed

Off the dust that flew around him ; through the ways

Of crooked city folk, he walked upright and straight.

And won from them the ungrudging, name

Of the Man of Faith ^ who never broke his word.

C. 19.—To the Praiseworthy * indeed be praise :

Born in the Sacred City ® he destroyed

Its superstition ; loyal to his people to the core.

1. Al-Amin. Z. Muhaniipad, 3. Mecca,
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He stood for all humanity ; orphan-born

And poor, he envied not the rich.

And made his special care all those

Whom the world neglected or oppressed,

—

Orphans, women, slaves, and those in need

Of food or comforts, mental solace, spiritual strength.

Or virtues downtrodden in the haunts of men.

C. 20.—His mother * and his foster-mother ®

Loved and wondered at the child ;

His grandfather, ‘Abdul Muttalib,

Of all his twice eight children and their offspring.

Loved him best and all his sweet and gentle ways ;

His uncle Abu Talib, loth though he was

To give up the cult of his fathers,

Knew well the purity of Muhammad’s

Mind and soul, and was his stoutest champion

When the other chiefs of Mecca sought to kill

The man who challenged in his person

Their narrow Pagan selfish lives.

C. 21. -To his cousin ‘Ali, the well-beloved,®

Born when he was thirty, he appeared

As the very pattern of a perfect man,

As gentle as he was wise and true and strong.

The one in whose defence and aid

He spent his utmost strength and skill.

Holding life cheap in support of a cause so high

And placing without reserve his chivalry,

His prowess, his wit and learning, and his sword

At. the service of this mighty Messenger of God.

C. 22.—Not till the. age of forty ^ did he receive

The Commission to stand forth and proclaim

The Bounty of God, and His gift, to lowly Man,

Of knowledge by Word and Pen ; but all through

His years of preparation he did search

The Truth ; he sought it in Nature’s forms and laws,

Her beauty and her stern unflinching ways ;

He sought it in the inner world

Of human lives, men’s joys and sorrov’s.

Their kindly virtues and their sins

4. Amina. 5. Halima. 6, Murtadhs. 7, The Arabian year before H, 10 was roughly
luni-solar: See Appendi? XI. p. 1077,
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Of pride, injustice, cruel wrong,

And greed of grain, scarce checked by the inner voice

That spoke of duty, moral law, and higher still,

The Will Supreme of God, to which the will

’ Of man must tune itself to find its highest bliss.

C. 23.—But he grew steadfastly in virtue and purity

;

Untaught by men, he learnt from them, and learned

To teach them : even as a boy of nine.

When he went in a trade caravan with Abu TSlib

To Syria,® his tender soul inarked inwardly

How God did speak in the wide expanse

Of deserts, in the stern grandeur of rocks.

In the refreshing flow of streams, in the smiling

Bloom of gardens, in the art and skill with which

Men and birds and all life sought for light.

From the Life of Lives even as every plant

Seeks through devious ways the light of the Sun.

C. 24.—Nor less was he grieved at Man’s ingratitude

When he rebelled and held as naught the Signs

Of God, and turned His gifts to baser uses.

Driving rarer souls to hermit life.

Clouding the heavenly mirror of pure affections

With selfish passions, mad unseemly wrangles,

And hard unhallowed loathsome tortures of themselves.

C. 25.—He worked, and joyed in honest labour

;

He traded with integrity to himself and to others ; ,

He joined the throngs of cities and their busy life.

But saw its good and evil as types

Of an inner and more lasting life hereafter

;

People gladly sought his help as umpire

And peacemaker because they knew his soul

Was just and righteous : he loved the society
‘

Of old and young, but oft withdrew to solitude

For Prayer and inward spiritual strength

;

He despised not wealth but used it for others

;

He was happy in poverty and used it as his badge

•It was on such visits that he met and conversed with Nestorian Christian monks like^Ba^irS

who were quick to recognise his spiritual worth. Perhaps the meeting was in in the

labal Druze district of Svria, some 80 miles south of Damascus. There was another Busrain Edom,

lorth of Petra in Transjordania. Busra was famous for trade in costly red dyes, and is referred to as

Bozrah in Isaiah, Ixiii. 1. Neither of mess towns is to be confounded with the modeiin Basra,
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And his pride ® when wealth was within his reach

But not within his grasp, as a man among men.

C. 26.—At twenty-five he was united in the holy bonds

Of wedlock with Khdaiia the Great, the noble lady ,

Who befriended him when he had no worldly resources,

Trusted him when his worth was little known,

Encouraged and understood him in his spiritual struggles.

Believed in him when with trembling steps,

He took up the Call and withstood obloquy.

Persecution, insults, threats, and tortures.

And was a life-long helpmate till she was gathered

To the saints in his fifty-first year.

—

A perfect woman, the mother of those that believe.

C. 27.—There is a cave in the side of Mount Eliraa

Some three miles north of the City of Mecca,

In a valley which turns left from the road to ‘Arafat.

To which Muhammad used to retire for peaceful contemplation:

Often alone, but sometimes with Khadija,

Days and nights he spent there with his Lord.

Hard were the problems he revolved in his mind,

—

Harder and more cross-grained than the red granite

Of the rock around him, - problems not his own.
But his people’s, yea, and of human destiny,

Of the mercy of God, and the age-long conflict

Of evil and righteousness, sin and abounding Grace.

C. 28.—Not till forty years of earthly life had passed

That the veil was lifted from the Preserved Tablet

And its contents began to be transferred to the tablet of his mind,

To be proclaimed to the world, and read and studied

for all time,—a fountain of mercy and wisdom,

A warning to the heedless, a guide to the erring.

An assurance to those in doubt, a solace to the suffering,

A hope to those in despair,—to complete the chain

Of Revelation through the mouths

Of divinely inspired Apostles.

C. 29.—The Chosen One “ was in the Cave of Hiraa.

For two years and more he had prayed there and adored

His Creator and wondered at the mystery

Of man with his corruptible flesh, just growing

9. Alfaqru /afehri ;
'* Poverty is my pride.' 10. Mustafa.
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Out of a clot/® * and the soul in him

Reaching out to knowledge sublime, new
And ever new, taught by the bounty

Of God, and leading to that which man himself

Knoweth not. And now, behold ! a dazzling

Vision of beauty and light overpowered his senses,

And he heard the word " Iqrcui !
”

C. 30.
—

“/«7raa!”— which being interpreted may mean
“ Read

!

" or “ Proclaim !
” or “ Recite !

”

The unlettered Apostle was puzzled ;

He could not read. The Angel seemed

To press him to his breast in a close embrace.

And the cry rang clear “ Iqraa
!"

And so it happened three times: until

The ffrst overpowering sensation yielded

To a collected grasp of the words which made clear

His Mission ; its Author, God the Creator,

Its subject, Man, God’s wondrous handiwork,

Capable, by Grace, of rising to heights sublime ;

And the instrument of that mission, the sanctified Pen.

And the sanctified Book, the Gift of God,

Which men might read, or write, or study, or treasure in their souls.

C. 31.—The veil was lifted from the Chosen One’s eyes.

And his soul for a moment was filled with divine

Ecstasy...When this passed.

And he returned to the world of Time

And Circumstance and this world of Sense,

He felt like one whose eyes had seen

A light of dazzling beauty, and felt dazed

On his return to common slights.

The darkness now seemed tenfold dark

;

The solitude seemed tenfold empty

;

The mount of Hiraa, henceforth known

As the Mountain of Light," the mere shell

Of an intense memory. Was it a dream ?

Terror seized his limbs and he straightway sought

Her who shared his inmost life.

And told her of his sense of exaltation.

And the awful void when the curtain closed.

C. 32.—She understood, rejoiced, and comforted him

:

Gave strength to his shaken senses ;

lO-A, See zevi, Z, and n. 6205. 11. Jabal>un*Nnr.
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Wrapped up in warmth his shivering body,

Unused as yet to bear the strain and stress.

Of an experience rare to mortal men.

She knew it was no dream or delusion.

She went and consulted her cousin Waraqa
A devout worshipper of God in the Faith of Christ,

Learned in spiritual lore. He listened

And with her rejoiced that he, Muhammad,
Was God’s Chosen One to renew the Faith.

C. 33.—She said : Blessed be thou. Chosen One !

Do we not see thy inner life,—true and pure ?

Do not all see thy outer life,—kind and gentle ?

—

Loyal to kin, hospitable to strangers ?

No thought of harm or mischief ever stained thy mind

Nor word ever passed thy lips that was not true

Or stilled not the passions of narrower men.

Ever ready in the service of God, thou art he

Of whom I bear witness : there's no God but He,

And thou art His chosen Apostle.

C. 34.—Khadija believed, exalted in faith

Above all women ; ‘Ali, the well-beloved.

Then a child of ten, but lion-hearted.

Plighted his faith, and became from that moment

The right hand of Islam ; Abu Bakr, the Sincere,^

The True-hearted, the man of wealth and influence

Who used both without st-int for the Cause,

The sober Counsellor, the inseparable friend.

Never hesitated to declare his faith ;

And Zaid, the freedman of Muhammad,.

Counted his freedom as naught compared

With the service of Muhammad and Islam,

These were the first fruits of the mission :

A woman, a child, a man of affairs, and a freedman.

All banded together in the equality of Islam.

C. 35.—The revelation had come, the mission

And the inspiration. But what was it leading to ?

It was a miracle, but not in the sense

Of a reversing of Nature ; Mustafa’s vision

Was linked with Eternity, but he was no soothsayer

Foretelling passing events; the mysteries

18. Qadiq or giddiq, the title of Aba Bakr,
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Of knowledge were being opened out, but his message
Was no mere esoteric doctrine, to be grasped
By a few in contemplation, fleeing from action ;

Nor was it the practice of single or social monasticism.

Undisturbed by the whims or passions of life.

He was asked to stand forth, to preach, to declare

The One Universal God, the Gracious, the Merciful,

And to lead men to the Right and forbid the Wrong.

C. 36.—The wrong ?—The selfish pride of birth,

The massing of power and wealth in the hands

Of a few, the slaughter of female infants.

The orgies of gambling and drunkenness.

The frauds of temples and idols and priests,

The feuds and arrogance of tribes and races.

The separation of Sacred and Profane,

As if the unity of All Life and All Truth

Did not flow from the unity of God Most High.

C. 37.—He was loyal to his family, but could he support

Their monopoly of power?—^To his tribe.

But were the Quraish the only creatures

Of God ?—To the temple of Mecca, but

Could he wink at Lat and ‘Uzza, and the other monsters,

Whose worship killed the spiritual growth of Man ?

—

To the earlier Revelations, but could he hold

With the superstitions and falsehoods, the dogmas and creeds

Which went against reason and nature, and the inner light

Which was now fanned into flame by the Will pf God ?

C. 38.—And so his very virtues and loyalties pointed

To offence and conflict, mockery and misrepresentation.

Hatred and persecution, threats, tortures, and exile

For him and his, and martyrdoms, wars, revolutions.

And the shaking of the foundations of history

And the social order. But Islam meant

The willing submission of his will to God,

The active attainment of Peace through Conflict.

C. 39.—And he gave that submission, not without effort.

Even as Moses did before him.

And Jesus “ in the agony of the garden of Gethsemanc.

# # *

13. Qur-an xx. 25-32. 14. Matt. xxvi.
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C. 40.—For three and twenty years, in patience,

Qjnflict, hope, and final triumph.

Did this man of God receive

And teach the Message of the Most High.

It came, like the fruit of the soul’s own yearning,

To teach profound spiritual truths.

Answer questions, appeal to men

In their doubts and fears, help and put heart

In them in moments of trial, and ordain

For them laws by which they could live

In society lives of purity, goodness and peace.

C. 41.—These messages came as inspiration

To Muhammad as the need arose.

On different occasions and in different places :

He recited them; and they were recorded

By the Pen ; they were imprinted on his heart

And mind, and on the memory

Of his loving disciples : as the body

Of sacred Scripture grew, it was arranged

For purposes of public prayer and reading .

This is the Book, or the Reading, or the Qur-an.
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C. 42-43.)

[ Intio. to ^. 1.

INTRODVCTION TO SURA I iFatifya)

C. 42.—First comes that beautiful Sura. “
The Opening Chapter “ of Seven Verses,”

Rightly (failed the Essence of the Book.
It teaches us the perfect Prayer.

For if we can pray aright, it means

That we have some knowledge of God
And His attributes, of His relations

To us and His creation, which includes

Ourselves ; that we glimpse the source

From which we come, and that final goal

Which is out spiritual destiny

Under God’s true judgment : then

We offer ourselves to God and seek His light.

C. 43.—Prayer is the heart of Religion and Faith

But how shall we pray ? What words shall convey

The yearnings of our miserable ignorant Hearts

To the Knower of all ? Is it worthy of Him
Or of our spiritual nature to ask

For vanities, or even for such physical needs

As our daily bread ? The Inspired One

Taught us a Prayer that suras up ouf faith,

Our hope, and our aspiration in things that matter.

We think in devotion of God’s name and His Nature ;

We praise Him for His creation and His Cherishing care ;

We call to mind the Realities, seen and unseen ;

We offer Him worship and ask for His guidance ;

And we know the straight from the crooked path

By the light of His grace that illumines the righteous.

'

15. Each chapter or portion of the Qur an is called a Sura, which means a Degree or Step, by

which we mount up. Sometimes whole Suras were revealed, and sometimes portions, which were

arranged together according to subject-matter under the Apostle’s directions. Some Saras are long,

and some are short, but a logical thread runs through them all. Each verse of the Sara is called an

Ayat (plural, A j'ot), which means also a sign, A verse of revelation is a Sign of God’s wisdom and

goodness just as much as God's beautiful handiwoilc in the material creation or His dealings in

history are signs to us, if we would understand. Some Ayats are long, aad some are short. The

Ayat is the true' unit of the Qur-an.

16. Fa2t4a=Opening Chapter.

17. These seven verses form a complete unit by themselves, and are recited in every prayer and

on many other occasions. Cf vx. 87

.
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Sura I.

or the Opehing Chapter.^®

1. In the name of God, Most Gracious,

Most Merciful.^^

2, ^jl^raise be to God,
The Cheiisher and Sustainer*® of

the Worlds ;

3. Most Gracious, Most Merciful

;

4. Master of the Day of Judgment.

5. ^Elhee do we worship,

And Thine aid we seek.

18i By universal consent it is rightly placed at the beginning of the Qur-Sn, as summing up, in

marvellously terse and comprehensive words, man’s relation to God in contemplation and prayer.
In our spiritual contemplation the first words should be those of praise. If the praise is from our
inmost being, it brings us into union with God's will. Then our eyes see all good, peace, and
harmony. Evil, rebellion, and confiict are purged out. They do not exist for us, lor our eyes are
lifted up above them in praise. Then we see God’s attributes better (verses 2-4). This leads us to

the attitude of worship and acknowledgment (verse 5). And finally comes prayer for guidance, and
a contemplation of what guidance means (verses 6-7),

God needs no praise, for He is above all praise : He needs no petition, for He knows our needs
better than we do ourselves ; and His bounties are open without asking, to the righteous and the
sinner alike The prayer is for our own spiritual education, consolation, and confirmation.

That is why the words in this Sura are given to us in the form in which we should utter them.
Whe^ we reach eiilightenment, they flow spontaneously from us.

19. The Arabic words “ Ral^man " and “ Rahim," translated " Most Gracious " and “ Most
Merciful " are both intensive forms referring to different aspects of God's attribute of Mercy. The
Arabic intensive is more suited to express God's artributes than the superlative degree in English.
The latter implies a comparison with other beings, or with other times or places, while there is no
being like unto God, and He is independent of Time and Place. Mercy may imply pity, long-
suffering, patience, and forgiveness, ail of which the sinner need and God Most Merciful bestows in
abundant measure. But there is Mercy that goes before even the need arises, the Grace which is

ever watchful, and flows from God Most Gracious to all His creatures, protecting them, .preserving
them, guiding them, and leading them to clearer light and higher life. For this reason the attribute
/7a4man (Most Gracious) is not applied to any but God but the attribute Rahim (Merciful), is a
geiieral term, and m^ also be applied to men. To make us contemplate these boundless gifts of
God, the formula : "In the name of God Most Gracious, Most Merciful "

; is placed before every Sara
of the Qur-an (except the ninth), and repeated at the beginning of every act by the Muslim who
dedicates his life to God, and whose hope is in His Mercy.

Opinion is divided whether the Bismilldh should be numbered as a separate verse or not. It

unanimously agreed that it is part of the Qur-an. Therefore it is better to give it an independent
number in the first Sura. For subsequent Saras it is treated as an introduction or head-line, ,and
therefore not numbered.

20. The Arabic word Rabb. usually translated Lord, has also the meaning of cherishing, sustain-
ing, bringing to maturity. God cares for all the worlds He has created.

There are many worlds,—astronomical and physical worlds, worlds of thought, spiritual worlds,
and so on. In every one of them, God's is all in all. We express only one aspect of it when we say:
•' In Him we live, and move, and have our being.” The mystical division between (I) iVasut, the
human world knowable by the senses, (2) Malakut, the invisible world of angels, and (3) LahUt, the
divine world of Reality, requires a whole volume to explain it.

21. On realizing in our souls God's love and care. His grace and mercy, and His power and
justice (as Ruler of the Day of Judgment), the immediate result is that we bend in the act of worship,
and see both our shortcomings and His all-sufficient power. The emphatic form means that not
only do we reach the position of worshipping God and asking for His help, but we worship Him,
atone and ask for His aid only. For there is none other than He worthy of our devotion and able
to help us. The plural "we" indicates that we associate ourselves with all who seek God, thus
strengthening ourselves and strengthening them in fellowship of faith.
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6. J^how®^ us the straight way

7. The way of those on whom
Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace,
Those whose (portion)

.
Is not wrath,

And who go not astray.^^

V
-iO

22. If we translate by the English word " guide." we shall have to say: "Guide us to and iii

the straight Way." For we may be wandering aimlessly, and the first step is to find the Way ; and
the second need is to keep in the Way : our own wisdom may fail in either case. The straight Way
is often the narrow Way or the steep Way. which many people shun (xc. 11). By the world's
perversity the straight Way is sometimes stigmatized and the crooked Way praised. How are we to
judge? We must ask for God's guidance. With a little spiritual insight we shall see which are the
people who walk in the light of God's grace, and which are those that walk in the darkness of
Wrath. This also would help our judgment.

23. Note that the words relating to Grace are connected actively with God ; those relating to

Wrath are impersonal. In the one case God's Mercy encompasses us beyond our deserts. In the
other case our own actions are responsible for the Wrath,— the negative of Grace, Peace, or Harmony,

24. Are there two categories ?—those who are in the darkness of Wrath and those who stray ?

The first are those who deliberately break God's law ; the second those who stray out of carelessness

or negligence. Both are responsible for their own acts or omissions. In opposition to both are the

people who are in the light of God's Grace : for His Grace not only protects them from active wrong
(if they will only submit their will to Him) but also from straying into paths of temptation or

carelessness. The'negative gair should be construed as applying not to the way, but as describing

men protected from two dangers by God's Grace,
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INTRODUCTION TO SURA II {Baqara)

As the Opening Sura sums up in seven beautiful verses the essence of the
Qut*an, so this Sura sums up in 286 verses the whole teaching of the QQr>an. It is

a closely reasoned argument.

Summary .—It begins (verses 1-29) with mystic doctrine as to the three kinds
of men and bow they receive God’s message.

This leads to the story of the creation of man, the high destiny intended for

him, his fall, and the hope held out to him (ii. 30-39).

Israel’s story is then told according to their own records and traditions—
what privileges they received and how they abused them (ii. 40-86)., thus illustrating

again as by a parable the general story of man.

In particular, reference is made to Moses and Jesus and their struggles with
an unruly people : how the people of the Book played false with their own lights and
in their nride rejected Muhammad, who came in the true line of anostdlic succession
(ii. 87-121).

They falsely laid claim to the virtues of Father Abraham ; he was indeed a
rightlous Imam, but he was the progenitor of Isma’ll's line (Arabs) as well as of
Israel’s line, and he with Ismail built the Ka'ba (Temple of Mecca) and purified it,

thus establishing a common religion, of which Islam is the universal exoonent
(ii. 122-141).

The Ka'ba was now to be the centre of universal worship and the symbol of
Islamic unity (ii. 142-167).

The Islamic Ummat (brotherhood) having thus been established with its

definite centre and symbol, ordinances are laid down for the social life of the
community, with the proviso (ii. 177) chat righteousness does not consist in
formalities, but in faith, kindness, prayer, charity, probity, and patience under
suffering. The ordinances relate to food and drink, bequests, fasts, jihad, wine and
gambling, treatment of orphans and women, etc. (ii. 168-242).

Lest the subject of jihad should be misunderstood, it is taken up again in the
story of Saul, Goliath and David, in contrast to the story of Jesus (ii. 243-^3).

j
And so the lesson is enforced that true virtue lies in practical deeds of

manliness, kindness, and good faith (ii. 254-283), a’nd God’s nature is called to mind
in the sublime Ayat-ul-Kursi, the Verse of the Throne (ii. 255).

The Sura ends with an exhortation to Faith, Obedience, a sense of Personal
Responsibility, and Prayer (ii 284-286'.

This is the longest Sura of the Qur-Sn and in it occurs the longest verse
(ii. 282). The name of the Sura is from the Parable of the Heifer in ii. 67-71,
which illustrates the insufficiency of carping obedience. When faith is lost, people
put off obedience with various excuses : even when at last they obey in the letter,

they fail in the spirit, which means that they get fossilized, and their self-sufficiency
prevents them from seeing that spiritually they are not alive but dead- For life is

movement, activity, striving, fighting against baser things. And this is the burden
of the Sura.

This is in the main an early Medina Sura.

C. 44.—The Message of God is a guide that is sure
(ii. 1-29.) To those who seek His light. But those

Who reject faith are blind : their hearts
Are sealed. Woe to the hyprocrites,
'Self-deceived and deceiving others.
With mockery on their lips, and mischief
In their hearts, and fear ; the clouds
That bring fertilizing rain to others.
To them bring but deafening thunder-peals
And lightning flashes blindiiig to their eyes,
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Snra II.

Baqara, or the Heifer.

In the name of God, Most Gracious,

Most Merciful.

1. .
^.25

2. This is the Book

;

In it is guidance, sure, without doubt,
To those who fear“ God

;

3. Who believe in the Unseen,
Are steadfast in prayer.

And spend out of what We
Have provided for them

;

4. And who believe in the Revelation

Sent to thee.

25. These are abbreviated letters, the Muqatta'st, on which a general discussion will be found
in Appendix 1 (to be printed at the end of this SSra).

The particular letters A. L. M. are found prefixed to this Sara, and Snras iii, xxix, xxx, xxxi,
and xxxii (six in all). In ii and iii the argument is about the rise and fall of nations, their past and
their future in history, with ordinances for the new universal People of Islam. In xxix. a similar
argument about nations leads off to the mystery of Life and Death, Failure and Triumph, Past and
Future things, in the history of individual souls. The burden of xxx. is that God is the source of all
things and all things return to Him. In xxxi. and xxxii. the same lesson is enforced : God is the
Creator and He will be the judge on the Lsist Day. There is therefore a common thread, the mystery
of Life ahd Death, Beginning and End. >

Much has been written about the meaning of these letters, but most of it is pure conjecture.
Some commentators are content to recognize them as some mystic symbols, of which it is unprofitable
to discuss the meaning by mere verbal logic. In mysticism we accept symbols as such for the time
being ;

their esoteric meaning comes from the inner light when we are ready for it.

Among the conjectures there are two plausible theories. One is that each initial represents an
attribute of God. Among the attributes it is not difficult to select three which will fit in with these
letters.' Another theory favoured by Baidhawi, is that these letters are the initial, the final apd.the
middle (or again the initial) letter of three names; Allah, Jibril, and Muhammad,—the source of
revelation, the heavenly Messenger who brought it. and the human Messenger through whom it was
promulgated in human speech. This might be appropriate to the first Sura (which Baqara really is

if we treat Fatima as a preface) ; but if it was prefixed to others, why to these six only ?

If we look to the nature of the sounds which the letters represent. A is a oreathing and comes
from the throat. L is a lingual-palatal-dental sound from the middle of the mouth, and M is a
labial or lip-sound. Can we not take them as symbolical of the Beginning, Middle and End ? If so, are
they not appropriate to the Suras which treat specifically of Life, Growth, and Death—the Beginning
and the End? In the New Testament Greek scripture, the first and the last letters of the Greek
alphabet. Alpha and Omega, are symbolical of the Beginning and the End, and give one of the tides

of God : “lam Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and
which was, and which is to come, the Almighty." (Rev. i. 8 ). The symbolism of the three things

is better with three letters.

26. Taqwa, and the verbs and nouns connected with the toot, signify : (1) the fear of God, which,
according to the writer of Proverbs (t. 7) in the Old Testament, is the beginning of Wisdom j

(2) restraint, or guarding one's tongue, hand, and heart from evil ; hence righteousness, piety, good
conduct. All these ideas are implied ; in the translation, only one or other of these ideas can be
indicated, according to the context. See also xlvii. 17 ; and Ixxiv. 56, n. 5808.

27. All bounties proceed from God. They may be physical gifts, e.g., food, clothing, houses, gardens,
wealth, etc., or intangible gifts, e.g,, influence, power, birth and the opportunities flowing from it,

health, talents, etc., or spiritual gifts, e.g.. insight into good and evil, understanding of men, the

capacity for love, etc. We are to use all in humility and moderation. But we are also to give out of
every one of them something that contributes to the well-being of others. We are to be neither

ascetics nor luxurious sybarites, neither selfish misers nor thoughtless prodigals.
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And sent before thy time,

And (in their hearts)

Have the assurance of the
Hereinafter-'^®

'
1

5. They, are on (true) guidance,

From their Lord, and it is

These who will prosper.®®

6. .^s to those who reject Faith,®®

It is the same to them
Whether thou warn them
Or do not warn them ;

They will not believe.

7. God hath set a seal®^

On their hearts and on their hearing,

And on their eyes is a veil

;

Great is the penalty they (incur).®®
1

Section 2.

8 ^)f the people there are some
who say ;

®®

“ We believe in God and the Last

Day;”
But they do not (really) believe.

!sM if

9. Fain would they deceive

God and those who believe,

But they only deceive themselves.

And realize (it) not !

10. In their hearts is a disease ;

28. Righteousness comes from a secure faith, from sincere devotion to God, and from unselfish
service to Man.

29. Prosperity must be taken as referring to all the kinds of bounty which we discussed in the
note to ii. 3 above. The right use of one kind leads to an increase in that and other kinds, and that is

prosperity.

30. Kafara, hufr, kafir, and derivative forms of the word, imply a deliberate rejection of Faith
as opposed to a mistaken idea of God or faith, which is not inconsistent with an earnest desire to
see the truth. Where there is such desire, the grace and mercy of God gives guidance. But that guidance
is not efficacious when it is deliberately rejected, and the possibility of rejection follows from the
grant of free will. The consequence of the rejection is that the spiritual faculties become dead or
impervious to better influences. See also n. 93 to ii. 88.

31. All actions are referred to God. Therefore when we get the penalty of our deliberate sin, and
our senses become impervious to good, to penalty is referred to the justice of God,

32. The penalty here is the opposite of the prosperity refen ed to in ii. 5. As we go down the.
path of sin, our penalty gathers momentum, just as goodness brings its own capacity for greater
goodness.

33. We now come to a third class of people, the hypocrites. They are untrue to themselves, and
therefore their hearts are diseased (ii. 10). The disease tends to spread, like an evil. They are curable,
but if they harden their hearts, they soon pass into the category of those who deliberately reject light.
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And God has increased their

disease

:

And grievous is the penalty they

(incur).

Because they are false

(to themselves).

11. When it is said to them :

“ Make not mischief on the earth,*

They say :
“ Why, we only

Want to make peace !

”

12. Of a surety, they are the ones

Who make mischief,

But they realize (it) not.''® ocaJ^

13.

When it is said to them :

“ Believe as the others believe :

”

They say :
“ Shall we believe

As the fools believe ?
”

—

Nay, of a surety they are the fools.

But they do not know.''®

14,

When they meet those who
. believe,®^

They say : We believe ;

”

But when they are alone

With their evil ones.

They say :
“ We are really with you :

We (were) only jesting,”

15. God will throw back

Their mockery on them,

And give them rope in their

trespasses ;

So they will wander like blind ones

(To and fro).

16. Theise are they who
Guidance for error :

34. The insincere man who thinks he can gel the best of both worlds by cornpromising with

good and evil only increases the disease of his heart, because he is not true to himself. Even the

good which comes to him he can pervert to evil. So the rain which alls out the ear of corn or lends

fragrance to the rose also lends strength to the thorn or adds strength to the poison of the deadly

night-shade.

35 Much mischief is caused (sometimes unwittingly) by people who think that they have a

mission of peace, when they have not even a true perception of right and wrong. By their blind

arrogance they depress the good and encourage the evil.

36 This is another phase of the hypocrite and the cynic. " Faith," he says, is good enough

to fools." But his cynicism may be the greatest folly in the eyes of God.

37. A deeper phase of insincerity is actual duplicity. But it never pays in the end. If we com*

pare such a man to a trader, he loses in the bargain.

have bartered
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But their traffic is profitless,

And they have lost true direction.

17. J^heir similitude is that of a

man”®
Who kindled a fire ;

When it lighted all around him,
God took away their light

And left them in utter darkness.

So they could not see.

18. Deaf, dumb, and blind,

They. will not return (to the path). 6 ':2

19. Or (another similitude)

Is that of rain-laden cloud
From the sky : in it are zones

Of darkness, and thunder and
lightning :

They press their fingers in their ears
j

To keep out the stunning
j

thunder-clap,

The while they are in terror of

death.

But God is ever round
The rejecters of Faith !

20. The lightning all but snatches away
Their sight ; every time the light

(Helps) them, they walk therein.

And when the darkne.ss grows on
them,

They stand still.

A'nd if God willed, He could take

away
Their faculty of hearing and seeing

;

For God hath power over all things. ^ & (jj, 1

38. The man wanted light ; he only kindled a'fire. It produced a blaze, and won the applause of
all around. But it did not last long When the flame went out as was inevitable, the darkness was
worse than before. And they all lost their way. So hypocrisy, deception, arrogant compromise
with evil, cynicism, or duplicity may win temporary applause. ’ But the true light of faith and
sincerity is wanting, therefore it must mislead and ruin all concerned. In the consternatiotn they
cannot speak or hear each other, and of course they cannot see; so-’they end like the deliberate
rejecters of Faith (ii. 7). wildly groping about, dumb, deaf and blind.

39. A wonderfully graphic and powerful simile applying to those who reject Faith. In their
self-sufficiency they are undisturbed normally. But what happens when a great storm breaks over
them? They cover the^r ears against thunderjclaps, and the lightning nearly blinds them. They
are in mortal fear, but God encompasses them around—even them, for He at all times encompasses
all. He gives them rope. In the intervals of deafening noise and blinding flashes, there are
moments of steady light, and these creatures take advantage of them, but again they are plunged
into darkness. Perhaps they curse ; perhaps they think that the few moments of efiective light are
due to their own intelligence ! How much wiser would they be if they humbled themselves and
sought the light of God I



Section 3.
21.

ye people I

Adore your Guardian-Lord,
Who created you
And those who came before you,
That ye may have the chance
To learn righteousness

; o
22.

Who has made the earth your
couch,

And the heavens your canopy

;

And sent down rain from the

heavens

;

And brought forth therewith
Fruits for your sustenance

;

Then set not up rivals*^ unto God
When ye know (the truth).

23. And if ye are in doubt
As to what We have revealed

From time to time to Our servant.

Then produce a Sara

Like thereunto

;

And call your witnesses or helpers

(If there are any) besides God,
If your (doubts) are true.^'^

24. But if ye cannot

—

And of a surety ye cannot

—

Then fear the Fire

Whose fuel is Men and Stones,

—

Which is prepared for those

SjP IX^
0\^ 9ji

o

40.

For Taqwa see ii. 2 n. 26. 1 connect this dependent clause with " adore, etc." above, though
it could be connected with “created." According to my construction the argument wiil be as
follows. Adoration is the act of the highest and humblest reverence and worship. When you get
into that relationship with God, Who is your Creator and Guardian, your faith produces work of
righteousness. It is a chance given you : will you exercise your free will and take it ? If you do
your whole nature will be transformed.

41.

Further proofs of God's goodness to you are given in this verse. Your whole life, physical
and spiritual, depends upon Him. The spiritual is figured by the Canopy of Heaven. The truth
has been brought plainly before you. Will you still resist it and go after false gods, the creation of
your own fancv ? The false gods may be idols, superstitions. Self, or even great or glorious things
like Poetrv, Art, or Science, when set up as rivals to God. They may be pride of race, pride of
birth, pride of wealth or position, pride of power, pride of learning, or even spiritual pride.

42.

How do we know that there is revelation, and that it is from God 7 Here is a concrete test.

The Teacher of God's Truth has placed before you many Ssras. Can you produce one like it 7 If

there is any one besides God, who can inspire spiritual truth in such noble language, produce your
evidence. Or is it that your doubts are merely arguinentative, refractory, against your own inner
light, or conscience ? All true revelation is itself a miracle, and stands on its own merits.
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Who reject Faith.*®

25. But give glad tidings

To those who believe

And work righteousness,

That their portion is Gardens,

Beneath which rivers flow.

Every time they are fed

With fruits therefrom.

They say :
“ Why, this is

What we were fed with before,”

For they are given things in

similitude

;

And they have therein

Companions pure (and holy) ;
**

And they abide therein (for ever).

^ (Iff(ij 61

OCiio^

26. ^od disdains not to use

The similitude of things.

Lowest as well as highest.

43. If by your own efforts you cannot match the spiritual light, and yet contumaciously reject
spiritual Faith, then there will-be a fire in your souls, the Punishment that burns up all your cherished
idols. Perhaps you will at least fear this penalty, which your self-lowing souls can understand. This
fire consumes both the worshippers of the -False and the Idols which they falsely worship. Can this

bring them to their senses ? Its power is not only over the feeling, palpitating heart of man (heart
in a spiritual sense, as it persists long after the physical heart), but he cannot escape from it even if

he imagines himself reduced to inertness like stocks or stones
;
for it is all-devouring.

44. This is the antithesis to the last verse. If fire is the symbol of Punishment, the Garden is

the symbol of felicity. And what can be more delightful than a Garden where you observe from a
picturesque height a beautiful landscape round you ?—rivers flowing with crystal water, and fruit
trees of which the choicest fruit is before you. The fruit of goodness is goodness, similar, but choicer
in every degree of ascent. You think it is the same, but it is because of your past experiences and
associations of memory. Then there is companionship. If sez is suggested, its physical associations
are at once negatived by the addition of the word Mutakfiaratun, “pure and holy," The Arabic
epithet is in the intensive form, and must be translated by two adjectives denoting purity in the
highest degree. The Companionship is that of souls and applies to both sexes in the physical
world of men and women. And this felicity is not a mere passing phase but will abide beyond the
realms of Time.

45.

The word for "the lowest ” in the original Arabic means a gnat, a byword in the Arabic
language for the weakest of creatures. In xxix. 41, which was revealed before this SiJra, the
similitude of the Spider was used, and similarly in xxii. 73, there is the similitude of the Fly. For
similitudes taken from magnificent forces of nature, expressed in exalted language, see ii. 19 above.
To God all His creation has some special meaning appropriate to itself, and some of what we
consider the lowest creatures have wonderful aptitudes, e,g., the spider or the fly. Parables like these
may be an occasion of stumbling to those ” who' forsake the path"; in other words those who

;
deliberately shut their eyes to God’s Signs, and their Penalty is attributed to God, the Cause of all
causes. But lest there should be misunderstanding, it is immediately added that the stumbling and
oBence only occur as the result of the sinner's own choice of the wrong course. Verses 26 and 27
form one sentence and should be read together. “Forsaking the path" is defined in ii, 27: viz.,
breaking solemn coveiiants which tlie sinner's own soul had ratified, causing division among
mankind, who were meant to be one brotherhood, and doing as much mischief as possible in the
life on this earth, for the life beyond will be on another plane, where no rope will be given to evil.

The mention of the Covenant (ii.-27) has a particular and a general signification. The particular
,one has reference to the Jewish tradition that a Covenant was entered into with “ Father Abraham "

that in return for God's favours the seed of Abraham would serve God faithfully. But as a matter
of fact a great part of Abraham’s progeny were in constant spiritual rebellion against God, as is

testified by their own Prophets and Preachers and by Muhammad Mustaffi. The general signification
is that a similar Covenant is metaphorically entered into by every creature of God ; for God's loving
care,we at least owe Him the fullest gratitude and willing obedience. The Sinner, before he darkens
his own conscience, knows this, and yet'he not only “ forsakes the path ” but resists the Grace of
God which comes to save him. That is why his case becomes hopeless. But the loss is his own.
Ho cannot spoil God's design. The good man is glad to retrace his steps from any lapses of which
be may have been guilty, and in bis case God's Message reclaims him with complete understanding.
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Those who believe know
That it is truth from their Lord

;

But those who reject Faith say :

“ What means God by this

similitude ?
”

By it He causes many to stray,

And many He leads into the right

path

;

But He causes not to stray,

Except those who forsake

(the path),

—

27.

Those who break God’s Covenant
After it is ratified.

And who sunder what God
Has ordered to be joined,

And do mischief on earth
;

These cause loss (only) to

themselves.

28.

How can ye reject

The faith in God?

—

Seeing that ye were without life.

And He gave you life

;

Then will He cause you to die.

And will again bring you to life
;

And again to Him will ye return.

29

,

It is He Who hath created for you
All things that are on earth ;

Moreover His design comprehended
the heavens.

For He gave order and perfection

To the seven firmaments
;

And of all things

He hath perfect knowledge.

...

C. 45.—Yet man ! What wonderful destiny

(ii. 30-39.) Is Thine! Created to be

God’s vicegerent on earth

!

A little higher than angels I

46. In the preceding verse.s God has used various arguments. He has recalled His goodness
(ii. 21-22) : resolved doubts (ii. 23)

:
plainly set forth the penalty of wrong;doing (u. 24) :

given glad

tidings (ii . 25) : shown how misunderstandings arise from a deliberate rejection of the light and
breach of the Covenant (ii. 26-27). Now (ii, 28-29). He pleads with His creatures and appeals to t^ir

own subjective feelings. He brought you into being. The mysteries of life and death are in His

h^ands. When you die on this earth, that is not the end.^ You were of Hiin, and you mu^ return to

Him, Look around vou and realize your own dignity : it is from Him. The immeasurable d^tiu
of space above and around you may stagger you. They are part of His plan. What you h^e
imagined as the seven firmaments (and any other scheme you may construct) bears witnws to

design of order and perfection, for His knowledge (unlike yours) is all-comprehending.^ And yet wtll

you deliberately rthcmrp nr rlftaden the faculty of Faith which has been put into you ?
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Yet beguiled by evil ! Set for a season

On this earth on probation

To purge thy stain, with the promise

Of guidance and hope from on high,

From the Oft-Returning, Merciful I

Wilt thou choose right and regain

Thy spiritual home with God ?

Section 4.

30.

]]^ehold, thy Lord said to the

angels :
“ I will create

A vicegerent on earth.” They said :

“ Wilt Thou place therein one who
will make

Mischief therein and shed blood ?

—

Whilst we do celebrate Thy praises

And glorify Thy holy (name) ?
”

He said :
“ I know what ye know

not.”

31. And He taught Adam the nature

Of all things ;
then He placed them

Before the angels, and said :
” Tell

Me
The nature of these if ye are right.”

32, They said :
” Glory to Thee : of

knowledge

oQ^,yO:^6l

47. It would seem that the angels, though holy and pure, and endued with power from God, yet
represented only one side of Creation. We may imagine them without passion or emotion, of which
the highest flower is love. If man was to be endued with emotions, those emotions could lead him
to the highest and drag him to the lowest. The power of will or choosing would have to go with
them, in order that man might steer his own bark. This power of will (when used aright) gave him
to some extent a mastery over his own fortunes and over nature, thus bringing him nearer to the
God-like nature, which has supreme mastery and will. We mav suppose the angels had no indepen-
dent wills of their own : their perfection in other ways reflected God’s perfection but could not raise
them to the dignity of vicegerency. The perfect vicegerent is he who has the power of initiative
himself, but whose independent action always reflects perfectly the will of his Principal. The
distinction is expressed by Shakespeare (Sonnet 94) in those fine lines :

" They are the lords and
owners of their faces. Others but stewards of their excellence." The angels in their one-sidedness
saw only the mischief consequent on the misuse of the emotional nature by man

; oerhaps they also,
being without emotions, did not understand the whole of God’s nature, which gives and asks for
love. In humility and true devotion to God, they remonstrate : we must not imagine the least tinge
of jealousy, as they are without emotion. This mystery of love being above them, they are told that
they do not know, and they acknowledge (in ii. 23 below) not their fault (for there is no question of
fault) but their imperfection of knowledge. At the same time, the matter is brought home to them
when the actual capacities of man are shown to them (ii. 31, 33).

48. The literal words in Arabic throughout this passage are :
" The names of things :

” which
commentators take to mean the inner nature and qualities of things, and things here would include
feelings. The whole passage is charged with mystic meaning. The particular qualities or feelings
which were outside the nature of angels were put by God into the nature of man. Man was thus
able to love and understand love, and thus plan and initiate, as becomes the office of vicegerent.
The angels acknowledged this. These things they could only know from the outside, but they had
faith, or belief in the Unseen. And they knew that God saw all—what others see, what others do
not see, what others may even wish to conceal. Man has many qualities which are latent or which
he may wish to suppress or conceal, to his own detriment.
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We liave liOne, save what Thou
Hast taught us : in truth it is Thou
Who art perfect in knowledge and

wisdom.”

33. He said :
“ O Adam I tell them

Their natures.” When he had told

them,
God said ;

” Did I not tell you
That I know the secrets of heavens
And earth, and I know what ye

reveal

And what ye conceal 1 ”

i

34. And behold, We said to the angels;
” Bow down to Adam :

” and they

bowed down

:

Not so Iblis ; he refused and was
haughty:

He was of those who reject Faith.

35. said ;
“ O Adam ! dwell

thou
And thy wife in the Garden

;

And eat of the bountiful things

therein

As (where and when) ye will ; but
approach not this tree.

Or ye run into harm and
transgression.”

j (^1 Qa a -rd

3

36. Then did Satan make them slip

From the (Garden), and get them
out

49. The Arabic may also be translated :
" They bowed down, except Iblis.'' In that case Iblis

(Satan) would be one of the angels. But the theory of fallen angels is not usually accepted in Muslim
theology. In xviii. 50, Iblis is spoken of as a Jinn. We shall discuss later the meaning of this word.

_
SO. Was the Garden of Eden a place on this earth ? Obviously not. For, in verse 36 below, it was

after the Fall that the sentence was pronounced On earth will be your dwelling-place." Before
the Fall, we must suppose Man to be on another plane altogether—of felicity, innocence, trust, a
spiritual existence, with the negation of enmity, want of faith, and all evil. Perhaps Time and Spade
also did not exist, and the Garden is allegorical as well as the tree. The forbidden tree was not the
tree of knowledge, for man was given in that perfect state fuller knowledge than he has now (ii. 31):

it was the tree of Evil, which he was forbidden not only to eat of, but even to approach.

51. "Zvltn" in Arabic implies harm, wrong, injustice, or transgression, and mav have reference to
oneself : when the wrong is done to others it implies tyranny and oppression

;
the idea of wrong

naturally connects itself with darkness, which is another shade of meaning carried with the root
word.

SZ. " Iblis ” in ii. 34 is apparently the Power of Evil, with the root idea of desperateness or
rebellion. '* Satan" in this verse is the Power of Evil, with the root idea of perversitv or enmity.
Note the apnropriateness of the term on each occasion. Also, " slipping " from the Garden denotes
the idea of Evil gradually tempting man from a higher to a lower state.
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Of the state (of felicity) in which
They had been. We said :

“ Get ye down, all (ye people®®),

With enmity between yourselves.

On earth will be your dwelling-

place

And your means of livelihood ®*'

—

'pbr a time.”
f

37 . Then learnt Adam from his Lord
Words of inspiration,®® and his

Lord
Turned towards him ; for He
Is Oft-Returning, Most Merciful.

38. We said :
“ Get ye down all from

here

;

And if, as is sure, there cotnes to you]

Guidance from Me,®® whosoever
Follows My guidance, on them
Shall be no fear, nor shall they

grieve.

39. “ But those who reject Faith

And belie Our Signs,

They shall be Companions of the
Fire

;

They shall abide therein." ®^

vUi

CS -(.A

<\<. fj. '

»

j -rfl

C. 46. Amongst men what nation had higher chances
(ii. 40-86.) In the realm of the Spirit than the Children of Israel ?

But again and again did they fail in the Spirit.

53. God's decree is the result of man's action. Note the transition in Arabic from the singularnumber in 11 . 33, to the dual in ii. 35, and the plural here, which I have indicated in English by “All ve
people, i Evidently Adam is the type of all mankind, and the sexes go together in all spiritual matters
Moreove^ the expulsion applied to Adam, Eve, and Satan, and the Arabic plural is appropriate forany number greater than two. ' c ^

54. Man s sojourn in this lower state, where he is partly an animal of this earth, is for a time.
But he must fulhl bis lower duties also, for they too are a part of his spiritual training.

..

** of things," so “ words " here means
inspiration, spirit^l kni^ledge. The Arabic word used for " learn " here implies some effort

on his part, to which God s Grace responded. •

(faiibo) means •'turning," and the intensive word (tauwSb) forGod s forgiveness ( Oft-Returning or 'Ever-Retarning") is from the same root. For repentance, three
things are necwsary: the sinner must acknowledge his wrong

;
he must give it up ; and he must resolve

to eschew it for the future. Man s natme is weak, and he may have to return again and again for-
nnercy. So long as he does it sincerely, God is Oft-Returning, Most Merciful. For His grace hflps outthe sinner s shortcomings.

... “opa oul

i
,‘*’® P’jl™* “We" at the beginning of the verse to the singular "Me"

later in the verse. God speaks of Himself usually in the first person plural “We": it is the pluralofrespect and honour and IS used in human language in Royal Proclamations and decrees^ Butwhere a special personal relationship is expressed the singular, " I " or“Me" is used. Ci xxvi 52 etc

c 11
®P'*® ® t^oosequence of it, assurance of guidance is given. In case man’follows the gu^ance, he is free from any fear for the present or the future, and any grief or sorrow

for the past. The soul thus freed grows nearer to God.
^ “ sorrow

57. But if the soul in spite ?! the Oft-Reiurning Mercy of God, rejects the higher light and goes '

bn smning agains^ that iight, the inevitable consequence must be the spiritual Fire. It is not merely

tn abSVh"aS. consequents SbeTf

;
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They rebelled against Moses and murmured
In the wilderness ; the Prophets they slew

And the Signs they rejected ; they falsified

Scripture and turned their backs on righteousness

Section 5.

40. Children of Israel ! call to

mind
The (special) favour which I

,
bestowed

Upon you, and fulfil your
Covenant®®

With Me as I fulfil My Covenant
With you, and fear none but Me. (sWi

41. And believe in what I reveal,®^

Confirming the revelation

Which is with you,

And be not the first to reject

Faith therein, nor sell My Signs

For a small price ;
and fear Me,

And Me alone.

42. And cover not Truth
With falsehood, nor conceal

The Truth when ye know
(what it is).

1

43. And be steadfast in prayer ;

'Practise regular charity

;

And bow down your heads

With those who bow down
(in worship).

* k

44.' Do ye enjoin right conduct

On the people, and forget

(To practise it) yourselves,

And yet ye study the Scripture ?

Will ye not understand?

58. The appeal is made to Israel subjectively in terms of their own tradition. You claim to be

a favoured nation : have you forgotten My favours ? You claim a special Covenant with Me • I have

fulfilled My part of the Covenant by bringing you out of the land of bondage and giving you Canaan,

the land " flowing with milk and honey "
;
how have you fulfilled your part of the Covenant ? Do you

fear for your national existence ? If you fear Me. nothing else will matter.

59. You received revelations before • now comes one confirming it : its first appeal should be to

you : are you to be the first to reject it? And reject it for what? God’s Signs are worth more than afil

your paltry considerations. And the standard of duty and righteousness is to be taken from God,

and not from priests and customs.

60. The argument is still primarily addressed to the Jews, but is of universal application, as in

all the teachings of the Qur-Sn, The chief feature of Jewish worship was and is the bowing of the head.
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45. Nay, seek (God’s) help

With patient perseverance®^

And prayer:

It is indeed hard, except

To those who bring a lowly
spirit,

—

46. Who bear in mind the certainty

That they are to meet their Lord,

And that they are to return to Him.
6 ft

Section 6.

47. Children of Israel ! call to

mind
The (special) favour which I

bestowed
Upon you,®^ and that I preferred

you
To all others (for My Message).

48. Then guard yourselves against a

day
When one soul shall not avail

another
Nor shall intercession be accepted

for her.

Nor shall compensation be taken

from her,

Nor shall anyone be helped
(from outside).®®

49. ij^nd remember, We delivered

you
From the people of Pharaoh : they

set you
Hard tasks and punishments,

slaughtered

61. The Arabic word Sabr implies many shades of meaning, which it is impossible to comprehend
in one English word. It implies (1) patience in the sense ot being thorough, not hasty; (2) patient
perseverance, constancy, steadfastness, hrmness of purpose ; (3) systematic as opposed to spasmodic or
chance action

; (4) a cheerful attitude of resignation and understanding in sorrow, defeat, or sufFering,
as opposed to murmuring or rebellion, but saved from mere passivity or listlessness, by the element ot
constancy or steadfastness,

62. These words are recapitulated from ii. 40, which introduced a general account of God's
favours to Israel : now we are introduced to a particular account of incidents in Israel's history. Each
incident is introduced by the Arabic word “I?,” which is indicated in the translation by “Remember."

63. Before passing to particular incidents, the conclusion is stated. Be on your guard : do not
think that special favours exempt you from the personal responsibility of each soul.
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Your sons and let your ivomen-folk

live

Therein was a tremendous trial

from your Lord.

50. ,^tnd remember We divided
The Sea for you and saved you
And drowned Pharaoh’s people
Within' your very sight.®®

1

51. ,^[nd remember We appointed
|

Forty nights for Moses,®®
And in his absence ye took
The calf (for worship),

And ye did grievous wrong.
1

52. Even then We did forgive you ;®^

There was a chance for you
To be grateful.

OOXr^
53. .^nd remember We gave

Moses the Scripture and the

Criterion®®

64. The bondage of Egypt was indeed a tremendous trial, Even the Egyptians’ wish to spare
the lives of Israel's females when the males were slaughtered, added to the bitterness of Israel. Their
hatred was cruel, but their "love " was still more cruel. About the hard tasks, see Ezod. i. 14:
" They made their lives bitter with hard bandage, in mortar and in brick, and in all manner of service
in the field : ail their service, wherein they made them serve, was with rigour." Pharaoh's taskmasters
gave no straw, yet ordered the Israelites to make bricks without straw : Exod. v. 5-13. Pharaoh’s
decree was :

" Every- son that is born ye shall cast into the river, and every daughter ye shall save
alive "

: Exod. i. V.. - It was in consequence of this decree that Moses was hidden three months after
he was born, and when he could be hidden no longer, be was put into an ark of bulrushes and cast
into the Nile, where he was found by Pnaraoh's daughter and wife (xxviii. 9), and adopted into the
family : Exod. ii. Z-10. C/. xx. 37-40. Thus Moses was brought up by the eneiiiies of his people.
He was chosen by God to deliver his people, and God's wisdom made the learning and experience and
even cruelties of the Egyptian enemies themselves to contribute to the salvation of his people.

65. When the Israelites at last escaped from Egypt, they were pursued by Pharaoh and his host.

By a miracle the Israelites crossed the Red Sea, but the host of Pharaoh was drowned : Exod. xiv, 5-31,

66. This was after the Ten Commandments and the Laws and Ordinances had been given on
Mount Sinai ; Moses was asked up into the Mount, and he was there forty days and forty nights :

Exod. xxiv. 18. But the people got impatient of the delay, made a calf of melted gold, and offered

worship and sacrifice to it : Exod, xxxii. 1-8.

67. Moses prayed for his people, and God forgave them. This is the language of the Qur-an. The
Old Testament version is rougher :

•' TtHe Lord repeated of the evil which He thought to do unto His
people "

: Exod. xxxii. 14. Tne Muslim position has always been that the Jewish (and Christian)
scriptures as they stand cannot be traced direct to Moses or Jesus, but are later compilations. Modern
scholarship and Higher Criticism has left no doubt on the subject. But the stories in these traditional

books may be used in an appeal to those who use them : only they should be spiritualized, as they are
here, and especially in ii. .54 below.

63. God's revelation, the expression of God's Will, is the true standard of right and wrong. - It

may be in a Book or in God's dealings in history. All these may be called His Signs or Miracles. In
this passage some commentators take the Scripture and the Criterion (Furqan)to 'be identical. Others
take them to be two distinct things : Scripture being the writteii Book and the Criterion being othec
Signs. I agrfee with the latter view. The word Furqan also occurs in xxi. 48 in connection witn Moses
and Aaron and in the first verse of Sura xxv, as well as in its title, in connection with Mufiammad.
As Aaron received no Book, Furqan must mean the other Signs. Mustaffi has both the Book and the

other Signs : perhaps here too we take the other Signs as supplementing the Book, ,C/. Wordsworth's
*' Arbiter undisturbed of right and wrong.” (Prelude, Book 4.)
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1

(Between right and wrong) ; there

was

A chance for you ro be guided
aright.

54. J^hd remember Moses said

To his people :
“ O my people !

Ye have indeed wronged
Yourselves by your worship of the

calf

:

So turn (in repentance) to your
Maker,

And slay yourselves (the

wrong-doers)

That will be better for you
In the sight of your Maker.”
Then He turned towards you (in

forgiveness) :

For He is Oft-Returning, Most
Merciful.

55. .^nd remember ye said

” P Moses

!

We shall never believe in thee

Until we see God manifestly,”

But ye were dazed

With thunder and lightning

Even as ye looked on.

-in

56. Then We raised you up
After your death :

Ye had the chance
To be grateful.

ar

57. And We gave you the snade of
clouds

69. Moses's speech maybe construed literally, as translated, in which case it reproduces Exod, on
xxxii. 27-28 but in a much softened form, for the Old Testament says ;

" Go in and out from gate to
gate throughout the camp, and slay every man his brother, and every man his companion, and
every man his neighbour . . . and there fell of the people that day 3,000 men." A more spiritualized
version would be that the order for slaying was given by way of trial, but was withdrawn, for God
turned to them in forgiveness. A still more spiritualized way of construing it would be to take
“ anfasakum " as meaning " souls," not " selves.” Then the sense of Moses's speech (abbreviated) would
be :

“ By the worship of the calf you have wronged your own souls
; repent : mortify (=slay) your souls

now ; it will be better in the sight of God."
The word'here translated Maker [Bori] has also in it a touch of the root-meaning of " liberator,''—

an apt word as referring to the Israelites, who had just been liberated from bondage iti Egypt.

70, We have hitherto had instances from the Jewish traditional Taurat (or Pentateuch). Now we
have some instances from Jewish traditions in the Talmud, or body of exposition in- the Jewish
theological schools. They are based on the Jewish scriptures, but add many marvellous details and
homilies. As to-seeing God, we have in Exod. xxxiii. 20 :

“ And He said, ' Thou canst not see My
face : for there shall no man see Me and live'.” The punishment for insisting on seeing God was
therefore death : but those who rejected faith were forgiven, and yet they were ungrateful.
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And sent down to you
Manna and quails, saying

:

“ Eat of the good things

We have provided for you :
”

(But they rebelled)
;

To Us they did no harm,
But they harmed their own souls.

58. J^ nd remember We said :

“ Enter this town,^^ and eat

Of the plenty therein

As ye wish ; but enter
The gate with humility,

In posture and in words,
And We shall forgive you your

faults

And increase (the portion of)

Those who do good.”

59. But the transgressors

Changed the word from that

Which had been given them
;

So We sent on the transgressors

A plague from heaven,

For that they infringed

(Our command) repeatedly.

Section 7.

60. ,^nd remember Moses prayed

For water for his people ;

We said :
” Strike the rock

With thy staff.” Then, gushed
forth

IS, II. 57-60.

li)s 1)5-0 A

71. Manna=Hebrew, Man-hu : Arabic Ma-huwa 7=W'hat is it ? In Exod. xvi, 14, it is described
as “ a small round thing, as small as the hoar frost on the ground." It usually rotted if left over till

next day ; it melted in the hot sun ; the amount necessary for each man was about an Omer, a Hebrew
measure of capacity equal to about 2} Quarts. This is the Hebrew account, probably distorted by
traditional exaggeration. The actual Manna found to this day in the Sinai region is a gummy
saccharine secretion found on a species of Tamarisk. It is produced by the puncture of a species of

insect like the cochineal, just as lac is produced by the puncture of the lac insect on certain trees in

India. As to quails, large flights of them are driven by winds in the Eastern Mediterranean in certain

seasons of the year, as was witnessed during ihe Great War of 1914-1918 by many Indian officers who
campaigned between Egypt and Palestine.

72. This probably refers to Shittim. It was the “ town of acacias," just east of the Jordan,' where
the Israelites were guilty of debauchery and the worship of and sacrifices to false gods (Num, xxv.

1-2, also 8-9) ; a terrible punishment ensued, including the plague, of which 24,000 died. The word
which the transgressors changed may have been a pass-word. In the Arabic text it is " Httfaiun"
which implies humility and a prayer of forgiveness, a fitting emblem to distinguish them from their

enemies. Krom this particular incident a more general lesson may be drawn : in the hour of triumph

we are to behave humbly as in God's sight, and our conduct should be exemplary according to God's
word : otherwise our arrogance will draw its own punishment.

These verses, 58-59, may be compared with vii. 161-162, There are two verbal differences. Here
(ii. 58) we have *‘ enter the town " and in vii. 161 we have " dwell in this town." Again in ii. 59 here

we have " infringed (Our command}," and in vii. 162, W6 have “ transgressed," The verbal differences

make no difference to the sense.
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Therefrom twelve springs.

Each group*^** knew its own place

For water. So eat and drink

Of the sustenance provided by God
And do no evil nor mischief

On the (face of the) earth

61 . j^nd remember ye said :

“ O Moses ! we cannot endure

One kind of food (always) ;

So beseech thy Lord for us

To produce for us of what the

earth

Groweth,— its pot-herbs, and
cucumbers,

Its garlic, lentils, and onions.”

He said :
” Will ye exchange

The better for the worse ?

Go ye down to any town,’*

And ye shall find what ye want !”

73. Here we have a reference to the tribal organization of the Jews, which played a great part

m their forty years' march through the Arabian deserts (Num. i and u.) and their subseouent settle-

ment m the land of Canaan (Josh xtii and xtv ) The twelve tribes were denied from the sons of

Jacob, whose name was changed to Israel (soldier of God) after he had wrestled, says Jewish

tradition, with Gdd (Genesis xxxii 28). Israel had twelve sons (Gen. sxxv, 22-26) including Levi

and Joseph. The descendants of these twelve sons were the “ Children of Israel ' Levi’s family got

the priesthood and the care of the Tabernacle, they were exempted from military duties, for which

the census was taken (.Num, i 47-53), and therefore from the distribution of Land in Canaan (Josh,

xiv. 3) ; they were distributed among all the Tribes, and were really a privileged caste ana not

numbered among the Tribes ; Moses and Aaron belonged to the house of Levi. On the other hand
Joseph, on account of the high position to which ne rose in Lgypt as the Pharaoh’s minister, was the

progenitor of two tribes, one in the name of each of his two sons Ephiaim and Manasseh. Thus
there were twelve 1 ribes in all. as Levi was cut out and Joseph represented two tribes Their having

fixed stations and watering places in camp and fixed territorial areas later in the Promised Land
prevented confusion and mutual jealousies and is pointed to as an evidence of the Providence of God
acting through His prophet Moses Cr also vii 160.

The gushing of twelve springs from a rock evidently refers to a local tradition well known to

jews and Arabs in Mustafa s time Near Horeb close to Mount Sinai where the Law was given to

Mosgs. IS a huge mass of red granite, tw^elve feet high and about fiftv feet in circumference, where
European travellers (e g , Brei denbach in the fifteenth century after Christ) saw abundant springs of

water twelve in number ('ee Sale s notes on this passage). It existed in Mustafa s time and may still

exist to the present day, for anything we know to the contrary. Tne Jewish tradition would be
based on Exod. xvii. 6 “ Thou shalt smite the rock, and there shall come water out of it that the

people may drink.”

The story is used as a parable as is clear from the latter part of the verse In the desolation and
among the rocks of this life people grumble. But they will not be starving or thirsty of spiritual

life. God’s Messenger can provide abundant sniritual sustenance even from such unpromising things

as the hard rocks of life And all the nations can be grouped round it. each different, yet each in

perfect order and discipline. We are to use with grantiide all spiritual food and arink provided bv
God. and He sometimes provides from unexpected places. We must restrain ourselves from mischief,

pride, and every kind of evil, for our higher life is based on our probation on this very earth.

74. The declension of the word Mtsr in the Arabic text here show s that it is treated as a common
noun meaning any town, but this IS not conclusive, and the reference may be to the Egypt of

Pharaoh. Th^e Tanwin expressing indefiniteness may mean •' any Egj pt ”, i e. any country as fertile

as Egypt. There is here a subtle reminiscence as well as a severe reproach The rebellious children

of Israel murmured at the sameness of the food thev got in the desert '1 hey were evidently hanker-
ing after the delicacies of the hgypt which thev had left, although ihei should have known that the

only thing certain for them in Egypt was their bondage ana harsh tieatment. Moses's reproach to

them was twofold : (1) Such variety of foods lou can get in any town would vou, for their sake,

sell your freedom ? Is not freedom better than delicate food ? (2) In front is the rich Promised
Land, which you are reluctant to march to , behind is Egypt, the land of bondage Which is better ?

Would you exchange the better for (he worse ?
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They were covered with
i

humiliation’®
And misery ; they drew
On themselves the wrath of God.
This because they went on
Rejecting the Signs of God
And slaying His Messengers
Without just cause.

This because they rebelled

And went on transgressing.

Section 8.

62. ]|®hose who believe (in the

Quran),
And those who follow the Jewish

(scriptures),

And the Christians and the

Sabians,’*

—

Any who believe in God
And the Last Day,

And work righteousness,

Shall have their reward

75. From here the argument becomes more general They got the Promised Land. But they
continued to rebel against God. And their humiliation and misery became a national disaster.
They were carried in caotivitv to Assyria They were restored under the Persians, but still remained
under the Persian yoke and they were under the yoke of the Greeks, the Romans, and Arabs.
They were scattered all over the earth, and have been a wandering people ever since, because they
rejected faith, slew God's messengers, and went on transgressing.

The slaying of the Prophets begins with the murder of Abel, who was in the ancestrv of Israel
The elder sons of Jacob attempted the murder of Joseph when they dropped him into the well, and
if he was afterwards rescued by strangers, their biood-guilt was none the less. In later history they
attempted to slay Jesus, inasmuch as thev got the Roman Governor to crucify one in his likeness,
and they attempted to take the life of Mustafa.

But the moral goes wider than the Children of Israel. It aoDlies to all nations and all individuals
If they are stiff necked, if thev set a greater value on perishable goods than on freedom and eternal
salvation, if thev break the law of God and resist His grace, their portion must be humiliation and
misery in the spiritual world and probably even on this earth if a long view is taken,

76. Latest researches have revealed a small remnant of a religious communitv numbering about
2,000 souls in Lower Iran, near Basra In Arabic they are called Subbi (plural, Subba). Thev are also
called Sabians and Nasorffans or Mandreans, or Christians of St lohn. Thev claim to be Gnostics,
or Knowers of the Great Life. Thev dress in white, and believe in freouent immersions in water. Their
Book Gin/a is in a dialect of Aramaic Thev have theories of Darkness and Light as in Zoroastrian-
ism Thev use the name Fardan (Iordan) for anv river. 1 hey live in peace and harmony among
their Muslim neighbours They resemble the Sabi-un mentioned in the Qur an, but are not probablv
identical with them

The pseudo-Sabians of Harrfm, who attracted the attention of Khalifa MamQn al-Rashid in 830
A U. by their long hair and peculiar dress, nrobablv adopted the name as it was mentioned in the
Qur-an, in order to claim the orivileges of the People of the Book. They were Svnan star-worshippers
with Hellenistic tendencies, like the lews contemporary with Jesus. It is doubtful whether thev had
any right to be called People of the Book in the technical sense of the term But I think that in this

matter (thougn manv authorities would dissent) the term can be extended by analogv to cover earnest
followers of Zoroaster, the Vedas, Buddha. Confucius and other Teachers of the moral law.

There was another people called the Sabaeans, who played an important part m the historv of

earlv Arabia, and are known through their inscriptions id an alphabet allied to the Phoenician and
the Babylonian Thev had a flourishing kingdom in the Yemen tract in South Arabia about 800-700

B.C ,
though their origin mav have been in North Arabia. They worshipped the planets and stars

(Moon Sun, Venus' Probablv the Queen of Sheba is connected with them. They succumbed to

Abyssinia about 350 A D. and to Persia about 579 A,I>. Their capital was near San’S. They bad
beautiful slope buildings, in which the pointed arch js noticeable. (See E, B. on Sabseans),
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With their Lord : on them
Shall be no fear, nor shall they

grieve.’’

63. ,^nd remember We took
Your Covenant
And We raised above you
(The towering height)

Of Mount (Sinai) :

(Saying) :
“ Hold firmly

To what We have given you
And .bring (ever) to remembrance
What is therein :

Perchance ye may fear God.”

-'r

64. But ye turned back thereafter

:

Had it not been for the Grace
And Mercy of God to you.

Ye had surely been
Among the lost-

65. And well ye knew
Those amongst you
Who transgressed

In the matter of the Sabbath :
'

We said to them :

” Be ye apes.

Despised and rejected.”’*

66. So We made it an example
To their own time

77. Cf. ii. 34, where the same phrase occurs, Aad it recurs again and again afterwards.

The point of the verse is that Islam does not teach an exclusive doctrine, and is not meant
exclusively for one people. The Jews clainned this for themselves, and the Christians in their origin

were a sect of the Jews. Even the modern organized Christian churches, though they have been,
consciously or unconsciouslv. innuenced by the Time-spirit, including the historical fact of Islam,
yet cling to the idea of Vicarious Atonement, which means that all who do not believe in it or who
lived previously to the death of Christ are at a disadvantage spiritually before the Throne of God.
The attitude of Islam is entirely different. Islam existed before the preaching of Muhammad on this

earth : theQur-Sn expressly calls Abraham a Muslim (iii. 67). Its teaching (submission to God's will)

has been and will be the teaching of Religion for all time and for all peoples.

78. The Mountain of Sinai (Tut'-u-Stntn). a prominent mountain in the -Arabian desert, in the
peninsula between the two amis of the Red Sea. Here the Ten Commandments and the Law were
given to .Moses. Hence it is now called the Mountain of Moses {Jabal Musa). The Israelites

encamped at the foot of it for nearly a year. The Covenant was. taken from them under many
portents (Exod. zix. 5, 8, 16, IS), which are described in Jewish tradition in great detail. Under thunder
and lightning the mountain must indeed have appeared an awe-inspiring sight above to the Camp
at its foot. And the people solemnly entered into the Covenant : all the people answered together
and said, “ All that the Lord hath spoken we will do.”

79. The punishment for breach of the Sabbath under the Mosaic law was death. “Every one
that dehleth it (the Sabbath) shall surely be put to death ; for whosoever doth any work therein,

that soul shall be cut off from among bis people "
; (Exod. xxxi. 14). There must have been a .Jewish

tradition about a whole fishing community, in a. seaside town, which persisted in ^breaking the
Sabbath and were turned into apes : ci. vii.' 163-166. Or should we translate in both these passages,
“ Be as apes instead of ” Be apes " ? This is the suggestion of Mauivi Muhammad ‘All on this

passage, on the authority of Mujahid and Ibn Jarir Tabari. The punishment .would be, not for the
breach of the Sabbath in itself, but jfor their contumacious defiance of the Law.



And to tKeir posterity,

And a lesson

To those who fear God.

IS. u,,66 .70,

67.

nd remember Moses said

To his people :
“ God commands

That ye sacrifice a heifer.”*®

They said :
“ Makest thou

A laughing-stock of us V'

He said :
“ God save me

From being an ignorant (fool)
!”

68. They said :
“ Beseech on our

behalf

Thy Lord to make plain to us

What (heifer) it is !”

He said :
“ He says : the heifer

Should be neither too old

Nor too young, but of middling
Age : now do what ye are

commanded !’*

69. They said :
“ Beseech on our

behalf

Thy Lord to make plain to us

Her colour.” He said ;
” He says :

A fawn-coloured heifer,

Pure and rich in tone.

The admiration of beholders !”

70.

They said :
“ Beseech on our

behalf

1 hy Lord to make plain to us

What she is : to us are ail heifers

Alike : we wish indeed for guidance,

If God wills.”

80. This story or parable of the heifer in ii. 67-71 should be read with the parable of the dead
man brought to life m ii. 72-73. The stories were accepted in Jewish traditions, which are themselves
based on certain sacrificial directions in the Old Testament. The heifer story of Jewish tradition is

based on Num. xix. I-IO, in which Moses and Aaron ordered the Israelites to sacrifice -a red heifer
without spot or blemish ; her body was to be burnt and the ashes were to be kept for the purification,
of the congregation from sin. The parable of the dead roan we shall refer to later.

The lesson of the heifer parable is plain. Moses announced the sacrifice to the Israelites, and
they treated it as a jest. When Moses continued solemnly to ask for the sacrifice, they put him off

on one pretext and another, asking a number of questions which they could have answered them-'
selves if they had listened to Moses's directions. Their questions were carping criticisms rather
than the result of a desire for information. It was a mere thin pretence that they were genuinely
seeking for guidance. When at last they were driven into a corner, they made the sacrifice, but the
will was wanting, which would have made the sacrifice efficacious for purification from sin. The
real reason for their prevarications was their guilty conscience, as we see in the parable'of the dead
man (ii, 72-73).
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71.

He said :
" He says : a heifer

Not trained to till the soil

Or water the fields ; sound
And without blemish.” They said :

” Now hast thou brought
The truth.” Then they offered

Her in sacrifice,

But not with good-will.

Section 9.

72.

]]l^emember ye slew a man®^
|

And fell into a dispute

Among yourselves as to the crime :

But God was to bring forth

What ye did hide.

73.

So We said : Strike the (body)

With a piece of the (heifer).”
•' Thus God bringeth the dead

To life and showeth you His
Signs :

Perchance ye may understand.

74.

"^^henceforth were your hearts

Hardened : they became
Like a rock and even worse
In hardness. For among rocks

There are some from which
Rivers gush forth ; others

There are which when split

Asunder send forth water
;

And others which sink
'

j
‘
jljl\ (5J.

81. In Deuf. xxi. 1-9 it ix ordained that if ihe body of a slain man be found in a field and the
slayer is not known, a heifer shall be beheaded, and the elders of the citv next to the slain man's
domicile shall wash their hands over the heifer and sav that they neithe'r did the deed nor saw it

done, thus clearing themselves from the blood-guilt.

The Jewish story based on this was that in a certain case of this kind, every one tried to clear
himself of guilt and lay the blame at the door of others, in the first place they tried to prevaricate
and prevent a heifer being slain as in the last parable. When she was slain, God by a miracle
disclosed the really guilty person, A portion of the sacrificed heifer was ordered to be placed on the
corpse, which came to life and disclosed the whole story of the crime.

The lesson of this parable is that men may try to hide their crimes- individually or collectively,
but God will bring them to light in unexpected ways. Applving this further to Jewish national
history, the argument is developed in the following verses that the Children of Israel played fast and
loose with their own rites and traditions, but they could not thus evade the conseouences of their
own sin.
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For fear of God. And God is

Not unmindful of what ye do.®^

75. Cfan ye (O ye men of Faith)

Entertain the hope that they
Will believe in you ?

—

Seeing that a party of them
Heard the Word of God,
And perverted it knowingly
After they understood it.

76. Behold ! when they meet®®
The men of Faith, they say :

“ We believe ”
: hut when

They meet each other in private,

They say : “Shall you tell them
What God hath revealed to you.
That they may engage you
In argument about it

Before your Lord I ”

—

Do ye not understand (their aim) ?

oGS^.

0(^^1

77.

Know they not that God
Knoweth what they conceal

And what they reveal ?

82. The sinner's heart gets harder and harder. It is even harder than rocks of which a beautiful
poetical allegory is placed before us. In nature we think there is nothing harder than rocks. But
there are rocks that weep voluntarily, like repentant hearts that come to God of their own accord
such are rocks from which rivers and springs flow spontaneously, sometimes in small trickles,

sometimes in big volumes. Then there are rocks which have to be split or dug into or blown up
with dynamite, and underneath we find abundant waters, as in wells beneath rocky soil. Such are
the hearts of a less degree of fineness, which yet melt into tears when some great blow or calamity
calls the mind to higher things. 'And lastly, there are the rocks which slip or sink by geological
pressure or in an earthouake, and send forth large spouts of water, as happened, for examjiile, in
the Bihar earthquake of 1934 ; such sinking or quaking may be poetically ascribed to tear. So there
are hearts which will come to God by no highermotive than fear, but yet fear, melt them into tears
of repentance. But the hardened sinner is worse than all these. His case is worse than that of rocks,
for nothing will melt him,

83. The immediate argument applies to the Jews of Medina, but the more general argument
applies to the people of Faith and the people without Faith, as we shall see below. If the Muslims
of Medina ever entertained the hope and the Jews in their city would as a body welcome Muhammad
Mustafa as the Prophet prophesied in their own books, they were mistaken. In. Deut. xviii. 18,

they'read :
" I will raise them up a Prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee,"».e., like

unto Moses) : which was interpreted by some of their doctors as referring to Muhammad, and they

came into Islam. The Arabs are a kindred branch of the Semitic family, and are correctly described

in relation to the Jews as " their brethren ”
: and there is no question that there was not another

Prophet " like unto Moses " until Muhammad came : in fact the postscript of Deuteronomy, which
was written many centuries after Moses, says :

•' There arose not a prophet since in Israel like unto
Moses, whom the Lord knew face to face.’’ But the Jews as a body were jealous of Muhammad,
and played a double part. When the Muslim community began to grow stronger they pretended

to be of them, but really tried to keep back any knowledge of their own Scriptures from them, lest

they should be beaten by their own arguments.
The more general interpretation holds good in all ages. Faith and Unfaith are pitted against

each otlier. Faith has.to struggle against power, position, organization, and privilege. When it

gains ground. Unfaith comes forward insincerely and claims fellowship. But in its own mind it is

jealous of the armoury of science and knowledge which Faith brings into the service of God. But

God knows all, and if the people of Faith will only seek knowledge sincerely wherever they can

find it,—even as far afield as China, as Muhammad said, they can defeat Unfaith on its own ground.
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78.

And there are among them®*

Illiterates, who know not the Book,

But (see therein their own) desires.

And they do nothing but
conjecture.

79. Then woe to those who write

The Book with their own hands.

And then say : This is from God.”
To traffic with it

For a miserable price !

—

Woe to them for what their hands

Do write, and for the gain

They make thereby.

80. ^nd they say :
“ The Fire®“

Shall not touch us

But for a few numbered days :
”

Say :
“ Have ye taken a promise

From God, for He never

Breaks His promise ?

Or is it that ye say of God
What ye do not know ?

”

81.

Nay, those who seek gain®®

In Evil, and are girt round
By their sins,

—

They are Companions of the Fire

Therein shall they abide

(For ever).

6 w
4

9 '

82.

But those who have faith

And work righteousness. i \’j^\

84. The argument of i. 76 is continued. The Jews wanted to keep back knowledge, but what
knowledge had they ? Many of them, even if they could read, were no better than illiterates, for
they knew not their own true Scriptures, but read into them what they wanted, or at best their own
conjectures. They palmed off their own writings for the Message of God. Perhaps it brought them
profit for the time being : but it was a miserable profit if they "gained the whole world and lost their
own souls " (Matt. xvi. 26). " Writing with their own hands ” means inventing books themselves,
which had no divine authority.

^

The getieral argument is similar. Unfaith erects its own false gods. It attributes things to
causes, which only exist in its own imagination. Sometimes it even indulges in actual dishonest
traffic in the ignorance of the multitude. It may pay for a time, but the bubble always bursts.]

85. The Jews in their arrogance might say ; Whatever the terror of Hell may be for other people,
our sins will be forgiven, because we are children of Abraham : at worst, we shall suffer a short
definite punishment and then be restored to the “ bosom of Abraham.’’ This bubble is pricked here.
Read this verse with ii. 81-82.

The general application is also clear. If Unfaith claims some special prerogative, such as race,
’civilization," political power, historical experience, anti so on, these will not avail in God’s sight.
His promise is sure, but His promise is for those who seek God in Faith.and show it in their conduct.

86. This is manjt degrees worse than merely falling into evil ; it is going out to " earn evil,’’ as
the Arabic text has it, i.e., to seek gain in evil. Such a perverse attitude means that the moral and
spiritual fortress erected around us by the Grace of God is voluntarily surrendered by us and demol-
ished by Evil, which erects its own fortress, so that access to God may be more and more difficult.
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TKey are Companions of the

Garden :

Therein shall they abide
(For ever).

Section 10.

83.

j^nd remember We took®^

A Covenant from the Children
Of Israel (to this effect) :

Worship none but God ;

Treat with kindness
Your parents and kindred,

And orphans and those in need ;

Speak fair to the people ;

Be steadfast in prayer ;

And practise regular charity.

Then did ye turn back,

Except a few among you.

And ye backslide (even now).

jXl -A r

84.

And remember We took®®

You^ Covenant (to this effect) :

Shed no blood amongst you,

Nor turn out your own people

From your homes : and this

Ye solemnly ratified,

And to this ye can bear witness.

85.

After this it is ye, the same people.

Who slay among yourselves,

And banish a party of you
From their homes ; assist

(Their enemies) against them.
In guilt and rancour;

And if they come to you
As captives, ye ransom®®them,

S7. So far from the Covenant being of the kind you suggest in ii. 80, the real Covenant is about
the moral law, which is set out in ii. 83. This moral law is universal, and if you break it, no privileges
will lighten •your punishment or help you in any way (ii. 86).

•' Speak fair to the people " not only
means outward courtesy from the leaders to the meanest among the people, but the protection of the
people from being exploited, deceived, defrauded, or doped with things to lull their intelligence.

88. Verse 83 referred to the universal moral law. This verse 84 refers to its application under a
special Covenant entered into with the Jews of Medina by the new-born Muslim Commonwealth
under its Guide and teacher Muhammad. This Covenant is given in Ibn Hisham’s SiraUur-Rasul,
and comments on it will be found in Ameer 'Airs 0/ /slam (London, 1922), pp. 57.61. It was
entered into in the second year of the Hijra, and was treacherously broken by the Jews almost
immediately afterwards.

89. I understand “ ransom them ” here to mean “ take ransom for them," though most of the
Commentators take it to mean "give ransom for them." Mustafk had made a Pact which, if it had
been faithfully observed by all parties, would have brought a reign of law and order for Medina.
But some of the treacherous Jews never intended to observe its terms. They fought and slew each
other and not only banished those who were obnoxious to them but intrigued with their enemies.

If by any chance they came back into their hands as captives, they demanded ransom for them to

return to their homes although they had no right to banish them at all. If we understand by "ransom
'them " pay “ ransom for them to release them from the hands of their enemies," it would mean that

they did this pious act for show, although they were themselves the authors of their unlawful

banishment. 1 think the former makes better sense.
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Though it was not lawful

For you to banish them.
Then is it only a part of the Book
That ye believe in,

And do ye reject the rest ?

But what is the reward for those

Among you who behave like this

But disgrace in this life 1—
And on the Day of Judgment
They shall be consigned

To the most grievous penalty.

For God is not unmindful
Of what ye do.

86. These are the people who buy
The life of this world at the price

Of the Hereafter : their penalty

Shall not be lightened

Nor shall they be helped.

C. 47.—The people of Moses and the people of Jesus
(II. 87-121.) Were given revelations, but alas !

They played false with their own lights,

.
And, in their selfishness, made narrow
God’s universal message. To them
It seemed incredible that His light
Should illumine Arabia and reform
The world. But His ways are wondrous,
And they are clear to those who have Faith.

Section 11.

87. e gave Moses the Book
And followed him up
With a succession of Apostles

We gave Jesus the son of Mary®*^

Clear (Signs) and strengthened him
With the holy spirit. Is it

That whenever there comes to you
An Apostle with what ye

Yourselves desire not, ye are

Puffed up with pride ?

—

Some ye called impostors,

And others ye slay !

»

I

o
89- A. The word “apostle” is used here and throughout the Translation in the literal sense of

“ One Sent,” and not in a specialized sense.

90. As to the birth of Jesus, c/., xix. 16-34. Why is he called the “ Son of Mary " 7 What are his
“ clear signs " ? What is the “ holy spirit ’’ by which he was strengthened ? We reserve to a later
stage a discussion of the Quranic teaching on these questions. See iii, 62. n. 401.

91. Notice the sudden transition from the past tense in ” some ye called impostors” to the present
tense in “ others ye slay." There is a double significance. First, reviewing the long course of Jewish
history, we have come to the time of Jesus : they have often given the lie to God’s Apostles, and
even now they are trying to slay Jesus. Secondly, estending the review of that history to the time
of Muhammad, they are even now trying to take the life of that holy Apostle. This would be
literally true at the time the words were promulgated to the people. And this transition leads on
naturally to the next verse, which refers to the actual conditions before Muhammad in Medina in

the second year of Hijra.

Sections 11-13 (ii. 87-121) refer to the People of the Book generally, Jews and Christians. Even
where Moses and the Law of Sinai are referred to, those traditions are common to both Jews and
Christians. The argument is about the people who ought to have learnt from previous Revelations
and welcomed Muhammad's teaching, and yg,t they both took up an attitude of arrogant rejection.
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88. They say, “ Our hearts

Are the wrappings (which
preserve

God’s Word : we need no more).”
Nay, God’s curse is on them
For their blasphemy :

Little is it they believe.

89. And when there comes to them
A Book®^ from God, confirming
What is with them,—although
From of old they had prayed
For victory against those
Without Faith,—when there comes
To them that which they
(Should) have recognized.

They refuse to believe in it

But the curse of God
Is on those without Faith.

90. Miserable is the price

For which they have sold

Their souls, in that they

Deny (the revelation)

Which God has sent down.
In insolent envy that God
Of His Grace should send it

To any of His servants He
pleases

(IrJ&

9Z. The Jews in their arrogance claimed that all wisdom and all knowlege of God were enclose-
ed in their hearts. But there were more things in heaven and earth than were dreamt of in their
philosophy. Their_claim was not only arrogance but blasphemy. In reality they were men without
Faith. (I take Gulfan, here to be the plural of Gilafun, the wrapping or cover of a book, in which the
book is preserved.)

As usual, there is much wider meaning. How many people at all times and among all nations
close their hearts to any extension of knowledge or spiritual influence because of some little fragment
which they have got and which they think is the whole of God's Truth ? Such an attitude shows
really want of faith and is a blasphemous limitation of God's unlimited soiritual gifts to His
creatures,

93. The root kafara has many shades of meaning : (1) to deny God's goodness, to be ungrateful,
(Z) to reject Faith, deny His revelation, (3) to blaspheme, to ascribe some limitation or attribute to
God which is derogatory to His nature. In a translation, one shade or another must be put forward
according to the context, but all are implied.

94. The Jews, who pretended to be so superior to the people without Faith—the Gentiles—should
have been the first to recognize the new Truth—or the Truth renewed—which it was Muhammad's
mission to bring, because it was so similar in form and language to what they had already received.

But they had more arrogance than faith. It is this want of faith that brings on the curse, i.e.,

deprives us (if we adopt such an attitude) of the blessings of God.
Again the lesson applies to much wider circle than the Jews, We are all apt, in our perverse-

ness, to reject an appeal from our brother even more summarily than one from an outsider. If we
have a glimmering of the truth, we are apt to make ourselves impervious to further truth, and thus
lose the benefit of God's Grace.

95. ' Racial arrogance made the Jews averse to the reception of Truth when it came through a
servant of God, not of their own race. Again the lesson is wider. Is that averseness unknown in

our own times, and among other races ? 'Yet how can a race or a people set bounds to God's choice ?

God is the Creator and Cherisher of all races and all worlds,
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Thus have they drawn
On themselves Wrath upon Wrath.
And humiliating is the punishment
Of those who reject Faith.

* << 'V''^ L-v2aao

91.

When it is said to them,
“ Believe in what God
Hath sent down,” they say,

“ We believe in what was sent

down
To us ”

: yet they reject

All besides, even if it be Truth
Confirming what is with them.

Say :
‘‘ Why then have ye slain

,

The prophets of God in times

Gone by, ” if ye did indeed

Believe ?

92.

There came to you Moses
With clear (Signs) ; yet

Ye worshipped the Calf

(Even) after that, and ye

Did behave wrongfully.

93.

And remember We took

Your Covenant and We raised

Above you (the towering height)

Of Mount (Sinai) :

(Saying) :
” Hold firmly

To what We have given you,

And hearken (to the Law) ”
:

They said :
“ We hear,

And we disobey ”
:

Arid they had to drink®®

ijSJ-

96. Even the race argument is often a flimsy and hollow pretext. Did not the Jews reject

Prophets of their own race who told them unpleasant truths ? And do not other nations do likewise?

The real trouble is selfishness, narrowness, a mean dislike of anything which runs counter to habits,

customs or inclinations.

97. Cf. the introductory words of ii. 63, which are the same as the introductory words here, but

the argument is developed in a different direction io the two places. In ii. 63, after they are remind-

ed of the solemn Covenant under the towering height of Mount Sinai, they are tofd how they broke

the Covenant in after ages. Here, after they are reminded of the same solemn Covenant, they are told

that even then they never meant to observe it. Their thought is expressed in biting words of sarcasm.

They said in words :
" All that the Lord hath spoken, we will do." But they said in their hearts :

We shall disobey."

98. What they should have said was :
“ We heat and we obey ’’

: this is the attitude of the true

men of Faith (ii. 285.)

99. After the Commandments and the Law had been given at Mount Sinai and the people had
solemnly given their Covenant, Moses went up to the Moun t, and in his absence, the people made the

golden calf. When Moses returned, his anger waxed hot. “ He took the Calf which they had made,
and burnt it in the fire, and ground it to powder, and strewed it upon the water, and made the children

vf Israel drink of it." (Exod. xxxii. 20). This mcident is interpreted in the Qur-an allegorically. The
Calf is the symbol of disobedience, rebellion, want of faith. It was like a taint of poison. Their

punishment was to swallow the taint of poison which they had themselves produced. They swallow-
ed it not into their stomachs, but into their hearts, their very being. They had to mortify and humble
themselves in the sight of God, as was shown in another allegory based on the Jewish narrative (see

ii. 54 and note, above!.
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Into their hearts

(Of the taint) of the Calf

Because of their Faithlessness.

Say :
“ Vile indeed

Are the behests of your Faith

If ye have any faith !

”

94. Say :
“ If the last Home,

With God, be for you specially,

And not for anyone else,

Then seek ye for death,

If ye are sincere.”

95. But they will never seek

For death, on account of the (sins)

Which their hands have sent

On before them.^““

And God is well-acquainted

With the wrong-doers.

O ol

96.

Thou wilt indeed find them.

Of all people, most greedy

Of life,—even more
Than the idolaters ;

Each one of them wishes

He could be given a life

Of a thousand years :

But the grant of such life

Will not save him
From (due) punishment.

For God sees well

All that they do.

Section 12.

97.

J^ay : Whoever is an enemy ’r|

To Gabriel—for he brings down
. O

v

100 The phrase “ What their hands have sent on before. them " frequently occurs in the Qur-an.

Here "and in many places, it refers to sins. In such passages, Ixxviii. 40 or Ixxxi. 14. it is implied

that both good and bad deeds go before us to the judgment-seat of God before we do ourselves. In

ii no it is the good that goes before us. Our deeds are personiBed. They are witnesses for or against

u*s and they always go before us. Their good or bad influence begins to operate before we even

know it This is more general than the New Testament idea in the First Epistle of St. Paul to

Timothy, v. 24 ;
" Some men’s sins are open beforehand, going before to judgment ;

and some men

they follow after."

101 A party of the Jews in the time of Muhammad ridiculed the Muslim belief that Gabriel

hroueht down revelations to Muhammad .Mustafi. Michael was called in their books " the great

prince which standeth for the children of thy people’’ : (Daniel xii. 1). The vision of Gabriel inspired

fparf, Daniel viii 16-17). But this pretence—that Michael was their friend and Gabriel their enemy—

was merely a manifestation of their unbelief in angels, apostles, and God Himself ; and such unbelief

could not win the love of God. In any case it was disingenuous to sav ^at they believed in one angel

and not in another. Muhammad’s inspiration was through visions of Gabriel. Muhammad had been

helped to the highest spiritual light, and the message which he delyered and his spotless integrity

and exemplary life were manifest Signs which every one could undptand except those who were

obstinate and perverse. Besides, the verses of the Qur-an were in themselves reasonable and clear.
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The (revelation) to thy heart

Ry God’s will, a confirmation

Of what went before,

And guidance and glad tidings

For those who believe,

—

98. Whoever is an enemy to God
And His angels and apostles,

To Gabriel and Michael,—
Lo ! God is an enemy to those

Who reject Faith.

99. We have sent down to thee

Manifest Signs {ayat )

;

And none reject them
But those who are perverse.

100. It is not (the case) that

Every time they make a Covenant,
Some party among them *

Throw it aside ?—Nay,
Most of them are faithless.

101. And when came to them
An Apostle from God,

|

Confirming what was with them,
A party of the People of the Book
.Threw away the Book of God’°^
Behind their backs.

As if (it had been something)
They did not know 1

102. They followed what the evil

, ones
Gave out (falsely)

Against the power
Of Solomon : the blasphemers
Were, not Solomon, but
The evil ones, teaching men

\
9.9 / <> 9 S/’X

o

^jj ^ lloi (G^-9a

lOZ. I think that by " the Book of God ’’ here is meant, not the Qur-an, but the Book which the
People of the Book had been given, viz., the previous Revelations. The argument is that Muham-
mad's Message was similar to Revelations which they had already received, and if they had looked
into their own Books honestly and sincerely, they would have found proofs in them to show that the
new Message was true and from God. But they ignored their own Books or twisted or distorted them
according to their own fancies. Worse, they followed something which was actually false • and
mischievous and inspired by the evil one. Such was the belief in magic and sorcery. These are
described in the next verse in terms referring to the beliefs and practices of the People of the Book."

103, This is a continuation of the argument in ii. 101. The People of the Book, instead of sticking
to the plain Books of Revelations, and seeking to do the will of God, ran after all sorts of occult
knowledge, most of which was false and evil. Many wonderful tales of occult power attributed the
power of Solomon to magic, - But Solomon dealt in no arts of evil. It was the powers of evil that
pretended to force the laws of nature and the will of God ; such a pretence is plainly blasphemy.
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Magic, and such things

As came down at Babylon
To the angels Har^t and

But neither of these taught anyone]
(Such things) without saying

:

“ We are only for trial j

So do not blaspheme.”
They learned from them^°®
The means to sow discord

Between man and wife.

But they could not thus

Harm anyone except

By God's permission.

And they learned what harmed
them,

Not what profited them.
And they knew that the buyers
Of (magic) would have
No share in the happiness

Of the Hereafter. And vile

Was the price for which
They did sell their souls,

If they but knew !

103. If they had kept their Faith

And guarded themselves from evil,

3
i ^ SfU /
OjLiUj

%p \0\i

104. This verse has been interpreted variously. Who were Harut and Mamt ? What did they
teach ? Why did they teach it ? The view which commends itself to me is that of the Tafsir
HaqqSni, following Baidhawi and the Tafsir Kabir. The word ” angels ” as applied to HarQt and
Iklarat is figurative. It means " good men, of knowledge, science (or wisdorn), and power." In
modern languages the word " angel " is applied to a good and beautiful woman. The earlier
tradition made angels masculine, and applied to them the attributes which I have mentioned, along
with the attribute of beauty, which has implied in goodness, knowledge, wisdom, and power.

Harfit and Marfit lived in Babylon, a very ancient seat of science, especially the .science of
astronomy. The period may be supposed to be anywhere about the time when the ancient Eastern
Monarchies were strong and enlightened : probably even earlier, as Ma-ru-tu or Marduk was a
deified hero afterwards worshipped as a god of magic in Babylon. Beinggood men, HarQt and Martit
of course dabbled in nothing evil, and their hands were certainly clean of fraud. But knowledge and
the arts, if learned by evil nien, can be applied to evil uses. The evil ones, besides their fraudulent
magic, also learnt a little of this true science and applied it to evil uses, Haritt and Marut did not
'withhold knowledge, yet never taught anyone without plainly warning them of the trial and
temptation of knowledge in the hands of evil men. Being men of insight, they also saw the
blasphemy that might rise to the lips of the evil ones puffed up with science and warned them
against it. Knowledge is indeed a trial or temptation : if we are warned, we know its dangers ; if

God has endowed us with free will, we must be free to choose between the benefit and the danger.
Among the Jewish traditions in the Midrash (Jewish Tafslrs) was a story of two angels who

asked God's permission to come down to earth but succumbed to temptation, and were hung up by
their feet at Babylon for punishment. Such stories about sinning angels who were cast down to

punishment were believed in by the early Christians also. (See the Second Epistle of Peter, ii, 4, and
the Epistle of Jude, verse 6), There may be an allusion to such legends here, but much spiritualized

and we are expressly warned against dabbling in magic or believing that anything can hurt us
except by God's will, and God is just and righteous.

105. What the evil ones learnt from Harut and M3rDt (see last note) they turned to evil. When
mixed with fraud and deception, it appeared as charms and spells and love potions. They did
nothing but cause discord between the sexes. But of course their power was limited to the extent to

which God permitted the evil to work, for His grace protected all who sought His guidance and
repented and returned to Him. But apart from the harm that these false pretenders, might do to

others, the chief harm which they did was to their own, souls. They sold themselves into slavery to
the Evil One, as is shown in the allegory of Goethe's Faust. That allegory dealt with the individual

soul. Here the tragedy is shown to occur not only to individuals but to whole groups of people, for

example, the People of the Book. Indeed the story might be extended indefinitely.
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Far better had been
The reward from their Lord,

If they but knew I

SECTION 13.

66]a^ I

104.

ye of Faith !

Say not (to the Apostle)

Words of ambiguous import,

But words of respect ;

And hearken (to him)

;

To those without Faith

Is a grievous punishment.

105.

It is tiever the wish
Of those without Faith

Among the People of the Book,
Nor of the Pagans,

That anything good
Should come down to you
From your Lord.

But God will choose

For His special Mercy
Whom He will—for God is

Lord of grace abounding.

106.

None of Our revelations^^^

Do We abrogate

Or cause to be forgotten.

But We substitute

1 -^

3I

106. The word dipppro-ved is HSi'vS, which as used by the Muslims meant “ Please look at us,
attend to us.” But it was ridiculed by enemies by a little twist to suggest some insulting meaning.
So an unambiguous word “ Unzurna,'' with the same meaning is suggested. The general lesson is

that we must guard ourselves against the cynical trick of using words which sound complimentary
to the ear but have a hidden barb in them. Not only must we be plain and honest in our words.
We must respectfully hearken to the words of a Teacher whom we have addressed. Thoughtless
people use vain words or put foolish questions, and straightway turn their minds to something else.-

107. The word which I have translated by the word “ revelations " is Ayat. See C. 41 and n. IS. It

is not only used for verses of the Qur-5n. but in a general sense for God's revelations, as in ii. 39 and
for other Signs of God in history of nature, or miracles, as in ii, 61. It has even been used for human
signs and tokens of wonder, as, for example, monuments or landmarks built bv the ancient people of
‘Ad (xxvi. 128). What is the meaning here? If we take it in a general sense, 'it means that God's
Message from age to age is always the same, but that its form may differ according to the needs and
exigencies of the time. That form was different as given to Moses and then to Jesus and then to
Muhammad. Some commentators apply it also to the Ayat of the Qur-an. There is nothing
derogatory in this if we believe in progressive revelation. In hi, 7 we are told distinctly about the
Qur-an, that some.of its verses are basic or fundamental, and others are allegorical, and it is

•mischievous to treat the allegorical verses and follow them (literally). On the other harid, it is
absurd to treat such a verse as ii. 115 as if it were abrogated by ii. 144 about the Qibla. We turn to
the Qibla. but we do not believe that God is only in one place. He is everywhere. See second note
to ii. 144.

There may be express abrogation, or there may be " causing or permitting to forget.” How
many good and wise institutions gradually become obsolete by afflux of time ? Then there is the
gradual process of disuse or forgetting in evolution. This does not mean that eternal principles
change. It is only a sign of God's infinite Power that His creation should take so many forms afad
shapes not only in the material world but in the world of man's thought and expression.
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Something better or similar ;

Knowest thou not that God
Hath power over all things ?

107. Knowest thou not
That to God belongeth
The dominion of the heavens
And the earth ?

And besides Him ye have
Neither patron nor helper.

108. Would ye question
Your Apostle as Moses
Was questioned of old ?

But whoever changeth
From Faith to Unbelief,
Hath strayed without doubt
From the even way.^°®

109.

Quite a number of the People
Of the Book wish they could
Turn you (people) back
To infidelity after ye have

believed,

From selfish envy,

After the Truth hath become
Manifest unto them :

But forgive and overlook,’^®

Till God accomplish
His purpose for God*^*
Hath power over all things.

108. Moses was constantly harassed with foolish, impertinent, or disingenuous questions by his
ownjpeople. We must not follow that bad example. In spiritual matters, posers do no good :

questions should be asked only for real instruction.

.. 109. " Even way "
: the Arabic word sawaa signifies smoothness as opposed to roughness ;

symmetry as opposed to want of plan ; equality or proportion as opposed to want of design ;

rectitude as opposed to crookedne.‘5 a mean as opposed to extremes
;
and fitness for the object

held in view as opposed to faultiness.

no. Three words are used in the Qiir-an, with a meaning akin to '' forgive ", but each with a
different shade of meaning, 'A /o (here translated " forgive ") means to forget, to obliterate from
one's mind. Safala (here translated “ overlook "j means to turn away from, to ignore, to treat a
matter as if it did not affect one. Ga/ara (which does not occur in this verse) means to cover up
something, as God does to our sins with His grace ; this word is particularly appropriate in God’s
attribute of Caffar, the One who forgives again and again.

111. The word A flir is comprehensive, and includes (1) an order or command as in xcvi. 12;
or (2) a purpose, design, will, as in xviii. 82 ; or (3) affairs, working, doing, carrying out or execution
of a design, as in Ixxxix. 5. In many cases some of these meanings run together,

112. Note how this phrase, seemingly repeated from ii. 106 and occuiring in many other places,
has an appropriate signification in each place. In ii. 106 we were told about progressive revelation,
how the same thing may take different forms, and seeming human infirmity contribute to the fulfil-

merit of God's design, for God's power is unlimited. Here we are told to be patient and forgiving
against envy and injustice : this too may be fulfilling God's purpose, for His power is infinite.
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113. C/. ii. 95 n.

114.

The word translated “ self ” is Wajh, a comprehensive Arabic word. It means (1) literally
“ face ”

: but it may imply (2) countenance or favour, as in xcii. 20 ; (3) honour, glory. Presence as
applied to God, as in ii. 115, and perhaps also in Iv. 27 ; (4) cause, sake C for the sake of ") as in
Ixxvi. 8 ; (5) the first part, the beginning, as in iii. 71 ; (6) nature, inner being, essence, self, as in
V. 111. xxviii, 88, and perhaps also in Iv. 27. Here I understand meaning 6;the face expresses the
personality or the whole inner self of man.

115.

This phrase comes in aptly in its own context many times. In this SDra it occurs in ii. 38, 62,

112, 262, 274, and 277. It serves the same purpose as a refrain in a very well-arranged Song, or a
motij in Wagner's powerful music.

116.

It is a sure sign of ignorance and prejudice when you study, the same Book as another or a
similar one and yet are absolutely intolerant of the meaning which the other draws from it. You
should know better, but you speak like the ignorant. In this case the primary reference in the word
•• ignorant " may be to the Pagan Arabs,

‘
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But. God will judge
: Between them in their quarrel

On the Day of Judgment.
114.

And who is more unjust
Than he who forbids'*'^

That in places for the worship
Of God, God’s name should be
Celebrated ?— whose zeal

Is (in fact) to ruin them ?

It was not fitting that such
Should themiselves enter them
Except in fear. For them
There is nothing but disgrace

In this world, and in the world
To come, an exceeding torment.

b .Vy

oil?

115. To God belong the East

And the West ; whithersoever

Ye turn, there is the Presence^'^®

Of God. For God is

All-Pervading.

All-Knowing.

116. They say :
“ God hath begotten

A son ”
: Glory be to Him.—Nay,

To Him belongs all

That is in the heavens

And on earth : everything

Renders worship to Him.*^®

117. To Him is due
The primal origin

..117. There were actually Pagans in Mecca who tried to shut out the Muslim Arabs from the
Ka‘ba, the universal place of Arab worship. The Pagans themselves called it the House of God.
With what face could they exclude the Muslims, who wanted to worship the true God instead of
worshipping idols ? If these Pagans had succeeded, they would only have caused violent divisions
among the Arabs and destroyed the sanctity and the very existence of the Ka'ba.

This verse, taken in a general sense, establishes the principle of freedom of worship in a public
mosque or place dedicated to the worship of God. This is recognized in Muslim law. There maybe
differences of opinion between one individual and another,, or between one group and another as to the
nature of God or the proper mode of worship, but no tests can be laid down, nor can one individual
or sect exclude another. So long as a person enters reverently and does nothing outwardly to cause-
offence to the other worshippers, he has a right to go and worship in a public place set apart for

God's worship,

118. The word translated’*' Presence ” is Waflt, literally " face." See note to ii. HZ above.

. 119. It is a derogation from the glory of God—in fact it is blasphemy—to say that God begets
son^, like a man or an animal. The Christian doctrine is here frnphatically repudiated. If words
have any meaning, it would mean an attribution to God of a material nature, and of the lower animal
functions of sex. In a spiritual sense, w.e are all children of God. And all Creation celebrates His
glory. Verse 117 should be read with this to complete the argument.
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Of the heavens and the earth

When He decreeth a matter,

He saith to it :
“ Be,”

And it is.

\S\,S

1 18. Say those without knowledge :

“ Why speaketh not God
Unto us ? Or why cometh not

Unto us a Sign ?”

So said the people before them,
Words of similar impqit.

Their hearts are alike.

We have indeed made clear

The Signs unto any people

. Who hold firmly

To Faith (in their hearts).

119. Verily We have sent thee

In truth as a bearer

Of glad tidings and a warner :

But of thee no question

Shall be asked of the Companions
Of the Blazing Fire.

120. Never will the Jews

Or the Christians be satisfied

With thee unless thou follow

Their form of religion. Say ; 0»

120. The previous verse told us that everything in heaven and earth celebrates the glory of God.
Lest anyone should think that the heavens and the earth were themselves primeval and eternal, we
are now told that they themselves are creatures of God's will and design. C/. vi. 102, where the word
bada'a is used as here for the creation of the heavens and the earth, and Malaga is used for the creation
of all things. Bada’a goes back to the very primal beginning, as far as we can conceive it. 'The
materialists might say that primeval matter was eternal : other things, i.e., the forms and shapes as
we see them now, were called into being at some time pr other, and will perish. When they perish,
they dissolve into primeval matter again, which stands as the base of all existence. We go further
back. We say that if we postulate such primeval matter, it owes its origin itself to God, Who is the
final basis of existence, the Cause of all Causes. If this is conceded, we proceed to argue that the
process of Creation is not then completed. “ All things in the heavens and on the earth ’’are created
by gradual processes. In “ things " we include abstract as well as material things. We see the
abstract things and ideas actually growing before us. But that also is God’s creation, to which we
can apply the word ^alaqa. for in it is involved the idea of measuring, fitting it into a scheme of
other things. Cf. liv. 49 ;

also sxv. 59. Here comes in what we know as the process of evolution.
On the other hand, the " amr "

( = Command. Direction. Design) is a single thing, unrelated to Time,
“ like the twinkling of an eye " (liv. SO). Another word to note in this connection is ja'ala,

“ making”
which seems to imply new shapes and forms, new dispositions, as the making of the Signs of the
Zodiac in the heavens, or the setting out of the sun and moon for light, or the establishment of the
succession of day and night (xxv. 61-62). A further process with regard to the soul is described in the
word sawwa, bringing it to perfection (xci. 7) but this we shall discuss in its place. Fatara (xiii. 11)
implies, like bada'a, the creating of a thing out of nothing and after no pre-existing similitude, but
perhaps fafara implies the creation of primeval matter to which further processes have to be applied
later, as when one prepares dough but leaves the leavening to be done after. Badaa (without the 'ain),

XXX. 27, implies beginning the process of creation : this is made further clear in xxxii. 7, where the
beginning of the creation of pristine man from clay refers to his physical body, leaving the further
processes of reproduction and the breathing in of the soul to be described in subsequent verses.
Lastly, haraa is creation implying liberation from pre-existing matter or circumstance, e.g., man's
body from clay (lix. 24) or a calamity from previously existing circumstances (Ivii. 22), See also vi,

94,
h, 916 :

vi. 98, n. 9?3 : lix, 24, nn. 5405-6, .

-
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“ The Guidance of God,— that
Is the (only) Guidance.”
Wert thou to follow their desires
After the knowledge
Which hath reached thee,
Then wouldst thou -find

Neither Protector nor Helper
Against God.

.121. Those to whom We hav.e sent
The Book study it as it

Should be studied : they are

The ones that believe therein :

Those who reject faith therein,—
The loss is their own.

lij of

in

C. 48.—If the People of the Book rely

(ii. 122-141.) Upon Abraham, let them study

His history. His posterity included

Both Israel and Ismi'il. Abraham
Was a righteous man of God,

A Muslim, and so were his children.

Abraham and Isma il built

The Ka'ba as the House of God,

And purified it, to be a centre

Of worship for all the world :

For God is the God of all Peoples.*®^

Section 15.

122. Children of Israel ! call to

mind
The special favour which I

be.'towed

Upon you, and that I preferred you

To all othirs (for My Message).

123. Then guard yourselves against

a Day

121. The argument now proceeds on another line. Ye People of the Book who go back to

Abraham I not only is your claim to exclusive knowledge of God false and derogatory to the Lord of
All the Worlds, if you must appeal to Abraham, he was also the progenitor of the Arab race througn
IsmSTl. Indeed Abraham and Isma'il together built the House of God in Mecca (long before the
Temple of Jerusalem was built). They puribed it and laid the foundations of the universal religion,

which is summed up in the word Islam, or complete submission to the Will of God. Abraham and
Isma'il were thus true Muslims. Whence then your rancour against Islam ?

Historically the Temple at Mecca must have been a far more ancient place of worship than the
Temple at Jerusalem. Arab tradition connects various places in and around Mecca with the name of
Abraham and identifies the well of Zam-zam with the well in the story of the child Ismail. Arab
tradition also refers the story of the Sacrifice to Isma'il and not to Issac, therein differing from thd
Jewish tradition in Gen. zxii. 1-19,
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When one soul shall not avail

another,

Nor shall compensation be
accepted from her

Nor shall intercession profit her

Nor shall anyone be helped

(from outside).*^®

124. J5nd remember that Abraham
Was tried by his Lord
With certain Commands,
Which he fulfilled

:

He said :
“ I will make thee

An Imam to the Nations.”

He pleaded :
” And aslo

(Imams) from my offspring !

”

He answered :
“ But My Promise

Is not within the reach

Of evil-doers.”

125. Remember We made the House^^®

A place of Assembly for men
And a place of safety ;

And take ye the Station

Of Abraham as a place

Of prayer ; and We covenanted

With Abraham and Isma'il,

That they should sanctify

My House for those who
Compass it round, or use it

O 0^
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12Z. Verses 122-23 repeat verses 47-48 (except for a slight verbal variation in ii. 123, which does
not affect the sense). The argument about the favours to Israel is thus beautifully rounded off, and
we now proceed to the argument in favour of the Arabs as succeeding to the spiritual inheritance of

Abraham.
123. ifalimof : literally

‘

' words here used in the mystic sense of God's Will or Decree or
Purpose. This verse may be taken to be the sum of the verses following. In everything Abraham
fulfilled God's wish ; he purified God's House ;

he built the sacred refuge of the Ka'ba ;.he submitted
his will to God's, and thus became the type of Islam. He was promised the leadership of the world;

he pleaded for his progeny, and his prayer was granted, with the limitation that if his progeny was
false to God, God's promise did not reach the people who proved themselves false.

124. Imam : the primary sense is that of being foremost: hence it may mean: (1) leader in religion:

(2) leader in congregational prayer
; (3) model, pattern, example

; (4) a book of guidance and
instruction (xi. 17) ; a book of evidence or record (xxxvi. 12). Here, meanings 1 and 3 are implied.

In ix. 12 the word is applied to leaders of Unbelief or Blasphemy.
125. The Ka'ba. the House of God. Its foundation goes back by Arab tradition to Abraham,

Its fourfold character is here referred to. (1) It was the centre to which all the Arab, tribes resorted

for trade, for poetic contests, and for worship. (2) It was sacred territory, and was respected by friend

and foe alike. At certain seasons, all fighting was and is forbidden within its limits, and even arms
are not allowed to be carried, and no game or other thing is allowed to be killed. Like the Cities of

Refuge under the Mosaic Dispensation, to which manslayers could flee (Num. xxxv. 6), or the
Sanctuaries in Mediteval Europe, to which criminals could not be pursued, Mecca was recognized by
Arab custom as inviolable for the pursuit of revenge or violence, (3) It was a place of prayer : eiien

to-day there is a Station of Abraham within the enclosure, where Abraham was supposed to have
prayed. (4) It must be held pure and sacred for all purposes.

Though the verse as a- whole is expressed in the First Person Plural, the House is called “ My
House," to emphasize the personal relation of the one True God to it, and repudiate the Polytheism
which defiled it before it was purified again by Muhammad.
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As a retreat, or bow, or

Prostrate themselves (therein'^®

la prayer).
126.

And remember Abraham said :

“ My Lord, make this a City
Of Peace, and feed its People
With fruits,^ such of them
As believe in God and the Last

Day.’’

He said : “ (Yea), and such as

Reject Faith,— for a while

Will 1 grant them their pleasure.

But will soon drive them
To the torment of Fire,

—

An evil destination (indeed) !

”

127.

And remember Abraham
And Isma il raised

The foundations of the House
(With this prayer) :

“ Our Lord !

Accept (this service) from us :

For Thou art the All-Hearing,

The All-Knowing.

128.

“ Our Lord ! make of us

Muslims, bowing to Thy (Will),'

And of our progeny a people

Muslim, bowing to Thy (Will)

;

And show us our places for

The celebration of (due) rites ;

And turn unto us (in Mercy) ;

For Thou arc the Oft-Returning,

Most Merciful.

129.

“ Our Lord ! send amongst them
An Apostle of their own,
Who shall rehearse Thy Signs

To them and instruct them

Ail / 9 .
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126. Four rites are here enumerated, which have now acquired a technical meaning. (1)

Compassing the sacred territory, or going round the Ka‘ba : Tawaf. There are special guides who take
pilgrims and visitors round. (Z) Retiring to the place as a spiritual reti^at, for contemplation and
prayer; I'Ukaf. (3) The posture of bending the back in prayer : Rukii'. (4) The posture of prostrating
oneself on the ground in prayer: 5u;ud. The protection of the holy territory is for all, but special

cleanliness and purity is required for the sake of the devotees who undertake these rites.

127. The root salama in the word Islam implies (among other ideas) the idea of Peace, and
therefore when Mecca is the city of Islam, it is also the City of Peace. .The same root occurs in the

latter part of the name Jerusalem, the Jewish City of Peace. When the day of Jerusalem passed (see

verse 134 or 141 below), Mecca became the "New Jerusalem"—or rather the old and original "City of

Peace '' restored and made universal.
128. The territory of Mecca is barren and rocky, compared' with, say, Taif, a city 70-75 miles east

of Mecca. A prayer for the prosperity of Mecca therefore includes a prayer for the good things of

material life. This is the literal meaning. But note that the opposition in this verse is between the

fruits of the Garden for the righteous and the torments of the Fire for the evil ones—a spiritual

allegory of great force and aptness.
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In Scripture and Wisdom,
And sanctify them :

For Thou art the Exalted in Might,

The Wise.”

Id

16

Section 16.

130. .^nd who turns away
From the religion of Abraham
But such as debase their souls

With folly ? Him We chose

And rendered pure in this world

:

And he will be in the Hereafter

In the ranks of the Righteous.

131. Behold ! his Lord said

To him :
“ Bow (thy will to Me)

He said :
“ I bow (my will)

To the Lord and Cherisher

Of the Universe.”

132. And this was the legacy

That Abraham left to his sons,

And so did Jacob ;

“ Oh my sons ! God hath chosen

The Faith for you ; then die not

Except in the I?aith of Islam.”

\j3ij kjLs)

133.

Were ye witnesses

When Death appeared before

Jacob ?

Behold, he said to his sons :

“ What will ye worship after me ?”

They said :

“ We shall worship

129 How beautiful this prayer is, and how aptly it comes in here in the argument I Such
Paganism or star-worship or planet-worship as there was in Abraham’s.time was first cleared out of

Mecca by Abraham. This is the chief meaning of " sanctification” or purification in ii. 125, although
of course physical cleanliness is (in physical condition) a necessary element of purification in the
higher sense. Abraham and his elder son Isma'il then built the Ka’ba and established the rites and
usages of the sacred city. He was thus the founder of the original Islam (which is as old as mankind)
in Arabia. As becomes a devout man, he offers and dedicates the work to God in humble supplication
addressing Him as the All-Hearing and the All-Knowing. He then asks for a blessing on himself and
his progeny generally, both the children of his eldest-born Isma'il and his younger son Isaac. With
prophetic vision he foresees that there will be corruption and backsliding in both branches of his

family : Mecca will house 360 idols, and Jerusalem will become a harlot city (Ezekiel xvi. 15), a city

of abomination. But the light of.Islam will shine, and reclaim the lost people in both branches
and indeed in all the world. So he prays for God's mercy, addressing Him as the Oft-Returning, Most
Merciful. And finally he foresees in Mecca an Apostle teaching the people as one " of their own.”
and in their own beautiful Arabic language ; he asks for a blessing on Muhammad's ministry,

’ appealing to the Power and Wisdom of God.
130. Istafa: chose; chose because of purity; chose and purified. It is the same root from which

Mustafa is derived, one of the titles of Mufiammad.
131. The whole of the Children of Israel are called to witness one of their slogans, that they

worshipped ‘‘the God of their fathers.” The idea in their minds got narrowed down to that of a tribal

God. But they are reminded that their ancestors had the principle of Islam in them.—the worship
of the One True and Universal God. The death-bed scene is described in Jewish tradition.
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Thy God and the God of thy

fathers,'*-

—

Of Abraham, Isma'il, and Isaac,

—

The One (True) God

:

To Him we bow (i,n Islam).”134.

That was a People that hath
Passed away. They shall reap
The, fruit of what they did,

And ye of what ye do !

Of their merits

There is no question in your case!'*'

135.

^Phey say :
“ Become Jews

Or Christians if ye would be guided
(To salvation).” Say thou :

“ Nay
! (I would rather) the

' Religion

Of Abraham the True,'*^

And he joined not gods with God.”

136.

Say ye :
“ We believe

In God, and the revelation

Given to us, and to Abraham,
Isma'il, Isaac, Jacob,

And the Tribes, and that given

To Moses and Jesus, and that given

To (all) Prophets from their Lord :

We make no difference

Between one and another of them:
And we bow to God (in Islam).”'*®

137.

So if they believe

As ye believe, they are indeed

On the right path
;
but if

They turn back, it is they

3 is“}^ t. i j
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132. " Fathers" means ancestors, and includes uncles, grand-uncles, as well as direct ascendants.
133. I have made a free paraphrase of what would read literally : "Ye shall not be asked about

what they used to do.” On the Day of Judgment each soul would have to answer for its own deeds ;

it cannot claim merit from others, nor be answerable for the crimes or sins of others. Here the

argument is : if the Jews or Christians claim the merits of Father Abraham and the Patriarchs or of

Jesus, we cannot follow them. Because there were righteous men in the past, it cannot help us unless

we are ourselves righteous. The doctrine of personal responsibility is a cardinal feature of Islam.

134. Hanif

:

inclined to right opinion, orthodox (in the literal meaning of the Greek words), firm

in faith, sound and well-balanced, true. Perhaps the last word. True, sums up most of the other shades.

The Jews, though taught Unity, went after false gods, and the Christians invented the Trinity

or borrowed it from Paganism. We go back to the 0ure, hanif doctrine of Abraham, to live and die

in faith in the One True God.
135. Here we have'the Creed of Islam : to believe in (I) the One Universal God, (2) the Message to

us through Muhammad and the Signs (ayat) as interpreted on the basis of personal responsibility, (3)

the Message delivered by other Teachers in the past. These are mentioned in three groups ; (1)

Abraham, Isma'il, Issac, Jacob, and the Tribes : of these Abraham had apparently a Book (Izxxvu. 19)

and the others followed his tradition ; (2) Moses and Jesus, who each left a scripture: these scriptures'

are still extant, though not in their pristine form ;
and(3) other scriptures. Prophets, or Messengers of

God, not specifically mentioned in the Qur-an (xl. 78). We make nO' difference between any of these.

Their Message (in essentials) was one, and that is the basis of Islam,
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Who are in schism ; but God will

Suffice thee as against them,^®®

And He is the All-Hearing,

The All-Knowing.
138.

(Our religion is)

The Baptism of God :

And who can baptize better

Than God ? And it is He
Whom we worship.

139. J^ay : Will ye dispute

With us about God, seeing

That He is out Lord
And your Lord ; that we
Are responsible for our doings

And ye for yours
; and that

We are sincere (in our faith)

In Him ?

140. Or do ye say that

Abraham, Isma‘ll, Isaac,

Jacob and the Tribes were
Jews or Christians ?

Says : Do ye know better

Than God? Ah ! who
Is more unjust than those

Who conceal the testimony

They have from God ?

But God is not unmindful
Ot what ye do

!

*

141. That was a people that hath
Passed away. They shall reap

The fruit of what they did,

And ye of what ye do !

Of their merits

30 There is no question in your case

136. We are thus in the true line of those who follow the one and indivisible Messaae of the One
God, wherever delivered. If others narrow .

it or corrupt it, it is they who have left the faith and
created a divisi on or schism. But God sees and knows all. And He will protect His own, and His
support will be indefinitely more precious than the support which men can give.

137. Sibgat: baptism ; the root-meaning implies a dye or colour ; apparently the Arab Christians

mixed a dy'e or colour in the baptismal water, signifying that the baptized person got a new colour

in life. We do not believe that it is necessary to be baptized to be saved. Our higher baptism is the
“ Baptism " of God by which we take on a colour (symbolically) of God, and absorb His goodness
in us.

The accusative case of Sibgat puts it in opposition to millat {'* religion ”) in ii. 135.

138. The alternative is witil the question in the last verse. Oo you dispute with us although we
worship the same God as you and claim that ours is the same religion as that of your ancestors ?

Or do you really assert that Abraham and his son and his sons’ sons, who founded the Tribes long
before Moses, followed your Jewish religion as you know it 7 History of course proves that claim
absurd. If the Christians claim that these Patriarchs knew of and followed the teaching of Jesus,

the claim is still more absurd,—except in the sense of Islam that God's teaching is one in ail ages.

139. Verse 134 began a certain argument, which is now rounded off in the same words in this

verse. To use a musical teriii, the motif is now completed. The argument is that it is wrong to claim
a monopoly for God's Message : it is the same for all peoples and in all ages ; if it undergoes local

variations or variations according to times and seasons those variations pass away. This leads to the

argument in the remainder of the SurS that with the renewal of the Message and the birth of a new
People, a new symbolism and new ordinances become appropriate, and they are now expounded.
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[S. n. 142.143

C. 49. But those people have passed away.
(ii. 142-167.) Who promised to uphold the Law of God.

Their progeny having been found
Unworthy, their place was taken
By a new people looking towards Mecca,—
A new people, with a new Messenger,
To bear witness to God’s Law,
To proclaim the truth, maintain
His Symbols, and strive and fight

For Unity in God's Way.

Section 17.

142. ISj^he Fools among the people^^
Will say :

“ What hath turned
Them from the Qibla*^^ to which
They were used ? " Say

:

To God belong both East and
West

:

He guideth whom He will

To a Way that is straight.

143. Thus have We made of you
An Ummat justly balanced,'^'*

That ye might be witnesses
Over the nations,

140. JVos=People, the unthinking multitude that sway to and fro, instead of being firm in God's '

Way. The reference here is to the idolaters, the Hypocrites, and the party of Jews who were
constantly seeking to “ entangle in their talk." Mustafa and his disciples in Medina even as the
Pharisees and the Sadducees of Jesus's day tried to entangle Jesus (Matt, ssii, 15, 23). '

141. Qibla=the direction to which Muslims turn in prayer. Islam lays great stress on social

prayer in order to emphasise our universal Brotherhood and mutual co-operation. For such prayer,
order, punctuality, precision, symbolical postures; and a common direction are essential, so that
the Imam (leader) and all his congregation may face one way and offer their supplications to
God.' In the early days, before they were organised as a people, they followed as a symbol for

their Qibla the sacred city of Jerusalem, sacred both to the Jews and the Christians, the People
of the Book. This symbolised their allegiance to the continuity of God's revelation. When,
despised and persecuted, they were turned out of Mecca and arrived in Medina, Mus^fS, under
divine direction, began to organise his people as an Ummat, an independent people, with laws
and rituals of their own. At that stage the Ka'ba was established as a Qibla, thus going back
to the earliest centre, with which the name of Abraham was connected, and traditionally also

the name of Adam. Jerusalem still remained (and remains) sacred in the eyes of Islam on account
of its past, but Islam is a progressive religion, and its new symbolism enabled it to shake off the

tradition of a dead past and usher in the era of untrammelled freedom dear to the spirit of Arabia.

The change took place about 16J months after Hijrat.

142. Thus

:

By giving you a Qibla of your own, most ancient in history, and most modern as
a symbol of your organisation as a new nation {Ummat).

143. JustlfTialanced : The essence of Islam is to avoid all extravagances on either side. It is a
sober, practical religion. But the Arabic word (wasat) also implies a touch of the literal meaning of

Intermediacy. Geographically Arabia is in an intermediate position in the Old World, as was proved
in history by the rapid expansion of Islam, north, south, west and east.

144. Witnesses

:

When two persons dispute, they advance extravagant claims. A just witness

comes between them, and brings the light of reason to bear on them, pruning all their selfish

extravagances. So the mission of Islam is to curb, for instance, the extrei^ formalism of the

Mosaic law and the extreme “ other, worldliness" professed by Christianity. The witness must be
unselfish, equipped with first-hand knowledge, and ready to intervene in the cause of justice. Such
is the position claimed by Islam among rival systems. Similarly, within Islam itselfi the position of

witness to whom disputants can appeal is held by Mu^^mad MujUfa.



And the Apostle a witness

Over yourselves

;

And We appointed the Qibla

To which thou wast used,

Only to test those who followed

The Apostle from those

Who would turn on their heels

(From the Faith). Indeed it was

(A change) momentous, except

To those guided by God.
And never would God
Make your faith of no eflFect.^*®

For God is to all people

Most surely full of kindness.

Most Merciful.

‘di>i
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144. We see the turning

Of thy face (for guidance)

To the heaven : now
Shall We turn thee

To a Qibla that shall

Please thee. Turn then
Thy face in the direction

Of the Sacred Mosque

:

Wherever ye are, turn

Your faces in that direction.

t \"’li .
Alec'S.

145. The Qibla of Jerusalem might itself have seemed strange to the Arabs, and the change from
it to the Ka'ba might have seemed strange after they had become used to the ocher. In reality one
direction or another, or east or west, in itself did not matter, as God is in all places, and is indepen-
dent of Time and Place. What mattered was the sense of discipline, on which Islam lays so niuch
stress ; which of us is willing to follow the directions of the chosen Apostle of God ? Mere quibblers
about non-essential matters are tested by this.

'

-

-

^

146. Wba.t became of prayer with the Jerusalem Qibla? It was equally elhcacious before the
new Qibla was ordained. God regards our faith ; every act of true and genuine ftiith is efficacious
with Him, even if formalists pick holes in such acts.

147. This shows the sincere desire of Mustafa to seek light from above in the matter of the Qibla.
Until the organisation of his own People into'a- well-knit community, with its distinctive laws and
ordinances, he followed a practice based on the tact that the Jews and Christians looked upon Jeru-
salem as a sacred city. But there was no universal Qibla among them. Some Jews turned towards
Jerusalem, especially during the Captivity, as we shall see later. At the time of our Prophet. Jerusalem
was in the hands of the Byzantine Empire, which was Christian. But the Christians oriented their
churches to the East (hence the word “orientation"), which is a point of the compass, and not the
-direction of any sacred-place. The fact of the altar being in the East does not mean that every, wor-
shipper has his face to the east

; for, according at least to modern practice, the seats in a church are
so placed that diSerent worshippers may face in difierent directions. The Preacher of Unity naturally
wanted, in this as in other matters, a sombol of complete unity, and his heart was naturally delighted
when the Qibla towards the Ka'ba was settled. Its connection with Abraham gave it great antiquity

:

its character of being an Arab centre made it appropriate when the Message came in Arabic, and was
preached through the union of the Arabs : at the time it was adopted, ihe-little Muslim community.

- was' shut oiit of it, being exiles in Medina, but it became a symbol of hope and eventual triumph, of'
which Muhammad lived to see the fulfilment ; and it also became the centre and gathering ground of
all peoples in the universal Pilgrimage, which was instituted with it.

148. The Sacred M osque ; The Ea'ba in the sacred city of Mecca. It is not correct to suggest that the
command making the Ka'ba the Qibla abrogates ii. US, where it is stated that East and West belong
to God, and He is everywhere. This is perfectly true at all times, before and after the institution of
the Qibla. As if to emphasise this, the same words about East and West are repeated in this very

' passage ; see ii. 14Z above. Where the Itqdn mentions manSuMi in this connection, I am sorry I can-
not follow that opinion, unless mansu^ is defined in a- special way. as some of the commentators do.-
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The People of the Book
Know well that that is

The Truth from their Lord.
Nor is God unmindful
Of what they do.

/

145. Even if thou wert to briiig

To the People of the Book
All the Signs (together),

They would not follow
Thy Qibla ; nor art thou
Going to follow their Qibla

;

Nor indeed will they follow
Each other’s Qibla. If thou,
After the knowledge hath reached

thee,

Wett to follow their (vain)

Desires,—then wert thou,

Indeed (clearly) in the wrong.

146. The People of the Book
Know this as they know.
Their own sons

; but some
Of them conceal the Truth ^

Which they themselves know.

147. The Truth is from thy Lord ;

So be not at all in doubt.

'ij! j -iw

'lilt's I
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149. Glimmerings of such a Qibla were already foreshadowed in Jewish and Christian practice but
its universality was only perfected in Islam.

150. See n. 147 to ii. 144 above.

The Jews and Christians had a glimmering of the Qibla idea, but in their attitude of self-suffi-

ciency they were not likely to welcome the Qibla idea as perfected in Islam. Nor is Islam, after the
fuller knowledge which it has received, likely to revert to the uncertain, imperfect, and varying ideas
of orientation held previously.

A very clear glimpse of the old Jewish practice in the matter of the Qibla and the importance
attached to it is found in the Book of Daniel, vi. 10. Daniel was a righteous man of princely

•lineage and lived about 606-538 B.C. He was carried off to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar, the
Assyrian, but was still living when Assyria was overthrown by the Medes and Persians. In spite

of the “captivity" of the Jews, Daniel enjoyed the highest offices of state at Babylon, but he was
.ever true to Jerusalem. His enemies (under the Persian monarch) got a penal law passed against
any one who “ asked a petition of any god or nian for 30 days ” except the Persian King, But Daniel

continued true to Jerusalem. "His windows being open in his chamber towards Jerusalem, he
kneeled upon his knees three times a day, and prayed, and gave thanks before his God, as he did

aforetime."

151. The People of the Book should have known all this as well as " they knew their own sons”,

as their past traditions and teaching should have made them receptive of the new Message. Some
Commentators construe the demonstrative pronoun “ this” to refer to the Apostle. In that case the

interpretation would be : The People of the Book know Muhammad as well as they know their

own sons; they know him to be true and upright : they know him to be in the line of Abraham
; they

know him to correspond to the description of the Prophet foretold among themselves ; but selfishness

induces some of them to act against their own knowledge and conceal the truth.

. . 152. Truth only comes from God. and it remains truth, however men might try to conceal it or

throw doubts on it.
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Section 18.

148. ]^o each is a goal

To which God turns him

;

Then strive together (as in a race)

Towards all that is good.

Wheresoever ye are,

God will bring you
Together. For God
Hath power over all things.

149. From whencesoever
Thou startest forth, turn

Thy face in the direction

Of the Sacred Mosque

;

That is indeed the truth

From thy Lord. And God
Is not unmindful
Of what ye do.

150.

So from whencesoever
Thou startest forth, turn

Thy face in the direction

Of the Sacred Mosque

;

And wheresoever ye are,

Turn your face thither

:

That there be no ground
Of dispute against you
Among the people.

Except those of them that are

Bent on wickedness
; so fear

Them not, but fear Me

;

And that 1 may complete
My favours on you, and ye
May (consent to) be guided

;

153. The question is how we are to construe the pronoun huwa in the original. The alternative
translation would be :

“ To each is a goal to which he turns."

The simile of life being a race in which we all zealously run forward to the one goal, viz., the
goal of good, may be applied individually and nationally. This supplies another argument of the
Ka'ba-Qibla, viz,, the unity of goal, with diversity of races, traditions and temperaments.

154. 1 he simile of a race is continued, and so the Qibla command is repeated from that point
of view. In ii. 144 it was mentioned as the new symbol of the new nation (Muslim) ; now it is
shown as the symbol of good, at which we should all aim, from whichever point we started, e.g.,

as Jews or Christians, or our individual point of view
; the Qibla will unite us as a symbol of the

Goal of the Future. In ii. 150 below, it is repeated; first lor the individual, on the ground of
uniformity and the removal of all occasions of dispute and argument; and secondly for the Muslim
people, on the same ground, as a matter of discipline. There is another little harmony in the matter
of the repetitions. Note that the race and starting point argument begins at ii. 149 and is rounded
off in the first part of ii. 150 ; while the national and general argument beginning at ii. 144 is
rounded off in the latter part of ii. 150. The latter argument includes the former, and is more
widely worded :

“ whosoever ye are "
: which in the Arabic expression would imply three things

;

in whatever circumstances ye are, or at whatever time ye are, or in whatever place ye are. I have
spoken before of a sort of musical harmony in verbal repetitions : here there is a sort of pictorial
harmony, as of a larger circle symmetrically including a smaller concentric circle.
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151. A similar (favour
Have ye already received)^®®

In that We have sent
Among you an Apostle
Of your own, rehearsing to you
Our Signs, and sanctifying

You, and instructing you
In Scripture and Wisdom,

• And in new Knowledge.

152. Then do ye remember^®®
Me ; 1 will remember
You. Be grateful to Me,
And reject not Faith. iij 1

Section 19.

153. ye who believe ! seek help
With patient Perseverance^®^

And Prayer : for God is with those
Who patiently persevere.

- idr

154. And say not of those
Who are slain in the Way^®®

US. This verse should be read with ii. ISO. of which the sentence is here completed. The argu-
ment is that in the grant of the Ka‘ba Qibla, God was perfecting religion and fulfilling the prayer
for the future made by Abraham. That prayer was thre^ld : (1) That Mecca should be made a
sacred Sanctuary (ii. 126)

: (2) that a truly believing (i)|^wn) nation should be raised, with places
of devotion there (ii. 128); and (3) that an Apostle^j|ro|ild be sent among the Arabs with certain
qualities (ii. 129), which are set out there and again repeSwd here to complete the argument.

1S6. The word "remember" is too pale a word for fikr, which has now acquired a large number
of associations in our religious literature, especially Sufi literature. In its verbal signification it

implies : to remember
; to praise by frequently mentioning ;

to rehearse ; to celebrate or commemorate

;

to make much of ; to cherish the memory of as a precious possession. In Stifl devotions zikr
represents both a solemn ritual and a spiritual state of mind or heart, in which the devotee seeks to
realise the Presence of God. Thus there is zikr of the mind and zikr of the heart. For beginners
the one m ay lead to the other ; but in many cases the two may be simultaneous. There is a subtler
distinction between the ?ikr that is open at d the zikr that is secret, corresponding to the two doors
of the heart, the fleshly and the spiritual. In English some account (very imperfect) of jikr will be
found in Hughes's Dictionary of Islam, covering over 14 columns.

From here on to ii. 167 there is a great deal of mystic doctrine. That it is linked with the
institution of the Qibla shows that the Qibla is itself connected with a great many root-ideas of the
mystical interpretation of Unity.

U7. See ii, 45 and n. An additional meaning implied in sabr is self-restraint. Haqqani defines
it in his Tafsir as following Reason and restraining Fear, Anger, and Desire. What can be a higher
reward for patience, perseverance, self-restraint and constancy than that God should be with us?
For this promise opens the door to every kind of spiritual well-being.

158. The “patient perseverance and prayer" mentioned in the last verse is not mere passivity.
It is active striving in the way of Truth, which is the way of God. Such striving is the spending of
one’s self in God’s way. either through our property or through our own lives, or the lives of those
nearest and dearest to us, or it may be the loss of all the fruits of a lifetime’s labour not only in
material goods but in some intellectual or moral gain, some position which seemed in our eyes to be
eminently desirable in itself, but which we must cheerfully sacrifice if necessary for the Cause. With
such sacrifice, our apparent loss may be our real gain : he that loses his life may really gain it; and
the rewards or ‘

'fruits' ’ that seem lost were mere impediments on our path to real inward progress.

These extreme sacrifices must be made under the orders and instructions of a righteous Imsm,
who can see the whole field of spiritual and physical warfare and judge justly of their necessity.
Otherwise there is no inherent virtue in mere sacrifice as such or when exercised at the whim of an
individual. Courage (the resistance to the test of Fear) and self-denial (the resistance to the test of
Hunger or Desire), are also, if they are to be virtues, sujiject to similar conditions.
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Of God : “They are dead.”

Nay, they are living,

Though ye perceive (it) not.

155. Be sure We shall test you
With something of fear

And hunger, some loss

In goods or lives or the fruits

(Of your toil), but give

Glad tidings^®® to those

Who patiently persevere,

—

156. Who say, when afflicted

With calamity ; “To God
We belong, and to Him
Is our return”:

157. They are those on whom
(Descend) blessings from God,
And Mercy,

And they are the ones

That receive Guidance.

158. ^l^ehold ! Safa and Marwa
Are among the Symbols^®®

Of God. So if those who visit

The House’®^ in the Seasoi^^
Or at other times,

Should compass them rounoi'

It is no sin in them,

And if any one obeyeth his own

62
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159.

The glad tidings are the blessings of God in ii. 157 or (which is the same thing) the pro-
mise in ii. 153 that God will be with them.

160.

The virtue of patient perseverance in Faith leads to the mention of two symbolic monu-
ments of that virtue. These are the two little hills of Safa and Marwa now absorbed in the city of
Mecca, and close to the well of Zam-zam. Here, according to tradition, the lady Hijar, mother of
the infant IsmS'il, prayed for water in the parched desert, and in her eager quest round these hills,

she found her prayer answered and saw the Zam zam spring. Unfortunately, the Pagan Arabs had
placed a male and a female idol here, and their gross and superstitious rites caused offence to the
early Muslims. They felt some hesitation in going round these places during the Pilgrimage. As a
matter of fact they should have known that the Ka‘ba (the House of God) had been itself dehled
with idols, and was sanctified again by the purity of Muhammad’s life and teaching. The lesson is

that the most sacred things tnay be turned to the basest' uses
;
that we are not therefore necessarily

to ban a thing misused ;
that if our intentions and life are pure, God will recognise them even if the

world cast stones at us because of some evil associations which they join with what we do, or with
the people we associate with, or with the places which claim our reverence.

161.

TAe HoM5e= the Sacred Mosque, the Ka’ba. TAe Season of regular Hajj culminates in the
visit to 'Arafat on the ninth day of the month of ^1-hajj, followed by the circuraambulation of the
Ka'ba. A visit to the Sacred Mosque and the performance of the rites of pilgrimage at any other
time is called an ‘Umra. The symbolic rites are the same in either case, except that the ‘Arafst rites

are omitted in the ‘Umra. The Safi and Marwa are included among the Monuments, as pointing
too ne of the highest of Muslim virtues.
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Impulse to Good,

—

Be Sure that God
Is He Who recogniseth
And knoweth.

159. Those who conceal

The clear (Signs) We have
Sent down, and the Guidance
After We have made it

Clear for the People
In the Book,—on them
Shall be God’s curse,

And the curse of those
Entitled to curse,

—

160. Except those who repent

And make amends
And openly declare (the Truth):

To them I turn ;

For I am Oft-returning,

Most Merciful.

r'’. -.I*
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161.

Those who reject Faith,

And die rejecting,

—

On them is God's curse.

And the curse of angels,

And of all mankind

;

162. They will abide therein

Their penalty will not

Be lightened, nor will

Respite be their (lot).

163. And your God
" Is one God

:

There is no god
But He,

162. The impulse should be to Good: if once we are sure of this, we must obey it without
hesitation, whatever people may say.

163. • Those entitled to curse : i.e.. angels and mankind <see ii. 161 below): the cursed ones will de-

prive themselves of the protection of God and of the angels, who are the Powers of God, and of the

good wishes of mankind, because by contumaciously rejecting Faith, they not only sin against God
•but are false to their own manhood, which God created in the “best of moulds" (Q. xcv. 4). The
terrible curses denounced in the Old Testament are set out in Deut. xxviii. 15-68. There is one

.difference. Here it is for the deliberate rejection of Faith, a theological term for the denying of our

higher nature. There it is for a breach of the least part of the ceremonial Law.

164. Therein^in the curse. A curse is not a matter of words; it is a terrible spiritual state,

opposite to the state of Grace. Can man curse ? Not of course in the same sense in which we speak

of the curse of God. A mere verbal curse is of no effect. Hence the English saying : “A causeless

curse will not come " But if men are oppressed or unjustly treated, their cries can ascend to God in

prayer, and then it becomes God’s “wrath" or cure, the deprivation of God s Grace as regards the

wrong-doer.
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Most Gracious,

Most Merciful.^®®

Section 20.

oiiHs:

164. behold I In the creation

Of the heavens and the earth

;

In the alternation

Of the Night and the Day ;

In the sailing of the ships

Through the ocean
For the profit of mankind

;

In the rain which God
Sends down from the skies,

And the life which He gives

therewith

To an earth that is dead

;

In the beasts of all kinds

That He scatters

Through the earth

;

In the change of the winds,

And the clouds which they

Trail like their slaves

Between the sky and the earth ;

—

(Here) indeed are Signs

For a people that are wise.^®®

(jc®l J

o
.. t >yi

165. Yet there are men
Who take (for worship)

Others besides God,
As equal (with God)

:

165. Where the terrible consequences of Evil, fe., the rejection of God, are mentioned, there is

always stress laid on God's attributes of Grace and Mercy. In this case Unity is also stressed, be-
cause we have just been told about the Qibla as symbol of unity and are about to pass the theme of
unity in diversity, in Nature and in the social laws of human society,

166. This magnificent Nature passage stands out like a hill in a landscape, enhancing the
beauty of our view, and preparing us for the everyday laws and ordinances which follow.

Note its literary architecture. God is one : and among His wondrous Signs is the unity of
design in the widest diversity of Nature. The Signs are taken from the features of beauty, power,
and utility to man himself, and lead up to an appeal to Man’s own intelligence and wisdom. We
begin with the glory of the heavens and the earth, the wide spaces covered by man’s imagination,
remote and yet so near to his own life. The most striking everyday phenomenon resulting from
the interrelations of the heavens and the earth is the alternation of day and night, regular and yet
changing in duration with the Seasons and the latitudes of our globe. The night for rest, and
the day for work ; and we can think of the work in terms of Nature's beauty : the stately ships
“flowing” (as the original text has it) across the seas, for communications and merchandise as
between men and men. The seas thus serve us no less than land, and the give-and-take as between
sea, sky, and land, is further exemplified by the rain. The rain leads to the fertility of land, and here
we are reminded of the contrast between the Winter's death of Nature and her revivification in

the Spring. Here we are reminded of agriculture and the use we make of cattle and all kinds of
living creatures. The word translated “beasts'' has a wide meaning, including crawling creatures,
insects, etc.—all contributing to the round of Nature's operations. This leads us on to the wonderful
winds, the region of the air, which man is just beginning to explore and navigate. The personified
winds drive the clouds in the sky like "slaves”. Here is another aspect of clouds besides that of
giving rain. The fleecy clouds are things of sunset beauty

; at mid-day they temper the glare of
the sun ; at all times they affect radiation and other processes going on in the sky. So we come
back to the sky, rounding o0 the argument, and correlating our human life with the Will and Power
of God, if we had the wisdom to see 1
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They love them
As they should love God.
But those of Faith are

Overflowing in their love
For God. If only
The unrighteous could see,

Behold, they would see

The Penalty : that to God
Belongs all power, and God
Will strongly enforce

The Penalty.^®'^

166. Then would those

Who are followed
Clear themselves of those

Who follow (them)

:

They would see the Penalty,

And all relations

Between them would be cut offl‘

167. And those who followed

Would say ; “If only

We had one more chance.

We would clear ourselves

Of them, as they have
Cleared themselves of us.”

Thus will God show them
(The fruits of) their deeds
As (nothing but) regrets.

Nor will there be a way
For them out of the Fire.^®*

%

cr/ I

C. 50.““The Society thus organised

(ii. 168.242.) Must live under laws

That would guide their everyday life,—

Based on eternal principles

Of righteousness and fair dealing.

167. Everything around and within us points to unity of purpose and design.—points to God.
Yet there are foolish persons (unrighteous=those who deliberately use the choice given them to go
wrong). They think something else is equal to God. Perhaps they even do lip service to God,
but their heart is in their fetish,—unlike the heart of the righteous, who are wholly devoted and
absorbed in the love of God. If only the unrighteous could see the consequences, they would see

the terrible Penalty, and that all Power is in God’s hands; not in that of any one else. Who ate

these others who are used as fetishes by the misguided ? It may be; (1) creatures of their own
imagination, or of their faculties misused; the idea lying behind Idols is akin to this, for no
intelligent idol-worshipper owns to worshipping stocks and stones j or (2) good leaders whose names
have been misused out of perversity to erect them to a position of equality with God ; or (3) Powers
of evil that deliberately mislead. When it comes to the inevitable consequences of blaspheiny and
the rejection of God, the eyes of all are opened and these false and artificial relations- dissolve.

The idea which was created into a fetish disowns its follower, ».e., is seen to have no r^sonable
basis in the life of the follower, and the follower is forced to renounce it as falsp.- The'good
leaders whose names were misused would of course disown the misuse of their names, and the evil

ones would take an unholy delight in exposing the facts. The Reality is now irresistible, but alas I

at what cost ? j i.
•

168, Our deeds are irrevocable and we must pass through the Fire of repentance and regrets,

'
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Cleanliness and sobriety*

Honesty and helpfulness,

One to another,—yet shaped

Into concrete forms, to suit

Times and circumstances,

And the varying needs

Of average men aud women

:

The food to be clean and wholesome ;

Blood'feuds to be abolished

;

The rights and duties of heirs

To be recognised after death.

Not in a spirit of Formalism,

But to help the weak and the needy

And check all selfish wrong'doing

;

Self'denial to be learnt by Fasting

;

The courage to fight in defence

Of right, to be defined

;

The Pilgrimage to be sanctified

As a symbol of unity

;

Charity and help to the poor

To be organised ; unseemly riot

And drink and gambling

To be banished ; orphans to be protected ;

Marriage, divorce, and widowhood
To be regulated | and the rights of women,
Apt to be trampled underfoot,

Now clearly affirmed.

Section 21.

168. ye people 1

Eat of what is on earth,

Lawful and good

;

And do not follow
The footsteps of the Evil One,
For he is to you
An avowed enemy.

y0i\
I1A

169. We now come to the regulations about food. First (ii. 168>71), we have an appeal to
all people, Muslim;, Pagans, as well as the Peoole of.the Book; then(ii. 171-73), to the Muslims
specially ; then (ii 174-76) to the sort of men who then (as some do now) either believe in too much
formalism or believe in no restrictions at all Islam follows the Golden Mean. All well-regulated
societies lay down reasonable limitations. These become incumbent on all loyal members of any
given society, and show what is “lawful” in that society. But if the limitations are reasonable, as
they should be, the “lawful" will also coincide more and more with what is “good".

Good : 7Vityi&=Pure. clean, wholesome, nourishing, pleasing to the taste.

The general principle then would be : what is lawful and what is good, should be followed,

ndt What is evil, or shameful, or foisted on by false ascription to divine injunctions, or what rests

merely on the usage of ancestors, even though the ancestors were ignorant or foolish. An example
of a shameful custom would be that among the Pagan Arabs of taking congealed blood and eating
it fried.
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169. For he commands you
What is evil

And shameful,

And that ye should say

Of God that of which
Ye have no knowledge.

170. When it is said to them ;

“Follow what God hath revealed;*’

They say : “Nay ! we shall follow
The ways of our fathers.”

What ! even though their fathers

Were void of wisdom and
guidance!

171. The parable of those

Who reject Faith is

As if one were to shout
Like a goat-herd, to things

That listen to nothing
But calls and cries

:

Deaf, dumb, and blind,'

They are void of wisdom.

172. O ye who believe

!

Eat of the good things

That We have provided for you,

And be grateful to Ood,
If it is Him ye worship.'’'^

173. He hath only forbidden you
Dead meat,'’® and blood.

And the flesh of swine.

And that on which

170. If you reject all faith, the highest wisdom and the most salutary regulations are lost on
you. You are like “dumb driven cattle" who can merely hear calls, but cannot distinguish intelli-

gently between shades of meaning or subtle differences of values.

171,

Cf. ii. 18, where we are told that the rejectors of faith are "deaf, dumb and blind : they

will not return to the path." Here the consequence of their not using their senses is that they have

no wisdom. In each context there is just the appropriate deduction.

172.

Gratitude for God’s gifts is one form of worship.

173.

Dead meat ; maitat ; carrion ; animal that dies of itself ; the original Arabic has a slightly

wider meaning given to it in Fiqah (Religious Law) ; anything that dies of itself and w not Mj^ssiy
killed for food with the Ynifrir dulv pronounced on it. But there are exceptions, e.g., fish and loMSts

arc lawful, though they have not been made specially ffaUll with the Tafibtr. But even fish or locusts

as carrion would be obviously ruled out.
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174, For prohibited foods, c/^. also Q. v, 4-5; vi. IZl, 138-146; etc. The teachers of Piqah
(Religious Law) work out the details with great elaboration. My purpose is to present general
principles, not technical details. Carrion or dead meat and blood as articles of food would obvious-
ly cause disgust to any refined person. So would swine’s flesh where the swine live on oSal. Where
swine are fed artificially on clean food, the objections remain; (1) that they are filthy animals in
other respects, and the flesh of filthy animals taken as food affects the eater (Z) that swine's flesh

has more fat than muscle-building material ; and (3) that it is more liable to disease than other kinds
of meat : e.g., trichinosis, characterised by hair-like worms in the muscular tissue. As to food de-.

dicated to idols or false gods, it is obviously unseemly for the Children of Unity to partake of it.

175. “They eat nothing but fire into their bellies" is a literal translation that produces an
effect of rude inelegance which is not in the Arabic words. Even in the matter of food and drinks,
the mission of Islam is to avoid the extremes of lawlessness on the one hand and extreme formalism
on the other. It has laid down a few simple and very reasonable rules. Their infraction causes
loss of health or physical powers in any case. But if there is further.a spirit of subjective rebellion
or fraud—passing off in the name of religion something which is far from the purpose,—the
consequences become also moral and spiritual. Then it becomes a sin against Faith and Spirit.
Continuing the physical simile, we actually swallow fire into ourselves. Imagine the torments
which we should have if we swallowed fire into our physcial body 1 "rhey would be infinitely

worse in our spiritual state, and' they would go on to the Day of Resurrection, when we shall be
deprived even of the words which the Judge speaks to a reasonable culprit, and we shall certainly
not win His Grace and Mercy,



Are in a schism^’®

Far (from the purpose).

Section 22.

177* ^t is not righteousness
That ye turn your faces

Towards East or West

;

But it is righteousness

—

To believe in God^^®
And the Last Day,
And the Angels,

And the Book,
And the Messengers

;

To spend of your substance,'^®

Out of love for Him,
For your kin,

For orphans.

For the needy.

For the wayfarer,

For those who ask.

And for the lansom of slaves

;

To be steadfast in prayer,^®®

And practise regular charity

;

To fulfil the contracts

Which ye have made

;

[S.u. 176-177;69

176. From the more physical regulation we are at once lifted up into the sphere of morals and
faith. For the one. acts and reacts on the other. If we are constantly carping at wholesome
regulations, we shall do nothing but cause division and schisms among the people, and ordered
society would tend to break up.

177. As if to emphasise again a'warning against deadening formalism, we are given a beautiful
description of the rig^iteous and God-fearing man. He should obey salutary regulations, but he
should fix his gaze oh the love of God and the love of his fellow-men. We are given four heads

;

(I) our faith should be true and sincere; (2) we must be prepared to show it in deeds of charity to our
fellow-men; (3) we must be good citizens, supporting social organisation; and (4) our own individual
soul must be firm and unshaken in all circumstances. They are interconnected, and yet can be
viewed separately.

178. Faith is not merely a matter of words. We must realise the presence and goodness of God.
When we do so, the ^les fall from our eyes: all the falsities and Seeting nature of the Present cease
to ensalve us, for we see the Last Day as if it were to-day. We also see God's working in His world
and in us : His Powers (angels), His Messengers and His Message are no longer remote from us, but
come within our experience,

179. Practical deeds of charity are of value when they proceed from love, and from no other
motive. In this respect, also, our duties take various forms, which are shown in reasonable grada-
tion : our kith and kin ; orphans (including any persons who are without support or help)

; people
who are in real need but who never ask (it is our duty to find them out, and they come before
those who ask) ; the stranger, who is entitled to laws of hospitality ; the people who ask and are

entitled to ask, i.e ,
not merely lazy beggars, but those who seek out assistance in some form or

another (it is our duty to respond to them) ; and the slaves (we must do all we can to give or buy
their freedom). Slavery has many insidious forms, and all are included.

180. Charity and piety in individual cases dp. not complete our duties. In prayer and charity

we must also look to pur organised efforts ;
where there is a Muslim State, these are made through

the State, in facilities- for public prayer, and public assistance, and for the maintenance of contracts

and fair dealing in all matters.
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And to be firm and patient,

In pain (or suffering)

And adversity,

And throughout
All periods of panic.

Such are the people

Of truth, the God-fearing.

178. ye who believe

!

The law of equality^

Is prescribed to you
In cases of murder
The free for the free.

The slave for the slave.

The woman for the woman.
But if any remission

Is made by the brother^®*

Of the slain, then grant

Any reasonable demand,*®®
And compensate him

ib

‘u}U

161. Then come the Muslim virtues of firmness and patience. They are to "preserve the dignity
of man, with soul erect" (Burns). Three sets of circumstances are specially mentioned for the exercise
of this virtue : (1) bodily pain or suffering, (2) adversities or injuries of all kinds, deserved and
underserved, and (3) periods of public panic, such as war, violence, pestilence, etc.

182. Note first that this verse and the next make it clear that Islam has much mitigated the
horrors of the pre-Islamic custom of retaliation. In order to meet the strict claims of justice, equality
is prescribed, with a strong recommendation for mercy and forgiveness. To translate gisSf, therefore,
by retaliation is, I think, incorrect. The Latin legal term Lex Talionis may come near it, but even that
is modified here, in any case it is best to avoid technical terms for things that are very different.

“Retaliation" in English has a. wider meaning, equivalent almost to returning evil for evil, and;
would more fitly apply to the blood-feuds of the Days of Ignorance. Islam says : if you must take a
life fora life, at least there should be some measure of equality in it; the killing of the slave of a
tribe should not involve a blood-feud where many free men would be killed ; but the law of mercy,
where it can be obtained by consent, with reasonable compensation, would be better.

Our law of equality only takes account of three conditions in civil society ; free for free, slave
for slave, woman for woman. Among free men or women, all are equal: you cannot ask that because
a wealthy, or high-born, or influential man is killed, his life is equal to two or three lives among the
pooror tne lowly. Nor, in cases of murder, can you go into the value or abilities of a slave. A
woman is mentioned separately because her position as a mother or an economic worker is different.

She does not form a third class, but a division in the other two classes. One life having been lost, do
not waste many lives in retaliation.- at most, let the Law take one life under strictly prescribed con-
ditions. and shut the door to private vengeance or tribal retaliation. But if the aggrieved party con-'
sents (and this condition of consent is laid down to prevent worse evils), forgiveness and brotherly
love is better, and the door of Mercy is kept open. In Western law, no felony can be compounded.

183. The jurists have carefully laid down that the law of q’sSs refers to murder only. Q’sSf is

not applicable to manslaughter, due to a mistake or an accident ’ There, there would be no capital
punisnment.

184. The brother : the term is perfectly general ; all men are brothers in Islam. In this, and in all

questions of inheritance, females have similar rights to males, and therefore the masculine gender
imports both sexes. Here we are considering the rights of the heirs in the light of the larger brother-
hood. In ii 178-79 we have the rights of the heirs to life (as it, were) : in ii, 180-82 we proceed to the
heirs to property.,

185. The demand should be such as can be met by the party concerned, f.e. , within his means,
and reasonable according to justice and good conscience. For example, a demand could not be
made affecting the honour of a woman or a man. The whole penalty can be remitted if the aggrieved
party, agrees, out of brotherly love. In meeting that demand the culprit or his friends should equally
be generous and recognise the good-will of the other side. There should be no subterfuges, no bribes,

no unseemly byplay : otherwise the whole intention of mercy and peace is lost.
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With handsome gratitude,

This is a concession

, And a Mercy
From your Lord.
After this whoever
Exceeds the limits

Shall be in grave penalty.179,

In the Law of Equality

There is (saving of) Life .

To you, O ye men of

understanding

;

That ye may
Restrain yourselves.

180.

is prescribed,

When death approaches

Any of you, if he leave

Atiy goods, that he make a bequest

To parents and next of kin.^®®

According to reasonable usage ;

This is due
From the God-fearing.

181. If anyone changes the bequest

After heariiig it.

The guilt shall be on those

Who make the change.

For God hears and knows
(All things).

182. But if anyone feats

/Partiality or wrong-doing^®’

On the part of the testator.

And makes peace between

186. There are rules of course for the disposal of iutestaie property.
^

But it is a good thing that
a dying man or wonlan should, of his own free- will, think of his parents and his next of kin. not in a
spirit of injustice to others, but in a spirit of low and reverence for those who have cherished him.

J He must, however, do it “according to reasonable usage" : the limitations will be seen further on.

187. A Wbal will is allowed, but it is expected that the testator will be just to his heirs and not
depart from what is considered equitable. For this reason definite shares were laid down for heirs

later (see Q. iv. 11. etc.). These define or limit the testamentary power, hut do not abrogate it. For
example, amongst kin there are persons (e.g.. an orphan grandson in the presence, of surviving sons)
who would not inherit under thp intestate scheme, and the testator might like to provide for them.
Again, there may be outsiders for whom he may wish to provide, and jurists have held that he has
powers of disposition up to one-third of his property. But be must not be partial to one heir at the
expense of another, or attempt to defeat lawful creditors. If he tries to do this, those who are wit-

nesses to his oral disposition may interfere in two ways. One way would be to persuade the testator

to change his bequest before he dies. The other way would be, after death, to get the interested

parties together and ask them to agree to a more equitable arrangement. In such a case they are
acting in good faith, and there is no fraud. They are doing nothing wrong. Islam approves of every

' lawful device for keeping brethren at peace, without litigation and quarrels. Except for this, the
changing of the provisions of a Will is a crime, as it is under all Law.
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(The parties concerned),

There is no wrong in him :

For God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

Section 23.

183. ye who believe !

Fasting is prescribed to you
As it was prescribed'®®

To those before you,
That ye may (learn)

Self-restraint,

—

184. (Fasting) for a fixed'®®

Number of days

;

But if any of you is ill.

Or on a journey,'®”

The prescribed number
(Should be made up)
From days later.

For those who can do it'®'

(With hardship), is a ransom,
The feeding of one
That is indigent.

But he that will give

More, of his own free will,^

—

It is better for him. .

And it is better for you
That ye fast.

If ye only knew.

»

I

188. As ft was prescribed : this does not mean that the Muslim fast is like' the other fasts previously
observed, in the number of days, in the tihie or manner of the fast, or .in 'other incideiils

;

' it only
means that the principle of self-denial by fasting is not a new one. -

189. This verse should be read with the following verses, 185-88, in order that the incidents of the
physical fast may be fully understood with reference to its spiritual meaning.

The Muslim fast is not meant for self-torture. Although it i; stricter than other fasts, it also
provides alleviations for special circumstances. If it were merely a temporary abstention from food
and'drink.'it would be salutary to many people, who habitually eat ^and drink to exces^. The in-
stincts for food, drink, and sex are strong in the animal nature, ^nd temporary restramt from all

these enables the attention to be directed to higher things. This is necessary through prayer, con-
templation and acts of charity, not of the showy kind, but by seeking out those teally in need.
Certain-standards are prescribed, but much higher standards are recommended.

190. Illness and journey must not be interpreted in an elastic sense ; they must be such as to
cause real pain or sufiering if the fast were observed. For journeys, a minimum standard of three
marches is prescribed by some Commentators ; others make it more precise hy naming a distance of

16 farsakhs. equivalent to 48 miles. A journey of 8 or 9 miles on foot is more tiring than a similar

one by bullock cart. There are various degrees of fatigue in riding a given distance on horseback
or by camel or in a comfortable train or by motor car or by steamer, aeroplane, or airship. In my
opinion the standard must depend on the means of locomotion and on the relative resource's of the
traveller. It is better to determine it in each case according to circumstances.

191.

Those who can do it with hardship : such as aged people, or persons specially circumstanced.
The ShahTs would include a woman expecting a child, or one who is nursing a baby, but on this

point opinion is not unanimous, some bolding that they ought to put in the fasts later, when they can.
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185.

Ramadhan is the (month)
In which was sent down
The Qur-an, as a Guide
To mankind, dso clear (Signs)
For guidance and judgment
(Between right and wrong).
So every one of you
Who is present (at his home)
During that month
Should spend it in fasting,

But if any one is ill,

Or on a journey.

The prescribed period
(Should be made up)
By days later.

God intends every facility

For you ; He does not want
To put you to difficulties.

(He wants you) to complete
The prescribed period.

And to glorify Him
In that He has guided you ;

And perchance ye shall be
grateful.

186. When my servants

Ask thee concerning Me,
I am indeed
Close (to them) : 1 listen

To the prayer of every

Suppliant when he calleth on Me

:

Let them also, with a will.

Listen to My call,

And believe in Me :

That they may walk
In the right way.

187. Permitted to you,

On the night of the fasts,

Is the approach to your wives.

They are your garments

CJi)43'6} j

19Z. Judgment (between right and wrong) : Furgan^tbe criterion or standard by which we judge
between right and wrong. See ii. S3 n.

193. The regulations are again and again coupled with an insistence on two things : (o) the
facilities and concessions given, and (b) the spiritual significance of the fast without which it is like

an empty shell without a kernel. If we realise this we shall look upon Rama^n, not as a burden
but as a blessing, and shall be duly grateful for the lead given to us in this matter.

191. These verses, 186 and 188, are not foreign to the subject of RamadMn, but emphasise its

spiritual aspect. Here we are told, of Prayer and the tiearness of God, and in 188 we are asked not to
“ eat up " other people's substance.
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And ye are their garments.^*®

God knoweth what ye •

Used to do secretly among
yourselves ;

But He turned to you

And forgave you ;

So now associate with them,

And seek what God
Hath ordained for you,

And eat and drink,

Until the white thread

Of dawn appear to you
Distinct from its black thread

Then complete your fast

Till the night appears ;

But do not associate

With your wives

While ye are in retreat

In the mosques. Those are

Limits (set by) God :

Approach not nigh thereto.

Thus doth God make clear

His Signs to men : that

They may learn self-restraint.

188. And do not eat up
Your property among yourselves

For vanities, nor use it

As bait for the judges,

With intent that ye may
Eat up wrongfully and knowingly

195. Men and women are each other's garments : i.e., they are for mutual support, mutual romfort,

and mutual protection, fitting into each other as a garment fits the body. A garment also is botn tor

show and concealment. The question of sex.is always delicate to handle : here we are told that evra

in such matters a clear, open, and honest course is belter than fraud or self-deception. The sex instinct

is classed with eating and drinking, an animal thing to be restrained, but not to be ashamed or. i ne

three things are prohibited during the fast by day, but permitted after the fast is broken at nignt uii

the next fast commences.

196. There is difference of opinion as to the exact meaning of this. I would connect

parallel clause with the clause “ eat and drink” which follows, all three being governed by un i

the white thread”, etc. That K all three things must stop when the fast begins again in tne ea y

morning. Or it may mean : What is permitted is well enough, but seek the higher things oraaineo

for you.

197. Those in touch with Nature know the teautiful effects of early dawn. I^rst

indefinable sneaks of light in ihe east ; the i a dark zone supervenes, followed by a beaunrui pinais

white zone clearly defined from the dark. I'his is the true dawn ; after that the fast begins.

198. Till the nieht appears : From the actual practice of the Holy Apostle, this is rightly interpreted

to mean : "I'ill sunset."

199. Retreat to the mosQues by night after the fast is broken, is specially recommended towards

the end of Ramadhan. so that all carnal temptations may be avoided.

ZOO. I construe these limita applying to the whole of the regulations about fasts.
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A little of (other) people’s

property. 6 ^ 1
Section 24.

189. l^hey ask thee
Concerning the New Moons. ^
Say : They are but signs

To mark fixed periods of time
In (the affairs of) men,
And for Pilgrimage.

It is no virtue if ye enter
Your houses from the back :

It is virtue if ye fear God.
Enter houses
Through the proper doors :

And fear God :

That ye may prosper.

190. ]B{ight in the Cause of God
Those who fight you,^.°*

But do not transgress limits

;

For God loveth not transgressors.

191. And slay them
Wherever ye catch them
And turn them out
From where they have

201. Besides the three primal physical needs of man, which are apt to make him greedy, there
IS a Mutth greed in society, the greed of wealth and property. The purpose of fasts is not completed

fourth greed u also restrained. Ordinarily honest men are content if they refrain from
rohhery, theft, or embezzlement, Two more subtle forms of the greed are mentioned here. One is where
one uses one’s own property for corrupting others—judges or those in authority—so as to obtain some
materialgain even under the cover and protection of the law. The words translated “other people's
property’’ may also mean ''public property*'. A still more subtle form is where we use our own property
or propel ty under our own control—"among yoursflves” in the Text—for vain or frivolous uses.
Under the Islamic standard this is also greed. Woperly carries with it its own responsibilities. If we
fail to understand or fulfil them, we have not learnt the full lesson of self-denial by fasts.

202; There were many superstitions connected with the New Moon, as there are to the present
day. We are told to disregard such superstitions. As a measure of lime, where the lunar calendar is
used, the New Moon is one great sign, for which people watch with eagerness. Muslim festivals,
including the Pilgrimage, are fixed by the appearance of the New Moon. The Arabs, among other
superstitions, had one which made them enter their houses by the bark door during or after the
Pilgrimage. This is disapproved, for there is no virtue in any such artificial restrictions. All virtue
proceeds from the love and fear of God.

203. This is a Muslim proverb now, and much might be written about its manifold meanings. A
few may be noted here. (I) If you enter a society, respect its manners and customs. (2) If you want

^cffieve an object honourably, go about it openly and not "by a backdoor". (3) Do not beat about
the bush. (4) If you wish success in an undertaking, provide all the necessary instruments for it.

The subject of the New Moon provides a good transition between the.Ramadhan fast which
begins and end« with the New Moon, the Pilgrimage, whose ten days commence with the New.
Muon and the Wars which Islam had to wage in self-defence against the Pagans, who wanted to
exclude them from the Pilgrimage after they had driven them out of house and home.

204. War is onjy permissible in self-defence, and under well-defined limits. When undertaken, it

iiiust be pushed wiih vigour, but not relentlessly, but only to restore peace and freedom for the worship
of God. In any case strict limits must not be transgressed: women, children, old and infirm men
should not be molested, nor trees and crops cut down, nor peace withheld when the enemy comes
to terms.
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Turned you out

;

For tumult and oppression

Are worse than slaughter ;

But fight them not 2°®

At the Sacred Mosque,
Unless they (first)

Fight you there :

But if they fight you.

Slay them.
Such is the reward

Of those who suppress Faith.

192. But if they cease,

God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

193. And fight them on
Until there is no more
Tumult or oppression.

And the. e prevail

Justice and faith in God ;

^
But if they cease,

Let there be no hostility

Except to those

Who practise oppression.

3)1 gSS

o!^\
205.

This passage is illustrated by the events that happened at ^udaibiya in the sixth year of

^
the Hijra, though it is not clear that it was revealed on that occasion.' The Muslims were by this time
a strong and influential communiiy. Many^of them were exiles from Mecca, where the Pagans had
established an intolerant autocracy, persecuting Muslims, preventing them from visiting their homes
and even keeping them out by force from performing the Pilgrimage during the universally recognised
period of truce. Thiswas intolerance, oppression, and autocracy to the last degree, and the mere readi*
ness of the Muslims to enforce their rights as Arab citizens resulted without bloodshed in an agreement
which the Muslims faithfully observed. The Pagans, however, had no scruples in breaking faith, and
it is unnecessary here to go into subsequent events.

In general, it may be said that Islam is the religion of peace, good-will, mutual understanding,
and good faith. But it will not acquiesce in wrong-domg, and its men will bold- their lives cheap
in defence of honour, justice, and the religion which they bold sacred. Their ideal is that of heroic
virtue combined with unselfish gentleness and tenderness, such as is exemplified in the life of the
Apostle. They believe in courage, obedience, discipline, duty, and a constant striving by all the
means in their power, physical, moral, intellectual, and spiritual, for the establishment of truth and
righteousness. They . know that war is an evil, but they will not flinch from it if their honour
demands it and (a most important condition) a. righteous imam (such as Muhammad was per eacellence)

commands it, for then they know they are not serving carnal ends. In other cases, war has nothing
to do with their faith, except that it will always be regulated by its humane precepts.

206. Suppress Faith ; in the narrower as well as the larger sense. If they want forcibly to prevent
you from exercising your sacred rites, they have declared war on your religion, and it would be
cowardice to ignore the challenge or to fail in tooting out the tyranny.

207. Justice and Faith. The Arabic word is Din, which is comprehensive. It implies the ideas of
indebtedness, duty, obedience, judgment, justice, faith, religion, customary rites, etc. The clause
means : “until there is Din for God."

208.

If the opposite party cease to persecute you, your hostility ends with them as a party, but it

does not mean that you become friends to oppression. Your fight is against, wrong
;
there should be

no rancour against men.

'
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194. !?Elhe prohibited month®®
For the prohibited month,

—

• And so for all things prohibited,

—

There is the law of equality.

If then any one transgresses

The prohibition against you,

Transgress ye likewise

Against him.
But fear God, and know'^^®

That God is with those

Who restrain themselves.

195. And spend of your substance

In the Cause of God,
And make not your own hands
Contribute to (your destruction

But do good ,*

For God loveth those

Who do good.

196. jP[!nd complete
The Haii or *umrd^^'^

k

209. Ha«in=prohibited, sacred. The month of Pilgrimage l?ul-iaij) was a sacred month, in
which warfare was prohibited by Arab custom. The month preceding (Zul-qa'd) and the month
foliofling iMul/arram) were included in the prohibition, and Muharram was specially called
al-HarSm. Possibly Mul^rram is meant in the ftist line, and the other months and other prohibited
things in “all things prohibited." In Rajab, also, war was prohibited. If the pagan enemies of Islam
broke that custom and made war in the prohibited months, the Muslims were free also to break that
custom but only to this same extent as the others broke it. Similarly the territory of Mecca was
sacred, in which war was prohibited. If the enemies of Islam broke that custom, the Muslims were
free to do so to that extent. Any convention is usele.ss if one partv does not respect it. There must
be a law of equality. Or perhaps the word reciprocity may express it better.

210. At the same time the Muslims are commanded to exercise self-restraint as much as possible.
Force is a dangerous weapon. It may have to be used for self-defence or self-preservation, but we
must always remember that self-restraint is pleasing in the eyes of God. Even when we are fighting,
it should be for a principle, not out of passion.

211. Every Bght requites the wherewithals for the fight, the “sinews of war." If the war is just
and in the Cause of God, all who have wealth must spend it freely. That may be their contribution
to the Cause, in addition to their personal efiort, or if for any reason they are unable to fight. If they
bug their wealth, perhaps their own hands are helping in their own self destruction. Or if their
wealth is being spent, not in the Cause of God, but in something which pleases their fancy, it may
be that the advantage goes to the enemy, and they are by their action helping their own destruction.
In all things, their standard should be, not selfishness, but the good of their brethren, for such good
is pleasing to God.

212. See ii. 158, n.' 161. The Hajj is the complete pilgrimaged of which the chief rites are during
the first ten days of the month ot Zul-^ajj. The 'umra is a less formal pilgrimage at any time of the
year. In either case, intending pilgrim commences by putting on a simple garment of unsewn cloth
in two pieces when he is some distance yet from Mecca. The putting on of the pilgrim garb (ifiram)

is symbolical of his renouncing the vanities of the world. After this and until the end of the pilgrim-

age he must not wear other clothes, or ornaments, anoint his hair, use perfumes, hunt, or do other
prohibited acts. The-completion of the pilgrimage is symbolised by the shaving of the head for men,
and the cutting of! of a few locks of the hair of the head for women, the putting ofiof the i^ram and
the resumption of the ordinary dress.

Here we are told : (1) that having once undertaken the pilgrimage, we must complete it; (Z) that

we must do it not for worldly ends, but as a symbol of our service and worship to God; (3) that if we
are prevented, for any reason, from completing the rites, a symbolical completion can be made by
sending an offering for sacrifice; sacrifice would have been offered if we had been present personally;

here we would send the sacrifice vicariously, and when it is likely to reach the place of sacrifice, we
could then shave our heads and resume our ordinary dress and avocations.

'
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In the service of God.
But if ye are prevented
(From completing it),

Send an offering

For sacrifice,

Such as ye may find,

And do not shave your heads

Until the offering reaches

The place of sacrifice.

And if any of you is ill,^^®

Or has an ailment in his scalp,

(Necessitating shaving),

(He should) in compensation
Either fast, or feed the poor.

Or offer sacrifice

;

And when ye are

In peaceful conditions (again),^^^

If any one wishes

To continue the ^umra
On to the Haji,
He must make an offering.

Such as he can afford.

But if he cannot afford it,

He should fast

Three days during the Hajj
And seven days on his return^

Making ten days in all. . ,

This is for those

Whose household
Is not in (the predncts®^®

Of) the Sacred Mosque.
And fear God,
And know that God
Is strict in punishment.^^®

213. If any one is taken ill after putting on the ihrStri, so that he has to put on other clothes, or
if he has trouble or skin disease in his head or insects in bis hair, and he has to shave his head before
completion, he should fast (three days, say the Commentators), or feed the poor, or ofier sacrifice.

214. When this was revealed, the city of Mecca was in the hands of the enemies of Islam, and
the regulations about the fighting and the pilgrirhage came together and were interconnected. But
the revelation provides, as always, for the particularoccasion,and also for noimal conditions. Mecca
soon passed out of the hands of the enemies of Islam. People sometimes came long distances to
Mecca before the Pilgrimage season began. Having performed the ‘itwra,- they stayed on for the’

formal Hajj. In case the pilgrim had spent his money, he is shown what he can do, rich or poor,
and yet 'hold his head high among his fellows, as having performed all rites as prescribed.

215. For residents in Mecca the question does not arise. They are there every day, and there is-

no question of ‘umra for them.

216. This closes the section about the duties of fighting and introduces the connected question
of pilgrimage in a sort of transition. Fighting is connected with fear, and while it is meritotions to
obey God, we are warned that we must not allow cur selfish passions to carry us away, brcause it

is in such times of stress that our spirit is tested. Verse 195 ei ded with a benediction tor those who
do good. This verse ends with a warning to those who take advantage of God’s cause to transgress
the limits, for the punishment is equally sure. The. next verse shows ns the niffsinc t.v0 fViiiQt avniH
in a large concourse of people.
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Section 25.

197. Hajj
Are the months well known.^^’
If any one undertakes
That duty therein,

Let there be no obscenity,

Nor wickedness,
Nor wrangling

In the Hajj.
And whatever good
Ye do, (be sure)

God knoweth it.

And take a provision^

(With you) for the journey,

But the best of provisions

Is right conduct.

.So fear Me,
O ye that are wise.

193. It is no crime in you
If ye seek of the bounty
Of your Lord (during

Pilgrimage).^*®

Then when ye pour down
From (Mount) ‘Arafat,

Celebrate the praises of God
At the Sacred Monument,^*®

217. The months well known : the months of Sltawivdl. Znl-qa'd and Zul-^ajj (up to the lOlh or
the 13ih) are set apart for the riles of Hajj. Th^t is to say^ the first rites'may begin as early as the *

beginning of Shawwsl, with a definire'approach to Mecca, but the chief rites are concentrated on
the first len days of Zul-fyi]'], and specially on the 8th, 9th and 10th of that month, when the
concourse of pilgrims' reaches its height. The chief rites may be briefly enumerated : (1) The wearing
of the pilgrim gaiment Irani certain points definitely fixed on all the roads to Mecca : after
this the pilgrimage prohioitions come into operation and the pilgrim is dedicated to worship and
prayer and the denial of vaniiies : (2) the going round the Ka’ba seven times ‘(tawsf) typifying
activity, with the kissing of the little Black Stone built into the wall, the symbol of concentraticin in

the love of God ;
(3i after a short prayer at the Station of Abraham (Q. ii, 125), the pilgrim goes to

the hills Safs and Marwa (Q. ii. 158), the symbols of patience and perseverance; (4) the great Sermon
(Kkutba) on the 7th of Zul-^jj, when the whole assembly listens to an exposition of the meaning of
Hajj'i (5) the visit on I'he eighth, of the whole body of pilgrims to the Valley of Mina (about six
miles north of Mecca), where the pilgrims halt and stay the night, proceeding on the ninth to the
plain and hill of ‘Arafat, about five miles further north, which commemorates the reunion of Adam
and Eve after their wandering.s, and is also called the Mount of Mercy; (6) tne tenth day, the 'Id Day,
the day of Sacrifice, when the sacrifice is offered in the Valley of Mina, and the .symbolic ceremony of
casting seven stones at the Evil One is performed.on the first occasion

;
it is continued on subsequent

days
;
both rites are connected with the story of Abraham ; this is the 'Id-ul-Adhha ; note that the

ceremony is symbolically connected with the rejection of evil in thought, word, and deed. Thi.s closes
the Pilgrimage, but a stay of two or three days after this is recommended, and this is called 'Tathtiq.

218. It is recommended that, pilgrims should come with provisions, so that they should not be
compelled to resort to begging. But. as usual, our thought is directed at once from the physical to
the spiritual.* If provisions are required for a joutney on earth, how much more important to provide
for the final journey into the future world ? The best of such provisions is right conduct, which is

the same as the fear of God
219. Legitimate trade is allowed, in the interests both of the honest trader, who can thus meet

his own expenses, and of the generality of pilgrims, who would otherwise be greatly inconvenienced
for the necessaries of life. But the profit must be sought as from the ‘ bounty of Goo". 'I'here should
be no profiteering, or trade “tricks". Good, honest trade is a form of service to the community, and
therefore to God.

220. About midway between ‘Arafst and Mins (see n. 217 to ii. 197) is a place called Muzdalifa
where the Holy Aoostle offered up a long prayer.. It has thus become a Sacred Monument and
pilgrims are directed to follow that example on their return. A special reason for this is given in
the note following.
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And celebrate His praises

As He has directed you,

Even though, before this.

Ye went astray.^^^199.

Then pass on
At a quick pace from the place

Whence it is usual

For the multitude®'"^^

So to do, and ask

For God’s forgiveness.

For God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

200.

So when ye have
Accomplished your holy rites.

Celebrate the praises of God,
As ye used to celebrate

The praises of your fathers,

—

Yea, with far more
Heart and soul.

There are men who say ;

Our Lord ! Give us

(Thy bounties) in this world !

”

But they will have
No portion in the Hereafter.^^^

201.

And there are men who say

:

“ Our Lord ! Give us

Good in this world
And good in the Hereafter,

And defend us

From the torment
Of the Fire

!”

-111

y* f

221.

Certain arrogant tribes living in Mecca used not to go to 'Arafat with the crowd but to stop
short at Muzdalifa. They are rebuked for their arrogance and told that they must perform all the
rites like the rest of the pilgrims. There is equality in Islam.

222.

See the last note. Towards the end of the Pilgrimage the crowd is very great, and if any
people loitered after ‘Arafat, it would cause great confusion and inconvenience. The pace has there-
fore to be quick for every one, a very salutary regulation. Every member of the crowd must think
of the comfort and convenience of the whole mass. ,

223.

After the Pilgrimage, in Pagan times, the pilgrims used to gather in assemblies in which the
praises of ancestors were sung. As the whole of the pilgrimage rites were spiritualised in Islam, so
this aftermath of the Pilgrimage was also spiritualised. It was recommended for pilgrims to stay on
two or three days after the pilgrimage, but they must use them in prayer and praise to God. See ii.

203 below.

224.

If you hasten to get all the good things of the world, and only think of them and pray for
them, you would lose the higher things of the future. The proper Muslim attitude is neither to
renounce this world nor to be so engrossed in it as to forget the spiritual future.
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202. To these will be allotted*^®

What they have earned ;

And God is quick in account.

203. Celebrate the praises of God
During the Appointed Days,
But if any one hastens
To leave in two days,

There is.no blame on him.
And if any one stays on,

There is no blame on him.
If his aim is to do right.

Then fear God, and know
That ye will surely

Be gathered unto Him.

204. Inhere is the type of man^^^
Whose speech

About this world’s life

May dazzle thee.

And he calls God to witness

About what is in his heart

;

Yet is he the most contentious

Of enemies.

'JawM

o6^41^31 1^1j

cffj-r-r

205.

When he turns his back.

His aim everywhere
Is to spread mischief

Through the earth and destroy

Crops and cattle.

But God loveth not mischief.

206.

When it is said to him,

“Fear God,”
He is led by arrogance

To (more) crime.

225.

Our spiritual account is mounting up, both on the debit and credit side. In worldly accounts,

both our profits and our losses may be delayed. But in God’s books there is no delay. Our actions

go before us. (See ii. 95 n.)

226. The Appointed Days : the three days after the tenth, when the Pilgrims stay on in the Valley

of Minh for prayer and praise. They are the days of Tashriij (see ii. 200, n, 223). It is optional for

pilgrims to leave on the second or third day. ^

227. The two contrasted types of men mentioned in ii. 200 and 201 are here further particularis-

ed
; the glib hypocrite who appears worldly-wise but plans harms, contrasted with the sincere

believer who is prepared to suffer martyrdom for his faith. The Commentators give names of people
who exemplified these types. The mischief-maker has a smooth tongue and induljges in plausible

talk with many oaths. He appears to be worldly-wise, and though you may despise him for nis

worldliness, you may not realise his frauds. Behind your back he is an implacable enen^. He stirs

up quarrels, and causes all sorts of mischief to you or your friends. He can never win God's love,

and we are warned against his tricks. •
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Enough for him is Hell ;f—

An evil bed indeed

(To lie on) I®*®

207. And there is the type of man.

Who gives his life .

To earn the pleasure of God;

And God is full of kindness

To (His) devotees.””*®

208. ye who believe !

Enter into Islam

Whole-heartedly

;

And follow not

The foot-steps

Of the Evil One ;

For he is to you
' An avowed enemy-

209. If ye backslide

After the Clear (Signs)

Have come to you,

Then know that God
Is Exalted in Power, Wise.**®

210. Will they wait

Until God comes to them

In canopies of clouds,

With angels (in His train)

And the question

Is (thus) settled ?

But to God
Do all questions

Go back (for decision).*®'

Section 26.

211. J^sk the Children of Israel*®*

How many Clear (Signs)

228. According to the English saying, "As you have made your bed, so you must lie in it."

229. This second type of man—flim. sincere, devoted, willing to give his life for. the faith that

is in him—was common in early Islam. Such men were its pillars. Through persecution, obloquy,

tonure. threat to their own lives or the lives of those dear to them, they stood by their leader and
many of them gave their lives. That is what established lelam. We are asked in the next verse to

follow this tvpe and shun the other or evil type. If we do that, our Cause is safe,

230. If you backslide after the conviction has been brought home to you, you may cause some
inconvenience to the Cause, or to those who counted upon you, but do not be so arrogant as to sup-

pose that you will defeat God's Power and Wisdom, "rhe loss will be your own.

231. If faith is wanting, all sorts of excuses are made to resist the appeal of God. ’Tj?®'' might

and do say : "Oh yes 1 we shall believe if God appears to us with His angels in His glory I" In other

words thf-y want to settle the question in their way, and not in God's way. That will not do. The
decision in all questions belongs to God. If we are true to Him, we wait for His times and seasons,

and do not expect Him to wait on ours,

232. The Israelites under Moses were shown God’s glory and many clear Signs and yet they

went after their own ways, and preferred their own whims and fancies. So do people in all ages. But

let them not deceive themselves. God's justice is sure, and when it comes, it will he strict and
unmistakable to those who reject His grape.
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We have sent them.
But if any one,
After God’s favour
Has come to him,
Substitutes (something else),

God is strict in punishment.®*®

212. The life of this world
Is alluring to those
Who reject faith.

And they scoff at those
Who believe.

But the righteous

Will be above them
On the Day of Resurrection

;

For God bestows His abundance
Without measure
On whom He will.®**

213. Mankind was one single nation,
And God sent Messengers
With glad tidings and warnings

;

And with them He sent
The Book in truth,

To judge between people
In matters wherein
They differed

;

But the People of the Book,

.

After the Clear Signs

Came to them, did not differ

Among themselves,

Except through selfish contumacy.
God. by His Grace
Guided the Believers

To the Truth,

Concerning that

Wherein they differed

For God guides

Whom He will

To a path
That is straight.

214.

’Or do ye think

That ye shall enter

233. C/. ii, 196 (end) where the question was of those who do not fear God. Here the question is

of those who reject God's Signs.

234. God's gifts in this world seem unequat, and sometimes those get them who seem to dese^e
them least. God's bounty is unlimited, to the just as well as the unjust. In His .wisdom He may give
to whomsoever He pleases. The account is not taken now, but will be taken in the end, when the
balance will be redressed. •

*
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The Garden (of Bliss)

Without such (trials).

As came to those

Who passed away
Before you ?

They encountered
Suffering and adversity,

And were so shaken in spirit

That even the Apostle

And those of faith

Who were with him
Cried : ‘When (will come)
The help of God 2”

Ah ! Verily, the help of God ‘

Is (always) near

!

15^1 j cfe(J^

215 , l^hey ask thee
What they should spend
(In charity). Say : Whatever
Ye spend that is good,^®®

Is for parents and kindred

And orphans
And those in want
And for wayfarers.

And whatever ye do
That is good,—God
Knoweth it well.

216. ^Blighting is prescribed

For you, and ye dislike it.^*

But it is possible

That ye dislike a thing

Which is good for you.

And that ye love a thing

Which is bad for you.

But God knoweth,
And ye know not.

yP

o
235. Three questions arise in charity : (1) What shall we give ? (2) to whom shall we give ? and

(3) how shall we give ? The answer is here. Give anything that is good, useful, helpful, valuable.
It may be property or money

;
it may be a helping hand ; it may be advice ; it may be a kind word

;

“whatever ye do that is good" is charity. On the other hand, if you throw away what is useless,

there is no charity in it. Or if you give something with a harmful intent, e.^., a sword to a madman,
or a drug or sweets or even money to someone whom you want to entrap or corrupt, it is no charity
but a gift of damnation. To whom should you give ? It may be tempting to earn the world's praise
by a gift that will be talked abdut, but are you meeting the needs of those who have the first claim'
on you ? If you are not, you are like a person who defrauds creditors ; it is no charity. Every gift

is judged by its unselfish character : the degree of need or claim is a factor which you should con-
sider : if you disregard it, there is something selfish behind it. How should it be given ? As in the
sight of God

;
this shuts out all pretence, show, tuid insincerity.

236. To fight in the cause of Truth is one of the highest forms of charity. What can you offer
that is mote precious. than your own life? But here again the limitations come in. If you are a mere
brawler, or a selfish aggressive person, or a vainglorious bully,- you deserve the highest censure. If
you offer your life to the righteous Imam, who is only guided by God, you are an unselfish hero
God knows the value of things better than you do.
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Section 27.

217. JlElhey ask thee
Concerning fighting

In the Prohibited Month.^®^
Say :

“ Fighting therein
Is a grave (offence)

;

But graver is it

In the sight of God
To.prevent access

To the path of God,
To deny Him,
To prevent access

To the Sacred Mosque,
And drive out its members.”^®®
Tumult and oppression®®®
Are worse than slaughter.

Nor will they cease

Fighting you until

They turn you back
From your faith

If they can.

And if any of you
Turn back from their faith

And die in unbelief,

Their works will bear no fruit

In this life

And in the Hereafter ;

They will be
Companions of the Fire

And will abide therein.

218, Those who believed

And those who suffered exile

And fought (and strove and
struggled)

In the path of God,

—

They have the hope
Of the Mercy of God ;

And God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful,

237. Prohibited Month

:

See ii. 194, n. 209.

238. The intolerance and persecution of the Pagan clique at Mecca caused untold hardships to
the holy Messenger of Islam and his early disciples. They bore all with meekness and long-suffering
patience until the holy one permitted them to take up arms in self-defence. Then they were twitted
with breach of the custom about Prohibited Months, though they were driven to fight during that
period against their own feeling in self-defence. But their enemies not only forced them to engage
in actual warfare, but interfered with their conscience, persecuted them and their families, openly
insulted and denied God, kept out the Muslim Arabs from the Sacred Mosque, and exiled them. Such
violence and intolerance are deservedly called worse than slaughter.

239. Cf. ii. 191, ii. 191, 193, where a similar phrase occurs. • Ftt«j=trial, temptation, as in ii. 102 ; or
tumult, sedition, oppression, as here ; M. M. A., H. G. S., and M. P. translate “ persecution " in this
p^sage, which is also legitimate, seeing that persecution is the suppression of some opinion by
violence, force, or threats.
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219. I§Phey ask thee
|

Concerning wine‘‘*^;and

y • gambling.”^^.

Say : “In them is great sin,

And some profit, for men ;

But the sin is greater

Than the profit.”

r#lhey ask thee how much
They are to spend

;

Say : “What is beyond^^^
Your needs.”

lUf^hus doth God
Make clear to you
His Signs ; in order that

Ye may consider

—

66}^^
220. (Their bearings) on

This life and the Hereafter.®^®

JSjilhey ask thee

Concerning orphans.®**

Say : “The best thing to do
Is what is for their good

;

If ye mix
Their affairs with yours.

They are your brethren
;

But God knows
.

240. V7ine : /rtamr: literally understood to mean the fermented juice of the grape; applied by
analogy to all fermented liquor, and by further analogy to any intoxicating liquor or dru" There
may possibly be some benefit in it, but the harm is greater than the benefit, especially if we look at it
from a social as well as an individual point of view.

241.

Gambling : maifir : literally, a means of getting something too easily, getting a profit
without working for it ; hence gambling. That is the principle on which gambling is prohibited.
The form most familiar to the Arabs was gambling by casting lots by means of arrows, on the"
principle of a lottery ; the arrows were marked and served the same purpose as a modern lottery ticket.
Something, e.e., the carcase of a slaughtered animal, was divided into unequal parts. The marked
arrows were drawn from a bag. Some were blank and those who drew them got nothing. Others
indicated prizes, which were big or small. Whether you got a big share or a small share, or nothing,
depended on pure luck, unless there was fraud also on the part of some persons concerned. The
principle on wnich the objection is based is : that, even if there is no fraud, you gain what you have
not earned, or lose on a mere chance. Dice and wagering are rightly held to be within the definition
of gambling. But insurance is not gambling, when conducted on business principles. Here the basis
for calculation is statistics on a large scale, from which mere chance is eliminated. The insurers
themselves pay premia in proportion to risks, exactly and statistically calculated.

242. Hoarding is no use either to ourselves, or to any one else. We should use the wealth we
need

;
any superduities. we must spend in good works or in charity.

243. Gambling and intemperance arc social as well as individual sins. They may ruin us in our
ordinary everyday worldly life, as well as our spiritual future. In case it is suggested that there is no
harm in a little indulgence, we are asked to think over all its aspects, social and individual,—worldly
and spiritual. -

244. For orphans the best rule is to keep their property, household, and accounts separate, lest
there should be any temptation to get a personal advantage to their guardian by mixing them with
the guardian’s property, household or accounts,—also to keep-clear of any ideas of marriage, where
this fiduciary relation exists. Q. vi. 152 may possibly, suggest complete separation. But it may be
an economy and an advantage to the orpnan to have his property and accounts administered with
the guardian's property and accounts and to have him live in the ghardian’s household, or to marry
into ihe guardian’s family, esoecially where the orphan's property is small and he or she has no otner
friend. 'I'lie test is : what is best in the orpnati's interests? If tne guardian does fall into temptation,
even if human law does not detect him, .he is told he is sinning in God's sight and that should keep
him straight.
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The man who means mischief
From the man who means good.
And if God had wished,
He could have put you
Into dilBculties : He is indeed
Exalted in Power, Wise.”-'*'®

221. p©o not marry
Unbelieving women (idolaters).

Until they believe :

^slave woman who. believes

yis better than an unbelieving

woman.
Even though she allure you.
Nor marry (your girls)

To unbelievers until

They believe

;

A man slave who believes
Is better than an unbeliever.
Even though he allure you.^*®
Unbelievers do (but)

Beckon you to the Fire.

But God beckons by His Grace
To the Garden (of Bliss)

And forgiveness.

And makes His Signs

. Clear to mankind :

Celebrate His praise.

Section 28.

222. 11^hey ask thee

Concerning women’s courses.

Say : They are

A hurt and a pollution

vfWi

j!,oJh^

66i!^6S.^ I

/
2+5. The idea in Islam is not to make God’s law a burdensome fetter, but to ease a man's path in

all kinds of difficult situations by putting him on his honour and trusting him. Tne strictest probity
is demanded of him, but if he falls short of it, he is told that he cannot escape God’s punishment
even though he may evade human punishment,

246. Marriage is'a most intimate communion, and the mystery of sea finds its highe.st fulfilment
when intimate spiritual harmony is combined with the physical link. If religion is at all a real
influence in life lo both parties or to either party, a difference in this vital matter must affeci the
lives of both more profoundly than differeiires of birth, race, language, or position in life. It is there-
fore only right that the parties to be married should have the same spiritual outlook. If two persons
love each other, their outlook in the highest things of life must be the same. Nf>te that leiigion is
not here a mere label or a matter of custom or birth. The two persons may have been born in
different religions, but if by their mutual infitience, they come to see the triiib in the name way. they
must openly accept the same rites and the same social brotherhood. Otherwise the position rvill
become impossible individually and socially,

247. A?an : hurt, pollution. Both aspects must he remembered. Physical .cleanliness and purity
make for health, bodily and spiritual. But the matter should be looked at from the woman's point
of view as well as the man’s. To her there is danger of hurt, and she should have every con.sideration.
In the animal world, instinct is a guide which is obeyed. Man should in this respect be better ; he
is often worse.
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So keei^' away from women
In their courses, and do not
Approach them until

They are clean.

But when they have
Purified themselves,

Ye may approach them
In any manner, time, or place^^®

Ordained for you by God.
For God loves those

Who turn to Him constantly

And He loves those

Who keep themselves pure and
clean.

223. Your wives are

As a tilthr^*® unto you ;

So approach your tilth

When or how ye will

;

But do some good act

For your souls beforehand

;

And fear God,
And know that ye are

To meet Him (in the Hereafter),

And give (these) good tidings^®®

To those who believe.

224. .^nd make not ^
God’s (name} an excuse

In your oaths against

Doing good, or acting rightly.

Or making peace

Between persons

;

Z48. Haithu: A comprehensive word referring to manner, time, or place. The most delicate

matters are here referred to in the most direct and yet helpful terms. In sex morality, manner,
time, and place are all important : and the highest standards are set by social laws, by our own
refined instinct of mutual consideration, and above all, by the light shed by the highest Teachers

from the wisdom which they receive from our Maker, Who loves purity and cleanliness in all things.

Z49. Sex is not a thing to be ashamed of, or to be treated lightly, or to be indulged to excess. It

is as solemn a fact as any in life. It is compared to a husbandman's tilth
;

it is a serious affair

to him ; he sows the seed in order to reap the harvest. But he chooses his own time and mode of

cultivation. He does not sow out of season nor cultivate in a manner which will injure or exhaust the

soil. He is wise and considerate and does not run riot. Coming from the simile to human beings,

every kind of mutual consideration is required, but above all, we must remember that even in these

matters there is a spiritual aspect. We must never forget our souls, and that we are responsible to God.

It was carnal-minded men who invented the doctrine of original sin : “ Behold,” says the Psalmist,
“I was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did my mother conceive me’, (Psalms li. 5). This is entirely
repudiated by Islam, in which the office of father and mother is held in the highest veneration.
Every child of pure love is born pure. Celibacy is not necessarily a virtue, and may be a vice.

250. Our highest spiritual ambition should be the hone of meeting God. To uphold such a hope
is to give glad tidings to people of faith. It would only be unrepentant sinners who would fear the
meeting. Note how the most sensuous matters are discussed frankly, and immediately taken up into
the loftiest regions of spiritual upliftment.
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t*or God is One
Who heareth and knoweth
All things.

.

225. God will not
Call you to account
For thoughtlessness

In your oaths,

But for the intention

In your hearts ;

And He is

OiPt-forgiving

Most Forbearing.

226. For tho^who take

An oath ror abstention

From their wives,

A waiting for four months
Is. ordained

;

If then they return,

God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

JiS cijs

227. But if their intentidtT^

Is firm for divorce,

God heareth

And knoweth all thigjgs.?*^®

228. p^ivorced women
Shall wait concerning themselves

251. The Arabs had many special kinds of oaths, for each of which they had a special name in

tbeii language. Some of them related to sex matters, and caused misunderstanding, alienation,

division, or separation between husband and wife. This and the following three verses refer to

them. In ii. 214 we are first of all told in perfectly general terms that we are not to make an oath
in the name of God an excuse for not doing the right thing when it is pointed out to us, or for

refraining from doing something which will bring people Together. If we were swayed by anger or

passion or mere caprice, God knows our inmost hearts, and right conduct and not obstinacy or

quibbling is what He demands from us.

252. It has been held that thoughtless oaths, if there is no intention behind them, can be expiated

by an act of charity.

253. Verses 225-27 should be read together with verse 224. The latter, though it is perfectly general

leads up to the other three.

The Pagan Arabs had a custom very unfair to women in wedlock, and this was suppressed by
Islitm. Sometimes, in a fit of anger or caprice, a husband would take an oath by God not to approach

his wife. This deprived her of conjugal rights, but at the same time kept her tied to him indehnitely,

so that she could not marry again. If the husband was remonstrated with, he would say that his

oath by God bound him. Islam in the first place disapproved of thoughtless oaths, but insi^ed on

proper solemn intentional oaths being scrupulously observed. In a serious matter like that anecting

a wife, if the oath was put forward as an excuse, the man u told, that it is no excuse at all. God
looks to intention, not mere thoughtless words. The parties are allowed a period of four months
to make up their minds and see if an adjustment is possible. Reconciliation is recommended, but if

f they are really determined against reconciliation, it is unfair to keep them tied indeMitely. Divorce

is the only fair and equitable course, though, as the Apostle has declared, of all things Mrmitted.

divorce is the most hateful in the sight of God. In the circumstances, God will forgive, for He knows
the real grievances of each of the parties, and will hear^the cry of all who sufier.
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For three monthly periods.

Nor is it lawful for them
To hide what God
Hath created in their wombs,
If they have faith

In God and the Last Day.

And their husbands
Have the better right

To take them back
In that period, if /
They wish for reconciliation.^®'*

A And women shall have rights

Similar to the rights

Against them, according

To what is equitable ;

But men have a degree

(Of advantage) over them.^®®

And God is Exalted in Power,
Wise.

90

I

Section 29.

229. divorce is only ®®®

Permissible twice: after that,

The parties should either hold

Together on equitable terms.

Or serrate with kindness.''®^

It is not lawful for you,

(Men), to take back

Any of your gifts (from you wives),

Except when both parties

Fear that they would be
Unable to keep the limits

254. Islam tries to maintain the married state as far as possible, especially where children are
concerned, but it is against the restriction of the liberty of men and women in such vitally important
matters as love and family life. It will check hasty action as far as possible, and leave the door to
reconciliation open at many stages. Even after divorce a suggestion of reconciliation is made, subject
to certain precautions (mentioned in the following verses) against thoughtless action. A period of
waiting {‘iddat) for three monthly courses is prescribed, in order to see if the marriage conditionally
dissolved is likely to result in issue. But this is not necessary where the divorced woman is a virgin:
Q. xsxiii. 49,^It is definitely declared that women and men shall have similar rights against each other!

255. The diflerence in economic position between the sexes makes the man’s rights and liabilities
a little greater than the woman's. Q. iv. 34 refers to the duty of the man to maintain the wotirdn
and to a certain diflerence in nature between the sexes. Subject to this, the sexes are on terms of
equality in law, and in certain matters the weaker sex is entitled to special protection,

256. Where divorce for mutual incompatibility is allowed! there is danger that the parties might
act hastily, then repeat, and again wish to separate. To prevent such capricious action repeatedly, a
limit is prescribed. Two divorces (with a reconciliation between) are allowed. After that the parties
inust definitely make up their minds, either to dissolve their union permanently, or to live honourable
lives together in mutual love and forbearance—to “ hold together on equithble terms," neither party
worrying the other nor grumbling nor evading the duties and responsibilities of marriage,

257. If a separation is inevitable, the parties should not throw mud at each other, but recognise
what is right and honourable on a consideration of all the circumstances. In any case a man is not
allowed to ask back for any gifts or property he may have given to the wife. This is for the protection
of the economically weaker sex. Lest that protective provision itself work against the woman's
freedom, an exception is made in the next clause.
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Ordained by God.®®®
If ye (judges) do indeed
Fear that they would be
Unable to keep the limits

Ordained by God,
There is no blame on either
Of them if she give

Something for her freedom
These are the limits

Ordained by God;
So do not transgress them.
If any do transgress

The limits ordained by God,
Such persons wrong
(Themselves as well as others).®®®

230. So if a husband
Divorces his wife (irrevocably), ®®-

He cannot, after that,

Remarry her until

After she has married
Another husband and
He has divorced her.

In that case there is

No blaine on either of them
If they reunite, provided
They feel that they

Can keep the limits

Ordained by God.
Such are the limits

Ordained by God,
Which He makes plain

To those who understand.

231. When ye divorce

Women, and they fulfil

258 All the prohibitions and limits prescribed here are in the interests of good and honourable
lives for both sides, and in the interests of a clean and honourable social life, without public or private
scandals. If there is any fear that in safeguarding her economic rights, her very freedom of person may
suffer, th e husband refusing the dissolution of marriage, and perhaps treating her with cruelty, then, in

such exceptional cases, it is permissible to give some material consideration to the husband, but
the need and equity of this should be submitted to the judgment of impartial judges, i.e., properly

constituted courts. A divorce of this kind is called khul'a,

259. Wrong (themselves as well as others) : zalimin: for the root meaning of lulm see n. SI. ii. 35.

260. This is in continuation of the first sentence of ii. ZZ9. Two divorces followed by reunion are
permissible : the third time the divorce becomes irrevocable, until the woman marries some other
man and he divorces her. This is to set an almost impossible condition. The lesson is ; if aman loves
a woman he should not allow a sudden gust of temper or anger to induce him to take hasty action.

What happens after two divorces, if the man takes her back ? See n. 261 to ii. 231.

261. If the man takes back his wife after two divorces, he rriust do so only on equitable terms, i e.,

he must not put pressure on the woman to prejudice her rights in any way, ard they must live clean

apd honourable lives, respecting each other's personalities. There are here two conditional clauses:

( 1) when ve divorce women, and (Zj when they fulfil their 'Iddat

:

followed by two consequential clauses.

i(3) take them back on equitable terms, or (4) set them free with kindness. The first is connected with
the third and the second with the fourth. Therefore if the husband wishes to resume the marital

relations, he need not wait for 'Iddat. But if he does not so wish, she is free to marry someone else

after ‘Iddat., For the meaning of 'Iddat see n, 254 above.
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The term of their i'lddat).

Either take them back'

On equitable terras

Or set them free

On equitable terms

;

But do not take them back
To injure them, (or) to take
Undue advantage

;

If any one does that,

He wrongs his own souW"^
Do not treat God’s Signs
As a jest,

But sol^nly rehearse ***

God’s favours on you,
And the fact that He
Sent down to you
The Book
And Wisdom,
For your instruction.

And fear God,
And know that God
Is well acquainted

With all things.

Section 30.
if

232. "^^hen ye divorce •

if

'

Women, and they fulfil

The term of their (*Iddat),

Do not prevent them^®®
From marrying
Their (former) husbands,
If they mutually agree

On equitable terms.
This instruction

Is for all amongst you.
Who believe in God
And the Last Day.
That is (the course

Z6Z. Let no one think that the liberty given to him can be used for his own selfish ends. If he uses
the law for the injury of the weaker party, his own moral and spiritual nature suSers.

Z63. These difficult questions of sex relations are often treated as a joke. But they profoundly
afiect our individual lives, the lives of our children, and the purity and well-being of the society in
which we live. This aspect of the question is reiterated again and again.

Z64. Rehearse: ?ikr, cf, ii. 151 and n. 156. We are asked to remember in. our oWn minds, and to
proclaim and praise, and be proud of God's favours on us. His favours are immeasurable : not the
least are His Revelations, and the wisdom which He has given to us to enable us to judge and act
up to His guidance,

Z65. The termination of a marriage bond is a most serious matter for family and social life. And
every lawful device is approved which can equitably bring back those who have lived together,
provided only there is mutual love and they can live on honourable terms with .each other. If these
conditions are fulfilled, it is not right for outsiders to prevent or hinder reunion. They may be swayed
by property or other considerations. Thi? verse yta,s Qccasioned by an actual case that was referred to
the holy Apostle in his life-time.
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Making for) most virtue
And purity amongst you,
And God knows,
And ye know not.

233. I^he mothers shdl give suck
To their offspring

For two whole years.

If the father desires

To complete the term.
But he shall bear the cost

Of their food and clothing
On equitable terms.

No soul shall have
A burden laid on it

Greater than it can bear.

No mother shall be
Treated unfairly

On account of her child.

Nor father

On account of his child.

An heir shall be chargeable
In the same way.
If they both decide

On weaning,

By mutual consent,

And after due consultation,

There is no blame on them.
If ye decide

On a fosterjnother
For your offspring.

There is no blame on you.
Provided ye pay (the mother)
What ye offered.

On equitable terms.

But fear God and know
That God sees well

What ye do.

234. any of you die

And leave widows behind,

286

o %P>. 61 j

266, As this comes ia the midst of the regulations on divorce, it applies primarily to cases of
divorce, \(rhere some definite rule is necessary, as the father and mother would not, on account of the
divorce, probably be on good terms, and the interests of the children must be safeguarded. As,
however, the wording is perfectly general, it has been held that the principle applies equally to the
father and mother in wedlock : each must fulfil bis or her part in the fostering of the child. On the
other hand; it is provided that the child shall not be used as an excuse for driving a hard bargain on
either side. By mutual consent they can agree to some course that is reasonable and equitable, both
as regards the period before weaning (the maximum being two, years) and the engagement of
a. wet-nurse, or (by analogy) for artificial feeding. But the mother's' privileges must not be curtailed
simply because by mutual consent she does not nurse the baby. In a matter of this kind the ultimate
appeal must be to godliness, for all legal remedies are imperfect and may be misused.
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They shall wait concerning
themselves

Four months and ten days :

When they have fulfilled

Their term, there is no blame
On you if they dispose

Of themselves in a just

And reasonable manner.

And God is well acquainted

With what ye do.

.^1

235. There is no blame

On you if ye make
An offer of betrothal

Or hold it in youT hearts.^®®

God knows that ye

Cherish them in your hearts :

But do not make a secret contract

With them except in terms

Honourable, nor resolve on the tie

Of marriage till the term
Prescribed is fulfilled.

1

And know that God
Knoweth what is in your hearts,

And take heed of Him

;

And know that God is

Oft-forgiving, Most Forbearing.

dll 61

Section 31.
f •

'

236. jpihere is no blame on you
If ye divorce women
Before consummation
Or. the -fixation of their dower ;

But bestow on them
(A suitable gift),

The wealthy

According to his means,
And the poor
According to his means ;

—

267. The 'Iddat of widowhood (four months and ten days) is longer than the ‘Iddat of divorce
(three monthly courses, ii. ZZ8). In the latter the only consideration is to ascertain if there is any
unborn issue of the marriage dissolved. This is clear from xxxiii. 49, where it is laid down that there is

no '/ddol for virgin divorces. In the former there is in addition the consideration of mourning and
respect for the deceased husband. In either case, if it is proved that there is unborn issue, there is of
course no question of remarriage for the woman until it is born and for a reasonable time afterwards.
Meanwhile her maintenance on a reasonable scale is chargeable to the late husband or his estate.

’

268. A definite contract of remarriage for the woman during her period of -iddat of widowhood
IS forbidden as obviously unseemly, as also any secrecy in such matters. It would bind the woman at
a time when she is not fitted to exercise her fpllest judgment. But circumstances may arise when an
offer (open for future consideration but not immediately decided) may be to her interests and this is
permissible In mystic interpretation the cherishing of love in one’s heart without outward show or
reward is the true test of sincerity and devotion. .

w or
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A gift of a reasonable amount
Is due from those

Who wish to do the right thing.

237. And if ye divorce them
Before consummation,

But after the fixation

Of a dower for them,

Then the half of the dower
'

'(Is due to them), unless

They remit it

Or (the man’s halO is remitted

By him in whose hands

Is the marriage tie

;

And the remission

(Of the man’s half)

Is the neatest to righteousness.

And do not forget

V Liberality between yourselves.

For God sees well

All that ye do.

238. ^fuard strictly

Your (habit of) prayers.

Especially the Middle Prayer

;

And stand before God
In a devout (frame of mind).

239.

If ye fear (an enemy),

Pray on foot, or riding',

(As may be most convenient),

But when ye are

In security, celebrate

God’s praises in the manner

He has taught you.

Which ye knew not (before).

. 9/lr^,

269. The law declares that in such a case half the dower fixed shall be paid by the man to the

woman. .But it is open to the woman to remit the half due to her or to the man to remit the half

which he is entitled to deduct, and thus pay the whole.

270. Him in whose hands is the marriage tie : According to ^anafl doctrine this is the husband

himself, who can ordinarily by his act dissolve the marriage.. It therefore behoves him to be all the

more liberal to the woman and pay her the full dower even if the marriage was. not consummated.

271. The Middle Prayer : SalSiul-wnsta

:

may be translated " the best or the most excellent prayer.’

Authorities differ as to the exact meaning of this phrase. The weight of the auth^orities seems to be in

favour of interpreting this as the ‘Asr oraver {in the middle of the afternoon). This is apt to be most

neglected and yet this is the most liecessary, to remind us of God in the midst of our worldly affairs.

There is a special SOra (S. cii.) entitled ’Asr, of which the mystic meaning is appropriately dealt with

under that Sura.

272. Verses 238-39 are parenthetical, introducing the subject of prayer in danger. This is more fully

dealt with in iv, 101-03.



S. II. Z40'242.1
240.

jpihose of you
Who die and leave widows
Should bequeath
For their widows
A year’s maintenance
And residence

;

But if they leave

(The residence).

There is no blame on you
For what they do
With themselves.

Provided it is reasonable.

And God is Exalted in Power
241.

For divorced women
Maintenance (should be provided)

On a reasonable (scale).

This is a duty
On the righteous.

242.

Thus doth God
Make clear His Signs

To you : in order that

Ye may understand.

C. 51.—Fighting in defence of Truth and Right
(ii, 243-253.) ig not to he undertaken light-heartedly,

Nor to he evaded as a duty.

Life and Death are in the hands of God.

Not all can be chosen to fight

For God. It requires constancy.

Firmness, and faith. Given these.

Large armies can be routed

By those who battle for God,

As shown by the courage of David,

Whose prowess single-handed

Disposed of the. Philistines.

The mission of some of the apostles.

Like Jesus, was different,

—

Less wide in scope than that

Of Mustafa. God’s plan

Is universal, and He carries it out

As He wills.

273. Opinions difler whether the provision (of a year’s maintenance, with residence), for a widow
is abrogated by the share which the widow gets (one-eighth or one-fourth) as an hejr (Q. iv. 12). I do
not think it is. The bequest (where made) takes efiect as a charge on the property, but the widow can
leave the bouse before the year is out, and presumably the maintenance then ceases.
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Section 32.

243. ^I^idst thou not
Turn by vision to those

Who abandoned their homes,
Though they were thousands

(In number), for fear of death?

God said to them :
“ Die ”

:

Then He restored them to life.^^

For God is full of bounty
To mankind, but
Most of them are ungrateful.

244. Then fight in the cause

Of God, and know that God
Heareth and knoweth all things.^'

®

(3lyjil-ri'r

245. Who is he
That will loan to God
And beautiful loan,^^® which God
Will double unto his credit

And multiply many times ?

t is God that giveth (you)

Want or Plenty.

And to Him shall be .

Your return.

246. ^Efiast thou not

Turned thy vision to the Chiefs

Of the Children of Israel

After (the time of) Moses ?
'I

*

274. We now return to the subject of JihM, which we left at ii. Z14-ZI6. We are to be under no
illusion about it. If we are not prepared to fight for our faith, with our lives and all our resources, both
our lives and our resources will be wiped out by our enemies. As to life, God gave it, and a coward is

not likely to save it. It has happened again and again in history that men who tamely submitted to
be driven from their homes although they were more numerous than their enemies, had the sentence
of death pronounced on them for their cowardice, and they deserved it. But God gives further and
further chances in His mercy. This is a lesson to every generation. The Commentators differ as to the
exact episode referred to, but the wording is perfectly general, and so is the lesson to be learnt from it.

275. For God's cause we must light, but never to satisfy our own selfish passions or greed, for the
warning is repeated : “God heareth and knoweth all things ”

; all deeds, words,' and motives are perfectly
open before Him, however we might conceal them from men or even from ourselves. See ii. 216, n. 236.

276. Spending in the cause of God is called metaphorically “ a beautiful loan ". It is excellent in

many ways
; (1) it shows a beautiful spirit of self-denial ; (2) in other loans there may be a doubt as

to the safety of your capital or any return therein ; here you give to the Lord of All, in Whose hands
are the keys of want or plenty ; giving, you may have manifold blessings, and withholding, you may
even lose what you have. If we remember that our goal is God, can we turn away from His cause ?

. 277. The next generation after Moses and Aaron was ruled by Joshua, who crossed the Jordan and
settled the tribes in Palestine. His rule lasted for 25 years, after which there was a period of 320 years
when the Israelites had a chequered history. They were not united among themselves, and suffered
many reverses at the hands of the Midianites. Amalekites, and other tribes of Palestine. They
frequently lapsed into idolatry and deserted the worship of the true God. From time to time a leader
appeared among them who assumed dictatorial powers. Acting under a sort of theocratic commission
from God, he pointed out their backslidings, reunited them under His banner, and restored, from time
to time and place to place, the power of Israel. These dictators are called Judges in the English
translation of the Old Testament. The last of their line was Samuel, who marks the transition

towards the line of Kings on the one hand and of the later Prophets on the other. He may be dated
approximately about the 11th century B.C.
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They said to a Prophet
(That was) among them :

“ Appoint for us a King, that we
May fight in the cause of God.”
He said :

“ Is it not possible,®^**

If ye were commanded
To fight, that ye
Will not fight ?” They said :

” How could we refuse

To fight in the cause of God,
Seeing that we were turned out
Of our honoes and our families ?”

But wheri they were commanded
To fight, they turned back.

Except a small band
Among them. But God
Has full knowledge of those

Who do wrong.

247. Their Prophet said to them :

“ God hath appointed
Talut as king over you.”
They said : ” How can he
Exercise authority over us

When we are better fitted

Than he to exercise authority,

And he is not even gifted

With wealth in abundance ?
”

He said: ‘‘God hath
Chosen him above you,
And hath gifted him
Abundantly with knowledge
And bodily prowess : God

h

278. This was Samuel. In his time Israel had suRered from much corruption within and many
reverses without. The Philistines had made a great attack and defeated Israel with great slaughter.
The Israelites, instead of relying on Faith and their own valour and cohesion, brought out their most
sacred possession, the Ark of the Covenant, to help them in the fight. But the enemy captured it,

carried it away, and retained it for seven months. The Israelites forgot that wickedness cannot
screen itself behind a sacred relic. Nor can a sacred relic help the enemies of faith. The enemy
found that the Ark brought nothing but misfortune for themselves, and were glad to abandon it. It

apparently remained twenty years in the village (qarya) of Ya'arim (Kirjath-jearim) : I. Samuel, vii. 2.

Meanwhile the peoples pressed Samuel to appoint them a king. They thought that a, king would cure
all their ills, whereas what was wanting was a spirit of union and discipline and a readiness on their

part to fight in the cause of God.

279. Samuel knew as a Prophet that the people were fickle and only wanted. to cover their own
want of union and true spirit by asking for a king. They replied with spirit in words, butwhen it came
to action they failed. They hid themselves in caves and rocks, or r^^n away, and even those who
remained " followed him trembling” : I, Samuel, xiii. 6-7.

280. Taiat is the Arabic name for Saul, who was tall and handsome, but belonged to the tribe of

Benjamin, the smallest tribe in Israel. His worldly belongings were slender, and it was when he went
out to search for some asses which had been lost from his father's house that he met Samuel and was
anointed king by him. The people's fickleness appeared immediately he was named. They raised
all sorts of petty objections to him. The chief consideration in their minds was selfishness : each one
wanted to be leader and king himself, instead of desiring sincerely the good of the people as a whole,
as a leader should do.
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Granteth His authority to whom
He pleaseth. God careth

For all, and He knoweth
All things.”

'248. And (further) their Prophet
Said to them : “A Sign

Of his authority

Is that there shall come
To you the Ark of the Covenant,®®*
With (an assurance) therein

Of security from your Lord,
And the relics left

By the family of Moses
And the family of Aaron,
Carried by angels.®*®

In this is a Symbol
For you il ye indeed
Have faith.”

^ 61

1

Section 33.

249. ^El^hen TalSt set forth

With the armies, he said :

®*^

“God will test you
At the stream : if any

Drinks of its water.

He goes not with my army 5

Only those who taste not
Of it go with me :

A mete sip out of the hand
Is excused.” But they all

Drank of it, except a few.

When they crossed the rivet,

—

He and thefaithfulones with him,

—

They said :
“ This day

We cannot cope

With Goliath and his forces.”

281. Arh 0/ the Covenant : Tibut: a chest of acacia wood covered and lined with pure gold, about

Sft.x3ft.x3ft. See Exod. XXV. 10-22, It was to contain the “ testimOTv of God ", or the Ten Com-
mandments engraved on stone, with relics of Moses and Aaron. Its Gold lid was to be the *' Mercy

Seat ", with two cherubims of beaten gold, with wings outstretched. This was a sacred possesion

to Israel. It was lost to the enemy in the early part of Samuel’s ministry : see n. 278 to li. 246 : when
It came back, it remained in a village for twenty years, apparently taken to the capital when
kingship was instituted. It thus became a symbol-of un^l^y authority.

282. Securttv

:

saftCnaaasafety, tranouillity, peace. Jewish writings use the same word for a

symbol of God’s Glory in the Tabernacle or tent m which the Ark was kept, or in the Temple when
it was built by Solomon, '

, ..i. -.i. ^ x * u j
283. Catried bv angels : these w^ords refer to the TSb®^ Ark : the cherubims with outstretched

wings on the lid may well be supposed to carry thesecut'^y peace which the Ark symbohsed.

284. A Commander is hampered by a large force if in perfect discipline and d<«s not

whole-heartedly believe in its Commander. He must g®^ of all the doubtful ones, as did Gideon

before Saul, and Henry V. in Shakespeare's story long Saul used the same test as Gideon

;

he gave a certain order when crossing a stream: the grc^l®^ part disobeyed, and were sent back.

Gideon’s story will be found in judges, vii. 2-7. . . « j w xu
285. Even in the small band that remained faithful, there were some who were appalled by the

number of the enemy when thev met him face to fac®* J"®
size and strragth of the enemy

Commander, the giant Goliath (jaiut). But toilet

all odds because they bad perfect confidence in God an^ i^ the cause for which they were nghtti^.

They were for making a firm stand and seeking God's that number was David : see next note.
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But those who were convinced
That they must meet God,
Said; “How oft, by God's will,

Hath a small force

Vanquished a big one 1

God is with those

Who steadfastly persevere.*

250. When they advanced
To meet Goliath and his forces,

They prayed :
“ Our Lord

!

Pour out constancy on us
And make our steps firm

;

Help us against those
That reject faith.”

251. By God’s will.

They routed them

;

And David slew Goliath ;

And God gave him
Power and wisdom
And taught him
Whatever (else) He willed.®®^

And did not God
Check one set of people
By means of another,

The earth would indeed
Be full of mischief

:

But God is full of bounty
To all the worlds.^®®

252.

These are the Signs
Of God : We rehearse them

2_ To thee in truth : verily
•50 Thou art one of the Apostles.

Jj iU(05

(^Ijiiljle lijiLijlil (ijl

Z86, Note how the whole story is compressed into a few words as regards narration, but its
spiritual lessons are dwelt upon from many points of view. The Old Testament is mainly interest^ m
the narrative, which is full of detail, but says little about the universal truths of which every true story
IS a parable The Qur-Sn assumes the story, but tells the parable.

David was a raw youth, with no arms or armour. He was not known even in the Israelite camp
the giant Goliath mocked him. Even David's own elder brother chid him for deserting his sheep,

for he was a poor shepherd lad to outward appearance, but his faith had made him more than a
match for the Philistine hosts When Saul offered his own armour and arms to David, the young
hero declmed, as he had not tried them, while his shepherd's sling and staS were his well-tried imple-
ments. He picked up five smooth pebbles on the spot from the stream, and used his sling to such
enect that he knocked down Goliath. He then used Goliath's own sword to slay him. There was
consternation in the Philistine army ; they broke and fled, and were pursued and cut to pieces.

Apart from the main lesson that if we would preserve our national 'existence and our faith it is
our duty to fight with courage and firmness, there are other lessons in David's story : (1) numbers
do not count, but faith, determination, and the blessing of God

; (2) size and strength are of no
avail against truth, courage, and careful planning ; (3) the hero tries his own weapons, and those that
are ^ailable to him at the time and place, even though people may laugh at him : (4) if God is with

'^n' j
® enemy s weapon may become an instrument of his own destruction

; (5) personality conouers
all dangers, and puts heart into our own wavering friends : (6) pure faith brings God's reward, which
**'^^.,07 David’s case it was Power, Wisdom, and other gifts : see next note.

287. David was not only a shepherd, a warrior, a king, a wise man, and a prophet, but was also
poetry and music. His Psalms (zabSr) are still extant.

IT
universal. He loves and protects all His creatures and His bounties are for

ml worlds (n 2n.) To protect one He may have to check another, but we must never lose faith that
Wis love IS for all in boundless measure.
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253. flhose apostles

We endowed with gifts,

Some above others :

To one of them God spoke ;

'

Others He raised

To degrees (of honour) ;

To Jesus the son of Mary
We gave Clear (Signs),

And strengthened him
With the holy spirit.

If God had so willed.

Succeeding generations

Would not have fought
Among each other, after

Clear (Signs) had come to them.
But they (chose) to wrangle, ;

Some believing and others

Rejecting. If God had so willed.

They would not,have fought

Each other ; but God
Fulfilleth His plan."®’

•

'll

I

C. 52.—Who can describe the nature of God ?

254-283 ) The Living, the Eternal : His Throne

Extends over worlds and worlds

That no imagination can compass.

His truth IS clear as daylight : how

Can compulsion advance religion?

The keys of Lifeiand Death, and the mysteries

Of everything around us, are in His hands

Our duty then is to seek the path

Of goodness, kindness, upright

Conduct and Charity,—to grasp

289 Different gifts and different inodes of procedure are prescribed to God’s Apostles in different

ages, and perhaps their degrees are different though it is not for us mortals, with our iraperfect knowledge,
to make aiVy difference between one and another of God’s Apostles Qii 136) As this winds up the

argument about fighting, three illustrations are given from the past, how it affected God’s Messengers
To Moses God spoke in clouds of glory he led his men for forty years through the wilderness, mainly
fighting against the unbelief of his own people , he organised them to fight with the sword for Palestine,

but was raised to God’s mercy before his enterprise ripened, and it fell to Joshua to carry out his

plan. David, though a mere shepherd boy, was chosen by God He overthrew the greatest warrior of

his time, became a king, and waged successful wars, being also a prophet, a poet, and a musician

Jesus was “ strengthened with the holy spirit ” he was given no weapons to fight, and his mission was
of a more limited charjcecr In Muhammad s mission these and other characters were combined
Gentler than Jesus, he organis,_ Iona vaster scale than Muses, ind from Medina he ruled and gave

laws, and the Qur-in has a vaster scope than the Psalms of David

290. Moses : see note above.

291 There is a twofold sense they were raised to high posts of honour, and they rose by degrees,

1 take the reference to be to David,
4

Cf 11 87 See n 401 to in 62

293 If some power of choice was to be given to man, his selfishness inevitably caused divisions

It must not be supposed that it frustrates God’s Plan Hp came? it out as He will.
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At no advantage from a brother’s need,

To stand by the word that is pledged,

To bear true witness, and remove all cause

Of misimderstandings in our dealings

As'between man*and‘]man.

Section 34.

254. 9 ye who believe

!

Spend out of (the bounties)

We have provided for you,

Before the Day comes
When no bargaining

(Will avail), nor friendship

Nor intercession.

Those who reject Faith—they

Are the wrong-doers.

255. Hod ! There is no god
But He,—the Living,

The Self-subsisting, Eternal.

No slumber can seize Him
. Nor sleep. His are all things

In the heavens and on earth.

Who is there can intercede

In His presence except

As He permitteth ? He knoweth
What (appeareth to His creatures

<1^ ‘<J^9Ut J cifc*

294. Spend, i.e., give away in charity, or employ in good works, but^do not hoard. Good works
would in Islam include everything that advances the good of one that is in need 'whether a neighbour
or a stranger, or that advances the good of the community, or even the good of die person himself
to whom God has given the bounty. But it must be real good and there should be no admixture
of baser motives, such as vainglory, or false indulgence, or encouragement of idleness, or .paying
off one person against another. The bounties include mental and spiritual gifts as well asfwealtb
and material gifts.

295. Cf. ii. 123 and li. 48. -

296. This is the Ayat'uUKursi, the “ Verse of the Throne". Who can translate its glorious mean-
ing, or reproduce the rhythm of its well-chosen and comprehensive words? Even in the original Arabic
the meaning seems to be greater than can be expressed in words.

The attributes of God are so different from anything we know in our present world that we have
to .be content with understanding that the only fit word by which we can name Him is “ He”,—the
pronoun standing for His name. His name—God or Allah—is sometimes misused and applied to other
beings or things; and we must emphatically repudiate any idea or suggestion that there can be any
compeer of God, the one true living God. He lives, but His life is self-subsisting and eternal : it does
not depend upon ocher beings and is not limited to time and space. Perhaps the attribute of QaiyUm
includes not only the idea of “ Self-subsisting ” but also the idea of “ Keeping up and maintaining all

life”. His life being the source and constant support of all derived forms of life. Perfect life is perfect
activity, in contrast to the imperfect life which we see around us, which is not only subject to death
but to the need for rest or slowed'down activity, (something which is between activity and sleep,

for which 1 in common with ocher translators have used the word ” slumber ”) and the need for full

sleep itself. But God has no need for test or sleep. His activity, like His life, is perfect and self-

subsisting. Contrast with this the expression used in Psalms Ixxvlli. 65 : ” Than the Lord awaked as
one out of sUep, and like a mighty man that shoutetb by reason of wine.”
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As) Before or After
Or Behind them.
Nor shall they compass
Aught of His knowledge
Except as He willeth.

His Throne doth extend
Over the heavens
And the earth, and He feeleth

No fatigue in guarding

And preserving them
For He is the Most High,

The Supreme (in glory).

256. 9et there be no compulsion^'^’

In religion : Truth stands out

Clear from Error : whoever
Rejects Evil and believes

In God hath grasped

The most trustworthy

liand-hold, that never breaks,

And God heareth

And knoweth all things.

-fffl

257. God is the Protector

Of thdse who have faith :

297. Aftet we realise that His Life is absolute Life, His Being is absolute Being, while others are
contingent and evanescent, our ideas of heaven and earth vanish like shadows. What is behind that
shadow is He. Such reality as bur heavens and our earth possess is a reflection of His absolute
Reality. The pantheist places the wrong accent when he says that everything is He. The trudi is

better expressed when we say that everything is His. How then can any creatures stand before Him
as of right, and claim to intercede for a fellow'creature ? In the first place both are His, and He
cares as much for one as for the other. In the second place, they are both dependent on His will arid
command. But He in His Wisdom and Flan may grade his creatures and give one superiority ovkr
another. Then by His will and permission such a one may intercede or help according to the laws
and duties laid on him. God's knowledge is absolute, and is not conditioned by Time or Space.
To us, His cteatuies, these conditions always wply. His knowledge and our knowledge ate theiefote
in different categories, and our knowledge only gets some reflection of Reality when it acc^s irlth
Hls .Will and Flan.

298. Throne : Seat, power, knowledge, symbol of authority. In out thoughts we exhaust eveiydiing
when we say " the heavens and the earth ”. Well, then, in everything is the working of God’s power
and will, and authority. Everything of course includes spiritual things as well as things of sense.
C/. Wordsworth's fine outburst in “ Tintem Abbey ” : “ Whose dwelling is the light of slitting suns. Arid
the round ocean and the living air, And in the blue sky, and in the mind of man ; A motion and a

spirit that impels all thinking things, all objects of all thought. And rolls through all things.”

299. A life of activity that is imperfect or relative would not only need rest for carrying on its

own activities, but would be in need of double rest when it has to look after and guard, or diarids,

or help other activities. In contrast with this Is the Absolute Life, which is free from any suchjneed
or contingency. For it is supreme above anything that we can conceive.

300. Compulsion is Incompatible with religion: because (1) religion depends upon faith and
will, and these would be meaningless if induced by force ; (21 Truth and Ettor have been so clearly

shown up by the mercy trf God that there should be no doubt in the minds of any persons of gcxid'

will as to the fundamentals of faith ; (3) God’s protection is continuous, and His Plan is always
to lead us from the depths of darkness into the cleaiest light.

301. Hand'kM : something which the bands can grasp for safety in a moment of
,
danger. It may

be a loop or a handle, or ancht>r. If it is without flaw, so that there is no darker of breaking
our safety is absolutely assured so long as we hold fast to It. Our safety then depends on our own adU
and faith : God’s help and protection will always be unfailing if we hold firmly to Gpd arid ttiist

in Him.
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From the depths of darkness

'He will lead them fotth

Into light. Of those

vC^o reject faith th^ patrons

Are the Evil Ones : from light

They will lead them forth

Info the depths of darkness.

They will be Companions
Of the fire, to dwell therein

{For ever). o \

Section 35.

S58. ^hou not
Turned thy vision to one
Who deputed with Abraham*”®
About his Lord, because

God had granted him
Power ? Abraham said

:

“My Lord is He Who
Givetji life and death.”

He said :
“ I give life and death.”

Said Abraham :
“ But it is God

That causeth the sun

To rise from the East

:

Do thou then cause him
To rise from the West.”
Thus was he confounded
Who (in arrogance) rejected

Faith. Nor doth God
Give guidance

To a people unjust.*”*

259. Or (take) the similitude

Of, one who passed

‘'iif’cnJlvLtiS

302. The three verses 2S8'Z€0 have been the subject of much controversy as to the exact meaning
to be attached to the incidents and the precise penons alluded to, whose names are not mentioned
M. M. A’s learned notes give some indication of the points at issue. In such matters, where the
Qut'Sn has given no names and the Holy Apostle has himself given no indication, it seems to me
uselett to speculate, and still worse to put forward positive opinions In questions of learning,
speculations are, often interesting. But it seems to me that the meaning of the Qur'an is so wide and
universal that we are in danger of missing the real and eternal meaning if we go on disputing about
minor points. All three incidents are such as may happen again and again in any prophet’s life'

time, and be seen in impersonal vision at any time. Here they are connected with Mustafa’s vision

as shown by the opening words of verse 258.

303. The first point illustrated is the pride of power, and the impotence of human power as

against God’s power. The person who disputed with Abraham may have been Nimrod or some
ruler in Babylonia, or indeed elsewhere 1 name Babylonia as it was the original home of Abraham
(Idr of the Chaldees), and Babylon prided herself on her arts and sciences in the ancient world. Science
c|ui do many wonderful things ; it could then it can now. But the mystery of Life baffled science

then^-as lit continues to baffle science now, after many centuries of progress. Abraham had faith,

and referred back everything to the true Cause of Causes. A sceptical ruler might 3cstingly say :
“ I

have the power of life and death.” A man of science might say: "We have investigated the laws of

life add death.” Different kinds of powers lie in the hands of kings and men of knowledge. The
claim in' both cases ie Me in a very limited sense. But Abraham confounded the claimer by going back
tb fundamentals. “ If you had the ultimate power, whv could you not make the sun rise from the
West ?

”



[ S. 11. 259'260;

By) a hamlet, all in rdins
To its roofs. He said

:

“ Oh ! how shall God
Bring it (ever) to life,

After (this) its death ? ” ^

But God caused him
To die for a hundred years,

Then raised him up (again).

He Said :
“ How long

Didst thou tarry
, (thus) ?

”

He said :

“
(Perhaps) a day

Or part of a day.” He said

:

“ Nay, thou hast tarried

Thus a hundted years
;

But look at thy food
And thy drink ; they show
No signs of age ; and look
At thy donkey : and that

We may make of thee
A Sign unto the people.

Look further at the bones,
How We bring them together

And clothe them with flesh !

”

When this was shown clearly

To him, he said :
“ I know

That God hath power
Oyer all things.”

260. Behold ! Abraham said

:

“ My Lord ! Show me how
Thou givest life to the dead.”

He said :
“ Dost thou not

Then believe 1 ” He ^id ;

“ Yea ! but to satisfy

304. This Incident is trferred vahdusly '; (I) to Ezekiel’s visibri of dry bones (Ezekiel, xxxyii. I'lO) ;

(2) to Nehemiah’s visit to Jetusalem in i'uins' after the Ciptlvfty, and to its rebuilding (Nehemiah,
i. IZ'ZO) ; and (3) to ‘Uzair, or Ezra, or Esdras, the scribe, priest," and reformer, wbo was sent by the
Persian King after the Captivity to Jerusalem, and about who®" J^h?re ate many Jewish legends. As
to (1),‘ there are only four words in this verse about bones- .(As., to (2) and (3), there is nothing specific

to connect this verse with eitheri The wording is perfectly, general, and we must understand it as

generaf. I think it does refer not only to ipdiyiduah budip natipnal, death and resurrection.

305. A man is in despair when he aces the deatruction’bf^’a whole people, city, or civilisation. But
God can' cause resurrection,. -as He has done many times in History, and as He will do at the finil

Resurrection. Time is nothing before God. The doubter thinks' that' he has been, dead or "tarried

thus” a day or less when the period has been a century. On the other hand, the foed and drink which
he left behind is intact, and as fresh as it was when he left it. But the donkey is not only dead, but

nothing but bones is left of it. And befotc the man’s eyes, the bones are 'reunited,, clbthed, with flesh

'and blood, and restored to life. Moral: (1) Time is nothin'ff' to God; (2) It affects different things in

different ways ; (3) The keys of life and death are in God’s hands ; (4) Man’s power is nothing ; his

faith should he in God. '
^

306. 'Verse 258, we -saw,, illustrated God’s power bver Life and Death, contrasted with man’s vain
boasts or imaginings. Verse 259 illustrated hOw Time *is immaterial to God’s working ; things, indivi-

duals and nations arc subject to laws of life and death, " which arc under God’s '

'comiflete control,

.however much we may be misled by appearances. ’Now) In ' Verse 200 we are shown the 'power, of
'wisdom and love: if man can tame birds so that they know him- iinJ fly.to him, how ftiuchmora will

God’s creatures obey His call at the Resurrection ?
" ''
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My own understanding.”
*”

He said :
“ Take four birds ;

Tame them to turn to thee ;

Put a portion of them
On every hill, and call to them t

They will come to thee

(Flying) with speed.

Then know that God
Is Exalted in Power, Wise.”

Section 36.

261. UShe parable of those

Who spend their substance

In the way of God is that

Of a grain of corn : it groweth

Seven ears, and each ear

Hath a hundred grains.

God givetfi mantfoid increase

To whom He pleaseth

:

And God careth for all

And He knoweth all things.'

262. Those who spend
Their substance in the cause

Of God, and follow not up
Their gifts with reminders

Of their generosity

Or with injury,—for them
Their reward is with their Lord :

On them shall be no fear.

Nor shall they grieve.

263. Kind words
And the covering of faults

VilSJlw

307. Abraham had complete faith in God’s power, but he wanted, with God’s permission, to give

an explanation of chat faith to his own heart and mind. Where I have translated “satisfy my own
understanding,” the literal translation would be “ satisfy my own heart”.

308. A portion of them : Juz~an. The received Copimentators understand this to mean that the
birds were to be cut up and pieces of them were to be put on the hills. The cutting up or killing is not
mentioned, but they say chat it is implied by an ellipsis, as the question is how God gives life to the
dead. Of the modern Muslim Commentators, M. P. is non-committal, but H. G. S. and M. M. A.
understand that the birds were not killed, but that a “ portion ” here means a unit, single birds were
placed on hills, and they flew to the one who tamed them, This last view 'commends itself to me, as

”

the cutting up of the birds to pieces is nowhere mentioned, unless we understand the word for “ taming
”

in an unusual and almost impossible sense.

309.

A very high standard is set foe charity. (1) It must be in the way of God. (2) It must ex-
pect no reward in this world. (3) It must not be followed by references or reminders to the act of
chartiy. (4) Still less should any annoyance or injury be caused to the recipient, e.g., by boasting
that the giver relieved the person in the hour of need. It,deed, the kindness and the spirit which turns
a blind eye to other people’s faults or short-comings is tl,e essence of charity : these things are better
than chartiy if charity is spoilt by tricks that do harm. At the same time, while no reward is to be
expected, there is abundant reward from God—material, taotal, and spiritual—according to His own
good pleasure and plan. If we spend in the way of God, it Is not as if God was in need of our charity.
On. the contrary our short-comings are so great that we Require His utmost forbearance before any
good that we can do cati merit His praise or reward. Our motives are so mixed that our best may
really .be very poor if judged by a very strict standard.



^re better than charity

fblloi'Wed by injury.

God is Free of all wantSj

Afid He is liiost Forbearing.

107 I S.n. 263.265.

264. 0 ye who believe 1

^attbol tipt your charity

By ifemihders of your geriCTosity

^ by tojury,—like those

who spend their substance

1^0 ;be s^eh of men,
Bdt believe neither

Iji God nOr in the Last Day.
““

They are in Parable like a' hard,

Banen rock, on which
Is a little soil : on it

a bare stone.

They w)ll Be able to do ridthing

With aiight th^y havie earned.

And God guideth not

Those who reject faith.

"JB'i

265. And the likeness of those

Who spend their substance.

Seeking to please God
And to strengthen their souls.

Is as a garden, high

And fertile . heavy rain

Fall? on it but makes it yield

A double increase

Of harvest, and if it receives not

Heavy rain, light moisture

Sufficeth it. God seeth well

Whatever ye do.

310 False charitv “ to be seen of men”, is Teally no charity. It is worse, for it betolcens a disbelief

in G«il‘and the &fter "God seeth well whatever ye Jo" (ii. 265) It is compared to a hard,

barren rock on which by chance has fallen a little soil. Good rain, which renders fertile soil more

fitful, amythl little toil which this rock had, and exposes its nakedsyess. What good can

hypocrites derive even from the little wealth they may have amassed .

311 True charity is like a field with good soil on a high situation. It catches good showers of

rain the moisture penetrates the soil, and yet its elevated situation keeps it well-drained,- and healthy

KrabircSion^in^^^^^^^^^ Output enormously. But supposing even that the rain w not

abSn irratcher daw and makes the most of any Uttle moisture it can get, and tlut w sufficient

fw te & a man of true cloriw is spiritually healthy; he is best situated to attract the bounties of

.oifahlv but circulates freely. In lean times he still produces good

wmks^ilid ut«rnt rhlt?" h": U, » God-sVasure and the strengthening of his

own soul.
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266. Does any of you wish
That he should have a garden

With date-palms and vines

And streams flowing

Underneath, and all kinds

Of fruit, while he is stricken.

With old age, and his children

Are not strong (enough

To look after themselves)—

^

That it should be caught

In a whirlwind,

With fire therein.

And be burnt up ?

Thus doth God make clear

To you (His) Signs ;

That ye may consider.

Section 37.

267. @ ye who believe !

Give of the good things

Which ye have (honourably)

earned,

And of the fruits of the earth

Which We have produced

iil

f14

312. The truly spiritual nature of charity having been explained in thdee parables (ii. 261, 264, 265)

a fourth parable is now added, explaining its bearing on thb whole of our life. Suppose we had a
beautiful garden, well-watered and fertile, with delightful views of screams, and a hgvpn of rest for

mind and body ; suppose old age were creeping in on us, and our children were either too young to

look after themselves or too feeble in health; .how should we feel if a sudden whirlwind came with
lightning or fire in its train, and burnt it- up, thus blasting the whole of our hppes for the present and
for the future, and destroying the result ot all our labour and savings in the past 1 Well, this life of

ours U .a probation. We may work hard, we may save, we may have good luck. We may make
ourselves a goodly pleasance, and have ample means of support for ourselves and our children. A
great whirlwind charged with .lightning' and -fire..,comes and burns up the whole show. We are too old

to begin again : our children are too young or feeble to help iis to repair the mischief. Our chance
is lost, because we did not provide against such a contingency. The whirlwind is the *' wrath to

come ”
; the provision against it is a life of true charity and righteousness, which is the only source of

true and lasting happiness in this world and the next Without it we are subject to all the vicissitudes

of this uncertain life. We may even spoil our so-called.." charity ’’ by insisting on the obligation

which others owe to us or by doing some harm, because our motives are not pure.

313. No* strong (enough) : dhu‘a/d~u: iiterall'y weak, decrepit, infirm, possibly referring to both
health and will or chacacten

314.

According to the English proverb “ Charity covers a rhultitude of sins Such a sentiment
is strongly disapproved in Islam. Charity has value only if (1) something good and valuable is given,

(2) which has been honourably earned or acquired by the giver, or (3) which is produced in nature and
can be referred to as a bounty of God. (1) may include such things as are of use and value to others

though they may be of less use .to us or superfluous to us on account of our having acquired something
more suitable for our station in life ; for example, discarded clothes, or an old horse or a used motor
car ; but if the horse is vicious, or the car engine so far gone that it is dangerous to use, then the

gift is worse than useless ; it is positively harmful, and the giver is g wrong-doer. (2) applied' to

fraudulent company-promoters, who earn great credit by giving away in charity some of their

ill-gotten gains, or to robbers (even if they call themselves by high-sounding names) who “rob Peter

to pay Paul ”. Islam will have nothing to do- with tainted property. Its economic code requires that

every gain should be honest and honourable. Even “charity ” would -not cover or destroy the taint.

(3) lays down a test in cases of a doubtful gain. Can we refer to it as -a gift of God 1 . Obviously the

produce of honest labour or agriculture can bss so referred to. In modern commerce and speculation

there is much of quite the contrary character, and charity will not cover the taint. Some kind of art,

skill, or talent are God-given : it is the highest kind of charity to teach them or share their product.

Others are the contrary : they are bad or tainted. In the same way some professions or services may
be tainted, if these tend to moral harm.
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For you, and do not even aim
At getting anything

Which is bad, in order that

Out of it ye may give away
Something, when ye yourselves

Would not receive it

Except with closed eyes.

And know that God
Is Free of all wants,

And Worthy of all praise.

268. The Evil One threatens

You with poverty

And bids you to conduct

Unseemly. God promiseth

You His forgiveness

And bounties.

X Aiad-GodwCareth. fo'--a! I

Arid He knoweth ail things.

269. He granteth wisdom
To whom He pleaseth

;

And he to whom wisdom
Is granted receiveth

Indeed a benefit overflowing ;

But none will grasp the Message
But men of understanding.

270. And whatever ye spend
In charity or devotion.

Be sure God knows it all.

But the wrong-doers

Have no helpers.

t>i54r 61 1^1j

315. The preceding note tries to indicate some of the th. , . , i_ j •
. -i v u

not even think of acquiring them for ourselves, soothing which are or tainted. We shcmld

practise charity out of them. conscience by the salve that, we shall

316. Closeil eyes imply disgust or connivance because of

acknowledge.

317. To dedicate tainted things to God is a dishonour
and Who is worthy of all honour and praise.

some feature which we would not' openly

to God, Who Is Independent of all wants

318. Good and evil draw us opposite ways and by , , ,

well marked out in charity. When we think of doing at

are assailed with doubts and feat of impoverishment ; bifj"! act of kindness or charity, wc

ness, greed, or even to extravagant expenditure for show, oi**
EvU sumotts any tendency to selfish-

On the other hand. God draws us on to all that is kind an., “l^fd^g^nce, or unseei^y appetitea

of our sins, and greater real prosperity and satisfaction,
^ forgivenew

any one. It is false generosity that is sometimes shown as rJ I, VI'" 'n'""*
motives and cares for all, and has everything in His power, As God knows all our

ivill choose. But wisdom, is rare, and it Is only wisdom -tJ®
distinguish it from the false appearance of welUbelng. •

ĉan appreciate true wellbeing ancj
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271.

If ye disclose (acts

Of) charity, even so

It is well,

But if ye conceal them,
And make them reach

Those (really) in need,

That is best for you

;

It will remove from you
Some of your (stains

Of) evil. And God
Is well acquainted

With what ye do.

272.

It is not required

Of thee (O Apostle),

To set them on the right path,

But God sets on the right
,
path

Whom He pleaseth.

Whatever of good ye give

Benefits your own souls,

And ye shall only do so

Seeking the “ Face ”

Of God. Whatever good
Ye give, shall be
Rendered back to you,
And ye shall not
Be d^t with unjustly.

273.

(Charity is) for those

In need, who, in God’s cause,
““

Are restricted (from travel),

And cannot move about

> /.''I

319. It IS better to seek' no publicity in charity. But if it is known there is no harm. If it is for
^bkc ^eposes, it must necessarily be known, and a pedantic show of concealment may itself be a
**““ T"®

. 1
lies in motives of ostentation. We can better reach the really deserving

poor by quietly seeking for them. The spiritual benebt enures to our own souls, provided our motives
are pure, and we are really seeking the good pleasure of God.

320. In wiinection with charity this means that we must relieve those reall'y in need, whether they
arc good ot bad, on the right path or not, Muslims or otherwise. It is not for u^ to judge in these
matters. God will give light according to His wisdom. Incidentally it adds a further meaning to
the command. Let there be no compulsion in religion ” (ii. 256). For compulsion may not only te 1^

r
econointc necessity. In matters of religion we must not even compel by a bribe of charity.

1 he chief motive in chari^ should be God’s pleasure and our own spiritual good. This was addressed
in the first instance to Mustafa in Medina, but it is of universal application.

321. See note to ii. 112. Wajh means, literally, face, countenance ; hence, favour, glory. Self, Presence.

.
Indireriminate acts of so-called charity are condemned as they may do more harm than good

tsee li. iOil- The real beneficiaries of charity are here indicated. They must be in want. And the'
want must be due to some honourable cause. For example, they may be doing some unpaid service
such as teaching, or acquiring knowledge or skill, or be in exile for their faith, or in other ways be
pevented trom seeking employment or doing strenuous work. “ God’s cause ” must not be narrowly
mterpreted. All sincere and real service to humanity comes within the definition, as well as actual
deyotmn to religion or to the righteous Imam. Such men do not beg from door to door. It is the
duty of those who are well-to-do, or of the Public Purse, to find them out.



j,5 In the land, seeking

(For trade or work) •

The ignorant man thinks,

Because of their modesty,
That they are free from want.
Thou shalt know them
By their (unfailing) mark ;

They beg not importtinately

From all and sundry.

And whatever of good
Ye give, be assured

God knoweth it well.

Sectiok 38.

274. Uhose who (in charity)

Spend of their goods
By night and by day,

In secret and in public,

Have their reward
With their Lord

:

On them shall be no fear,

Hor shall they grieve.

275. Those who devour usury

Will not stand except

As stands one whom
The Evil One by his touch

Hath driven to madness.
That is because they say

:

“ Trade is like usury,”
““

But God hath permitted trade

111
I S.n. 273-275.1;

6i*^ jS 6^^ cajlt'''*®

321. We recapitulate the beauty of charity (i.e., unseiSsh giving of one’a self or one’s goods)

befote we come to its opposite, i-e., the selfish grasping greed of usury against those in need or

distress. Charity instead of impoverishing you will enrich you: you will have more happiness and
leas feari. Contrast it with what follows,—the degradation of the grasping usurer.

324.

' Usury is condemned and prohibited in the strongest possible terms. There can be no
question about the prohibition. When we come to the definition of Usury there is room for difference

of opinion. Hadhrat ‘Umar,’ according to Ibn Kathit, felt some difficulty in the matter, as the Apostle
left this world before the details of the question were settled. This was one of the three questions

on which he wished he had had more light from the Apostle, the other two being Khllafat and Kalalat

(see Iv. 12. n. 518). Our ‘UlamS, ancient and modern, have worked out a greafoody of literature

on Usury, based mainly on economic conditions as they existed at the rise of Islam. 1 agree with

them on the main principles, but respectfully differ from them on the definition of Usury. As rhis

subject is highly controversial, I shall discuss it, not in this Commentary but on a suitable occasion

elsewhere. The definition I would accept would be ; undue profit made, not in the way of legitimate

t^e, out of loans of gold and silver, and necessary articles of food, such as wheat, barley, daces, and
salt (according to the list mentioned by the Holy Apostle himself). My definition would include

profiteering of all kinds, but exclude economic credit, the creature of modern banking and finance.

325. An apt simile : whereas legitimate trade or industry increases the prosperity and stability

of men and nations, a dependence on Usury would merely encourage a race of idlers, cruel blood-

suckers, and worthless fellows who do not know their oWn good and are therefore akin to madmen.

326. The sharp opposition between legitimate trade and usury supports my definition in the last

note but one. Bai' (literary, &le or Barter) is also used mote generally for trade and commerce, and
various kinds of transactions.
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112

And forbidden usury.
[

Those who after receiving !

Direction from their Lord,
|

Desist, shall be pardoned
j

For the past ;
their case

j

Is for God (to judge) ;

But those who repeat

(The offence) are Companions
Of the Fire ; they will

Abide therein (for ever).

276 . God will deprive
' Usury of all blessing,

But will give increase

For .deeds of charity

:

For He loveth not

Creatures ungrateful

And wicked.

177 . Those who believe,

And do deeds of righteousness,

And establish regular prayers

And regular charity.

Will have their reward
With their Lord : •

,

On them shall be no feat,

Hair shall they grieve.

j 15^1 (ii-K i

278. @ ye who believe 1

Fear God, and give up
What remains of your demand
For usury, if ye are

Indeed believers.

279. If ye do it not,

Take notice of War
From God and His Apostle :

But if ye turn back.

Ye shall have
Your capital sums

:

Deal not unjustly,

And ye shall riot

Be dealt with unjustly.

1

327. The contrast between charity and unlawful grasping of wealth began at it. 274, where this

phrase occurs as a theme. Here the theme finishes with the same phrase. The following, four verses
refer to further concessions on behalf of debtors, as creditors are asked to (a) give up even claims
arising out of the past on account of usury, and (fr) to give tunc for payment of capital if necessary,
or (c).ca wtite off the debt altogether as an act of charity.

328. This is not wm for opinions, but an ultimauim .of war for the liberation of debtors unjustly
dealt with and oppressed.



280.

If the debtor is

In a diiBculty,

Grant him time
Till it is easy

For him to repay.

But if ye remit it

By way of charity,

That is best for you
If ye only knew.

281. Add fear the Day
When ye shall be
Brought back to God.
Th^n shall every soul

Be p^d what it earned,

Ana none shall be
Deldt with unjustly.

Section 39.

282. @ ye who believe !

When ye deal with each other,

In transactions involving

Future obligations

In a fixed period of timej

Reduce them to writing.®**®

Let a scribe write down
Faithfully as between
The parties : let not the scribe

Refuse to write : as God
Has taught him,
So let him write.

Let him who incurs

The liability dictate.

But let him fear

His Lord God,
And not diminish

Aught of what he owes.

If the patty liable

Is mentally deficient.

113 is. II. 280'282.

^ lijJ

*1? SI' '

329. The first part of the verse deals with transactions involving future payment or future consider'
atlon, and the second part with transactions in which payment and delivery are made on the spot.

Examples of the former are if goods are bought now and payment is promised at a fixed time and place
in the future, or if cash is paid now and delivery is contracted for at a fixed time and place in the
future. In such cases a written document is recommended, but it is held that the words later on in
this verse, that it is “ juster . . . more suitable as evidence, and more convenient to prevent doubts",
etc., imply that it is not obligatory in law- Examples of the latter kind—cash payment and delivery

on the spot—require no evidence in writing, but apparently oral witnesses to such transactions ate

recommended.

330. The scribe in such matters assumes a fiduciary capacity : he should therefore remember to act
as in the presence of God, with full justice to both parties. The art of writing he should look upon
as a gift from God, and he should use it as in His service. In an illiterate population the scribe’s

position is still more responsible.
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Or weak, or unable

Himself to dictate,

Let his guardian

Dictate faithfully.

And get two witnesses,

Out of your own men,
And if there are not two men,
Then a man and two women,
Such as ye choose,

For witnesses.

So that if one of them errs.

The other can remind her.

The witnesses

Should not refuse

When they are called on
(For evidence).

Disdain not to reduce

To writing (your contract)

For a future period,

Wnbiether it be small

Or big : it is juster

In the sight God,
More suitable as evidence.

And more convenient

To prevent doubts
Among yourselves ,

But if it be a transaction

Which ye carry out
On the spot among yourselves,

There is no blame on you
If ye reduce it not
To writing.

But take witnesses

Whenever ye make
A commercial contract

;

And let neither scribe

Nor witness suffer harm.
If ye do (such harm),

It would be wickedness
In you. So fear God ;

For it is God
That teaches you.
And God is well acquainted

With all things.

331. Possibly the peison “ mentally deficient, oi weak, ot unable to dictate”, may also be
incapable of making a valid contract, and the whole duty would be on his guardian, who again

must act in perfect good faith, not only protecting but vigilantly promoting the interests of his ward.
332. It is desirable that the men (or women) who ate chosen as witness should be from the

circle to which the parties belong, as they would best be able to understand the transaction, and
be most easily available if their evidence is required in future.

333. Commercial momlity is here taught on the highest plane and yet in the most practical

manner, both as regards the bargains to -be made, the evidence to be provided, the doubts to be
avoided, and the duties and rights of scribes and witnesses. Probity even in worldly matters is to

be, not a mere matter of convenience or policy, but a matter of conscience and religious duty. Even
out every'day transactions ate to be carried out as in the presence of God.
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283. If ye ate on a journey.

And cannot £nd
A scribe, a pledge

With possession (may serve

The purpose) ^
And if one of you
Deposits a thing

On trust with another,

Let the trustee

(Faithfully) discharge

His trust, and let him
Fear his Lord.

Conceal not evidence

;

For whoever conceals it,

—

His heart is tainted

With sin. And God
Knoweth all that ye do.

[S. ii. 283-284.

lr'«S

C. 53.—Our honesty arid upright conduct

(u. 284-286.) Are not mere matters of policy

Or convenience : all our life in this world

Must be lived as in the presence of God.

The finest example of Faith we have

In the Apostle’s life : full of faith,

Let usTender willing obedience

To God’s Will. Our responsibility,

Though great, is not a burden

Greater than we can bear : let us

Pray for God’s*assistance, and He will help.

Section 40.

284. Ho God belongeth all

That is in the heavens

And on earth. Whether
Ye show what is in your-^^inds

,
Or conceal it, God
Calleth you to account for it.

.

,

convenient fona
written agreement334. A pledge or security stands on its own Independent footing, though It is a very

of closing the bargain where the parties cannot trust each other, and cannot get a w
with proper witnesses.

335. The law of Deposit implies great trust in the Depositaw on the part of the Depi^tOT. The

DepMiMry Leomes a trustee, an5 the doctrine of Trust ““ ^e further developed on

trustee’9
,
3uty is to guard the interests of the person on whose behalf ™

‘'IS'

back the property and accounts when required according to the terms of ty g

linked to the sanction of Religion, which requites a higher standard than Law.

336 It sometimes happens that if some inconvenient piece of evidence is desttoyed w concealed, we

gain a great advantage turtetlally. We are warned not to yield to such a temptation. The concralment

?f evfdenc?lS3usTffect on our own mr^l and spiritual life, for rt

life, as typified by the heart. The heart is alsq the seat of wr A
teach our most secret being, though the sin may not be visible or^n to the world. Further, the heart

is the seat of our affections, and false dealing taints all out anectuNU*
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He forgiveth whom He pleaseth,

And punisheth whom He pleaseth.

For God hath power
Over all things.

I ^

285. The Apostle believeth

|n what hath been revealed

To him from his Lord,

As do the men of faith.

Each one (of them) believeth

In God, His angels,
I

His books, and His apostles.

“We make no distinction (they say)
'

Between one and another

Of His apostles. ” And they say :

“ We hear, and we obey :

(We seek) Thy forgiveness,®”®

Our Lord, and to Thee
Is the end of all journeys.”

286. On no soul doth God
Place a burden greater

j

Than it can bear.

It gets every good that it earns,

And it suffers every ill that it earns.

(Pray :)
“ Our Lord !

Condemn us not
If we forget or fall

Into error ; our Lord

!

Lay not on us a burden
Like that which Thou
Didst lay on those before us ;

337. This Sura started with the question cf Faith Qi.^3‘4X showed us various aspects of Faith and
the denial of Faith, gave us ordinances for the new Feeble of Islam- as a community, and now rounds
off the argument arain with a confession of Faith and of its practical manifestation in conduct. (“we
heat and we obey and closes on a note of humility, so that we may confess our sins, ask for
forgiveness, and pray for God’s help and guidance.

338. Cf. ii. 136 and ii. 253, n. 289. It is not for us to make any distinction between one and another of
God’s apostles: we must honour, them all equally, though we know that God in His wisdom sent them
with different kinds of mission and gave them different degrees of rank.

339. When our faith and conduct are sincere, we realise how far from perfection we are, and we
humbly pray to God for the forgiveness of our sins. We feel that God imposes no burden on us that we
cannot bear, and with this realisation in our hearts and in the confession of our lips, we go to Him and
ask for His help and guidance.

340. Cf. ii. 233. In that verse the burden was in terms of material wealth ; here it is in terms of
spiritual duty. Assured by God that He will accept from each soul just such duty as it has the ability

to offer, we pray further on for the fulfilment of that promise.

341. We must not be arrogant, and think that because God has granted us His favour and mercy
we have no need to exert ourselves, or that we are ourselves superior to those before us. On the
contrary, knowing how much they failed, we pray that our burdens should be lightened, and we
confess our realisation that we have all the greater need for God’s mercy and forgiveness.

And so we end the whole argument of the Sura with a prayer for God’s help, not in out own selfish

ends, but in our resolve to uphold God’s Truth against all Unbelief.
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Our Lord ! lay not on us

A burden greater than we
Have strength to bear.

Blot out our sins,

And grant us forgiveness,

Have mercy on us.

Thou art our Protector

;

Help us against those

^;^o stand against Faith.”

[ S. ii. 23&
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APPENDIX I.

The Abbreviated Letters (Ai-Muqatta'dt)

Certain Saras have certain initials prefixed to them, which are. called ths

“ Abbrevhted Letters.” A number of conjectures have been made as to their meaning.

Opinions are divided as to. the exact meaning of each particular letter or combination

of letters, but it is agreed that they have a mystic meaning.

Mystic meaning, not intelligible at first sight, is not inconsistent with the

character of the Qur'Sn as a “ plain book The book of nature is also a plain book,

but how few can fully understand it? Every one can get out of the Qur'an phun guidance

for his life according to his capacity for spiritual understanding. As his capacity grows,

so will his understanding grow. The whole Book is a Record for all time. It must

necessarily contain truths that only gradually unfold themselves to humanity. Even

parables and tales of mystic meaning employ symbolism. The plain man may find the

symbolism helpful, as a soldier finds his National Flag helpful. But what proportion of

British soldiers or citizens understands the full symbolism of the British Union jack ?

This is not a mystery of the same class as “ mysteries” by which we are asked

to believe against the dictates of reason. If we are asked to believe that one is three

and three is one, we can give no intelligible meaning to the words. If we are asked to

believe that certain initials have a meaning which will be understood in the fullness of

time or of spiritual development, we are asked to draw upon Faith, but we are not asked

to do any violence to our reason.

I shall try to discuss some of the probable meanings of any particular abbrevi-

ated letter or set of abbreviated letters on the first occasion on which it appears in the

Qur-Sn. But it may be desirable here to take a general view of the facts of their occur-

rence to help us in appreciating the various views which are held about them.

There are 29 letters in the Arabic alphabet (counting hamza and alif as two

letters), and there are 29 Saras which have abbreviated letters prefixed to them. One of

these Saras (S. xlii.) has two sets of abbreviated letters, but we need not count this Sara

twice. If we take the half of the alphabet, omitting the fraction, we get 14, and this is

the number of letters which actually occur in the Mu4ap:a‘ar.

The 14 letters, which occur in various combinations, are~

A (jp
I

</ J c
^ t J

O O (j^
%

The science of phonetics tells us that our vocal sounds arise from the expulsion

of the air from the lungs, and the sounds are determined by the way in which the

breath passes through the various organs of speech, e.g., the throat (guttural), or the

various positions of the tongue to the middle or front of the palate or to the teeth, or

the play of the lips. Everyone of these kinds of sounds is represented in these letters.

Let us now examine the combinations.
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Three of these letters occur alone, prefixed each to only one Sara. The letters

and Saras are r—

S. xxxviii. ^
S.L 3

S. IxvliL O

The combinations of two letters occur in ten Saras as shown below. Three of

them occur only once each, but the fourth ( ) occurs in seven consecutive Saras.

S. XX. '4j;

S. xxvli. (j^

S. xxxvi.

S. xl.

S. xli.

S. xlii.

S. xilii.

S. xliv.

S. xlv.

S. x\vi.

Note that S. xlii. has a double combination of abbreviated letters, one of two,

followed by one of three. See under combinations of five,

'
' There are three combinations of three letters each, occurring as foHows itt, 13

Soraf :

—

S. U.

&iii.

S. xxix.

S. XXX.

S. xxxi.

S. xxxii.

S. X.

S. xi.

S. xii.

S, XIV.

S. XV.

S. xxvi.

S. xxviii.

1
5
-

I

}

P

Combinations of four letters occur twice, each only once

S. vii. 0«3t

g
‘Note that the three pieceding and the two

following Suraa have the triple letters JJj
•

Finally there remain the combinations of five letters, each of which occurs once

only, as follows :

—

S. xix.

S. xlii.
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In S. xHi. the „Zi- and are put in separate verses. From that point

of view they may be considered two separate combinations. The first combination has

already been listed under the group of two-letter combinations.

This arithmetical analysis brings certain facts into prominence. I do not know
how far they have a bearing on the inner meaning of the Muciatta’dt.

The combinations of abbreviated letters that run in a series in consecutive

SOras is noticeable. For example, occurs in seven consecutive SQras from xl. to

xlvi. The combination occurs in six consecutive Suras, x. to xv., but in one of

them (S. xiii.) it is modified to JiJTl , connecting it with the jJl series. The ^ series

covers 6 Suras. It begins with S. ii. and S. iii., which are practically the beginning of

the Qur-an, and ends with the four consecutive Suras, xxix. to xxxii. I call S. ii. and

S. iii. practically the beginning of the Qur-an, because S. i. is considered a general intro-

duction to the Qur-an, and the first Sipara is commonly known as .X31 ,
the first verse

of S. ii. The combination is prefixed to S. xxvi. and S. xxviii., but the intervening

S. xxvii. has the combination • which may be considered a syncopated form, or

the three-letter combination XXH may be considered an extended form of ^Ji
.

Again the question arises ; Does the T in , and xai , stand for the

same signification, or does it mean a different thing in each case ? We may generalise

and say that there arc three series of six, and one series of three, and the others occur
all singly.

We should logically look for a common factor in the SQras bearing the
same initials, and this factor should be different for Suras bearing other initials. In all

cases where the abbreviated letters occur, there is some mention of the Qur-3n or
the Book. The Itqdn makes an exception in the case of three Suras, 'Ankabat (S. xxix.)

,

Rum (S. XXX.), and Nan (S. Ixviii.). But a close perusal will show that these SQras are

no exceptions. In xxix. 27 we have a reference to the Book remaining in the family of
Abraham, and later on we have a whole Section, (RukQ* No. 5), devoted to the Book,
with special reference to the continuity of revelation in the previous Books and the
Qur-an (xxix. 45-51). In xxx. 58 there is express mention of the Qur-an, and the whole
argument of the Sara leads up to the intimate relation between God’s “ Signs ” in
nature (xxx. 20-27) and His revelation in the Qur-an. In S. Ixviii. the very mst verse

begins the theme with the Fen as the instrument of writing, exhorts Mu^^afa to stand
forth boldly to proclaim the Message, and ends (Ixviii. 52) with the declaration that it is

a Message for all the worlds.

These are general considerations, which I have thought it most convenient to

present in the form of an Appendix.
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[ Intro, to S. m.

INTRODUCTION TO SORA III {M-i-'lmrdn).

This Snra is cognate to SOIra II, but the matter is here- treated from a different
point of view. The references to Badr (Ramadhgn, H. 2) and Uhud (Shawwal, H. 3)
give a clue to the dates of those passages.

Sara II, it takes a general view of the religious history of mankind, with
special reference to the People of the Book, proceeds to explain the birth of the new-
People of Islam and their ordinances, insists on the need of struggle and fighting in the
cause of Truth, and exhorts those who have been blessed with Islam to remain constant
in Faith, pray for guidance, and maintain their spiritual hope for the Future.

The new points of view developed are : (1) The emphasis is here laid on the
duty of the Christians to accept the new light

; the Christians are here specially appealed
to, as the Jews were specially appealed to in the last Sara ; (2) the lessons of the battles

of Badt and Uhud are set out for the Muslim community ; and (3) the responsibilities of
that community are insisted on both internally and in their relations to those outside.

Summai^.—God having revealed His Book, confirming previous revelations, we
must accept it in all reverence, try to understand its meaning, and reject the base motives
which make Truth unacceptable to those who reject Faith, (iii. 1-20, and C. 54.)

The People of the Book had only a portion of the Book, and if they reject the
complete Book, the People of Faith must part company with them, and their day is done,
(iii. 21-30 and C. 55.)

The story of the family of ‘Imran (the father of Moses) leads us from the
Mosaic Dispensation to the miracles connected with the birth of Jesus and his ministry,
(iii. 31-63, and C. 56.)

God's revelation being continuous, all people ate invited to accept its comple-
tion in Islam, and controversies are deprecated. The Muslims are asked to hold together

in union and harmony, and are promised security from harm from their enemies, and
enjoined to seek friendship among their own people, (iii. 64-120, and C. 57.)

The battle of Badr showed how God helps and upholds the virtuous, and how
patience, perseverance, and discipline find their reward ; on the other hand, the lessons

of Uhud must be learnt, not in despair, but in the exercise of the higher virtues and in

contempt of pain and death, (iii. 121-148, and C. 58.)

The misfortunes at Uhud are shown to be due to the indiscipline of some, the

indecision and selfishness of others, and cowardice on the part of the Hypocrites, but no
enemy can hurt God’s Cause, (iii. 149-180, and C. 59.)

The taunts of the enemy should be disregarded, and sincere prayer oflFered to

God, Who would grant His servants success and prosperity, (iii. 181-200, and C. 60.)

C. 54.—The Qur-an revelation has, step by step,

(Hi. 1-20.) Confirmed the Law of Moses and the Gospel

Of Jesus. It is a guide from God,
And appeals to reason and understanding.

Let us understand it rightly, in reverence

And truth, unswayed by those who reject

Faith, and seeking ever the reward

Of the pleasure of God, through firmness,

Patience, discipline, and charity, and offering others

The light which we have ourselves received.
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Sara III.

Ai-f- ‘Imran, or The Family of ‘Imran.

In the name of God, Most Gracious,

Most Merciful.

34a

2

.

iod! There is no god

But He,—the Living,

The Self-Subsisting, Eternal.
^

3. It is He Who sent down
To thee (step by step),

In truth, the Book,

Confirming what went before it

;

And He sent down the Law
(Of Moses) and the Gospel

(Of Jesus) before this,

As a guide to mankind.
And He sent down the Criterion

^
(Of judgment between right and

wrong).

4 . Then those who reject

Faith in the Signs of God
Win suffer the severest

Penalty, and God
Is Exalted in Might,

Lord of Retribution.

5.

From God, verily

Nothing is hidden

On earth or in the heavens.

6.

He it is Who shapes you
In the wombs as He pleases.

342 . See note to ii- 1.

343. C/.ii.255.

344 . In some editions the break between verses 3 and 4 occurs here in the middle of the sentence,

bat in the edition of Ifdfis ,UUiman, followed by the Egyptian Concordance Patfyur-Rahmdn, the break

occurs at the word Furman. In verse-diviaions out classicists have mainly followed rhythm. As the

word Purqdn from this point of view is parallel to the word Jutiqdm, which ends the next verse, 1

have accepted the verse-division at Purqdn as more in consonance with Quranic rhythm. It makes

no real difference to the numbering of the verses, as there is only a question of whether one line should

go into verse 3 or verse 4.

From this poJnt onwards in this Sura, M. M. A., followed by H. G. S., numbers the verses so that

there is a deficiency of one compared with the accepted numbering in the most approved Texts, which

I have followed, including that of the Egyptian Royal Edition and that of our Aniuman-irHimByat-l'

Islam.

345. CfstertOK : Furqdn : for meaning see iL 53, n. 68.

346. Who can penetrate the mystery of life when a new life i* just being born, except God ? The
reference to the mystery of birth prepares us for the mystery of the birth of Jesus mentioned in iii. 41

and the following verses.



There is no god but He,
The Exalted in Might,
The Wise.

7. 8^ it is Who has sent down
' To thee the Book :

In it are verses

Basic or fundamental
(Of established meaning)

;

They are the foundation

Of the Book : others

Are allegorical. But those

Inwhose hearts is perversity follow

,
The part thereof that is allegorical,

Seeking discord, and searching

For its hidden meanings.

But no one knows
Its hidden meanings except God.
And those who are firmly grounded
In knowledge say :

“ We believe

In the Book ; the whole of it

Is from our Lord :
” and none

Will grasp the Message
Except men of understanding.

8. “ Our Lord I ” (they say),

“ Let not our hearts deviate

Now after Thou hast guided us,

But grant us mercy
From Thine own Presence;

For Thou art the Grantor

Of bounties without measure.

123
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347. This passage gives us aa important clue to the ihtecpietation of the Holy Qur'an. Broadly
speaking, it may be divided into two portions, not given separately, but intermingled ; tna. Cl) the
nudeus or foundation of the Book, literally " the mother of the Book ”, and the part which Is

figurative, metaphorical, or allegorical. It is very fascinating to take up the lattes, and exerdse our
ingenuity about its inner meaning, but it refers to such profound spiritual matters that human
language is inadequate to it, and though people of wisdom may get some light from it, no one should
be dogmatic, as the final meaning is known to God alone, llie Commentators usually undeistand
the verses “ of established ' meaning ” CmuUam) to refer to the categorical orders of the Shartat (or the
Law), which are plain to eve^one’s understanding. But perhaps the meaning is wider ; the “ mother
of the Book ” must include the very foundation on which all Law rests, the essence of God’s Message,

as distinguished from the various illustrative parables, allegories, and ordinances.

If we refer to xi. I and xxxix. 23, we shall find chat in a sense the whole of the Qur-an has both
“ established meaning ” and allegorical meaning The division is not between the verses, but between
ihe meaning to be attached to them. Each verse is but a Sign or Symbol : what it represents la

something immediately applicable, and something eternal and independent of time and space,—the
“ Forms Ideas ” in Flato> Philosophy. The wise man will undeistand that there is an “ essence ”

and an illustrative clothing given to the essence, throughout the Book. We must try to understand
It as best we can, but not waste out energies in disputing about matters beyond our depth

348. One reading, rejected by the majority of Commentators, but accepted by Mujahid and others,

would not make a break at the point here marked Waqfa Lazim, but would run the two sentences
together. In that case the construction would run : " No one knows its hidden meanings except God
and those who ate firm in knowledge. They say ”, etc.
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1

9., “ Our Lord ! Thou art He
That will gather mankind
Together against a Day about which
There is no doubt ; for God
Never fails’in His promise.”

Section 2.

10. Hhose who reject Faith,

—

Neither their possessions

Nor their (numerous) progeny
Will avail them aught

Against God : they are themselves

But fuel for the Fire.

j

11. (Their plight will be)
1

No better than that ^
*

Of the people of Pharaoh,
|

And their predecessors : 1

They denied Our Sighs,
|

And God called them to account
For their sins.

For God is strict

In punishment.
t.

12. Say to those who reject Faith :

“ Soon will ye be vanquished
And gathered together

To Hell,—an evil bed
Indeed (to lie on)

!

l3. “ There has already been
For you a Sign

• 349. This is the prayer of those who are firmly grounded in knowledge. The more they know,
the more they realise how little they know of all the depths of Truth in the spiritual world. But
they have Faith. The glimpses they get of Truth they wish to hold fast in their hearts, and they pray

to God to preserve them from deviating even from what light they have got. They are sure of their

eventual return to God, when all doubts will be solved.

350. From the beginning of the world, sin, oppression, arrogance, and want of Faith have gone
together. The Pharaoh of the time of Moses relied upon his power, his territory, his armies, and his

resources to mock at Moses the man of God and to oppress the people of Moses. God saved the

Israelites and punished their oppressors through many plagues and calamities.

351. As Moses warned the Egyptians, so the warning is here sounded to the Fagan Arabs, the

Jews and the Christians, and all who resisted Faith, that their resistance would be in vain. Already
the battle of Badr (referred to in the next verse) had been a warning how Faith must conquer witl

the help of God. The next few decades saw the Byzantine and the Persian Empires overthrown
because of their arrogance and their resistance to the Law of God.
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In the two^rmies
That met (in combat)

:

One was fighting in the Cause
Of God, the other
Resisting God ; these saw
With their own eyes

Twice their number.
But God doth support
With His aid whom He pleaseth.

In this is a warning
For such as have eyes to see.”

14. Sair in the eyes of men
Is the love of things they covet : ®"j

Women and sons

;

Heaped'Up hoards
Of gold and silver

; horses
Branded (for blood and excellence)

;|

And (wealth of) cattle

And well'tilled land.

Such are the possessions

Of this world’s life
;

But in nearness to God
Is the best of the goals

(To return to).

15. Say ; Shall I give you
Glad tidings of things

Far better than those ?

For the righteous are Gardens

rs.^in.l3.15L

dJi (XU
I

-\0

352. This refers to the battle of Badt in Ramadhan in the second year of the Hijra. The little

exiled community of Meccan Muslims, with their friends in Medina, had organised themselves into
a God'fearlng community, but were constantly in danger of being attacked by their Pagan enemies of
Mecca, in alliance with some of the disaffected elements Gews .ind Hypocrites) in or near Medina
itself. The design of the Meccans was to gather all the resources they could, and- with an ovet'

whelming force, to crush and annihilate Muhammad and his party. To this end Abj Sufyan was
leading a richlydaden caravan from Syria to Mecca. He called for -armed aid from Mecca. The
battle was fought in the plain of Badr, about 50 miles south-west of Medina- The Muslim force

consisted of only about 3 13 men, mostly unarmed, but they were led by Muhammad, and they were
fighting' for their Faith. The Meccan army, well-armed and well-equipped, numbered over ^thousand
and had among its leaders some of the most experienced warriors of Arabia, including Abu Jahl, the

inveterate foe and persecutor of Islam. Against all odds the Muslims won a brilliant victory, and
many of the enemy leaders, including Abu Jahl, were killed.

353. It was impossible, without the miraculous aid of God, for such a small and ill-equipped force

as was the Muslim band, to defeat the large and well-found force of the enemy. But their firmness,

zeal, and discipline won them divine aid. Enemy prisoners stated that the enemy ranks saw the

Muslim force to be many times larger than it was.

354. The pleasures of this world are first enumerated : women for love ; sons for strength and
pride ; hoarded riches, which procure all luxuries ; the best and finest ^digree horses

;
^ttle, the

measure of wealth in the ancient world, as well as the means and symbols of good farming in the

inodetn world ; and broad acres of well-tilled land. By analogy, we may include, for our mecnaiuscd

age, inachines of all kinds,—tractors, motor-cars, aeroplanes, the best internal-combustion engines,

etc, etc. In "heaped-up hoards of gold and silver,” the Arabic word translated hoardr is q<t$tdnr

plural of qintatt which literally means a Talent of 1,2(X) ounces of gold. That quanrity of pure gold

would coin into 5,097 sterling gold sovereigns, each containing 123.274 grains of gold 22 carats fine

These at present prices (say, Rs. 20 to the sovereign) womd be worth inorc^than a lakh of rupees.

Heaped hoards of qaT\dt\r would therefore be boundless wealth as wish can claim .
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In nearness to their Lord,

With rivers flowing beneath

;

Therein is their eternal home

;

With Companions pure (and

holy) j

An4 the good pleasure of God.

For in God’s sight

Are (all) His servants,

—

16. (Namely), those who say :

“ Our Lord ! we have indeed

Believed : forgive us, then.

Our sins, and save us

From the agony of the Fire ;

”

—

17. Those who show patience,

Firmness and self-control

;

Who are true (in word and deed)

;

Who worship devoutly ;

Who spend (in the way of God)

;

And who pray for forgiveness

In the early hours of the morning.

18.

There is no god but He :

That is the witness of God,
His angels, and those endued
With knowledge, standing firm

On justice. There is no god but He,

The Exalted in Power,
j

The Wise.

19.

The Religion before God
Is Islam (submission to His Will)

Not did the People of the Book
Dissent therefrom except

Osiixi'lUj

355. Cf. 11 25 and n. 44.

356. Sabr (Sabirin) includes many shades of meaning : I have specified three here, vie., patience,

6imness, and self-control. See ii. 45 and ii. 153 and notes thereon.

357. True servants of God are described in iii. 16 and 17. They have faith, humility, and hope
(iii. 16) ; and they have certain virtues (iii. 17} viz., (1> patience, steadfastness, self-restraint, and all that

goes under the full definition of &br; this shows a certain attitude of mind ; (2) in all their dealings

they are true and sincere as they are also in their promises and words ; this marks them out in social

conduct : (3) further, their spiritual worship is earnest and deep, an inner counterpart of then
outward conduct ; (4) their worship of God shows itself in their love of their fellow-men, for they arc

ready arid liberal in charity ; and (5) their self-discipline is so great that the first thing they do every

morning is humbly to approach their God.

358. God Himself speaks to us through His revelations (through angels) and through His Creation,

for all Nature glorifies God. No thinking mind, if it only judges the matter fairly, can fail to find

the same witness in his own heart and conscience. All this points to the Unity of God, His exalted

nature, and His wisdom.
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Through envy of each other, l

After knowledge had come to them.
But if any deny the Signs of God,

!

God is swift in calling to account.

20. So if they dispute with thee, ^ ^
Say :

“ I have submitted
My whole self

'®”
to God

And so have those

Who follow me.”
And say to the People of the Book i

And to those who are unlearned i

” Do ye (also) submit yourselves ?
”

If they do, they are in right

'

guidance,
But if they turn back.

Thy duty is to convey the Message
; I

And in God’s sight I

Are (all) His servants.
| i

C. 55.—If tlie People who received

(lii. 21-30.) Earlier revelations confine themselves

To partial truths, and in their pride

Shut their eyes to the whole of the Book

Of God, their day is done :

Let the Muslims seek the society

And friendship of their own, and trust

In God, who knows all, and holds

Every soul responsible for its own deeds.

Section 3.

21. i|s to those who deny
The Signs of God, and in defiance

359.

Bagyan: through envy, through selfish contumacy or obstinacy, through sheer conttaty-

mindedncss, or desire to resist or rebel. Cf. li. 90, and u- 213.

360.

Wajh ! whole self. See n. 114 to ii. 112.

361.

The People of the Book may be supposed to know something about the previous religious

history of mankind. To them the appeal should be easy and intelligible, as all Religion is one, and

It is only being renewed in Islam. But the appeal is also made to the Fagan Arabs, who are unlearned,

and who can well be expected to follow the examjde of one of their own, who received divine en-

lightenment, and was able to bring new knowledge to them. A great many of both these cl^es did

so. But the few who resisted God’s grace, and actually threatened and persecuted those who believed,

are told that God will locjc after His own.

362.

Note the literary skill in the argument as it proceeds. The mystery of birth faintly suggests

that we are coming to the story of Jesus. The exposition of the Book suggests that Islam a the sa^me

religion as that of the People of the Book. Next wc arc told that the People of the B^k made- their

religion one-sided, and through the priesthood of the family of Imren, we ate brought to the story of

Jesus, who was rejected by a body of the Jews as Muhainwad was rejected y

and Christians.

a body of both Jews
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Of right, "• slay the Prophets,

And slay, those who teach

Just dealing with mankind,”®^

Announce to them a grievous

penalty.

22.

They are those whose works
Will bear no fruit

In this world
And in the Hereafter,

Nor will they have
Anyone to help.

23.

Hast thou not turned

Thy vision to those

Who have been given a portion

Of the Book ? They are

Invited to the Book of God.
To settle their dispute,

But a party of them
Turn back and decline

(The arbitration).

24. This because they say
:

|

“ The Fire shall not touch us
,

But for a few numbered days ”
:

For their forgeries deceive them
As to their own religion.

I

25. But how (will they fare)

When We gather them together

i

363. Right ; ha gq has many shades of meaning ;..(!) right, in the sense of having a tight to some-
thing : (2) right, in the sense of straight conduct, as opposed to wrong ; (3) truth

; (4) justice. All
these shades are implied here

364. Examples of the Prophets slain were ; “ the righteous blood shed upon the earth, from the
blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of Zachanas, son of Barachias, whom ye slew between the
temple and the altar ”

: Matt, xxlii. 35. Cf. Q. il. 61 n. 75. Again, John the Baptist (Yahya, noble,
chaste, a prophet, of the goodly company of the righteous, Q. lii. 39), was bound, imprisoned, and
beheaded, and his head presented to a dancing harlot : Matt. xiv. 1-11. An example of a just man in
another nation, who taught righteousness and was put to death, was Socrates, the Greek philosopher.

365. Cf. ii. 217, end.

366. A portion of the Book. I conceive that God’s revelation as a whole throughout the ages is “ The
Book ”. The Law of Moses, and the Gospel of Jesus were portions of the Book. The Qur-an completes
the revelation and is par excellence the Book of God.

367. The Commentators mention a particular incident when a dispute was submitted by the Jews
for arbitration to the Holy Apostle. He appealed to the authority of their own books, but they tried
to conceal and prevaricate. The general lesson is that the People of the Book should have been the
first to welcome in Muhammad the living exponent of the Message of God as a whole, and some of
them did so ; but others turned away from guilty arrogance relying on corrupted texts and doctrines
forged out of their own fancies, though they were not conformable to reason and good sense.

368. Cf. q, i|. 8a
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Against a Day about which
There, is no doubt,
And each soul will be paid out
Just what it has earned,
Without (favour or) injustice ?

26.

Say :
“ O God !

Lord of Power (and Rule),

Thou givest Power
To whom Thou pleasest,

And Thou strippest off Power
From whom Thou pleasest,

Thou enduest with honour
Whom Thou pleasest,

And Thou bringest low
Whom Thou pleasest

:

In Thy hand is all Good.
Verily, over all things

Thou hast power.

27.

“ Thou, causest the Night
To gain on the Day,

And Thou causest the Day
To gain on the Night

;

Thou bringest the Living

Out of the Dead,
And Thou bringest the Dead
Out of the Living

;

And Thou givest sustenance

To whom Thou pleasest,

Without measure.”

[ S. III. 25.«28.

V9 Lr '•Si'Xrfej
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28. Believers

Take for friends or helpers

369. Another glorious passage, full of meaning, both obvious and mystic. The governing phrase
in it all is : “ In Thy hand is all Good.” What is the standard by which we may judge Good ? It

is God’s Will. Therefore when we submit to God’s Will, and real Islam illuminates us, we see the
highest Good. There has been and is much controversy as to what is the Highest Good. To the
Muslim there is no difficulty : it is the Will of God. He must ever strive to learn and understand that
Will. But once in that fortress, he is secure. He is not troubled with the nature of Evil. Evil is the
negation of God’s Will. Good is conformity to God’s Will. He does not cry with impatience against

many things which give him pain and sorrow. He knows that " God is in His world ”, and that God
IS Good. God's Will is another name for God’s Flan. There is nothing arbitrary or haphazard. We
do not see the whole Plan or Will. But we have Faith. All is, will be, must he, right in the end.

370. True in many senses. In every twenty-four hours, night merges into day, and day into night,

and there is no clear boundary between them. In every solar year, the night gains on the day after the

summer solstice, and the day gains on the night after the winter solstice. But further, if light and
darkness are viewed as symbols of (a) knowledge and ignorance, (b) happiness and misery, (o) spiritual

insight and spiritual blindness, God’s Plan or Will works here too as in the physical world, and in His
hand is all Good.

' 371. We can interpret Dead and Living in even more senses than Day and Night : death physical,

intellectual, emotional, spiritual. Life and Death may also apply to collective, group, or national life.

And. who has ever solved the mystery of Life J But Faith refers it to God's Will and Plan

372. Again true in all the senses suggested in the two previous notes. The only true Reality is

God. All else has its basis and sustenance in Him. Lest our little minds create fear out of “ nicely

calculated less or mote ” we are told at once that God’s bounty is without measure or account.
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Unbelievers rather than
Believers : if any do that,

In nothing will there be help
From God : except by way
Of precaution, that ye may
Guard yourselves from them.
But God cautions you
(To remember) Himself ;

For the final goal

Is to God.

29. Say :
“ Whether ye hide

What is in your hearts

Or reveal it,

God knows it all

:

He knows what is

In the heavens.

And what is on earth.

And God has power
Over all things.

i

j

30. “ On the Day when every soul

Will be confronted
With all the good it has done,
And all the evil it has done,
It will wish there were
A great distance

Between it and its evil.

But God cautions you
(To remember) Himself.

And God is full of kindness
To those, that serve Him.”

C. 56.—God’s truth is continuous, and His Apostles

(ili. 31-63.) From Adam, through Noah and Abraham,

Down to the last of the Prophets, Mufiammad,

Form one brotherhood. Of the progeny

Of ‘Imran, father of Moses and Aaron,

Sprang a woman, who devoted

Her unborn offspring to God.

The child was Mary the mother of Jesus.

Her cousin was the wife of the priest

Zakarlya, who took chatge of Mary.

373. If Faith is a fundamental matter in our lives, our associations and friendships will naturally

be with those who share our Faith. “ Evil communications corrupt good manners ”
: and evil company

may corrupt Faith. In our ordinary everyday affairs of business, we are asked to seek the help of

Believers rather than Unbelievers. Only in this way can our community he strong in organisation and
unity. But where there is no question of preference, or where in self-defence we have to take the

assistance of those not belonging to our Faith, that is permissible. In any case we must not weaken
our Brotherhood : we must try to make it stronger if possible.
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To Zakarlya. in hia old age, was born

A son Yaljya, amid prodigies

;

Yabiyfi was the herald of Jesus

The son of Mary, and was known
As John the Baptist. Jesus

Was of virgin birth,

- And performed many miracles.

But those to whom he came as Prophet

Rejected him, and plotted for his death.

Their plots failed, for God’s Plan

Is above man’s plots. So will it be

With Islam, the Truth from all eternity.

Section 4.

31. 8ay :
“ If ye do love God,

Follow me : God will love you
And forgive you your sins

:

For God is Oft-Forgiving,

Most Merciful.”

32. Say :
“ Obey God

And His Apostle”:
But if they turn back,

God Ibveth not those ,

Who reject Faith.

33. God did choose

Adam and Noah, the family

Of Abraham, and the family

Of ‘Imran above all people,

—

34. Offspring, one of the other ;

And God heareth

And knoweth all things.

35. Sehold ! a woman of ‘Imran

Said :
“ O my Lord ! I do

374. The Prophets in the Jewish-Christian-Muslim Dispensation form one family literally. But
the argument is wider. All men of God form spiritually one family. If you love and obey God, love

and obey His Messenger who is actually present with you (in the flesh or in his teaching). Your love,

obedience, and discipline will be the test of your Faith.

375. Now we begin the story of Jesus. As a prelude we have the birth, of Mary and the parallel

story of John the Baptist, Vahya the son of Zafcariya. Yahya’s mother Elisabeth was a cousin of Mary
the mother of Jesus (Luke i. 36), and therefore John and Jesus were cousins by blood, and there was a

spiritual cousinhood in their birth) and career. Elisabeth was one of the daughters of Aaron (Luke i. 5/, of a

priestly family which went back to Aaron the brother of Moses and son of ‘Imran. Her husband
Zakariya was actually a priest, and het cousin Mary was presumably also of a priestly family. By
tradition Mary’s mother was called Hannah (in Latin, Anna, and in English, Anne), and her father

was called ‘Imran. Hannah is therefore both a descendant of the priestly house of ‘Imran and the wife

of 'Imran,—" a woman of ‘Imran " in a double sense.

c»
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Dedicate unto Thee
.
What is in my womb
For Thy special service :

*

So accept this of me :

For Thou hearest

And knowest all things.”

36. When she was delivered,

She said :
“ O my Lord !

Behold ! I am delivered

Of a female child !
”

—

And God knew best

What she brought forth

—

” And nowise is the male
Like the female.

I have named her Mary,
And I commend her
And her offspring

To Thy protection

From the Evil One,
The Rejected.”

*. *

37. Right graciously

Did her Lord accept her ;

He made her grow
In purity and beauty

:

To the care of Zakariya

Was she assigned.

Every time that he entered
(Her) chamber to see her.

He found her supplied

With sustenance. He said ;

“ O Mary ! Whence (comes) this

To you ? ” She said :

“ From God : for God
Provides sustenance

To whom He pleases.

Without measure.”

6l

o

376. M«hiirrai‘ = freed from all worldly affairs and specially dedicated to God’s service. She expected

a son, who was to be a special devotee, a miraculous son of the old age of his parents, but God gave

her instead a daugther. But that daughter was Mary the mother of ]esus, the chosen one among the

women : iii. 42

377. The mother of Mary expected a male child. Was she disappointed that it was a female child ?

No, for she had. Faith, and she knew that God’s Plan was better than any wishes of hers. Mary was

no ordinary girl: only God knew what it was that her mother brought forth.

378. The female child could not be devoted to Temple service under the Mosaic law, as she intend-

ed. But she was marked out for a special destiny as a miracle-child, to be the mother of the miracle-

child Jesus. She was content to seek God’s protection for her against all evil. There is a certain sense

of pride in the girl on the part of the mother. >

379. Mary grew under God’s special protection. Her sustenance, under which we may include

both her physical needs and her spiritual food, came from God, and her growth was indeed a “ goodly

growth ”, which I have tried to express in the Text by the words “ purity and beauty ”. Some apo-

cryphal Christian writings say that she was brought up in the Temple to the age of twelve like a dove,

and that she was fed by angels.
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Hhere did Zakariya
Pray to his Lord, saying :

" O my Lord ! Grant unto me
From Thee a progeny
That is pure : for Thou
Art He that heareth prayer !

'•**“

39. While he was standing
In prayer in the chamber,
The angels called unto him :

“ God doth give thee
Glad tidings of Yahya,
Witnessing the truth
Of a Word from God, and (be
Besides) noble, chaste.

And a Prophet,

—

Of the (goodly) company
Of the righteous,”

40. He said: “ O my Lord

!

How shall I have a son,

Seeing I am very old,

And my wife is barren ?
”

” Thus,” was the answer,
" Doth God accomplish
What He willeth.”

41. He said :
" O my Lord !

”

Give me a Sign !

" Thy Sign,” was the answer,
“ Shall be that thou .

Shalt speak to no man
For three days
But with signals.

Then celebrate

The praises of thy Lord
Again and again,

And glorify Him
In the evening
And in the morning.”

380. The birth of Mary, the mystic mother of Jesus, of John the Baptist, the precursor of Jesus,
and of Jesus, the mystic prophet of Israel, whom Israel rejected, occurred in that order chronoloKically,’
and are told in that order. They are all inter-connected. Zakariya prayed for no ordinary son. He and'
his wife were past the age of parenthood. Seeing the growth of the mystic girl Mary, he pray^ for
some mystic child from God,—“ from Thee, a progeny that is pure Perhaps he had adoption in his
mind. Did he want to adopt Maty ? To his surprise, he is given a son in the flesh, ushered in by a
mystic Sign.

381. Notice :
" a Word from God ”, not “ th» Word of God ”, the epithet that mystical Christianity

Mes for Jesus. As stated in iii. 59 below, Jesus was created by a miracle, by God’s word “ Be ”, and
he was.
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Section 5.42.

Hehold! the angels said :

“ O Maiy ! God hath, chosen thee

And purified thee— chosen thee

Above the women of all nations.
43.

“ O Mary ! worship

Thy Lord devoutly

:

prostrate thyself,

And bow down (in prayer)

With those who bow down.”

44.

This is part of the tidings

Of the things unseen,

Which We reveal unto thee

(O Apostle !) by inspiration :

Thou wast not with them

When they cast lots

With arrows, as to which

Of them should be charged

With the cate of Mary :

Nor wast thou with them

When they disputed (the point).’’"®

’f'l'

o

45.

Behold ! the angels said :

“ O Mary ! God giveth thee

Glad tidings of a Word
From Him : his name
Will be Christ Jesus,

The son of Mary, held in honour

In this world and the Hereafter

And of (the company of) those

Nearest to God ;

9

.382. Mary the mother of Jesus was unique, In that she gave birth to a son by a special

without the intervention of the customary physical means. This of course docs not mean that sn

was more than human, any more than that her son was more than human. She had as much nee

to pray to God as anyone else. The Christian dogma, in all sects except the Unitarian, holds ths

Jesus was God and the son of God. The worship of Mary became the practice in the Roman Catholi

Chuich, which calls Mary the Mother of God. This seems to have been endorsed by the Council c

Ephesus in 431, in the century before Muhammad was born to sweep away the corruptions of th

Church of Christ. For 'dlatnin as meaning all nations, see Hi. 96, n. 423.

383. Things unseen : mystic, spiritual. The whole story has a mystic meaning, and it would I

unseemly to dispute or speculate about it.

384. Literally, reeds ; aqldm. For the Arab custom of casting lots with arrows, see ii. 219, n. 241

385. Christian apocryphal writings mention the contention' between the priests as to the hono'

of taking charge of Maty, and how it was decided by means of rods or reeds in favour of Zakariya.

386. Christ : Greek, Christos = anointed : kings and priests were anointed to symbolise consecrati(

to their office. The Hebrew and Arabic form is Masih.

, .387. Nearest to God: Muqarrabm, Cf. Q,. Ivi. 11.
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46. “ He shall speak to the people
In childhood and in maturity.

And he shall be (of the company)
Of the righteous.”

47. She said :
“ O my Lord !

How shall I have a son
When no man hath touched me 2

”

He said ;
“ Even so :

God createth

What He willeth :

When He hath decreed

A Plan, He but saith

To it, ‘ Be,’ and it is !

48 .
“ And God will teach him
The Book and Wisdom,
The Law and the Gospel,

49.
“ And (appoint him)
Ah apostle to the Children
Of Israel, (with this message)

:

*“
I have come to you.

With a Sign from your Lord,

In that I make for you
Out of clay, as it were,

The figure of a bird,

And breathe into it,

And it becomes a bird

By God's leave :

*** '

And I heal those

Born blind, and the lepers.

And I quicken the dead,

.
By God’s leave ;

And I declare to you
What ye eat, and what ye store

In your houses. Surely

Therein is a Sign for you
If ye did believe ;

d

391

100 TL • • r 1 1 nKinut three years, from 30 to 33 years of his age, when in
388. The ministry of ]esus ^“ted only about mree

y ^ describes him as disputing
the eyes of his enemies he was

earlier, as a child, he was “ strong in spirit.
With the doctors in the Temple at the age or jz, «v

, m-Parhina fTom infancy
filled with wisdom ” (Luke ii. 40). Some apocryphal Gospels describe him as preaching trom intancy.

389. She was addressed by angels, who gave her God’s message. In reply she speaks as to God.

In reply, apparently an angel again gives God’s message-

.ua S; 3.
direct by Jesus.

391. I do not know whether this clause refers to a particular incident, or generally to a prophetic

knowledge of what is not known to ordinary people.
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50.
“

‘ (I have come to you),

To attest the Law
Which was before me.

And to make lawful

To you part of what was

(Before) forbidden to you ;

I have come to you
With a Sign from your Lord.

So fear God,
And obey me.

*51. "
‘ It is God

Who is my Lord
And your Lord

;

Then worship Him.
This is a Way
That is straight.’

”

52.

Iphen Jesus found
Unbelief on their part

He said :
“ Who will be

My helpers to (the work
Of) God 2 ” Said the Disciples

:

“ We are God’s helpers

:

We believe in God,
And do thou beat witness •

That we are Muslims.

53.

“ Our Lord ! we believe

In what Thou hast revealed,

And we follow the Apostle ;

Then write us down
Among those who bear witness.”

54.

And (the unbelievers)

Plotted and planned,

And God too planned,

And the best ^ planners

Is God.

9-./ A I

IV

392. The story of Jesus is told with special application to the time of the Apostle Muhammad.
Note the word helpers (Ansar) in this connection, and the reference to plotters in iii. 54. It was the one

Religion—the Religion of God, which' was in/ essence the religion of Abraham, Moses, and Jesus. The
argument runs : why do ye then now make divisions and reject the living Teacher ? Islam is : bowing

to the Will of God. All who have faith should bow to the Will of God and be Muslims.

393. The Arabic nukara has both a bad and a good meaning, that of making an intricate plan

to catty out some secret putpose. The enemies of God arc constantly doing that. But God—in whose
hands is all good—has His plans also, against which the evil ones will have no chance whatever.
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Section 6.

55. ^ehold ! God said

:

C5 Jesus 1 I will take thee

And raise thee to Myself
And clear thee (of the falsehoodaf

Of those who blaspheme ;

I will make those

Who follow thee superior

To those who reject Faith,

To die Day of Resurrection :

Then shall ye all

Return unto Me,
And I will judge

Between you of the matters

Wherein ye dispute.

dS.(i4st 2i)t (3^ jj-se

56. “ As to those who reject Faith,

I will punish them
With terrible agony
In this world and in the Hereafter,

Nor will they have
Anyone to help.

•

57. “ As to those who believe

And work righteousness,

God will pay them (in full)

Their reward

;

But God loveth not

Those who do wrong.

58. “ This is what We rehearse

Unto thee of the Signs

And the Message
Of Wisdom.”

-4»

394. Read this with iv. 157, where it is said that the Jews neither crucified nor killed Jesus, but that

another was killed In his likeness. The guilt of the Jews remained, but Jesus was eventually taken up
to God.

395. Jesus was charged by the Jews with blasphemy as claiming to be God or the son of God.
The Christians (except a few early sects which were annihilated by persecution, and the modern sect

of Unitarians, who are almost Muslims) adopted the substance of the claim, and made it the cornet'
stone of their faith. God cleats Jesus of such a charge or claim.

396. Those who follow thee : The Muslims are the true Christians, for they follow (or should follow)
the true teaching of Christ, which did not include the blasphemy that he was God or the son of God
in the literal sensip. But there is a large body of men, who by birth inherit such teaching nominally,
hut their hearts dp not consent to it. Their real Muslim virtues (which from their point of view they
call (Christian vinfues) entitle them to be called Christians, and to receive the leading position wMph
they at present occupy in the world of men.

397. All the controversies about dogma and faith will disappear when .we appear before God. He
will judge not by what we profess but by what we are.
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59. The similitude of Jesus

Before God is as that of Adam ;

He created him from dust,

Then said to him :
“ Be ”

:

And he was.

60. The truth (comes)

Froin God alone

;

So be not of those

Who doubt.

!»//

J 61.-

61. If any one disputes

In this matter with thee,

Now after (full) knowledge
Hath come to thee.

Say :
“ Come! let us

Gather together,

—

Our sons and your sons.

Our women and your womeri,
Ourselves and yourselves

:

Then let us earnestly pray.

And invoke the curse

Of God on those who lie !

”

62. This is the true account :

There is no god
Except God

;

And God—He is indeed jS? iil 61.
l^j

398. After a description of the high position which Jesus occupies as a prophet, we have a repudia-
tion of the dogma that he was God, or the son of God, or anything more than a man. If it is said that

he was born without a human father, Adam was also so born. Indeed Adam was born without either

a human father or mother. As far as our physical bodies are concerned they are mere dust. In God’s
sight Jesus was as dust just as Adam was or humanity is. The greatness of Jesus arose from the divine
command “ Be ”

: for after that he was—more than dust—a great spiritual leader and teacher.

399. The truth docs not necessarily come from priests, or from the superstitions of whole peoples
It comes from God, and where there is a direct revelation, there is no room for doubt.

400. In the year of Deputations, lOth of the Hijra, came a Christian embassy from Najran (towards
Yaman, about 150 miles north of Sana'a). They were much impressed on hearing this passage of the
Qur-fin explaining the true position of Christ, and they entered into tributary relations with the new
Muslim State. But ingrained habits and customs prevented them from accepting Islam as a body.
The Holy Apostle, firm in his faith, proposed a Mubdhala, i.e., a solemn meeting, in which both sides

should summon not only their men, but their women and children, earnestly pray to God, and invoke
the curse of God on those who should lie. Those who had a pure and sincere faith would not hesitate.

The Christians declined, and they were dismissed in a spirit of tolerance, with a promise of protection
froi9 the State in return for tribute, “ the wages of rule,” as it is called in the Ain-i-Akbari.

401. We are now in a position to deal with the questions which we left over at ii. 87. Jesus is

no more than a man. It is against reason and revelation to call him God or the son of God. He is

called the son of Mary to emphasize this. He had no known human father, as his birth was mira-
culous. But it is not this which raises him to his high spiritual position as a prophet, but because
God called him to his office. The praise is due to God, Who by His Word gave him spiritual strength

—

“ strengthened him with the holy spirit ”. The miracles which surround hist story relate not only to

his birth and his life and death, but also to his mother Mary and his precursor Yahya. These were
the “ Clear Signs ” which he brought, dt was those who misunderstood him who obscured his clear

Signs and surrounded him with mysteries of their own invention.
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The Exalted in Power, ;

The Wise.
I

63. But if they turn back,
God hath full knowledge
Of those who do mischief.

i

C. 57.—^Islain doth invite all people
(i«. <54'I20.j To the Truth : there is no cause

For dissembling or disputing.

False are the people who corrupt

God’s truth, or hinder men
From coming to God. Let the Muslims

Hold together in unity and discipline.

Knowing that they have a mission

Of righteousness for humanity.

No harm can come to them.

Though there are good men and true

In other Faiths, Muslims must

Be true to their own Brotherhood.

They should seek help and friendship

From their own, and stand firm

In constancy and patient perseverance.

' Section 7.
'

64. ^ay : “ O People
Of the Book ! come
To common terms
As between us and you

:

That we worship
None but God

;

That we associate .

No partners with Him ;

That we erect not,

From among ourselves.

Lords and patrons
Other than God.”
If then they turn back.

Say ye :
“ Bear witness

That we (at least)

Are Muslims (bowing
To God’s Will).”

(Jit

402. In the abstract the People of the Book would agree to all three propositions. In practice they
fail. Apart from (loctrinal lapses from the unity of the One True God, there is the question of a conse-
crated 'Priesthood (among the Jews it was hereditary also), as if a mere' human being—Cohen, 'or Pope,
ot- Priest, or Brahman,—could claim superiority apart from his learning and the purity of his life, or
could stand between man and God in some special sense. The same remarks ' apply to the worship of
saints. They may be pure and holy, but no one can protect us or claim Lordship over us except God.
For Rabh, see i. 2. n. Abraluim was a true man of God, but he could not be called a Jew or a Christian
as he lived long before the Law of Moses or the Gospel of Jesus was revealed.
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65. Ye People of the Book ! 1

Why dispute ye

About Abraham,
When the Law and the Gospel

Were not revealed

Till after him' ?

Have ye no understanding ?

66. Ah ! Ye are those

Who fell to disputing

(Even) in matters of which
Ye had some knowledge
But why dispute ye
In matters of which
Ye have no knowledge ?

It is God Who knows,
And ye who know not

!

67. Abraham was not a Jew
Nor yet a Christian ;

But he was true in Faith,

And bowed his will to God’s,
(Which is Islam),

And he joined not gods with God.*""*

68. Without doubt, among men.
The nearest of kin to Abraham,

1

Are those who follow him.
As are also this Apostle
And those who believe :

And God is the Protector

Of those who have faith.

(jSt
.

69. It is the wish of a section

Of the People of the Book
To lead you astray.

But they shall lead astray

(Not you), but themselves.

And they do not perceive 1

'

70. Ye People of the Book 1

Why reject ye

403. The number of sects among the Jews and Christians shows that they wrangled and disputed
even about some of the matters of their own religion, of which they should have had some knowledge-
But when they talk of Father Abraham, they are entirely out of court, as he lived before their peculiar

systems were evolved.

404. C/. ii. 135 and the whole argument in that passage.
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The Signs of God,
Of which ye are

(Yourselves) witnesses ?71.

Ye People of the Book

!

Why do ye clothe

Truth with falsehood,

And conceal the Truth,

While ye have knowledge ?

Section 8.

72. ^ section of the People

Of the Book say

:

“ Believe in the morning
What is revealed

To the Believers,

But reject it at. the end
Of the day ;

perchance

They may (themselves)
'

Turn back

;

J

I

73.

“ And believe no one
Unless he follows

Your religion,”

Say :

“ True guidance

Is the guidance of God :

(Fear ye) lest a revelation

Be sent to someone (else)

Like unto that which was sent

Unto you ? Or that those

(Receiving such revelation)

Should engage you in argument !

Before your Lord ?
”

Say :
“ All bounties

Are in the hand of God :

He granteth them
To whom He pleaseth :

405. There are many ways of preventing the access of people to the truth. One is to tamper wirh
it, or trick it out in colours of falsehood : half'trutlw are often more dangerous than obvious falsehoods.

Another is to conceal it altogether. Those who are jealous of a man of God, whom they actually see
before them, do not allow his credentials or virtues to be known, or vilify him, or conceal facts which
would attract people to him. When people do this of set purpose, against their own light (“ of which
ye are yourselves witnesses they are descending to the lowest depths of degradation, and they are
doing more harm to themselves than to anyone else.

406. Wajh here has the sense of “ beginning ”, “ early part ”. The cynics who plotted against Islam
actually asked their accomplices to join the Believers and then repudiate them.

407. The two clauses following have been variously construed,, and some translations leave the'

sense ambiguous. 1 have construed the conjunction " an " to mean * lest **> as it undoubtedly does in
vii. 172, “ an taquln ”, etc.

408. Cf. ii. 76. The People of the Book were doubly annoyed at the Muslims : (1) that they should
(being outside their ranks) receive God’s revelations, and (2) that having received such revelations, they

should be able to convict them out of their own scriptures before their Lord 1
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1

And God careth for all,

And He knoweth all things.”

74. For His Mercy He specially

chooseth

Whom He pleaseth

;

For God is the Lord

Of bounties unbounded.

75. Among the People of the Book
Are some who, if entrusted

With a hoard of gold,

Will (readily) pay it back ;

Others, who, if entrusted

With a single silver coin,

Will not repay it unless

Thou constantly stoodest

Demanding, because,

They say, “ there is no call

On us (to keep faith)

With these ignorant (Pagans).
”

But they tell a lie against God,
And (well) they know it.

76. Nay.—Those that keep

Their plighted faith

And act aright,—verily

God loves those

Who act aright.

77. As for those who sell

The faith they owe to God
And their own plighted word
For a small price,

They shall have no portion

In the Hereafter :

o '4^.

409. Hoard of gold : qintiii : a talent of 1,200 ounces of cold, mote than a lakh of rupees. Sec ill.

14. n. 354.

410. Silver com : dinar. In the later Roman Empire, the denarius'waa a small silver coin, about the
size of a four-anna piece. It must have been current in Syria and the markets of Arabia in the time of

our Apostle. It was the coin whose name is translated in the English Bible by the word penny. Matt,
xxii. 19: hence the abbreviation of penny is d ( = denarius). The later Arabian coin dinar coined by

the Umaiyads, was a gold com after the pattern of the Byzantine (Roman) denarius aureus and weighed
about 66’349 grains troy, just a little more than a half-sovereign.

411. Every race imbued with race arrogance resorts to this kind of moral or religious subterfuge
Even if its members are usually honest or just among themselves, they are contemptuous of those outside
their circle, and cheat and deceive them without any qualms of conscience. This is a “ lie against God

412. All our duties to our fellow-creatures ate referred to the service and faith we owe to God. But
in the matter of truth an appeal is made to our own self-respect as responsible beings : is it becoming
that we should be false to out own word, to ourselves? And then we' are reminded that the utmost
we can gain by falsifying God’s word or being untrue to ourselves is but a miserable price. We get

at best something very paltry as' the ptife for selling our very souls.
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Nor will God
(Deign to) speak to them
Or look at them
On the Day of Judgment,
Nor will He cleanse them
(Of sin) : they shall have
A grievous Penalty.

78. There is among them
A section who distort

. The Book with their tongues :

(As they read) you would think
It is a part of the Book,
But it is no part

Of the Book ; and they say,

“ That is from God,”
But it is not from God :

It is they who tell

A lie against God,
And (well) they know it

!

79. It is not (possible)

That a man, to whom
Is given the Book,
And Wisdom,
And the Prophetic office,

Should say to people :

“ Be ye my worshippers

Rather than God’s ”
:

On the contrary

(He would say)

:

“ Be ye worshippers

Of Him Who is truly

The Cherisher of all

:

For ye have taught

The Book and ye

Have studied it earnestly.”

80.

Nor would he instruct you
To take angels and prophets

For Lords and Patrons.

What ! would he bid you

[ S. III. 77'8Cv

j
y fJi 9^^ 9 Ay

413. Even on sinners—ordinary sinners—God will look with compassion and mercy
;
He will speak

words of kindness and cleanse them of their sins. But those who are in active rebellion against God
and sin against their own light,—what mercy can they expect ?

414. It is not in reason or in the nature of things that God’s messenger should preach against God.
Jesus came to preach the true God.

415- Jesus was a prophet, and the Holy Spirit “ with which he was strengthened " was the Angel
who brought the revelations to him.
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To unbelief after ye have
Bowed your will

(To God in Islam) ?

Section 9.

81. ^bold ! God took

.The Covenant of the Prophets,

Saying :
“

I give you
A Book and Wisdom ;

Then comes to you
An Apostle, confirming

What is with you ;

Do ye believe in him
And render him help.”

God said :
“ Do ye agree.

And take this My Covenant
As binding on you: ?

”

They said : "‘We agree.”

He said :
" Then bear witness.

And I am with you
Among the witnesses.”

tidies ds

82. If any turn back
After this, they are

Perverted transgressors.

83. Do they seek

For other than the Religion

Of God ?—while all creatures

In the heavens and on earth

Have, willing or unwilling,

Bowed to. His Will
(Accepted Islam),

And tp Him shall they
All be brought back.

416. Cf. li. 63, n. 78. The aigument is : You (Pec^le of the Book) are bound by your own oaths,

sworn solemnly in the presence of your own Prophets. In the Old Testament as it now exists,

Muhammad is foretold in Deut. xviii. 18 ; and the rise of the Arab nation in Isaiah, xlii. 1 1, for Kedar
was a son o‘f IsmaM and the name is used for the Arab nation : in the New Testament as it now
enists. Muhammad is foretold in the Gospel of St. John, xiv. 16, xv. 26, and xvi. 7 : the future Comforter
cannot be the Holy Spirit as understood by Christians, because the Holy Spirit already 'was present,

helping and guiding Jesus.
,
The Greek word translated ** Comforter ” is “ Paracletos ”, which is an

easy corruption from “ Periclytos ", which is aiiiiost a literal translation of “ Muhammad ” or “ Ahmad
see Q. lxi..6. Further, there were other Gospels that have perished, but of which traces still remain,

which were even more specihe in their reference to Muljammad ; e.g., . the Gospel of St. Barnabas,

of which anTtalian translation is extant in the Stare Library at Vienna. It was edited in 1907 with

an English translation by Mr. Lonsdale and Laura Ragg.
417. God’s Truth is manifest, and all that is good and true and sane and normal accepts it with

joy. But even where, there is “ disease in the heart ” (Q. ii. 10), or judgment is obscured by perversity,

every creature must eventually see and acknowledge God and His power (ii. 167). Cf- R- Bridges :

“Testament of Beauty” : iv. 1419-22 :
—“For God’s love is unescapable as nature’s environment, which

if -a man ignore or think to thrust it off, he is the ill-natured fool that runneth blindly on death.” All

Nature adores God, and Islam asks for nothing peculiar or sectarian ; it but asks that we follow our
nature and make our will conformable to God’s Will as seen in Nature, history, and revelation. Its

message is universal.
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84* Say : “‘We believe

In God, and in what

Has been revealed to us

And what was revealed

To Abraham, Isma'il,

Isaac, Jacob, and the Tribes,

And in (the Books)

Given to Moses, Jesus,

And the Prophets,

From their Lord

:

We make no distinction

Between one and another

Among them, and to God do we
Bow our-will (in Islam).”

85. If anyone desires

A religion other than

Islam (submission to God),

Never will it be accepted

Of him
;
and in the Hereafter

He will be in the ranks

Of those who have lost

(All spiritual good).

86. How shall God
Guide those who reject

Faith after they accepted it

And bore witness

That the Apostle was true

And that Clear Signs

Had come unto them ?

But God guides not

A people unjust.

87. Of such the reward

Is that on them (rests)

PS.in.B4«7.

yyi

At a TI. \yi u ...vifior, is clear. The Muslim does trot claim to have a religiofi peculiar to

V.)

Muslim p<Mi
ethnic Tellgiotr. In its view all Religion is one, fw the Truth is one.

himself. Islam is not a sect
earlier Prophets. It was the truth taught hy all the inspired

It was the religion
. .obviousness of the Will and Plan of God and a joyful submisstOT

Boolu. In essence It amounts t _ ^ religion other than that, he is false to his own nature, as he

Wse God" Will and Pla"n Such a one cannot expect guidance, for he has deliberately renounced

guidance.



The curse of God,

Of His angels,

And of all mankind ;

—

88.

In that Will they dwell

;

Nor will their penalty

Be lightened, nor respite

Be their (lot)

M

89.

Except for those that repent

(Even) after that,

And make amends

;

For verily God
Is Oft-Forgiving,

^ost Merciful.

90.

But those who reject

Faith after they accepted it.

And then go on adding

To their defiance of Faith,

—

Never will their repentance

Be accepted
;
for they

Are those who have

(Of set purpose) gone astray.

91.

As to those who reject

Faith, and die rejecting,

—

Never would be accepted

From any such as much
Gold as the earth contains.

Though they should offer it

For ransom. For such

Is (in store) a penalty grievous,

AAnd they will find no helpers.

418-A. Cf. it 161-62.
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92. no means shall ye
Attain righteousness unless
Ye give (freely) of that"*
Which ye love

; and whatever
Ye give, of a truth

God knoweth it welL

93. 11 food was lawful
To the Children of Israel,

Except what Israel

Made unlawful for itself.

Before the Law (of Moses)
Was revealed. Say:
“ Bring ye the Law
And study it,

If ye be men of truth.”

94. If any, after this, invent
A lie and attribute it

To God, they are indeed
Unjust wrong-doers.

95. Say ;
” God speaketh

The Truth : follow

The religion of Abraham,
The sane in faith

; he
Was not of the Pagans.” **^

96. J^he first House (of worship)

Appointed for men
Was that at Bakka :

***

Full of blessing

>[& in>.9li96:

419. The test of charity is ; do you give something that you value greatly, something that you
love ? If you give your life" in a Cause, that is the greatest gift you can give. If you give yourself,

that is, your personal efforts, your talents, your skill, your learning, that comes next in degree. If you
give your earnings, your property, your possessions, that is also a great gift ; for many' people love
them even more than other things. And there are less tangible things, such as position, reputation,
the well-being of those we love, the regard of those who can help us, etc. It is unselfishness that God
demands, and there is no act of unselfishness, however small or intangible, but is well within 'thd

knowledge of God.

4Z0. The Arabs ate the flesh of the camel, which is lawful in Islam, but it was prohibited by the

Jewish Law of Moses (Leviticus xi, 4). But that Law was very strict because of the “hardness of

heart ” of Israel, because of Israel's insolence and iniquity (Q. vi. 146).' Before it was promulgated
Israel was free to choose its own food. I take " Israel " here to stand tor the people of Israel.

421. The greater freedom of Islam in the matter of the ceremonial law, compared with the Mosaic
Law, is not a reproach but recommendation. We go back to an older source than Judaisr^—the
institutions of Abraham. By common consent his Faith was sound, and he was certainly not a Pagan,
a term contemptuously applied to the Arabs by the Jews,

422. Bakka : same as Mecca ; perhaps an older name. The foundation of the Ka ba goes back to

Abraham, but there are place associations in the sacred territory with the names of Adam and ave,

e.g'., at ‘Arafat, the Mount of Mercy (see n. 217 to ii. 197).
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And of guidance

For all kinds of beings :
**•

97 . In it are Signs

Manifest ; (for example),

The Station of Abraham ;

***

Whoever enters it

Attains security

;

Pilgrimage thereto is a duty

Men owe to God,

—

Those who can afford

The journey ; but if any i

Deny faith, God stands not

In need of any of His creatures.

98. J^ay :
“ O People of the Book!

Why reject ye the Signs

Of God, when God
Is Himself witness

To all ye do ?
”

-SIJ

99. Say ;
“ O ye People of the Boole I

Why obstruct ye

Those who believe,

From the Path of God,
Seeking to make it crooked.

While ye were yourselves

Witnesses (to God’s Covenant)? **•

But God is not unmindful
Of all that ye do.”

100. O ye who believe !

If ye listen

To a faction

Among the People of the Book,
They would (indeed)

Render you apostates

After ye have believed I

101. And bow would ye
Deny Faith while unto you
Are rehearsed the Signs

Of God, and among you

O C.j

423. 'Alamin : alt the worlds (i. 2. n.) ; all kinds of beings
; all nations (iii, 42); all creatures Oi*' 9

424. Station of Abraham : see ii, 125 and n. 125,

425. See reference in last note.

426. Cf. iii. 81.
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Lives tLe Apostle ?

Whoever holds
Firmly to God
Will be shown
A Way that is straight.

Section 11.

102. ye who believe

!

Fear God as,He should be
Feared, and die not
Except in a state

Of Islam.

103. And hold fast,

All together, by the Rope **•

Which God (stretches out
For you), and be not divided
Among yourselves

;

And remember with gratitude

God’s favour on you ;

For ye were enemies
And He joined your hearts

In love, so that by His Grace,
Ye became brethren

;

And ye were on the brink
Of the Pit of Fire,

And He saved you from it.

Thus doth God make
His Signs clear to you :

That ye may be guided.

104.

Let there arise out of you
A band of people
Inviting to all that is good,
Enjoining what is right.

jiJQjJs (is

(il 6^J

427. Fear is of many kinds : (1) the abject fear of the coward ; (2) the fear of a child or an
inexperienced person in the face of an unknown danger ; (3) the fear of a reasonable man who wishes
to avoid harm to himself or to people whom he wishes to protect j (4) the reverence which is akin
to love, for it fears tc do anything which is not pleasing to the object of love. The first is un-
worthy of man

; the second is necessary for one spiritually immature ;
the third is a manly precaution

against evil as long as it is unconquered ; and the fourt)i is the seed bed of righteousness. Those
mature in faith cultivate the fourth; at earlier stages, the third or the second may be necessary;
they are fear, but not the fear of God. The first is a feeling of which anyone should be ashamed.

428, Our whole being should be permeated with Islam
;

it is not a mere veneer or outward
show.

429.

The simile is that of people struggling in deep water, to whom a benevolent Provtdence

stretches out a strong and unbreakable rope of rescue. If all hold fast to it together, their mutual

sui.port adds to the chance of their safety.

430.

Yathrib was torn with civil and tribal feuds and dissensions before the Apostle of God set

lis sacred feet on its soil. After that, it became the City of the Prophet, Medinm an unmatched

Irotherhood, and the pivot of Islam. This poor quarrelsome world is a larger YathriD : can we
stablish the sacred feet on its soil, and make it a new and larger Medina ?
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And forbidding what is wrong :

They are the ones

To attain felicity^

105. Be not like those

Who are divided

Amongst themselves

And fall intq disputations

After receiving

Clear Signs

:

them
Is a dreadful Penalty,

—

106. On the.Day when •

Some faces will be (lit up
With) white, and some faces

Will be (in the gloom of) black

:

To those whose faces

Will be black, (will be said)

:

“ Did ye reject Faith
,

After accepting it ?

Taste then the Penalty

For rejecting Faith.”

107* But those whose faces

Will be (lit with) white,—

They will be in (the light

Of) God’s mercy : therein

To dwell (for ever).

108. JIElhese are the Signs

Of God : We rehearse them

To thee in Truth :

And God means
No injustice to any

Of His creatures.

109. To God belongs all

That is in the heavens

431. Mufiili, a/la^a, falalf : the root idea is attainment of. desires
; happiness, in this world and the

next • success
;
prosperity ;

freedom from anxiety, care, or a disturbed state of mind ;—the opposite of

"ofab’ia the next verse, which includes : failure ; misery: punishment or penalty
; agony or anguish

The ideal Muslim community is happy, untroubled by conflicts or doubts, sure of itself, strong,

united, and prosperous : because it invites to all that is good ; enjoins the right
;
and forbids the

wrong’—a master-stroke of description in three clauses.

432. The “ face " (wajh) expresses our Personality, our inmost being. White is the colour of Light

:

to become white is to be illumined with Light, which stands for felicity, the rays of the glorious light

of God. Slack is the colour of darkness, sin, rebellion, misery ; removal from the grace and light of

God.' ' These' are the Signs of heaven and hell. The standard of decision in all questions is the justice

of'Gbd.'
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And on earth : to Him
Do all questions

Go back (for decision).

Section 12.

110. ^e are the best

Of Peoples, evolved
For mankind,
Enjoining what is right.

Forbidding what is wrong,
And believing in God, ***

If only the People of the Book
Had faith, it were best

For them : among them
Are some who have faith.

But most of them
Are perverted transgressors.

111. They will do you no harm.
Barring a trifling annoyance

;

If they come out to fight you,

They will show you their backs,

And no help shall they get.

112. Shame is pitched over them
(Like a tent) wherever
They are found,

Except when under a covenant

(Of protection) from God
And from men ; they draw
On themselves wrath from God,
And pitched over them
Is (the tent of) destitution.

This because they rejected

The Signs of God, and slew

The Prophets in defiance of

right ;

”*

433. Cf. ii. ZIO.

434. The logical conclusion to the evolution of religious history is a non-sectarian, non-racial

non-doctrinal. universal religion, which Islam claims to be. For Islam is just submission to the Will

of God. This implies (1) Faith, (Z) doing right, being an example to others to do right, and having

the power to see that the right prevails, (3) eschewing wrong, being an example to others to eschew
wrong, and having the power to see that wrong and injustice are defeated. Islam therefore lives, not

for itself, but for mankind. The People of the Book, if only they had faith, would be Muslims, for they

have been prepared for Islam, Unfortunately there is Unfaith, but it can never harm those who carry

the banner of Faith and Right, which must always be victorious.
j. ,

435. Dhuribat ; I think there is a simile from the pitching of a tent. Ordinarily a man*s^ tent is a
place of tranquillity and honour for him. The tent of the wicked wherever they are found is ignominy,

shame, and humiliation. It is piiy from God or from men that gives them protection when their

pride has a fall. Using the same simile of a lent, in another way, their home .will be destitution

and misery,

436. Cf. iii. 21, n. 363.
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This because they rebelled

And transgressed beyond bounds.

113,

Not all of them are, alike :

Of the People of the Book
Are a portion that stand

(For the right) ; they rehearse

The Signs of God all night long,

And then prostrate themselves

In adoration.

114

.

They believe in God
And the Last Day ,*

They enjoin what is right,

And forbid what is wrong

;

And they hasten (in emulation)

In (all) good works :

They are in the ranks

Of the righteous.

115,

Of the good that they do,

Nothing will be rejected

Of them ; for God knoweth well

Those that do right.

116.

Those who reject Faith,

—

Neither their possessions

Nor their (numerous) progeny
Will avail them aught against

God

:

They will be Companions
Of the Fire,—dwelling

Therein (for ever),*®*

117

.

What they spend
In the life

Of this (material) world
May be likened to a Wind
Which brings a nipping frost

:

It strikes and destroys the harvest

Of men who have wronged

437. In Islam we respect sincere faith and true righteousness in whatever form they appear.

438. C/. iii. 10.
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Their own souls : it is not God
That hath wronged them, but
They wrong themselves.*®®

118. ye who believe !

Take not into your intimacy

Those outside your ranks :

They will not fail

To corrupt you. They
Only desire your ruin :

Rank hatred has already

Appeared from their mouths:
What their hearts conceal

Is far worse.

We have made plain

To you the Signs,

If ye have wisdom.

119. Ah ! ye are those

Who love them,
But they love you not,

—

Though ye believe

In the whole of the Book.***

When they meet you.

They say, “We believe” :**^

But when they are alone,

They bite off the very tips

Of their fingers at you
In their rage. Say :

“ Perish in your rage

;

God knoweth well

All the secrets of the heart.”

[S. nr; 117*120
• 1 *

yy.l
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120.

If aught that is good
Befalls you, it grieves them ;

But if some misfortune

Overtakes you, they rejoice

439. False “ spending " may be either in false “ charity " or in having a " good time." For the man
who resists God’s purpose, neither of them is any good. The essence of charity is faith and love. Where
these are wanting, cnarity is no charity. Some baser motive is there : ostentation, or even worse,
getting a person into the giver's power by a pretence of charity : something that is connected with the
life of this grasping, material world. What happens ? You expect a good harvest. But •• while you
think, good easy man, full surely your greatness is a ripening." there comes a nipping frost, and
destroys all vour hopes. The frost is some calamity, or the fact that you are found out 1 Of perhaps
it is “ High blown pride,” as in Shakespeare's Henry V///, ii 3. In your despair you may blame
blind Fate or yon mav blame God I Blind Fate does not exist, for there is God's Providence, which
is just and good. The harm or inju.stice has come, not from God, but from your own soul. You
wronged your soul, and it suffered the frost. Your base motive brought you no good : it may have
reduced you to poverty, shame, and disgrace. All the brave show of the wicked in this life is but a
wind charged with evil to themselves.

440. Islam gives you the complete revelation, "the whole of the Book," thpugh partial revelations

have come in all ages. (C/. iii. Z3, and n. 366.)

441. C/. ii, 14.
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At it. But if ye are constant

And do tight,

Not the least harm
Will their cunning

Do to you ; for God
Compasseth round about

All that they do.

6 r

C. 58.—God’s help comes to those who strive

iii. lZl-148.) With firmness, as it did at Badr.

Much can be learnt from the misfortunes
.

At Uhud. It is not for us

To question God’s Plan, which is full

Of wisdom and mercy for all. Our duty

Is to stand firm and unswerving,

To obey, and in steadfast courage

To persevere, to retrieve our mistakes,

Not in grief and despair, but in firm hope

In God and in contempt of paih and death.

Section 13.

121. ^Kiemember that morning
Thou didst leave

Thy household (early)

To post the Faithful

At their stations for battle

:

And God heareth
And knoweth all things

:

o kii\3

442. The battle of Uhud was a great testing time for the young Muslim communitv. Their mettle
and the wisdom and strength of their Leader were shown jn the battle of Badr (iii. 13 and note), in
which the Meccan Pagans suffered a crushing defeat. The Meccans were determined to wipe off their
disgrace and to annihilate the Muslims in Medina. To this end thev collected a large force and
marched to Medina. They numbered some 3,000 fighting men under Abu SufySn, and they were so
confident of victory that their women folk came with them, and showed the most shameful savagerv
after the battle. To meet the threatened danger the Muslim Leader. Muhammad Mustafa, with his
usual foresight, courage, and initiative, resolved to take hts station at the foot of Mount Uhud, which
dominates the city of Medina some three miles to the north. Early in the morning, on the 7th of
Shawwal. A.H. 3 (January, 625). he made his dispositions for battle. Medina winters are notorio usly
rigorous, but the warriors of Islam (700 to 1000 in number) were up early. A torrent bed {NuV ah)
was to their south, and the passes in the hills at their bat;k were filled with SO archers to prevent the
enemv attack from the rear. The enemy were set the task of attacking the walls of Medina, with the
Muslims at their rear. In the beginning the battle went t,ell for the Muslims. The enemv wavered,
but the Muslim archers, in disobedience of their orders, left their posts to join in the pursuit and
share in the booty. There was also treachery on the part of 300 “ Hypocrites ” led by ‘Abdullah
ibn Ubai, who deserted. The enemy took advantage of the opening left by the archers, and there was
severe hand-to-hand fighting, in which numbers told in favour of the enemy. Manv of the Companions
and Helpers were killed. But there was no rout. Among the Muslim martvrs wa.s' the gallant Hamza,
a brother of the Apostle's father. The graves of the martyrs are still shown at Uhud. The Apostle
himself was wounded in his head and face, and one of his front teeth was knocked off. Had it not
been for hi,s firmness, courage, and coolness, all would have been lost. As it was, the Apostle, in

spite of his wound, and" many of the wounded Muslims, inspired by his example, returned to the field

next day. and AbO SufySn and his Meccan army thought it most prudent to withdraw. Medina
was saved, but a lesson in faith, constancy, firmness, and steadfastness was learnt by the MusHros.
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122.

Remember two of your parties

Meditated cowardice

;

But God was their protector,

And in God should the Faithful
(Ever) put their trust.123.

God had helped you
At Badr, when ye were
A contemptible little force

;

Then fear God
; thus

May ye show your gratitude.**^

124.

Remember thou saidst

To the Faithful :
“ Is it not

enough
For you that God should help you
With three thousand angels

(Specially) sent down ?

125.

“Yea,—if ye remain firm,

And act aright, even if

The enemy should rush here

On you in hot haste.

Your Lord would help you
With five thousand angels

Making a terrific onslaught.”

126.

God made it but a message

Of hope for you, and an
assurance

To your hearts
:
(in any case)

There is no help

Except from God,
The Exalted, the Wise

;

^ (x!^ j-ifi
I

443. The two parties wavering in their minds were probably the BanO Salma Khazraji and the
Banu Baritha, but they rallied under the Apostle's inspiration. That incident shows that man may
be weak, but if he allows his weak will to be governed by the example of men of God, he may. yet
retrieve his weakness.

444. Gratitude to God is not to be measured by words. It should show itself in conduct and
life. If all the Muslims had learnt the true lesson from the victory at Badr, their archers would not
have left the posts appointed for them, nor the two tribes mentioned in the last note ever wavered
in their faith.

445. Read verse 124 with the following five verses, to get its full signification.

446. Musawibim ; this is the active voice of the verb, not to be confused with the passive voice

in iii. 14, which has a different signification.

447. Whatever happens, whether there is a miracle or not, all help proceeds from God. Man
shoutd not be so arrogant as to suppose that his own resources will change the cur^nt of the world-

plan, God helps those who show constancy, courage, and discipline, and uw all the huinan means
at their- disposal, not those who fold their hands and have no faith. But God s help is determined

pn considerations exalted far above our petty human motive, and by perfect wisdoms, of which we
can have only faint glimpses,
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127. That he might cut off

A fringe of the Unbelievers ““

Or expose them to infamy,

And they should then
Be turned back,

Frustrated of their purpose.

128. Not for thee, (but for God),

Is the decision

:

Whether He turn in mercy
To them, or punish them ;

For they are indeed wrong-
doers.***

129.

To God belongeth all

That is in the heavens
And on earth.

He forgiveth whom He pleaseth

And punisheth whom He pleaseth

;

But God is Oft-Forgiving,

Most Merciful.

Section 14.

130. @ ye who believe

!

Devour not Usury,***

Doubled and. multiplied

;

But fear God ; that

Ye may (really) prosper.***

131. Fear the Fire, which is prepared

For those who reject Faith

:

»r

&
r

448. A iringe of the Unbelievers : an extremity, an end, either upper or lower. Here it may
mean that the chiefs of the Meccan Pagans, who had come to exterminate the Musiims with such
confidence, went back frustrated in their purpose. The shameless cruelty with which they and
their women mutilated the Muslim corpses on the battle-field will stand recorded to their eternal
infamy.

_
Perhaps it also exposed their real nature to some of those who fought for them, e g., Khaiid

ibn Walld, who not only accepted Islain afterwards, but became one of the most notable champions
of Islam. He was with the Muslims in the conquest of Mecca, and later on, won distinguished
honours in Syria and 'Iraq.

449, Uliud is as much a sign-post for Islam as Badr, For us in these latter days it carries an even
greater lesson. God s help will come if we have faith, obedience, discipline, unity, and the spirit of act-
ing in righteousness and justice. If we fail. His mercy is always open to us. But it is also open to our
enemies, and those who seem to us His enemies. His Plan may be to bring sinners to repentance,
and to teach us righteousness and 'wisdom through those who seem in our eyes to be rebellious or
even defiant. There may be good in them that He sees and we do not,—a humbling thought that
must lead to our own self-examination and self-improvement,

note. The last verse spoke of forgiveness, even to enemies. If such mercy is

granted by God to erriiig sinners, how much more is it incumbent on us, poor sinners to refrain from
oppressing our fellow-beings in need, in matters of mere material and ephemeral wealth ? Usury is the
opposite extreme of charity, unselfishness, striving, and giving of ourselves in the service of God and
of our fellow-men,

. 451. Real prosperity consists, not in greed, but in giving, -the giving of ourselves and of our
substance in the cause of God and God's truth and in the service of God’s creatures.
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132.

And obey God
''

And the Apostle

;

That ye may obtain mercy.

133. Be quick in the race

For forgiveness from your Lord,
And for a Garden whose width
Is that (of the whole)
Of the heavens
And of the earth,*®*

Prepared for the righteous,

—

134. Those who spend (freely),*®*

Whether in prosperity.

Or in adversity

;

Who restrain anger,

And pardon (all) men ;

—

For God loves those
Who do good ;

—

^\j^\ irp'

135.

And those who,*®*

Having done something
To be ashamed of,

Or wronged their own souls,*®®

Earnestly bring God to mind,
And ask for forgiveness

For their sins,

—

And who can forgive

Sins except God ?

—

And are never obstinate

In persisting knowingly
In (the wrong) they have done

fjj
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452. The Fire {iii. 131) is, as always, contrasted with the Garden in a spiritual sense,—
in other word.s, Hell contrasted with Heaven. Lest we should think that heaven is a sort
of enclosed material Garden somewhere in the skies, we are told that its width alone is that of
the whole of the heavens and the earth,— all the creation we can imagine. In other words our spiritual

felicity covers not merely this or that part of our being, but all life and all esistence. Who can
measure its width, or length, or depth ?

453. Another definition of the righteous (w. 134-35). So far from grasping material wealth, they
give freelv. of themselves and their substance, not only when they are well-off and it is easy for them
to do so, but also when they are in difficulties, for other people may be in difficulties at the same time.
They do not get ruffled in adversity, or get angry when other people behave badly, or their own good
plans fail. . On the contrary they redouble their efforts. For the charity—or good deed— is all the more
necessary in adversity. And they do not throw the blame on others. Even where such blame is due
and correction is necessary, their own mind is free from a sense of grievance, for they forgive and
cover other men's faults. This as far as other people are concerned. But we may be ourselves at fault,
and perhaps we tftought some calamity on ourselves. The righteous man is net necessarily perfect.
In such circumstances his behaviour is described in the next verse.

454. The righteous man, when he finds he has fallen into sin or error, does not whine or despair,
but asks for God's forgiveness, and his faith gives him hope. If he is sincere, that means that he
abandons his wrong conduct and makes amends.

455 Sin is a sort of oppression of ourselves by ourselves. This follows from the doctrine of
personal responsibility, as opposed to that of blind fate or of an angry God or gods lying in wait fot
revenge or injury on mankind.
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136, For such the reward

Is forgiveness from their Lord,

And Gardens with rivers

Flowing underneath,

—

An eternal dwelling

:

How excellent a recompense

For those who work (and strive)

!

137. jfi^any were the Ways of

Life

That have passed away

Before you : travel through

The earth, and see what was

The end of those

Who rejected Truth.

138. Here is a plain statement]

To men, a 'guidance

And instruction to those

Who fear God

!

139. So lose not heart,

Nor fall into despair :

For ye must gain mastery

If ye are true in Faith.

140. If a wound hath touched you,*®’

Be sure a similar wound
Hath touched the others.

Such days (of varying fortunes)

We give to men and men
By turns : that God may know
Those that believe,

And that he may take

! , To Himself from your ranks

Martyr-witnesses (to Truth),

t
And God loveth not

Those that do wrong.

456. Cf. Tennyson (In Memoriatn): " Our Utile systems have their day. They have their day and
cease to be : They are but broken lights of Thee. And Thou, O Lord 1 art more than thev.” Only
God's Truth will last, and it will gain the mMtery in the end. If there is defeat, we must not be
dejected, lose heart, or give up the struggle, Faith means hope, activity, striving steadfastly on to the

goal.

457. These general considerations apply in particular to the disaster at Ut^ud. (1) In a fight for

truth, if you are hurt, be sure the adversary has suffered hurt also, the more so as h^has no faith to

sustain him. (Z) Success or failure in this world comes to all at varying times ; we must not grumble,

as we do not see the whole of God's Plan. (3) Men's true mettle is known in adversity as gold is

assayed in fire ; Cf. also iii. 154, n. 467, (4) Martyrdom is in itself an honour and a privilege : how
glorious is the fame of Hamza the Martyr, and in later times, of Hasan and gusain ? (5) If there is

any dross in us, it will be purified by resistance and struggle. (6) When evil is given rope a little, it

works out its own destruction ; the orgies of cruelty indulged in by the Pagans after what they

supposed to be their victory at Ufiud, filled up their cup of iniouitv ; it lost them the support and
adherence of the best in their own ranks, and hastened the destruction of Paganism from Arabia. Cf.

iii, 1Z7 and n. 448.
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141. God’s o'bject also is to purge
Those that are true in Faith

Arid to deprive of blessing

Those that resist Faith.

142. Did ye think that ye

Would enter Heaven
Without God testing

Those of you who fought hard
(In His Cause) and
Remained steadfast ?

143. Ye did indeed

Wish for Death
Before ye met him :

Now ye have seen him
With your own eyes,

(And ye flinch !)

0^1 S-lfV

Section 15.

144. ^I^^uhammad is no more**®

Than an Apostle : many
Were the Apostles that passed

away
Before him. If he died

Or were slain, will ye then

Turn back on your heels ?

If any di,d turn back

On his 'heels, not the least

Harm will he do to God

;

But God (on the other hand)

Will swiftly reward those

Who (serve him) with gratitude.

145. Nor can a soul die

Except by God’s leave,
J -If'®

458. The purge or purification was in two senses. (1) It cleared out the Hypocrites from the ranks
of the Muslim warriors. (2) The testing-time strengthened the faith of the weak and wavering ; for

suffering has its own mission in life. The Apostle's example— wounded but staunch, and firmer chan
ever—put new life into the Community.

459. Cf. ii. 214.

460 This verse primarily applies to the battle of Uhud, in the Course of which a cry was raised

that the Apostle was slam' He had indeed been severely wounded, but Tallja, Abff Bakr, and
‘Alt were at his side and his own unexampled bravery saved the Muslim army from a rout. Tni-

versewas recalled again bv Abu Bakr when the Apostle actually died a natural death eight years

later, to remind people that God, Whose Message he brought, lives for ever. And we have need to

remember this now and often for two reasons ; (1) when we feel inclined to pay more than human
honour to one who was the truest, the purest, and the greatest of men, and thus in asense to compound
for our forgetting the spirit of his teaching, and (2) wneu we feel depressed at the chances and changes

of time, and forget that the eternal God lives and watches over us and over all His creatures now as

in all history in the past and in the future,
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The term being fixed

As by writing. If any
Do desire a reward
In this life, We shall give it

To him ; and if any
Do desire a reward
In the Hereafter, We shall

Give it to him.

And swiftly shall We reward
Those that (serve us with)

gratitude.

146. How many of the Prophets
Fought (in God’s way),

And with them (fought)
Large bands of godly men I

But they never lost heart
If they met with disaster

In God's way, nor did

They weaken (in will)

Nor give in. And God
Loves those who are •

Firm and steadfast.

147. All that they said was

:

" Our Lord ! forgive us
Our sins and anything
We may have done
That transgressed our duty :

Establish our feet firmly,

And help us against

Those that resist

Faith.”

148. And God gave them
A reward in this world.
And the excellent reward
Of the Hereafter. For God
Loveth those who do good.

» JL 1 /

o (3^
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C. 59.—Uhud showed how dangerous it was
(iii. 149-180.) Xo lend ear to enemy suggestions,

To disobey orders, dispute, lose courage.
Or seek selfish ends

; some even followed

461. There IS a slight touch of irony in this. As applied to the archers at Uhud, who deserted
their posts for the sake of plunder, they might have got some plunder, but they put themselves and the
whole of their army into jeopardy. For a little worldly gain, they nearly lost iheir souls. On the other
hand, those who took the long ^ew and fought with staunchness and discipline,—their reward was
swift and sure. If they died, they got the crown of martyrdonia If they lived, they were heroes
honoured in this life and the neat.

j * j
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The evil course of turning back.

But great is God’s mercy : where He helps,

No harm can come. Trust your Leader.

The Hypocrites, in withdrawing from battle

Were really helping the Unbelievers,

But glorious were those who knew

No fear ; those killed in the Cause of God
Yet live and thrive and do rejoice ;

And never can those who fight against Faith

Hurt in the least the Cause of God.

Section 16.

149. ye who believe

!

If ye obey the Unbelievers,

They will drive you back
On your heels, and ye
Will turn back (from Faith)

To your own loss.

!

150. Nay, God is your Protector,

And He is the best of helpers.

151. Soon shall We cast terror

Into the hearts of the Unbelievers,

For that they joined companions
With God, for which He had sent

No authority : their abode
Will be the Fire : and evil

Is the home of the wrong-doers !

152. God did indeed fulfil

His promise to you
When ye with His permission

Were about to annihilate

Your enemy,—until ye flinched

And fell to disputing

About the order,^'*

And disobeyed it

After He brought you in sight

(Of the Booty) which ye covet.

Among you are some
That hanker after this world

And some that desire

The Hereafter. Then did He

462. The order was. not to run after booty, but strictly to maintain discipline, Uljud was in
the beginning a victory for the Muslims. Many of the enemy were slain, and they were retiring when
a part of the Muslims! against orders, ran in pursuit, attracted by the prospects of booty. See note
to iii. 121.
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Divert you from your foes

In order to test you.**®

But He forgave you

:

For God is full of grace

To those who believe.

153. Behold ! ye were climbing up
The high ground, without even
Casting a side glance

At any one, and the Apostle

In your rear was calling you
Back. There did God give you
One distress after another

By way of requital,***

To teach you not to grieve

For (the booty) that had escaped

you
And for (the ill) that had befallen

you.

For God is well aware

Of all that ye do.

154. After (the excitement)

Of the distress. He sent down
Calm on a band of you
Overcoitie with slumber,**®

While another band
Was stirred to anxiety

By rheir own feelings.

Moved by wrong suspicions

Of God— suspicions due
To Ignorance. They said :

“ What affair is this of ours ?
” ***

Say thou :
“ Indeed, this affair

463. The disobedience seemed at first pleasant : they were chasing the enemv, and there was the
prospect of booty. But when the gap was noticed by the enemv, thev turned'lbe flank round the
hill and nearly overwhelmed the Muslims. Had it not been for God’s grace, and the firmness of their
Leader and his immediate Companions, they would have been finished,

464. It would seem that a patty of horsemen led by the, dashing Ittalid ibn Walid came
through the gap in the passes where the Muslim archers should have been, and in the confusion that
arose, the retreating foe rallied and turned back on the Muslims, From the low ground on the bank
of the Nullah the Muslims retreated in their turn and tried to gain the hill. They had a double loss •

(1) they were baulked of the booty they had run after, and (Z) their own lives and the lives of their
whole army were in danger, and many lives were actually lost from their ranks. Their own lives being
in danger, they had hardly time to grieve for the loss of booty or the general calamity. But it steadied
them, and some of them stood the test.

465. After the first surprise, when the enemy turned on them, a great part of the Muslims did
their best, and seeing their mettle, the enemy withdrew to his camp. There was a lull ; the wounded
had rest • those who had fought the hard fight were visited by kindly Sleep, sweet Nature's nurse. In
contrast to them was the band of Hypocrites, whose behaviour is described in the next note.

466. The Hypocrites withdrew from the fighting. Apparently they had been among those who
had been counselling the defence of Medina within the walls instead of boldly coming out to meet
the enemy. Their distress was caused by their own mental state : the sleep of the just was denied
thetii ; and they continued to murmur of what might have been. Only fools do so ; wise men face
actualities.
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Is wholly God’s.’* They hide
In their minds what they
Dare not reveal to thee.

They say (to themselves) :

“ If we had had anything
To do with this affair,

We should not have been
In the slaughter here.”

Say :
“ Even if you had remained

In your homes, those

For whom death was decreed
Would certainly have gone forth
To the place of their death ”

;

But (all this was)

That God might test

What is in your breasts

And purge what is

In your hearts.

For God knoweth well

The secrets of your hearts.

Cil

155. Those of you '***

Who turned back

On the day the two hosts

Met,— it was Satan

Who caused them to fail,

Because of some (evil)

They had done. But God
Has blotted out (their fault)

:

For God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Forbearing,

Section 17.

156. ye who believe !

Be not like the Unbelievers,

Who say of their brethren.

When they are travelling

Through the earth or engaged

In fighting : If they had stayed

With us, they would not

Have died, or been slain.
’’

i

467. That testing by God is not in order that it may add to His knowledge, for He knows all. It is

in order to help us subjectively, to mould our will, and purge us of any grosser motives, that will

be searched out by calamity. If it is a hardened sinner, the test brings conviction out of bis own
self. Cf. also iii. 140.

468. It was the duty of all who were able to fight, to fight in the sacred cause at U^ud, But a small,
section were timid : they were not quite as bad as those who railed against God, or those who.
thoughtlessly disobeyed orders. But they still failed_^in their duty.

.
It is our inner motives that God

regards. These timorous people were forgiven by God, Perhaps they were given another chance

:

perhaps they rose to it and did their duty then.
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This that God may make it

A cause of sighs and regrets

In their hearts. It is God
That gives Life and Death,*®*

And God sees well

All that ye do.

157. And if ye are slain, or die.

In the way of God,
Forgiveness and mercy
From God are far better

Than all they could amass. *’®

158. And if ye die, or ate slain,

Lo ! it is unto God
That ye are brought together.

159. ^t is part of the Mercy
Of God that thou dost deal

Gently with them.
Wert thou severe

Or harsh-hearted.

They would have broken away
From about thee : so pass over
(Their faults), and ask

For (God’s) forgiveness
|

For them ; and consult

Them in affairs (of moment).
Then, when thou hast

Taken a decision.

Put thy trust in God. i

469. It is want of faith that makes people afraid (1) of meeting death, (2) of doing their duty
When it involves danger, as in travelling in order to earn an honest living, or fighting in a sacred
Cause. Such fear is part of the punishment for want of faith. If you have faith, there is no fear in

meeting death, for it brings you nearer to your goal, nor in meeting danger for a sufficient cause,

because vou know that the keys . of life and death are in God's hands. Nothing can happen without
God's Will. If it is God's Will that you should die, your staying at home will not save you If it is

Mis Will that you should live, the danger you incur in a just cause brings you glory. Supposing it is His
Will that you should lose your life in the danger, there are three considerations that would make you
eager to meet it : (1) dying in doing your duty is the best means of reaching God’s Mercy

; (2j the man of

faith knows that he is not going to an unknown country of which he has no news ; he is going nearer

to God ;
and (3) he is being "brought together" unto God'; le., he will meet all his dear ones in

faith : instead of the separation which the souls without faith fear, he looks forward to a surer

reunion than is possible in this life.

470. Notice a beautiful little literary touch here. At first sight you would exprct the second
person here ('‘yOM could amass"), to' niatch the second person in the earlier clause. But remember
that the second person in earlier clause refers to the man of faith, and the third person in the last

line refers to the Unbelievers'
; as if it said : Of course you as a man of faiih would not be for

hoarding riches : your wealth,—duty and the mercy of God,—is far more precious than anything
the Unbelievers can amass in their selfish lives.

”

471. The extremely gentle nature of Muljammad endeared him to all, and it is reckoned as one
of the Mercies of God. One of the Apostle's titles is “A Mercy to all Creation." At no time was
this gentleness, this mercy, this long-suffering with human weaknesses, more valuable than after a
disaster like that at Uhud. It is a God-li)re quality, which then, as always, bound and binds the
souls of countless men to him,
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For God loves those
Who put their trust (in Him).

160.. If God helps you,
None can overcome you :

If He forsakes you,
Who is there, after that,

That can help you 1

In God, then.

Let Believers put their trust.

161.

i^o prophet could (ever)*’*

Be false to his trust.

If any person is so false.

He shall, on the Day
Of Judgment, restore

What he misappropriated
;

Then shall every soul

Receive its due,

—

Whatever it earned,

—

And none shall be
Dealt with unjustly.

162. Is the man who follows

The good pleasure of God
Like the man who draws
On himself the wrath
Of God, and whose abode
Is in Hell ?-

,
A woeful refuge !

163. They are in varying grades

In the sight of God,
And God sees well

All that they do.

164. God did confer

A great favour

odsl0i44iii(!.l
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'472, Besides the gentleness of his nature. Mustafa was known from his earliest IHe for
^
his

trustworthiness. Hence his title of Al-Amtn. Unscrupulous people often read their own low motives
into other men, and their accusation, which is meant to injure, fastens on the various virtues for

which the man they attack is well known. Some of the Hypocrites after Uhud raised some doubts
about the division of the spoils, thinking to sow the seeds of poison in the hearts of the iiien who
had deserted their p.osts in their craving for booty. Those low suspicions were never believed in

by any sensible people, and they have no interest for us now. But the general principles here

^declared are of eternal value. (1) Men of God do not act from unworthy motives. IZ) Those who
"act from such motives are spiritually the lowest of creatures, and they will make no profit. f3) A
man of God is not to be judged by the same standard as a greedy creature. (4) in God's eyes thei:e

are various grades of men, and we must try to understand and appreciate such grades. If we trust

'our Leader, we shall not question his honesty without cause. If he is dishonest, he .is not fit to be

leader.
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On the Believers

When He sent among them

An Apostle from among
Themselves, rehearsing

Unto them the Signs

Of God, sanctifying them,

And instructing them
In Scripture and Wisdom,
While, before that,

They had been
In manifest error.

165. l^hat ! When a single

Disaster smites you.

Although ye smote (your enemies)

With one twice as great.

Do ye say ?

—

" Whence is this ?
”

Say (to them)

:

“ It is from yourselves :

For God hath power
Over all things.

” *''*

166. What ye suffered

On the day the two armies

Met, was with the leave

Of God, in order that

He might test the Believers,

—

167. And the Hypocrites also.

These were told :
“ Come,

Fight in the way of God,
' Or (at least) drive

(The foe from your city).
”

They said :
“ Had we known

How to fight, we should

Certainly have followed you.
”

^ ’ A
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473. C/.ii. 151.

474. If Uhud was a reverse to the Muslims, they had inflicted a reverse twice as great on the Meccans

at Bade. This reverse was not without God's permission, for He wanted to test and purify the faith

of those who followed Islam, and to show them that they must strive and do all in their power to

deserve God's help. If they disobeyed orders and neglected discipline, they must attribute the disaster

to themselves and not to God.

475. Test : literally fetiota. See n. 467 to iii, 154,

476. The testing of the Hypocrites was the searching out of their motives and exposing them
to the sight of their brethren, who might otherwise have been taken in. In the first place they gave
counsels of caution : in their minds it was nothing but cowardice. In the second place, what they

wished was not the good of the community but its being placed in a contemptible position. When
others were for self-sacrifice, they were for ease and fair words. Pretending to be Muslims, they were
nearer to Unbelief. Ironically they pretended to know nothing of fighting, and left their devout
^brethren to defend their faith and ideals. If that devout spirit did not anpeal to them, they might
at Ifeast have defended their city of Medina when it was threatened,—defended their hearths and homes
as good citizens,
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They were that day
Nearer to Unbelief
Than to Faith,

Saying with their lips

What was not in their hearts.

But God hath full knowledge
Of all they conceal.168.

(They are) the ones that say,

(Of their brethren slain),

While they themselves

Sit (at ease) :
“ If only

They had listened to us.

They would not have been slain.”

Say :
“ Avert death

From your own selves,

If ye speak the truth.
”

169. I^hink not of those

Who are slain in God’s way
As dead. Nay, they live,

Finding their sustenance

In the Presence of their Lord
;

170. They rejoice in the Bounty
Provided by God :

And with regard to those

Left behind, who have not

Yet joined them (in their bliss),

The (Martyrs) glory in the fact

That on them is no fear,

Nor have they (cause to) grieve.

171.

They glory in the Grace

And the Bounty from God,
And in the fact that

God suffereth not

%

477, A beautiful passage about the Martyrs in the cause of Truth. They are not dead : they live,—
and in a far higher and deeper sense than iri the life they have left. Even those who have no faith in

the Hereafter honour those that die in their cause, with the crown of immortality in the minds and
memories of generations unborn But in Faith we see a higher, truer, and less relative immortality.

Perhaps “immortality" is not the tight word in this connection, as it implies a continuation of this

life. In their case, through the gateway of death, they enter the true real Life, as opposed to its

shadow here. Our carnal life is sustained with carnal food, and its joys and pleasures at their best are

those which are projected on the screen of this material world. Their real Life is sustained from the

ineffable Presence and Nearness of God. Cf. ii. 154, and see hew the idea is further developed here.

478. The Martyrs not only rejoice at the bliss they have themselves attained. The dear ones left

behind are in their thoughts : it is part of their glory that they have saved their dear ones from fear,

sorrow, humiliation, and grief, in this life, even before they come to share m the glories of the

Hereafter

Note how they refrain ; "on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve *
i comes in here with anew

and appropriate meaning. Besides other things, it means that the dear ones have no .cause to grieve

at the death of the Martyrs ;
rather have they cause to rejoice.
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The reward of the Faithful

To be lost (in the least).

Section 18.

172. ^^f those who answered
The call of God
And the Apostle,

Even after being wounded,
Those who do right

And refrain from wrong
Have a great reward

173. Men said to them

:

“ A great army is gathering

Against you ”

:

And frightened them :

But it (only) increased

Their Faith : they said :

“ For us God sufficeth,

And He is the best

Disposer of affairs.
”

174. And they returned

,
With Grace and Bounty
From God j no harm
Ever touched them :

For they followed
The good pleasure of God :

And God is the Lord
Of bounties unbounded.

175. ^t is only the Evil One
That suggests to you
The fear of his votaries :

Be ye not afraid

Of them, but fear Me,
If ye have Faith.

176. Let not those grieve thee
Who rush headlong
Into Unbelief :

Not the least harm
Will they do to God :

God’s Plan is that He

3 ;> eWIJ

479. After the confusion at Uhud, msn rallied round the Apostle. He was wounded, and thev
were wounded, but they were all ready to fight again. Abu Sufvan with his Meccans withdrew, bii't

left a challenge with them to meet him and his army again at the’ fair of Badr SuSra next year. The
challenge was accepted, and a picked band of Muslims under their intrepid Leader kept the trvst,
But the enemy did not come. They returned, not only unharmed, but enriched by the trade at the
fair, and (it may be presumed) strengthened by the accession of new adherents to their cause.
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'Will give them no portion
In the Hereafter,

But a severe punishment.

177. Those who purchase
Unbelief at the price

Of faith,

—

Not the least harm
Will they do to God,
But they will have
A grievous punishment.

178. Let not the Unbelievers
Think that Our respite

To them is good for themselves

:

We grant them respite

That they may grow
In their iniquity :

But they will have
A shameful punishment.

179. 4^od will not leave

The Believers in the state

In which ye are now.
Until He separates

What is evil

From what is good.
Nor will He disclose

To you the secrets

Of the Unseen.
But He chooses
Of His Apostles
(For the purpose)

Whom He pleases.

So believe in God
And His Apostles :

And if ye believe

And do right,

Ye have a reward
Without measure.

[S. HU 17647%
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480. That the cup of their iniquity may be full. The appetite for sin grows with what it feeds on.
The natural result is that the sinner sinks deeper into sin. If there is any freedom of will, this naturally
follows, though God's Grace is always ready for the repentant. If the Grace is rejected', the
increase of iniquity makes the nature of iniquity plainer to those who might otherwise be attracted by
.its glitter. The working of God's Law is therefore both just and merciful. See also the next verse.

481. The testing of good men by calamities and evil men by leaving them in the enjoyment of
good things is part of the Universal Plan, in which some freedom of choice is left to man. The
psychological and subjective test is unfailing, and the separation is effected partly by the operation of
the human wills, to which some freedom is allowed. But it must be effected, if only in the interests of
the good.

482. Man in his weak state would be most miserable if he could see the secrets of the Future or the
.secrets, of the Unseen.. But things are revealed to him from time to time, as may be expedient for him,
by Apostles chosen for the purpose, .Our duty is to bold fast by faith and lead a good life,
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180. And let not those

Who covetously withhold
Of the gifts which God
Hath given them of His Grace.

Think that it is good for them :

Nay, it will be the worse
For them : soon shall the things

Which they covetously withheld
’ Be tied to their necks

Like a twisted colour, ***

On the Day of Judgment.
To God belongs the heritage

Of the heavens and the earth ;

And God is well-acquainted

With all that ye do.

life

C. 60.—Regard, unmoved, the taunts of those
(iii. 181-200.) Who laugh at faith ; nor let their falsehood

Nor their seeming prosperity, raise

Questions in your minds. All

Who can read the signs of God in Nature

Know His wisdom, goodness, power,

And justice. They know His promise

Is sure, and in humble prayer.

Wholly put their trust in Him.

Section 19.

181. ^od hath heard
The taunt of those

Who say :
“ Truly, God

Is indigent and we
Are rich !

”—We shall

Certainly record their word

J35 iil ^5" yi)
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483. The gifts are of all kinds : material gifts, such as wealth, property, strength of limbs, etc.,

or intangible gifts, such as influence, birth in a given set, intellect, skill, insight, etc . or spiritual

gifts of the highest kind. The spending of all these things (apart from what is necessary for ourselves)
for those who need them, is charity, and purifies our own character. The withholding of them
(apart from our needs) is similarly greed and selfishness, and is strongly condemned.

484. By an apt metaphor the miser is told that his wealth or the other gifts which he hoarded will

cling round his neck and do him no good. He will wish he could get rid of them, but he will not be
able to do so. According to the Biblical phrase in another connection they will hang like a millstone
round his neck (Matt, xviii. 6). The metaphor here is fuller. He hugged his wealth or bis gifts about
him. They will become like a heavy collar, the badge of slavery, round his neck. They will be tied

tight and twisted, and they will give him pain and anguish instead of pleasure. Cf. also xvii. 13.

485. Another metaphor is now introduced. Material wealth or property is only called ours during
our short life here ; it ttien descends to heirs and heirs until it goes to the ultimate heir, the State. So
all gifts are ours in trust only : they ultimately revert to God, to Whom belongs all that is in the

heavens or on earth.

486. In ii. 245 we read :
" Who is he that will loan to God a beautiful loan 7” In other places

charity or spending in the way of God is metaphorically described as giving to God. The holy
Apostle often used that expression in appealing for funds to be spent in the way of God. The scoffers

mocked and said : “So God is indigent and we are rich 1" This blasphemy was of a piece with all

their conduct in history, in slaying the Prophets and men of God,
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And. (their act) of slaying

Their Prophets in defiance

Of right, and We shall say ;

“ Taste ye the Penalty
Of the Scorching Fire !

182. “ This is because
Of the (unrighteous deeds)

Which your hands
Sent on before ye :

For God never harms
Those who serve Him.”

183. They (also) said ;
” God took

Our promise not to believe

In an apostle unless

He showed us a sacrifice

Consumed by fire

(From heaven).” Say :

“ There came to you
Apostles before me,
With Clear Signs

And even with what
Ye ask for : why then
Did ye slay them.
If ye speak the truth 1 ”

184. Then if they reject thee.

So were rejected apostles

Before thee, who came
With Clear Signs,

Books of dark prophecies,

And the Book of Enlightenment

487. For the expression “slaying in defiance of right,” Cf. iii. 21, and iii. IIZ.

488. Cf. ii, 95 and note.

489. Burnt sacrifices figured in (he Mosaic Law. and in the religious ceremonies long before Moses
but it is not true that the Mo.saic Law laid down a fire from heaven on a burnt sacrifice as a test of the
credentials of Prophets. Even if it had been so. did the Jews obey the Prophets who showed this

Sign ? In Leviticus ix. 23-24. we are told of a burnt ofiering prepared by Moses and Aaron : “and
there came a fire out from before the Lord, and consumed upon ihe altar the burnt ofiering and the
fat.” Yet the people rebelled frequently against Moses, and rebellion against a Prophet is spiritually

an attempt to kill him. Abel's offering (sacrifice) was probably a burnt offering : it was accepted by
God. andbe was killed by Cain out of jealousy : Gen. iv. 3-8. Mosaic sacrifices were no longer nqeded
by the people of Jesus or the people of Muhammad.

490. The three things mentioned in the Text are: (1) Clear Signs (baiyinat)', (2) zubur, and (3) kitab-

il-Munlr, The signification of (1) I have explained in the note to iii. 62, as far as they relate to Jesus.

In a more general sense, it means the clear evidence which God’s dealings furnish about a man of God
having a true mission ; e.g„ Moses in relation to Pharaoh. I have translated (2) as Books of Dark
Prophecies, as the root zabara implies something hard. The Commentators are not agreed, but the
Propiietic writings w’hich seemed to contemporaries difficult to understand may^ well come under this

description. David’s P.salms (Zabur, iv. 163) may also come under this description.^ As to (3). there is

no doubt about the literal meaning of the words, “the Book of Enlightenment.
_

But what does it

precisely refer to ? I take it tp mean the fundamental guide to conduct,—the clear rules lafd dpryit ia

all Dispensations to help men to lead good lives.
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185. ^J^very soul shall have

A taste of death :

And only on the Day
Of Judgment shall you
Be paid your full recompense.

Only he who is saved

Far from the Fire

And admitted to the Garden

Will have attained

The object (of Life) :

For the life of this world

Is but goods and chattels

Of deception. ***

186. Ye shall certainly

Be tried and tested

In your possessions

And in your personal selves ;

***

And ye shall certainly

Hear much that will grieve you,

From those who received

The Book before you
And from those who
Worship many gods.

But if ye persevere

Patiently, and guard

Against evil,—then
That will be
A determining factor

In all affairs.

187. And remember
God took a Covenant
From the People of the Book,

To make it known
And clear to mankind,
And not to hide it

;

ii; 1 S 5^ -iAd
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491. The soul will not die ; but the death of the body will give a taste of death to the soul when
the soul separates from the body. The soul will then know that this life was but a probation. And
seeming inequalities will be adjusted finally on the Day of Judgment.

49Z. Cf. Longfellow's Psalm of Life :
" All this world’s a fleeting show, For man's illusion given.

The only Reality will be when we have attained our final goal."

493. Not wealth and possessions only (or want of them), are the means of our trial. All our

personal talents, knowledge, opportunities and their opposites,— in fact everything that happens to us

and makes up our personality is a means of our testing. So is our Faith : we shall have to put up for

it many insults from those who do not share it.

494. Truth—God's Message—comes to any man or nation as a matter of sacred trust. It should be

broadcast and published and taught and made clear to all within reach. Privileged priesthood at

once erects a barrier. But worse,—when such priesthood tampers with the truth, taking what suits it

and ignoring the rest, it has sold God's gift for a miserable ephemeral profit ;
how miserable, it will

learn when Nemesis comes.
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But they threw it away
Behind their backs, ***

And purchased with it

Some miserable gain !

And vile was the bargain
They made i

188. Think not that those

Who exult in what they
Have brought about, and love
To be praised for what
They have not done,

—

Think not that they
Can escape the Penalty.

For them is a Penalty
Grievous indeed.

189. To God belongeth
The dominion
Of the heavens
And the earth ;

And God hath power
Over all things.

Section 20.

190. ^J^ehold ! In the creation
Of the heavens and the earth,

And the alternation

Of Night and Day,

—

There are indeed Signs

For men of understanding,

—

191. Men who celebrate

The praises of God,
Standing, sitting.

And lying down on their sides, ***

And contemplate
The (wonders of) creation

495. Cf. ii. 101.

496. A searching picture of the worldly wise 1 They may cause mischief and misery to others, but
gloat over any glory it may bring them I They may trample down God’s truth, and enthrone false
standards of worship. They may take credit for virtues they do not possess and seeming success that
come in spite of their despicable deceptions.

497. Seeii. 164. The two items mentioned here are just brief symbols recalling the six or seven
mentioned m the other passage. And those too are but brief symbols and reminders of the glorious
majesty of God and His goodness to man.

498. That is, in all postures, which again is symbolical of all circumstances, personal, social
economic, historical and other.
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In the heavens and the earth,

(With the thought)

:

“ Our Lord ! not for naught

Hast Thou created (all) this !

Glory to Thee ! Give us
***

Salvation from the Penalty

Of the Fire.

192. “ Our Lord ! any whom Thou

Dost admit to the Fire,

Truly Thou covetest with shame,

And never will wrong-doers

Find any helpers

!

1
'

- V (

193. “ Our Lord ! we have heard

The call of one calling

(Us) to Faith, ‘ Believe ye

In the Lord, ’ and we

Have believed. Our Lord !

Forgive us our sins,

Blot out from us

Our iniquities, and take

To Thyself our souls

In the company of the righteous.

194. “ Our Lord ! Grant us

What Thou didst promise

Unto us through Thine Apostles,

And save us from shame

On the Day of Judgment

:

For Thou never breakest

Thy promise.
”

195. And their Lord hath accepted

Of them, and answered them ;

“ Never will I suffer to be lost

The work of any of you,

499. It is the thought of Salvation that connects all these glories with man. Otherwise man would

he a miserable, contemptible creature in these beauties and wonders of Nature. With hi.s high deshry

of Salvation he can be lifted even higher than these glories 1 The Fire is a symbol of penalty. We
pray for salvation from the penalty.
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Be he male or female

:

Ye are members, one of

another :

Those who have left their homes,

Or been driven out therefrom,

Or suffered harm in My Cause,

Or fought or been slain,

—

Verily, I will blot out

From them their iniquities.

And admit them into Gardens

With rivers flowing beneath ;

—

A reward from the Presence

Of God, and from His Presence

Is the best of rewards.”

196.

'JMtet not the strutting about

Of the Unbelievers

Through the land

Deceive thee :

197. Little is it for enjoyment

;

Their ultimate abode

Is Hell : what an evil bed

(To lie on) !

198. On the other hand, for those

Who feat their Lord,

Are Gardens, with rivers

Flowing beneath ; therein

Are they to dwell (for ever),

—

A gift from the Presence

Of God ; and that which is

In the Presence of God
Is the best (bliss)

For the righteous.

199. And there are, certainly.

Among the People of the Book,

SOD. In Islam the equal statusof the sexes is not only recognised but insisted on. If sex distinction,
which is a distinction in nature, does not count in spiritual matters, still less of course would count
artificial distinctions, such as rank, wealth, position, race, colour, birth, etc.

SOI. Here, and in iii 198 below, and in many places elsewhere, stress is laid on the fact that
whatever gift, or reward, or bliss will come to the righteous, its chief merit will be that it proceeds
from the Presence of God Himself, " Nearness to God " expresses it better than any other symbol.
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Those who believe in God,

In the revelation to you,

And in the revelation to them.

Bowing in humility to God :

They will not sell

The Signs of God
For a miserable gain !

For them is a reward

With their Lord,

And God is swift in account.

200. O ye who believe

!

Persevere in patience

And constancy : vie

In such perseverance ;

Strengthen each other ;

And fear God ;

That ye may prosper. *"*

o 6i

^ i

502. The full meaning of Soir is to be understood here, viz.

:

Patience, perseverance, constancy,

self-restraint, refusing to be cowed down. These virtues we are to exercise for ourselves and in

relation to others
;
we are to set an example, so that others may vie with us, and we are to vie with

them, lest we fall short ; in this way we strengthen each other and bind our mutual relations closer,

in our common service to God.

503. Prosperity {JalaXi here and in other passages is to be understood in a wide sense, including

prosperity in our mundane affairs as well as in spiritual progress. In both cases it implies happiness

and the attainment of our wishes, purified by the love of God.
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INTRODUCTION TO SORA IV (Nisaa)

This Sura is closely connected chronologically with Sui^ III. Its subjeet-mattej

deals with the social problems which the Muslim community had to face immediately

after Uhud. While the particular occasion made the necessity urgent, the principles laid

down have permanently governed Muslim Law and social practice.

Broadly speaking, the Sura consists of two parts : (1) that dealing with women,

orphans’, inheritance, marriage, and family rights generally, and (2) that dealing with the

Recalcitrants in the larger family, the community at Medina, viz,, the Hypocrites and

their accomplices.

Summary ,—It begins with an appeal to the solidarity of mankind, the rights of

women and orphans, and the implications of family relationship, including an equitable

distribution of property after death, (iv. 1-14 and C. 61.)

While the decencies of family life should be enforced, women should be held in

honour and their rights recognized, in marriage, property, and inheritance
;
and this

principle of goodness should be extended to all beings, great and small, (iv. 15A2>

and C. 62.)

The sections in Medina, not yet in the Muslim community, should not go afteR

false gods, but should accept the authority of the Apostle, and obey him. Then it

will be their privilege to be admitted to a great and glorious Fellowship, (iv. 43'70,

and C. 63.)

The Believers should organize in self-defence against their enemies, and beware

of the secret plots and mischiefs of the Hypocrites
; how deserters should be treated,

(iv. 71-91, and C. 64.)

Caution about the taking of life ; recommendations for leaving places

to Islam ; religious duties in the midst of war. (iv. 92-104, and C. 65.)

Treachery and the lure of evil. (iv. 105-126, and C. 66.)

Women and orphans to be justly dealt with ; Faith must go with justice, sincerity,

and moderation in speech, (iv, 127-152, and C. 67.)

Where People of the Book went wrong, with honourable exceptions

(iv. 153-176, and C. 68.)

C, 61.—All mankind are one, and mutual rights

(iv, 1 - 14 ) Must be respected : the sexes

Must honour, each the other ;

Sacred are family relationships

That rise through marriage

And women bearing children ;

Orphans need especial loving care
;

In trust is held all property ;

With duties well-defined ;

And after death, due distribution

Should be made in equitable shares

To all whose affection, duty,

And trust shed light and joy

On this our life below.



IV. 1-2.1

Sura IV.

Nisaa, or The Womdn.

In the name of God, Most Gracious,

Most Merciful.

1. mankind ! reverence

Your Guardian-Lord,
Who created you
From a single Person,

Created, of like nature.

His mate, and from them twain

Scattered (like seeds)

Countless men and women ;

—

Reverence God, through Whom
Ye demand your mutual (rights).

And (reverence) the wombs
(That bore you) : for God
Ever watches over you.

2. Jll^o orphans restore their

property

: (When' they reach their age).

Nor substitute (your) worthless

things

For (their) good ones ; and devour
not

Their substance (by mixing it up)

o QS (f)J

504. Nafs may_niean : (1) soul ; (2) self
; (3) person, living person ; (4> will, good pleasure, as in

iv. 4 below, Minha : 1 follow the construction suggested by Imam Kazl. The particle min would then
suggest here not a portion or a source of something else, but a species, a nature, a similarity. The
pronoun hi refers of course to Na/s. The Biblical story of the creation of Eve from a rib of Adam
may be allegorical, but we need not assume it in Quranic teaching.

505. All our mutual rights and duties are referred to God. We are His creatures
; His Will is the

standard and measure of Good
;
and our duties are measured by our confoimity with His Will. “Our

wills are ours, to make them Thine. " says Tennyson (In Memoriam). Aniong ourselves (human
beings) our mutual rights and duties arise out of God’s Law, the sense of Right that is implanted in us
by Him,

506. Among the most wonderful mysteries of our nature is that of sex. The unregenerate male is

apt. in the pride of his physical strength, to forget the all-important part which the female plays in his
very existence, and in all'the social relationships that arise in our collective human lives. The mother
that bore us must ever have our reverence. The wife, through whom we enter parentage, must have
our reverence. Sex, which governs so much of our physical life, and has so much influence on our
emotional and higher nature, deserve;—not our fear, or our contt mpt, or our amused indulgence, tut
—our reverence in the highest sense of the term. With this fitting introduction we enter cn a
discussion of women, orphans, and family relationships.

507. Justice to orphans is rnjoinrd, and three things are rartirularlv mentioned as temptations
in the way of a guardian : (1) He must not postpone restoring all his ward’s properly when the time
comes : subject to iv. 5 below. (Z) If there is a list of property, it is not enough that that list should .

be technically followed : the property restond trust be of eoual value to the property received : the
same principle applies where there is no list. (3) If property is managed together, or where
perishable goods must necessarily be consumed, the strictest probity is necessary when the separation
akes place, and this is insisted on. See also ii. 2Z0 and note,-



With your own. . For this is

Indeed a great sin.
3.

ye fear that ye shall not
Be able to deal justly

With the orphans,'®*

Marry women of your choice,

Two, or three, or four

;

But if ye fear that ye shall not
Be able to deal justly (with them),
Then only one, or (a captive)

That your right hands possess.

That will be more suitable,

To prevent you
From doing injustice.'®*

I.?./

4. And give the women
(On marriage) their dower
As a free gift

; but if they,

Of their own good pleasure.

Remit any part of it to you.

Take it and enjoy it

With right good cheer.

5. j^Elo those weak of
understanding

Make not over your property

Which God hath made
A means of support for you.

But feed and clothe them
Therewith, and speak to them
Words of kindness and justice.

503. Notice the conditional clause about orphans, introducing the rules about marriage. This
reminds us of the immediate occasion of the promulgation of this verse. It was after Uhud, when the
Muslim community was left with many orphans and widows, and some captives of war. Their
;reatment was to be governed by principles of the greatest humanity and equity. The occasion is past,

jut the principles remain. Marry the orphans if you are quite sure that you will in that way protect

;heir interests and their property, with perfect justice to them and to your own dependants if you have
tny. If not, make other arrangements for the orphans,

509. The unrestricted number of wives of the "Times of Ignorance" was now strictly limited to a
maximum of four, provided you could treat them with perfect equality, in material things as well as

in affection and immaterial things. As this condition is most difficult to fulfil, I understand the

recommendation to be towards monogamy.
510. This applies to orphans, but the wording is perfectly general, and defines principles like those

of Chancery in English Law and the Court of Wards in Indian Law. Property has not only its right®

but also its responsibilities. The owner may not do just what he likes absolutely ; his right is limited

by the good of the community of which he is a member, and if he is incapable of understanding it, his

control should be removed. This does not mean that he is harshly dealt wth. On the contrary his

interests must be protected, and he must be treated with special kindness because of his incapacity.

511. Your property : Ultimately all property belongs to the Community, and is intended for the

support of you, i.e., the community. It is held in trust by a particular individual. If he is incapable,

he is put aside but gently and with kindness. While his incapacity temains, the duties and
responsibilities devolve on his guardian even more strictly than in the case of the original owner j

for he may not take any of the profits for himself unless he is poor, and in that case his remuneration

for his trouble must be on a scale that is no. more than just and reasonable.
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6 . i^il^ake trial of orphans
Until they reach the age

Of marriage ; if then ye find

Sound judgment in them,

Release their property to them ;

But consume it not wastefully,

Nor in haste against their growing
up.

If the guardian is well-off,

Let him claim no remuneration,

But if he is poor, let him
Have for himself what is

Just and reasonable.

When ye release their property

To them, take witnesses

In their presence

:

But all-sufficient

Is God in taking account.®^®

7« ]B^rom what is left by patents

And those nearest related

There is a share for men
And a share for women.
Whether the property be small

Or large,—a determinate share.

8. But if at the time of division

Other relatives, Pr orphans,

Or poor, are present,

Feed them out of the (property),

And speak to them
Words of kindness and justice.

9. Let those (disposing of an estate)

Have the same fear in their minds
As they would have for their own
If they had left a helpless family

behind

:

Let them fear God, and speak

Words of appropriate (comfort).®^®

512. The age of marriage is the age when they reach their majority.

513. It is good to take human witnesses when you faithfully discharge your trust
; but remember

that, however fully you satisfy your fellow>men when you give your account . to them, there is a stricter
account due from you to God. If you are righteous in God's eyes, you must follow these stricter
standards.

514. I have resisted the temptation to translate **next of kin," as this phrase has a technical
meaning in Indian Law, referring to certain kinds of heirs, whereas here the peojale meant are
those whose inheritance is to be divided. The shares are specified. Here the general prixiciples are
laid down that females inherit as well' as males, and that relatives who have no legal shares, orphans,
and indigent people are not to be treated harshly, if present at the- division. Their " feed" may be
charged to the property as part of the funeral expenses.

515. It is a touching argument addressed to those who have to divide an estate. * How anxious
would you be if you had left a helpless family behind ? If others do so, help and be kind.
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10. Thpse who iinjustl7
Eat up the property
Of orphans, eat up
A

,

Eire into their own
Bodies : they will soon
Be enduring a blazing Fire [

Section 2.

11.

! ^od (thus) directs you
As regards your children’s

^Inheritance) ; to the male,
A portion equal to that

Of two females ; if only
Daughters, two or more,*”
Their share is two-thirds

Of the inheritance

;

If only one, her share

Is a half.

Kor parents, a sixth share

Of the inheritance to each,

If the deceased left children
;

If no children, and the parents

Ate the (only) heirs, the mother
Has a\ third

; if the deceased

Left brothers (or sisters),
,

The mother has a sixth.

(The distribution in all cases

Is) after the payment
Of legacies and debts.

Ye know not whether

Your parents or your children

Ate nearest to you

In benefit. These are

Settled portions ordained

9

\

t
V

principles of inherilance law are laid down in broad outline in the Qur-an
;
the precise

details have been worked out on the basis of the Apostle's practice and that of his Companions, and
b}' interpretation and analogy. Muslim juriMs have collected a vast amount of learning on this
Subject, and this body of law is enough by itself to form' the subject of life long study. Here we shall
deal only with the broad principles to be gathered from the Text, as interpreted by the Jurists.

(U The power of testamentary disposition extends over only one-third of the Property; the
tw9''hirds are distributed among heirs as laid down. (Z) All distribution takes place

after the legacies and debts (including funeral expenses) have first been paid. (3) Legacies cannot be
left to any of the heirs included in the scheme of distribution; or it will amount to upsetting the shares

52
preference of one heir to another. (4) Generally, but not always, the male takes a share

double that of a fetnale in his own category.

,,
s'ght, the Arabic words seem to mean : “if more than two daughters." But the

alternative in the next clause is :
“ if only one daughter." Logically, therefore, the first clause must

mean :
" if daughters, two or more." This is the general interprkation, and is confirmed by the

supplem^fary provision in iv.,176 at the end of the^ra, which should be read along with this.

• -.u u'
‘ ^'S.^®rse deals with the portions allotted to (o) children, and (bj parents. The next verse deals

with the portions allotted to (c) husband or wife of the deceased, and (d) collaterals. The children's
snares are fixed, but their amount will depend upon what goes to the parents. If both parents are
living, and there are also children, both father and mother take a sixth each ;

if only one patent is
“C or she takes his or her sixth

;
and the test goes to the children. If the patents are living,

and there is no child or other heir, the mother gets a third (and the father the remaining two-thirds)

;

If there are no chilrlren, but there are brothers or sisters (this is interpreted strictly in the plural);

Hjf. *9°, has a sixth, and the father apparently the residue, as the father excludes collaterals.
1 nis IS far from being an exhaustive statement, but it establishes the proposition that children and
parents' have always some share if they survive, but their shares are afiected by the existence and
pupDpet of the heirs w these cgtpgories.
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By God ; and God is

All-knowing, All-wise.

12 . ^n what your wives leave,

Your share is a half.

If they leave no child ;

But if they leave a child,

Ye get a.fourth ; after payment
Of legacies and debts.

In what ye leave.

Their share is a fourth,"®

If ye leave no child

;

But if ye leave a child.

They get an eighth ; after payment
Of legacies and debts.

^f the man or woman
Whose inheritance is in question.

Has left neither ascendants nor
descendants,®*®

But has left a brother ®*^

Or a sister, each one of the two
Gets a sixth

;
but if more

Than two, they share in a third ;

After payment of legacies

And debts
; so that no loss

®**

Is caused (to any one). . .

Thus is it ordained by God

;

And God is All knowing,
Most Forbearing.

519. The husband takes a half of his deceased wife's properly if she leaves no child, the rest going
to residuaries ; if she leaves a child, the husband gets only a fourth. Following the rule that the
female share is generally half the male share, the widow gets a fourth of her deceased husband’s
property, if he leaves no children, and an eighth if he leaves children. If there are more widows than
one, their collective share is a fourth or an eighth as the case may be

;
inter se they divide equally.

520. The word in Arabic is kalalat, which is so construed usually. But it was nowhere defined
authoritatively in the lifetime of the Apostle. This was one of the three terms about which Hadhrat
•ytnar wished that the Apostle had defined them in his lifetime, the other two being JChilB/at ' and
riba (usury). On the accepted definition, we are concerned with the inheritance of a -person who has

,
left no descendant or ascendant (however distant), but only collaterals, with or without a widow or
widower. If there is a widow or widower surviving, she or he takes the share as already defined
before the collaterals come in,

’

521.

A brother or sister is here interpreted to mean a uterine brother or sister, i.e., a brother or
sister by the same mother but not by the same father, as the case of full brothers and sisters or brothers
and sisters by the same father but different mothers is understood to be dealt with later in the last
verse of this Sura. The uterine brother or sister, if only one survives, takes a sixth • if more than

a third collectively, and divide among themselves; this on the sunposition
that there are no descendams or ascendants, however remote. There may, however, be a widow orwidower surviving ; she or he takes her or his share, as already specified

wiuuw ui

The shares of collaterals generally are calculated on a complicated system which cannot be

to spedfl 'legaumit'ises:
R«iduaries ('Asaba) reference should be Ide

Lr
which funeral epenses take first rank) and legacies are the first charge on the estateof a deceased person, before distribution takes place. But enuitv and fair dealing u

®" ^
in all matters, so that no one’s interests are prejudiced Thus funeral elDenfei sLuId he rf °'’®®';r,®‘‘
debts must be genuine and not reckless (iebts

; and the shares must be calculated with fairness”"^
*

'
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'

5.

13,

ipihose are limits

Set fcy God : those who
Obey God and His Apostle

Will be admitted to Gardens
With rivers flowing beneath,

To abide therein (for ever)

And that will be

The Supreme achievement.®**'^

14

.

But those who disobey

God and His Apostle

And transgress His limits

Will be admitted

To a Fire, to abide therein :

And they shall have

A humiliating punishment.
t

&

C. 62.—What can be a holier cement to Society

(iv. 15-42.) Than that women should be chaste and pure,

And crimes against sex rooted out ?

Let decency, kindness, and justice

Prevail in all sex relationships

;

Let marriage be cherished and carefully guarded ;

Women’s rights secured ; family jars

Adjusted ; and all life lived

In faith, -charity, and kindness sincere

To all our fellow-creatures.

Section 3.

15.

aiiy of your women
Are guilty of lewdness,®*®

Take the evidence of four ®**

(Reliable) witnesses from amongst
you

Against them ; and if they testify,

Confine them to houses until

Death do claim them,
f yo

S^^A. C/. xliv. 57. n. 4733 ;
also App. XII, 15. p. 1469.

523, Most commentators understand this to refer to adultery or fornication ; in that

consider that the punishment was altered to 100 stripes by the later verse, xxiv. i, out
,

refers to unnatural crime between women, analogous to unnatural crime between men in v. i ®
,

•

because (l)nopunishmentisspecifledherefortheman, as would be the case where a man was in

in the crime
; (2) the word al-ldti, the purely feminine plural of al-laii, is used for the parties

crime ; (3) the punishment is indefinite; see' the next note but one.

524. To protect the honour of women, stricter evidence is required, i.e., the evidence of four instead,

of the usual two witnesses, it is the same for adultery (see xxiv. 4).
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Or God,ordain for .them

Some (other) way.®*®

16. If two men among you

Are guilty of lewdness,

Punish them both.

If they repent and amend.

Leave them alone ; for God

Is Qft-returning, Most Merciful.

17. God accepts the repentance

Of those .who do evil

In ignorance and repent

' Soon afterwards ;
to them

Will God turn in mercy ;

For God is full of knowledge

And wisdom.

18. Of no effect is the repentance

Of those who continue ®®*

To do evil, until.Death

Faces one of them, and he says,

“ Now have I repented indeed ;

”

Nor of those who die

Rejecting Faith ; for them

[(Have We prepared

A punishment most grievous.

19. ye who believe !

'

Ye are forbidden to inherit

Women against their will.'”

Nor should Ye tr^at them

•
. it?-

:
'

- eA^ <y,

525. Keep them in prison until some dehnite order is received. Those who take the crime

to be adultery or fornication construe this definite order (" some .other way ") to mean some
definite pronouncement by the Prophet under inspiration ; this was the punishment of flogging under
xxiv. 2. If we understand the crime to be unnatural crime, we might presume, in the absence of any
definite order (“ some other way ”) that the punishment would be similar to that for men in the next
verse. That is itself indefinite, and perhaps intentionally so, as the crime is most shameful, and
should be. unknown in a well-regulated- society. ,The maximum punishment would of course be
imprisonment for life.

526. Note the fine touch. A sin may be fasliionable, and people may sin together without-
compunction. When one of them is faced with Death, he repents, but that sort of repentance is no
good.

’
'

‘

527. Among many nations, including Arabs in the Days of Ignorance, a step-son or brother took
possession of a dead man's widow or widows along with bis goods and chattels. This shameful .custom
IE forbidden. - See also iv. 22 below.
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With harshness, that ye may
Take away part of the dower

Ye have given them,—except

Where they have been guilty

Of open lewdness

;

On the contrary live with them

On a footing of kindness and

equity.

If ye take a dislike to them

It may be that ye dislike

' A thing, and God brings about

Through it a great deal of good.

...

20: But if ye decid^o take

One wife in place of another,

Even if ye had given the latter"

A whole treasure for dower.

Take not the least bit of it back

Would ye mke it by slander
;

And a manifest wrong ?

21. And how could ye take it

When ye have gone in

Unto each other, and they have

Taken from you a solemn

covenant V-

22. j^nd marry not women .

Whom your fathers married,— :

Except what is past

:

It was shameful and odious,

—

An abominable custoih indeed.®®®

528. Another trick to detract from the freedom of married women was to treat them badly and
force them to sue for a ^ul'a divorce- (see' in 229, 'Ji. 258) or its. equivalent in pre-Islamic custom,
when the dower could be claimed back.. This is also forbidden. Or the harshness may be exercised in

another way : a divorced woman may be preventfd by those who have control of her, from re-marry-

ing unless she remits her dower, All'kinds of harshness are forbidden.

529. Treasure
;
Qin{o»'=a Talent of gold : see iii, 14, first note;

330. See above i iv. 19, n. 527,
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23. J^rohibited to you

(For marriage) are

Your mothers, daughters,®*®

Sis,ters ; father’s sisters,

Mother’s sisters
; brother’s

daughters,

Sister’s daughters ;
foster-mothers®*®

(Who gave you suck), foster-sisters

;

Your wives’ mothers

;

Your step-daughters under your ®*®

Guardianship, born of your wives

To whom ye have gone in,

—

No prohibition if ye have not gone
in

(Those who have been)

Wives of your sons ®®® proceeding

FronTyour loins
;

And two sisters in wedlock

At one and the same time,®**

Except for what is past

;

For God is Oft-forgiving,

^ Most Merciful ;

—

531, This Table of Prohibited Degrees agrees.in the maiti with,what is usually accepted among all

nations, except in minor details. It begins in the last verse (with father's widows or divorcees). The
scheme is drawn up on the assumption that the person who proposes to marrv is a man : if it is a
woman, the same scheme will apoly, mutatis mutandis: it will read: ''your fathers, sons, brothers,"
etc ;: 0r you can always read it from the husband's view of relationship, as there must always be a
husband in a marriage,

53Z, “Mother" includes grandmother (through the father or mother), great grandmother, etc,,

' daughter” includes grand-daughter (through son or daughter), great grand-daughter, etc.; “sisters

includes full-sister and half-sister. “ Father's sister" includes grandfather's sister, etc,, and “ mother’s
sister" includes grandmother's sister, etc.

533. “ Fosterage" or rhilk-relation.ships play an important part in Muslim Law. and count like
blood-relationships : it would therefore seem that not only foster-mothers and foster-sisters, but foster-
mother’s sister, etc ,

all come within the prohibited degrees,

534. It is generally (but not unanimously) held that “under your guardianship” is a description,
hot a condition. Therefore a step-daughter not “under your guardianship" is still within the
prohibition if the other condition (about her mother) is fulfilled.

533. “ Sons " includes grandsons, but excludes adopted sons, or persons treated as such,- on account
of the words ’’ proceeding from your loins."

536. The bar against two sisters in marriage together applies to aunt and niece together, but not to
deceased wife’s sister after the wife dies.
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24. Also (prohibited are)

Women already married,

Except those

Whom your right hands possess

:

Thus hath God ordained
(Prohibitions) against you

;

Except for these, all others

Ate lawful, provided

Ye seek (them in marriage)

With gifts from your property,

—

Desiring chastity, not lust.

feeing that ye derive

Benefit from them, give them
Their dowers (at least).

As prescribed
; but if,

After a dower is prescribed, ye

agree

Mutually (to vary it).

There is no blame on you.

And God is All-knowing,

All-wise.

b 1 • A

25. If any of you have not

The means wherewith
To wed free believing women,
They may wed believing

Girls from among those

Whom your right hands possess :
***

And God hath full knowledge
About your Faith.

Ye are one from another

;

Wed them with the leave

Of their owners, and give them
Their dowers, according to what

J'TO

537. Whom your right hands possess ; i.e,, captives in a JihSd, or war under the orders of the
righteous Imam against those who persecute Faith. In such cases formal hostility dissolves f ivil ties.

538. After defining the prohibited degrees, the verse proceeds to say that women other than
those specified may be sought in marriage,^ but even so, not from motives of lust, but in order to
promote chastity between the sezes. Marriage in the original Arabic is here described by a word
which suggests a fortress (hisn) : marriage is. therefore, the fortress of chastity.

539. As the woman in marriage surrenders her person, so the man also must surrender (besidejs
some part of his independence) at least some of his property according to his means. And this
gives rise to the law of Dower. A minimum dower is prescribed, but it is not necessary to stick
to the minimum, and in the new relationship created, the parties are recommended to act towards
each other with the greatest confidence and liberty.

540. That i-s, captives taken in a Jihad; see note 537 above. "Your right hand" does not
mean necessarily that she has been assigned to you, or is your property. All captures in war
belong to the community ; they are "yours” in that sense. If you seek such a person in maniage
do it from no base motives. Safeguard your faith, and see that she too does believe. In that case,
after all, she is of the human brotherhood, and her condition is accidental and redeemable. If
the slave bore a child to her master, she would become free. The slave condition is now out of
date, in the true spirit of Islam. But there are other conditions in which a woman's ;(or' man's)
freedom is restricted, and the principle would apply there also.
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Is reasonable : tK’fe^sbodld be

Chaste, not lustful, nor talcing

Paramours : when they

Are taken in wedlock,

If they fall into shame,

Their punishment is half

That for free women.
This (permission) is for those

Among you who fear sin

;

But it is better for you

That ye practise self-restraint.

And God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

Section 5.

26. ^od doth wish

To make dear to you

And to show you
The ordinances of those

Before you; and (He

Doth wish to) turn to you

(In Mercy) : and God
Is All-knowing, All-wise.

27. God doth wish

To turn to you,

But the wish of those

Who follow their lusts

Is that ye should turn

Away (from Him),

—

Far, far away.

28. God doth wish

To lighten your (difficulties)

;

For man was created

Weak ,(in flesh).

29. O ye who believe !

Eat not up your property

541. Let me paraphrase this verse, for there is profound meaning in it. (I) All your property

you hold in trust, whether it is in your name, or belongs to the community, or to people over whom
you have control. To waste is wrong, (2) In ii. 188 the same phrase occurred, to caution us

against greed. Here it occurs, to encourage us to increase property by economic use (traffic and

trade), recalling Christ's parable of the Talents (Matt. xxv. 14-30), where the servants who had

increased their master's wealth were promoted and the servant who had hoarded was cast into

darkness. (3) We are warned that our waste may mean our own destruction ('' nor kill or destroy

yourselves.'') But there is a more general meaning also : we must be careful of our own and other

people's lives. We must commit no violence. This is. the opposite of " trade and traffic by mutual

good-will." (4) Our violence to our own brethren is particularly preposterous, seeing that God has

loved and showered His mercies on us and all His creatures.
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Among yourselves in vanities :

But let there be amongst you
Traffic and trade

By mutual good-will

:

Nor kill (or destroy)

Yourselves : for verily

God hath been to you
Most Merciful

!

30. If any do that

In rancour and injustice,

—

Soon shall We cast them
Into the Fire : and easy

It is for God. 6^ 3

31. If ye (but) eschew
The most heinous
Of the things

Which ye are forbidden to do.
We shall expel

Out of you
All the evil in you,

And admit you to a Gate
Of great honour.

32. And in no wise covet

Those things in which God
Hath bestowed His gifts-

More freely on some of you
Than on others : to men
Is allotted what they earn,

And to women what they earn ;

But ask God of His bounty.
For God hath full knowledge
Of all things.

33. To (benefit) every one.

We have appointed
Sharers and heirs

To property left

S4Z. Men and women have gifts from God—some- greater than others. They seem unequal,

but we are assured that Providence has allotted them by a scheme by which people receive what

they earn. If this does not appear clear in our sight, let us remember that we have no full

knowledge but God has. We must not be jealous if other people have more than we have—in

wealth' or position or strength or honour or talent or happiness. Probably things are equalized in

the aggregate or in the long run, or equated to needs and merits on a scale which we cannot apiHaise.

If we want more, instead of being jealous or covetous, we should pray to God and place before

Him our needs. Though He knows all, and has no need of our prayer, our prayer may reveal to

ourselves our shortcomings and enable us to deserve more of God’s bounty or make ourselves fit for it.

S43. Mawali, plural of MaulS- from the root wala, to be near in place or relationship, to follow;

Maula may therefore mean : (1) nearly related, (2) heir, (3) sharer or partner ; these three meanings are

implied here : (4) neighbour, or friend, or protector, or client (xliv, 44) : (5) lord, or master (xvi. 76),
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By parents and relatives.

To those, also, to whom
Your right hand was pledged, ®“

Give their due portion.

For truly God is witness

To all things.

Section 6.

r> j.? » y y
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34. ^I^en are the protectors

And maintainers of women,
Because God has given

The one more (strength)

Than the other, and because

They support them
From their means.

Therefore the righteous women
Are devoutly obedient, and guard

In (the husband’s) absence

What God would have them
guard.®**

As to those women
On whose part ye fear

Disloyalty and ill-conduct.

Admonish them (first),
®*’'

(Next), refuse to share their beds,

(And last) beat them (lightly)

;

But if they return to obedience.

Seek not against them ®*®

Means (of annoyance)

:

J

c- V? '

544. When the emigration took place from Mecca to Medina, bonds and links of brotherhood were
established between the Emigrants and the Helpers, and they shared in each other's inheritance. Later,
when the Community was solidly established, and relations with those left behind in Mecca were
resumed, the rights of blood-relations in Mecca, and the Helper-brethren in Medina were both safe-
guarded. This is the particular meaning. The more general meaning is similar : respect your ties of
blood, of neighbourhood, and of friendly compacts and understandings. Be just to all.

545. ()a«Jte)a»«, one who stands firm in another's business, protects his interersts, and looks after
his affairs ; or it may be, standing firm in his own business, managing affairs with a steady purpose,

Cf. iv. 135.

546. Or the sentence may be rendered : "and protect (the husband's interests) in his absence, as
God has protected them." If we take the rendering as in the text, the meaning is : the good wife is

obedient and harmonious in her husband's presence, and in his absence guards his reputation and
property and her own virtue, as ordained by God. If we take the rendering as in the note, we reach
the same result in a different way : the good wife, in her husband's absence, remembering how God
has given her a sheltered position, does everything to justify that position by guarding her own virtue
and his reputation and property.

547. In case of family jars four steps are mentioned, to be taken in that order: (1) perhaps verbal
advice or admonition may be sufficient ; (2) If not, sex relations may be suspended

; (3)
’

if this is not
sufficient, some slight physical correction may be administered; but Imam Shaft 'i considers this
inadvisable, though permissible, and all authorities are unanimous in deprecating any sort of cruelty,
even of the nagging kind, as mentioned in the next clause; (4) if all this fails, a family council is

recommended in iv. 35 below, •

548. Temper, nagging, sarcasm, speaking at each other in other people's presence, reverting to past
faults which should be forgiven and forgotten,— all this is forbidden. And the reason given is charac-
teristic of Islam. You must live all your life as in the presence of God, Who is high above us, but Who
watches over us. How petty and contemptible will our little squabbles appear in His presence 1
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For God is Most High,
Great (above you all).

35. If ye fear a breach
Between them twain,

Appoint (two) arbiters,

One from his family.

And the other from hers

If they wish for peace,

God will cause

Their reconciliation :

For God hath full knowledge,
And is acquainted

With all things.

36. j^erve God, and join not

Any partners with Him ;

And do good

—

To parents, kinsfolk,

Orphans, those in need.

Neighbours who are near,

Neighbours who are strangers,

The Companion by your side,

The way-farer (ye meet),

And what your right hands
possess

:

For God loveth not

The arrogant, the vainglorious ;

—

ytki>5.*^ Oji -«

"I. '

549. An excellent plan for settling family disputes, without too much publicity or mud-throwing,
or resort to the chicaneries of the law. 1 he Latin countries recognise this plan in their legal systems.
It is a pity that Muslims do not resort to it universally, as they should. The arbiters from each family
would know the idiosyncracies of both parties, and would be able, with God’s help, to effect a real
reconciliation.

550. The essence of Islam is to serve God and do good to your fellow-creatures. This is wider
and more comprehensive than “ Love God and love your neighbour." For it includes duties to
animals as our fellow-creatures, and emphasises practical service rather than sentiment.

551. Neighbours who ate near : that is, in local situation as Well as intimate relationships, just as
neighbours who are str-onger's includes those whom we do not know or who live away from us or in a
different sphere altogether,

552. The Companion by your side may be your intimate friends and associates, just as the way-farer
you meet may be a casual acquaintance on your travels. This last is much wider than the “ stranger
within your gate."

553. What your right hands possess : anything that has no civil rights. It includes captives or slaves
(where they exist in any form whatever), people in your power, or dumb animals with whom you have
to deal. They are all God's creatures and deserve our sympathy and our practical service. Cf.
Coleridge's " Rime of the Ancient Mariner ”

:
“ He prayeth best who loveth best all things both great

and small. For the dear God who loveth us. He made and loveth all,"
<

554. Real deeds of service and kindness proceed, not from showing off or from a superior sort of
condescension (Cf. "White Man's Burden "), but from a frank recognition of our own humility and
thereat claims, before God, of all our fellow-creatures. For in our mutual needs we are equal before
God, or perhaps the best of us (as the world sees us) may be worse than the worst of us (from the same
point of view).



37. (Nor) those who are niggardly
|

Or enjoin niggardliness on others,

Or hide the bounties

Which God hath bestowed

On them ; for We have prepared.

For those who resist Faith,

A Punishment that steeps

Them in contempt ;

—

38. Nor those who spend

Of their substance, to be seen

Of men, but have no faith

In God and the Last Day :

If any take the Evil One
For their intimate.

What a dreadful intimate he is

!

39. And what burden

Were it on them if they

Had faith in God
And in the Last Day,

And they spent

Out of what God hath

Given them for sustenance 1

For God hath full

Knowledge of them.

40. God is never unjust

In the least degree

:

If there is any good (done),

He doubleth it,

And giveth from His own
Presence a great reward."’

41. How then if We brought

From each People a witness,

555. Arrogance is one reason why our deeds ot love and kindness do not thrive. Another is

niggardliness or selfishness. God does not love either the one or the other, for they both proceed from

want of love of God, or faith in God. Niggardly is the worldly wise man who not only refuses to

spend himself in service but by example and precept prevents others from doing so, as otherwise he

would be made odious by comparison, before bis fellow-creatures. So he either makes a virtue of his

caution, or hides the gifts which have been given him—wealth, position, talent, etc.

556. Note how the punishment fits the crime. The niggard holds other people in contempt, and in

doing so, becomes himself contemptible.

557. A fault opposed to niggardliness, and equally opposed to true Charily, is to spend lavishly to

be seen of men. It is mere hypocrisy
; there is no love in it, either for God or for man.

558. Sustenance: physical, intellectual, spiritual—everything pertaining to life and growth. Our
being is from God, and we must therefore spend ourselves freely for God. How can it be a burden ?

It is merely a response to the demand of our own healthy nature.

559. Any little good of our own comes from the purity of our heart. Its results in the world are

doubled and multiplied by God’s grace and mercy ; but an even greater reward comes from His own
Presence, His good, pleasure, which brings us nearer to Him.
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And We brought thee

As a witness against

These People

!

42. On that day

Those who reject Faith

And disobey the Apostle

Will wish that the earth

Were made one with them :

But never will they hide

A single fact from God

!

r'l'

3

.
H

I

C. 63.—Be clean and pure, and seek not occasions

(iv. 43-70.) For quibbles, nor go after sorcery

Or false gods- Be faithful

In your trusts, learn obedience.

And settle your quarrels under the guidance

Of God’s Apostle. Ever keep away

From hypocrisy and every kind of falsehood.

Then will you be admitted to a glorious Fellowship

With the highest and noblest in the spiritual world.

Section 7.

43. ye who believe !

Approach not prayers

With a mind befogged,

Until ye can understand

All that ye say,

—

Nor in a state

Of ceremonial impurity

(Except when travelling on the

road),

Until after washing

Your whole body

If ye are ill,

Or on a journey,

Or one of you cometh

From offices of nature,

560. Each Prophet and Leader is a witness for his People and his contemporaries-for those who

accept God, and against those who reject Him.

Thr.co Tuhn reiert God's message will wish, when their eyes are opened, that they were

reducedJSSI ,
for^SnceU^^^^^^ They rnight like to hide m the dust, but

nothfng is hidden from God. All their past will stand out clear before Him.

562 The reference is either to a state of intoxication or to a dazed state of mind on account of

or some Other cause Or perhaps both are implied. Before the prohibition of intoxicants
drowsiness or some otner cauM. v

unbecoming that people should come to prayers in such

a'st’lfe^^Fm oravere it®U only^ight that we should collect our whole minds and approach God_ in

IsplJft' of revSe! » Prayefs "®?aiaf) here may mean < a place of prayers.-a Mosque : the resulting

meaning would be the same.
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Nay—^but God
Doth sanctify

Whom He pleaseth.

But never will they

Fail to receive justice .

In the least little thing.

50. Behold ! how they invent ,

A lie against God !

But that by itself

Is a manifest sin !

4*^1 •

Section 8.

51. ast thou not turned

Thy vision to those

Who were given a portion®’®

Of the Book ? They believe

In Sorcery and Evil,®’®

And say to the Unbelievers

That they are better guided

In the (right) way
Than the Believers

!

(^1

52. They are (men) whom
God hath cursed ;

And those whom God
Hath cursed, thou wilt find,

Have no one to help.®’*

53. Have they a share

In dominion or power t

Behold, they give not a farthing®’®

To their fellow-men 1
6

571. Literally, the small skin in the groove of a date stone, a thing of no value : qatll.

572. Cf. iii. 23 and n. 366. The phrase also occurs in iv. 44.

573. The vrord I have translated Sorcery is jibt, which may mean divination, sorcery, magic, or

any false object of belief or worship, such as an idol. The word I have translated Evil (here and in

ii 256) is Tagut, which means the evil one, the one who exceeds all bounds, Satan ; or it may refer to

some idol worshipped by. the Pagan Arabs, with whom the Jews of Medina were intriguing against

the Holy Apostle. The Jews had taken much to sorcery, magic, divination, and such superstitions.

574. The Jews were then seeking the aid of the Meccan Pagans against Muhammad, but so far

from getting any help from them, they and the Pagans were both overthrown, That was the
immediate occasion, but the words have a perfectly general—a universal—meaning,

575. The word 1 have translated farthing is naqir, the groove in a date stone, a thing of no value
whatever. Close-fistedness and envy are among the- worst forms of selfishness, and appear specially
incongruous in people of power, authority, or influence, from whom is expected generosity in giving-

and generosity in seeing other people's prosperity or happiness.
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54.

Or do they envy mankind
For what God hath given them
Of his bounty ? But We
Had already given the people
Of Abraham the Book
And Wisdom, and conferred
Upon them a great kingdom.”*

55. Some pf them believed.

And some of them averted
Their faces from him ; and enough
Is Hell for a burning fire.*”

56. Those who reject

Our Signs, We shall soon
Cast into the Fire :

As often as their skins

Are roasted through,

We shall change them
For fresh skins,

That they may taste

The Penalty : for God
Is Exalted in Power, Wise.

57. But those who believe

And do deeds of righteousness,

We shall soon admit to Gardens,

With rivers flowing beneath,

—

Their eternal home

:

Therein shall they have

Companions pure and holy :*’*

We shall admit them
To shades, cool and ever

deepening.®^*

58,

^od doth command you

To render back your Trusts

To those to whom they are due ;

And when ye judge

' 576, Such as the kingdoms of David and Solomon, for they had international fame.

577.

Envy is like an internal fire, which is in itself a hell.

578.

Cf. ii. 25 and n. 44.

579.

The Garden is- contrasted with the Fire; the shade is contrasted with the roasting. Evil

grows with what it feeds on. So goodness and felicity grow with their practice,.
_
The good may be

alone to start with, but funlike evil onesl they get holy Companions. Just as spiritual.agony increases

with what it sufiers (typified by fresh skins gVowing as the old ones burn out),, so spiritual felicity finds
,,

deeper and deeper meaning (typified by the shades in a Garden,. which grow deeper and cooler as you.,

proceed into the interior).
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Between man and man,
That ye judge with justice ;

Verily how excellent

Is the teaching which He giveth

you

!

For God is He Who heareth

And seeth all things.

59. O ye who believe !

Obey God, and obey the Apostle,

And those charged

With authority among you.**“

If ye differ in anything

Among yourselves, refer it

To God and His Apostle,

If ye do believe in God
And the Last Day

:

That is best, and most suitable

For final determination.

Section 9.

OS 6l

' • --y!^i

60. ^Efiast thou not turned

Thy vision to those

Who declare that they believe

In the revelations

That have come to thee

And to those before thee ?

Their (real) wish is

To resort together for judgment
(In their disputes)

To the Evil One,
Though they were ordered

To reject him.
But Satan’s wish

Is to lead them astray

Far away (from the Right).

61. When it is said to them

:

“ Come to what God hath revealed,

ol^

580. Vli-l-amr ‘•those charged with; authority or responsibility or decision, or the settlement of
affairs. All ultimate authority rests in God, Men of God derive their authority from Him. As Islam
makes no sharp division between sacred and secular affairs, it expects ordinary governments to be
imbued with righteousness, and stand in the place of the righteous Imam, and we must respect and
obey such authority ; otherwise there will be no order or discipline. Where, in actual fact, there is a
sharp division between law and morality, between secular and religious affairs, as is the case in most
countries at the present day. Islam still expects secular authority to be exercised in righteousness, and
on that condition, enjoins obedience to such authority.

581. The immediate reference was to the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) of Medina, but the words are
general, and the evil of hypocrisy has to be dealt with in all ages. The type of these mem is-'

what is called Mr. Facing-both-ways in Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress." Such men declare that .

they are always with the,Right, but calmly intrigue with Evil and Injustice, and even make Injustice'
their judge if their personal interests are served in that way.
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And to the Apostle ”
:

Thou seest the Hypocrites avert

Their faces from thee in disgust.

62. How then, when they are

Seized by misfortune,

Because of the deeds

Which their hands have sent forth?

Then they come to thee,

Swearing by God :

“ We meant no more
Than good-will and conciliation !” i

I

63. Those men,—God knows
|

What is in their hearts ; !

So keep clear of them,'®*

But admonish them.
And speak to them a word
To reach their very souls.

64. We sent not an Apostle,

But to be obeyed, in accordance

With the Will of God.
If they had only,

When they were unjust

To themselves,

Come unto thee

And asked God’s forgiveness,

And the Apostle had asked

Forgiveness for them.
They would have found
God indeed Oft-returning,

Most Merciful.

6, Si ‘^}U I*

Sij-'IP'

ill!

65.

But no, by thy Lord,

They can have

No (real) Faith,

Until they make thee judge

In all disputes between them.
And find in their souls

No resistance against

Thy decisions, but accept

Them with the fullest conviction.®*®

582. How should hyoocntes be treated ’ To take them into your confidence would of course
be foolish. To wage unrelenting war against them may destroy the hope of reforming them and
purging them of their hyoocnsy. The man of God keens clear of their wiles, but at the same
time, does not hesitate to show them the error of their ways, nor to put in a word m season, to
penetrate their hearts and win them back to God.

583 The test of true Faith is not mere ho profession, but bringing all our doubts and disputes '

to the one in whom we profess faith. Further, when a decision is given we are not only to accept i

It, but find m our.inmost souls no difficulty and no resistance, but on the contrarya joyful acceptance
springing from the conviction of our own faith.
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66.

If We had ordered them
To sacrifice their lives

Or to leave their homes,
Very few of them
Would have done it

;

But if they had done
What they were (actually) told, I

It would have been best
!

For them, and would have gone
j

Farthest to strengthen their (faith) ;!

67.

And We should then have

Given them from Our Presence

A great reward ;

68.

And We should have

Shown them the Straight Way.“®

69.

.^11 who obey God
And the Apostle '

Are in the company
I

Of those on whom
Is the Grace of God,

—

Of the Prophets (who teach).

The Sincere (lovers of Truth),

The Witnesses (who testify).

And the Righteous (who do good)

:

Ah ! what a beautiful Fellowship !
**•

iiil -1^

S8^. The highest in faith willingly sacrifice their lives, their homes, and all that they hold
dearest, in the cause of God. 'I hose whose faith is not so strong are expected at least to do what
a loyal member of any society does, submit his doubts and disputes to the head of the society and
cheerfully accept his decision and submit to it. The contrast is between the Hypocrites who will
not even do this, and the really devoted men and women who would voluntarily sacrifice their lives.

585. Four advantages of obedience to God are mentioned, in the order in which they will
appeal to the beginner in faith : (1) his own benefit (’• best for them ”)

;
(Z) strengthening of his faith,

as he becomes more and more at home in the spiritual world ; (3) reward from God’s own Presence,
such intense conviction that no further arguments ate needed ; (4) the Straight Way, in which there is

no doubt or difficulty whatever in our practical conduct.

586. A passage of the deepest spiritual meaning.. Even the humblest man who accepts Faith
and does good becomes at once an accepted member cf a great and beautiful spiritual Fellowship. It

is a company which lives perpetually in the sunshine of God's Grace. (This passage partly
illustrates Q.i.5.) It is glorious hierarchy, of which four grades are specified : (1) The highest is

that of the Prophets or Apostles, who get plenary inspiration from God and who teach mankind
by example and precept. That rank in Islam is held' by Muhammad Mustafa (2) The next are
those whose badge is sincerity and truth ; they love and support the truth "with their person-, their
means, their influence, and all that is theirs. That rank was held bv the special Companions of
Muhammad, among whom the type was that of Hadhrat Abu Bakr Sidaiq. (3) The next are the
noble army of Witnesses, who testify to the truth. The testimony may be by martyrdom, as in the
case of Imams IHasan and Husain. Or it may be by the tongue of the true Preacher or the
•pen of the devoted scholar, or the life of the man devoted to service. (4) Lastly, there is the large
company of Righteous people, the ordinary folk who do their ordinary business, but always in a
righteous way, They are the tank and file of the beautiful Fellowship, in which each has his place
and yet all feel that they derive glory from the common association.
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Such is the Bounty
From God : and sufficient

Is it that God knoweth all.®*’

C. 64.—Keep together in your nohle Brotherhood :

(iv. 71-91.) Share its joy and sorrows : strive

And fight the good fight, and never fear :

For this life is short, and the Hereafter

Eternal. Allow not yourselves to be drawn

Into unbelief and cowardice :

Maintain the Right. Protect yourselves

Against Hypocrites and Deserters,

But pursue them not unrelentingly.

Section 10.

71. ye who believe !

Take your precautions,

And either go forth in parties

Or go forth all together.®*®

72. There are certainly among you
Men who would tarry behind :

®*®

If a misfortune befalls you,

They say :
“ God did favour us

In that we were not
Present among them.”

73. But if good fortune comes to you
From God, they would be sure

To say—as if there had never been
Ties of affection between you

and them

—

“Oh 1 I wish I had beenAvith them

;

A fine thing should I then

Have made of it !” ®®®

Closes

587. If a generous General gives the private soldier the privilege of sitting with his comrades and
oEicers, high and low, m one common Brotherhood, people may perhaps wonder : how may this
be ? If we are admitted to that Fellowship, we want to know more. It is enough to us that
God knows our humility and our unworthiness, and with His full knowledge admits us to that
glorious Fellowship

!

588. No fight should be undertaken without due preparations and precautions. When these are
taken, we must go boldly forward. " Go forth ” is therefore repeated for emphasis. But we must
go forth in a collective spirit, and not in a selfish spirit—either in small parties or all together, as our
Leader determines. We must not tarry like the doubter in the next two verses.

589. The doubter detaches himself in thought and action from the community. If the general-
body has a reverse, he blesses God that he was not among them, instead of being ashamed of himself
for desertion. If the general body wins a success, he does not rejoice for the common cause, but only
regrets for himself that he was not there to share in the glory and the gains !

590. Just a selfish man's thought. Such men are far from being a source of strength ' to theif .

community. They are no use in a fight, and the next verse by implication discards them, ..
"i
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74. ]ISScet those fight

In the cause of God
Who sell the life of this world

For the Hereafter,®*^

To him who fighteth

In the cause of God,

—

Whether he is slain

Or gets victory

—

Soon shall We give him
A reward of great (value).

75. And why should ye not

Fight in the cause of God
And of those who, being weak,

Are ill-treated (and oppressed)?—

Men, women, and children.

Whose cry is :
“ Our Lord !

Rescue us from this town.

Whose people are oppressors ;

And raise for us from Thee

One who will protect ;

And raise for us from Thee

One who will help !

”

76. Those who believe

Fight in the cause of God,

And those who reject Faith

Fight in the cause of Evil

:

So fight ye against the

Friends of Satan : feeble indeed

Is the cunning of Satan.

Section 11.

77. ^!^ast thou not turned

Thy vision to those

6 ^5^6^

591. It is not every one,— least of all, poltroons and faint-hearted persons —who is fit to fight in

the cause of God. To do so is a privilege, and those who understand the privilege are prepared to

sacrifice all their, interests in this life, and this life itself ; for they know that it is the sacrifice of •

something fleeting and of little value, for the sake of something everlasting, and of immense value.

Whether (in appearance) they win or lose, in reality they win the prize for which they are
fighting,— oiz., honour.and glory in the sight of God. Note that the only alternatives -here are Death'

or Victory 1 The true fighter knows no defeat.

59Z. Mttsfodfe’a/*= one reckoned weak, and therefore ill-treated and oppressed. C/. iv. QSi .and
vii. 150.

593. Even from the human point of view the caus.e of God is the cause of justice, the cause
of the oppressed, In the great persecution, before Mecca was won again, what sorrows, threats,

tortures, and opressions, were suffered by those whose faith was unshaken ?
- Muhammad's life and

that of his adherents was threatened ; they w'ete mocked, assaulted, insulted and beaten; those
within the power of the enemy were put into chains and cast into prison : others were '

boycotted, and shut out of trade, business, and social intercourse; they could not even
buy the food they wanted, or perform their religious duties. The persecution was redoubled for the'

believing slaves, women, and children after the Hijrat. Their cry for a protector and helper from
God was answered when Muhammad the Chosen One brought freedom and peace to Mecca again,

594. Aiiliyaa, plural of waK, friend, supporter, prorector, patron
;
from the same root as mauli,

for which see iv. 33, n. 543.
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Wno were told to hold back
Their hands (from fight)

But establish regular prayers
And spend in regular Charity ?

When (at length) the order
For fighting was issued to them,
Behold ! a section of them
Feared men as

—

Or even more than

—

They should have feared God :

They said ;
“ Our Lord !

• Why hast Thou ordered us
To fight ? Wouldst Thou not
Grant us respite

To our (natural) term,
Near (enough) ?” Say :

“ Short
Is the enjoyment of this world :

The Hereafter is the best
For those who do tight

:

Never will ye be
Dealt with unjustly

In the very least !

78. “ Wherever ye are.

Death will find you out,

Even if ye are in towers
Built up strong and high !”

3^f some good befalls them.
They say, “ This is from God ”

;

But if evil, they say,

“ This is from thee” (O Prophet).'”

S9j. Before the command for fighting was issued there were some who were impatient, and could
scarcely be held back. They wanted fighting from human motives,—pugnacity, the love of plunder,
hatred against their eneniies, the gaining of personal ends. Fighting from such motives is wrong at
all times. When the testing time came, and they had to fight, not for their own hand, but for a
Sacred Cause, in which there was much suffering and little personal gain, the Hypocrites held back
and were afraid.

596. “ Our natural term of life, " they would say, “ is short enough :
why should we jeopardize

it by fighting in which there is no personal gain ?” The answer is begun in this verse and continued
in the next.

Briefly, the answer is
; (1) ih any case the pleasures of this world are short : this life is fleeting;

the first thing for a righteous man to do is to emancipate himself from its obsessions ; (2) to do your
duty is to do right

;
therefore turn your attention mainly to duty ; (3) when duty calls for self-sacrifice,

be sure that God's call is never unjust, and never such as to exceed your capacity ; and (4) if you fear
death, you will not by fear escape death ;

it will find vou out wherever you are ; why not face it

boldly when duty calls ?

597. The Hypocrites were inconsistent, and in this reflect unregenerate mankind. It a disaster
happens, due to their own folly, they blame somebody else

; but if they are fortunate, they claim
reflected credit by pretending that Heaven has favoured them because of their own superior
merits. The modern critic discards even this pretence, eliminates Heaven altogether, and
claims all credit direct to himself, unless he brings in blind Chance, but that he does mostly to
‘‘explain” misfortune. If we look to the ultimate Cause of all things, all things come
from God. But if we look to the proximate cause of things, our own merit is so small, that we can
hardly claim credit for good ourselves with any fairness. In God's hand is all good : iii. 26. On the
other hand, the proximate cause of our evil is due to some wrong in our own inner selves

;
for never

are we dealt with unjustly in the very least : iv. 77,
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Say ; “All things are from God.”
But what hath come
To these people,

That they fail

To understand
A single fact ?

79. Whatever good, (O man !)

Happens to thee, is from God
;

^ut whatever evil happens
To thee, is from thy (own) soul.

And We have sent thee

As an Apostle
To (instruct) mankind.
And enough is God
For a witness.

80. He who obeys

The Apostle, obeys God :

But if any turn away,

We have not sent thee

To watch over

Their (evil deeds).®®*

ibl -A,.

81. They have “Obedience”
On their lips ; but
When they leave thee,

A section of them
Meditate all night

On things very different

From what thou tellest them.
But God records

Their nightly (plots)

;

So keep clear of them,
And put thy trust in God,
And enough is God

598. To blame a man of God for our misfortunes is doubly unjust. For he comes to save us
from misfortune, and it is because we flout him or pay no heed to him, that our own rebellion brings
Its own punishment. If we realise this truth we shall be saved from two sins : (1) the sin of injustice
to God's Messengers, who come for our good, and not for our harm

; (2) the sin of not realising
our own shortcomings or rebellion, and thus living in spiritual darkness. If the Message is frt m
God, that carries its own authority : “enough is God for a witness."

599. The Apostle was sent to preach, guide, instruct, and show the Way,—not to drive people to
_

good, or to detect all that was evil, That is not God’s Plan, which trains the human Will. The Apos-

'

tie's duty is therefore to convey the Message of God, in all the ways of persuasion that are open to him.
If men perversely disobey that Message, they are not disobeying him but thev are disobeving God.
In the same way those who obey the Message are obeying God. They are not obliging the Messenger

;

they are merely doing their duty.
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As a disposer of affairs.'®®
82.

Do they not consider
The Qur-an (with care) ?

Had it been from other
Than God, they would surely

Have found therein

Much discrepancy.*®*

83.

When there comes to them
Some matter touching
(Public) safety or fear,

They divulge it.

If they had only referred it
,

To the Apostle, or to those
Charged with authority

Among them, the proper
Investigators would have
Tested it from them (direct).

Were it not for the Grace
And Mercy of God unto you,
All but a few of you
Would have fallen

Into the clutches of Satan.*®^

84.

I?Dlhen fight in God’s cause

—

Thou art held responsible

Only for thyself

—

And rouse the Believers.

It may be that God
Will restrain the fury

(JJj itil Of.*'

600. If we trust to people who are not true, they are more likely to binder than to help. But God
is All-good as well as All-powerful, and all our affairs are best entrusted to His care. He is the best
Guardian of all interests.

Therefore we should not trust the lip professions of Hypocrites, but trust in God. Nor should
our coniidence in God be shaken by any secret plots that enemies batch against us. We should
take all human precautions against them, but having done so, we should put our trust in God, Who
knows the inner working of events better than any human mind can conceive.

601. The unity of the Qur-an is admittedly greater than that of any other sacred book. And yet

how can we account for it except through the unity of God's purpose and design ? From a mere
human point of view, we should have expected much discrepancy, because 1) the Messenger who
promulgated it was not a learned man or philosopher, (2) it was promulgated at various times and in

various circumstances, and (3) it is addressed to all grades of mankind. Yet, when properly understood
its various pieces fit together better than a jig-saw puzzle even when arranged without any regard to

chronological order. There was just the One Inspirer and the One Inspired.

6J2. In times of war or public panic, thoughtless repetition of gossip is rightly restrained by all

effective States. If false, such news may cause needless alarm : if true, it may frighten the timid and
'cause some misgivings even to the bravest, because the counterpart of it—the preparations made to

meet the danger—is not kno Jira. Thoughtless news, true or false, may also encourage the enemy. The
proper course is quietly to hand all news direct to those who are in a position to investigate it. They
can then sift it and take suitable measures to checkmate the enemy. Not to do so, but to deal with
news either thou"'ntles.slv or m iliciouslv. is to fall directly into the snares of bivil.
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Of the Unbelievers

;

For God is the strongest

In might and in punishment.*®®

85. Whoever recommends
And helps a good cause

Becomes a partner therein :

And whoever recommends
And helps an evil cause,

Shares in its burden :

And God hath power ***

Over all things. Jill

86. lichen a (courteous) greeting

Is offered ybii, meet it

With a greeting still more
Courteous, or (at least)

Of equal courtesy.

God takes careful account *®*

Of all things.

87- God ! There is no god
But He : of a surety

He will gather you together

Against the Day of Judgment,
About which there is no doubt.

And whose word can be
Truer than God’s ?

Section 12.

88. "^^hy should ye be

. .
Divided into two parties

603. The courage of Muhammad was as notable as his wisdom, his gentleness, and his trust in God.
Facing fearful odds, he often stood alone, and took" the whole responsibility bn himself. But his
example and visible trust in God inspired and roused the Muslims, and also—speaking purely from a
human point of view—restrained the fury of his enemies. When we consider that he was God’s
inspired Messenger, to carry out His Plan, we can see that nothing can resist that Plan. If the enemy
happens to have strength, power, or resources, God’s strength, power, and resources are infinitely
greater. If the enemy is meditating punishment on the righteous for their righteousness, God's
punishment for such wickedness will be infinitely greater and more effective.

I *

(<04. In this fleeting world's chances God’s providence and justice may not always appear. plain to
pur eyes. But we are asked to believe that if we help.and support a good cause, we share in all its
cfedtt and in its eventual victory. And conversely, we cannot support a bad cause without sharing
in all its evil consequences. If appearances seem against this faith, let us not be deceived by aopear-
ances. For God has power overall things.

.

605. The necessary correlative to the command to
. fight in a good cause is the command to

cultivate sweetness and cordiality m,our manners at all times. For fighting is an exceptional necessity,
while the sweetness of daily human intercourse u ^ normal need. Further, we give kindness and'
courtesy without asking, and return it if possible in even better terms than we received, q|. least in
equally courteous terms. For we are all crcatures'of One Qod, and shall be brought together before
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About the Hypocrites ?*®*

God hath upset them
For their (evil) deeds.

Would ye guide those
Whom God hath thrown
Out of the Way ? For those
Whom God hath thrown
Out of the Way, never
Shalt thou find the Way.

89. They but wish that ye
Should reject Faith,

As they do, and thus be
On the same footing (as they) :

But take not friends

From their tanks

Until they flee*®’

In the way of God
(From what is forbidden).

But if they turn renegades,

Seize them and slay them
Wherever ye find them ;

And (in any case) take

No friends or helpers

From their ranks ;

—

90. Except those who join

A group between whom
And you there is a treaty*®*

[S. iv. 88>9 Q,

‘Ssildil !5dV a5i3i^

606, When the desertion of the Hypocrites at Ulfud nearly caused a disaster to the Muslim cause
there was great feeling among the Muslims of Medina against them. One party wanted to put- them
to the sword : another to leave them alone. The actual policy pursued avoided both extremes, and
was determined by these verses. It was clear that they were a danger to the Muslim community if they
were admitted into its counsels, and in any case they were a source of demoralisation. But while every
caution was used, no extreme measures were taken against them. On the contrary, they were given a
chance of making good. If they made a sacrifice for the cause (“flee from what is forbidden;" see next
verse), their conduct purged their previous cowardice, and their sincerity entitled them to' be taken
back. But if they deserted the Muslim community again, they were treated as enemies, with the
additional penalty of desertion which is enforced by all nations actually at war. Even so, a humane
exception was made in the two cases specified in iv. 90. _

.

607. Flee : the verbal form from which the noun hi/rol is derived. Bu^iari interprets this rightly
as fleeing from all that is forbidden. This would include hijrat in the tecnnical sense of leaving a
place in which the practice of religion is not allowed. But it is more general. In time of war, if a man
IS willing to submit to discipline and refrain from infringing orders issued, he has proved his fidelity

and may be treated as a meniber of the community at war.
On the other hand if he by false pretences comes into the inner counsels merely to betray them

he may rightly be treated as a traitor or deserter and be punished for his treason or desertion
;
or if he

escapes, he can be treated as an enemy and is entitled to no mercy. He is worse than an enemy
;

he has claimed to be of you in order to spy on you, and been all the time helping the enemy,
60S. Except

;

the exception refers to v seize them and slay them", the death penalty for
repeated desertion. Even after such desertion exemption is granted in two cases. One is where
the deserter took asylum with a tribe with whom there was a treaty of peace and amity. Presumably
Such a tribe (even though outside the pale of Islam) might be trusted to keep the man from fighting

against the forces of Islam—in the modern phrase, to disarm him and render him harmless. The
second case for exemption is where the man from his own heart desires never to take up arms
against Islam, though he does not wish to join the. forces of Islam, to fight against a hostile tribe

(perhaps his own) fighting against Islam. But be must make a real approach, giving guarantees
• pf his sincerity. In the modern phrase he would be “ on, parole ". But this provision is much milder
, than that in inodern military codes, which grant the privilege only to enemy prisoners, not to those
who have deserted from the army granting them parole. The Hypocrites were in that position, but
humanity as well as policy treated them with great leniency..
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(Of peace), or those who approach*®*!

You with hearts restraining I

Them from fighting you
|

As well as fighting their own
|

People. If God had pleased, i

He could have given them
|

Power over you, and they 1

Would have fought you :

Therefore if they withdraw
From you but fight you not.

And (instead) send you
(Guarantees of) peace, then God
Hath opened no way
For you (to war against them).

91. Others you will find

That wish to gain

Your confidence as well

As that of their people :

Every time they are sent back®^®

To temptation, they succumb
Thereto ; if they withdraw not

From you nor give you (guarantees)

Of peace besides

Restraining their hands.

Seize them and slay them
Wherever ye get them :

In their case

We have provided you
With a clear argument
Against them. 6214 I

C. 65.—The lives of those who believe

(iv. 92-104.) Are sacred : if one is slain

By mistake, full compensation

Should be made. Nor should

A stranger, even in time of war.

Be treated as an enemy, without

609. /l/>^roacft or come : refers not to the physical act of coming, but to the mental attitude: the
heart is mentioned for sincerity. When they sincerely promise not to fight against you, do not'

pursue them. Remember that if they had fought against you, your difiiculties would have been
increased. Their neutrality itself may be a great advantage to you. So long as you are satisfied

that they are sincere and their acts support their declarations of peace with you, you should not
consider yourself justified in pursuing them and warring against them.

610. As opposed to the two classes of deserters to whom clemency may be shown, there is a class

which is treacherous and dangerous and cannot be left alone. They try to win your confidence, and
are all the time in the confidence of the enemy. Every time they get a chance, they succumb to the
temptation of double-dealing. The best way of dealing with them is to treat them as open enemies.
Keep them not in your midst. If they give you guarantees of peace and do not actually fight against
you, well and good. If not, they are deserters actively fighting in the ranks of the enemy. They have
openly given you proof, and you can fairly seize and slay them in war as deserters and enemies.
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The fullest investigation. Live not

In places hostile to Islam,

If ye are able to migrate,

—

And spacious is God’s earth.

Devotion and prayer may be

Shortened in times of danger.

Take every precaution for safety.

But be bold and undaunted in fight.

S, iv. 92.

Section 13

92. ^]^ever should a Believer

Kill a Believer ; but
(If it so happens) by mistake,*”

(Compensation is due) ;

If one (so) kills a Believer,

It is ordained that he
Should free a believing slave,

And pay compensation
To the deceased’s family,

Unless they remit it freely.

If the deceased belonged
To a people at war with you.
And he was a Believer,

The freeing of a believing slave

(Is enough). If he belonged
To a people with whom
Ye have a treaty of mutual
Alliance, compensation should
Be paid to his family,

And a believing slave be freed.

For those who find this

Beyond their means, (is prescribed)

A fast for two months
Running : by way of repentance

. To God ; for God hath
All knowledge and all wisdom.

611. Life is absolutely sacred in the Islamic Brotherhood. But mistakes will sometimes happen
as did happen in the mSlie at Uhud, when some Muslims were killed (being mistaken for the enemy) by
Muslims. There was no guilty intention ; therefore, there was no murder. But all the same, thefamily
>f the deceased was entitled to compensation'unless they freely remitted it, and in addition it was
rrovided that the unfortunate man who made the mistake should free a believing slave. Thus a
leplorable mistake was made the occasion for winning the liberty of a slave who was a Believer,
or Islam discountenances slavery. The compensation could only be paid if the deceased belonged
:o a Muslim society or to some people at peace with the Muslim society. Obviously it could not
je paid if, though the deceased was a Believer, his people were at war with the Muslim society :

‘ven if his people could be reached, it is not fair to increase the resources of the enrmy. If the
leceased was himself an enemy at war, obviously the la*s of war justify his being killrd in warfare
inless he surrendered. If the man whx) took life unintentionally has no means from which to free a
relieving slave or to give compensation, he must still by an act of strict self-denial (fasting for two
ivbol'e months running! show that he is cognizant of the grave nature of the deed he has done and
sincerely repentant. I take this to apply to all three cases mentioned : that is, where a Believer killed

t Believer unintentionally and the deceased (1) belonged to the same community as you; or (2) belonged
:o a community at war with you, or (3) belonged to a community in alliance with you. ..
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93. If a man kills a Believer

Intentionally, his recompense®^
Is Hell, to abide therein

(For ever) ; and the wrath

And the curse of God
Arc upon him, and
A dreadful penalty

Is prepared for him.

94- ye who believe !

When ye go abroad*'®

In the cause of God,
Investigate carefully,

And say not to any one
Who offers you a salutation

:

“ Thou art none of a Believer !”

—

Coveting the perishable goods

Of this life : with God
Are profits and spoils abundant.

Even thus were ye yourselves

Before, till God conferred

On you His favours : therefore

Carefully investigate.

For God is well aware

Of all that ye do.

95. equal are those

Believers who sit (at home)
And receive no hurt.

And those who strive

And fight in the cause

Of God with their goods

And their persons.

God hath granted

A grade higher to those

Who strive and fight

^j ill

612. What is mentioned here is the punishment in the Hereafter, the spiritual consequences. T!?®
legal consequences, enforceable by human, society, ate mentioned in ii. 178, under the rules of .Qisof.

That is, a life should be taken for a life destroyed, but this should be on a scale of equality : a- single

murder should not commit a whole tribe to a perpetual blood-feud,’ as in the days of ignorance. But

if the heirs of the man slain accept reasonable compensation, this should be accepted and the taking

of a life for a life should be put a stop to. This course leads to the saving of life, and is commanded
to men of understanding.

613. Go abroad : dharaba^to travel, to go abroad,' either for jikSd, or for honest trade or o^er
service, which if done with pure motives, counts as service in the cause of God. The
immediate occasion was in connection with jihad, but the words ate general and can

be applied to all circumstances in which a man falls through spiritual pride; he thinks he is not as

other men are, but forgets that, but for the grace of God. he is himself a sinner 1 In war (or in peace)

we are apt to catch some worldly advantage by pluming ourselves on our superiority in Faith. In

war perhaps we want to gain glory or booty by killing a supposed erietny 1 In peace we make
light of other people in order to steal some advantage or material gain I This U wrong. The righteous

man, if he is really out in God's service, has more abundant and richer gifts to think of in the

spiritual world
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With their goods and persons
Than to those who sit (at home)
Unto all (in Faith)"*

Hath God promised good :

But those who strive and fight

Hath He distinguished

Above those who sit (at home)
By a special reward,

—

96, Ranks specially bestowed
By Him, and Forgiveness

And Mercy. For God is

Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.

Section 14.

97. ^When angels take

The souls of those

Who die in sin

Against their souls, ***

They say :
“ In what (plight)

Were ye ? ” They reply j

“ Weak and oppressed

Were we in the earth.”

They say :
“ Was not .

The earth of God
Spacious enough for you
To move yourselves away
(From evil) ? ” Such men
Will find their abode
In Hell,—What an evil

Refuge !

—

6

1 .'Z

614, God's goodness is promised to all people of Faith. But there are degrees among men and
women of Faith. There are people with natural inertia : they do the minimum that is required of
them, but no more. There are people who are weak in will ; they are easily frightened. There are
people who are so strong in will and so firm in faith that they are determined to conquer every
obstacle, whether in their own physical or other inBrmities or in the external world around ihem. In

a time of jihad, when people give their all. and even their lives, for the common cause, they must be
accounted more glorious than those who sit at home, even though they have good-will to the cause
and carry out minor duties in aid. The special reward of such self-sacrifice is high spiritual rank,
and special forgiveness and mercy, as proceeding from the direct approbation and love of God.

61S. . The immediate occasion for this passage was the question of migration [hijrat) from places
where Islam was being persecuted and suppressed. Obviously the duty of Muslims was to leave such
plaqes, even if it involved forsaking their homes, and join and strengthen the Muslim community
ampng whom they could live in peace and with whom they could help in fighting the evils around
them.' But the meaning is wider. Islam does not say :

" Resist not evil.’’ On the contrary it requires

a constant, uilceasing struggle against evil. For such struggle it may be necessary to forsake

home and unite and organise and join our brethren in assaulting and overthrowing the fortress

of evil. For the Muslim’s duty is not only to enjoin good hut to prohibit evil. To make our
assault we must be prepared to put ourselves in a position from which such assault would be
possible, and God's earth is spacious enough for the purpose. " Position " includes not only local

position, but moral and material position. For example, we must shun evil company where we
cannot put it down, but organise a position from which we canput it down.
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98.

Except those who are

(Really) weak and oppressed

—

Men, women, and children

—

Who have no means
In their power, nor (a guide-post)*”

To direct their way.

99. For these, there is hope
That God will forgive :

* For God doth blot out (sins)

And forgive again and again.

100. He who forsakes his home
In the cause of God,
Finds in the earth

Many a refuge.

Wide and spacious

:

Should he die

As a refugee from home
For God and His Apostle,

His reward becomes due
And sure with God

;

And'God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

/Sil tj 'I"

Section 15.

101 . "^SThen ye travel

Through the earth.

There is no blame on you
If ye shorten your prayers.

For fear the Unbelievers

May attack you

:

For the Unbelievers are

Unto you open enemies.

617

0%^ ^ 6!

616. If through physical, mental, or moral incapacity, we are unable to fight the good fight, we
must rest content with putting up with evil and just guarding ourselves from it. God's gracious Mercy
will recognise and forgive our weakness if it is real weakness, and not merely an excuse.

617. Verse 101 gives permission to shorten congregational prayers when people are on a journey :

verses 102-104 deal with cases when they are in danger at war, in face of the enemy. The shortening
of congregational prayers in both cases is further governed as to details by the practice of the Apostle
and his Companions. As to journeys, two questions arise

: (1) what constitutes a journey for this

purpose ? (2J is the fear of an attack an essential condition for the shortening of congregational
prayers ? As to (1), itis best to leave the matter to discretion, having regard to all the circumstances
of the journey, as in the case of the journeys which excuse a fast ; see ii. 184, n. 190. The text leaves

it to discretion. As to (2), the practice of the Apostle shows that danger is not an essential conditioii

:

it is merely mentioned as a possible incident. The Apostle usually shortened the prayers from four

Rak'ats to two Rak'ats in (midday.prayer), 'Asr <afternoon prayer) and 'JshSa (night prayer) ;

the other two are in any case short, Ta/r (morning prayerj having two Rak'ats and Magrib (evening
prayer) having three.

- .
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102. When thou (0 Apostle)

Art with them, and standest

To lead them in prayer,

Let one party of them
Stand up (in prayer) with thee,

Taking their arms with them :

When they finish

Their prostrations, let them
Take their position in the rear,

And let the other party come up

—

j

Which hath not yet prayed'

—

And let them pray with thee,

Taking all precautions,

And bearing arms

:

The Unbelievers wish,

If ye were negligent

Of your arms and your baggage,

To assault you in a single rush,*“

But there is no blame on you

If ye put away your arms

Because of the inconvenience

Of rain or because ye are ill

;

But take (every) precaution

For yourselves. For the
Unbelievers

God hath prepared

A humiliating punishment.

103. When ye pass“*

(Congregational) prayers.

Celebrate God’s praises.

Standing, sitting down,

Or lying down on your sides

;

But when ye are free

From danger, set up
Regular Prayers

:

For such prayers

Are enjoined on Believers

At stated times, ,

IS. iv. 102403.

61

nf ,hp pnpmv rests on the principle that the

618. the congregational prayer m danger m fa e of the e
other watches the enetny.

congregation should be divided into two parties one par

and then the second party comM up to congregational prayer ;
every precaution is

party does only one or two R^kats or about halt tnec gB^ be put off

taken to prevent a rush by the enemy ;
even while at pr^e^^^^

damage to .the arms, or when
' except when rain is likely to, cause . .

j
:i Details can be varied according to circumstances

illness or fatigue causes the wearer's str^gth to details ca

as was actually done by the Apostle at differ

, 619. Two

the shorter form indicated for times of dang -P^ ^„y posture possible during

following sentence, which allows you to reme
„,g,yets should be ofiered at the stated times,

the danger. But when the danger is past, the full prayers snoum u
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104. And slacken not
In following up the enemy

:

If ye are suffering hardships,

They are suffering similar

Hardships ; but ye have
Hope from God, while they

Have none. And God
Is full of knowledge and wisdom.

XA

&

C. 66.—Beware of treachery, that would use

(iv. 105-126.) The good and pious for its wicked

Ends : its plots will but recoil

On its own head. The righteous

Have no cause for secrecy, except

In doing good. ’Tis evil that

Misleads, deceives, and even dares

Deface fair Nature, as by God
Created. Shun all evil, and be firm

In righteousness and faith in God.

Section 16.

105. have sent down
To thee the Book in truth.

That thou mightest judge

Between men, as guided

By God ; so be not (used)

As an advocate by those

Who betray their trust

;

106. But seek the forgiveness

Of God
;
for God is

Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.

620. Religion should be a source of strength and not of weakness in all our affairs. If we have to

struggle hard and suffer hardships, those without faith have to do the same, with this difference, that

the man of Faith is full ot hope in God, whereas the man without Faith has nothing to sustain him.

621. The Commentators explain this passage with reference to the case of 'J.’a‘ima Ibn llbairag,

who was nominally a Muslim but really a Hypocrite, and given to all sorts of wicked deeds. He was
suspected of having stolen a set of armour, and-when the trail was hot, he planted the stolen property
into the house of a Jew. where it was found. The Jew denied the charge and accused 'J.’a‘ima, but the
sympathies of the Muslim community were with 'fa’ima on account of his nominal profession of Islam.

The case was brought to the Apostle, who acquitted the Jew according to the strict principle of justice

as *' guided by God Attempts were made to prejudice him and deceive him into using his

authority to favour ITa’ima.

The general lesson is that the righteous man is faced with all sorts of subtle wiles : the wicked will_

try to appeal to his highest sympathies and most honourable motives to deceive him and use him as an'
instrument for defeating justice. He should be careful and cautious, and seek the help of God for

protection against deception and for firmness in dealing the strictest justice without fear or favour.

T'o do otherwise is to betray a sacred trust : the trustee must defeat all attempts made to mislead
him.
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107. Contend not on behalf

Of such as betray

Their own souls ;

***

For God loveth not

One given to perfidy

And crime
;

108. They may hide

(Their crimes) from men,
But they cannot hide

(Them) from God, seeing that

He is in their midst

When they plot by night,

In words that He cannot

Approve : and God
Doth compass round '**

All that they do.

109.

Ah ! these are the sort

Of men on whose behalf

Ye may contend in this world ;

But who will contend with God
On their behalf on the Day
Of Judgment, or who
Will carry their affairs through ?

HO. If any one does evil

Or wrongs his own soul,

But afterwards seeks

God’s forgiveness, he will find

God Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

111. And if any one earns

Sin, he earns it against

'

IS. iv. 107-111.

Ill

622. Our souls are a sort of trust with us. We have to guard them against all temptation. Those
who surrender to crime or evil betray that trust. We are warned against being deceived into taking their

part, induced either by plausible appearances, or by such injcentives to partiality as that they belong to

out own people or that some link connects them with us, whereas when we are out to do justice, we
must not allow any irrelevant considerations to sway us.

623. The plots of sinners are known fully to God, and He can fully circumvent them if necessary,

according to the fulness of His wisdom. The word used is : Compass them round : muhit : not only does
God know all about it, but He is ail round it : if in His wisdom He allows it, it is not because he has
complete control over it. but because having it as it were enclosed in a complete circle, He can use it

to further His own Plan. Even out of evil He can bring good.

624. Kasaba=to earn, to gain, to work for something valuable, to lay up a'provision fur the future
life. We do a day's labour to earn our livelihood : so in a spiritual sense, whatever good or evil we do
in this life, earns us good or evil in the life to come. In verses 110-112 three cases are considered : (1) if

we do ill and repent, God will forgive ; (2) if we do ill and do not repent, thinking that we can hide it.

we are wrong ; nothing is hidden from God, and we shall suffer the full consequences in the life to

come, for we can never evade our personal responsibility; (3) if we do ill. great or small, and impute it

to another, our original responsibility for the ill remains, but we add to it something else, for we tie

roUnd our necks the guilt of falsehood, which converts even our minor fault into a great sin, and in any
case brands us even in this life with shame and ignominy.
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His own soul : for God 1

Is full of knowledge and wisdom.

112. But if any one earns
^

A fault or a sin
|

And throws it on to one
That is innocent,

He carries (on himself)

(Both) a falsehood

^nd a flagrant sin.

1

Section 17.

113. ]]©ut for the Grace of God
To thee and His Mercy,
A party of them would
Certainly have plotted

To lead thee astray.

But (in fact) they will only

Lead their own souls astray,

And to thee they can do
No harm in the least.

For God hath sent down
To thee the Book and Wisdom
And taught thee what thou
Knewest not (before)

:

And great is the Grace
Of God unto thee.

j -1 ir

1 14« In most of their secret talks

There is no good : but if

One exhorts to a deed
Of charity or justice

Or conciliation between men,
(Secrecy is permissible) :

To him who does this,

Seeking the good pleasure

Of God, We shall soon give

A reward of the highest (value).

6Z5. Usually secrecy is for evil ends, or from questionable motives, or because the person, seeking
secrecy is ashamed of himself and knows that if his acts or motives became known, be would make
himself odious. Islam therefore disapproves of secrecy and loves and enjoins openness in all consulta-
tions and doings. But there are three things in which secrecy is permissible, and indeed laudable,
provided the motive be purely unselfish, to earn “ the good pleasure of God (1) if you are doing a
deed of charity or beneficence, whether in giving material things or in helping in moral, intellectual, or
spiritual matters ;

here publicity may not be agreeable to the recipient of your beneficence, and you
have to think of his feelings ; (2) where an unpleasant act of justice or correction has to be’done ; this
should be done, but there is no virtue in publishing it abroad and causing humiliation to some parties
or adding to their humiliation by publicity ; (3) where there is a delicate question of conciliating parties
to a quarrel ; they may be very touchy about publicity but quite amenable to the influence of a
man acting in private.
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115. If anyone contends with
The Apostle even after

Guidance has been plainly

Conveyed to him, and follows
A path other than that
Becoming to men of Faith,

We shall leave him
In the path he has chosen,
And land him in Hell,

—

What an evil refuge !

Section 18.

116. ' ^od forgiveth not
(The sin of) joining other gods***

With Him ;
but He forgiveth

Whom He pleaseth other sins

Than this ; one who joins

Other gods with God,
Hath strayed far, far away
(From the Right).

117. (The Pagans), leaving Him,
Call but upon female deities :**’

They call but upon Satan
The persistent rebel

!

118. God did curse him.

But he said :
“ I will take

Of Thy servants a portion ***

Marked off

;

119. “ I will mislead them,**'

And I will create

626. C/. iv. 48 arid n.'Seg. Blasphemy in the spiritual kingdom is like treason in the political
kingdom.

627. The unity, power, and goodness of God are so manifest in nature and in the human mihd^
when it is in accord with the universal spirit, that only the most abject perversion can account for
the sin of spiritual treason. That sin arises from perverted ideas of sex or

.

perverted ideas of self.

The perversion of sex is to suppose that sex rules in spiritual matters. From it arise such horrible
creations of the imagination as Kali, the blood-thirsty goddess of India, or Hecate, the goddess of'
revenge and hate in Greek mythology. Even in beautiful forms like Saraswati (the goddess of learning) -

or Minerva (the virgin goddess of sport and arts), to say nothing of Venus (the goddess of camal'
pleasures), the emphasis laid on sex destroys a right view of spiritual nature. Perverted ideas of
self are typified in the story of Satan, who was so puffed up with arrogance that he disobeyed God,-
and God cursed him. Both these perversions, if allowed lodgment, completely ruin our spiritual
nature and deface God’s handiwork. Hence it is not merely an outer sin but one that corrupts us
through and through,

628. Satan obtained God'S permission to tempt man, and this was implied in such free-will as
was granted to man by God, Satan's boast is that the portion of mankind seduced by him will be
so corrupted in their nature that they will bear a sort of brand that will mark them ofi as his own;
or that they will be like a portion assigned to himself.

629. Satan’s deceptions are with false desires, false superstitions, and false fears.
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In them false desires ; I will

Order them to slit the ears®*®

Of cattle, and to deface

The (fair) nature created®**

By God.” Whoever,
Forsaking God, takes Satan

For a friend, hath

Of a surety suflFered

A loss that is manifest.
120.

Satan makes them promises.

And creates in them false desires

;

But Satans’ promises

Are nothing but deception.

121.

They (his dupes)

Will have their dwelling

In Hell, and from it

They will find no way
Of escape.

122.

But those who believe

And do deeds of righteousness,

—

We shall soon admit them
,
To Gardens, with rivers

Flowing beneath,—to dwell

Therein for ever.

God’s promise is the truth,

And whose word can be
Truer than God’s ?

123.

lEi|.ot your desires, nor those®**

Of the People of the Book

630. Slitting the|ears of cattle is just one instance of the superstitions to which men become slaves
when they run after false gods. Astrology, magic, and vain beliefs in things that do not exist lead
men away from the one true God.

,

631. To deface the (fair) nature created by God: there is both a physical and a spiritual
meaning. We see many kinds of defacements practised on men and animals, against their true
nature as created by God. partly on account of superstition, partly on account of selfishness.
Spiritually the case is even worse. How many natures are dwarfed or starved and turned from their
original instincts by cruel superstitions or customs? God created man pure: the Evil One defaces
the image.

632. Personal responsibility is again and again insisted on as the key-note of Islam. In this are
implied faith and right conduct. Faith is not an external thing : it begins with an act of will, but if

true and sincere, it affects the whole being, and leads to right- conduct. In this it is distinguished
from the kind of faith which promises salvation because some one else in whom you are asked to.
believe has borne away the sins of men, or the kind of faith which says that because you are born
of a certain race (“Children of Abraham*') or a certain caste, you ate privileged, and your conduct will
be judged by a different standard from that of other men. Whatever you are, if you do evil, you
must suffer the copsequences, unless God's Mercy comes to your help.
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(Can prevail) : whoever
Works evil, will be
Requited accordingly.

Nor will he find, besides God,
Any protector or helper.124.

If any do deeds

Of righteousness,

—

Be they male or female

—

And have faith.

They will enter Heaven,
And not the least injustice*®*

Will be done to them.

125.

Who can be better

In religion than one
Who submits his whole self

To God, does good,

And follows the way
Of Abraham the true in faith ?

For God did take

Abraham for a friend.*®*

126.

But to God belong all things

In the heavens and on earth

;

And He it is that

Encompasseth all things.*®*

C. 67.—]ustice to women and orphans
(iv. 1Z713ZJ Ij part of religion and the fear

Of God. Stand out firmly

For justice to all, even against

Yourselves or your nearest of kin.

Remain firm in faith, and consort not

With evil or hypocrisy. Be true

In speech, and wound not others

;

Nor distinguish between Teachers of Truth,

For God’s Truth is one and should be believed.

633, .Va<?!r=the groove in a date-stone, a thing of no value whatever, C/. n. 575 to iv. 53,

634. Abraham is distinguished in Muslim theology with the title of “ Friend of God This does
not of course mean that he was anything more than a mortal. But his faith was pure and true,

and his conduct was firm and righteous in .ill circumstances. He was the fountain and origin of
the three streams of religious thought, which were afterwards crystallised in the institutions of

Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad the Chosen One.

635. Miihit. Cf. iv. 108, and n. 623.
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Section 19.

127. I^hey ask thy instruction

Concerning the Women
Say : God doth

Instruct you about them

;

And (remember) what hath

Been rehearsed unto you**®

In the Book, concerning

'"The orphans of women to whom
Ye give not the portions

Prescribed, and yet whom ye

Desire to marry, as also

Concerning the children

Who are weak and oppressed

That ye stand firm

For justice to orphans.

There is not a good deed

Which ye do, but God
Is well*acquainted therewith.

<h\

128. a wife fears

Cruelty or desertion

On her husband’s part,

There is no blame on them

If they arrange

An amicable settlement

Between themselves

;

And such settlement is best

;

<r/
UU9 J-Ij'A

636. Again and again it is impressed on the community of Islam to be just in their dealings with
women, orphans, children, and all whose weakness requires special consideration. The law about
widows and orphans, inheritance, dower, and marriage had already been declared in iv. 2-35, and
further instructions are now given on a further reference. The words translated orphans of women
mean I think the orphaned children of widows, of whom there were several aftey the battle of Uhud,
and whom it was the duty of the community to provide for. But some Commentators take them
to mean *' female orphans In any rase, because women were orphans or widows, it was not right

that anjfone should take advantage of their helpless position to deprive them of dower or of their

portion in inheritance.

637. C/. iv. 75, n. 592.

Both widows and orphans are to be helped because they are ordinarily weak, ill-treated, and
oppressed. In communities which base their civil rights on brute strength, the weaker go to the
vvall, and public opinion expects nothing else. In Nietzsche's philo.sophy of the Superman that
doctrine is stressed strongly, and .some of the militarist nations in our own time seem inclined to
support this reversion to our primitive instincts. Even in modern democracies of the saner sort,

we are often told that it is the fate of minorities to suff: strength of numbers here becomes the
passport to power and privilege. Islam, while upholding sane manly views in general, enjoins the most
solicitous care for the weak and oppressed in every way— in rights of property, in social rights, and
in the right to opportunities of development. Spiritual strength or weakness does not neressaiily gc
with physical or numerical strength.
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Even though tnen^s souls

Are swayed by greed.*®*

But if ye do good
And practise self-restraint,

God is well-acquainted

With all that ye do.

129. Ye are never able

To be fair and just

As between women,
Even if it is

Your ardent desire

:

But turn not away
(From a woman) altogether,

So as to leave her (as it were)

Hanging (in the air).*®*

If ye come to a friendly

Understanding, and practise

Self-restraint, God is

Oft-forgiving, Most Misrciful.

130. But if they disagree

(And must part), God
Will provide abundance

For all from His

All-reaching bounty

:

For God is He
That careth for all

And is Wise.

131. 1^0 God belong all things

In the heavens and on earth.**®

638. To protect the woman's economic interests, various rules are prescribed for dower in marriage.

But the sanctity of marriage itself is greater than any economic interests. Divorce is, of all things

permitted, most hateful to tiod. Therefore if a breach between husband and wife can be prevented by
some economic consid'.ration, it is better to make that concession than to imperil the future of the

wife, the children, and probably the husband also. Such concessions are permissible, in view of the

love of wealth ingrained in unregenerate man, but a recommendation is made that we should practise

self-restraint, and do what we can to come to an amicable settlement without any economic sacrifice

on the part of the woman.

639. In this material world there are two principal causes of division between man and wife, rtioney

and •“ the other woman " or •• the other man ”. Money was dealt with in the last verse. Here is the'

case of " the other woman ". Legally more than one wife tup to four) are permissible on the condition'

that the man can be perfectly fair and just to all. But this is a condition almost impossible to fulfil.

If. in the hope that he might be able to fulfil it. a man puts himself in that impossible ppsition, it is

only right to insist that he should not discard one but at least fulfil all the outward duties that are

incumbent on him in respect of her.

640. Notice the refrain : “To God belong all things in the heavens and on earth "
j

repeated

three- times, each time -with a new application. In the first instance it follows the statement of fjod s

universal providence and love. If two persons, in spite of every sincere desire to love and comfort each

other, fail to achieve that end, and have to separaie, God's all-reaching bounty never fails, for He is the

Lord of all things. In the second instance it is connected with God's Self-existence, Self-exceiience,

and independence of all creatures : ail His commands are for our good, and they are given to aii nis

creatures, according to their capacities. In the third instance, it is connected with his univeKai !'

for He could destroy any individual or nation and create a new one without any loss to Himseit; out

He gives a chance to all again and again, and even rewards them beyond their own ambitions, .
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Verily We have directed

The People of the Book

Before you, and you (O Muslims)

To fear God. But if ye

Deny .Him, lo ! unto God
Belong all things

In the heavens and on earth.

And God is free

Of all wants, worthy**’

Of all praise.

1^1

132. Yea, unto God belong

All things in the heavens

And on earth, and enough

Is God to carry through ***

All affairs.

133. If it were His Will,

He could destroy you,

O mankind, and create

Another race : for He
Hath power this to do.

134. If any one desires

A reward in this life.

In God’s (gift) is the reward

(Both) of this life

And of the Hereafter :
***

For God is He that heareth

And seeth (all things).

641. God's existence is absolute existence. It does not depend on any other person or any other
thing. And it is worthy of all praise, for it is all-good and comprises eveiy possible excellence. It is

necessary to stress this point in order to show that the moral law for man is not a mere matter ol

transcendental commands, but really rests on the essential needs of mankind itself. If therefore
such schools of thought as Behaviourism proved their theories up to the hilt, they do not affect the
position of Islam in the least. The highest ethical standards are enjoined by Islam, not as dogmatic
imperatives, but because they can be shown to follow from the needs of man's nature and the results

of man's experience.

642. This refers to the next verse. He does not need us, but we need Him Our hopes, our happi-

ness, our success centre in Him; but He is Self-sufficient. He has the power to supersede us, but His

goodness is ever seeking to give us every chance in this world as well as in the Hereafter.

643. Man in this life can only see up to the horizon of this life. The highest rewards which hit

wishes or ambitions can conceive of are conceived in the terms of this life. But God can give him nol

only. these but something infinitely higher,—the rew'ards of the Hereafter,—which it did not even entei

his heart to ask for or his imagination to conceive.
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Section 20.

135. ye who believe !

Stand out firmly

For justice, as witnesses

To God, even as against

Yourselves, or your parents.

Or your kin, and whether

It be (against) rich or poor :

For God can best protect both.

Follow not the lusts

(Of your hearts), lest ye

Swerve, and if ye

Distort (justice) or decline

To do justice, verily

God is well-acquainted

With all that ye do.

^/a6^

u]

i

136. O ye who betieve

!

Believe in God
And His Apostle,

And the scripture which He
Hath sent to His Apostle

And the scripture which He sent

To those before (him).®**

Any who denieth God,

His angels. His Books,*

His Apostles, and the Day

Of Judgment, hath gone

Far, far astray.

’9'" i.

cV(3^

644. Justice is God's attribute, and to stand firm for justice is to be a witness to God, even if it is

detrimental to our own interests (as we conceive them) or the interests of those who are near and dear
to us. According to the Latin saying, “ Let justice be done though heaven should fall."

But Islamic justice is something higher than the formal justice of Roman Law or any other
human Law. It is even more penetrative than the subtler justice in the speculations of the Greek
philosophers. It searches out the innermost motives, because we are to act as in the presence of
God, to whom all things, acts, and motives are.known.

645. Some people may be inclined to favour the rich, because they expect something from them.
Some people may be inclined to favour the poor because they are generally helpless. Partiality in

hther case is wrong. Be just, without fear or favour. Both the rich and the poor are under God's
irotection as far as their legitimate interests are concerned, but they cannot expect to be favoured at
he expense of others. And He can protect their interests far better than any man;

646 If your belief is by habit or birth or the example of those you love or respect or admire, make
hat belief more specific and personal to yourself. We must not only have faith, but realise that faith

n our inmost being. The chief objects of our Paith are God, His Apostle, and His Revelations. To
til these we must give a home in our hearts. The angels we do not see and realise as we realise God,
vho is near.^r to us than the vehicle of our life-blood, and the Day of Judgment is for ourfuture experi-
ence, but we must not deny them, or we cut off a part of our spiritual view.
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137. IlPhose who believe,

Then reject Faith,

Then believe (again)

And (again) reject Faith,

And go on increasing

In Unbelief,—God
Will not forgive them

Nor guide them on the Way.***

138. To the Hypocrites give

The glad tidings that

There is for them

(But) a grievous Penalty ;

—

J39^ Yea, to those who take

For friends Unbelievers

Rather than Believers

;

Is it honour they seek

Among them ? Nay,

—

All honour is with God.***

140. Already has He sent you '**

Word in the Book, that when
Ye hear the Signs of God
Held in defiance and ridicule.

Ye are not to sit with them
Unless they turn to a different

Theme : if ye did, ye would be

Like them. For God will

Collect the Hypocrites and those

Who defy Faith—all in Hell ;

—

*/». -A
y

>

•it»4

617. Those who go on changing sides aeain and again can have no real Kailh at any time, Their'
motives are mere worldly double-deaiing. How can they expect God's grace or forgiveness ?

Here is a clear warning against those who make their religion a mere matter of worldly
convenience. True religion goes far deeper. It transforms the very nature of man. After that
transformation .it is as impossible for him to change as it is for light to become darkness.

648. If the motive is some advantage, some honour.—the fountain of all good is God. How can it

really be expected from those who deny faith? And if there is some show of worldly honour, what is

it worth against the contempt they earn in the spiritual world ?

649. Cf. vi. 68, an earlier and Meccan verse.

Where we see or hear 1 ruth held in light esteem, wfe ought to make our protest and withdraw
from such company, not out of arrogance, as if we thought ourselves superior to other people, but
out of real humility, lest our own nature be corrupted in such society. But it is possible that our
protest or our sincere remonstrance may change the theme of discourse. In that ca«e we have done
good to those who were inclined to hold Truth in light Esteem, for we have saved them for ridiculing
Truth.
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141. {These are) the ones who
Wait and watch about you

:

If ye do gain

A victory from God,

They say ;
“ Were we not

With you ?”-but if

The Unbelievers gain

A success, they say

(To them) : “Did we not

Gain an advantage over you,

And did we not guard

You from the Believers V’

But God will judge

,

Betwixt you on the Day

Of Judgment. And never

Will God grant

To the Unbelievers

A way (to triumph)

Over the Believers.*®*

Section 21.

142. J^he Hypocrites—they think

They are over-reaching God,

But He will over-reach them :

When they stand up to prayer.

They stand without earnestness,

To be seen of men.

But little do they hold

God in remembrance

;

143. (They are) distracted in mind

Even in the midst of it,

—

Being (sincerely) for neither

One group nor for another.

Whom God leaves straying,

—

Never wilt fhou find

l$.iv. 141-143,

iiit

< /

650. The methods and motives of Hypocrisy are thoroughly unmasked here. It has no principles,
but watches for an opportunity to turn any event to its own advantage. If b.nttle is joined between
two inconsistent principles, it has no belief in either but watches the result. There is unceasing fight
between Good and Evil in this world. If the Good seems to win, the hypocrites range themselves on
its side with unctuous words, taking a great part of the credit to themselves. Perhaps the balance tips
the other way later, and they have to make their peace with Evil. " Oh I

” they say airily, ' we were
in the ranks of your enemy before, on purpose to protect you when they were too strong for you

|

”

This may suit the ways of the world. But the day of their account will come eventually. For the
Good must ultimately triumph.
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For him the Way.®®^

M4. 0 ye who believe

!

Take not for friends

Unbelievers rather than

Believers : do ye wish

To offer God an open

Proof against yourselves ?

145. The Hypocrites will be

In the lowest depths

Of the Fire : no helper

Wilt thou find for them *,

—

146. Except for those who repent,

Mend (their life), hold fast

To God, and purify their religion

As in God’s sight : if so

They will be (numbered)*®*

With the Believers.

And soon will God
Grant to the Believers

A reward of immense value.

147. What can God gain

By your punishment.

If ye are grateful

And ye believe ?

Nay, it is God
That recogniseth •®®

5 (All good), and knoweth
30 All things.

o65^ d? ^ 6^

L^.ti -I jVA

651. If we choose evil deliberately and double our guilt by fraud and deception, we do not deceive
God, but we deceive ourselves. We deprive ourselves of the Grace of God. and are left straying away
from the Path. In that condition who can guide user show us the Way? Our true and right instincts
become blunted

;
our fraud makes us unstable in character; when our fellow-men find out our

fraud, any advantages we may have gained by the fraud are lost ; and we become truly distracted
in mind.

652. Even Hypocrites can obtain forgiveness, on four conditions : (1) sincere repentance, which
purifies their mind ; (2) ainendment of their conduct, which purifies their outer life ; (3) steadfastness
and devotion to God, which strengthens their faith and protects them from the assaults of evil; and
(4) sincerity in their religion, or their whole inner being, which brings them as full members into the
goodly Fellowship of Faith.

653. There is no pleasure nor advantage to God in punishing His own creatures, over whom He
watches with loving care. On the contrary He recognises any good—however little—which He finds
in us. and delights to give us a reward beyond all measure. His recognition of us is compared by a
bold metaphor to our gratitude to Him for His favours. The epithet Shakir is applied to God, as here,
in ii. 158, and other passages. In xvi. 121 it is applied to Abraham :

“ he showed his gratitude for
the favours of God, who chose him and guided him to a Straight Way.”
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148.

^Tod loveth not that evil

Should be noised abroad *'*

In public speech, except
Where injustice hath been
Done

; for God
Is He who heareth
And knoweth all things.

149.

Whether ye publish

A good deed or eoticeal it

Or cover evil with pardon,
Verily God doth blot out
(Sins) and hath power
(In the judgment of values).*®*

150.

Those who deny God
And His apostles, and (those

Who) wish to separate

God from His apostles.

Saying :
“ We believe in some

But reject others ”
;

And (those who) wish
To take a course midway,—®®*

..f

151.

They are in truth

(Equally) Unbelievers

;

634. We can make a public scandal of evil in many ways. (1) It may be idle sensation
mongering : it often leads to more evil by imitation, as where criminal deeds are glorified in a cinema,
or talked about shamelessly in a novel or drama, (2) It may be malicious gossip of a foolish, personal

kind: it does no good, but it hurts people's feelings. (3) It may be malevolent slander or libel ; it is

intended deliberately to cause harm to people's reputation or injure them in other ways, and is

rightly punishable under all laws. (4) It may be a public rebuke or correction or remonstrance
without malice. (1), (2), and (3) are absolutely forbidden. (4) may be by a person in authority

; in'

which case the exception applies, for all wrong or injustice must be corrected openly, to orevent
its recurrence, Or (4) may be by a person not vested with authority, but acting either from motives
of public spirit, or in order to help someone who has been wronged

;
here again the. exception will

apply. But if the motive is different, the exception does not apply. (4) would also include a public

complaint by a person who has suffered a wrong ; he has every right to seek public redress.

655. Qadir: I have translated it more fully than most translators. The root gadaro not only

implies power, ability, strength, but two other ideas which it is difficult to convey in a single word,

oiz., the act and power of estimating the true value of a thing or persons, as in vi. 91; and the act

and power of regulating something so as to bring it into correspondence with something, "Judgment

of values " I think sums up these finer shades of meaning, God forgives what is wrong and is

able fully to appreciate and judge of the value of our good deeds whether we publish them or

conceal them.

656. Unbelief takes various forms. Three are mentioned here : (1) denial of God and His

revelation to mankind through inspired men ; (2) a sort of nominal belief in God and His apostles,

but one which is partial, and mixed up with racial pride, which does not allow of the recognition

of any apostles beyond those of a particular race ;
and (3) a nominal belief in universal • revelation,

but so hedged round with peculiar doctrines of exclusive salvation, that it practically approaches to

a denial of God's universal love for all mankind and all Creation, All three amount to Unbelief,

for they really deny God’s universal love and care.
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And We have prepared
For Unbelievers a humiliating

Punishment.

152. To those who believe

In Ood and His apostles

And make no distinction

Between any of the apostles,

We shall soon give

Their (due) rewards :

For God is Oft-forgiving,

Moist Merciful.

C. 68,—The People of the Book went wrong !

(iv. 153-176.) xhe Jews in breaking their Covenanr,

And slandering Mary and Jesus,

And in their usury and injustice ;

And the Christians in raising

Jesus the Apostle to equality

With God. God’s revelation

Is continued in the Qur-an,

Which comes with manifest proof

And a clear light to those who understand.

Section 22.

153. IlElhe People of the Book
Ask thee to cause

A book to descend to them
From heaven ; indeed
They asked Moses
For an even greater

(Miracle), for they said ;

“ Show us God in public,”

But they were dazed
For their presumption,
With thunder and lightning.

Yet they worshipped the calf

Even after Clear Signs

Had come to them
;

Even so We forgave them
;

And gave Moses manifest

Proofs of authority.

657. Cf. ii. 55, for the thunder and lightning which ' dazed those who were presumptuous

enough to ask that they should see God face to face, and ii. SI and n. 66, for the worship of the

golden calf.

The lesson is that it is presumptuous on the part of man to judge of spiritual things in terms

of material things, or to ask to see God with their material eyes when God is. above material forms

and is independent of time and space.
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154.

And for their Covenant
We raised over them
(The towering height)

Of Mount (Sinai)
;

***

And (on another occasion)
We said :

“ Enter the gate
With humility and (once again)
We commanded them :

“ Transgress not in the matter
Of the Sabbath.”
And We took from them
A solemn Covenant.

155.

(They have incurred divine ®®’

Displeasure) : in that they
Broke their Covenant

;

That they rejected the Signs
Of God

; that they slew
The Messengers in defiance ®*“

Of right ; that they said,
” Our hearts are the wrappings
(Which preserve God’s Word ;

We need no more)” ;—nay,

God hath set the seal on their hearts
For their blasphemy,
And little is it they believe

-Idd

156.

That they rejected Faith ;

.
That they uttered against Maty

658. In ^this verse there is a recapitulation of three salient incidents of Jewish refractoriness

already referred to in the second SQra : via., (1) the Covenant under the towering height of Sinai, ii. 63
;

(2) their arrogance where they were commanded humility in entering a town, ii. 58; and (3) their

transgression, of the Sabbath, ii, 05.

659. In verses 155, 156, 157, 160 (latter half), and 161 with parenthetical clauses including those in

Verses 158-159, and 160 (6rst half), there is a catalogue of the iniquities of which the Jews were guilty,

and for these iniquities we must understand some such words as: "They are under divine dis-

pleasure," Each clause of the indictment I have indicated by preBxing the word " that."

660i C/. iii. 21, and nn, 363 and 364.

661. C/. ii. 88, and n. 92, where the full meaning-is explained.

Note the crescendo (heightening effect) in the argument. Their iniquities were: (1) that they

.-j9eake^.-their,,£|oveiaant;;(2).tbat;tbey..‘reiecl£d:God.'s iguidance .as'conv^ed in His Signs; that

^^4^9tedi God'alMess^ge]s.^diiniciisEBdmv3Bsd7le;f;uilt, i>is:.,lhat'Of jnurder.aajd ljiat of ;a delibetate

.-;tdQfiai^e:QfiG^!s-Jaw.;;a3i.d (4):thait<they:3iBaeinEdithBnHe'lves ^arrogaintly self-suffioient, '-nrbich means
* .ar>J]3a^liem.ous .closing of their, hearts for -ever,against the admission of God’s grace. Then b^ins
Tanother iSeries of iniquities'from a different.point of view : (1) that they rejected Faith; (2). that they,

made-false charges'against a saintly woman like Mary, who was chosen by God to be the mother of

Jesus; (3) that they boasted of having killed Jesus when they were victims of their own.

self-hallucination; (4) that they hindered people from God’s way ;
and (5) that by means of usury

^nd fraud they oppressed their fellow-men.
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A grave false charge

;

157. That they said (in boast),

“ We killed Christ Jesus

The son of Maty,

The Apostle of God “ ;

—

But they killed him not,

Nor crucified him,**®

But so it was made
*To appear to them,

And those who differ

Therein are full of doubts.

With no (certain) knowledge.

But only conjecture to follow,

For of a surety

They killed him not

158. Nay, God raised him up***

Unto Himself ; and God
Is Exalted in Power, Wise

159. And there is none

Of the People of the Book

662. The false charge against Maty was that she was unchaste. Cf. xix. 27-28. Such a charge

is bad enough to make against any woman, but to make it against Mary, the mother of Jesus, was to

bring into ridicule God's power itself. Islam is specially strong in guarding the reputation of women.

Slanderers of women are bound to bring four witnesses in support of their accusations, and if they fail

to produce four witnesses, they are to be flogged with eighty stripes and debarred for ever from being

competent witriesses : xxiv. 4.

663. The end of the life of Jesus on earth is as much involved in mystery as his birth, and indeed

the greater part of his private life, except the three main years of his ministry. It is not profitable to

discuss the many doubts and conjectures among the early Christian sects among Muslim

theologians. The Orthodox Christian Churches make it a cardinal point of/their doctrine that his life

was taken on the Cross, that he died and was buried, that on the third day' be rose iti the body with his

wounds intact, and walked about and conversed, and ate with his disciples, and was afterwards taken

up bodily to heaven. This is necessary for the theological doctrine of blood sacrifice and vicarious

atonement for sins, which is rejected by Islam. But some of the early Christian sects did not believe'

that Christ was killed on the Cross. The Basilidans believed that someone else was substituted for'

him. The Uocetae held that Christ never had a real physical or natural body, but only an apparent
or phantom body, and that his Crucifixion was only apparent, not real. The Marcionite Gospel (about
A.D, 138) denied that Jesus was born, and merely said that he appeared in human form. The Gospei
of St. Barnabas supported the theory of substitution on the Cross. The Quranic teaching is that Christ
was not crucified nor killed by the Jews, notwithstanding certain apparent circumstances which
produced that illusion in the minds of some of his enemies

; that disputations, doubts, and conjecfures
on such matters are vain

;
and that he was taken up to God (see next verse and note).

664. There is difference of opinion as to the exact interpretation of this verse. The words are :

The Jews did not kill Jesus, but God raised him up (rafa'a) to Himself. One school holds that Jesus
did not die the usual human death, but still lives in the body in heaven

: another holds that he did die
(v. 120) but not when he was supposed to be crucified, and that his being “ raised up ” unto God means
that instead of being disgraced as a malefactor, as the Jews intended, he was on the contrary honoured
by God as His Apostle : see also next verse. Tne same word rafa'a is used in association with honour-
in connection with Mustaffi in xciv. 4.
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But must believe in him
Before his death

;

And on the Day of Judgment
He will be a witness **•

Against them ;

—

160. For the iniquity of the Jews
We made unlawful for them **’

Certain (foods) good and
wholesome

Which had been lawful for

them ;

—

In that they hindered many
From God’s Way ;

—

161. That they took usury,

Though they were forbidden ,*

And that they devoured
Men’s substance wrongfully ;

—

We have prepared for those

Among them who reject Faith

A grievous punishment.

162. )]l^ut those among them
Who are well-grounded in

knowledge,

And the Believers,

Believe in what hath beeri

Revealed to thee and what was
,

Revealed before thee

:

And (especially) those

Who establish regular prayer

And practise regular charity

And believe in God
And in the Last Day

;

To them shall We soon

Give a great reward. %

665. Before his death. Interpreters are not, agreed as to the exact meaning, Those who hold that
Jesus did not die (see last note) refer the pronoun " his " to Jesus. They say that Jesus is still living in

the body and that he will appear just before the Final Day in preparation for the co.miog of Imam
Mahdi, when the world will be purihed of sin and unbelief. There will be a 6nal death before the 6nal
Resurrection, but all will have believed before that final death. Others think that "his" is better

referred to " none of the People of the Book ”, and that the emphatic form " must believe ” {li-jyii-

mimnna) denotes more a question of duty than of fact.

666. C/. iv. 41,

667. Cf. vi. 146.' The ceremonial law of the Jews forbade the eating of the flesh of the camel, rabbit
and hare (Leviticus xi. 4-6), and the fat of oxen, sheep, and goats (Leviticus vii. 23), and was in other
respects very strict,
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Section 23.

163. have sent thee

Inspiration, as We sent it

To Noah and the Messengers

After him : We sent

Inspiration to Abraham,***

Isma‘il, Isaac, Jacob

And the Tribes, to Jesus,

Job, Jonah, Aaron, and Solomoni
And to David We gave

The Psalms.

164. Of some apostles We have
Already told thee the story ?

Of others We have not ;— ,

And to Moses God spoke V
direct ;—*’“

«

165. Apostles who gave good news ®‘^

As well as warning.

That mankind, after (the coming)

Of the apostles, should have
No plea against God :

For God is Exalted in Power,
Wise.

166. ])©ut God beareth witness

That what He hath sent

Unto thee He hath sent

Ff0m His (own) knowledge,*”

-It*

668. First we have a general statement : that inspiration was sent to many Messengers, and the

inspiration was of the same kind as that- sent to the Apostle Muljammad, for God's Message is one,

Note that what is spoken of here is Inspiration, not necessarily a Book. Every nation or group of

people had an apostle : x. 47. Some of these apostles have been mentioned by name in the Qur'Sn,

and some not : iv. 164.

• 669. Cf.ii 136 and ill. 84. The list here given is in three groups. (1) The ftrst group, .Abraham's

family, is the same as in ii. 136 (where see the note) and in iii. 84. (2) Then we have the tragic figures

of Jesus, Job and Jonah, whose mission was from a worldly point of view unsuccessful. (3) Then we
have Aaron the priest and Solomon the King, both great figures, but each subordinate to another

primary figure, viz. Moses (mentioned in the nextwerse) and David (mentioned at the end of this verse).

David's distinction was the Psalms, which are still extant. Though their present form may possibly be
different from the original, and they do undoubtedly include Psalms not written by David, the
collection contains much devotional poetry of a ltigh order,

670. God spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai through a cloud:. Exod.. xxxiv. 5. .. Hence the Title jDf

Mosesin.Muslim theology : lA'afim-stWaft : lihe'.oneitoi'vyhpin God spoke.

671. Every apDstile'.proclainisiGo|d's.goodnessvto.the'rigbteous.andfotgiveness to those=wfao lepenti
(good news), and theiWrath to.cbmeifor those who reject Faithrand live in iniquity (Wariiing). . Their
mission of warning is;a pre]ode;acnd complement to their mission of good news. No one can then say
that he or she did not; know.

672. Inspirationi though it is.clothed in human language, and shaped to the personality of the
‘aspired one, proceeds from the kqowledge of God, and therefore often contains more meaning than
the inspired one himself realises.
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And the angels bear witness ;

But enough is God for a witness.

167. Those who reject Faith
And keep off (men)
From the Way of God,
Have verily strayed far,

Far away from the Patk

liiij

168, Those who rej'ect Faith

And do wrong,—God
Will not forgive them
Nor guide them
To any way

—

169. Except the way of Hell,

To dwell therein for ever.

And this to God is easy.*”

170. O mankind ! the Apostle
Hath come to you in truth

From God ; believe in him :

It is best for you.*” But if

Ye reject Faith, to God
Belong all things in the heavens
And on earth : and God
Is All-knowing, All-wise.

171. O People of the Book !

Commit no excesses*”

In your religion : nor say

Of God aught but the truth.

613. Easy—not in the sense that God takes any pleasure in any of His creatures going astray.

The contrary is the case : For God's Grace recognises all good in us to such an extent- that it is

compared to gratitude in iv. 147; see n. 633, We must understand easy in the sense that God
is Supreme in knowledge and power ; if any forces of rebellion foolishly think that they can evade
punishment, they are mistaken. Punishment comes as a matter of course. It is not a matter of

difficulty or exertion on the part of God.

674. God’s solicitude for us is for our own good, not because He gets any advantage from it

For He’ is independent of all things, and everything declares His glory and praise.

.
675.: Just as a foolish servant may go wrong by excess..of zeal.for his master, so in religion people's

:

excesses may lead them to blasphemy or a spirit, the very opposite of religion. The Jewish excesses

in the direction of formalism, racialism, exclusiveness, and rejection of Christ Jesus have been

'dhnouneedin many places. Here the Christian attitiide is Condemned, which raises Jesus to an

equality with God ;
in some cases venerates Mary almost to idolatry ;

attributes a physical son to

God ;
and invents the doctrine of the Trinity, opposed to all feason. which according to the Athanasian

Creed, unless a man believes, he is doomed to hell for ever. Let our Muslims also beware lest they -

fall into excesses either in doctrine or in formalism.
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Christ Jesus the son of Mary
Was (no more than)

An apostle of God,
And His Word,
Which He bestowed on Mary,

And a Spirit proceeding

From Him : so believe

In God and His apostles.

Say not “ Trinity ”
: desist :

*’*

It will be better for you :

For God is One God :

Glory be to Him :

(Far Exalted is He) above
Having a son. Jo Him
Belong all things in the heavens^

And on earth. And enough
Is God as a Disposer of affairs.

Section 24.

172. ^Ihrist disdaineth not

To serve and worship God,*”
Nor do the angels, those

Nearest (to God)

:

Those who disdain

His worship and are arrogant,

—

He will gather them all

Together unto Himself *”

To (answer).

I

173. But to those who believe

And do deeds of righteousness.

He will give their (due)

Rewards,—and more.

Out of His bounty :

But those who are

Disdainful and arrogant,

He will punish

/y

676. Christ's attributes are mentioned : (1) that he was the son of a woman, Mary, and therefore
a man

; (2) but an apostle, a man with a mission from God, and therefore entitled to honour; (3) a
Word bestowed on Mary, for he was created by God's word "Be” (fc«n), and he was; iii. 59; (4) a
spirit proceeding from God, but not God : his life and his mission were more limited than in the

case of some other apostles, though we must pay equal honour to him as a man of God, The doctrines

of Trinity, equality with God, and sonship, are repudiated as blasphemies. God is independent of all

needs and has no need of a son to manage His affairs. The Gospel of John (whoever wrote it) has put

in a great deal of Alexandrian and Gnostic mysticism round the doctrine of the Word (Greek, Logos),

but it is simply explained here, and our Sftfis work on this explanation.

677. Christ often watched and prayed, as a humble worshipper of God
;
and his agony in the

Garden of Gethsemane was full of human dignity, suffering, and self-humiliation (see Matt, xxvi, 36-45)

678. The disdainful and the arrogant are the crew of Satan, who will be gathered together before
the Supreme Throne for punishment.
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With a grievous penalty ;

Not will they find,

Besides God, any
To protect or help them.

174.0 mankind ! Verily
There hath come to you
A convincing proof i

From your Lord

:

For We have sent unto you
A light (that is) manifest."’*

175. Then those who believe
In God, and hold fast

To Him,—soon will He
Admit them to Mercy
And Grace from Him,®*®
And guide them to Himself
By a straight Way.

176. ^hey ask thee

For a legal decision.

Say ; God directs (thus)

About those who leave

No descendants or ascendants
As heirs. If it is a man *®^

That dies, leaving a sister

But no child, she shall

679. The Proof and the Light are the Qur-an and the Personality, Life, and Teaching of

Muhammad MustafS.

680. From Himself—From His Presence: see Hi. 195 and n. 501. The Mercy and Grace are

expressed here as specially flowing from Him.

681. This verse supplements the rule of inheritance to the estate of a deceased person who has

left as heir neither a descendant nor an ascendant. We shall call such a person A, who may be

either a male or a female. In iv. IZ (second half), A's case was considered where he had left uterine

brothers or sisters. Here A’s case is considered where he has left brothers and/or sisters by the

father's side, whether the mother was the same ornot. " Brothers ” and “ sisters " in this verse must

be construed to be such brothers and sisters.

For the sake of clearness I have expanded the terse language of the original in the translation.

Let me explain it more concretely in this note. A, and “ brother " and " sister " being strictly dehned

as above, we proceed to consider how A's inheritance would be divided. If A left a widow or

widower, the widow’s or widower’s share would first be calculated as in the first half of iv. 12 ; if A
left no spouse, this calculation would not be necessary. Then if A left a single ' sister " she would
have a half share, the remaining half (in so far as it, or a part of it, does not fall to a spouse, if any)

going to remoter heirs ; if a single " brother,” he would have the whole (subject to the spouse’s right

if there is a spouse) ; if more than one " brother," they divide the whole (subject to, etc,). If A left

two or more “ sisters," they get between them two-thirds, subject to the spouse’s right, if any. If A
left a "brother" and " sister," or “ brothers " and “ sisters," they divide on the basis that each
“ brother's " share is twice that of the “ sister ” (subject to, etc.). In all cases debts, funeral expenses

and legacies (to the amount allowed) have priority as in n. 522.
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Have half the inheritance

:

If (such a deceased was)
A woman, who left no child.

Her brother takes her inheritance

:

If there are two sisters.

They shall have two-thirds

Of the inheritance

(Between them) : if there are

Brothers and sisters, (they share).

The male having twice

J'he share of the female.

Thus doth God make clear

To you (His law), lest

Ye err. And God
Hath knowledge of all things.
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INTRODUCTION TO SURA V

This Sura deals, by way of recapitulation, with the backsliding of the Jews and
Christians from their pure religions, to which the coping stone was placed by Islam.

It refers particularly to the Christians, and to their solemn Sacrament of the Last
Supper, to whose mystic meaning they are declared to have been false.

As a logical corollary to the corruption of the earlier religions of God|^ the
practical precepts of Islam, about food, cleanliness, justice, and fidelity are recapitu-
lated.

The fourth verse contains the memorable declaration :
“ This day have I per-

fected your religion for you ”
: which was promulgated in 10 H., during the Apostle’s

last Pilgrimage to Mecca. Chronologically it was the last verse to be revealed.

Summary ,—Beginning with an appeal to fulfil, as sacred, all obligations, human
and divine, it points to certain regulations about food, as conducive to a sober and
social life, without superstition and without bias or hatred (v. 1-6, and C. 69).

Cleanliness of body, and justice and uprightness of dealing are nearest to Piety
(v. 7-12, and C. 70).

If the Jews and the Christians turned back from the Truth and violated their

Covenants, they have had their warning (v. 13-29, and C. 71).

The murder of Abel by Cain is the type of the treatment which the just man
suffers from the envious. There is punishment from God. The just man must not
grieve (v. 30-46, and C. 72).

Muslims must do impartial justice, but must protect their own Brotherhood and
their Faith from insult and scorn ; they must appreciate piety, humility, and other
good points among the Christians (v. 47-89, and C. 73).

They must enjoy with gratitude all that is good and lawful, but guard them-
selves against excess. Swearing, intoxication, gambling, violation of the Sanctuary,

superstitions of all kinds, and false evidence arc condemned (v. 90-111, and C. 74).

The miracles of Jesus, and how they were misused by those who bore his name
(v. 112-123, and C. 75).

C. 69.—All obligations are sacred, human
(v. 1-6.) Qr divine. In the spiritual world

We owe duties to God, which must

Be fulfilled. But whilst we are

In this world of sense, those duties

Are by no means isolated

From what we owe to ourselves

And our fellows in the world

Of men. We must respect the laws

And customs of the Sacred Mosque

And the Sacred Sanctuary.

In food our laws are simple :

All things good and pure are lawful.

We refuse not social intercourse

With men and women,

—

People of the Book.
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Sura V.

Mmda, or The Table Spread.

In the name of God, Most Gracious,

Most Merciful.

1. ye who believe !

Fulfil (all) obligations.*®*

*

2. jJMawful unto you (for food)

Are all four-footed animals,

With the exceptions named :
®®®

But animals of the chase

Are forbidden while ye

Ate in the Sacred Precincts

Or in pilgrim garb :
®®*

For God doth command'
According to His Will and Plan.*®®

3. O ye who believe !

Violate not the sanctity

682. This line has been justly admired for its terseness and comprehensiveness. Obligations :

‘uqUd : the Arabic word implies so many things that a vvhole chapter of Commentary can be written

on it. First, there are the divine obligations that arise from our spiritual nature and our relation to

God. He created us and implanted in us the faculty of knowledge and foresight
;
besides the intuition

and reason which He gave us, He made Nature responsive to our needs and His Signs in Nature are

so many lessons to us in our own inner life
;
He further sent Messengersand Teachers, for the guidance

of our conduct in individual, social, and public life. All these gifts create corresponding obligations

which we must fulfil. But in our own human and material life we undertake mutual obligations,

express and implied. We make a promise j we enter into a commercial or social contract ; we enter

into a contract of marriage i we must faithfully fulfil all obligations in all these relationships. Our

group or our State enters into a treaty : every individual in that group or Slate is bound to see that

as far as lies in his power, such obligations are faithfully discharged. There are tacit obligations:

living in civil society, we must respect its tacit conventions unless they are morally wrong, and in

that case we must get out of such society. There are tacit obligations in the characters of host and

guest, wayfarer or companions, employer or employed, etc. etc , which every man of Faith must

discharge conscientiously. The man who deserts those who need him and goes to pray in a desert

is a coward who disregards his obligations. All these obligations are inter-connected. Truth and

fidelity are pans of religion in all relations of life.

This verse is numbered separately from the succeeding verses by Hafi? 'Uthman and llic

Fatlj-ur-Raljman. As it forms a paragraph or chapter by itself, I have followed that numbering

throughout this SQra. thus reluctantly diverging from the numbering in the edition of the

Anjuman-i-Himayat-i-Islam throughout this chapter.

683. See v. 4 below.

684. C/. V. 97-99. Hunting and the use of game are forbidden " while ye are Anrumnn,” i.e., while

ye ate U) in the Sacred Precincts, or (2) in the special pilgrim garb (iljram), as to which see n, 212,

ii. 196. In most cases the two amount to the same thing. The Sacred Precincts are sanctuary, both

for man and beast.

685. God's commands are not arbitrary. His Will is the perfect Archetype or Plan of the world.

Everything He wills has regard to His Plan, in which are reflected His perfect wisdom and goodness.
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Of the Symbols of God,*®*
Nor of the Sacred Month,
Nor of the animals brought
For sacrifice, nor the garlands
That mark out such animals,

Nor the people resorting

To the Sacred House,
Seeking of the bounty
And good pleasure

Of their Lord.

But when ye are clear

Of the Sacred Precincts ***

And of pilgrim garb.

Ye may hunt.
And let not the hatred

Of some people

In (once) shutting you out
Of the Sacred Mosque
Lead you to transgression

(And hostility on your part).®*"

Help ye one another
In righteousness and piety,

But help ye not one another

In sin and rancour

:

Fear God : for God
Is strict in punishment.

4. Forbidden to you (for food)

Are : dead meat, blood.

\

686. C/. ii. 158, where Safa and Marwa are called " Symbols (sha'air) of God ", Here Ihe Symbols
are everything connected with the Pilgrimage, vis

,

(1) the places (like 8afa and Marwa, or the Ka'ba
or 'Arafat, etc.) ; (2, the rites and ceremonies prescribed

; (3) prohibitions (such as that of hunting, etc.);

(4) the times and seasons prescribed. There is spiritual and moral symbolism in all these. See notes

on ii. 158, ii. 194-200.

687. The month of pilgrimage, or else, collectively, the four sacred months(ix. 36). oia.HajabiTth),

^ul-qa'd (11th), Jul-hajj (12th, the month of Pilgrimage), and Muliarram (the first of the year). In all

these months War was prohibited. Excepting Kajab the other three months are consecutive.

688. The immunity from attack or interference extended to the animals brought as offerings for

sacrifice and the garlands or fillets or distinguishing marks which gave them immunity. They were

treated as sacred symbols. And of course every protection oi immunity was enjoyed by the Pilgrims.

689. This is the state opposite to that described in n. 684, i.e., when ye have left the Sacred

Precincts, and have doffed the special pilgrim garb, showing your return to ordinary life.

690. See n. 205 to ii. 191. In the sixth year of the Hijra the Pagans, by way of hatred and
persecution of the Muslims, had prevented them from access to the Sacred Mosque. When the

Muslims were re-established in Mecca, some of them wanted to retaliate and exclude the Pagans or in

some way to interfere with them in the Pilgrimage. This is condemned. Passing from the immediate
event to the general principle, we must not retaliate or return evil for evil. The hatred of the wicked

does not justify hostility on our part. We have to help each other in righteousness and piety,

not in perpetuating feuds of hatred and enmity. We may have to fight and put down evil, but never

in a spirit of malice or hatred, but always in a spirit of justice and righteousness,
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The flesh of swine, and that

On which hath been invoked
The name of other than God ;

That which hath been
Killed by strangling,

Or by a violent blow,
Or by a headlong fall,

Or by being gored to death ;

That which hath been (partly)

Eaten by a wild animal

;

Uniess ye are able

To slaughter it (in due form) ;

***

That which is sacrificed
***

On stone (altars)

;

(Forbidden) also is the division

(Of meat) by raffling

With arrows : that is impiety.

]^his day have those who
Reject Faith given up
All hope of your religion :

Yet fear them not
But fear me.
This day have I

Perfected your religion

For you, completed
My favour upon you,

And have chosen for you
Islam as your religion.

V.I.

»•

But if any is forced

By hunger, with no inclination

To transgression, God is

Indeed Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

G91. Cj. ii. 173 and nn. 173 and 174. The prohibition of dead meat, blood, the flesh of swine, and
that on which other name than that of God has been invoked, has been there explained.

692. If an animal dies by strangling, or by a violent blow, or a headlong fall, or by being gored
to death, or by being attacked by a wild animal, the presumption is that it becomes carrion, as the
life-blood is congealed before being taken out of the body. But the presumption can be rebutted.

If the life-blood still flows and the solemn mode of slaughter (aaf>{t) in the name of God as a
sacrifice is carried out, it becomes lawful as food.

693. This was also an idolatrous rite, diflerent from that in which a sacrifice Was devoted to a
particular idol or a false god.

694. Gambling of all kinds is forbidden : ii. 291. A sort of lottery or raffle practised by Pagan
Arabs has been described in n. 241. Division of meat in this way is here forbidden, as it is a form
of gambling.

695. So long as Islam was not organised, with its own community and its own laws, the

Unbelievers had hoped to wean the Believers from the new Teaching. Now that hope was
gone, with the complete organisatign of Islam.

696. The last verse revealed chronologically, marking the approaching end of Mustafa’s ministry

in his earthly life.
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5, They ask thee what is

Lawful to them (as food),**’

Say : Lawful unto you
Are (all) things good and pure :

And what ye have taught
Your trained hunting animals
(To catch) in the manner
Directed to you by God :

Eat what they catch for you,®*®

But pronounce the name
Of God over it : and fear

God ; for God is swift

In taking account.

6. This day are (all) things

Good and pure made lawful

Unto you. The food
Of the People of the Book ***

Is lawful unto you
And yours is lawful

Unto them.
(Lawful unto you in marriage)

Are (not only) chaste women
Who are believers, but
Chaste women among
The People of the Book,’*®

> 9^

697. The previous verse was negative
;
it defined what was not lawful for food, viz., things gross,

or disgusting or dedicated to superstition. This verse is positive ; it defines what <s lawful, vijs,, all

things that are good and pure.

698. In the matter of the killing for meat, the general rule is that the name of the true God should
be pronounced as a rite in order to call our attention to the fact that we do not take life thoughtlessly

but solemnly for food, with the permission of God, to whom we render the life back. The question
of hunting is then raised. How can this solemn rite be performed when we send forth trained

hawks, trained hounds or trained cheetahs or other animals trained for the chase? They must
necessarily kill at some distance from their masters. Their game is legalised on these conditions

:

(1) that they are trained to kill, not merely for their own appetite, or out of mere wantonness, but

for their master's food ; the training implies that something of the solemnity which God has taught

us in this matter goes into their action
; and (2) we are to pronounce the name of God over the

quarry ; this is interpreted to mean that the Takbir should be pronounced when the hawk or dog,

etc., is released to the quarry.

699. The question is for food generally, such as is ordinarily "good and pure”: in the matter of

meat it should be killed with some sort of solemnity analogous to that of the Tabbir, The rules

of Islam in this respect being analogous to those of the People of the Book, there is no objection to

mutual recognition, as opposed to meat killed by Pagans with superstitious rites. In this respect

the Christian rule is the same : “That ye abstain from meats offered to idols, and from blood, and from

things strangled, and from fornication." (Acts. xv. 29.) Notice the bracketing of fornication with

things unlawful to eat.

700. Islam is not exclusive. Social intercourse, including inter-marriage, is permitted with the

People of the Book. A Muslim man may marry a woman from their ranks on the same terms as

he would marry a Muslim woman, i.e., he must give her an economic and moral status, and must

not be actuated merely by motives of lust or physical desire. A Muslim woman may not marry a

non-Musiim man, because her Muslim status would be affected : the wife ordinarily takes the

nationality and status given by her husband's law. A non-Muslim woman marrying a Muslim

husband would be expected eventually to accept Islam. Any man or woman, of any race or faith,

may, on accepting Islam, freely marry any Muslim woman or man, provided it be from motives of

purity and chastity and not of lewdness.
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Revealed before your time,

—

When ye give them
Their due dowersfand desire

Chastity, not lewdness.

Nor secret intrigues.

If any one rejects faith,

Fruitless is his work.
And in the Hereafter

He will be in the ranks

Of those who have lost

(AH spiritual good).

C. 70.—God wishes us to be clean and pure,

(V. 7-12.) At prayer and at other times.

But justice and right conduct.

Even in the face of spite and hatred,

Are nearest to Piety and the love

Of God : in Him we put our trust.

Section 2.

7. ye who believe !

When ye, prepare

For prayer, wash
Your faces, and your hands
(And arms) to the elbows

;

Rub your heads (with water ;)

And (wash) your feet

To the ankles.

If ye ate in a state

Of ceremonial impurity,’*®

Bathe your whole body.

But if ye are ill.

Or on a journey.

Or one of you cometh
From offices of nature,

Or ye have been
In contact with women.
And ye find no water.

Then take for yourselves

Clean sand or earth,’®*

701. As always, food, cleanliness, social intercourse, marriage and other interests in life, are linked

with our duty to God and faith in Him. Duty and faith are for our own benefit, here and in the

Hereafter.

702. These are the essentials of Wu^a or ablutions preparatory to prayers, viz, (1) to bathe the

whole face in water, and (2) both hands and arms to the elbows, with (3) a little rubbing of the

head with water (as the head is usually protected and comparatively clean), and (4) the bathing of

the feet to the ankles. In addition following the practice of the Apostle, it is usual first to wash the

mouth, the throat, and the nose, before proceeding with the face, etc.

703. C/. iv. 43 and n. 563. Ceremonial impurity arises from sex pollution,

704. This is Tayammum, or washing with clean sand or earth where water is not available. I

take it that this substitute is permissible both for Wudlju and for a full bath, in the circumstances
mentioned.
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And rub therewith
Your faces and hands.
God doth not wish
To place you in a difficulty,

But to make you clean,

And to complete
His favour to you.
That ye may be grateful.

8. And call in remembrance
The favour of God
Unto you, and His Covenant,’®®
Which He ratified

With you, when ye said :

“ We hear and we obey ”
:

And fear God, for God
Knoweth well

The secrets of your hearts.

9. O ye who believe

!

Stand out firmly

For God, as witnesses

To fair dealing, and let not

.

The hatred of others

To you make you swerve .

To wrong and depart from
Justice. Be just : that is

Next to Piety : and fear God.
For God is well-acquainted

With all that ye do.

10.

To those who believe

And do deeds of righteousness

Hath God promised forgiveness

And a great reward.

fJ

o Sil (lit

103 Thete is a particular and a general meaning, lihe particular meaning refers to the solemn
pledge atid Covenant taken by two groups of people at ‘.Vqaba, a valley near Mina, the first about

fourteen hionths before the Hijra, and the second a little later. These were Pledges of fealty to the

Apostle of God, comparable to the Covenant under Mount Sinai taken in the time of Moses,

(See Q. ii, 63 and n. 78.) The general meaning .has been explained in n. 682 to v. 1 : man is under a

spiritual obligation under an implied Covenant with' God : God has given man reason, judgment,

the higher faculties of the soul, and even the’position of God’s vicegerent oii earth' (ii. 30), and man
is bound to serve God faithfully and obey His Will, That obedience begins with cleanliness in bodily

functions, food, etc. It goes on to cleanliness of mind and thought, and culminates in purity of

motives in the inmost recesses of his heart and soul.

706. Cf. iv. 135.

707. To do justice and ket righteously in a favourable or neutral atmosphere Ts meritorious

enough, but the real test comes when you have to do justice to people who hate you or to whom you

have an aversion, But no less is required of you by the higher moral law.
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11.

Those who reject faith

And deny Our Signs

Will be Companions
Of Hell-fire,

12.

O ye who believe !

Call in remembrance
The favour of God
Unto you when
Certain men formed the design

To stretch out

Their hands' against you,

But (God) held back

Their hands- from you :

So fear God. And on God
Let Believers put

(All) their trust.

C. 71.—If the men who received revelations
(v. 13-29.) Before were false to their trust,

If they broke their agreements
And twisted God’s Message from its aiin,

If they rebelled against Truth and followed
Their fancies, God’s grace was withdrawn
From them and they wandered in the wilderness.

Section 3.

13.

^od"dld aforetime

Take a Covenant from
The Children of Israel,’®®

And We appointed twelve
Captains among them,
And God said :

" 1 am
With you : if ye (but)

Establish regular Prayers,

’ 70S. In the life-time of the Apostle it happened again and again that the enemies of Islam stretched

out their hands against the Apostle, his people, and his teaching, The odds Were, from a worldly point

of view, in their favour, but their hands were rendered inert and powerless because they were lighting

against the truth of God. So does it happen always, now as it did then. True faith must take heart,

and nt the same time humbly recognise God's favour and mercy, and be grateful.

'709. C/. ii. 63 and n, 78. " Moses., .called for the elders of the people., .and all the people

answered together and said, ' All that the Lord hath spoken we will do'." (Exod. xix. 7-8.) This was
under the towering height of Mount Sinai.

The captains or elders or leaders of the people were selected, one from each of the twelve tribes
'

(see ii, 60 and n, 73). For census purposes the names of the elders of the tribes are given in Num, i.

4-16 : they are called “ every one the head of the house of his fathers Later, twelve other * heads
of the Children of Israel " were selected to spy out the land of Canaan : their names are mentioned
in Num. xiii. 1-16. See also, below, v. 22-29 and notes.
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Practise regular Charity,
Believe in My apostles,

Honour and assist them.
And loan to God
A beautiful loan,’‘®

Verily I will wipe out
From you your evils.

And admit you to Gardens
With rivers flowing beneath

;

But if any of you, after this,

Resisteth faith, he hath truly

Wandered from the path
Of rectitude.”

14. But because of their breach
Of their Covenant, We
Cursed them,”® and made
Their hearts grow hard :

They change the words
From their (right) places

And forget a good part

Of the Message that was
Sent them, nor wilt thou
Cease to find them

—

Barring a few—ever

Bent on (new) deceits :
”*

But forgive them, and overlook

(Their misdeeds) : for God
Loveth those who are kind.

15. ^rom those, too, who call

Themselves Christians,

710. Cf. ii. 245,. n 276, The phrase means “ spending in the cause of God." God in His infinite

grace looks upon this as a loan, for which He gives a recompense manifold.

711. The path of rectitude ; or the even way : see ii. 108, n. 109.

712. Cursed them : that means that because of the breach of their Covenant, God withdrew His

overflowing Grace from them. The withdrawal of Grace made their hearts grow hard in two ways :

(1) they were no longer protected from the assaults of evil, and (2) they became impervious even to

the message of forgiveness and mercy which is open to all God’s creatures.

713. Israel, when it lost God's grace as above, began to sin against truth and religion in three

ways
: (1) they began to misuse Scripture itself, by either taking words out of their right meaning, or

applying them to things for which they were never meant ; (2) in doing so. they conveniently forgot a

part of the Message and purpose of God ;
and (3) they invented new deceits to support the

old ones.

714. Cf, ii. 109 and n. 110, where I have explained the diflerent shades of meaning in the words

for “forgiveness."
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We did take a Covenant,’^*

But they forget a good part

Of the Message that was

Sent them : so We estranged

Them, with enmity and hatred

Between the one and the other,

To the Day of Judgment.

And soon will God show

Them what it is

They have done.

16.

O People of the Book

!

There hath come to you

Our Apostle, revealing

To you much that ye

Used to hide in the Book,

And passing over much
(That is now unnecessary)

:

17. There hath come to you

From. God a (new) light

And a perspicuous Book.

—

18. Wherewith God guideth all

Who seek His good pleasure

To ways of peace and safety,

And leadeth them out

Of darkness, by His Will,

Unto the light,—guideth them
To a Path that is Straight.

19.

^n blasphemy indeed

Are those that say

That God is Christ

The son of Mary.

Say; “Who then

Hath the least power

*
yOij'

715. The Christian Covenant may betaken to be the charge which Jesus gave to his disciples, and
which the disciples accepted, to welcome Ahmad (Q. Ixi 6). Glimpses of this are to be found in the

Gospel of St. John even as it exists now (John xv. 26, xvi. 7). It is those who call themselves
•• Christians" who reject this. True Christians ha've accepted it. The enmitv between those who call

themselves Christians and the Jews will continue till the Last Day.

715-A. The change from the First Person in the beginning of the ver.'e to the Third Person here
illustrates the change from the personal relationship of the Covenant, to the imoersonal operation
of Justice at Judgment. C/. xxxv.O.

716. Mubin : I wish I could translate by a simpler word than “ perspicuous". But " plain ” may
mean unadorned, the opposite of beautiful, and this Book is among the most beautiful that it is the
privilege of mankind to read. " Clear " would be right as far as it means “ unambiguous, self-evident,

not involved in mysteries of origin, history, or meaning, one which every one can understand as to
the essentials necessary for him, without the intervention of priests or privileged persons ". Mubin has
all these meanings, but it suggests, besides, some quality of a shining light, by which we are able
to make things clear, to distinguish the true from the false. This I think is suggested better by
“ perspicuous " than by the word “clear". Besides it is hardly good idiom to speak of “a dear Book."
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Against God, if His Will
Were to destroy Christ
The son of Mary, his' mother.
And all—every one
That is on the earth ?

For to God belongeth
The dominion of the heavens
And the earth, and all

That is between. He createth

What He pleaseth. For God
Hath power over all things."

20. (]®oth) the Jews and the

Christians

Say :
“ We are sons

Of God, and His beloved.””*

Say ;
" Why then doth He

Punish you for your sins ?

Nay, ye are but men,

—

Of the men He hath created :

He forgiveth whom He pleaseth.

And He punisheth whom He
pleaseth :

And to God belongeth ”*

The dominion of the heavens
And the earth, and all

That is between :

And unto Him
Is the final goal (of all).”

21. O .People of the Book

!

Now hath come unto you.

Making (things) clear unto you.

Our Apostle, after the break

717. The most honoured of the apostles of God are but men. All power belongs to God,
and not to any man. God's creation may take many forms, but because in any particular form it

is different from what we see daily around iis, it does hot cease to be Creation, or to be subject
to the power of God. No creature can be God.

718. Sons of God-. Cf. Job, xxxviii. 7 : ‘'When the 'morning stars sang together, and all. the
sons of God shouted for joy." In the 29th Psalm, Ist verse, the authorised Translation "O
ye mighty" should apparently be "O ye sons of Elim", El being a name of God. Cf. also
Genesis, vi. 2 :

“ The sons of God saw the daughters of men.”

Beloved : Cf. Psalms, cxxvii. 2 : "He giveth his beloved sleep."

If used figuratively, these and like words refer to the love of God. Unfortunately, “son"
used in a physical sense, or " beloved" in an exclusive sense ..as if..God loved only the Jews, make
a mockery of religion.

719. This refrain in the last verse negatives the idea of sonship, and in this verse negatives
the idea of an exclusive " Beloved ”. In both cases it means that God is independent of physical
relationships or exclusive partiality. . . ..

720. The six hundred years (in round figures) between Christ and Muhammad were truly the
dark ages of the world. Religion was corrupted

;
the standard of morals fell low ; many

false systems and heresies arose; and there was a- break in the succession of apostles until the

advent of Muljammad. ^ . i .
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In (the series of) our apostles,

Lest ye should say :

“ There came unto us

No bringer of glad tidings

And no Warner (from evil) ” :

But now hath come
Unto you a bringer

Of glad tidings

And a warner (from evil).

And God hath power
Over all things.

Sec^tion 4.

22. ]3^emember Moses said

To his people :
“ O my People !

Call in remembrance the favour

Of God unto you, when He
Produced prophets among you,’*^

Made you kings,’*® and gave
You what He had not given

To any other among the peoples.’*®

23. " O my people ! enter ’**

The holy land which
God hath assigned unto you
And turn not back
Ignominiously, for then
Will ye be overthrown.

To your own ruin.”

%

721. There was a long line of patriarchs and prophets before Moses, e.^., Abraham, Isaac,

Isma'il, Jacob, etc.

722. From the slavery of F.gypt the Children of Israel were made free and independent, and

thus each man became as it were a king, if only he had obeyed God and followed the lead of Moses.

723. Cf. Kxod. xix. S ;
' Now, therefore, it ye will obey my voice indeed, and keep my

covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto me above all people," Israel was chosen

to be the vehicle of God’s message, the highest honour which any nation can receive.

724. AVe now come to the events detailed in the 13th and 14th chapters of the Book of

Numbers in the Old Testament. Read these as a Commentary, and examine a good map of the

Sinai Peninsula, showing its connections with Egypt on the west, North-West Arabia on the

east, and Palestine on the north-east. We may suppose that Israel crossed front Egypt into

the Peninsula somewhere near the northern extremity of the Gulf of Suez. Moses organised

and numbered the people and instituted the Priesthood. They went south about 200 miles to

Mount Sinai where the Law was received. Then, perhaps a hundred and fifty miles north,

was the desert of Paran, close to the southern borders of Canaan. From the camp there

twelve men were sent to spy out the land, and they penetrated as far as Hebron, say about

150 miles north of their camp, about 20 miles south of the future Jerusalem, They saw a rich

country, and brought from it pomegranates and figs and a bunch of grapes so heavy that it

had to be carried by two men on a staff. They came back and reported that the land was
rich, but the men there were too strong for them. The people of Israel had no courage and

no faith, and Moses remonstrated with them.
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24. They said :
“ O Moses !

In this land are a people
Of exceeding strength :

Never shall we enter it

Until they leave it:

If (once) they leave,

Then shall we enter.”

25. (But) among (their) God-fearing

men
Were two on whom
God had bestowed His grace :

They said :
“ Assault them

At the (proper) Gate :

When once ye are in,

Victory will be yours
;

26. But on. God put your trust

If ye have faith.”

27. They said :
“ O Moses !

While they remain there.

Never shall we be able

To enter, to the end of time.

Go thou, and thy Lord,

And fight ye two,

\((hile we sit here

(And watch).”

28. He said :
” O my Lord !

I have power only

[S. V. 22-48.

725. The people were not willing to follow the lead ot Moses, and were not willing to

fight for their “inheritance". In effect they said: "Turn out the enemy first, and then we
shall enter into possession." In Gods Law we must work and strive for what we wish to

enjoy.

726. Among those who returned after spying out the land were two men who had faith

and courage. They were Joshua and Caleb. Joshua afterwards succeeded Moses- in Ih'e

leadership after 40 years. These two men pleaded for an immediate entry through the proper

Gate, which 1 understand to mean, "after taking all due precautions and making all due

preparations”. C/. ii. 180 and ii. 203. But ot course, they said, they must put their trust in

God for victory.

727. The advice of Joshua and Caleb, and the proposals of Moses under divine instructions were

unpalatable to the crowd, whose prejudices were further inflamed by the other ten men who had

gone with Joshua and Caleb. They made an “ evil report," and were frightened by the great stature

of the Canaanites. The crowd was in open rebellion, was prepared to stone Moses, Aaron, Joshua,

and Caleb, and return to Egypt. Their reply to Moses was full of irony, insolence, blasphemy, and

cowardice. In efiect they said ;
" You talk of your God and all that i go with your God and fight

there if you like : we shall sit here and watch.".
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Over myself and my brother

So separate us from this

Rebellious people !”

29. God said: “Therefore
Will the land be out

Of their reach for forty years :

In distraction will they

Wander through the land :

But sorrow thou not

Over these rebellious people.

C. 72.—The jealousy of Cain against Abel,
'

(V. 30 46.) Which led to the murder

Of innocent Abel, is the type

Of the jealousy between the People

Of the Book and their younger brethren

In Islam. Jealousy leads to envy

And murder. Such crimes against

Individuals are often crimes

Against whole peoples. There are

Men who are ready to catch up
Every lie told against a just man.

The just man should, not grieve,

For that is their way.

i
A

Section 5.

30. ^I^ecite to them the truth

Of the story of the two sons

728.

“Moses and .Aaron fell on their faces before all the assembly of the congregation." (Num. •

xiv. 5). According to the words in the Old Testament story. God said :
•" I will-smite them with the

pestilence, and disinherit them." (Num. xiv. 12). Moses prayed and interceded.' But as 'we are told

here, (a spiritual touch not found in the Jewish story), Moses was careful toseparate himself and his

brother from the rebellion.

729. The punishment of the rebellion of these stiff-necked people, rebellion that was repeated

" these ten times " (Num. xiv. 22) and more, was that they were left to wander distractedly hither and

thither through the wilderness for forty years. That generation was not to see the Holy Land. All

those that were twenty years old and upwards were to die in the wilderness : " your carcasses shall

fall in this wilderness." (Num. xiv. 29). Only (hose who were then children would reach the promised,

land. .And so it happened. From the desert of Paran they wandered south, north and east for forty

years. From the head of what is now the Gulf of 'Aqaba, they travelled north, keeping to the east

side.6f the depression of which the Dead Sea and the river Jordan are portions. Forty years afterwards

they crossed the Jordan opposite what is now Jericho, but by that time Muses, Aaron, and the

whole pf the elder -generation had died.
'

730. Literally, “ recite to them in truth the story ", etc. The point is that the-story in Gen. iv, 1-lS

is a bare narrative, not including the lessons now to be enforced. The apostle is told now to supply

the truth of the matter, the details that will enforce the lessons.

731.

The two sons of Adam were Habil (in the English Bible, Abel) and Qabil (in English, Cain).

Cain was the elder, and Abel the younger,—the righteous and innocent one. Presuming on the-

right of the elder, Cain was puffed up with arrogance and jealousy, which led him to commit the

crime of murder. Among the Christians, Cain was the type of the Jew as against Abel the

Christian. The Jew tried to kill Jesus and exterminate the Christian. In the same way; as against-

Muhammad', the younger brother of the Semitic family, Cain was the type of the Old Testament and

New Testament people, W.io tried ti resist and kill M'ih^nuutad and put down his people.
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Of Aclam. Behold 1 they each
Presented a sacrifice (to God)

:

It was accepted from one,
But not from the other.

Said the latter :
“ Be sure

1 will slay thee.” ” Surely,”

Said the former, “ God
Doth accept of the sacrifice

Of those who are righteous.

31. “ If thou dost stretch thy hand
Against me, to slay me,
It is not for me to stretch

My hand against thee

To slay thee : for I do fear

God, the Cherisher of the Worlds.

32. “ For me, I intend to let

Thee draw on thyself

My sin as well as thine,”®

For thou wilt be among
The Companions of the Fire,

And that is the reward

Of those who do wrong.””*

33.

The (selfish) soul of the. other

Led him to the murder
Of his brother : he murdered
Him, and became (himself)

One of the lost ones.”*

34.

Then God sent a raven.

Who scratched the ground,

732. My sin as xvell as thine. There are two pos^sible interpretations : (1) The obvious one is that

the unjust murderer not only carried on himself the burden of his own sin, but alsot e ur en o

his victim’s sins. The victim, in suflering a wtang or injustice, is forgiven his own sins, and the wrong-

doer, having been warned, aggravates his own siii. (2i "My sin has also .®

sin against me, in that thou slayest me "
: in that case “thy sin” may mean edher thy

comLting a murder," or "thy sin against thyself, for the crime causes realloss to thyself m the

Hereafter.” See the last clause of the next verse.

733. Abel's speech is full of meaning. He is innocent and God-fearing.

held out by the other, he returns a calm reply, aimed at reforming the
iuft and accepts

“if your sacrifice was not accepted, there was something wrong in you,
, \v, ,„h

as much power in y°“ “ ® Ido not intend even to resist, but
all His Creation. Let me warn you tha ^ in spiritual torment.

’

do you know what the consequences will be to you
.

effect, for the soul of the
734. The innocent, unselhsh ^ Hrc^mmttted the murder, but in doing so. ruined

other was full of pride, selfishness, and jealousy. He o

bis own self.
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To show him how to hide

The shame of his brother.’*®
“ Woe is me !

” said he ;

“ Was 1 not even able

To be as this raven,

And to hide the shame
Of my brother ? ” Then he became
Full of regrets

—

35. On that account : We ordained

For the Children of Israel

That if any one slew

A person—unless it be

For murder or for spreading

Mischief in the land

—

It would be as if

He slew the whole people

And if any one saved a life,

It would be as if he saved

The life of the whole people.

Then although there came
To them Our Apostles

With Clear Signs, yet,

Even after that, many
Of them continued to commit
Excesses in the land.

36. ®he punishment of those

Who wage war against God
And His Apostle, and strive

With might and main
For mischief through the land’*®

Is : execution, or crucifixion.

ro

iitj0^51
'

735. Sau-at may mean "corpse", with a suggestion of nakedness and shame in two senses : (1) the
sense of being exposed without burial, and (2) the sense of being insulted by being violently deprived,

by the unwarranted murder, of the soul which inhabited it,—the soul, too. of a brother.

736. The thought at last came home to the murderer, it was dreadful indeed to slay any one

—

the more so as he was a brother, and an innocent, righteous brother I But worse still, the murderer
bad not even the decency to bury the corpse, and of this simple duty he was reminded by a raven—.a

black bird usually held in contempt 1 His regret was on that account. That was not true repentance.

737. The story of Cain is referred to in a few graphic details in order to tell the story of Israel,

Israel rebelled against God, slew and insulted righteous men who did them no harm but on the.

contrary came in all humility. When God withdrew His favour from Israel because of iis'sin's and
bestowed it on a brother nation, the jealousy of Israel plunged it deeper into sin. To kill or seek rd

kill an individual because he represents an ideal is to kill all who uphold the ideal. On the other hand,

to save an individual life in the same circumstances is to save a whole community. What could be

stronger condemnation of individual assassination and revenge ?

738. For the double crime of treason against the State, combined with treason against Clod,

shown by overt crimes, four alternative punishments are mentioned, any one of which is to-be

applied according to circumstances, viz., execution (cutting off of the head), crucifixion, maiming, or

exile. These were features of the Criminal Law then and for centuries afterwards, except that

tortures such as "hanging, drawing, and quartering’’ in English Law, and piercing of eyes and
leaving the unfortunate victim exposed to a tropical sun, which was practised in Arabia, and
all such tortures were abolished. In any case sincere repentance before it was too' late was'

cecognised as a ground for mercy.
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Or the cutting ofF of hands
And feet from opposite sides,’*®

Or exile from the land

:

That is their disgrace

In this world, and
A heavy punishment is theirs

In the Hereafter

;

37.

Except for those who repent
Before they fall

Into your power

;

In that case, know
That God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

^ Section 6.

38.

ye who believe !

Do your duty to God,’*®

Seek the means
Of approach unto Him,
And strive with might
And main in His cause

;

That ye may prosper.’®* o6}A^J^

39.

As to those who reject

Faith,—if they had
Everything on earth,

And twice repeated.

To give as ransom
For the penalty of the Day
Of Judgment, it would
Never be accepted of them.
Theirs would be

A grievous Penalty.

40. Their wish will be

To get out of the Fire,

But never will they

Get out therefrom

:

739, Understood to mean the right hand and the left foot.

740. Toqwa here too might be translated " fear of God but the very next clause shows that " fear

of (Jod ’’ does not mean " fear " in the ordinary sense, which would make you avoid the object of fear.

On the contrary the " fear of God " is the intense desire to avoid everything that is against His Will

and Law. It is in fact duty to God. for we are told to seek ardently the means by which we may
approach Him, and that can only be done by striving with might and main for His cause.

• "
'741. " Prosper ” in the spiritual sense, for that is all that matters, as the life of this world is

brief and fleeting, and of small account as against Eternity.
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Their Penalty will be
One that endures.

41. jiSs to the thief,’*®

Male or female,

Cut off his or her hands :

A punishment by way
Of example, from God,
For their crime

:

And God is Exalted in Power.
•

42. But if the thief repent

After his crime,

And amend his conduct,

God turneth to him
In forgiveness ; for God
Is Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.

43. Knowest thou not’**

That to God (alone)

Belongeth the dominion
Of the heavens and the earth ?

He punisheth whom He pleaseth,

And He forgiveth whom He
pleaseth

And God hath power
Over all things.

44. Apostle ! let not
Those grieve thee, who race

Each other into Unbelief ;’**

(Whether it be) among those

Who say “ We believe
”

With their lips but

Whose hearts have no faith
;

jSjujif-fl'

^ Cp' Sulj

742. Here we touch upon jurisprudence. The Canon Law jurists are not unanimous as to the

value of the property stolen, which would involve the penalty of the cutting ofi of the hand. The
majority hold that petty thefts are exempt from this punishment. The general opinion is that

only one hand should be cut off for the first theft, on the principle that " if thy hand or thy foot ofiend

thee, cut them off and cast them from thee" (Matt, xviii. 8). Apparently in the age of Jesus thieves

were crucified (Matt, xxvii. 38).

743. Punishment really does not belong to mortals, but to God alone. Only, in order to keep

civil society together, and protect innocent people from crime, certain principles are laid down on

which people can build up their criminal law. But we must always remember that God not only

punishes but forgives, and forgiveness is the attribute which is more prominently placed before

us. It is not our wisdom that can really define the bounds of forgiveness or punishment, but His
Will or Plan, which is the true standard of righteousness and justice,

744. Two classes of men are meant, wiz„ the Hypocrites and the Jews, For both of them
Mustafa laboured earnestly and assiduously, and it must have been a cause of great grief and
disappointment to him that some among them showed so much insincerity, cunning, and haidness of
heart. These are types not yet extinct.
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Or it be among the Jews,

—

Men who will listen

To any lie,—will listen

Even to others who have
Never so much as come’*®
To thee. They change the words
From their (tight) times’**

And places
; they say,

“ If ye are given this.

Take it, but if not,

Beware !” If any one’s trial

Is intended by God, thou hast

No authority in the least

For him against God.
For such— it is not
God’s will to purify

Their hearts. For them
There is disgrace

In this world, and
In the Hereafter

A heavy punishment.

45. (They are fond of) listening

To falsehood, of devouring’*’

. Anything forbidden.

If they do come to thee,

Either judge between them,
Or decline to interfere.’**

If thou decline, they cannot

Hurt thee in the least.

If thou judge, judge

In equity between them.

For God loveth those

Who judge in equity.

umM.S

745. There were men among the Jews who were eager to catch up an; lie against the Apostle.

They had their ears open even to tales from people who had never so much as come near to the

Apostle. If we understand ‘‘ for " instead of “ to ” before " others " (for the Arabic word would bear

both meanings], the sense will be ; They are keen listeners or spies for any lies they can catch
; and

they will act as spies for others (their Rabbis, etc.) who are in the background but to whom they

carry false tales.

746. Cf. V. 14. The addition of the words min ba'di here suggests the change of words from

their right titnes as well as places. They did not deal honestly with their Law, and misapplied

it, by distorting the meaning. Or it may be that as tale-bearers they distorted the meaning by

misrepresenting the context.

747. Devouring anything forbidden : both in a literal and in a figurative sense. In the figurative

sense, it would be ; the taking of usury or bribes, or taking undue advantage of people's weak

position or their own fiduciary powers to add to their own wealth.

748. Where it is merely a trick to catch out the unwary, a just man may honourably decline to

interfere in a cause submitted to him, as also in a case where the parties are not honestly desirous

of justice, but each hopes that some partiality will be shown to it.
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46. But why do they come”*
To thee for decision.

When they have (their own)
Laws before them ?

—

Therein is the (plain)

Command of God ; yet

Even after that, they would
Turn away. For they

Are not (really)

of Faith.

C. 73.—True juaiice accords with God’s Law.

(v. 47-89.) Follow not men’s selfish desires.

But God’s Will, which was revealed

To Moses and Jesus, and now to Muhammad.

Take not for friends and protectors

Those in whose hearts is a disease,

—

To whom religion is a mockery

Or a plaything,—who worship evil.

Proclaim the Truth of God, and be

Not afraid. Eschew their iniquities.

Which were denounced by David

And Jesus. But recpgnisf with justice

Those who are sincere and humble.

Though they may be themselves

Not of your flock, if they witness to Truth".

Section 7.

6 I

47. was We who revealed

The Law (to Moses) : therein

Was guidance and light.”®

By its standard have been judged
. The Jews, by the Prophets

, Who bowed (as in Islam)

To God’s Will, by the Rabbis”^
And the Doctors of Law :

749. This is a searching question as to the motive of the Jews in bringing their cases for

decision to the Apostle. They came either (1) to ridicule whatever he said, or (2) to deceive him
aS-to facts and snatch a favourable decision which was against equity. If their own Law did not
suit their selfish interests, they sometimes twisted it. But Muhammad was always inflexible in his

justice.

750. Guidance, with reference to conduct ; light, with reference to insight into the higher realms
of the spirit.

751. /7a&iSai may, I think, be rightly translated, by the Jewish title of Habbi for their learned
nifen, Jewish learning is identified with Rabbinical literature. AhbSr is the piural of h>br or
habr, by which we may understand Jewish Doctors of Law. Later, the term was applied to
ihpse of other religions. Query ; Is the word connected with the same root as “ Hebrew or
" Eber" (Gen. X. 211, the ancestor of the Hebrew race? This seems negatived by the fact that the
Arabic root connected with the word " Hebrew " is.'Aher, not J^abar,
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Por to them was entrusted
The protection of God’s Book,
And they were witnesses thereto: '**

Therefore fear not men,
But fear Me, and sell not
My Signs for a miserable price.’*®

If any do fail to judge

By (the light of) what God
Hath revealed, they are

(No better than) Unbelievers.

48. We ordained therein for them :’**
i

“ Life for life, eye for eye, I

Nose for nose, ear for ear,

Tooth for tooth, and wounds
Equal for equal.” But if

Any one remits the retaliation '

By way of charity, it is

An act of atonement for himself.’*®

And if any fail to judge

By (the light of) what God
Hath revealed, they are '

(No better than) wrong-doers.’®*
j

49. j^nd in their footsteps
j

We sent Jesus the son *

f

752. They' were living witnesses to the truth of Scripture, and could testify that they bad made
it known to the people : CJj^. 143, and iv. ]35.

753. Two charges are made fgainst the Jews ; (1) that even the books which they ritad. they

twisted in meaning, to suit their own purposes, because they feared men rather than God : f2) that

what they had was but fragments of the original Law given to Mose.'r. mixed up with a lot of

semi-historical and legendary matter, and some fine poetry. The Taarat mentioned in the Qur-in is

not the Old Testament as we have it ; nor is it even the Pentateuch (the first five books of the Old
Testament, containing the Law embedded in a great deal of semi-historical and legendary narrative).

See Appendix II. on the TaurSt (printed at the end of this Sura).

754. The relation is prescribed in three places in the Pentateuch, viz., Ezod. xzi. 23-25

;

Leviticus xziv. 18 21, and Deut. xix. 21. The wording in the three quotations is different, but in

none of them is found the additional rider for mercy, as here. Note that in Matt. v. 38. Jesus quotes
the Old Law " eye for eye, ’’ etc., and modifies it in the direction of forgiveness, but the Quranic

injunction is more practical. This appeal for mercy is as between man and man in the spiritual

world. Even where the injured one forgives, the State or Ruler is competent to take such action as'

is necessaiy for the preservation of law and order in Society. For crime has a bearing that goes

beyond the interests of the person injured-: the Community is affected : see Q. v. 35.

755. This is not part of the Mosaic Law, but the teaching of Jesus "and of Muhttmmad:'
Notice how the teaching of Jesus is gradually introduced as leading up to the Qur an

756.

The seeming repetitions at the end of verses 47. 48. and 50 are not real repetitions..

The significant words in the three cases are : Unbelievers, wrong-doers, and rebellious : and
each fits the context. If the Jews tamper with their books they are Unbelievers; if they give

false judgments, they are wrong-doers. If the Christians follow not their light, they are rebellioiK
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Of Mary, confirming
The Law that had come
Before him : We sent him
The Gospel : therein

Was guidance and light,’®’

And confirmation of the Law
That had come before him :

A guidance and an admonition
To those who feat God.

yj
50. Lpt the People of the Gospel

Judge by what God hath revealed

Therein. If any do fail

To judge by (the light of)

What God hath revealed.

They are (no better than)

Those who rebel.’®®

51. J!Eo thee We sent the Scripture

In truth, confirming

The scripture that came
Before it, and guarding it’®*

In safety : so judge

Between them by what
God hath revealed,

And follow not their vain

Desires, diverging

From the Truth that hath come
To thee. To each among you
Have We prescribed a Law
And an Open Way.’*®

If God had so willed,

He would have made you’*‘

A single People, but (His

757. Guidance and light

:

see n. 750 above. For the meaning of the Gospel (Injil), see Appen-
dix III, “On the Injil", (printed at the end of this Sara).

758. See n. 756 above.

759. After the corruption of the older revelations, the Qur-an comes with a twofold purpose : (1) to

confirm the true and original Message, and (2) to guard it. or act as a check to its interpretation. For
example, if people seek retaliation in a spirit of revenge, it holds forth mercy. If they glibly mask
their cowardice or sentimentalism by empty talk of “ turning the other cheek, " it tests them by the

practical test of forgiveness and mercy.

760. Law

:

skiv’at=rules of practical conduct. Open Way

:

IHinliSj-=tbe finer things which arc

above the law, but which are yet available to every one, like a sort of open highway. The light in

verses 47 and 49 above, I understand to be something in the still higher regions of the spirit, which is

common to mankind, though laws and rules may take different forms among different Peoples.

761. By origin mankind were a single people or nation; iv. l.andii. 213. That being so, God
could have kept us all alike, with one language, one kind of disposition, and one set of physical

conditions (including climate) to live in. But in His wisdom. He gives us diversity in these things,

not only at any given time, but in different periods and ages. This tests our capacity for Unity

(Wattdfiniyat) still more, and accentuate the need of Unity and Islam,
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Plan is) to test you in what
He hath given you : so strive

As in a race in all virtues.

The goal of you all is to God ;

It is He that will show you
The truth of the matters
In which ye dispute ;

52. And this (He commands) :

Judge thou between them
By what God hath revealed,

And follow not their vain

Desires, but beware of them
Lest they beguile thee

From any of that (teaching)

Which God hath sent down
To thee. And if they turn

Away, be assured that]

For some of their crimes

It is God’s purpose to punish
Them. And truly most men
Are rebellious.

53. Do they then seek after

A judgment of (the Days
Of) Ignorance ? But who,
For a people whose faith

Is assured, can give
• Better judgment than God ?

I

o
I-

Section 8.

54. ye who believe !

Take not the Jews
And the Christians -

For your friends and protectors

They are but friends and protectors

To each other. And he

762; As our true goal is God, the things that seem different to us from different points of view, will

ultimately be reconciled in Him. Einstein is right in plumbing the depths of Relativity in the world

of physical science. It points more and more to the need of Unity in God in the spiritual world.

763. The Days of ignorance were the days of tribalism, feuds, and selfish accentuation of

differences in man. Those days are really not yet over. It is the mission of Islam to take us away
from that false mental attitude, towards the true attitude of Unity, If our Faith is certain (and not

merely a matter of words), God will guide us to that Unity.

764. That is, look not to them for help and comfort. They are more likely to combine against

you than to help you. And this happened more than once in the lifetime of the Apostle, and in

after-ages again and again. He who associates with them and shares their counsels must be count-

ed as of them. The trimmer loses whichever way the Wheel of fortune turns.
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Amongst you that turns to them
(For friendship) is of them.
Verily God guideth not

A people unjust.55.

Those in whose hearts

Is a disease—thou seest

How eagerly they run about
Amongst them, saying :

We do fear lest a change

Of fortune bring us disaster.'*

Ah ! perhaps God will give

(Thee) victory, or a decision

According to His Will.

Then will they repent

Of the thoughts which they secretly

Harboured in their hearts.

56.

And those who believe

Will- say :
“ Are these

The men who swore

Their strongest oaths by God,
That they were with you ?”

All that they do
Will be in vain,

And they will fall

Into (nothing but) ruin.

9 •

57.

ye who believe !

If any from among you
Turn back from his Faith,

Soon will God produce
A people whom He will love

As they will love Him,

—

Lowly with the Believers,

Mighty against the Rejecters,

Fighting in the Way of God,
And never afraid

Of the reproaches

765. Cf. ii. 10.

766. The Hypocrites, while matters were doubtful, pretended to be with Muslims, but were in ^

league with their enemies. When matters came to a decision and God granted victory to Islam,

their position was awkward. They were not only disowned by the Muslims, but the Muslims
could well say in reproach to their enemies :

“ Are these the men who swore friendship for you ?

What was their friendship worth to you 7 Where are they now ?"
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Of siich as find fault.

That is the Grace of God,
Which He will bestow
On whom He pleaseth.

And God encompasseth all,

, And He knoweth all things.

58. Your (real) friends are

(No less than) God,
His Apostle, and the (Fellowship
Of) Believers,—those who
Establish regular prayers

And regular charity.

And they bow
Down humbly (in worship.)

59. As to those who turn
j

(For friendship) to God,
His Apostle, and the (Fellowship

Of) Believers,—it is

The Fellowship of God
That must certainly triumph.

Section 9.

60. ye who believe I

Take not for friends

And protectors those

Who take your religion

For a mockery or sport,

—

Whether among those

Who received the Scripture

Before you, or among those

767. As “most men are rebellious " (v. 52), it is inevitable that there should be apostates even from

such a religion of reason and common-sense as Islam. But here is a warning to ihe Muslim body that

they should not repeat the history of the Jews, and become so self-satislied or arrogant as to depart

from the spirit of God's teaching. If they do, the loss will be their own. God’s bounty is not confined

to one group or section of humanity. He can always raise up people who will follow the true spirit

of Islam. That spirit is defined in two ways : first, in general terms ;
they will love God and God will

love them
; and secondly, by specific signs ;

amongst the Brethren, their attitude will be that of

humility, but to wrong doers they will offer no mealy-mouthed compromises ; they will always strive

and fight for truth and right ; they will know no fear, either physical, or that more insidious form,

which says : “What will people say if we act thus ? ” They are too great in mind to be haunted

by any such thought. For, as the next verse says, their friends are God, His Apostle, and His people,

the people who judge rightly, without fear or favour.

768. It is not right that we should be in intimate association with those to whom religion

is either a subject of mockery or at best is nothing but a plaything. They may be amused, or they

mav have other motive's for encouraging you. But yopr association with them will sap the earnest-

ness of your Faith, and make you cynical and insincere.
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Who reject Faith

;

But fear ye God,
If ye have Faith (indeed).61.

When ye proclaim

Your call to prayer,

They take it (but)

As mockery and sport ;

That is because they are

people without understanding.

62.

Say: “ O People of the Book !

Do ye disapprove of us

For no other reason than

That we believe, in God,
And the revelation

That hath come to us

And that which came
Before (us), and (perhaps)

That most of you
Are rebellious and disobedient ”?

j

63. Say : “Shall I point out
To you something much worse
Than this, (as judged)

By the treatment it received

From God 1 Those who
Incurred the curse of God
And His wrath, those of whom

some
He transformed into apes and

swine, ®

Those who worshipped Evil ;

—

These are (many times) worse
In rank, and far more astray

From the even Path !”

64. 12E"hen they come to thee.

They say :
“ We believe "

;

9 y

769. There is the most biting irony in this and the next verse, ‘You People of the Book 1 Do
you hate us because we believe in God and not only our scripture, but yours also ? Perhaps

you hate us because we obey and you are in rebellion against God ! Why hate us ? There are

worse things than our obedience and our Faith. Shall 1 tell you some of them ? Our test will

be : what treatment God meted out to the things I mention. Who were the people who incurred

the curse of God ? (See Deut. xi. 28, and xxviii. 15-68 ; and numerous passages like Hosea viii. 14,

and ix. 1). Who provoked God's wrath ? (See numerous passages like Deut. i. 34 ;
Matt. iii. 7.)

Who forsook God, and worshipped evil ? (See Jeremiah, xvi. 11-13.) That is your record. Is

that why you hate us ?
’

770. For apes see Q. ii. 65. For men possessed by devils, and the devils being sent into swine,

see Matt. viii. 28-32. Or perhaps both apes and swine are allegorical : those who falsified God s

scriptures became lawless like apes, and those who succumbed to filth, gluttony, or gross living

became like swine.
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But in fact they entei
With a mind against Faith,

And they go out
With the same.
But God knoweth fully

All that they hide. -

65.

Many of them dost thou
See, racing each other
In sin and rancour,

And their eating of things

Forbidden. Evil indeed
Are the things that they do.

66.

Why do not the Rabbis
And the doctors of law forbid
Them from their (habit

Of) uttering sinful Words
And eating things forbidden ?

Evil indeed are their works.

67.

ipihe Jews say :
“ God's hand ”*

Is tied up.” Be their hands
Tied up and be they accursed

For the (blasphemy) they utter.

' Nay, both His hands
Are widely outstretched

:

He giveth and spendeth

(Of His bounty) as He pleaseth.

^Biit the revelation that

Cometh to thee from God
Increaseth in most of them
Their obstinate rebellion’”

And blasphemy. Amongst them
We have placed enmity

,

771. Eating of things forbidden : may be construed in a literal or a figurative sense. From its

juxtaposition with sin and hatred, it is better to construe it in a figurative sense, as referring

to their fraudulent misappropriations of other people's property or trust property. "Eating” is used

in V. 69 below in the general sense of enjoyment and happiness.

772. Cf. V, 13. and ii. 245, for a "beautiful loan to God”, and iii. 181, for the blasphemous

taunt, ” Then God is poor !” It is another form of the taunt to say, " Then God's hands are

tied up. He is close-fisted. He does not give 1” This blasphemy is repudiated. On the contrary,

boundless is God's bounty, and He gives, as it were, with both hands outstretched,—a figure

of speech for unbounded liberality.

773. Their jealousy—becau.se MustafS is chosen for God's Message—is so great that it only

confirms and strengthens their rebellion and blasphemy.

774. Cf. V. 15, where the eternal warring of the Christian sects, among themselves and against

the Jews, is referred to. The reference is to the whole of the People of the Book, Jews and

Christians,—their internal squabbles and their external disputes, quarrels, and wars.
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:
And hatred till the Day
Of Judgment. Every time
They kitidle the fire of war,

God doth extinguish, it

;

But they (ever) strive

To do mischief on earth.

And God loveth not
Those who do mischief.’”

68.

If only the People of the Book
Had believed and been righteous,

We should indeed have
Blotted out their iniquities

And admitted them
To Gardens of Bliss.

69.

If only they had stood fast

By the Law, the Gospel,

.

And all the revelation that was sent
To them from their Lord,
They would have enjoyed
Happiness from every side.”®

There is from among them
A party on the right course ;

But many of them
Follow a course that is evil.

Section 10.

70.

Apostle ! proclaim

The (Message) which hath been
Sent to thee from thy Lord.”’

If thou didst not, thou

775. The argument of the whole verse may be thus stated. The Jews blaspheme and mock,
and because of their jealousy, the more they are taught, the more obstinate they become in

their rebellion. But what good will it do to them ? Their selhshness and spite sow quarrels

among themselves, which will not be healed till the Day of Judgment. When they stir up wars,

especially against the innocent, God's Mercy is poured down like a flood of water to extinguish

them. But their wickedness continues to devise ever new mischief. And God loves not mischief

or those who do mischief,

776. The literal translation of the two lines would be : “ They would have eaten from above

them and from below their feet.” To eat [akala) is a very comprehensive word, and denotes enjoyment

generally, physical, social, mental and moral, and spiritual. “ To eat what is forbidden ” in verses

65 and 66 referred to taking unlawful profit, from usury or trust funds or in other ways. Here
” eating ” would seem to mean receiving satisfaction or happiness in ordinary life as well as in

the spiritual world. " From above them ” may refer to heavenly or spiritual satisfaction, and "from

below their feet " to earthly satisfaction. But it is better to take the words as a general idiom,

and understand ” satisfaction or happiness from every side."

777. Muhammad had many difficulties to contend with, many enemies and dangers to avoid.

This is to assure him that his Message was true and from God. His mission must be fulfilled.

And he must—as he did—go forward and proclaim that Message and fulfil his mission, trusting

to God for protection, and unconcerned if people who had lost all sense of right rejected it or

threatened him.
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Wouldst not have fulfilled

And proclaimed His Mission.
And God will defend thee
From men (who mean mischief).

For God guideth not
Those who reject Faith.

71. Say.: “O People of the Book I

Ye have no ground
To stand upon unless

Ye stand fast by the Law,
The Gospel, and all the revelation

That has come to you from
Your Lord.” It is the revelation

That cometh to thee from
Thy Lord, that increaseth in most
Of them their obstinate

Rebellion and blasphemy.

But sorrow thou not
Over (these) people without Faith.”®

72. Those who believe (in the Qur-Sn),

Those who follow the Jewish

(scriptures),

And the Sabians and the

Christians,

—

Any who believe in God
And the Last Day,
And work righteousness,

—

On them shall be no fear.

Nor shall they grieye.

73. We took the Covenant
Of the Children of Israel

And sent them apostles.

Every time there came
To them an apostle

With what they themselves

Desired not—some
(Of these) they called

tS,V, 70.75.

1

778, In V, 29 Moses was told not to sorrow ovet a lebellipus people. Here Muhammad is told

not to sorrow over people without Faith. The second situation is even more trying than the first.

Rebellion may be a passing phase. Want of faith is an attitude of mind that is well-nigh hopeless.

Yet the Apostle patiently reasoned with them and bore their taunts and insults. If, the argument
runs, you do not believe in anything, even in the things that you may be expected to believe in,

how can you receive in Faith God’s Message that has come in another form ? In fact your jealousy

adds to your obstinacy and unbelief.

779. Cf. ii. 62. As God's Message is one, Islam recognises true faith in other forms, provided

that it be sincere, supported by reason, and backed up by righteous conduct. Note 76 explains who
the Sabians were,
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Impostors, and some they
(Go so fat as to) slay.’®74.

They thought there would be
No trial (or punishment) ;

So they became blind and deaf

Yet God (in mercy) turned
To them

;
yet again many

Of them became blind and deaf.

But God sees well

•All that they do. O 3

75.

ISPhey do blaspheme who say

:

“ God is Christ the son
Of Mary.” But said Christ
“ O Children of Israel !

Worship God, my Lord
And your Lord.” Whoever -

Joins other gods with God,

—

God will forbid him
The Garden, and the Fire

Will be his abode. There will

For the wrong-doers
Be no one to help.

76. They do blaspheme who say :

God is one of three

In a Trinity : for there is

No god except One God.
If they desist not

From their word (of blasphemy),
Verily a grievous penalty

Will befall the blasphemers
Among them.

77. Why turn they not to God,
And seek His forgiveness ?

For God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

78. Christ the son of Mary
Was no more than

An Apostle ; many were
The apostles that passed away

780. Cf. ii. 87, and n. 91.

j iilil

5

i

781. That is, they turned away their eyes from God’s Signs and they turned a deaf ear to God's

Message.

782. Cf, Matt. iv. 10, -where Christ rebukes Satan for desiring the worship of other than God;
John XX. 17, where Christ says to Mary Magdalene, *' Go unto my brethren, and say unto them,

I ascend unto my Father and your Father ; and to ray God and your God." Cf. also Luke xviii, 19,

where Christ rebukes a certain ruler for calling him Good Master ;
“ Why callest thou me good 7

None is good, save One, that is, God." In Mark xii. 25 Jesus says : “The first of all the command*
ments is. Hear, O Israel ! the Lord our God is One Lord."
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Before him. His mother
Was a woman of truth.

They had both to eat

Their (daily) food.
See how God doth make
His Signs clear to them ;

Yet see in what ways
They are deluded

Away from the truth !

79. Say :
“ Will ye worship,

Besides God, something '

Which hath no power either

To harm or benefit you ?

But God,—He it is

That heareth and knoweth
All things.”

80. Say :
“ O People of the Book

!

Exceed not in your religion

The bounds (of what is proper),

Trespassing beyond the truth.

Not follow the vain desires

Of people who went wrong
In times gone by,—who misled

Many, and strayed (themselves)

From the even Way.

Section 11.

81,. ^Turses were pronounced
On those among the Children

Of Israel who rejected Faith,

By the tongue of David
And of Jesus the son of Mary :

Because they disobeyed

And persisted in Excesses.

783. She never claimed that she was a mother of God, or that her son was God. She was a
pious virtuous woman,

784. Note bow logically the argument has led up from Jewish back-slidings and want of faith,

to blasphemies associated with the names of Jesus and Mary, and in the following verses to the

worship of senseless stocks and stones. God is one ; His Message is one ;
yet how people's perversity

transforms truth into falsehood, religion into superstition t

785. Excess, as opposed to moderation and reason, is the simplest test by which a hypocrite

or a selfish man who " trades ” on religion, is known from a sincere, pious, and truly religious man.

Excess means that truth is sometimes concealed or trampled upon, that the fashions of ancestors or

contemporaries are copied or overdone, and God's name is dishonoured by blasphemies or the

setting up of false gods or fetishes, or that good (or even bad) men are deifled and worshipped. The

true path is the even path, the path of rectitude. (C/. ii. 108, and v. 13).

786. The Psalms of David have several passages of imprecations against the wicked. Cf.

Psalms cix. 17-18; Ixxviii. 21-2Z (“Therefore the Lord heard- this and was wroth : so a fire was

kindled against Jacob, and anger also came up against Israel ; because they believed not in God,

and trusted not in His salvation '')
;
Psalms Ixix. 22-28, and Psalms v. 10.

787. Cf. Matt, xxiii. 33 (“ Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the damna-

tion of Hell ?) ; also Matt. xii. 34.
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82. Nor did they (usually)

Forbid one another

The iniquities which they
Committed : evil indeed

Were the deeds which they did.

83. Thou seest many of them
Turning in friendship

To the Unbelievers.

Evil indeed are (the works) which
** Their souls have sent forward

Before them (with the result).

That God’s wrath
Is on them,
And in torment
Will they abide.

84. If only they had believed

In God, in the Apostle,

And in what hath been
Revealed to him, never
Would they have taken

Them for friends and protectors,

But most of them are

Rebellious wrong-doers.

85, Strongest among men in enmity
To the Believers wilt thou
Find the Jews and Pagans ;

And nearest among them in love

To the Believers wilt thou
Find those who say,
“ We are Christians ’*

:

Because amongst these are

Men devoted to learning

And men who have renounced
6 The world, and they

30 Are not arrogant.

788. There are bad men in every community, but if leaders connive at the misdeeds of the

commonalty,—and even worse, if leaders themselves share in the misdeeds, as happened with the
' Pharisees and Scribes against whom Jesus spoke out, then that community is doomed.

789. The meaning is not that they merely call themselves Christians, but that they are such

sincere Christians that they appreciate Muslim virtues, as did the Abyssinians to whom Muslim
refugees went during the persecution in Mecca. They would say :

“ It is true we are Christians,

but we understand your point of view, and we know you are good men." They are Muslims at

heart, whatever their label may be,

790 Qissis : I have translated as " devoted to learning," following the Commentators. It seems
to be a foreign word, possibly Abyssinian rather than Syriac, as the reference seems to be to the

Abyssinian Christians. Their real devotion to'learning and the renunciation of the world by the

Monastic Orders are contrasted with the hypocrisy and arrogance of the Pharisees and Scribes.
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86.

And when they listen

To the revelation received

By the Apostle, thou wilt

See their eyes overflowing

With tears, for they
Recognise the truth :

They pray :
“ Our Lord

!

'We believe ; write us

Down among,the witnesses.

87.

“ What cause can we have
Not to believe in God
And the truth which has
Come to us, seeing that

We long for our Lord
To admit us to the company
Of the righteous ?

”

88. And for this their prayer

Hath God rewarded them
With Gardens, with rivers

Flowing underneath,— their eternal

Home. Such is the recompense
Of those who do good.

89. But those who reject Faith

And belie Our Signs,

—

They shall be Companions
Of Hell- fire,

j

C. 74.—In the physical pleasures of life

(v. 90-111.) The crincie is excess : there is no merit

In abstention from things that are good

And lawful. Take no rash vows,

But to solemn oaths be faithful. Shun
As abominations drinking and gambling,

And superstitions of all kinds.

But be reverent to what is sacred

In rites and associations. Not the same

Are things good and things evil.

Learn to distingmsh, but pry not

Into questions beyond your ken.

Guard your own souls in truth

And justice, and noiharm can befall you.

Section 12.

90.

ye who believe

!

Make not unlawful
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The good things which God
Hath made lawful for you,

But commit no excess :

For God loveth not

Those given to excess.

4^. 2il 6i
91.

Eat of the things which

God hath provided for you,

Lawful and good ;
hut fear

God, in Whom ye believe.

92

,

^od will not call you

To account for what is

Futile in your oaths,

But He will call you

To account for your deliberate

Oaths : for expiation, feed

Ten indigent persons.

On a scale'of the average

For the food of your families ;

Or clothe them ; or give

A slave his freedom.

If that is beyond your means,

Fast for three days.

That is the expiation

For the oaths ye have sworn.

But keep to your oaths.

Thus doth God make clear

To you His Signs, that ye

May be grateful.

93.

ye who believe

!

Intoxicants and gambling,’®®

791. la pleasures that are good and lawful the crime is excess. There is no merit ’’merely in

abstention or asceticism, though the humility or unselfishness that may go with asceticism may have
its value, In v. 85 Christian monks are praised for particular virtues, though here and elsewhere

monasticism is disapproved of. Use God’s gifts of all kinds with gratitude but excess is not approved
of by God.

792. Vows of penance or abstention may sometimes be futile, or even^tand in the way of a really

good or virtuous act. See ii. ZZ4-Z26 and notes. The general principles established are : (1) take

no futile oaths
; (Z) use not God's name, literally or in intention to fetter yourself against doing a

lawful or good act ; (3) keep to your solemn oaths to the utmost of your ability
; (4) where you are

unable to do so, expiate your failure by feeding or clothing the poor, orobtaining someone's freedom,

or if you have not the means, by fasting. This is from a spiritual aspect. If any party sufiers

damage from your failure, compensation will be due to him, but that would be a question of law or

equity.

793. C/. ii. 219, and notes 240 and 241.
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' • • ‘ I .

'•

(Dedication of) stones,’®*

And (divination by) arrows,’®®

\ Are an abomination,

—

Of Satan’s handiwork :

Eschew such (abomination),
That ye may prosper.

94. Satan’s plan is (but)

To excite enmity and hatred
Between you, with intoxicants

And gambling, and hinder you
From the remembrance
Of God, and from prayer :

Will ye not then abstain ?

95. Obey God, and obey the Apostle,’®*

And beware (of evil)

:

If ye do turn back.

Know ye that it is

Our Apostle’s duty
To proclaim (the Message)’®’

In the clearest manner.

96. On those who believe

And do deeds of righteousness

There is no blame
For what they ate (in the past),

When they guard themselves
From evil, and believe.

And do deeds of righteousness,

—

(Or) again, guard themselves

From evil and believe,

—

(Or) again, guard themselves

From evil and do good.

f94, Cf. V. 4. The stones there referred to were stone altars or stone columns on which oil was

.

poured for consecration, or slabs on which meat was sacriflced to idols. Any idolatrous or superstitious

practices are here condemned. The ansab were objects of worship, and were common in Arabia before

Islam. See Renan, " History of Israel ", Chapter iv. and Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, Part I.

p, 154 : Illustrations Nos. 123 and 123 bis are Phcenician columns of that kind, found in Malta.

795. Cf. V. 4. The arrows there referred to were used for the division of meat by a sort of lottery
,

or raffle. But arrows were also used for divination, i e , for ascertaining lucky or unlucky moments,
^

or learning the wishes of the heathen gods, as to whether men should undertake certain actions or

.

not.. All superstitions are condemned.

796. We are asked to obey the commands of God (which are always reasonable), instead of

following superstitions (which are irrational), or seeking undue stimulation in intoxicants or undue

advantage in gambling. To some there may be temporary excitement or pleasure in these, but that

is not the way either of prosperity or piety.

797. Cf. V. 70. Both the worldly and the spiritual aspects of loss are pointed out, Gan God's

Message do more ?
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For God loveth those

Who do good/**

Section 13.

97. ye who believe

!

God doth but make a trial of you
In a little matter
Of game well within reach

Of your hands and your lances,

That He may test’**

Who feareth Him unseen :

Any who transgress

Thereafter, will have
A grievous penalty.

98. O ye who believe !

Kill not game
While in the Sacred

Precincts or in pilgrim garb.**®

If any of you doth so

Intentionally, the compensation
Is an offering, brought
To the Ka‘ba, of a domestic animal
Equivalent to the one he killed,*®* I

798. There is a subtle symphony in what appears at first sight to be a triple repetition. The rela-

tion of such simple regulations as those of food, or game, or the reverence due to a sacred place or

sacred institution, has to be explained vis-a-vis man’s higher duties. Bai^awi is right in classifying

such duties under three heads : those due to God, those due from a man to himself (his self-respect),

and those due to other creatures of God. Or perhaps all duties have this threefold aspect. The

first may be called Believing or Faith ; the second. Guarding ourselves from evil, or Conscience ;

and the third, doing good or Righteousness. But the simplest physical rules, e.g., those about

eating, cleanliness, etc., if they are good, refer also to the higher aspects. If we eat bad food, we
hurt ourselves, we cause ofience to our neighbours, and we disobey God. If we have faith and

righteousness, are we likeiy to be wanting in conscience ? If we have conscience and faith, are

we likely to fail in righteousness ? If we have conscience and righteousness, what can be their

foundation but faith ? Ail three manifest themselves in a willing obedience to God, and love for

Him. We realise His love in loving and doing good to His creatures, and our love for Him is

meaningless without such good.

799. Literally, " know ". Cf, iii, 166, and iii. 154, n, 467. Game is forbidden in the Sacred

Precincts. If we deliberately break that injunction, we have no faith and reverence,

800. See v. 2, and n. 684. The pilgrim garb, Ihrfim, has been explained in n. 212, ii. 196.

801. For an inadvertent breach of the game rule there is apparently no penalty. Intentional

breach will be prevented, if possible, by previous action. If in some case the preventive action is not

effective, the penalty is prescribed. The penalty is in three alternatives ; an eo.uivalent animal should

be brought to the Ka'ba for sacrifice
; if so, the meat would be distributed to the poor

; or the poor

must be fed, with grain or money, according to the value of the animal if one had been sacrificed ;

or the offender must fast as many days as the number of the poor who would have been fed under

the second alternative. Probably the last alternative would only be open if the offender is too poor
to afford the first or second, but on this point Commentators are not agreed. The " equivalent

animal " in the first alternative would be a domestic animal of similar value or weight in meat or

of similar shape [e.g., goat to antelope), as adjudged by two just men on the spot.

The alternatives about the penalty and its remission (“ God forgives what is past or exaction

explain the last two lines of the verse ; being ” Exalted and Lord of Retribution ", God can remit or,

regulate according to His just laws.
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As adjudged by two just men
Among you ; or by way
Of atonement, the feeding
Of the indigent ; or its

Equivalent in fasts : that he
May taste of the penalty
Of his deed. God
Forgives what is past :

For repetition God will

Exact from him the penalty.

For God is Exalted,

And Lord of Retribution.

99.

Lawful to you is the pursuit

Of water-game and its use
For food,—for the benefit

Of yourselves and those who
Travel ; but forbidden
Is the pursuit of land-game I

As long as ye are

In the Sacred Precincts

Or in pilgrim garb.

And fear God, to Whom
Ye shall be gathered back.

100. God made the Ka‘ba,

The Sacred House, an asylum
Of security for men, as

Also the Sacred Months,*®*

The animals for offerings.

And the.garlands that mark them:'®*

That y€ may know
That God hath knowledge
Of what is in the heayens

And on earth and that God
Is well acquainted

With all things.*®'

101. Know ye that God
Is strict in punishment

(Jij (3o®Sf

S3i\

(ill IjJiclrH

f/
J

S02. Water~gaine : i.e., game found in water, e.g„ water-fowl, flsh, etc. “ Water " includes sea,

river, lake, pond, etc.

803. The Sacred or Prohibited Months are explained in n. 209, ii. 194-, and n. 687, v, 3.

804. See v. 3 and n. 688.

805. All sorts of people from all parts of the earth gather during the Pilgrimage. They must not
think that they are strangers; that nobody knows them, and that they may behave as they like. It

is the House of Qod, and He has supreme knowledge of all things, of all thoughts, and all motives.
As the next verse says, while He is Oft-fotgiving, Most Merciful, He is also strict in enforcing

'

respect for His ordinances.
- - '



And that God is n ,,

Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful;

102. The Apostle’s duty is

But to proclaim (the Message)..

But God knoweth all
- -

That ye reveal and ye conceal.

103. Say :
“ Not equal are things

T<hat are bad and things

That are good, even though
The abundance of the bad
May.dazzlethee
So fear God, 0 ye

That understand
;

That (so) ye may prosper.”

Section 14.

104. ye who believe !

Ask not questions

About things which.

If made plain to. you,

May cause you trouble.

But if ye ask about things

When the Qur-an is being

Revealed, they will be
Made plain to you,

God will forgive those :

For God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Forbearing.

\^61j

105. Some people before you
Did ask such questions,**•

3̂ ^ Js -lo

806. Cf, ii. 204-. People often judge by quantity rather than quality. They are dazzled by

numbers : their hearts are captured by what they see everywhere around them. But the mati of

understanding and discrimination judges by a different standard. He knows that good and bad

things are not to be lumped together, and carefully chooses the best, which may be the scarcest,

and avoids the bad, though evil may meet him at every step.

807. Many secrets are wisely hidden from us. If the future were known to us, we need not

necessarily be happy. In many cases we should be miserable. If the inner meaning of some of the

things we see before our eyes were disclosed to us, it might cause a lot of mischief. God’s Message,

in so far as it is necessary for shaping our conduct, is plain and open to us. But there are many
things too deep for us to understand, either individually or collectively. It would be foolish to pry

into them, as some foolish people tried to do in the time of the Apostle. Where a matter is

mentioned in the Qur-an, we can reverently ask for its meaning. That is not forbidden. But we
should never pass the bounds of (1) our own,capacity to understand, (2) the time and occasion when
we ask questions, and (3) the part of the Universal Plan which it is God's purpose to reveal to us.

808. For example, the merely fractious questions asked of Moses by the Jews: ii. 68-71. They

showed that they had no faith. When foolish questions are asked, and there is no answer, it also

shakes the faith of the foolish ones.
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And on that account
Lost their faith.

106.

It was not God
Who instituted (superstitions*®®

Like those of) a slit- ear

She-camel, or a she-catnel

Let loose for free pasture,

Or idol sacrifices for

Twin-births in animals,

Or stallion-camels

Freed from work :

' It is blasphemers
Who Invent a lie

Against God ; but most
Of them lack wisdom.

107.

When it is said to them j

“ Come to what God
Hath revealed ; come
To the Apostle ”

:

They say :
“ Enough for us*®®

Are the ways we found
Our fathers following.”

What ! even though their fathers

Were void of knowledge
And guidance ?

108.

O ye who believe !

Guard your own souls :

If ye follow (right) guidance.

No hurt can come to you
From those who stray.

The goal of you all

Is to God : it is He
That will show you
The truth of all

That ye do.**®

809. A number of Arab Pagan superstitions are referred to. The Pagan mind, not understanding

the hidden secrets of nature, attributed certain phenomena to divine anger and were assailed by
superstitious fears which haunted their lives. If a she-camel or other female domestic animal had a
large number of young, she (or one of her offspring) had her ear slit and she was dedicated to a god :

such an animal was a hahXra. On return in safety from a journey, or on recovery from an illness a
she-camel was similarly dedicated and let loose for free pasture : she was called a saiba. Where an
animal bore twins, certain sacrifices or dedications were made to idols : an animal so dedicated was
a woslla. A stallion-camel dedicated to the gods by certain rites was a ^am. The particular ex-

amples lead to the general truth ; that superstition is due to ignorance, and is degrading to men
'and dishonouring to God.

810, Cf. ii. 170, Where an apostle of Truth comes to teach us the better way, it is foolish to say :

“What our ancestors did is good enough for us."

81]’. C/, V. 51, There the unity of God will Teconcile' different views, The.unity of the ond Juilge

‘tiuli do perfect justice to eabh one's conduct, however different in form it may have hPDe'arifd’’in

this world.
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109, ye who believe !

When death approaches

Any of you, (take) witnesses

Among yourselves when making
Bequests,—two just men
Of your own (brotherhood)

Or others from outside

If ye are journeying

Through the earth,

And the chance of death

Befalls you (thus).

If ye doubt (their truth),

Detain them both
After prayer, and let them both
Swear by God ;

“ We wish not in this

For any worldly gain.

Even though the (beneficiary)

Be our near relation :

We shall hide not
The evidence before God :

If we do, then behold !

The sin be upon us !
”***

1 10. But if it gets known
That these two were guilty

Of the sin (of perjury).

Let two others stand forth

In their places,—nearest

In kin from among those

Who claim a lawful right

Let them swear by God :

“ We affirm that our witness

Is truer than that

Of those two, and that we
Have not trespassed (beyond

The truth) : if we did,

Behold ! the wrong be
Upon us !

”

111.

That is most suitable :

That they may give the evidence

812. Ordinarily this oath should be decisive, and the matter must rest here. But if it gets known

that the oath was false, other evidence may be taken as in the next verse.

813. Jstaia9ja=Deserved having something (good or evil) attributed to one ; hence the

alternative meanings ; (1) committed or was guilty o’f a sin); (2) had or claimed a lawful right

(to property). The procedure was followed in an actual case in the Apostle's life-time. A man

from Medina died abroad, having made over his goods to two friends, to be delivered to bis

designated heirs in Medina. They, however, kept back a valuable silver cup. When this was found

out, oaths were taken from those who knew, and justice was^done.
, .
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In its true nature and shape,

Or else they would fear

That other oaths would be
Taken after their oaths.

But fear God, and listen

(To His counsel) : for God
Guideth not a rebellious people.

C. 75,—Jesus did feed his disciples by miracle,
(v. 112-123.) But he claimed not divinity : he was

A true servant of Gtod, to Whom doth belong

The dominion of the heavens and the earth :

Glory and power are His, and His alone.

Section 15.

112. ^^ne day will God
Gather the apostles together.

And ask ;
“ What was

The response ye received

(From men to your teaching] ?**

They Will say ;
“ We -

Have no knowledge : it is Thou
Who knowest in full

All that is hidden.”®^*

113. l^hen will God say

;

“ O Jesus the son of Mary i

’ Recount My favour

To thee and to thy mother.
' Behold 1 I strengthened thee “*

V With the holy spirit,

. So that thou didst speak

To the people in childhood

And in maturity.®”

Behold ! I taught thee

The Book and Wisdom,®”
The Law and the Gospel,

And behold ! thou rnakest*'®

Out of clay, as it were.

814. A scene of the Day of Reckoning is put before us in graphic words, showing the

responsibility and the limitations of the men of God, sent to preach God s Message to men,

with special reference to the Message of Jesus. The Messengers are sent to preach the Truth.

'What fantastic forms the Message takes in men’s reactions to it was beyond their knowledge at

by its purity and

. the time, and beyond their responsibility.
. „ •

815. In a solemn scene before the Court of Judgment, Jesus is asked to recount all the mercies

and favours shown to him. so that his followers should become ashamed of their ingratitude

in corrupting that Message, when they could have done so much in profiting

spiritual truth. This argument continues to the end of the Snra.

816. Cf, ii 87, and.iii. 62, n, 40L

817. C/, iii. 46, and n. 388.

8i&,C/.iii.48,

8il9, Of, iii. 49, and n.[.390.
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The figure of a bird,

By My leave,

And thou breathest into it,

And it becometh a bird

By My leave,

And'thou healest those

Born blind, and the lepers,

By My leave.

And behold ! thou
'

’

Bringest forth the dead .

• By My leave.®*®

And behold ! ; I did

Restrain the Children of Ikael,

From (violence to) thee®®^

When thou didst show them
The Clear Signs,

And the unbelievers among them
Said :

‘ This is nothing
But evident magic’,®**

(Mi

114. “ And behold ! I inspired

The Disciples to have faith

In Me and Mine Apostle j

They said, ‘ We have faith.

And do thou®*® bear witness

That we bow to God
As Muslims’. ”®®*

1 15. ]]©ehold ! the Disciples said :

O Jesus the son of Mary !

Can thy Lord send down to us

A Table set (with viands)

ii(v

820. Note how the words “ by My leave” are repeated with each miracle to emphasize the

fact that they arose, not out of the power or will of Jesus, but by the leave and will and power
of God, who is supreme over Jesus as He is over all other mortals.

821. The Jews were seeking to take the life of Jesus long before their final attempt to crucify

him : see Luke, iv. 28-29, Their attempt to crucify him was also foiled, according to the teaching

we have received : Q, iv. 1S7.

822. According to Luke (xi. IS), when Christ performed the miracle of casting out devils,, the
Jews said he did it through the chief of the devils, i.e., they accused him of black magic. No
such miracle of casting out devils is mentioned in the Qur-an, nor are we asked to believe in

demoniacal possession of that kind. But Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad were all accused of magic
and sorcery, by those who could find no other explanation of God's power,

823. ” Thou " refers to' Jesus, who is being addressed by his Disciples. Cf. iii. 52.

824. Before or after Muhammad's life on this earth, all who bowed to God's Will 'were.
Muslims, and their religion is Islam, C/. iii. 52, and n. 392.
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From heaven ?

’* Said Jesus :

“ Fear God, if ye have faith.*’*®®

[S.V* 115.118.-

'O'!

116. They said :
“ We only wish

To eat thereof and satisfy

Our hearts, and to know
That thou hast indeed
Told us the truth ; and
That we ourselves may be
Witnesses to the miracle.”

117. Said Jesus the son of Mary ; •

'

“ O God our Lord !

'

Send as from heaven
A Table set (with viands),***

That there may be for us

—

For the first and the last of us—"
A solemn festival

And a Sign from Thee
;

And provide for our sustenance,**’

For Thou art the best

Sustainer (of our needs),’*

y
. .

.

6^5.^

,

118,

God said • ”1 will

Send it down unto you :

But if any p£ you
After that resisteth faith,

I will punish him
With a penalty such

As I have not indicted

On any one among

825. The request of the Disciples savours a Uttle of (1) want of faith, (2) too much attention
to physical food, and (3) a childish desire for niiracles or Signs. AH, these three can be proved-
from the Canonical Gospels. (1) Simon Peter, quite early in the story, asked Jesus to depart
from him, as he (Simon) was a sinfui man (Luke, v, 8). The same Peter afterwards denied his Master
several times shamelessly when the Master was in (he power of his enemies. And one of the Dis-
ciples (Judas) actually betrayed Jesus. (2) Even in the Canonical Gospels, so many of the miracles
are concerned with food and drink ;

e.g., the turning of the water into wine (John, ii. 1-11)

;

the conversion of five loaves and two small ftsbes into food for 5,000 men (John, vi. 5-13), this

being the only miracle recorded in all the four Gospels
; the miraculous number of fishes caught ;

for food (Luke, v. 4-11); the cursing of the fig tree because it bad no fruit (Matt. xxi. 18-19) ; the

allegory of eating Christ’s flesh and drinking his blood (John, vi. 53-57). (3) Because the Samaritans •

would 'not receive Jesus into their village, the Disciples James and John wanted a fire to come, .

,

dovvn from heaven and consume them (Luke, ix, 54),

826. The words of the Prayer seem to suggest the Last Suppdr, C/. also the vision of Peter
Jn " TJjie .Arts sS tiw Apsatis-s ", jr. 9-Mi -

827. As in Islam, so in Christ's Prayer, sustenance should he taken fo hotb' plhysical arrd

spiritua) strength, especially the latter. “Give us- this-day.-our daily bread ieems- the lendefi^
of a literalist whose attention was fixed too muqb on bread..
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All the peoples.”®**

Section 16.

119. .^nd behold I God will say :

“ O Jesus the son of Mary !

Didst thou say unto men,
‘ Worship me and my mother
As gods in derogation of God
He will say :

“ Glory to Thee I

, J^ever could I say

What I had no right

(To say). Had I said

Such a thing, Thou wouldst
Indeed have known it.

Thou knowest what is

In my heart, though I

Know not what is

In Thine. For Thou
Knowest in full

All that is hidden.**®

120. ” Never said I to them
Aught except what Thou
Didst command me
To say, to wit, ‘ Worship
God, my Lord and your Lord’;**®

And! was a witness

Over them whilst I dwelt
Amongst them j when thou
Didst take me up
Thou wast the Watcher
Over them, and Thou
Art a witness to all things.**^

121- “ If Thou dost punish them,
They are Thy servants :

828, A forceful allegory. It is a wicked generation that asks for Signs and Miracles. Usually

they are not vouchsafed. But where they are, the responsibility of those who ask for them is increas*

ed. If. after that, they reject faith, invent lies, and go after false gods or false ideals, their penalty

will be worse than that of other people. How this works out practically among those who call

themselves Christians is exemplified in such books as the late Mr. W. T. Stead's “ If Christ Came
o Chicago ?

"

829. Jesus disclaims here any knowledge of the, sort of things that are attributed to him by
those who take his name. The worship of Mary, though repudiated by the Protestants, was
widely spread in the earlier Churches, both in the East »nd the West,

-830, C/. v. 75, and n. 782. ...
831. Jesus here acknowledges that he was mortal, and that his knowledge was limited like that

of a mortal.
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if Thou dost forgive them,
Thou art the Exalted in power,
The Wise.””*

122. God will say :
“ This is

A day on which
The truthful will profit

From their truth : theirs

Are Gardens, with rivers

Flowing beneath,—their eternal

Home : God well-pleased

With them, and they with God :

That is the great Salvation,”®

(The fulfilment of all desires).
QiJ^'jj53ielj!s

123. To God doth belong the dominion
Of the heavens and the earth,

And all that is therein,

And it is He who hath power
Over all things.

^-in*

' 8^2, A Master can justly punish His servants for disobedience; lio one can say Him nay,

for He is high above all. But if He chooses to forgive, He in His wisdom sees things that we
mortals cannot see. This is. the liinitiof intercession that men of God can make on behalf of

sinners,

;
iB33. Fau^sFelicity, happiness, achievement, salvation, the attainment or fulfilment of desires,.

What a beautiful defiiiition of salvation or the end of life I—that we should win God's good pleasure

add that We should reach the stage at tvhidh His good pleasure is aU-in<all to us, . J
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APPENDIX II.

On the Taurat (sec v. 47, n. 753).

The Taurat is frequently referred to in the Qur-an. It is well to have clear

ideas as to what it exactly means. Vaguely we may say that it was the Jewish

Scriptijce. It is mentioned with honour as having been, in its purity, a true revelation

from God.

To translate it by the words “ The Old Testament ” is obviously wrong. The
“ Old Testament ” is a Christian term, applied to a body of old Jewish records. The
Protestants and the Roman Catholics are not agreed precisely as to the number of

records to be included in the canon of the “ Old Testament.” They use the term in

contradistinction to the " New Testament,” whose composition we shall discuss in

Appendix III.

'Nor is it correct to translate Taurat as the “Pentateuch,” a Greek term
meaning the “ tive Books.” These are the first five books of the Old Testament,

known as Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. They contain a

semi-historical and legendary narrative of the history of the world from the Creation

to the time of the arrival of the Jews in the Promised Land. There are in them
some beautiful idylls but there are also stories of incest, fraud, cruelty, and treachery,

not always disapproved. A great part of the Mosaic Law is embodied in this narrative.

The books are traditionally ascribed to Moses, but it is certain that they were not

written by Moses or in an age either contemporary with Moses or within an appreciable

distance of time from Moses. They were in their present form probably compiled

sometime after the return of the Jews from the Babylonian Captivity. The decree of

Cyrus permitting such return was in 536 B.C. Some books now included in the Old
Testament, such as Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi were admittedly written after the

return from the captivity, Malachi being as late as 420-397 B.C. The compilers of

the Pentateuch of course used some ancient material : some of that material is actually

named. Egyptian and Chaldaean terms are relics of local colour and contemporary

documents.

But there are some ludicrous slips, which show that the compilers did not
always understand their material. Modern criticism distinguishes two distinct sources

among the documents of different dates used by the editors. For the sake of brevity

and convenience they may be called (a) Jehovistic, and (6) Elohistic. Then there are

later miscellaneous interpolations. They sometimes overlap and sometimes contradict

each other.

Logically speaking, the Book of Joshua, which describes the entry into the

Promised Land, should be bracketed with the Pentateuch, and many writers speak of

the six books together as the Hexateuch (Greek term for Six Books),

The Apocrypha contain certain Books which are not admitted as CanonicaLin

the English Bible. But the early Christians received them as part of the Jewish

Scriptures, and the Council of Trent (A.D. 1545-1563) seems to have recognised the
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'greater part of them • as Canonical, The statement in 2 Esdras (about the first

; cetitury A.D.) that the law was burnt and Ezra (say. about 458-457 B.C.) was inspired

to rewrite it, is probably true as to the historical fact that the law was lost, and that

what we have now is no earlier than the time of Ezra, and some of it a good deal

‘•later.

So far we have spoken of the Christian view of the Old Testament. What is

the Jewish view ? The Jews divide their Scripture into three parts : (1) the Law
{Torah), (2) the Prophets (Nebiim), and (3) the Writings (Kethubim}. The corre-

sponding Arabic words would be ; (1) Taurdt, (2) Nabiyin, and (3) Kutub.* This

division was probably current in the time of Jesus. In Luke xxiv. 44 Jesus refer? to

the Law, the Prophets and the Psalms. In other places (e g

,

Matt. vii. 12) Jesus refers

to- the Law and the Prophets as summing up the whole Scrioturc. In the Old
- Testament Book II. Chronicles xxxiv. 30, the reference to the Book of the Covenant
.-must be to the Torah or the original Law. This is interesting, as the Qur-an

frequently refers to the Covenant with reference to the Jews. The modern Christian
' terms " Old Testament ” and “ New Testament ” are substitutes for the older terms
“ Old Covenant ” and " New Covenant.” The Samaritans, who claim to be the

. real Children of Israel and disavow the Jews as schismatics from their Law of Moses,

only recognise the Pentateuch, of which they have their own version slightly different

from that in the Old Testament.

The view of the school of Higher Criticism is radically destructive. Accord-

. ing to Renan it is doubtful whether Moses was not a myth. Two versions of Sacred

History existed, different in language, style, and spirit, and they were combined

together into a narrative in the reign of Hezekiah (B.C. 727-697). This forms the

greater part of the Pentateuch as it exists to-day, excluding the greater part of

Deuteronomy and Leviticus. In the reign of Josiah about 622 B.C., certain priests

and scribes (with Jeremiah the prophet) promulgated a new code, pretending that

they had found it in the Temple (II. Kings, xxii. 8). This Law (Torah= Taurdt) was

the basis of Judaism, the new religion then founded in Palestine. This was further

completed by the sacerdotal and Leviticai Torah, compiled under the inspiration of

Ezekiel, say, about 575 B.C., and contained mainly in the Book of Leviticus, with

scattered fragments in Exodus, Numbers, and Joshua. We are entitled to accept the

general results of a scientific examination of documents, probabilities, and dates,

even though we reject the premise which we believe to be false, viz., that God does

not send inspired Books through inspired Prophets. We believe that Moses existed
;

that he was an inspired man of God ; that he gave a message which was afterwards

distorted or lost ; that attempts were made by Israel at various times to reconstruct

that message ; and that the Taw at as we have it is (in view of the statement in 2

Esdras) no earlier than the middle of the fifth century B.C.

The primitive Torah must have been in old Hebrew, but there is no Hebrew

manuscript of the Old Testament which can be dated with certainty earlier than 916

A.D. Hebrew ceased to be a spoken language with the Jews during or after the

Captivity, and by the time we come to the period of Jesus, most cultivated Hebrews

used the Greek language, and others used Aramaic (including Syriac and -ChaWee)i

: Latin, or local dialects. There were also Arabic versions. For historical purposes
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the most impoitant versions were the Greek version, known as the Septuagint, and

the Latin version, known as the Vulgate. The Septuagint was supposed to have been

prepared by 70 or 72 Jews (Latin, septuaginta= seventy) working independently and

at different times, the earliest portion dating from about 284 B.C. This version was

used by the Jews of Alexandria and the Hclicnized Jews who were spread oyer all

parts of the Roman Empire. The Vulgate was a Latin translation made by the

celebrated Father of the Christian Church, St. Jerome, from Hebrew, early in the

fifth century A.D , superseding the older Latin versions. Neither the Septuagint nor

the Vulgate have an absolutely fixed or certain text. The present standard text of

the Vulgate as accepted by the Roman Catholic Church was issued by Pope Clement

Vni (A.D. 1592-1605).

It will be seen therefore that there is no standard text of the Old Testament

Jn its Hebrew form. The versions differ from each other frequently in minor parti-

culars and sometimes in important particulars. The Pentateuch itself is only a

small portion of the Old Testament. It is in narrative form, and includes the laws

and regulations associated with the name of Moses, but probably compiled and edited

from older sources by Ezra (or Esdras ; Arabic, ‘Uzair) in the 5th century B.C. As

Renan remarks in the preface to his History of the People of Israel, the “ definite

constitution of Judaism ” may be dated only from the time of Ezra. The very early

Christians were divided into two parties. One was a Judaizing patty, which wished

to remain in adherence to the Jewish laws and customs while recognising the mission

of Jesus. The other, led by Paul, broke away from Jewish customs and traditions.

Ultimately Pauline Christianity won. But both parties recognised the Old Testa-

ment in its present form (in one or another of its varying versions) as Scripture.

It was the merit of Islam that it pointed out that as scripture it was of no value,

although it recognised Moses as an inspired apostle and his original Law as having

validity in his period until it was superseded. In its criticism of the Jewish position

it said in effect :
“ You have lost your original Law ; even what you have now as

its substitute, you do not honestly follow ; is it not better, now that an inspired

Teacher is living among you, that you should follow him rather than quibble over

uncertain texts ?
”

But the Jews in the Apostle’s time (and since) went a great deal by the

Talmud, or a body of oral exposition, reduced to writing in different Schools of

doctors and learned men. “ Talmud ” in Hebrew is connected with the Arabic root

in Talmiz, “ disciple ” or “ student.” The Talmudists took the divergent texts of

the Old Testament and in interpreting them by a mass of traditional commentary
and legendary lore, evolved a standard body of teaching. The Talmudists are of

special interest to us, as, in the sixth century A.D., just before the preaching of

Islam, they evolved the Massorah, which may be regarded as the body of authorita-

tive Jewish I^adltb, to which references are to be found in passages addressed to the

Jews in the Qur-an.

The first part of the Talmud is called the Mishna,—a collection of traditions

and decisions prepared by the Rabbi Judah about 150 A.D. He summed up the results

of a great mass of previous rabbinical writings. The Mishna is the “ Second Law ”
:
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Cf. the Arabic Than-in—second. " It bound heavy burdens grievous to be borne*

and laid them on men’s shoulders ”
: Matt, xxiii. 4.

There were also many Targums or paraphrases of the Law among the Jews.

“ Targum " is connected in root with the Arabic word Tariama, “ he translated.
"

There were many Targums, mostly in Aramaic, and they constituted the teaching of

the Law to the masses of the Jewish people.

The correct translation of the TaurdJt is therefore “ The Law. ” In its original

form it was promulgated by Moses, and is recognised in Islam as having been an

inspired Book. But it was lost before Islam was preached. What passed as ‘‘The

Law " with the Jews in the Apbstle’s time was the mass of traditional writing which

I have tried to review in this Appendix.

Authorities : Encyclopcedia Britamica, “ Bible “
; Helps to the Study of the Bible, Oxford

University Press ; A. F. Kirkpatrick, Divine Library of the Old Testament ; C. E. Hammond, Outlines

of Textual Criticism

;

£. Renan, History of Israel; G. F. Moore, Literature of the Old Testament,' and

the bibliography therein (Home University Library) ;
Sir Frederic Kenyon, The Story of the Bible, 1936,

»»» * »
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APPENDIXail.

On thcVnjiZ (see v. 49, n. 757) :

Just as the Taurdt is not the Old Testament, or the Pentateuch, as now
received by the Jews and Christians, so the Injil mentioned in the Qur-an is certainly

not. the' New Testament, aiid it is not the four Gospels as now received hy the

Ch^stian Church, but an original Gospel which was promulgated by
,
Jesus, as the

TaurSt was promulgated by Moses and the Qur-an by Muhammad; Mustaffli , ,

The New Testament as now received consists of (a)' four Gospels with varying

Contents (Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John) ; and other miscellaneous matter ; viz.,

(i) the Acts of the Apostles (probably written by Luke and purporting to describe the

progress of the Christian Church under St, Peter aiid St. Paul from' the supposed

Crucifixion of Jesus to about 61 A.D.) ; (c) twenty-one Letters or Epistles (the

majority written by St. Paul to various churches or individuals, but a few written by

other Disciples, and of a general nature) ; and (d) the Book of Revelation or

Apocalypse (ascribed to St. John, and containing mystic visions and prophecies, of

which it is difficult to understand the meaning).

As Prof. F. C. Burkitt remarks (Canon of the New Testament), it is an odd

miscellany. “ The four biographies of Jesus Christ are not all independent of

each other, and neither of them was intended by its writer to form one of a quartette.

But they are all put side by side, unharmonised, one of them being actually

imperfect at the end, and one being only the first volume of a larger work.” All this

body of unmethodical literature was casual in its nature. No wonder, because the

early Christians expected the end of the world very soon. The four canonical

Gospels were only four out of many, and some others besides the four have survived.

Each writer just wrote down some odd sayings of the Master that he recollected.

Among the miracles described there is only one which is described in all the four

Gospels, and others were described, and believed in, in other Gospels, which are not

mentioned in any of the four canonical Gospels. Some of the Epistles contain

expositions of doctrine, but this has been interpreted differently by different

Churches. There must have been hundreds of such Epistles, and not all the Epistles

now received as canonical were always so received or intended to be so received.

The Apocalypse also was not the only one in the field. There were others. They

were prophecies of " things which must shortly come to pass "
; they could not have

been meant for long preservation, “ for the time is at hand.
’’

When were these four Gospels written ? By the end of the second' century

A.D. they were in existence, but it does not follow that they had been selected by

that date to form a canon. They were merely pious productions comparable toDean
Farrar’s Life of Christ. There were other Gospels besides. And further, the writers

of two of them, Mark and Luke, vrere not among the Twelve Disciples “ called ” by

Jesus. About the Gospel of St. John there is much controversy as to authorship,

date, and even as to whether it was all written by one person. Clement of Rome
(about 97 A.D.) and Polycarp (about 112 A.D.) quote sayings of Jesus in a form
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different from those found in the present canonical Gospels. Polycarp (Epistle, vii)

inveighs much against men who prevent the sayings of the Lord to their own
lusts," and he wants to turn “ to the Word handed down to us,from the beginning,”
thus referring to a Book (or a Tradition) much earliet than the four orthodox Gospels.
An.|:pistkp^ St. Barnabas and an Apocalypse of St. .Peter were recognised by
P^yter Clement qf Alexandria ^(fl'ounshed al?out 180 A.D.). The Apocalypse uf.

St, John, which js a part of the present Canon in the West, forms no part of the/
Peshitta (Syriac) version of the Eastern Christians, which was produced about 411-438
A,D, .and which was used by the Nestorien Christians. It is nrobablc that the
Peshitta was the version (or an Arabic form of it) used, by the Christians in Arabia in

the time of the Apostle. The .final form of the- New Testament canon for the -West
was fixed in the fourth century A.D. (say.'ahout 367 A.D.) by Athanasius and the

Nicene creed; Thei beautiful Codex Sinaiticus which was acquired for. the British

Museuin'in ,1934'; Sind. is one of the earliest complete manuscripts of the Bible, may;,

be dated about the fourth century. It is written in, the Greek language. Fragments

of unknpwn Gospels have also been discovered, which do not agree with the received

cahohical Gospels.
. .

^

.The Jufil (Greek, Evangel=Gospcl) spoken of by the Qur-an is not.thc New
Xesfarqeht. It is hot the four Gospels now received as canonical. It is the single

Go'speT which, Islam teaches, was revealed to Jesus, and which he taught. Fragments

of it survive in the received canonical Gospels and in some others, of which traces

^vivc (<,g.i the Qpspel of Childhood or the Nativity^ the - Gospel of St. Barnabas,

ct.c,).. Muslims are therefore right in respecting the present Bible (New Testament

^pd Old prestaipenth,though they reject the peculiar doctrines taught by orthodox

Christianity or Judaism. They claim to be in the true tradition of Abrabam« ^nd

therefore all that is of value in the older revelations, it is claimed, is incorporated

iri' the 'teaching ibf the Last of 'the Prophets. i

In v. 85 we are told that nearest in love to the Believers among the People of

the Book are the Christians. I do not agree that this does not apply to modern

Christians because they are practically atheists or freethinkers.” I think that

Christian thought (like the world's thought) has learnt a great deal from the protest-

q{ Islapi against priest dqminatiop, class domination, and sectarianism, and its

ihsistitice oh rilaking this life pure' an'd beautiful while we are in it. We must.

Stretch a' ftiendly hand to all who are sincere and in sympathy with our ideals.
. . .

Authorities : The first two mentioned for (Appendix U, and'in addition Prof.'F. C, Burkitt,

on the Canon of the New Testament,, in Religion, June 1934, the Journal of Transactions of the

Society for Promoting the Study of Religions
;
R.W. MacTcay, /?is« and Progress of Christianity;

G.R. S.MQad, The Gospel and the Gospels iB. W. Ba.qon, Making of the New Testament, with its

Bibliography ;
Sir Frederic Kenyon, The Story of the Bible

; R, Hone, The Apocryphal New Testament,

London ISZO; H. I. Bell and T. C. Skeif, Fragments of an Unknown Gospel and other. Christian Papyri,

published by the British Museum, 1935. See also chapter 15 of Gibbon’s Decline and. Fall of the

Roman Empire, where the genesis.of the early churches and sects in the Roman Empire is briefly

reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION TO SURA VI (An'am)

This is a Sura of the late Meccan period. The greater part of it was reveakd

entire, Its place in the traditional order of arrangement is justified by logical consi-

darations. We have already had the spiritual history of mankind, a discussion of

the. earlier revelations and how they were lost or corrupted, the regulations for the

outer life of the new Community, and the points in which the Jews and Christians

faile^ to maintain the central doctrine of Islam—the unity of God. The next step

now taken is to expound this doctrine in relation to Pagan Arabia.

Summaryi—^The nature of God and the method by which He reveals Himself

are first expounded, and the weakness of Paganism is exposed (vi. 1-30, and C. 76\

The emptiness of this world's life is contrasted with the evidences of God's

wonderful handiwork in all Creation. It is He who holds the keys of the Unseen

and the secrets of all that we see (vi. 31-60, and C. 77).

God's working in His world and His constant care and guidance should give

a clue to His unity, as it did to Abraham when he argued with those who worshipped

false gods (yi. 61-82, and C. 78).

The succession of prophets after Abraham kept God's truth alive, and led up
to the Qur-an. How can man fail to understand the majesty and goodness of God,
when he contemplates God's nature and His Messages to mankind? (vi. 83-110, and

C. 79).

The obstinate and the rebellious are deceived : they should be avoided.
Though they turn for assistance to each other, they will receive due punishment
(vi. 111-129, and C. 80).

God’s decrees will come to pass, in spite of all the crimes and superstitions of

the ungodly (vi. 130-150, and C. 81\

The better course is to follow the straight Way, the Way of God, as directed
in the Qur-In, with unity and the full dedication of our lives (vi. 151-165, and C. 82).

C. 76.—God did separate Light from Darkness ;

(vi. 1-30.) He reigns not only in heavens but also

On earth ; Mercy is His Law ;

To Him shall we all return

At the end of all things. How can we
Then depart from truth and forge lies

Against Him ? It is folly to say that there is

Nothing beyond this our present life.
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Snra VI.

Av^am, or Cattle.

In the name of God, Most Gracious,
Most Merciful.

1. praise be to God,
Who created the heavens
And the earth,

And made the Darkness
And the Light.

Yet those who reject Faith
Hold (others) as equal***

With their Guardian-Lord.®*®

2. He it is Who created ***

You from clay, and then
Decreed a stated term **’

(For you). And there is

In His Presence another
Determined term

;
yet

Ye doubt within yourselves 1

3. And He is God
In the heavens

And on earth.

He knoweth what ye

Hide, and what ye reveal,

And He knoweth
The (recompense) which
Ye earn (by your deeds).**®

’Ji-i: 'A<

MIT, 43

ou5?~^=u Kiiju
/
J

834. ‘Adala has various meanings ; (1) to bold sometbing as equal to something else, as here ; to

balance nicely ; (2) td deal justly, as between one party and another, xUi, 15 ; (3) to give compensation

or reparation, or something as equivalent to something else, vi. 70; (4) to turn the balance the right

way, to give a right disposition, to give a just bias or proportion, IxMii. 7 ; (5) to turn the balance

the wrong way, to swerve, to show bias, iv. 135. -

835. The argument is threefold : (1) God created everything you see and know: how can you

then set up. any of His own creatures as equal to Him ? (2). He is your own Guardian-Lord; He
cherishes and lovesyou ;

how can you be so ungrateful as to run after something else ? (3) Darkness and
Light are to help you to distinguish between the true from the false ; how then can you confound

the true God vvith your false ideas and superstitions? There may also be a repudiation of the Duality

of old Persian theology ;
Light and Darkness are not conflicting Powers

;
they are both creatures of

the one true God.

836. After the general argument, the argument comes to man personally. Can such a miserable

creature, created from clay, put himself in opposition to bis Creator ? And can man forget or doubt

that he is here only for a short term of probation ? And then, after a period, comes the Day of

Account before God.
837. This life is a period of probation. The other term leads up to Judgment

839. It’is folly, to suppose that God only reigns in the heavens. He also reigns on earth. He:

knows all our secret thojughts and motives,^ and the real worth of all that. is behind .what .we car. to.^

sho.w. It is by our deeds that He judges us ; for our deeds, whether good or-evil, wa shall gfst due-

recompense in due time.
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4. never did a single

One of the Signs

Of their Lord reach them,

But they turned

Away therefrom.

5. And now they reject

The truth when it reaches

Them : but soon shall they

Learn the reality of what
They used to mock at.

6. See they not how many
Of those before them
We did destroy ?—***

Generations We had established

On the earth, in strength

Such as We have not given

To you—for whom
We poured out rain

From the skies in abundance,

And gave (fertile) streams

Flowing beneath their (feet)

:

Yet for their sins

We destroyed them,
And raised in their wake
Fresh generations

(To succeed them).

7. ^f we had sent

Unto thee a written

(Message) onparchment,®•**'^

So that they could

Touch it with their hands,

The Unbelievers would
' Have been sure to say

;

“ This is nothing but

'^1 j-V

y 9
1

• 839. Now comes the argument from history, lookiri^ backwards and forwards. If we are so

short-sighted or arrogant as to suppose that we are firmly established on this earth, secure in our

privileges, we are reminded of much greater nations in the past, who failed in their duty ' and were

wiped out. In their fate we must read our own fate, if we fail likewise ! But those without

'

faith, instead of facing facts squarely " turn away therefrom,

"

• 839-A. girjos, in the Apostle’s life, could only mean " parchment," which was commonly used as'

writing material in Western Asia from the 2nd century B. C. The word was derived from the Cireek,
'

Charles (Cj. Latin, “ Charta "). Paper, as we knbtv it, made from rags,was first used by the Arabs after

the conquest of Samatqand in 751 A.D. The Chinese had used it by the 2nd century B.C. The Arabs

introduced it into Europe ;
it was used in Greece in the 11th or 12th century, and in Spain througfr "

Sicily in the 12th century. The papyrus, made from an Egyptian reed, was used in Egypt early
"

as 2500 B.C. It gave place to paper in Egypt in the 10th century.
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Obvious magic

!

S.'.They say : “ Why is not
An angel sent down to him ?

”

If We did send down
An angel, the matter

' Would be settled at once,
And no respite

- - Would be granted them.**'

9.Jf We had made it

An angel, We. should
Have sent him as a man,

^
And We should certainly

Have caused them confusion
In a matter which they have
Already covered with confusion.***

10. Mocked were (many)
Apostles before thee ,*

But their scoffers

Were hemmed in

By the thing that they mocked.**®

V
'

!

, Section 2.

V ••

11. J^ay ;
“ Travel through the earth

' And see what was the' end
Of those who rejected Truth.”

12. Say ;
“ To whom belongeth

All that is in the heavens
•1 t

840. The materialists want to see actual physical material things before them, but if such a thing
came from an unusual source or expressed things they cannot understand, they give it some name like

magic, or superstition, or whatever name is in fashion, and they are not helped at all in attaining
faith, because their " hearts are diseased " (ii. lO).

I,.:;!

841. C/. ii. 210. An angel is a heavenly being, a manifestation of God’s glory, invisible to men
.who live gross material lives.; : Such men are given plenty of respite in which to turn in repentance
:to God and make themselves worthy of His light. But if their prayer to see an angel wfere granted,
it would do them no good, for they would be destroyed as darkness is destroyed by light.

S4Z. Supposing an angel should appear to their grosser senses, he could only do it in human

form; In that case their'present confused notions about spiritual life would be still more confounded.

’They would say : "We wanted to see an angeU and we have only seen a man 1

"

'843. " The scoffers were mocked by the thing that they mocked " would express epigrammatically

part of the sense, but not the whole. "Hemmed in" implies that the logic of events turned the

tablds, and as a m n might be besieged and surrounded by an enemy in war, and would be forced to

surrender, so these mockprs will find that events would justify Truth, not them. The mockers of

Jesus,—where were they when Titus destroyed Jerusalem ? The mockers who drove out Muhammad
f/cpta Mecca,—what was their plight.when Muhammad came back in triumph and they sued, for

thNcy,—and he gave it to them I According to the Latin proverb. Great is Truth, and must prevail,

,
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And on earth ? ” Say

:

“ To God. He hath inscribed

For Hiinself (the rule of) Mercy.®**

. That He will gather you
Together for the Day of Judgment,

There is no doubt whatever.

It is they who have lost

Their own souls, that will

Not believe.

13. “To Him belongeth all

That dwelleth (or lurketh)®*®

In the Night and the Day.

For He is the One
Who heareth and knoweth
All things.” «*®

14. Say :
“ Shall I take

For my protector

Any other than God,
The Maker of the heavens

And the earth 1

And He it is that

Feedeth but is not fed.” ®*’

Say :
“ Nay ! but I am

Cornmanded to be the first

Of those who bow
To God (in Islam),

And be not thou
Of the company of those

Who join gods with God.”

844. History, travel, human experience, all prove the Mercy of God and the law that without it

those who reject Truth tend to lose their own souls and destroy themselves.

845. Sofeana=(l) to dwell ; (2) to rest, to be still, to stop (moving), to lurk
; (3) to be quiescent, as

a letter which is not moved with a vowel. }

If we imagine Night and Day to be places, and each to have (dwelling in them) things that ate

open and things that are concealed, things that move and things that are still, things that are

sounded and things that are quiescent, we get some idea of the imagery implied. The mystery of

Time (which seems more abstract than Space) is thus explained and illustrated by the idea of Place
or Space, which also is a notion and not a concrete thing. But He Who has control of all these
things is the one true God.

Throughout this section we have a sort of implied dialogue, of which one part is understood
from the other part, which is expressed. In verse 11, we might have an imaginary objector saying :

“Why go back to the past? "The answer is: "Well, travel through the world, and see whether it is

not true that virtue and godliness exalt a nation, and the opposite are causes of ruin. Both the past
acid the present prove this." In verse 12, the objector may say :

" But you speak of God’s power ?
”

The man of God replies: “Yes, but Mercy is God’s own attribute, and knowledge and wisdom
beyond what man can conceive.”

847. Feedeth butts not /ed ; true both literally and figuratively. To God we owe the satisfaction

of all needs, but He is independent of all needs.
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15. Say I would, if I

Disobeyed my Lord,
Iifdeed have feat

Of the Penalty

Of a Mighty Day.

16. “ On that day, if the Penalty
Is averted from any,

It is due to God’s Mercy ;

And that would be (Salvation),

The obvious fulfilment

Of all desire.®**

S 9 9
,

O)

17.

“ If God touch thee

With affliction, none
Can remove it but He ;

If He touch thee with happiness.

He hath power over all things.**®

18,

“ He is the Irresistible, (watching)

From above over His worshippers

;

And He is the Wise,

Acquainted with all things.” o >1 <?i > ? . 't
r* V

19.

Say ;
“ What thing is most

Weighty in evidence ?
”

Say :
” God is witness

Between me and you ;

This Qur-an hath been
Revealed to me by inspiration.

That I may warn you

And all whom it reaches.

Can ye possibly bear witness

That besides God there is

Another God 1 ” Say;
“ Nay ! I cannot bear witness !

”

Say ;
” But in truth

He is the One God,

C^. !54r^(?’& cj?

848. We continue the implied dialogue suggested in n. 846. In verse 14, the objector might say :

" But we have other interests in life than religion and God. " "No," says the man of God, "My
Creator is the one and only Power whose protection I seek; and I strive to be first in the race.” In

verse 15, the objector suggests :
" Enjoy the good things of this life ; it is short." The answer is:

“ The Hereafter is more real to me, and promises the true fulfilment of all desire ; happiness or affliction

comes not from, the fleeting pettinesses or illusions of this life, but from the power and wisdom of

God." In verse 19, the objector makes his final splash : What evidence is there for all this ? " The

reply is ;
'"

I kriow It is true, for God’s voice is within me; and my living Teacher awakens that voice i

and there is the Book of Inspiration. God is one; and there is none other besides.”

849. The vulgar worship false gods out of fear that they would harm them or hope that they

would' cdnfer some benefit on them. These false gods can do neither. AU power, ail goodness i4 'itl

the hands of the One True God. All else is pretence or illusion.
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And I truly am innocent

of (your blasphemy of) joining

Others with Him.”

20. Those to whom
We have given the Book
Know this as they know*®*

Their own sons.

Those who have lost

Their own souls

• Refuse therefore to believe.

Section 3.

21. "^^ho doth more wrong
Than he who inventeth

A lie against God
Or rejecteth His Signs ?

But verily the wrong-doers

Never shall prosper.

22. One day shall We gather

Them all together: We
Shall say to those

Who ascribed partners (to Us)

:

” Where are the partners

Whom ye (invented

And) talked about ?
”

23. There will then be (left)

No subterfuge for them*®^

But to say :
“ By God

Out Lord, we were not
Those who joined gods

With God.”

24. Behold ! how they lie

Against their own souls 1

-I'l-

850, C/. ii. 146 andn. 151. In both passages the pronoun translated " this ” may mean “him"
and refer to Muhammad the Apostle of God, as some Commentators think.

851. Fitnat has various meanings, from the root idea of “ to try, to test, to'tempt "
; e.g., (11 a trial

or temptation, as in ii. 102 ; (2l trouble, tumult, oppression, persecution^ as in ii. 191, 193, 217 ;

(3) discord, as in iii. 7 ; (4) subterfuge, an answer that amounts to a sedition, and excuse founded on a
falsehood, as here. Other shades of meaning will be noticed as they occur.

Those who blasphemed God in imagining false gods will now see the vanity of their imaginations

for themselves. What answer can they give now? In their perversity they will deny that they

ever entertained the notion of false gods,
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But tKe (lie) which they
’

Invented will leave them*®*

111 the lurch.

25. Of them there are some
Who (pretend to) listen to thee ;

But We have thrown •

Veils on their hearts,

So they understand it not,*®*"®

And deafness in their ears

;

If they saw every one
Of the Signs, not they
Will believe in them

;

In so much that

When they come to thee,

They (but) dispute with thee

;

The Unbelievers say

:

“ These are nothing

But tales of the ancients.”

1

26. Others they keep away from it,

And themselves they keep away ;

But they only destroy

Their own souls.

And they perceive it not.

27. If thou couldst but see

When they are confronted
With the Fire

!

They will say :

“ Would that we were
But sent back

!

Then would we not reject

The Signs of our Lord,

But would be amongst those

Who believe
!” oa^^6f6^i

28. Yea, in their own (eyes)

Will become manifest

What before they concealed.

But if they were returned.

They would certainly relapse

To the things they were forbidden,

852. The lies which they used to tell have now " wandered ” from the channels which they

use to occupy, and left the liars in the lurch. In denying the indubitable fact that they took

false gods, they admit the falsity of their notions and thus are practically convicted out of their own-

mouths,
,

852>A. IfaThe Qur-an,
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Fof they are indeed liars.®*®

29. And they (sometimes) say :

“ There is nothing except

Our life on this earth,

And never shall we be

Raised up again.”

30. If you couldst but see

When they are confronted

With their Lord

!

He will say

:

Is not this the truth V*

They will say

:

“ Yea, by our Lord
!”

He wUl say :

” Taste ye then the Penalty,

Because ye rejected Faith.”

\J>ld3 cJIj

. C. 77.—The life of this world is but .empty :

tvi. 31-60.) What is serious is the life hereafter.

The teacher of God’s truth is not baulked

By frivolous objections or insults

Or persecution. The wicked will be

Cut off to the last remnant. God’s wisdom

Pervades the whole of His Creation,

And in His hands arc the keys of tbfe Unseen,

And the secrets of all that we see,--

Section 4.

31; T^ost indeed ate they

Who treat it as a falsehood

That they must meet God,

—

Until on a sudden

The hour is on them,

And they say :
“ Ah ! woe

Unto us that we took

No thought of it

For they bear their burdens*®*

On their backs.

JS'-ri

853. Their falsity was not due to want of Knowledge, but to perversity and selfishness. In their

heart was a disease (ii. 10) : therefore neither their understanding, nor their ears; nor their eyes do

their proper work. They twist what they see, hear, or are taught, and go deeper and deeper into

the mire. The deceptions which they used to practise on other people will, before the Seat of

Judgment, become clear in their own eyes.

854, Grievous is the burden of sins which the wicked will bear on their backs when they become

conscious of them. Some Commentators personify Sins as ugly Demons riding on the backs of

men, while the men's Good Deeds become the strong and. patient mounts which will carry the

men on their backs. If the Good Deeds are few and the Sins many, the man and his Good Deeds
will be crushed under the load of the Evil which they carry.
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And evil indeed are

The burdens that they bear I

>32. What is the life of this world
But play and amusement
But best is the Home
In the Hereafter, for those
Who are righteous.

Will ye not then understand ?

33.

^^SfiTe know indeed the grief

Which their words do cause thee

:

It is not thee they reject

:

It is the Signs of God,
Which the wicked contemn.

34.

Rejected were the Apostles
Before thee : with patience

And constancy they bore
Their rejection and their wrongs,
Until Our aid did reach

Them : there is none
That can alter the Words
(And Decrees) of God.
Already hast thou received

Some account of those Apostles.

35.

If their spurning is hard

On thy mind, yet if

Thou wert able to seek

A tunnel in the ground

Or a ladder to the skies

,
And bring them a Sign,—®®*

(What good ?). If it were
God’s Will, He could

Gather them together

Unto true guidance

;

855. Play and amusement are for preparing our minds for the serious things of life : in themselves

they are not serious. So this life is a preparation for the Eternal Home to which we are going
which'is far more important than the ephemeral pleasures which may possibly seduce us in this life.

.856.- There were many Signs of a divine mission in the Apostle's life and in the Message which
he delivered. If these did not convince the Unbelievers, was it not vain to seek a miraculous Sign

from the bowels of the earth or by. a visible ascent to the skies ? If in the Apostle's eagerness to get

all to accept his Message, he was hurt at their callousness, active opposition, and persecution of him,

'

he is told that a full knowledge of the working of God's Plan would convince hiih that impatience

was iiiisplaced. This was in the days of persecution before the Hijrat. The history in Medina and
after shows how God's truth was ultimately and triumphantly vindicated. Who among the sincere'

'

devotees of Muhammad can fail to read vi. 33-35 without tears in his eyes ?
.’

>
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So be not thou
Amongst those who are swayed
By ignorance (and impatience)

!

36. Those who listen (in truth),*®’

Be sure, will accept

:

As to the dead, God will

Raise them up ; then will they

Be turned unto Him.

37. * JlEhey say :
“ Why is not

A Sign sent down
To him from his Lord ?

”

Say :
“ God hath certainly

Power to send down a Sign

:

But most of them
Understand not.”*®*

38. There is not an animal

(That lives) on the earth,

“Nor a being that dies

On its wings, hut (forms

Part of) communities like you.®*®

Nothing have We omitted
From the Book, and they (all)

Shall be gathered to their Lord
In the end.

39. Those who reject Our Signs

Are deaf and dumb,—**®

857. There is a double meaaing here. (I) If people listen to truth sincerely and earnestly, they
must believe ; even if the spiritual faculty is dead, God will by His grace revive it and they will

come to Him, if they really try earnestly to understand. (Z) The sincere will believe; but those
whose hearts are dead will not listen, yet they cannot escape being brought to the Judgment-Seat
before Him,

858. Signs are all around them, but they do not understand. If they want a particular Sign to
suit their gross ignorance, they will not be humoured, for they can always pick holes in anything
that descends to their level.

859. “Animals living on the earth” include those living in the water,—Bshes, reptiles, crustaceans,
insects, as well as four-footed beasts. Life on the wing is separately mentioned. “ Tair," which is

ordinarily translated as " bird," is anything that flies, including mammals like bats. Incur pride we
may exclude animals from our purview, but they all live a life, social and individual, like ourselves,

and all life is subject to the Plan aud Will of God, In vi. 59 we are told that not a leaf falls but by
His Will, and things dry and green are recorded in His Book. In other words they all obey His
archetypal Plan, the Book which.is also mentioned here. They are all answerable in their several
degrees to His Plan ("shall be gathered to their Lord in the end "). This is not Pantheism : it is

ascribing all life, activity, and existence to the Will and Plan of God.

860. The limited free-will of man makes a little difference. If he sees the Signs but shuts his
ears to the true Message, and refuses (like a dumb thing) to speak out the Message which all Nature
proclaims, then according to the Plan (of his limited free will) he must suffer and wander, just as, in
the opposite case, he wiU receive grace and salvation.
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In the midst of darkness
Profound : whom God willeth,

He leaveth to wander

:

Whom He willeth, He placeth
On the Way that is Straight.

40. Say :
“ Think ye to yourselves,

If there come upon you
The Wrath of God,
Or the Hour (that ye dread).

Would ye then call upon
Other than God Z

—

(Reply) if ye are truthful

!

41.. ‘‘ Nay,—On Him would ye
Call, and if it be
His Will, He would remove
(The distress) which occasioned

Your call upon Him,
And ye would forget

(The false gods) which ye

Join with Him !

”

Section 5.

42. il^efore thee We sent

(Apostles) to many nations.

And We afflicted the nations

With suffering and adversity.

That they might learn humility.

43. When the suffering reached

Them from Us, why then
Did they not learn humility ?***

On the contrary their hearts

Became hardened, and Satan

Made their (sinful) acts

Seem alluring to them.

44. But when they forgot

The warning they had received. ^ ti10

861. Sorrow and sufferingmay (if we take them rightly) turn out to be the best gifts of God to us;

According to the Psalms (xciv. 12), “ Blessed is the man whom Thou chastenest, O Lord!” Through

suffering we learn humility, the antidote to many vices and the fountain of many virtues. But if

we take them the wrong way. we grumble and complain j we: become faint-hearted
; and Satai^

gets' hi^ opportunity to exploit us by putting forward the alluring pleasures of his Vanity Faif..-:irr'j
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We opened to them the gates

Of all (good) things,®*®

Until, in the midst

Of their enjoyment
Of Our gifts.

On a sudden. We called

Them to account, when lb !

They were plunged in despair

!

45.

Of the wrong-doers the last

Remnant was cut o£F.

Praise be to God,
The Cherisher of the Worlds.®**

46. j^ay :

“ Think ye, if God
Took away your hearing

And your sight, and sealed up®**

Your hearts, who—a god
Other than God—could

Restore them to you
See how We explain

The Signs by various (symbols)

;

Yet they turn aside.

47. Say :
“ Think ye, if

The punishment of God
Comes to you,

Whether suddenly or openly,**®

Will any be destroyed

Except those who do wrong ?

48. We send the apostles

Only, to give good news*®*

o6j^uri^'

862. Learning the inner truth of ourselves and the world presupposes a certain advanced stage of

sensitivene^ and spiritual development. There is a shallower stage, at which prosperity and the

good things of life may teach us sympathy and goodness and cheerfulness like that of Mr.Cheetibyles

in Dickens. In such cases the Message takes root. But there is another type of character which is

puffed up in prosperity. For them prosperity is a trial or even a punishment from the higher point of

view. They go deeper and deeper into sin, until they are pulled up of a sudden, and then, instead

of being contrite they merely become desperate.

863. God's punishment of wrong-doers is a measure of justice, to protect the true and righteous

from their depredations and maintain His righteous decrees. It is an aspect of His character which

is emphasised by the epithet " Cherisher of the Worlds.”

864. Cf. ii. 7 and n.

865. S»(i(IenIj/=without warning. Of«nfj/=with many warnings, even to the sinners, though

they heed them not. As to those who understand and read the signs of God, they could always

fell that all wrong-doing must eventually have its punishment. But it will affect the wrong-doers,

not the righteous. It is justice, not. revenge.

866. The Apostles are not sent to cancel man's limited free-will. They are sent to preach and

teach,—to preach hope to the repentant (*• good news’'), and to warn the rebellious of the Wrath to

come... •

....
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And to warn : so those
Who believe and mend
(Their lives),— upon them
Shall be no fear,

Nor shall they grieve.

49. But those who reject

Our Signs,—them
Shall punishment touch.

For that they ceased not
From transgressing.

50. Say :
“ I tell you not

That with me
Are the Treasures of God,®*’

Nor do I know
What is hidden.

Nor do I tell you I am
An angel. I but follow

What is revealed to me.”
Say :

“ Can the blind

Be held equal to the seeing ?
”®®®

Will ye then consider not ?

Section 6.

51,

<Sfive this warning to those®**

In whose (hearts) is the fear

That they will be brought

(To Judgment) before their Lord :

Except for Him
They will have no protector

Nor intercessor :

That they may guard

(Against evil)-

^ 5)1&

867. Literally, it might mean that the men of God are not like vulgar soothsayers, who pretend

to reveal hidden treasures, or peer into future, or claim to be something of a diSerent nature from
men. But the meaning is wider : they deal out God's great treasures of truth, but the treasures are

not tbeirs, but God's
;
they have greater insight into the higher things, but that insight is not due to

their own wisdom, but to God's inspiration ; they are of the same flesh and blood with us, and the

sublimity of their words and teaching arises through God’s grace—to them and to those who hear

them.

868. Therefore compare not the men of God (“ the seeing ’') with ordinary men ('• the blind ").

The men of God, although they be but men, have the higher light with them ; therefore do not exact

of them petty ephemeral services. Though they are men, they are not as other men, and are

entitled to reverence. .

'

869. There are some men—sinners—who yet believe in Judgment let them be warned of their

personal responsibility to guard against evil ; let them not rely upon protectors or intercessors before

God their sins can only bo forgiven by God's own Mercy.
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52. Send not away those

Who call on their Lord

Morning and evening,

Seeking His Face."®

In naught art thou accountable

For them, and in naught are they

Accountable for thee,*”^

That thou shouldst turn

Them away, and thus be

(One) of the unjust.

53..Thus did We try

Some of them by comparison®’*

With others, that they

Should say :
“ Is it these

Then that God hath

Favoured from amongst us ?
”

Doth not God know best

Those who are grateful ?

54. When those come to thee

Who believe in Our Signs,

.Say :
“ Peace be on you

Your Lord hath inscribed

For Himself (the rule®’®

Of) Mercy : verily.

If any of you did evil

In ignorance, and thereafter

Ssj iSjliXS -4r

870, Face : uiajh : see ii. 112 and n. 114. “ Face ’’
is used for God’s Grace or Presence, the highest

aim of spiritual aspiration.

871. Some of the rich and influential Quraish thought it beneath their dignity to listen to

Muliammad's teaching in company with the lowly disciples, who were gathered round him. But he

refused to send away these lowly disciples, who were sincere seekers after God. From a worldly

point of view they had nothing to gain from Muhammad as he was himself poor, and he had
nothing to gain from them as they had no influence. But that was no reason for turning them
away indeed their true sincerity entitled them to precedence over worldly men in the kingdom ol

God. whose justice was vindicated in Muhammad's daily life in this as in other things. If their

sincerity was in any way doubtful, it involved no responsibility for the Preacher.

‘ 872. Pursue the argument of the last note. The influential people who were not given

precedence over the poor and humble but sincere disciples, were on their trial as to their spiritual

insight. Their temptation was to say (and they said it in scorn) :
" We are much greater than

they ; has God then selected these lowly people for His teaching ? " But that was so. And God
knew best those who were grateful to Him for His guidance.

873. The humble who had sincere faith, were not only not sent away to humour the wealthy:
they were honoured and were given a special salutation, which has become the characteristic
salutation in Islam: "Peace be on you,”—the word peace, " jalam " having special affinity with
the word “ Islim." In words they are given the salutation ; 'in life they are promised Mercy by
the special grace of God.

874. Cf. vi. 12.
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Repented, and amended
(His conduct), lo ! He is

Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.

55. Thus do We explain
The Signs in detail :

That the way of the sinners
May be shown up.®^®

Section 7.

56. J^ay :®’« “ 1 am forbidden
To worship those - others
Than God—whom ye
Call upon.” Say : “ I will

Not follow your vain desires

:

If I did, I would stray

From the.path, and be not
Of the company of those
Who receive guidance.”

57. Say : ‘‘For me, I (work)
On a clear Sign from my Lord,
But ye reject Him. What ye®”
Would see hastened, is not
In my power. The Command
Rests with none but God ;

He declares the Truth,
And He is the best of judges.”

58. Say :
” If what ye would see

Hastened were in my power,
The matter would be settled

At once between you and me.®’*

is. VI. 54-58;

875. If the way of the sinners (in jealousy and worldly pride) is shown up, and details are

given how to honour the truly sincere, it forms the best illustration of the teaching of God.

876. There are a number ot arguments now put forwaid against the Meccans who refused to

believe in God's Message. Each argument is introduced with the word •’ Say.” Here are the first

tour : (1) r have received Light and will follow it ; (2) 1 prefer my light to your vain desires
; (3) you

challenge—” if there is a God, why does He not finish the blasphemers at once ? ''—it is not for me
to take up ; punishment rests with God ; (4) if it rested with me, it would be for me to take up your

challenge ; all I know is that God is not unacquainted with the existence of folly and wickedness,

and many other things besides, that no mortal can know ; you can see little glimpses of His Plan,

and you can be sure that He will not be tardy in calling you to account.

877. What ye would see hastened : wbat ye, deniers of God, are so impatient about ; the punishment

which ye mockingly say does not come to you. Cf. xiii. 6.

878. The Messenger of God is not here to settle scores with the wicked. It is not a matter

between them and him. It is a matter between them and God •, he is only a Warner against sin, and

a declarer of the gospel of salvation.
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But God knoweth best

Those who do wrong.”
/

•i

59, With Him are the keys*’*

Of the Unseen, the treasures

That none knoweth but He.

He knoweth whatever there is

On the earth and in the sea.

Not a leaf doth fall

But with His knowledge :

There is not a grain

In the darkness (or depths)

Of the earth, nor anything

Fresh or dry (green or withered),

But is (inscribed) in a Record®**

Clear (to those who can read).

60. It is He Who doth take

Your souls by night,

And hath knowledge of all

That ye have done by day :

By day doth He raise

You up again
j
that a term

Appointed be fulfilled ;

In the end unto Him
Will be your return ;***

Then will He show you
The truth of all

That ye did.

C. 78.—God’s loving care doth encompass
(vi. 61-8Z.) Us round throughout life,

And deliver us from dangers

By land and sea. He is the only

Protector : how can we then

879. MafSti^ : Plural of either mifta^=a key, or mafta^=a treasure. Both meanings are implied,

and I have accordingly put both in my translation.

880. This is the mystic Record, the archetypal Plan, the Eternal Law, according to Which
everything seen and unseen is ordered and regulated. There is much mystic doctrine here,

explained by beautiful metaphors and illustrations. The simplest things in Nature are subject to

His Law, The fresh and the withered, the living and the lifeless—nothing is outside the Plan of

His Creation.

881. As the rest of His Creation is subject to His Law and Plan, so is man's life in every
particular and at every moment, awake or asleep. The mystery of Sleep—“the twin brother of

death ” is called the taking of our souls by Him, with the record of all we have done in our waking
moments, and this record sometimes appears to us in confused glimpses in dreams. By day we
awaken again to our activities, and so it goes on until we fulfil the term of our life appointed for

this earth. Then comes the other Sleep (death)
, with the longer record of our Day (Life) ; and then

in the end comes the Resurrection and Judgment, at which we see everything clearly and not as in

dreams, for that is the final Reality.
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Forget Him or run after things

That are mere creatures of His,

And shall perish,—while He
Is the Eternal God, adored

By Abraham and all the prophets ?

Section 8.

61. J^e is the Irresistible, (watching)
From above over His worshippers.
And He sets guardians®*®

Over you. At length,

When death approaches
One of you. Our angels®**

Take his soul, and they
Never fail in their duty.

62. Then are men returned
Unto God, their Protector,

The (only) Reality :***

Is not His the Command ?

And He is the -Swiftest

In taking account.

63. J^fay :®®® “ Who is it

That delivereth you
From the dark recesses*®*

Of land and sea.

When ye call upon Him
In humility

882. Guardians : most -Commentators understand this to mean guardian-angels. The idea of

guardianship is expressed in a general term. God watches over us and guards us, and provides all

kinds of agencies, material, moral, and spiritual, to help our growth and development, keep us
from harm, and bring us nearer to our Uestiny.

883. Angels : the word used is rusul, the Sent Ones,—the same word as for human Apostles and
Messengers sent by God to teach mankind. The agents who come to take our souls at death are

accurate in the performance of their duty. They come neither before nor after their appointed

time, nor do they do it in any manner other than that fixed by the Command of God.

881. The only Reality : al-haqq, the Truth, the only True One. The point is that our illusions of

the life of this lower world now vanish, when we are rendered back to God, from Whom we came.

And now we find that so far from the results of our actions being delayed, they follow more swiftly

than we can express in terms of Time. Here is the answer to the taunt of those who were impatient

of the working of God's Plans (vi. 57-58),

885. In continuation of the four heads of argument referred to in n. 876, we have three more heads

here in vi. 63-65 : (5> your calling upon Him in times of danger shows that in the depths of your
hearts you feel His need ; (6) God's Providence saves you, and yet you ungratefully run after false

gods ; (7) it is not only physical calamities that you have to fear
;
your mutual discords and

. vengeances are even more destructive, and only faith in God can save you from them.

886, iuluniat : dark recesses, terrible lurking dangers, as in deserts or mountains, or forests, or seas.
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And silent terror
‘ If He only delivers us

From these (dangers),

(We vow) we shall truly

Show our gratitude ’?
”

64. Say :
“ It is God

That delivereth you
Frotn. these and all (other)

Distresses : and yet

Tfe worship false gods !”

65. Say : “He hath power
To send calamities®**

On you, from above
And below, or to cover

You with confusion
In party strife.

Giving you a taste

Of mutual vengeance'

—

Each from the other.”

See how We explain

The Signs by various (symbols) ;***

That they may understand.

66. But thy people reject

This, though it is

The Truth. Say : “Not mine
Is the responsibility

For arranging your affairs ;®*®

67. For every Message
Is a limit of time,

And soon shall ye

Know it.”

887. There are two readings, but they both ultimately yield the same meaning. (1) ^ufyatan,
silently, secretly from the depth of your inner heart, suggesting unspeakable terror. (2) ^Ifal 'an.

out of terror or fear or reverence, as in vii. 205.

888. Calamities from above and below : such as storms and blizzards, torrential rain,, etc., or

earthquakes, hoods, landslides, etc.

889. Cf. vi. 46. where this refrain commences the argument now drawing to a close.

890. At the date of this revelation, the Apostle's people had as a body not only rejected God s

truth, but were persecuting it. The Apostle's duty was to deliver his Message, which he did. He
was not responsible for their conduct. But he told them plainly that all warnings from God had
their time limit, as they would soon find out, ,^nd they did find out, within a very few years. For

the leaders of the resistance came to an evil end, and their whole system of fraud and selfishness was
destroyed, to make room for the purer Faith of Islam. Apart from that particular application, there

is the mote general application, for the present time and for all time.
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68. hen thou seest men
Engaged in vain discourse
About Our Signs, turn
Away from them unless
They turn to a different®*'

Theme. If Satan ever
Makes thee forget, then
After recollection, sit not
Thou in the company
Of those who do wrong.

69. On their account
No responsibility

Falls on the righteous,®**

But (their duty)

Is to remind them.
That they may (learn

To) fear God.

70. Leave alone those

Who take their religion

To be mere play

And amusement,®*®

And are deceived

By the life of this world.

But proclaim (to them)
This (truth) : that every soul

Delivers itself to ruin

,By its own acts ;
®**

It will find for itself

No protector or intercessor

Except God : if it offered

Every ransom, (or

Reparation), none
Will be accepted ; such is

(The end of) those who
Deliver themselves to ruin

By their own acts :

They will have for drink

(Only) boiling water.

n. 9

891. C/ iv. HO. If in any gathering truth is ridiculed, we must not sit in such company. If we
find ourselves in it, as soon as we realise it, we must show our disapproval by leaving.

,
892. “ Evil to him who evil thinks." or evil does. Every man is responsible for his own conduct

But the righteous have two duties : (1) to protect themselves from infection, and (2) to proclaim

God’s truth, for even in the most unlikely circumstances, it is possible that it may have seme efiect.

693. C/. vi, 32, where we are told that the life of this world is mere play and amusement, and
Religion and the Hereafter are the serious things that require our attention. Worldly people reverse

this, because they are deceived by the allurements of this life. But their own acts will find them out

894. We must never forget our own personal responsibility for all we do, or deceive ourselves by
the illusion of vicarious atonement.
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And for punishment,
One most grievous :

For they persisted

In rejecting God.

Section 9.

t

OOJiA

71. j^ay ;*®® “ Shall we indeed

Call on others besides God,

—

Things that can do us

hJeither good nor harm,

—

And turn on our heels

After receiving guidance

From God ?—like one
Whom the evil ones
Have made into a fool,

Wandering bewildered

Through the earth, his friends

Calling ‘ Come to us,’

(Vainly) guiding him to the Path.”

j^ay :
“ God’s guidance

Is the (only) guidance.

And we have been directed
'

To submit ourselves

To the Lord of the worlds ;

—

72. " To establish regular prayers

And to fear God :

For it is to Him
That we shall be
Gathered together.”

Kii'.,.','

'yLid
(ill i-i f

73.

It is He Who created

The heavens and the earth

In true (proportions) :®®*

The day He saith, "Be,”

895. In continuation of the seven heads of argument referred to in nn. 876 and 885, we have here

the final two heads : (8) who would, after receiving guidance from the living, eternal God, turn to

lifeless idols ? To do so would indeed show that we were made into fools, wandering to a

precipice ; (9) therefore accept the only true guidance, the guidance of God, and obey His Law,

for we shall have to answer before His judgment-seat.

896. The argument mounts up here, leading to the great insight of Abraham the true in faith,

who did not stop short at the wonders of nature, but penetrated " from nature up to nature's God.”

God not only created the heavens and the earth : with every increase of knowledge we see in what
true and perfect proportions ail Creation is held together. Creatures are subject to Time, but the

Creator is not : His word is the key (hat opens the door of existence. It is not only the starting

point of existence, but the whole measure and standard of Truth and Right. There may possibly

be, to our sight in this great world, aberrations of human or other wills, but the moment the trumpet

sounds for the last day. His judgment-seat will, with perfect justice, restore the dominion of Right

and Reality. For His knowledge and wisdom cover all.reality.
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Behold ! it is. His Word
Is jche Truth. His will be
The dominion the day
The trumpet will be blown.
He knoweth the Unseen
As well as that which is

Open. For He
Is the Wise, well acquainted
(With all things).

74. Mpl Abraham said

To his father Azar ;

“ Takest thou idols for gods ?

For I see thee
And thy people
In manifest error.”

75. So also did We show**’
Abraham the power
And the laws of the heavens
And the earth, that he
Might (with understanding)
Have certitude.-

76. ’SVhen the night

Covered him over,

He saw a star :

He said :
“ This is my Lord.”

Btit when it set,

H^said :
“ I love not

Those that set.”®*®

77.

When he saw the moon
Rising in splendour,

He said :
“ This is my Lord.”

But when the moon set.

309

9. <9 9

897. Now comes the sfoiy of Abraham, He lived among the Chaldeans, who had great

knowl^ge of the stars and heavenly bodies. But he got beyond that physical world and saw
'the' spiritual world behind His ancestral idols meant nothing to him. That was the first step.

But God took him many degrees higher, God showed him with certitude the spiritual glories

behind the magniScent powers and laws of the physical universe.

898. This allegory shows the stages of Abraham’s spiritual enlightenment. It should not be

.supposed that he literally worshipped stars or heavenly bodies. Having seen through the folly

..of ancestral idol worship, he began to see tbe futility of worshipping distant beautiful things

ithat shine, which the vulgar endue with a power which does not reside in them. A type of such

:is a S.taf shining in the darkness of the nigbt. Superstition might read fortunes in if, but truer

knowledge shows that it rises and sets according to laws whose author is God, And its light is

extinguished in the broader light of day. Its worship is therefore futile.. It is. not a Power, much

less the Supreme Power.
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He said :
“ Unless my Lord

Guide me, I shall surely

Be among those

Who go astray.”'**

78, When he saw the sun

,
Rising in splendour,

He said ;
“ This is my Lord ;

This is the greatest (of all).”

But when the sun set,

* He said :
” O my people !

1

I am indeed free

From your (guilt)

Of giving partners to God.*'®

79.
“ For me, I have set

My face, firmly and truly.

Towards Him Who created
' The heavens and the earth,

And never shall I give

Partners to God.”

80. His people disputed*®^

With him. He said :

“(Come) ye to dispute

With me, about God,
When He (Himself)

Hath guided me ?

I fear not (the beings)

Ye associate with God :

899. Continuing the allegory, the moon, though she looks bigger and brighter than the star,

turns out on closer knowledge, not only to set like the star, but to change her shape from hour to
hour, and even to depend for her light on some other body I How deceptive are appearances!
That is not God I At that stage you begin to search for something more reliable than appearances
to the eye in the darkness of the night. You ask for guidance from God.

900,

'The next stage in the allegory is the sun. You are in the open light of Day. Now you
have the right clue. You see the biggest object in the heavens. But is it the biggest ? There are

thousands of stars in the universe bigger, than the sun. And every day the sun appears and
disappears from your sight. Such is not the God who created you and all these wonderful wprk-s

. of His. What folly to worship creatures, when we might turn to the true God I Let us abjure, all

r these follies and proclaim the one true God.

,
' 901. To continue Abraham's allegory ; if spiritual enlightenment go so - far as to take a man

..beyond his ancestral worship, people will come to dispute with him. They will frighten him with
- the dire consequences of his dissent. What does he care ? He has found the truth. He is free

.from superstitious fears, for has he not found the true God, without Whose Will nothing can'

happen? On the contrary he knows that it is the godless who have just grounds for fear. And
: heioffers admonition to them, and arguments that should bring them the clearness of truth instead

, of the vagueness and mystery of superstitipn,—the security of Faith instead of the haunting fear of

those who have no clear guidance. .

’
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Unless my Lord willeth,

(Nothing can happen).
My Lord comptehendeth
In His knowledge all things.

Will ye not (yourselves)

Be admonished 1

81.,'“ How should I fear

(The beings) ye associate

With God, when ye

Fear not to give partners

To God without any warrant
Having been given to you ?

Which of (us) two patties

Hath more right to security ?

(Tell me) if ye know.

82. “ It is those who believe

And confuse not their beliefs

With wrong—that ate

(Truly) in security, for they

Ate on (tight) guidance."

311
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C. 79.—'The good men and true, who succeeded
(vi. 83-110) Abraham, received the gifts

Of revelation and guidance, and kept

Alive God's Message, which now
Is proclaimed in the Qur-an

In which is blessing and confirmation

Of all that went before. In the daily

Pageants of Nature,—the dawn
And the restful night, the sun,

The moon, the stars that guide

The mariner in distant seas,

The rain>cIouds pouring abundance,

And the fruits that delight the heart

Of man—can ye not read

Signs of God 7 No vision can

Comprehend Him, yet He
Knoweth and comprebendeth all.

Section 10,

83. ^hat was the reasoning

About Us, which

We gave to Abraham
(To use) against his people

902. The spiritual education of Abraham raised him many degrees above his contemporaries, and

be Was expected to use tbat knowledge and dignity for preaching the trath among bis own peoplei
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We raise whom We will,

Degree after degree :

For thy Lord is full

Of|wisdom and|knowledge.
84.

We gave him Isaac

And Jacob : all (three)

We guided :»»»

And before him,
We guided Noah,*®*

And among his progeny,

David, Solomon, Job,

Joseph, Moses, and Aaron :

Thus do We reward
Those who do good ;

85. And Zakarlya and John,*®*

And Jesus and Elias :

All in the ranks

Of the Righteous :

86. And IsmS'll and Elisha,*®®

And Jonas, and Lot :

ir

O

903. We have now a list of eighteen Apostles in lour groups, covering the great Teachers
accepted among the three great religions based on Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad. The first group
to be mentioned is that of Abraham, his son Isaac, and Isaac’s son Jacob. Abraham was the first

to have a Book. His Book is mentioned in Q. Izsxvii 19, though it is now lost. They were therefore

the first to receive Guidance in the sense of a Book.

904, In the second group, we have the great founders of families, apart from Abraham, viz . Noah,
of the time of the Flood ; David and Solomon, the real establishers of the Jewish monarchy; Job,

who lived 140 years, saw four generations of descendants, and was blessed at the end of his life

With large pastoral wealth (Job xlii 16, 12) ; Joseph, who as Minister of State did great things in

Egypt and was the progenitor of two Tribes ; and Moses and Aaron, the leaders of the Exodus from

Egypt They led active lives and are called '' doers of good."

905 The third group consists not of men of action, but Preachers of Truth, who led solitary

lives. Their epithet is .
" the Righteous ” They were mystic prophets and form a connected group

round Jesus. Zakariya was the father of John the Baptist, the precursor of Jesus (iii. 37-41) ; and
Jesus referred to John the Baptist as Elias :

*' this is Elias, which was for to come " (Matt, xi 14)

;

and Elias is said to have been present and talked to Jesus at the Transfiguration on the Mount
(Matt. xvii. 3). Elias is the same as Elijah.

' 906. This IS the last group, described as those *' favoured above the nations " It consists of four

men who had all great misfortunes to contend with, and were concerned in the clash of nations, but

they kept m the path of God, and came through above the clash of nations. IsmS il was the eldest

son of Abraham ; when be was a baby, he and his mother had nearly died of thirst in the desert

round Mecca ; but they were saved by the well of Zamzam, and he became the founder of the new
Arab nation. Elisha (Al-Yasa) succeeded to the mantle of the Prophet Elijah (same as Elias, see

last note) ; he lived in troublous times for both the Jewish kingdoms (of Judah and Israel) ; there

were wicked kings, and other nations were pressing in on them
; but he performed many miracles,

and some check was given to the enemies unaer his advice. The story of Jonas (Yunus) is well-

known : he was swallowed by a fish or whale, but was saved by God's mercy : through his

preaching, his city (Nineveh) was saved (x. 98). Lot was a contemporary and nephew of Abraham

:

when the city of Sodom was destroyed for its wickedness, he was saved as a just man (vii, 80-84).
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And to all We gave
Favour above the nations :

87. (To them) and their fathers,*®’

And progeny and brethren :

We chose them,
And We guided them
To a straight Way.

88, This is the Guidance
Of God : He giveth

That guidance to whom
He pleaseth, of His worshippers.
If they were to join

Other gods with Him,
All that they did

Would be vain for them.

9/ y

89. These were the men
To whom We gave
The Book, and Aufhofity,
And Prophethood : if these

(Their descendants) reject them,*®*

Behold ! We shall entrust

Their charge to a new People
Who reject them not.

90, Those were the (prophets)

^Ol^o received God’s guidance :

Copy the guidance they received
;

Say :
“ No reward for this

Do I ask of you ;

This is no less than

A Message for the nations.”

Section 11.

6 (hi I

91. )^io just estimate of God*®*

Do they make when they say : i (jf*- »

^7’. I take verse 87 to refer back to all the four groups just mentioned.

908. Them, i e„ the Book, and Authority and Prophethood. They were taken away from the

other Peopfe of the Book and entrusted to the holy Apostle Muhammad and his People,

909: gadayo ; to weigh, judge.- or estimate.the value or capacity, of anything
j to have power so to

do; Cf. Qadir in iv. 149 and n. 655. The Jews who denied the inspiration of Mu^iammad had a good
answer in their own books about the inspiration of Moses. To those who do not believe in Moses,
the answer is more general ; is it a just estimate of God to think either that He has not the power
or the will to guide mankind, seeing that He is Omnipotent .and the Source .of all good ? If you
say that guidance comes, not through and inspired book or man, but through our general intelligence,

VTO point to fbe spiritual ignorance of “you and your ancestors,” the sad spiritual darkness- of men
and nations high in the intellectual scale.
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“ Nothing doth God send down
To man (by way of revelation)*’:

Say :
“ Who then sent down

The Book which Moses brought ?

—

A light and guidance to man
But ye make it into

(Separate) sheets for show,“*^

While ye conceal much
(Of its contents) : therein

Were ye taught that

Which ye knew not

—

Nieither ye nor your fathers.”

Say :
“ God (sent it down)

Then leave them to plunge
In vain discourse and trifling.

92. And this is a Book
Which We have sent down,
Bringing blessings,'^^and confirming
(The revelations) which came -

Before it : that thou
Mayest warn the Mother*^®
Of Cities and all around her.

Those who believe

In the Hereafter

Believe in this (Book),

And they are constant

In guarding their Prayers.®^*

—
.3

Oi

93. ' ^fSiS’ho can be more wicked
Than one who inventeth

910. Cf. V. 47 and n. 750. and v. 49. In those passages Guidance (in practical conduct) is put

before Light (01 spiritual insight), as they refer to ordinary or average men. Here Light (or spiritual

insight) is put first as the question is ; does God send inspiration ?

911. The Message to Moses had unity : it was one Book. The present Old Testament is a

collection of odd books (“sheets ") of various kinds ; see Appendix II., end of S. v. In this way you

can make a show, but there is no unity, and much of the spirit of the original is lost or concealed

or overlaid. The same applies to the New Testament : see Appendix III,, after Appendix II.

91Z. Mubarak : blessed, as having received God's blessing ; bringer of blessings to others, as

having been blessed by God. God's highest blessing is the Guidance and Light which the Book

brings to us, and which brings us neater to Him.

913. Mother of Cities : Mecca, now the Qibla and Centre of Islam. If this verse was (like the

greater part of the Chapter) revealed in Mecca before the Hijrat, and before Mecca was made the

Qibla of Islam, Mecca was nonetheless the Mother of Cities, being traditionally associated with

Abraham and with Adam and Eve (see ii. 125, and n. 217 to ii. 197),

All round Mecca : would mean, the whole world if we look upon Mecca as the Centre.

914. An earnest study of the Qur-an is true worship t so is Prayer, and so are all deeds of good-

ness and charity.
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A lie against God,
Or saith, “ I have
Received inspiration,”

When he hath received

None, or, (again) who saith,
” I can reveal the like

Of what God hath revealed ” ?

If thou Gouldst but see

How the wicked (do fare)

In the flood of confusion
At death !— the angels

Stretch forth their hands,

(Saying), “ Yield up your souls

This day shall ye receive

Your reward,—a penalty

Of shame, for that ye used
To tell lies against God,
And scornfully to reject

Of His Signs !

”

CP dj wii- i i

94.“ And behold ! ye come
To Us bare and alone

As We created you
For the first time

Ye have left behind you
All (the favours) which
We bestowed on you :

We see not with you
Your intercessors

Whom ye thought to be
Partners in your affairs ;

So now all relations

Between you have been
Cut off, and your (pet) fancies

Have left you in the lurch !

915. y«Zd j'oursouis : or “ get your souls to come out of your bodies. ' The wicked, we may
suppose, are not anxious to part with the material existence in their bodies for the " reward " which

in irony is stated to be there to welcome them.

916, Some of the various ideas connected with ' creation ” are noted in n. 120 to ii, 117, In the

creation of man there are various processes. If his body was created out of clay, i.e., earthy matter,

there was an earlier process of the creation of such earthy matter. Here the body is left behind, and

the soul is being addressed. The soul underwent various processes of fashioning and adapting

to its .various functions in its various surroundings (xzzii. 7-9), But each individual soul, after release

from the body, comes back as it was created, with nothing more than its history, “ the deeds which

it has earned.” which are really a part of it. Any exterior things given to help in its development,

“the favours which We bestowed on you," it must necessarily leave behind, however it may have been

proud of them. These exterior things may be material things, e^., wealth, property, signs of power,

influence and pride such as sons, relatives, and friends, etc., or they may be intangible things, like

talents, intellect, social gifts, etc.

. 91}.. The. false ideas of intercessors, demi-gpds,- gods, saviours, etc., now vanish like unsubstantial

.vision's, leaving not a wrack'behiiid."- Now; the soul is face to face with reality. Its penonal
'responsibility is brought home to it.
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Section 12.

95. is God Who causeth®‘*

The seed-grain

And the date-stone

To split and sprout.®^®

He causeth the living

To issue from the dead,

And He is the One
To cause the dead
To issue from the living.®*®

'

That is God : then how
Are ye deluded

Away from the truth ?

918. Another beautiful nature passage, referring to God’s wonderful artistry in His Creation, In

how few and how simple words, the whole pageant of Creation is placed before us I Beginning
from our humble animal needs and dependence on the vegetable world, we are asked to contemplate
the interaction of the living and the dead. Here is mystic teaching, referring not only to physical
life but to the higher life above the physical plane,—not only to individual life but to the colleclive

life of nations. Then we take a peep into the daily miracle of morning, noon, and night, and pass
on to the stars that guide the distant mariner. We rise still higher to the mystery of the countless

individuals from the one human soul,—their sojourn and their destiny. So we get back to the

heavens : the description of the luscious fruits which the “gentle rain from heaven” produces,

leaves us to contemplate the spiritual fruits which faith will provide for us, with the aid of the

showers of God's mercy.

919. The seed-grain and the date-stone are selected as types in the vegetable kingdom, showing
how our physical life depends on it. The fruits mentioned la'er (invi, 99) start another allegory

which we shall notice later. Botanists will notice that the seed-grain includes the cereals (such as

wheat, barley, rice, millet, etc ) which are monocotyledons, as well as the pulses (such as beans, peas,

gram, etc.) and other seeds which are dicotyledons. These two represent the most important classes

of food grains, while the date-palm, a monocotyledon, repre-'ents for Arabia both food, fruit, con-

fectionery, thatch and pillars for houses, shady groves in oases, and a standard measure of wealth

and well-being. "Split and sprout" ; both ideas are included in the root /afaga.and a third is expressed

by the word " cleave '' in the next verse, for the action of evolving day-break from the dark. I might

almost have used the word ” churn,” familiar to students of Hindu lore in the Hindu allegory of the
“ churning of the ocean." For vegetables, " soHt and sprout” represenls a double process : (1) the

seed divides, and (Z) one part shoots up, seeking the light, and forming leaves and the visible parts of

the future tree, and the other part digs down into the dark, forming the roots and seeking just that

sustenance from the soil, which is adapted for the particular plant. This is just one small instance

of the " judgment and ordering ” of God, referred to in the next verse.

920. This does not mean that in physical nature there are no limits between life and non-life,

between the organic and the non-organic. In fact physicists are baffled at the barrier between them

and frankly confess that they cannot solve the mystery of Life. If there is such a barrier in physical

nature, is it not all the more wonderful that God can create Life out of nothing ? He has but to say,

“ Be.” and it is. He can bring Life from non-Life and annihilate Life. But there are two other

senses in which we can contemplate the contrast between the living and the dead. (I) We have

just been speaking of the botanical world. Take it as a whole, and see the contrast between the

winter of death, the soring of revivification, the summer of growth, and the autumn of decay, leading

back to the death of winter. Here is a cvcle of living from dead, and dead from living. (2) Take our

spiritual life, individual or collective. We rise from the darkness of spiritual nothingness to the fight

of spiritual life. And if we do not follow the sniritual laws, God will take away that life and we
shall be again as dead. We may die manv deaths. The keys of life and death are in God's hands.

Neither Life nor Heath are fortuitous things. Behind them both is the Cause of Causes,—%n^
only^He.
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96. He it is that cleaveth

• Thte day-break (from the dark)

:

He makes the night

"For rest and tranquillity,

-And the sun and moon
For the reckoning (of time)

:

Such is the judgment®*^

)Ahd ordering of (Him),

The Exalted in Power,

The Omniscient.

97At is He Who maketh
The stars (as beacons) for you.

That ye may guide yourselves,

With their help,

' Through the dark spaces

Of land and sea':®*®

We detail Our Signs

For people who know.

98.Iti8HeWhohath . 1

Produced you**®
!

From a single person : |

Here is a place of sojourn

And a place of departure :***

We detail Our Signs

. For people who understand.
, ,

/

921. The night, the. day, the sun, the moon,—the great astronomica universe of God. How- far,

and yet how near to us ! God's, universe is boundiess, and we can, barely comprehend even 'its

relations to us. But this last we must try to do if we want to be numbered with "the people who
know.' Taqdir : C/. vi. 91 andn, 909, and iv. 149 and n. 655.

922. See the. last note. At sea, dr in desertsor forests, or “ in fairy .scenes forlorn,"—whenever .we

sweep over wide spaces, it is the stars that act as our guides, just as the sun and moon have alre^y

been mentioned as our measures of time.

• 923, Produced,

:

ansha-a.=made you grow, increase, develop.-reach maturity : another of the 'pro-

cesses of creation. This supplements n. .120 to ii. 117 and n. 916 to vi. 94. It is one of the wonders

of God's Creation, that from one person we have grown to be so many, and each individual has .so

many faculties and capacities, and yet we ate all one. In the next verse we have the allegory of

grapes and other fruits : all grapes may be similar to look at, yet each variety has a distinctive

•^lavouf and other distinctive qualities, and each individual- grape may have its.own special qualities.

. •;So for man.

;.^.'In the sojourn df this life we tnust respond to Qpd's .hgnd in fashioning u?, by inal^g

;'/uU .bse:6f ail our faculties, and \we must ' ggt ready .for our. departure into tbp. Lye t,hatjym

be eternal.
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99. It is He Who sendeth down

Rain from the skies ;***

With it We produce

Vegetation of all kinds :

From some We produce

Green (crops), out of which

We produce grain,

Heaped up (at harvest)

;

Out of the date-palm

And its sheaths (or spathes)

(Come) clusters of dates

Hanging low and neat

:

And. (then there are) gardens

Of grapes, and olives,

And pomegranates.

Each similar (in kind)

Yet different (in variety) :***

When they begin to bear fruit,

Feast your eyes with the fruit

And the ripeness thereof.**’

Behold ! in these things

There ate Signs for people

Who believe.***
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’6M925.

Out allegory now brings us to matunty, the fruit, the harvest, the vintage. Through the seed

we came up from nothingness to life
j we lived our daily life of rest and work and passed the

mile-stones of time ; we had the spiritual experience of traversing through vast spaces in the spiritual

world, guiding our course through the star of Faith ; we grew ; and now for the harvest or the

vintage I How satisfied the grower must be when the golden grain is harvested in heaps or the

vintage gathered I So will man if he has produced the fruits of Faith !

926.

Each fruit—whether it is grapes, or olives, or pomegranates,—looks alike in its species, and
yet each variety may be different in flavour, consistency, shape, size, colour, juice or oil contents,

proportion of seed to fruit, etc. In each variety individuals may be different. Apply the allegory to

man, whose varied spiritual fruit may be equally different and yet equally valuable I

927.

And so we finish this wonderful allegory. Search through the world's literature, and see

if you can find another such song or hymn,—so fruity in its literary flavour, so profound in its

spiritual meaning I

928.

There is a refrain in this song, which is subtly varied. In verse 97 it is : “We detail Our
Signs for people who fenoiv.'' So far we were speaking of the things we see around us every day.
Knowledge is the appropriate instrument for these things. In verse 98 we read :

" We detail Our
Signs for people who understand." Understanding is a higher faculty than knowledge, and is

necessary for seeing the mystery and meaning of this life. At the end of verse 99 we have ; In
things there are Signs for people who fcriiSve.” Here we are speaking of the real fruits of spiritual
-Life. For them Faith is necessary, as bringing us nearer to God.
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100. ^ et they make
The Jinns equals*®*

VC^ith God, though God
Did create the Jinns ;

And they falsely,

Having no knowledge.

Attribute to Him
Sons and daughters.

Praise and glory be

To Him ! (for He is) above

What they attribute to Him !

t ^ ff, H y

Section 13.

101. 1^0 Him is due

The primal origin

Of the heavens and the earth :***

How can He have a son

When He hath no consort ?

He created all things.

And He hath full knowledge

Of all things.

102. That is God, your Lord I

There is no god but He,

The Creator of all things

:

Then worship ye Him ;

And He hath power

To dispose oL. all affairs.

103. No vision can grasp Him,

But His grasp is over

9Z9. /inns : who are they 7 In xviii. 50 we are told that Iblis was one of the Jinns, and it is

suggested that that was why he disobeyed the Command of God. But in that passage and other

similar passages, we. are told that God commanded the angels to bow down to Adam, and they

obeyed except Iblis. That implies that Iblis had been of the company of angels. In many passages

Jinns and men are spoken of together. In Iv. 14-15. man is stated to have been created from clay,

while jinns from a flame of 6re, The root meaning of janna, yajinnu, is " to be covered or hidden,"

and janna yajnnnu, in the active voice, “ to cover or hide," as in vi, 76. Some people say that jinn

therefore means the hidden qualities or capacities in man ; others that it means wild or jungle folk

hidden in the hills or forests. I do not wish to be dogmatic, but I think, from a collation and study

of the Quranic passages, that the meaning is simply '* a spirit," or an invisible or bidden force. In

folk-lore stories and romances like the Arabian Nights they become personified into fantastic forms,

but with them we are not concerned liere.

930. Cf. ii. 117 and n. 120.
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All vision : He is

Above all comprehension,*”.

Yet is acquainted with all things.

104.

“ 3&iow have come to you.

From your Lord, proofs

(To open your eyes)

:

If any will see,

,
Jt will be for (the good^

Of) his own soul

;

If any will be blind,

It will be to his own
(Harm) ; I am not (here)

To watch over your doings.”*®*

105. Thus do We explain

The Signs by various '(symbols) :®®®

That they may say,

” Thou hast taught (us) diligently,”

And that We may make

The matter clear

To those who know.*®*

106. Follow what thou art taught

By inspiration from thy Lord ;

There is no god but He :

And turn aside from those

Who join gods with God.

931. Latif

:

fine, subtle, so fine and subtle as to be invisible to the physical eye ; so fine as to be
imperceptible to the senses

; figuratively, so pure as to be above the mental or spiritual vision of

ordinary men. The active meaning should also be understood .
‘ One who understands the finest

mvstenes' Cf xxii, 63, and n 2844.

932. I understand " Say " to be understood in the beginning of this verse. The words would then

be the words of the Apostle, as in fact is suggested in verse 107 below. That is why I have enclosed

them in inverted commas.

933. Cf. VI. 65. and n. 889.

934. The teaching in the Qur-an explains things by various sjmbols, parables, narratives, and
appeals to nature. Each time, a new phase of the question is presented to our minds. This is what
a diligent and earnest teacher would do, such as was Muhammad Muntata. Those who were in

search of knowledge and had thusacouired some knowledge of spiritual things were greatly helped
to understand more clearly the things of which, before the varied explanations, they had only one-
sided knowledge.
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107. If it- had been God’s Plan,*®*

They would'not have taken

False gods : but We
Made thee not one

TiD watch over their doings,

Nor art thou set

Over them to dispose

Of their affairs.

108. ^l^evile not ye

Those whom they call upon
Besides God, lest

They out of spite

Revile God
In. their ignorance.

Thus hive We made
Alluring to each people***

Its own doings.

In the end will they

Return to their Lord,

And We shall then

933 God's Plan is to use the human will to co-operate in understanding Him and His relations

to us. This IS the answer to an objector who might say : " If He is All-powerful, why does sin

or evil exist in the world ? Can He not destroy it?" He can, but His Plan is diHerent, and in

any case it is not for a Teacher to force any one to accept the truths which he is inspired to preach

and proclaim.

936. A man's actual personal religion depends upon many things,—his personal psychology,

the background of his life, his hidden or repressed feelings, tendencies, or history (which psycho-

analysis tries to unravel), his hereditary dispositions or antipathies, and all the subtle influences

of his education and his environment. The task before the man of God is (1) to use any of

these which can subserve the higher ends, (2} to purify such as have been misused, (3) to introduce

new Ideas and modes of looking at things, and (4) to combat what is wrong and cannot be mended

:

all for the purpose of leading to the truth and gradually letting m spiritual light where there was
darkness before. If that is not done with discretion and the skill of a spiritual Teacher, there

may be not only a reaction of obstinacy, but an unseemly show of dishonour to the true God
and His Truth and doubts would spread among the weaker brethren whose faith is shallow and

infirm. What happens to individuals is true collectively of nations or groups of people. They

think in their self-obsession that their own ideas are right. God in His infinite compassion bears

with them, and asks those who have purer ideas of faith not to vilify the weaknesses of their

neighbours, lest the neighbours in their turn vilify the real truth and make matters even worse than

before. In so far as there are mistakes, God will forgive and send His grace for helping ignorance

ai)d folly. In so far as there is active evil, He will deal with it in His own way. Of course the

rig}>)ieoi)s man must not hide Ijis light under a bushel, or compromise with evil, or refuse to establish

Tight livipg where he has the power to do so.
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Tell them the truth

Of all that they did.

109. jpUhey swear their strongest

Oaths by God, that if

A (special) Sign came

To them, by it they would

Relieve. Say :
“ Certainly

(All) Signs are in the power

Of God : but what will

Make you (Muslims) realise

That (even) if (special) Signs

Came, they will not believe ” ?•”

110. We (too) shall turn

To (confusion) their hearts***

And their eyes, even as they

Refused to believe in this

In the first instance :

We shall leave them

7 In their trespasses,

30 To wander in distraction.***

^ I-' irf

937.

If the Unbelievers are merely obstinate, nothin; will convince them. There is no story more

full of miracles than the story of Jesus, Yet in that same story we are told that Jesus said: “A
wicked adulterous generation seeketh after a sign ; and there shall no sign be given unto it, but the

sign of the Prophet Jonas" : Matt. xvi. 4. There are Signs given by God every day—understood by

those who believe. A mere insistence upon some particular or special Sign means mere contumacy

and misunderstanding of the spiritual world.

938.

Where there is sheer obstinacy and ridicule of faith, the result will be that such a sinner's

heart will be hardened and his eyes will be sealed, so that he cannot even see the things visible to

ordinary mortals. The sinner gathers impetus in his descent towards wrong.

939.

Cf. ii. 15. God's grace is always ready to help human weakness or ignorance, and to accept
repentance and give forgiveness. But where the sinner is in actual rebellion, he will be given rope,

and it will be his own fault if he wanders about distracted, without any certain hope or refuge.
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C. 80.—Those in obstinate rebeliion

(vi. 111-129.) Against God are merely deceived

And deceive each other. Leave them
Alone, but trust and obey God
Openly and in the inmost recesses

Of your heart. The plots of the wicked

Are but plots against their own souls.

Section 14.

[S. VI. 111-113;

111. J^ven if We did send
Unto them angels,

And the dead did speak

Unto them, and We gathered
Together all things before

Their very eyes, they are not
The ones to believe,

Unless it is in God’s Plan.

But most of them
Ignore (the truth).

112. Likewise did We make
For every Messenger
An enemy,—evil ones

Among men and Jinns,

Inspiring each other

With flowery discourses

By way of deception.

If thy Lord had so planned.

They would not have

Done it ; so leave them
And their inventions alone.

113.

To such (deceit)

Let the hearts of those

Incline, who have no faith

In the Hereafter : let them
Delight in it, and let them
Earn from it what they may.'®*

'I

jpjsiss >

940. The most stupendous miracles even according to their ideas would not have convinced

them. If the whole pageant of the spiritual world were brought before them, they would not have

believed, because they—of their own choice and will—refuse knowledge and faith,

941. What happened in the history of the Holy Prophet happens in the history of all righteous

men who have a Message from God. The spirit of evil is ever active and uses men to practise

deception by means of highly embellished words and plausible excuses and objections. God permits

. these things in His Plan. It is not for us to complain. Our faith is tested, and we must stand the

test steadfastly.

942. People who have no faith in the future destiny of manmaylteten.to and be takenin by the

deceit of evil. If they take a delight in it, let them. See what they gain by it. Their gains will be

as deceitful as their delight. For the end of evil must be evil.
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114- J^ay Shall I seek

For judge other than God ?

—

When He it is

Who hath sent unto you

The Book, explained in detail.”

They know full well,

To whom We have given

The Book, that it hath been

Sent down from thy Lord

In truth. Never be then

Of those who doubt.
•

115. The Word of thy Lord

Doth find its fulfilment

In truth and in justice :

None can change His Words:
For He is the one Who
Heareth and knoweth all.

116. Wert thou to follow

The common run of those

On earth, they will lead

Thee away from the Way
Of God. They follow

Nothing but conjecture : they

Do nothing but lie. 0 (jIj

117. Thy Lord knoweth best

Who strayeth from His Way :

He knoweth best

Who they are that receive

His guidance.

118. j^o eat of (meats)

On which God’s name
Hath been pronounced,

If ye have faith

In His Signs.

119. Why should ye not

Eat of (meats) on which
God’s name hath been
Pronounced, when He hath
Explained to you in detail

What is forbidden to you

—

943. The righteous man seeks no other standard of judgment but God's Will. How can he

when God in His grace has explained His Will in the Qur an, with details which men of every

capacity can understand ? The humblest can learn lessons of right conduct in daily life, and the

most advanced can find the highest wisdom in its spiritual teaching, enriched as it is with ail kinds

of beautiful illustrations from natme and the story of man.
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Except under compulsion ***

Of necessity ?

But many do mislead (men)
By their appetites unchecked
By knowledge. Thy Lord
Knoweth best those who'

transgress.

120. Eschew all sin,

Open or secret

:

Those who earn sin

Will get due recompense
For their “ earnings.”

121. Eat not of (meats)

On which God’s name
Hath not been pronounced ;

That would be impiety.
But the evil ones
Ever inspire their friends
To contend with you
If ye were to obey them,
Ye would indeed be Pagans.

Section 15.

122; ^Tan he who was dead,***

To whom We gave life.

And a Light whereby
He can walk amongst men,
Be like him who is

In the depths of darkness,
From which he can
Never come out ?

Thus to those without Faith
Their own deeds seem pleasing.

123. Thus have We placed
Leaders in every town,

944. Cf. V. 4. When a clear law has explained what is lawful and unlawful in food, it is wrong
to raise fresh scruples and mislead the ignorant.

945. Here is an allegory of the good man with his divine mission and the evil man with his

mission of evil. The former, before he got his spiritual life, was like one dead. It was God's grace

that gave him spiritual life, with a Light by which he could walk and guide hisown footsteps as well

&s the footsteps of those who are willing to follow God’s light. The opposite type is that which
hates God's light, which lives in the depths of darkness, and which plots and burrows against all that

is good. But the plots of evil recoil oh itself, although it thinks that they will hurt the good. Can
these two types be for a mornent compared with each other ? Perhaps the lead in every centre of
population is taken by the men of evil. But the good men should not be discouraged. They should
work m righteousness and fulfil their mission,'
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Its wicked men, to plot

(And burrow) therein :

But they only plot

Against their own souls.

And they perceive it not.

124. When there comes to them
A Sign (from God),
They say ;

“ We shall not

,
Believe until we receive

One (exactly) like those

Received by God’s apostles.” ***

God knoweth best where
(And how) to carry out

His mission. Soon
Will the wicked
Be overtaken by
Humiliation before God,
And a severe punishment.
For all their plots.

125. Those whom God (in His Plan)

Willeth to guide,—He openeth

.
Their breast to Islam ;

Those whom He willeth

To leave straying,—He maketh
Their breast close and constricted.

As if they had to climb

Up to the skies ; thus

Doth God (heap) the penalty

On those who refuse to believe.

126. This is the Way
Of thy Lord, leading straight

:

-I r**

I

946. Besides the teaching in God’s Word, and the teaching in God's world, of nature and history

and human contacts, many Signs come to the men of God, which they humbly receive and try to

understand ;
and many Signs also come to the ungodly, in the shape of warnings or otherwise,

which the ungodly either do not heed, or deliberately reject. The Signs in the two cases are not the

same,, and that becoines one of their perverse, argunnents against Faith. But God's working will be

according to His own Will and Plan, and not according to the wishes or whims of the ungodly.

947. God's Universal Plan is the QadhS wa Qadr, which is so much misunderstood. That Plan is

unalterable, and that is His Will, It means that in the spiritual world, as in the physical world, there

are laws of justice, mercy, grace, penalty, etc., which work as surely as anything we know. If, then,

a man refuses faith, becomes a rebel, with each step he goes further and further down, and his pace

will be accelerated ; he will scarcely be able to take spiritual breath, and his recovery—in spite of

God's mercy which he has rejected,—will be as difficult as if he had to climb up to the skies. On
the other hand, the godly will find, with each step, the next step easier. Jesus expressed this truth

paradoxically : "He that hath, to him shall be given : and he that hath not, from him shall be taken

even that which he hath" : Mark. iv. 25, John (vi. 65) makes Jesus say : "No man can come
unto me, except it were given unto him of my Father."
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We have detailed the Signs

. For those who
Receive admonition.

127.

For them will be a Home
Of Peace in the presence
Of their Lord : He will be
Their Friend, because

They practised (righteousness).

128. One day will He gather
Them all together, (and say) :

“.O ye assembly of Jinns !**’

Much (toll) did ye take

Of men.” Their friends

Amongst men will say :

” Our Lord ! we made profit

From each other : but (alas !)

We reached our term

—

Which Thou didst appoint
For us.” He will say :

“ The Fire be your dwelling-place

You will dwell therein for ever,

Except as God willeth.”

For thy Lord is full

Of wisdom and knowledge.

129. Thus do We make
The wrong-doers turn

To each other, because

Of what they earn.*®* f

C. 81.—God punishes not mere shortcoming :

(vi. 130-150.) There are degrees in good and evil

Deeds. God is Merciful, but

His Plan is sure, and none
Can stand in its way. We must
Avoid all superstition, and all excess,

And humbly ask for His guidance.

919. Jinns are spirits—here evil spirits. See vi, 100, n, 929.

950. It is common experience that the forces of evil make an alliance with each other, and seem

thus to make a profit by their mutual log-rolling. But this is only in this material world. When the

limited term expires, their unholy bargains will be exposed, and there will be nothing but regrets.

951. Eternity and infinity are abstract terms. They have no precise meaning in our human

experience. The qualification, " except as God willeth," makes it more intelligible, as we can form

some ideal—however inadequate—of a Will and Plan, and we know God by His attribute of Mercy

as well as of J ustice.

952. See n. 950 above. Evil consorts with evil because of their mutual bargains. But in doing

so they save the righteous from further temptation.
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Section 16.
130.

“ ye assembly of Jinns

And men ! came there not
Unto you apostles from

amongst you, ***

Setting forth unto you
My Signs, and warning you
Of the meeting of this Day
Of yours ? ” They will say

:

“We bear witness against

Ourselves.” It was
The life of this world
That deceived them. So
Against themselves will they

Bear witness that they

Rejected Faith.

131. (The apostles were sent) thus,

For thy Lord would not
Destroy for their wrong-doing
Men’s habitations whilst

Their occupants were unwarned.

132. To all are degrees (or ranks) •**

According to their deeds ;

For thy Lord
Is not unmindful
Of anything that they do.

133. Thy Lord is Self-sufficient,*®*

Full of Mercy : if it were
His Will, He could destroy

You, and in your place

Appoint whom He will

As your successors, even as

He raised you up
From the posterity

Of other people.

953. "Apostles from amongst you." This is addressed to the whole gathering of men and Jinns.

Are the Jinns but disembodied spirits of evil men 7

954. On good and evil there are infinite degrees, in our deeds and motives
j
So will there be

degrees in our spiritual position. For everything is known to God, better than it is to ourselve's.

955. God is not dependent on our prayer or service. It is out of His Mercy that He desires our

own good. Any race or people to whom He gives chances should understand that its failure does not'

afiect God. He could create others in their place, as He did in times past, and is doing in our own
day, if only we had the wit to see it.
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134.

All that hath been ***

Promised unto you
•Will come to pass ;

Nor can ye frustrate it

(In the least bit).
135.

Say :
“ O my people !

Do whatever ye can :
**’

I will do (my part)

:

Soon will ye know
Who it is whose end
Will be (best) in the Hereafter :

Certain it is that

The wrong-doers will not prosper.”

-.r-"

136.

Out of what God
Hath produced in abundance

In tilth and in cattle,

They assigned Him a share :

They say, according to their

fancies :
•**

“ This is for God, and this ”

—

For Our ” partners ”
!

But the share of their
“
partners

”

Reacheth not God, whilst

The share of God reacheth

Their “ partners ”
I Evil

(And unjust) is their assignment

!

956.

Both the good news and the warning which God’s apostles came to give will be fulfilled.

Nothing can stop God's Universal Plan. See n. 947 to vi. 125.

957,

In so far as this is addressed to the Unbelievers it is a challenge :
" Do yourutmost ; nothing

will deter me from ray duty ; we shall see who wins in the end." Passing from the particular occasion,

we can understand it in a more general sense, which is true for all time. Let the evil ones do their

worst. Let those who believe do all they can, according to their opportunities and abilities. The

individual must do the straight duty that lies before him. In the end God will judge, and His judg,

ment is always true and just.

958.

There is scathing sarcasm here, which some of the Commentators have missed. The Pagans

have generally a big Pantheon, though above it they have a vague idea of a Supreme God. But the

material benefits go to the godlings, the fancied " partners " of God ; for they have temples, priests,

dedication, etc., while the true and supreme God has only lip-worship, or at best a share with

numerous “ partners ". This was so in Arabia also. The shares assigned to the " partners " went to

the priests and hangers-on of the “ partners ", who were many and clamorous for their rights. The

share assigned to God possibly went to the poor, but more probably went to the priests who had the

cult of the “partners ", for the Supreme God had no separate priests of His own. It is also said that

when heaps were thus laid out, if any portion of God’s heap fell into the heaps of the " partners ”, the

priests greedily and promptly appropriated it. while in the contrary case, the " partners’ “ priests

were careful to reclaim any portion from what they called “ God’s heap." The absurdity of the whole

thing is ridiculed. God created everything : how can He have a shart t
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137.

Even so, in the eyes

Of most of the Pagans,***

Their ” partners ” made alluring

The slaughter of their children,

In order to lead them
To their own destruction.

And cause confusion

In their religion.

If God had willed.

They would not have done so :

But leave alone

Them and their inventions.

138.

And they say that

Such and such cattle and crops •**

Are taboo, and none should

Eat of them except those

Whom—so they say—We
Wish ;

further, there are

Cattle forbidden to yoke *“

Or burden, and cattle

On which (at slaughter).

The name of God is not

Pronounced ;—inventions

Against God’s name : soon
Will He requite them
For their inventions.

139.

They say :
“ What is

In the wombs of

Such and such cattle

Is specially reserved

(For food) for our men,
And forbidden to our women ;

But if it is still-born,

Then all have shares therein.**®

959. The false gods and idols—among many nations, including the Arabs—were supposed to

require human sacrifices. Ordinarily such sacrifices are revolting to man, but they ate made " alluring
"

—a sacred rite—by Pagan custom, which falsely arrogates to itself the name of religion. Such

customs, if allowed, would do nothing but destroy the people who practise them, and make their

religion but a confused bundle of revolting superstitions,

960. A taboo of certain foods is sometimes a device of the priesthood to get special things for

itself. It has to be enforced by pretending that the prohibition for others is by the Will of God. It

is a lie or invention against God. Most superstitions are,

961. Cattle dedicated to heathen gods may be reserved from all useful work ; in that case they are
a dead loss to the community, and they may, besides, do a great deal of damage to fields and crops.

96Z. If meat is killed in the name of heathen gods, it would naturally not be killed by the solemn
rite in God's name, by which alone the killing can be justified for food. See n. 698 to v. 5,

963. These are further Pagan superstitions about cattle. Some have already been noted in v. 106,

which may be consulted with the notes.
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For their (false) attribution
(Of superstitions to God),
He will soon punish them ;

For He is full

Of wisdom and knowledge.

140. Lost are those who slay

Their children, from folly.

Without knowledge, and forbid
Food which God hath provided
For them, inventing (lies)

Against God. They have
Indeed gone astray

And heeded no guidance.

Section 17.

141. is He who produceth***
Gardens, with trellises

And without, and dates,

And tilth with produce
i

Of all kinds, and olives

And pomegranates,
j

Similar (in kind)

And different (in variety) :
***

Eat of their fruit

In their season, but render
The dues that are proper
On the day that the harvest
Is gathered. But waste not®**
By excess : for God
Loveth not the wasters.

142. Of the cattle are some
For burden and some for meat :

®*’

964, Ansha-a ; see vi. 98, n. 923,

963. A beautiful passage, with music to match the meaning. Cf, vi. 99 and notes.

966. •' Waste not, want not." says the English proverb. Here the same wisdom is preached from
a higher motive. See what magnificent means God provides in nature tor the sustenance of all His
creatures, because He loves them all. Enjoy them in moderation and be grateful. But commit no
excess and commit no waste ; the two things are the same from different angles of vision. If you
do, you take away something from other creatures and God would not like your selfishness.

967. Superstition kills true religion. We come back to the Arab Pagan superstitions about cattle

•for food. The horse is not mentioned, because horse flesh was not an article of diet and there were

no superstitions about it. Sheep and goats, camels and oxen were the usual sources of meat. Sheep
and goats were not used as beasts of burden, but camels (of both sexesl were used for carryingburdens
and oxen for the plough, though cows were mainly used for milk and meat. The words " some for

burden and some for meat" do not differentiate whole species, except that they give you the first

two and the last two as categories!
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Eat what God hath provided

For you, and follow not

The footsteps of Satan :

For he is to you

An avowed enemy.

143. (Take) eight (head of cattle)

In (four) pairs :

Of sheep a pair,

And of goats a pair ;

Say, hath He forbidden

The two males,

Or the two females.

Or (the young) which the wombs
Of the two females enclose ?

Tell me with knowledge

If ye are truthful

;

144. Of camels a pair,

And of oxen a pair ;

Say, hath He forbidden

The two males,

Or the two females.

Or (the young) which the wombs
Of the two females enclose 1—
Were ye present when God
Ordered you such a thing ?

But who doth more wrong

Than one who invents

A lie against God,

To lead astray men
Without knowledge ?

For God guideth not

People who do wrong.

Section 18.

145. J©ay :
“ I find not

In the Message received

By me by inspiration

Any (meat) forbidden

To be eaten by one

Who wishes to eat it.

Unless it be dead meat,

Or blood poured forth,'*’

968. The superstitions referred to in vi, 139 and v. 106 are further ridiculed in this verse and

the next.

969. Blood poured forth : as distinguished from blood adhering to flesh, or thelirer, or such other

internal organs purifying the blood.
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Or the flesh of swine,

—

For it is an ahomination

—

Or, what is impious, (meat)
On which a name has been
Invoked, other that God’s.”
But (even so), if a person
Is forced hy necessity.

Without wilful disobedience.
Nor transgressing due limits,

—

Thy Lord is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

146. For those who followed
The Jewish Law, We forbade
Every (animal) with
Undivided hoof,*’“

And We forbade them
The fat of the ox
And the sheep, except

What adheres to their backs
Or their entrails,

Or is mixed up
With a bone :

This in recompense
For their wilful disobedience :

For We are True
(In Out ordinances).

147. If they accuse thee

Of falsehood, say :

“ Your Lord is full

Of mercy all-embracing ;

But from people in guilt

Never will His wrath
Be turned back.”

148.

IlPhose who give partners

(To God) will say,

970. Zufur may mean claw or hoof ; it is in the singular number ; but as no animal has a single

claw, and there is no pointin a division of claws, we must look to a hoof for the correct interpretation.

In the Jewish Law (Leviticus, xi. 3-6), “Whatsoever parteth the hoof, and is clovenfooted, and
cfaeweth the cud, among the beasts ’’ was lawful as food, but the camel, the coney (rabbit), and the

hare were not lawful, because they do not “ divide the hoof." " Undivided hoof " therefore is the

:orrect interpretation. These three animals, unlawful to the Jews, are lawful in Islam. Cf. iv, 160.

971. in Leviticus (vii. 23) it Is laid down that "Ye shall eat no manner of fat. of ox, or of sheep,

or of goat," As regards the exceptions, it is to be noticed that priests were enjoined (Leviticus, vii. 6)

to eat of the fat in the trespass offering, which was considered holy,w'a., “ the rump " (back and bone)

'• and the tat that covereth the inwards " (enttmls), (Leviticus, vii. 3),
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“ If God had wished,
We should not have
Given partners to Him,
Nor would our fathers

;

Nor should we have had
Any taboos.” So did

Their ancestors argue
Falsely, until they tasted

Of Our wrath. Say :

“ Have ye any (certain)

Knowledge ? If so, produce
It before us. Ye follow
Nothing but conjecture :

Ye do nothing but lie.”

149. Say :
” With God is the

argument
That teaches home : if it had
Been His Will, He could
Indeed have guided you all.”

150. Say ;
“ Bring forward your

witnesses
To prove that God did
Forbid so and so.” If they
Bring such witnesses.

Be not thou amongst them

:

Nor follow thou the vain
Desires of such as treat

Our Signs as falsehoods.

And such as believe not
In the Hereafter : for they
Hold others as equal
With their Guardian-Lord.*’‘

tC.82.

I

C. 82.—God's commands are not irrational
(vi. 151-165.) Taboos, but based on the moral law,

And conformable to reason. His Way

972. As used by the Pagans, the argument is false, for it implies (o) that men have.no personal
responsibiiity, (b) that they are the victims of a Determinism against which they are helpless, and
(c) that they might therefore go on doing just what they liked. It is also inconsistent, for if tb) is

true, (c) cannot be true. Nor is it meant to be taken seriously.
973. On the other hand, the argument cuts true and deep, as from God to His creatures: God

.is Omnipotent, and can do all that we can conceive. But He, in His Plan, has given man some
responsibility, and some choice in order to train man’s will. If man fails, he is helped in various
ways by God s mercy and grace. But man cannot go on sinning, and, in a state of sin, expect God to
be pleased with him (vi. 147).

Pagan superstitions were of course baseless, and in many cases harmful and debasing.
If God s name was taken as supporting them, no true man of God could be taken in, or join in
support simply because God's name was taken in vain.

975. C/. vi. 1. God who created and who cherishes and cares for all, should have the first claim
on our attention. Those who set up false gods fail to understand God’s true governance or their
own true destiny
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Is the straight Way, of justice and truth,

In unity and faith must we dedicate

All OUT life to His service, and His

Alone, to Whom we shall return.

Section 19.

151. J^ay :
“ Come, I will rehearse

What God hath (really)

Prohibited you from ”
; join not

Anything as equal with Him ;

Be good to your patents ;

Kill not your children
On a plea of want ;—We
Provide sustenance for you
And for them ;—come not
Nigh to shameful deeds,

Whether open or secret ;

Take not life, which God
Hath made sacred, except
By way of justice and law :

•”

Thus doth He command you,
That ye may learn wisdom. O

152. And come not nigh
To the orphan’s property,

Except to improve it,

Until he attain the age

Of full strength ; give measure
And weight with (full) justice ;

—

No burden do We place

On any soul, but that

Which it can bear ;

—

Whenever ye speak, speak justly,

976. Instead of following Pagan superstitions, and being in constant terror of imaginary taboos

and prohibitions, we should study.the true moral law, whose sanction is God's Law. The first

step is that we should recognise that He is the One and.Only Lord and Cherisher. The mention
of goodness to parents immediately afterwards suggests: (1) that God's love of us and care for

us may—on an infinitely higher plane—be understood by our idea! of parental love, which is purely

unselfish : (2) that our first duty among our fellow creatures is to our father and mother, whose
love leads us to the conception of divine love. Arising from that is the conception of our converse

duties to our children. God provides sustenance (material and spiritual] not only for us, but for thein

;

hence any custom like the Pagan custom of sacrificing children to Moloch stands con'deihned. Then
come the moral prohibitions against lewdness and all unseemly acts, relating to sex or otherwise,

open or secret. This is followed by the prohibition of killing or fighting. All these things are

conformable to our own interests, and therefore true wisdom from our own point of view.

977. For the comprehensive word fyiqq I have used the two words " justice and law "
: other

significations implied are : right, truth, what is becoming, etc. It is not only that human
,
life is

sacred, but all life is sacred. Even in killing animals for food, a dedicatory formula " in the name of

God " has to be employed, to make it lawful : see n. 698 to v. 5, and n. 96Z to vi. 138.
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Even if a near relative

Is concerned ; and fulfil

The Covenant of God :
*’*

Thus doth He command you,

That ye may remember.

153. Verily, this is My Way,
Leading straight : follow it :

Follow not (other) paths :

They will scatter you about
•From His (great) Path :

Thus doth He command you,

That ye may be righteous.*’*

154. Moreover, We gave Moses
The Book, completing

(Out favour) to those
Who would do right,

And explaining all things ***

In detail,— and a guide
And a mercy, that they

Might believe in the meeting
With their Lord.

Section 20.

155. .^nd this is a Book
Which We have revealed

As a blessing : so follow it

And be righteous, that ye

May receive mercy ;

156. Lest ye should say :

“The Book was sent down
To two Peoples before us.

And for our part, we
Remained unacquainted ***

Iji (51j-iar

6

978. Cy, V, 1, and n. 682.

979. Not again the triple refrain with variations, in vi. 151, 152. and 153. In verse 151, ve have

the moral law, which it is for our own good to follow :
“ Thus doth He command you, that ye may

learn wisdom." In verse 152, we have to deal justly and rightly with others ; we are apt to think

too much of ourselves and forget others :
“ Thus doth He command you, that ye may remember."

In verse 153 our attention is called to the Straight Way, the Way, of God, the only Way that leads

to righteousness :
“ Thus doth He command you, that ye may be righteous."

980. The revelation to Moses went into the details of people’s lives, and thus served as a practical

guide to the Jews and after them to the Christians. Admittedly the Message delivered by Christ

dealt with general principles only and in no way with details. The Message of Islam as in the.

Qur-an is the next complete guide in point of time after that of Moses.

981. Because the diligent studies of the earlier People of the Book were in languages foreign

to the new People of Islam, or because they were meant for circumstances different from those

of the new world after Islam.
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With all that they learned

By^assiduous study ;

”

157. Or lest ye should say :

“ If the Book had only

Been sent down to us.

We should have followed
Its guidance better than they.”

Now then hath come
Unto you a Clear (Sign) '**

From your Lord,—and a guide

And a mercy : then who
Could do more wrong
Than one who rejecteth

God’s Signs, and turneth

Away therefrom 1 In good time

Shall We require those

Who turn away from Our Signs,

With a dreadful penalty,

For their turning away.

158 .^re they waiting to see

If the angels come to them.
Or thy Lord (Himself),

Or certain of the Signs

Of thy Lord 1

The day that certain

Of the Signs of thy Lord
Do come, no good
Will it do to a soul ***

To believe in them then,

If it believed not before

Nor earned righteousness

Through its Faith.s Say :

“ Wait ye : we too

Are waiting.”

982,

The Qur-an and the life and the teaching of Muhammad the Apostle of God.

983.

There is no merit in faith in things that you are compelled to acknowledge when they
actually happen. Faith is belief in things which you do not see with your eyes but you understand
with your spiritual sense : if your whole will consents to it, it results in deeds of righteousness, which
are the evidence of your faith.

984.

The waiting in the two cases is in quite different senses ; the foolish man without faith is

waiting for things which will not happen, and is surprised by the real things which do happen ; the
righteous man of faith is waiting for the fruits of righteousness, of which he has an assured hope ; in

a higher state of spiritual elevation, even the fruits have no personal meaning to him, for God is to

him all-in-all ; vi, 162,
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159. As for those who divide**®

rheir religion and break up
Into sects, thou hast

No part in them in the least :*

Their affair is with God :

He will in the end
Tell them the truth

Of all that they did.

160. He that doeth good
=Shall have ten times

As much to his credit

:

He that doeth evil

Shall only be recompensed
According to his evil.®**

No wrong shall be done
Unto (any of) them.

161. J^ay :
“ Verily, my Lord

Hath guided me to

A Way that is straight,

—

_

A religion of right,—
The Path (trod) by Abraham
The true in faith,

And he (certainly)

Joined not gods with God.”

162. Say :
“ Truly, my prayer

And my service of sacrifice.

My life and my death.

Are (all) for God,
The Cherisher of the Worlds :

163. No partner hath He ;

This am I commanded.
And 1 am the first

Of those who bow
To His Will.

164. J©ay :
” Shall I seek

For (my) Cherisher

-111

985. Divide their religion
: farraqv,

:

t.e., (1) make a distinction between one part of it and another,

take the part which suits them and reject the rest ; or (Z) have religion one day of the week and the

world the rest of the six days
; or (3) keep “ religion in its right place," as if it did not claim to

govern the whole life ; make a sharp distinction between the secular and the religious
;
or (4) show

a sectarian bias, seek differences in views, so as to break up the unity of Islam,

986 God is just as well as generous. To the good the reward is multiplied ten times (i.e.,

far above merits) on account of His generosity. To the evil, the punishment is no more than

commensurate with their sin, and even so the door of mercy is always open to those who sincerely

repent and show it by their conduct.
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Other than God>
When He is the Cherisher
Of all things (that exist) ?

Every soul draws the meed
Of its acts on none
But itself : no bearer

Of burdens can bear
The burden of another.
Your goal in the end
Is towards God : He will tell

You the truth of the things

Wherein ye disputed."

V ••

165. It is He Who hath made
You (His) agents, inheritors •**

Of the earth : He hath raised

You in ranks, some above
Others : that He may try you
In the gifts He hath given you :

For thy Lord is quick
In punishment

:
yet He

Is indeed Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.
l|

987. The doctrine of personal responsibility aga We are fully responsible for our acts our-

selves ; we cannot transfer the consequences to someone else. Nor can any one vicariously atone

for our sins. If people have honest doubts or diBerences about important questions of religion, they

should not start futile disputes. All will be clear in the end. Our duty here is to maintain unity and

discipline, and do the duty that comes to us.

988. Cf. it. 30 apd n. where I have translated “ Khalifa" as " Vicegerent ", it being God's Plan

to make Adam (as representing mankind) His vicegerent on earth. In C. I, I have construed the

same word by the word "Agent," Another idea implied in " Khalifa" is that of "successor, heir,

or inheritor," i.e., one who has the ultimate ownership after the present possessors, to whom a life-

tenancy has been given by the owner, have passed away. In xv. 23 occurs the striking word “ heirs
"

(wSrttjiun) as applied to God : " We give life and death, and We are the Heirs (or Inheritors). The
same idea occurs in iii. 180, where see n. 485. The translation here attempts to express both the

ideas which I understand from the originaL
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INTRODUCTION TO SURA VII {A'raf.)

This Sura is closely connected, both chronologically and in respect of the

argument, with the previous Sura. But it expounds the doctrine of revelation and

man’s spiritual history by illustrations from Adam onwards, through various Prophets,

and the details of Moses’s struggles, to the time of the Apostle Muhammad, in whom
Go3’s revelation is completed.

Summary.—The note. “ learn from the past,” is struck from the very beginning.

The opposition of Evil to Good is illustrated by the story of Adam and Iblis.

Arrogance leads to rebellion ; the rebel is jealous and tempts the natural man, who is

warned against deceit and all excess (vii. 1-31, and C. 83).

If the warning is not heeded, the future penalties are indicated, while the

privileges and the bliss and peace of the righteous are shown in a picture of the

Hereafter,, as well as in the power and goodness of God in the world that we see

around us (vii. 32-58, and C. 84).

The story of Noah and the Flootj, and the stories of Hud, Sali^i, Lot, and

Shu’aib, all point to the lesson that the Prophets were resisted and rejected, but

truth triumphed in the end, and evil was humbled, for God’s Plan never fails

(vii. 59-99, and C. 85).

The story of Moses is told in greater detail, not only in his struggles with

Pharaoh, but in his preparation for his mission, and his struggles with his own
rebellious people. Even from the time of Moses the coming of the unlettered Apostle

was foreshadowed (vii. 100-157, and C. 86)i

But the people of Moses frequently lapsed from God’s Law as promulgated to

them, and transgressed God’s Covenant, and they were scattered through the earth in

sections (vii. 158-171, and C. 87).

The children of Adam have multiplied, but many of them have rejected truth

and go by degrees to destruction in ways that they do not realise. The righteous

listen to the Message of God, and serve Him in humility (vii. 172-206, and C. 88).

C. 83.—Revelation should ease the difficulties

(vii. 1
-31 .) Of heart and mind, for it tells

The story of man’s spiritual past.

And teaches the end of good and evil.

Iblis fell from jealousy and arrogance.

And Adam fell because he listened

To his deceit. But God did grant

In his Mercy gifts and guidance
To men, warned them against excess.

And taught them moderation.and justice..
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Sera Vli. .

A'raf, or The Heights.

In the name of God, Most Gracious,

Most Merciful,

1. Lam, Mim, Sad.*®*

2. Book revealed unto thee,

—

So let thy heart be oppressed
No more by any difficulty

On that account,

—

That with it thou mightest
Warn (the erring) and teach

The Believers.

3. Follow (O men !) the revelation

Given unto you from your Lord,
And follow not, as friends

Or protectors, other than Him.
Little it is ye remember
Of admonition.*®'

4.

^E^ow many towns haye We
Destroyed (for their sins) ?

Our punishment took them
On a sudden by night

Or while they slept

For their afternooni rest.
o

.989. This is a combination .of four Abbreviated Letters. For Abbreviated Letters generally, see

Appendix I (at the end of Sara 11). The combination here includes tbe’ three letters .A. L, M , -which

occurred at the beginning of Sara II, and are discussed in n. Z5 to ii. 1.

The.additiona] Ietter^d-oceufS'4n combination here and 'in Sura’ xix, and by ifself at'the

beginning of S. xxxviii, and nowhere else. The factor common to B. vii, S. xix, and S. xxxviii, is that

Jn.esLph.case ,of,.CQre,of the Sflra consists in the^Stories (qisas) of the -Prophets. In this Sura -we have

;.U).h stp.rie$.QLN.oah, Hud, Salih, Lot, ^u.'aib, and-Moses, leading up tb-Miihammad, and in S xxxviu,

t.he.'St.Qnes.qFIjayid, Solotnon,.and Job sitiiilarly. lead up to Muhammad, occupying three out of the

•flye-Sectians.’; 3uta xix consists almost entirely of such stories. Can' we understand Sad to stand for

'-qigag, of .which it is the most characteristic letter 7 In this Sara vii, we have also the spiritual'.history

of mankind traced,—the Beginning, the Middle, and the End, which, as explained in n. 25, might be

represented symbolically by A, L, M. If so, this Sara, dealing with the Beginning, Middle, and End
^of man’s.sp.irituai story,- an.dillustrating-it by the stories .of the Prophets, might well be represented

- symbplicaily by, the letters AHf, Lam, M%m, But no one can be dogmatic about these symbols.

We must accept them as symbols with a mystic meaning.

.

990. Heart : in the original,' ireast. I have used the word most appropriate to the English idiom.

The meaning is that Mustafa is consoled for all the difficulties which he encountered in his missioh,

with the fact that he hdd clear guidance in the Book for his preaching.

, . : .991, This is added in order that men might not be pufied up with such little knowledge as they

possessed, for there are great heights to be scaled in the spiritual kingdom.
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5. When (thus) Our punishment

Took them, no cry

Did they utter but this :

“ Indeed we did wrong.” •**

6. I^hen shall we question

Those to whom Our Message

Was sent and those by whom®”
We sent it.

7.*And verily We shall recount

Their whole story

With knowledge, for We
Were never absent

(At any time or place).**®

8. The balance that day
Will be true (to a nicety) :

Those whose scale (of good)
Will be heavy, will prosper :

9. Those whose scale will be light.

Will find their souls

In perdition, for that they

Wrongfully treated Our Signs.

10. It is We Who have
Placed you with authority

On earth, and provided
You therein with means
For the fulfilment of your life :

***

Small are the thanks

That ye give 1

i

992. The spiritual story of man begins with a prelude. Think of the towns and nations ruined

by their iniquity, God gave them many opportunities, and sent them warners and teachers. But
they arrogantly went on in their evil ways, till some dreadful calamity came like a thief in the night •

and wiped out their traces. In a warm climate the disturbance in the beat of the midday rest is

even more than the disturbance at night. It was when the catastrophe came that the people realised

their sins, but it was too late.

993. In the final reckoning, the warners and teachers will give evidence of their preaching the

truth, and the wicked will themselves have to acknowledge the truth. We picture it like a court

scene, when the story is related, but the Judge knows all, even more than the parties can tell.

994. God is never absent from any place or at any time, for Time and Place ate relative con*

ceptions for our limited natures, while He is the Absolute, independent of such relative conceptions.

995. That is, all the material things which are necessary to sustain, beautify, and refine life, as

well as all those powers, faculties, and opportunities which are instrumental in bringing up life to a

higher plane and preptiring man for his high spiritual destiny.
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11. *3llt is We Who created you
And gave you shape ;

Then We bade the angels

Bow down to Adam, and they

Bowed down ; not so Iblls ;

He refused to be of those

Who bow down.

12. (God) said :
“ What prevented

Thee from bowing down
When I commanded thee ?

”

He said :
“ I am better

Than he ; Thou didst create

Me from fire and him from clay.”

13. (God) said :
“ Get thee down

From this ;
••• it is not

For thee to be arrogant

Here get out, for thou
Art of the meanest (of creatures).”

14. He said :
“ Give me respite

Till the day they are

Raised up.”

15. (God) said: “ Be thou

AiriiSng those who have respite.

996.

Shapo or forcn must be interpreted not only to refer to the physical form, which changes day
by day, but also the various forms or shapes which our ideal and spiritual existence may take' from
time to time according to our inner experiences : Cf. lxxxii.8. The original Form or Idea or Pattern,

according to Plato’s mystic doctrine as developed in his " Republic," may also be compared with the
"names " or nature and quality of things, which God taught Adam : Q. ii.31 and n. 48 ; and vi. 94,

n.916. It was after Adam (as standing for all mankind) had been so taught that the angels Were
asked to bow down to him, for, by God's grace, his status had actually been, raised higher; . Note
the transition from "you" (plural) in the first clause to “ Adam " in the second clause ; Adam and
mankind are synonymous : the plural is reverted to in vii. 14, 16 18.

997.

Iblis not only refused to bow down : he refused to be of those who bowed down. In other

words he arrogantly despised the angels who bowed down, as well as man to whom they bowed
down ; and he was in rebellion against God for hot obeying His order.- Arrogance, jealousy, and
rebellion were his triple crime.

998. Notice the subtle wiles of Iblis ; his egotism in putting himselfabove man, and his falsehood

in ignoring the fact that God had not merely made man's body from clay, but had given him spiritual

form.—in other words, had taught him the nature of things and raised him above the angels.

999. "This" : the situation as it was then,—a rebellious creature impertinent to His Creator,

At every step Iblis falls lower : arrogance, jealousy, disobedience, egotism and untruth.

1000.

Are there ottiers under respite 7 Yes. Iblis has a large army of wicked seducers, and those

men who are their dupes. For though degradation takes effect at once, its appearance may be long

delayed.
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16. He said :
“ Because thou

Hast thrown me out ““

Of the Way, lo ! I will s i

Lie in wait for them
On Thy Straight Way ;

17. “Then will I assault them
From before them and behind them,
From their right and their left

:

Nor wilt Thou find,

Jn most of them.
Gratitude (for Thy mercies).*!j““

18. (God) said :
" Get out

From this, disgraced

And expelled. If any
Of them follow thee,

—

Hell will I fill

With you all.

19. “ Adam ! dwell thou

^ And thy wife in the Garden,
And enjoy (its good things)
As ye wish : but approach not
This tree, or ye run
Into harm and transgression.”

20. Then. began Satan to whisper
Suggestions tp them, bringing
Openly before their minds
All their shame

1001; Another.instance of.Iblls's subtlety' and falsehood. He waits till he gets the respite. Then
JjB breaks out into a lie and impertinent defiance.- The lie is in suggesting that God had thrown him
.out of the Way, in other words, misled him; -whereas his own conduct was responsible for his
degradation. The defiance is in his setting snares on the Straight Way to which God directs men.
Iblis now-fgUs a step lower than the five steps mentioned in n. 909. His sixth step is defiance.

..1002. The assault of evil is from all sides. U takes advantage of every weak point, and some-
times even our good and generous sympathies are used to decoy us into the snares of evil, -Man has
every reason to be grateful to God for all His loving care, and yet man in his folly forgets his grati-
tu'tle' and does the very opposite dfwihat he should do.

’ “
!

'

to man. He was pla.ced in a spiritual Garden of innocence and bliss,
but it was God’s Plan to give him a limited faculty of choice. All that'he was' forbidden't'o do was
to approach the Tree of Evil, but he succumbed to Satan's suggestions.

- 1004, Enjoy : literally, ’ eat,"- G/. the meaning of to’amo in v'i. 14, n. 847 and akala in v.69, n. 776.

1005. The transition from the name " Iblis” to the name " Satan " is similar to that in ii, 36,

where it is explained in n. 5Z.

1006. Our first parents as created by God (and this applies to all of us) were innocent in

matters material as well as spiritual. They knew no evil. But the faculty of choice, which was given
to them and which raised them above the angels, also implied that they had the capacity of evil,
which by the training of their own will, they were to reject. They were warned of the danger.
When they fell, they realised the evil. They were (and we are] still given the chance, in this life
on a lower plane, to make good and recover the lost status of innocence and bliss.
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That was hidden from them
(Before) ; he said “ Your Lord

I

Or C11<^K KAiv^ne AA 41 I V A
'

Odl#l(^
Or such beings as live for ever

21. And he swore to them
Both, t^t he was
Their sincere adviser.

22. So by deceit he brought about
Their fall : when they
Tasted of the tree,

Their shame became manifest
To them, and*they began
To sew together the leaves

Of the Garden over their bodies.

And their Lord called

Unto them ;
“ Did I not

Forbid you that tree,

And tell you that Satan
Was an avowed
Enemy unto you ?

”

23. They said ;
“ Our Lord !

We have wronged our own souls

:

If Thou forgive us not
And bestow not upon us
Thy mercy, we shall

Certainly be lost.’*

24. (God) said ;
“ Get ye down,

With enmity between yourselves.

On earth will be your dwelling-place

And your means of livelihood,

—

For a time.”

25. He said :
” Therein shall ye

Live, and therein shall ye
Die ; but from it shall ye
Be taken out (at last).” ’'’®’

OC £11

3

III ^
9

1007. Cf. this whole passage about Adam with the passage in ii. 30-39, and with other passages
in subsequent Snras. In places the words are precisely the same and yet the whole argument is

different. In each case it exactly fits the context. In S. ii. the argument was about the origin of

man. Here the argument is a prelude to his history on earth, and so it continues logically in the

next section to address the Children of Adam, and goes on afterwards with the story of the
-various apostles that came to guide mankind. Troth is one, but its apt Itresentinenb in huOiiah

wards shows a different facet in different contexts,
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Section 3.

26. ye Children of Adam I

We have bestowed raiment

Upon you to cover

Your shame, as well as

To be an adornment to you.

But the raiment of righteousness,

—

That is the best.

Such are among the Signs

Of God, that they

‘May receive admonition !

27. 0 ye Children of Adam 1

Let not Satan .seduce you,

In the same manner as

He got your parents out
Of the Garden, stripping them
Of their raiment, to expose

Their shame ; for he
And his tribe watch you
From a position where ye

Cannot see them ; We made
The Evil Ones friends

(Only) to those without Faith.

28. liS^hen they do aught
That is shameful, they say :

“ We found our fathers

Doing so ”
; and “ God

Commanded us thus ”
;

Say ;
“ Nay, God never

1008. There is a double philosophy of clothes here, to correspond with the double signification

of verse 20 above, as explained in n. 1006. Spiritually, God created man “ bare and alone " (vi. 94)

:

the soul in its naked purity and beauty knew no shame because it knew no guilt : after it was
touched by ' guilt and soiled by evil, its thoughts and deeds became its clothing and adornments,

good or bad, honest or meretricious, according to the inner motives which gave them colour. So in

the case of the body : it is pure and beautiful, as long as it is not defliled by misuse : its clothing and
ornaments may be good or meretricious, according to the motives in the mind and character : if

good, they are the symbols of purity and beauty ; but the best clothing and ornament we could have

come from righteousness, which covers the nakedness of sin. and adorns us with virtues. In secular

literature, the philosophy of clothes is the theme of Carlyle’s "Sorfor Resartits," but it is strong meat
to the novice in literature.

1009. That is by fraud and deceit,—by putting you oH your guard and telling lies, Adam's
story here becomes an introduction to the later spiritual history of mankind ; vii. 20-22. In the

Garden Satan's deceit stripped off their raiment of honour and innocence. In this life on a lower

plane he seeks to strip us of the raiment of righteousness. And he can take up positions on a
vantage ground of worldly power or influence or riches, in which he and his confederates are not

seen in their true colours. They may assume a fair-seeming disguise of disinterested friendship or

high motives of patriotism or public spirit or loyalty to ancestors, when beneath it there is nothing

but spite and selfishness.
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Commands what is shameful

:

Do ye say of God
What ye know not ?

’*29.

Say ;
“ My Lord hath commanded

Justice ; and that ye' set

Your whole selves (to Him)^“*
At every time and place

Of prayer, and call upon Him,
Making your devotion sincere

As in His sight

:

Such as He created you
In the beginning, so

Shall ye return.’*

i3S;ijfs5J56

30. Some He hath guided

:

Others have (by their choice)

Deserved the loss of their way :

' In that they took
The Evil Ones, in preference

To God, for their friends

And protectors, and think
That they receive guidance.

'

31. O Children of Adam 1

Wear your beautiful apparel””
At every time and place

Of prayer : eat and drink :

But waste not by excess.

For God loveth not the^wasters.

i A?1^.
, ijdl

c^-ri

o (Sti;v23i4^-^ I

1010. For wa/fc, see ii. IIZ and n. 114. Our devotion should be sincere, not as in othe men's
sight, but by presenting our whole selve.s, heart and soul, to God. Even so, it may not be enough ;

for the sight of our heart and soul may be faulty. We should call upon God to give us the light,

by which our sincerity may commend itself to Him as true sincerity " as in His sight

1011. Cf. vi. 94. Our sincerity should be real sincerity, as in God's sight ; for when we return

to Him, we shall be stripped of all pretence, even such self-deception as may satisfy us in this life.

1012. Guidance is for all. But in some it takes eBect ;
in others the doors . are closed against

it, because they have taken Evil for their friend. If they have lost their way, they have richly

deserved it ; for they deliberately took their choice, even though, in their self-righteousness, they

may think that their sin is their virtue, and that their Evil is their Good.

1013. Beautiful apparel ; einat

;

adornments or apparel for beautiful living : construed to mean not

only clothes that add grace to the wearer, but toilet and cleanliness, attention to hair, and other

small personal details which no .self-respecting man or woman ought to neglect when going solemnly

even before a great human dignitary, if only out of respect for the dignity of the occasion. How
much more important it is to attend to these details when we solemnly apply bur minds to tbh

Presence of God, though He is always present everywhere I - But the caution against excess applle'e^;

men must not go to prayer in silks or ornaments appropriate to women. Similarly sober food. go6d
and wholesome, is not to be divorced from ofiicers of religion; only the caution against exCitSS

applies strictly. A dirty, unkempt, slovenly FaqfrcoHW not claim sanctity in Islam, • •i.-r :
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C. 84.—God has forbidden the thipgs

(vii. 32-58.) That are evil, not those that are good,

•For. these were created for man’s

Enjoyment. The transgressors

Are those who reject God’s Signs.

They will have no share in the Bliss
.

Of the Hereafter. But ttc,, righteous

Will dwell in Peace, and the hope
''

That was promised will be theirs.

'

Section 4.

V

32. J^ay : Who hath forbidden

The beautiful (gifts) of God,
Which He hath produced
For His servants,

And the things, clean and pure,

.{Which He hath provided)

For sustenance ?

Say: They are, in the life

Of this world, for those

Who believe, (and) purely

For them on the Day
Of Judgment. Thus do We
Explain the Signs in detail

For those who understand.

33. .Say : The things that my Lord
Hath indeed forbidden are

:

Shameful deeds, whether open
Or secret ; sins and trespasses

Against truth or reason ; assigning

Of partners to God, for which
He hath given no authority

;

And saying things about God
Of which ye have no knowledge.

f, ' ^

.
1014. Asceticism often means the negation of art and beauty. It has no necessary sanctity

attached to it.

1015. The beautiful and good things of life are really meant for, and should be the privilege of,

those with faith in God. If they do not always have them in this life, and if there is sometimes the

semblance of others having them who do not deserve them, let us at least consider the matter in

another light. Our Faith in God's wisdom is iihshaken and we know that these are but fleeting and
mixed tvpes of the things in the spiritual world. Their pure counterparts in the spiritual world will

be only for those who proved, in all the trials of this world, that they had faith.

1016. The forbidden things are described in four categories : (1) what is shameful or unbecoming;
the sort of things which have also legal and social sanctions, not of a local but of a universal-kind ;

they may be called offences against society ; (2) sins against self and trespasses or excesses of evgry

sort ; these are against truth and reason ; here would come in indiscipline, failure in doingintangible

jduries.not clearly defined by law ;
selfishness or self-aggrand'sement. which may be condoned by

: custom and not punished bv Ww, etc. ; (3) ejecting fetishes or false gods ;
this is treason against th.e

true God ; and (4) dOTruptit)g;religio.n by deba,sing. superstitions, etc. . -



34. -JW'O ^ery people is a terra

Appointed : when their term
Is reached, not an hour

.

Can they cause delay,

Nor (an hour) can they
Advance (it in anticipation).

35. O ye Children of Adam !

Whenever there come to you
Apostles from amongst you.
Rehearsing My Signs unto you,

—

Those who are righteous
And mend (their lives),—

Oft them shall be no fear

Nor shall they grieve.

36.

* But those who reject

Our Signs and treat them
With arrogance,—they
Are Companions of the Fire,

To dwell therein (for ever)u

37. Who is more unjust
• Than one who invents

; A he against God
Or rejects His Signs ?

For such, their portion

Appointed must reach them -

From the Book (of Decrees)

:

Until, when Our messengers
(Of death) arrive and take
Their souls, they say

:

“ Where are the things

That ye used to invoke
Besides God ?

”

They will reply, “ They
y-j linSife

1017. People': itm'lUat." 1 <jo not know whether “ generation " would not be hidre appropriate.here,

fif t0‘, if would refer to the Time Spirft, forV affect? ® yfioie number of people'living cdhtempd-
ftheotisly, an'd Whlie'we'deal gfamrii'atically *itK a group, we really have in “ihind 'the' ‘individiiiL’ts

'C'oiiiposin'g the' group. Anj’way; the lessd'n'is'wtat.is suggested in the fbUowiiig vefsea 'rhe're'i's'oiily

'tf'liinited'time for an individual'ot'forsL gfO'iHj' 'O'! 'people. ; If they do' not' make go'6d‘ d_uriii'g‘’thyt

finleof probation, the chance "is lost, and if C'aiiitot cortie 'again. We cannot' fet'ard of ‘advdhce'^titte

ifrdfch'of time by a' Single hour or minute. (“ Hour " in the text' expresses ari indefinite 'but Shbft
period of time.)

' ' '

• ' ibis, if must liOt be supposed that the rebels a^ditisf God 'would at once be cut off iii this life for

'flidif sins; They’ will get' the portion allotted -to ttiein' ’ ihcltidirig the good tnings Of life and' fife

chance of repentance and reformation, during their probationary period on this earth. During that

phfi'Od fheywill have ''a*fuH' run.' 'Affefihaf pwfidd-eipi'res'; 'fhe'y''w.ilT be- balled- to’ acc'Oiint. They
‘^ilt themselves see that the faAe things i'ni''-whftjltf-lbey'>p*is 'fHSir''truSt', were' false; and they' -will

confess their sin, but it will be too late, i.t



Have left us in the lurch,'*

And they will bear witness

Against themselves, that they

Had rejected God-

38. He will say :
“ Enter ye

In the company of

The Peoples who passed away

Before you—men and Jinns,

—

Into the Fire. Every time

•A new People enters,

Jt curses its sister-People

(That went before), until

They follow each other, all

Into the Fire. - Saith the last

.About the first :
“ Our Lord

!

It is these that misled us

:

$0 give them' a double

Penalty in the Fite.**

He will say :
“ Doubled

For all”: but this

' Ye do not understand.

39 Then the first will say

To the last :
“ See then

!

No advantage have ye

Over us ; so taste ye

Of the Penalty for all

That ye did !

”

Section 5,

40. ip^o those who reject

Our Signs and treat them
With arrogance, no opening

: Will there be of the gates

lOPV The earlier generations coimxaitted a double diime : (1) their own sins, (2) the bad example

They set for those that followed. We are responsible not only for our> own misdeeds, but for those

which our example and our teaching to our juniors may induce them to commit. But it does not lie

.in the mouth of the juniors to ask for a double punishment for seniors : the motive is not justice, but

pure spite, which is itself a sin. Further, the later generations have to answer for two things

:

(D thoir own sins, and (2j their failure to learn from the past, from the experiences of those who
preceded them. They should have an advantage in this respect, being "in the foremost files of

Time," but they did not learn. Thus there was nothing to choose between the earlier and later

generations in the matter of guilt. But how few people understand this !

In vi. 160, we were told that good was rewarded tenfold, but evil was punished according to its

.guilt, in perfect justice. This verse is in no way-inconsistent with it. Two crimes must have a

double penalty. But we must understand “ ten times " and double " figuratively and not quanti-

tatively.

1020. Wrong-doers have really no sense of honour towards each other. “ Honour among thieves
"

is an exceptional, not an ordinary, experience. In real life, guilt and crime are apt to indulge in

mean spite and bitter recriminations against accomplices.
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Of hea'^en, not will they
Enter the Gatden, until

the camel can pass

Through the eye of the needle

:

Such is Our reward
For those in sin.

41- For them there is

Hell, as a couch
(Below) and folds and folds

Of covering above : such
Is Our requital of those

Who do wrong.

42. ^®ut those who believe

And work righteousness,

—

No burden do We place

On any soul, but that

Which it can bear,

—

They will be Companions
Of the Garden, therein

To dwell (for ever).

43. And We shall remove
From their hearts any
Lurking sense bf injury ;

—

Beneath them will be
Rivers flowing ;—and they

Shall say :
“ Praise be to God,

Who hath guided us

To this (felicity) : never

Could we have found
Guidance, had it not been
For the guidance of God :

Indeed it was the truth

That the Apostles of out Lord
Brought unto us.” And they

Shall hear the cry

:

“ Behold ! the Garden before you

!

UJt)

1021. A man who may have suffered or been disappointed may have a lurking sense of injury at

the back of his mind, which may spoil his enjoyment on account of past memory intruding in the

midst of felicity. In such cases memory itself is pain. Even sorrow is intensified by memory: as

Tennyson says, “ A sorrow’s crown of sorrows is remembering happier things " But that is in this

our imperfect life. In the perfect felicity of the righteous, all such feelings will be blotted out. No
*' heartaches " then and no memories of them I The clouds of the past will have dissolved in glorious

light, and no past happiness will be comparable with the perfect happiness which will have then

been attained. Nor will any sense of envy or shortcoming be possible in that perfect bliss.
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Ye have been made^^®”
Its inheritors,*for your

Deeds (of righteousness).*^ ’

44. The Companions of the Garden
Will call out to the Companions
Of the Fire :

“ We have
Indeed found the promises

Of our Lord to us true :

Have you also found
Your Lord’s promises true ?

”

They shall say, “ Yes ”
;
but “**

A Crier shall proclaim

Between them ;
“ The curse

Of God is on the wrong-doers ;

—

45. “ Those who would hinder (men)
From the path of God
And would seek in it

Something crooked :
‘®**

They were those who
» Denied the Hereafter.”

46. Between them shall be
A veil, and on the Heights

lOZZ. Jesus said :
“ Blessed are the meek ; for they shaH inherit- the earth ”

: Matt. v. 5. Here we
ate told ; blessed are the righteous, for they shall inherit the kingdom of heaven. The stress here

is on- actual practical deeds of righteousness : whether' they find their rewards on earth or not is

immaterial : their attention is directed to an infinitely greater reward,-’ the kingdom of heaven. In

the Sermon on the Mount this is promised to the •' poor in spirit " : Matt. v. 3. . f

10Z3. The Companions of the Fire can only answer a single word, " Yes," such is their state of

misery. Even so, their voice is drowned in the voice of the Crierl who explains Aeir stafe ; they ate

in a state of curse, that is, deprivation of the grace and mercy of* God. Such deprivation is the

highest misery that souls can suffer. .

10Z4. The unrighteous reflect their own crooked minds when the path, of God is b^ore them.

Instead of going straight, they try to find something in it that suits theirown crooked ideas.
;
Frankly

they have no faith in the final Goal, the Hereafter. .

1023. This is a difficult passage, and Commentators have interpreted it in difierent ways. Three

distinct schools of thought may be discerned in tile interpretation. (1) One school thinks that the

men on the Heights are- angels, or such iiieu of UXalleU spuirud'rdlgnrty (e.gl^The'great apostles), as

will be able to know the souls at sight as regards their spiritual worth : the Heights will be their

exalted stations, from which they will welcome the righteous with a salutation of peace, even before

the righteous have entered heaven ; the salutation of peace being itself an assurance of salvation to

those whom they salute. (2) Another school of thought thinks that the men on the Heights are such

souls as are not decidedly on the side of merit or decidedly on the- side of sin, but evenly balanced

oiya partition between heaven and hell. Their case is yet to be decided, but their salutation- to

the righteous is a wistful salutation, because they hope for God's Mercy. (3) The third line of

Interpretation, with which I agree, is close to the first, with this exception, that the partition and the'

Heights are figurative. The higher souls will rejoice at the.approaching salvation of the righteous.
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Will be men
Who would know every one

his marks : they will call

Oujito the Companions
Of the Garden, “ Peace on you *’

:

They will not have entered,

But they will have
An assurance (thereof).

47. When their eyes shah be turned
Towards the Companions
Of the Fire, they will say :

“ Our Lord ! send us not /

To the company
Of the wrong-doers.”

Section 6.

48. ^he men on the Heights

Will call to certain men
Whom they will know
From their marks, saying : i

“ Of what profit to you
i

Were your hoards and your
Arrogant ways ?

49. Behold ! are these not
The men whom you swore
That God with His Mercy i

Would never bless ?

Enter ye the Garden :

No fear shall be on you.

Nor shall ye grieve.”

50* The Companions of the Fire

Will call to the Companions
Of the Garden :

“ Pour down
To us water or anything

1026. Their eyes ; according to interpretation (2) of the last note. their " would refer to the people
whose fate has not yet been decided, and the speech would be theirs ; according to interpretations

.(l)and (3) in that note, "their" would refer to the Companions of the Garden, who would realise the.

terrible nature of hell, and express their horror of it. I prefer the latter. Then the mention of the"

“ men on the Heights" and their speech in verse 48 comes in naturally as a difierent kind of speech
from a different kind of men.

-1027. This speech is in three parts ! fl) the last lines' of this verse are addressed to the Com-
papions of the Fire, reminding them (as a bench of judges might .speak to a prisoner) of the futility

,.,of their wealth and riches and arrogance in their earthly life; iZ) the second part, in the firs; half

..of verse 49. recalls to their minds how false was their contempt of the good but lowly rrien who are

qQ.wtobe the inheritors of heaven ; and (3) the latter part of verse 49, "enter ve the Garden "isaddress&l

to the Blessed, to give them a-wjelcQioe to their state of felicity
--
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That God doth provide 1

For your sustenance.”

They will say :
“ Both

These things hath God forbidden

To those who rejected Him ;
—““

51. “ Such as took their religion

To be mere amusement

And play, and were deceived

By the life of the world.”

Jhat day shall We forget them

As they forgot the meeting

Of this day of theirs,

And as they were wont

To reject Our Signs.

52. For We had certainly

Sent unto them a Book,

Based on knowledge.

Which We explained

In detail,—a guide

And a mercy
* To all who believe.

53. Do they just wait

For the final fulfilment

Of the event I On the day

The event is finally fulfilled,
“‘®

Those who disregarded it

Before will say :
“ The apostles

Of our Lord did indeed

Bring true (tidings). Have we
No intercessors now to intercede

On our behalf ? Or could we

1028. The Companions of the Fire will thirst for water and not get it, and for sustenance which

will not be theirs, while the Companions of the Garden will have the refreshing rain of God's Mercy

and the crystal waters of the springs and rivers of God's pleasure, and they will enjoy the bliss of

God's Countenance, which will be their supreme nourishment and the fruit of their life of probation

and seeking. These things will not be transferable. Cf. also zzsvii, 41-47, 62-67,

1029. “ Forgetfulness " may be involuntary, from a defect of memory, or figuratively, a deliberate

turning away from, or ignoring of, something we do not want, as when we say in an argument, “ you

conveniently forget that so-and-so is so-and-so." Here the latter kindis meant. If men deliberately

ignored the Hereafter in spite of warnings, can they expect to be received by God, Whom they

themselves rejected ?

1030. If those without Faith want to wait and see what happens in the Hereafter, they will •

indeed learn the truth, but it will be too late for them to profit by it then. All the false ideals and

false gods which they put their trust upon Will leave them in the lurch. If they thought that the

goodness or greatness of others would help them, they will be undeceived on the day when their

Personal responsibility will be enforced. There will be no salvation except on their own rycord.

How they will then wish that they had another chancel But their chance will be gone,
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Bft sent* back ? Then'should we
Behave differently from our
Behaviour in the past.”
In fact they will have lost

Their souls, and the things
They invented will leave
Them in the lurch.

Section 7.
i

54. ^ our Guardian-Lord
Is God, Who created

The heavens and the earth
In six Days, and is firmly

Established on the Throne
(Of authority) : He draweth
The night as a veil

O’er the day, each seeking
The other in rapid succes^on :

He created the sun.

The moon, and the stars,

(All) governed by laws

Under His Command.
Is it not His to create

And to govern ? Blessed

Be God, the Cherisher
And Sustainer of the Worlds

!

55i Call on your Lord
With humility and in private :

^®®*

1031. A sublime verse, comparable to the Throne Verse, ii. Z53. The Creation in six Days is of

course metaphorical. In zlv. 14, the " Days of God " refer not so much to time as to the growth in us

of a spiritual sense, a sense of sin and a sense of God’s Mercy. In zzii. 47, we are told that a Day in

the sight of God is like a thousand years of our reckoning, and in Izx. 4. the comparison is with 50,000

of our years. In the history of our material earth, we may reckon six great epochs of evolution.

The significance of the figure six will be discussed in connection with xli. 9-12, where the matter is

referred to in more detail.

1032. Throne (‘arsfc) is of course metaphorictil, a symbol of authority, power, and vigilance, as

ICttrsi (seat, throne) was in ii. 255. Kursi perhaps refers to majesty, .while 'arsk refers to power; and

the slightly different shades of meaning throw light on the two passages. Here, we are told of the

creation, of the heavens and the earth in six days. But lest we should be obsessed with the Jewish

idea that God resied on the seventh day, we are told that the Creation was but a prelude to God’s

work : for His authority is exercised constantly by the laws which He establishes and enforces in all

parts of His Creation. The beautiful imagery of night and day seeking out each other in rapid

succession is still further enforced in the Arabic by the double accusative of the verb yajjsfci,showing

the mutual interactions of the day and the night, each covering the other in turn. 1 he heavenly

bodies show an order which is evidence of His constant care and government. Not only that, but it

is only He Who creates, maintains, and governs, and no one else.

1033. In prayer, we must avoid any arrogance or show or loudness, or vanity of requests or words.

If excess is condemned in all things, it is specially worthy of condemnation when we go humbly

before our Lord,—we poor creatures before the Omnipotent Who knowetli all.
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For God loveth not

Those who trespass beyond bounds.

56.Do no mischief on the earth.

After it hath been,^®**

Set in order, but call

On Him with fear

And longing (in your hearts)

:

For the Mercy of God
Is (always) near

To those who do good.

57. It is He Who sendeth

The Winds like heralds

Of glad tidings, going before *®**

His Mercy : when they have

Carried the heavy-laden

Clouds, We drive them
To a land that is dead,

Make rain to descend thereon.

And produce every kind
“ Of harvest therewith : thus

Shall We raise up the dead C
Perchance ye may remember.

58. From the land that is clean

And good, by the Will

Of its Cherisher, springs up
Produce, (rich) after its kind

:

1034. The inan who prays with humility and earnestness finds the ground prepared by God for

bis spiritual advancement. It is all set in order, and cleared of weeds. He does not, like the wicked,
upset that order, to introduce evil or mischief into it,

1035. Fear and longing

:

the fear of God is really a fear lest we should diverge from His Will, or.

do anything which would not be pleasing to Him ; unlike ordinary fear, it therefore brings us nearer

to God, and in fact nourishes our longing and desire for Him.

1036. The Parable is complete in its triple significance. (1) In the physical world the winds go
like heralds of giad tidings

;
they are the advance-guard, behind which is coming a great army of

winds driving heavily laden clouds before it ; the wise Providence of God is their General, who
directs them towards a patched land, on which the clouds deliver their gladdening showers of mercy;
wnicn convert the dead land into a living ferule, and beautiful land bearing a rich harvest. iZj in

the spiritual world, the winds are the great motive forces in the mind of man, or in the world around
him, mat bring the clouds or iiisiruineiits of Goa's Mercy, which descend and fertilise souls hitherto

spiritually dead. i3j If we can see or experience such things in our life here below, can we doubt
the resurrection of our souls after we die here?

1037. The triple parable explained in the last note is here continued. (1) In the physical world,

the fertilising showers of rain yield a rich harvest on good soil, but bad soil yields little or nothing.
[ij In me spiritual world, also, God's Mercies evoke no response in some souls which have chosen
evil, (3j In the final reckoning, though all will be raised, not all will achieve the fulfilment of their
lives.
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But fr6m the land that is

Pad, springs up nothing
But that which is niggardly :

Thus do We explain the Signs

By various (symbols) to those
Who are grateful.

CS. vtL 58^.

C. 85.—Noah s warning was rejected by his
(vii. 59-99.) Generation, and they were destroyed

In the Flood. Hsd was defied

By his own people ‘Sd, but they were
Swept away by a terrible blast.

Their successors, the Thamfld, were puffed up
With pride and injustice, but behold f

An earthquake buried them for their sins

After §alibL had warned them from God.
With a rain of brimstone and fire

Were overwhelmed the Cities of the Plain

For their unexampled lusts, against which
Lot did warn them. The oeople of Midian
Were given to mischief and fraud : Shu'aib

Did warn them, but they heeded not.

And perished in an earthquake.

God’s punishment is sure for wickedness and sin.

Section 8.

59. e sent Noah to his people.*®**

He said :
“ O my people !

Worship God ! ye have

No other god but Him.
I fear for you the Punishment

Of a dreadful Day !

60. The leaders of his people

Said ;
“ Ah ! we see thee

Evidently wandering (in mind).”

1038. Tftose wJio arei'role/ttJ are those who joyfully receive God’s Message, and respond to it by
deeds of holiness and righteousness.

1039. The story of Noah in greater detail will be found in xi. 25-49. Here the scheme is' to tell

brieSy the stories of some of the Prophets between Noah and Moses, and lead up thus to a lesson

for the contemporaries of the Apostle Muhammad himself. When Noah attacked the. wickedness
of bis generation, he was laughed at for a madman, for he mentioned the Great Day to come in

the Hereafter, God's retribution came soon afterwards—the great Flood, in which his unbelieving

people were drowned, but be and those who believed in him and came into the Ark were saved, . -
-
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61. He said: “ O my people !

No wandering is tihere

In my (mind) : on the contrary

1 am an apostle from
The Lord and Cherisher

Of die Worlds 1

62.

J“ I but fulfil towards you
The duties of my Lord’s mission

:
|

Sincere is my advice to you, '

^nd I know from God
Something that ye know not.

63. “ Do ye wonder that

There hath come to you
A message from your Lord,

Through a man of your own
People, to warn you,

—

So that ye may fear God
And haply receive His Mercy ?

”

64. But they rejected him.

And We delivered him.

And those with him.

In the Ark

;

But We overwhelmed
In the Flood those

Who rejected Our Signs.

They were indeed

A blind people

!

Section 9.

65.

15^0 the ‘Ad people,

(We sent) Hud, one * ^ (Jl-5 -IA

1040. The 'Ad people, with their prophet H0d, are mentioned in many places. See especially

xavi. 123-140, and *lvi. 21-26. Their story belongs to Arabian tradition. Their eponymous ancestor

‘Ad was fourth in generation from Noah, having been a son of ‘Aus, the son of Aram, the son of

SEm, the son of Noah. They occupied a large tract of country in Southern Arabia, extending

from 'UmmEn at the mouth of the Persian Gulf to :pa^ramaut and Yemen at the southern end
of the Red Sea. The people were tall in stature and were great builders. Probably the long,

winding tracts of sands (ahqSi) in their dominions (xlvi. 21) were irrigated with canals. They
forsook the true God, and oppressed their people. A three years’ famine visited them, but yet they

took no warning. At length a terrible blast of wind destroyed them and their land, but a remnant

known as the second 'Ad or l^amud (see below), were saved, and afterwards suffered a similar

fate for their sins.

The tomb of the Prophet Had (qabr Nabi Had) is still traditionally shown in Hadhramaut.
latitude 16° N. and longitude 49J° E., about 90 miles north of Mukalla. There are ruins and in-

scriptions in the neighbourhood. There is an annual pilgrimage to it in the month of Rajab. Sf-e

•' Sa^ramaut, Some of its Mysteries Unveiled," by D, van der Meulen and H. von Wissfflann.
Leyden. 1932.
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Of theiif (own) btethren :

^ said :
" O my people !

Worship God ! ye have
No other god but Him.
Will ye not fear (God) 1

”

66. The leaders of the unbelievers
Among his people said :

“ Ah ! we see thou art

An imbecile !
” and " We think

Thou art a liar !

”

67. He said :
“ O my people !

I am no imbecile, but
(I am) an apostle from
The Lord and Cherisher
Of the Worlds

!

68.
”

I but fulfil towards you
The duties of my Lord’s mission :

I am to you a sincere

And trustworthy adviser.

_ A

69. “ Do ye wonder that

There hath come to you
A message from your Lord
Through a man of your Own
People, to warn you ?

Call in remembrance
That He made you
Inheritors after the people

Of Noah, and gave you
A stature tall among the nations.

Call in remembrance
The benefits (ye have received)

From God : that so

Ye may prosper.”

70. They said: ” Comest thou
To us, that we may worship

God aloncj and give up
The cult of our fathers ?

Bring us what thou
Threatenest us With,

If so be that thou
Tellest the truth !

” 6\
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71v He said :
“ Punishment I

And wrath have already
1

Come upon you from your Lord

:

Dispute ye with me
Over names which ye

Have devised—ye
And your fathers,

—

Without authority from God ?

Then wait : I am
•Amongst you, also waiting.” {It

#

72j We saved him and those
Who adhered to him,
By Our Mercy, and We
Cut off the roots of those
Who rejected Our Signs

And did.not believe.

/

Section 10.

*73. JlElo the Thamud people
(We sent) Salih, one

\

lOU, The past tense may be understood in three ways. (1) \ terrible famine had already afflicted

the ‘Ad as a warning before they were overwhelmed in the final blast of hot wind (see the last note).

(Z) The terrible insolence and sin into which they had fallen was itself a punishment. (3) The pro-

phetic past is used, as much as to say : " Behold I I see a dreadful calamity : it is already on you !

"

1042. Why dispute over names and imaginary gods, the inventions of your minds? Come to

realities. If you ask for the punishment and are waiting in insolent defiance, what can I do but also

wait ?— in fear and trembling for you, for I know that God's punishment is sure I

1043. The ThamOd people were the successors to the culture and civilisation of the ‘Ad people,

for whom see n. 1040 and vii. 65 above. They were cousins to the ‘Ad, apparently a younger branch

of the same race. Their story also belongs to Arabian tradition, according to which their epo-

nymous ancestor IhamQd was a son of 'Abir (a brother of Aram), the son of Sam, the son of Noah.

Their seat was in the north-west corner of Arabia (.Arabia Peirtea), between Medina and Syria. It

included both rocky country Qfijr, iv. 80), and the spacious fertile valley (Wadi) and plains country of

Qura, which begins just north of the City of Medina and is traversed by the Railway. When
the holy Apostle in the 9th year of the Hijra led his expedition to Tabuk (about 400 miles north of

Medina) against the Roman forces, on a reported )ioman invasion from Syria, he and his men came

across the archaeological remains of the Thamad. ' The recently excavated rock city of Petra, near

Ma‘an, may go back to the ThamUd. though its architecture has many features connecting it with

Egyptian and Grseco-Roman culture overlaying what is called by European writers Nabataean culture.

Who were the Nabataeans ? They were an old Arab tribe which played a considerable part in history

after they came into conflict with Antigonus I in 312 B.C. Their capital was Petra, but they exlended

their territory right up to the Euphrates. In 85 B C. they were lords of Damascus under their king

B&ritha (Aretas of Roman history). For some time they were allies of the Roman Empire and held

ttie Red Sea littoral. The Emperor Trajan reduced them and annexed their territory in A.D. 105.

The Nabataeans succeeded the Thamnd of Arabian tradition. The ThamOd are mentioned by name

in an inscription of the Assyrian King Sargon, dated 715 B.C., as a people of Eastern and Central

Arabia (Encyclopaedia of Islam). See also Appendix IX to S. zxvi.

With the advance of material civilisation, the ThamOd people became godless and arrogant,

and were destroyed by an earthquake. Their prophet and Warner was ^alib, and thejcrisis in their

history is connected with the story of a wonderful she-camel : see next note.
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Of their, own brethren :

He said :
“ O my people !

Worship God ; ye have

No other god but Him.
Now hath come unto you

A clear (Sign) from your Lord !

This she-camel of God
Is a Sign unto you :

So leave her to graze

In God’s earth, and let her

Come to no harm,

Or ye shall be seized

With a grievous punishment.

74. “And remember how He
Made you inheritors

After the ‘Ad people

And gave you habitations

In the land I ;
ye build

For yourselves palaces and castles

In (open) plains, and carve out

Homes in the mountains ;

So bring to remembrance

The benefits (ye have received)

From God, and refrain

From evil and mischief

On the earth."

\y 9X »

IjrcStjjjiri if

75. The leaders of the arrogant

Party among his people said
t.6

104+.* The story of this wonderful she-camel. that was a Sign to the ThamBd, is variously told in

tradition. We need not follow the various versions in the traditional story. What we are told in the
Qur-an is : that (1; she was a Sign or Symbol, which the prophet SSlih used for a warning to the
naughty oppressors of the poor

; (2) there was scarcity of water, and the arrogant or privileged

classes tried to prevent the access of tne poor or their cattle to the springs, while ^alih intervened

on their behalf (zxvi. 1S5, hv. 28j j (3) like water, pasture was considered a free gift of nature, in this

spacious earth of God (vii. 73) but the arrogant ones tried to monopolise the pasture also ; (4) this

particular she-camel was made a test case (liv. Z7) to see if the arrogant ones would come to reason

;

(5) the arrogant ones, instead of yielding to the reasonable rights of the people, ham-strung the poor
she-camel and slew her, probably secretly (zci. 14, liv. 29) ; the cup of their iniquities was full, and the
ThamPd people were destroyed by a dreadful earthquake, which threw them prone on the ground

and buried them with their houses and their fine buildings.
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To those who were reckoned

Powerless—those among them

Who believed :
“ Know ye

Indeed that Salih is

An apostle from his Lord ?
”

They said :
“ We do indeed

Believe in the revelation

Which hath been sent

Through him.”

76. The arrogant party said :

” For our part, we reject

What ye believe in.”
^

77. Then they ham-strung

The she-camel, and insolently

E>efied the order of -their Lord,

Saying :
“ O Salih ! bring about

Thy threats, if thou art

An apostle (of God) !
”

78. So the earthquake took them“*’

Unawares, and they lay

Prostrate in their homes

In the morning !

1045.

As usually happens in such cases, the Believers were the lowly and the humble, and the

oppressors were the arrogant, who in selfishly keeping back nature’s gifts (which are God’s gifts)

from the people, were deaf to the dictates of justice and kindness. ^Slih took the side of the un-
privileged, and was therefore himself attacked.

1046.

Notice the relation between the question and the answer. The godless chiefs wanted to

discredit @31ib, and put a personal question, as much as to say, " Is he not a liar ? " The Believers

took back the issue to the higher plane, as much as to say. " We know he is a man of God, but look
at the justice for which he is making a stand : to resist it is to resist God," The answer of the

godless was to reject God in words, and in action to commit a further act of cruelty and injustice

in ham-stringing and killing the she-camel, at the same time hurling defiance at $alih and his God.

1047.

The retribution was not long delayed. A terrible earthquake came and buried the people

and destroyed their boasted civilisation. The calamity must have been fairly extensive in area and
intense in the terror it inspired, for it is described (liv. 31) as a " single mighty blast ” {faif^tan

waiidatan), the sort of terror-inspiring noise which accompanies all big earthquakes.
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79. So Salili left them,

Saying :
“ O my people !

I did indeed convey to you

The message for which

I was sent by my Lord :

I gave you good counsel.

But ye love hot good counsellors !

”

80. li^e also (sent) Lut

‘He said to his people :

" Do ye commit lewdness

Such as no people

In creation (ever) committed

Before you ?

81.

“ For ye practise your lusts

On men in preference

To women : ye are Indeed

A people transgressing

Beyond bounds.”

82.

And his people gave

No answer but this :

They said, ” Drive them out

Of your city : these are

M

1048. 9alih was saved by God's mercy as a just and righteousman. His speech here may be

either a parting warning, or it may be a soliloquy lamenting the destruction ol his people for their

sin and tolly.
,

I

'

10+9. LQt is the Lot of the English Bible. His story is biblical, but freed froih some shameful

features which are a blot on the biblical narrative, e:g., see Gen. *ix. 30-36). He was a nephew of

Abraham, and was sent as an apostle and warner of the people of Sodom and Gomorrah, cities

utterly destroyed for their unspeakable sins. They cannot be exactly located, but it may be supposed

that they, yrere somewhere in the plain east of the Dead Sea. The story of their destruction is told in

the 19th chapter of Genesis. Two angels in the shape of handsome young men came to Lot in the

evening and became his guests by night. The inhabitants of'Sodom in their lust for unnatural crime

invaded Lot's house but were repulsed. In the morning, the angels warned Lot to escape with

his family, ” Then the Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the

Lord, qut of heaven; And He overthrew those cities, and all the plain, and all the inhabitants of

the cities, and that which grew, upon the ground. But his wife looked back from behind him, and

she became a pillar of salt." <Gen. xix. 24-26.)

' -'Note that Lot's people are the people to whom he is sent on a mission. He was not one of

their own brethren, as was §alih or Shu'aib. But be looked upon his people as his brethern (1. 13), as

a man of God always does.
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Indeed men who want
To be clean and pure !

”

83, But We saved him
And his family, except

His wife : she was
Of those who lagged behind *®**

84. And We rained down on them
A shower (of brimstone)

Then see what was the end
Of those who indulged

In sin and crime !

Section 11.

85. the Madyan people

1050, An instance of the withering sarcasm that hardened sinners use against the righteous.
Thev wound with words, and follow up the insult with deeds of injustice, thinking that they would
bring the righteous into disgrace. But God looksafter His own, and in the end, the wicked them-
selves are overthrown when the cup of their iniquity is full.

1051. In the biblical narrative she looks back, a physical act (see n. 1049) : here she is a type
of those who lag behind, i.e. whose mental and moral attitude, in spite of their association with
the righteous, is to hark back to the glitter of wickedness and sin. The righteous should have one
sole objective, the Way of God. They should not look behind, nor yet to the right or the left.

105Z. The shower is expressly stated in Q. xi. 8Z to have been of stones. In xv, 73-74. we
are told that there was a terrible blast or noise {saihat) in addition to the shower of stones. Taking
these passages into consideration along with Gen. xix. 24. (see n. 1049 above), 1 think it is legitimate
to translate ;

•' a shower of brimstone.”

1053. *• Madyan ” may be identified with “ Midian." Midian and the Midianites are frequently
mentioned in the Old Testament, though the particular incident here mentioned belongs to Arab
rather than to Jewish tradition. The Midianites were of Arab race, though, as neighbours of the
Canaanites, they probably intermixed with them. They were a wandering tribe : it was Midianite
merchants to whom Joseph was sold into slavery, and who took him to Egypt. Their principal
territory in the time of Moses was in the north-east of the Sinai Peninsula, and east of the
Amalekites. Under Moses the Israelites waged a war of extermination against them : they slew
the kings of Midian, slaughtered all the males, burnt their cities and castles, and captured then
cattle (Num. xxxi. 7- U). This sounds like total extermination. Yet a few generations afterwards,
they were so powerful that the Israelites for their sins were delivered into the captivity of the
Midianites for seven years : both the Midianites and their camels were without number : and the
Israelites hid from them in ” dens.-.caves, and strongholds” (Judges vii, 1-6), Gideon destroyed
them again, (Judges vii. 1-25), say about two centuries after Moses. As the decisive battle was
near the hill of Moreh, not far south of Mount Tabor, we may localise the Midianites on this
occasion in the northern parts of the Jordan valley, at least 200 miles north of the Sinai Peninsula.

This and the previous destruction under Moses were local, and merition no town of Midian. In

later times there was a town of Madyan on the east side of the Gulf of 'Aqaba. It is mentioned in

Josephus, Eusebius, and Ptolemy; {Encyclopisdia of IsluTti), Then it disappears from geographv.
In Muslim times it was a revived town with quite a different kind of population, but it never
flourished. The Midianites disappeared from history.
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We sent Shu'aib,^®®* one

Of their own brethren : he said :

" O my people ! worship God ;

Ye have no other god

But Him. Now hath come

Unto you a clear (Sign)

From your Lord ! Give just

Measure and weight, nor withhold

From the people the things

That are their due ; and do

No mischief on the earth

After it has been set

In order : that will be best

For you, if ye have Faith.

“ u^s^\ dy

86 “ And squat not on every road,

Breathing threats, hindering

From the path of God
Those who believe in Him,

And seeking in it

Something crooked ;

But remember how ye were

Little, and He gave you increase.

And hold in your mind’s eye

What was the end

1054, Sbu'aib belongs to Arab latber than to Jewish tradition, to which be is unknown. His

identification with Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses, has no warrant, and I reject it. There is no

similarity either in names or incidents and there are chronological difficulties (see n, 1064 below).

If ,
as the Commentators tell us, Shu'aib was in the fourth generation from Abraham, being.a

great-grandson of Madyan (a son of Abraham), he would be only about a century from the time

of Abraham, whereas the Hebrew Bible would give us a period of four to six centuries between

Abraham' and Moses. The mere fact that Jethro was a Midianite and that another name, Hobab,

is mentioned for a father-in-law of Moses in Num. x. 29, is slender ground for identification. As

the Midianites were mainly a nomad tribe, we need not be surprised that their destruction in one

or two settlements did not affect their life in wandering sections of the tribe in other geographical

regions. Shu'aib’s mission was apparently in one of the settled towns of the Midianites, which was

completely destroyed by an earthquake (vii. 91). If this happened in the century after Abraham,

there is no difficulty in supposing that they were again a numerous tribe three or five centuries

later, in the time of Moses (see last note). As they were a mixed wandering tribe, both their

resilience and their eventual absorption can be easily understood. But the destruction of the

settlement or settlements (if the Wood or Aika was a separate settlement, see n. 2000 to xv. 78) to

which Shu'aib was sent to preach was complete, and no traces of it now remain.

The name of the highest mountain of Yemen, Nabi Shu'aib (11,000 ft.) has probably no connection

with the geographical territory of the nomad Midianites, unless we suppose that their wanderings

extended so far south from the territories mentioned in the last note.
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Of those who did mischief. 1

1055. The Midianites were in the path of a commercial highway of Asia, viz., that between

two such opulent and highly organised nations as Egypt and the Mesopotamian group compris-

ing Assyria and Babylonia. Their besetting sins are thus characterised here: (1) giving siia'rt

measure or weight, whereas the strictest commercial probity is necessary for success, (2) a more
general form of such-fraud, depriving people of rightful dues, f3) producing rpischief- and disorder,

where peace and order has been established (again in a literal as well as a metaphorical sense),

14) not content with upsetting settled life, taking to highway robbery, literally as well as (5)

metaphorically, in two ways, viz., cutting off people from access to the worship of Got^, and

abusing religion and piety for crooked purposes, exploiting religion itself for their crooked

ends as when a man builds houses of prayer out of unlawful gains or ostentatiously gives charity

out.ofmopey which he has obtained by force or fraud, etc After setting out this catalogue of

besetting sins Shu'aib makes two appeals to the past : (1) You began as an insignificant tribe, and

by God’s favour you increased and multiplied in numbers and resources; do you not then owe

a duty to God to fulfil His Law 7 (2) What was the result in the case of those who fell into

sin ? Will you not take warning by their example ?

So Shu'aib began his argument with faith in God as the source of all virtue, and ended it

with destruction as the result of all sin. In the next verse he pleads with them to end their contro-

versies and come to God.

87. “ And if there is a party

Among you who believes

In the Message with which

I have been sent, and a party

Which does not believe,

Hold yourselves in patience

Until God doth decide

8 Between us ; for He
30 Is the best to decide.” o

1<)56. Madyan is torn by internal conflict. Shu'aib comes as a peace^maker, not in virtue

of his own wisdom, but by an appeal to the truth, righteousness and justice of God. As we see

later, the '.r^l
.
motives of his opponents were selfishness, arrogance, violence, lawlessness, and in-

justice. But be appeals to their better nature, and is prepared to argue on the basis that the

p^rty: which wants,, to suppress those who believe in God’s Message and in righteousness, has

-some.sincere.pisutal difficulty in accepting Shu'aib's mission. “If,” he says to them, “that is

the,case, xlO: you think it justifies your intolerance, your violence, or your persecution ? On the

contrary, events will prove by themselves who is right and who is wrong." To the small band

whq believe in his mission and follow his teaching, be, would preach patience and perseverance.

His argument to them would be :
" You have faith : surely your faith is strong enough to sustain

you in the hope that God's truth will triumph in the end : there is no cause for despair or dejection."

How exactly these past experiences fit the times of otir holy guide Muhammad 1 And it is for

that analogy and that' lesson that the stories of Noah, Hud, Sfilih, Lilt, and Shu'aib are related to

us,—all different, and yet all 'pointing to the great lessons in Muhammad's life.

1057. See the argument in the last note. God's decision may come partly in this very life

either for the same generation of for succeeding generations, by the logic of external events. But

In any case it is bound to come spiritually on a higher plane eventually, when the righteous will

be comforted and the 'sinners will be convinced of sin from their own inner conviction.
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88. The leaders, the arrogant
Party among his people, said:

“O Shu'aib ! we shall

Certainly drive thee out
Of our city—(thee) and those
Who believe with thee ;

Or else ye (thou and they)

Shall have to return

To our ways and religion.”

He said : “What ! even

Though we do detest (them) ?

J

89. “We should indeed invent

A lie against God,
If we returned to your ways

^ After God hath rescued

Us therefrom ;
nor could we

By any manner of means
Return thereto unless it be

As in the Will and Plan of God,
Out Lord. Our Lord

Can reach out to the utmost

Recesses of things by His

knowledge.

In God is our trust.

Out Lord ! Decide Thou ““

Between us and our people

lifei

i

1058. The gentle, all-persuasive arguments of Shu'aib fell on hard hearts. Their only reply was

:

“Turn him outl him and his people," When courtesy and a plea for toleration are pitted against

bigotry, what room is there for logic ? But bigotry and unrighteousness have their own crooked ways

of pretending to be tolerant. •' O yes !
" they said, " we are very tolerant and long-suffering 1 But

we are for our country and religion. Come back to the ways of our fathers, and we shall graciously

forgive you 1" "Ways of their fathers 1'—they meant injustice and oppression, high-handedness to the

poor and the weak, fraud under cover of religion, and so on ! Perhaps the righteous were the poor

and the weak. Were they likely to love such ways? Perhaps there was implied a bribe as well

as a threat. " If you come back and wink at our iniquities, you shall have scraps of prosperity

thrown at you. If not, out you go in disgrace 1"

1059. The answer of the righteous is threefold. (1)
“ Coming back is all very well. But do you

mean that we should practise the vices we detest ?" (Z) “ You want us to lie against our conscience

and our God, after we have seen the evil of your ways," (3) "Neither bribes nor threats, nor specious

appeals to patriotism or ancestral religion can move us: the matter rests with God, Whose will and

pleasure we obey, and on Whom alone we rely. His knowledge will search out all your specious

pretences,"

1060 This of course, does not mean that any one can ever return to evil ways with Gods consent.

Shu'aib has alreadv emphatically repudiated the idea of returning " to your ways after God hath

rescued us therefrom." But even if their ways had been good, the human will, he goes on to say,

has no data to rely upon, and he and his followers would only be guided by God's Will and Plan.

1061. Having answered the insincere quibblers among the godless, the righteous turn to God in

earnest prayer. The endless controversies in this world about abstract or speculative things never

end even where both sides are sincere in their beliefs. The decision must be taken to God, Who sits

on the throne of Truth, and Whose decisions will, therefore, be free from the errors and imperfections

of all human judgment The sincere have nothing to fear in the appeal to Him, as their motives are

pure.
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In truth, for Thoii

Art the best to decide.”

90. The leaders, the Unbelievers

Among his people, said :

“ If ye follow Shu'aib,

Be sure then ye are ruined

91. But the earthquake took them
Unawares, and they lay

* Prostrate in their homes
Before the morning j

92. The men who rejected

Shu'aib became as if

They had never been
In the homes where they

Had flourished : the men
Who rejected Shu'aib

—

It was they who were ruined

!

93. So Shu'aib left them.
Saying : “O my people !

I did indeed convey to you
The Messages for which
I was sent by my Lord

:

I gave you good counsel,

But how shall I lament

1062. The answer oi the Unbelievers is characteristic. As all their bribes and subtleties have
failed, they resort to threats, which are worse than the argument of the stick. " All right," they say,

"there is nothing but ruin before you 1" That means that the Believers will be persecuted, held up to

obloquy, ostracised, and prevented from access to all means of honourable livelihood ; their families

and dependants will be insulted, reviled, and tortured, if they could but be got into the enemy’s

power ; their homes destroyed, and their names held up to ridicule and contempt even when they are

gone. But, as verse 92 says, their wicked designs recoiled on themselves : it was the wicked who
were ruined and blotted out.

1063. The fate of the Madyan people is described in the same terms as that of the Thamud in

verse 78 above. An earthquake seized them by night, and they were buried in their own homes,
no longer to vex God's earth. But a supplementary detail is mentioned in xzvi, 189, " the

punishment of a day of overshadowing gloom,” which may be understood to mean a shower of

ashes and cinders accompanying a volcanic eruption. Thus a day of terror drove them into their

homes, and the earthquake finished. them. The lament of Shu'aib in verse 93 is almost the same as

that of Sal>h in verse 79, with two differences; (1) Shu'aib’s messages attacked the many sins

of his people (see n. 1055) and are, therefore, expressed in the plural, while Salih’s fight was chiefly

against selfish arrogance, and his message is expressed in the singular; (2) the ThamBd were the more
cultured people of the two, and perished in their own pride ; as §&lih said, "ye love not good
counsellors” ; the Midianites were a rougher people, and their minds were less receptive of argument
or faith ; as Shu'aib said, they were a people who " refused to believe.
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Over a people who refuse

To believe 1”

Section 12.

94. henever We sent a prophet

To a town, We took up
Its people in suffering

And adversity, in order

That they might learn humility.

95. Then We changed their suffering

Into prosperity, until they grew

And multiplied, and began

To say :
" Our fathers (too)

Were touched by suffering

And affluence’’...,Behold 1

We called them to account

Of a sudden, while they

Realised not (their peril).

96, If the people of the towns

Had but believed and feared

God, We should indeed

Have opened out to them
>

1064. Can we get any idea of the chronological place of the destructwn of the MxdianitM t

Inn 1053 IvU. 83) we have discussed the geographical aspects The

helJusirget ing some idea of their period. (1) The stories of Noah, Had. Sal.h, Ut, Shu arb

S.“ob=toh?..o,og.c., o,b... «.ib
was (2) If Shu'aib was in the fourth generation from Abraham, Ise

•
’

i
Ip, Thi«

r^pSsible for hinr to have been a contemporary of Moses, who came many

difficulty is recognised by Ibn KaihJr and other classical comrnentators
ie ? 1054 vli

Of Sbu-aib with Jethro the father-in-law of Moses rs - who we"«
L4\ Shli'aib must have been before Moses; see vii. 103. (5) The

.-paW nf the Tews

appears as an unimportant place resting on its past.

1065. Man was originaUy created pure.

corruption and iniquity, which he is sent to comb
. Even so peaceful a prophet as

especially to those who join him in his protest
it is all in God's Plan,

Jesus said : “I came not to send peace but a sword (M .

for we must learn humility if we would be worthy of Him.

V, • Thev grow and multiply, and become scornful.

1066. God gives enough rope to the sinful, mey
g

j^i^h they are meant to learn, viz.,

Neither suffering nor affluence teaches them the lessons
adversity and prosperity

patience and humility, gratitude and kindness to °
things have happened in all ages I Our

alike as a matter of chance. "O yes !" they say
us. Thus goes on the

fathers had such experiences before us, and our son
Architect ? They are found

world for all timer But does iy Wh^about^ P^
napping when Nemesis overtakes them m the midst ol theit impiow
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(All kinds of) blessings

From heaven and earth ;

But they rejected (the truth),

And We brought them
To book for their misdeeds.

97 . Did the people of the towns

Feel secure against the coming
Qf Our wrath by night

While they were asleep ?

98. Of else did they feel

Secure against its coming

In broad daylight while they

Played about (care-free) ?

•• • •

99.

Did they then feel secure

Against the Plan of God ?

—

But no one can feel

Secure from the Plan

Of God, except those

(Doomed) to ruin !

C. 86.—While the story of the prophets who preached

(vii. 100-1S7.) In vairi to their people prefigures

The struggles in the early careers

Of all apostles, the story of Moses,

—

His struggles, with an alien and arrogant

People, his final deliverance

Of his people from foreign domination,

And his leading them within sight

Of the Promised Land, in spite

Of the forces that resisted,—prefigures

The early struggles and eventual triumph

Of Muhammad the Holy Apostle of God.

1067. This and the two following verses should be read together. They furnish a commentary

on the story of the five prophets that has already been related. God’s wrath may coine by night

or by day, whether people are arrogantly defying God’s laws or are sunk in lethargy or vain

dreams of unreality. Who can escape God's Plan, and who can feel themselves outside it except

those who are seeking their own ruin ?

1068. This closes that chapter of the narrative which deals with apostles who were rejected

by their own people, but who stood firm on God’s Message and were able to rescue a remnant
who believed. In each case there were special circumstances and special besetting sins, which
have been explained in the notes. The nations which as a body could not be won over to God’s,

Law perished. So far we have been dealing with the corruptions and iniquities within each
nation. In the story of Moses we have first a struggle against the bondage of Egypt, one of

the foremost powers then in the world, the rescue of the Israelites and their wanderings, and
their proving themselves unworthy and being left to wander in a new sense when they rejected

the new Prophet (Muhammad) who came to renew God's Message.
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Section 13.

•
'

100.

JSElo those who inherit

The earth in succession

To its (previous) possessors,

Is it not a guiding (lesson)

That, if We so willed,

"We could punish them (too)

For their sins, and seal up
Their hearts so that they

Could not hear 1

o
101.

Such were the towns
Whose story We (thus)

Relate unto thee

:

There came indeed to them
Their apostles with clear (Signs)

:

But they would not believe

What they had rejected before.*®’®

Thus doth God seal up
The hearts of those

Who reject Faith.

102.

Most of them We found not

Men (true) to their covenant

:

But most of them We found
Rebellious and disobedient.

103.

IpPhen after them We sent

Moses with Our Signs

To Pharaoh and his chiefs.

But they wrongfully rejected

them

:

So see what was the end
Of those who made mischief.

1069. The stories which have been related should give a warning to present and future

generations which have inherited the land, the power, or the experience of the past. They should

know that if they fall into the same sins they will meet with the sarhe fate : when through their

contumacy their hearts are hardened, they do not listen to the advice that fails on their ears.

1070. Those who have heard the Message and rejected it find it more difficult afterwards to

retrace their steps. Evil has blocked the channels of God's grace to them. It begins with their

breaking their Covenant with God i With each step afterwards they fall deeper and deeper into

the mire,
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104. Moses 1®” said : “O Pharaoh !

I am an apostle from
The Lord of the Worlds,

—

OC^}
^ *

105. One for whom it is right

To say nothing but truth

About God. Now have I

Come unto you (people), from
Your Lord, with a clear (Sign)

:

^ let the Children of Israel

Depart along with me.”

106. (Pharaoh) said :
“ If indeed

Thou hast come with a Sign,

Jb^J (1^

>•*»

1071. The story of Moses is told in many places in the Holy-Qur-3n, with a special lesson in each
context, In ii. 49-71, the story is an appeal to the Jews from their own scripture and traditions,

to show their true place in the religious history of mankind, and how they forfeited it. Here we
have an instructive parallelism in that story to the story of Muhammad's mission,—how both these

men of God had to fight against (1) a foreign foe, arrogant, unjust, faithless, and superstitious,

and (2) against the same class of internal foe among their own people. Both of them won through.

In the case of Moses, the foreign foe was Pharaoh and his Egyptians, who boasted of their earlier

and superior civilisation ; in the case of the Prophet Muhammad the foreign foes were the Jews
themselves and the Christians of his day. Moses led his people nearly to the Land of Promise
in spite of rebellions among his own people ; Muhammad succeeded completely in overcoming the
resistance of his own people by his own virtues and firmness of character, and by the guidance of

God. What was a hope when these Meccan verses were revealed became an accomplishment
before the end of his life and mission on earth.

1072, "Pharaoh" (Arabic, Fjr'aun) is a dynastic title, not the name of any particular king in

Egypt. It has been traced to the ancient Hieroglyphic words, Per-oo, which mean " Great House."
The nun is an “ infirm " letter added in the process »f Arabisation. Who was the Pharaoh in

the story of Moses ? If the Inscriptions had helped us, we could have answered with some con-

fidence, but unfortunately the Inscriptions fail us. It is probable that it was an early Pharaoh
of the XVIIIth Dynasty, say Thothmes I, about 1540 B.C. See appendix IV, on Egyptian Chronology
and Israel, printed at the end of this Sura.

1073.

Notice that Moses, in addressing Pharaoh and the Egyptians, claims his mission to be

not from Ms God, or fits people's God but from ‘‘your Lord," from "the Lord of the Worlds." And
his mission is not to his people only; “I come unto (Egyptian people) from ^sur Lord."

The spirit of our version is entirely different from the spirit of the same story as told in the Old

Testament (Exod. chapters i. to xv.). In Exod. iii. 18, the mission of Moses is expressed to be as

from " the Lord God of the Hebrews."

The essence of the whole Islamic story is this. Joseph’s sufferings and good fortune were not

merely a story in a romance. Joseph was a prophet ; his sufferings and his subsequent rise to power

and position in Egypt were to be a lesson (a) to his wicked brothers who sold him into slavery, (b) to

his people who were stricken with famine and found a welcome in Egypt, and (c) to the Egyp-

tians, who were arrogant over their high material civilisation, but had yet to be taught the pure

faith of Abraham. Israel prospered in Egypt, and stayed there perhaps two to four centuries.

(Renan allows only one century.) Times changed, and the racial bigotry of the Egyptians showed
its head again, and Israel was oppressed. Moses was raised up with a threefold mission again (a) to

learn all the learning of the Egyptians and preach God's Truth to them as one who had been
brought up among themselves, (b) to unite and reclaim bis own people, and (c) to rescue them and
lead them to a new world, which was to open out their spiritual horizon and lead them to the

Psalms of David and the glories of Solomon.
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Show -it forth,

—

If thou tellest the truth.”
•

107. Then (Moses) threw his- rod,

And behold ! it was
A serpent, plain (for all to see)

!

108. And he drew out his hand,
And behold ! it was white
To^all beholders !

^®’*

Section 14.

109. J^aid the Chiefs of the people
Of Pharaoh :

“ This is indeed
A sorcerer well-versed.

110. “ His plan is to get you out
Of your land : then
What is it ye counsel ?”

1074.

The ensuing dialogue shows the psychology on the two sides. Pharaoh is sitting in his

Uarbar, with his ministers and chiefs around him. In their arrogance they are only amused at

the effrontery and apparent revolt of the Israelite leaders, and they rely upon their own superior

worldly power, aided by the magic which was a. part of the Egyptian religion. Confronting them
stand two men, Moses with his mission from God, and his brother Aaron who was his lieutenant.

They are confident, not in their own powers, but in the mission they had received. The first thing

they have to do is to act on the subjective mind of the Egyptians, and by methods which by God's

miracle show that Egyptian magic was nothing before the true power of God.

1075.

The serpent played a large part in Egyptian mythology. The great sun-god Ra won a

great victory over the serpent Apophis, typifying the victory of light over darkness. Many of

their gods and goddesses took the forms of snakes to impress their foes with terror. Moses's rod

as a type of a serpent at once appealed to the Egyptian mentality. The contempt which the

Egyptians had entertained in their minds before was converted into terror. Here was some one

who could control the reptile which their great god Ra himself had such difficulty in overcoming I

1076.

But the second Sign displayed by Moses was even more puzzling to the Egyptians. Moses

drew out his hand from the folds of the garments on his breast, and it was white and shining as with

divine light 1 This was to counter any suggestions of evil, which the serpent might have created.

This was no work of evil,—of black magic, or a trick or illusion. His hand was transfigured—with

a light which no Egyptian sorcerers could produce. In Islam the " white hand " of Moses has

passed into a proverb, for a symbol of divine glory dazzling to the beholders.

1077.

The two Signs had the desired eflect on the Egyptians. They were impressed, but they

judged them by their own standards. They thought to themselves, “ These are ordinary sorcerers:

let us search out our best sorcerers and show them that they have superior power." But like all

worldly people, they began to fear for their own power and possessions. It was far from Moses's

intention to drive out the Egyptians from theirown land. He merely wanted to end the Egyptian

oppression. But the Egyptians had a guilty conscience, and they judged other people’s motives

by their own. They discussed the matter in Council on quite wrong premises
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111. They said :
“ Keep him

And his brother in suspense

(For a while) ;
and send

To the cities men to collect

—

112. And bring up to thee

All (our) sorcerers well-versed.”

113. J^o there came
The sorcerers to Pharaoh :

They said, “Of course

We shall have a (suitable)

Reward if we win !“

114. He said :
“ Yea, (and more),

—

For ye shall in that case

Be (raised to posts)

Nearest (to my person).”

115. They said :
“ O Moses !

Wilt thou throw (first),

• Or shall we have
The (first) throw V'

116. Said Moses :
“ Throw ye (first).”

So when they threw.
They bewitched the eyes

Of the people, and struck

Terror into them : for they

Showed a great (feat of) magic.

1078. The advice of the Council to Pharaoh sho«vs a misreading of the situation. They were in a

panic about what the magic of this evidently powerful sorcerer could do against them. So they advised

the Pharaoh to summon their most powerful sorcerersfrom all over the country, and in the meantime to

hold Moses and Aaron in suspense,—neither to yield to them nor definitely to oppose them, The men of

God could well afford to wait. Time is always in favour of Truth.

1079. The most noted sorcerers of Pharaoh came. Their art was built up on trickery and imposture,

andthefirstthingthey could think of was t9 makeaselfishbargainforthemselves. The Pharaoh and

his Council would in their present state of panic agree to anything. And so they did. Pharaoh not only

promised them any rewards they desired if they foiled the strange power of these men, but he also

promised them the highest dignities round his own person. And so the contest begins, with due

observance of the amenities observed by combatants before they come to close grips.

1080. Moses and his brother Aaron were pitted against the most skilful magic-men of Egypt, but

they were calm and confident and let the magic-men have their innings first. As is usual in this world,

the magicians' trickery made a great impression on the people, but when Moses threw his rod, the

illusion was broken, and the falsehood was all shown up. In the Old Testament story (Exod. vii. 10-12)

it was Aaron that threw the rod, and he threw it before the magicians. Aaron's rod became a

serpent. Then the magicians threw their rods, and they became serpents, but Aaron’s rod swallowed

up their rods. The story given to us is more dramatic and less literal. We are told in general terms

that Moses first allowed the magic-men to play their tricks. The rod of Moses was the symbol of his

authority. It must have been a simple shepherd’s crook with which he used to feed his fiocks

With God's grace behind him, he was able to expose all false trickery and establish the Truth.
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117. We put it into Moses’s mind
By inspiration : “Throw (now)
ThV rod ”

: and behold !

It swallows up straightway
All the falsehoods

Which they fake !

118. Thus truth was confirmed.
And all that theyjdid

Was made of no effect.

6 O^S
1 19. So the (great onesljwere vanquished

There and then, and were
Made to look small.

120. ^]|^ut the sorcerers fell down
,

Prostrate in adoration.

121. Saying :
“ We believe

In the Lord of the Worlds,

—

122,
" The Lord of Moses and Aaron.”

.#1 / > /

123. Said Pharaoh :
“ Believe ye

In Him before I give

You permission ? Surely

This is a trick which ye
Have planned in the City

To drive out its people :

But soon shall ye know
(The consequences).^"®*

1081. The proud ones of the Court —Pharaoh and his chiefs—were hard-hearted, and the exposure

of the imposture only made tliem wreak their rage on those whom they could reach. On the other

hand the efiect on the humbler ones—those who had been made the dupes and instruments of the

imposture—was quite different. Their conscience was awakened. They fell down to the ground in

adoration of the Lord of the Worlds, and confessed their faith.

108Z. Pharaoh and his Court were doubly angry : erst because they were made to look small

when confronted by the power of God, and secondly, because their dupes and instruments were

snatched away from them. These men, the sorcerers, at once recognised the Signs of God, and in

their case the mission of Moses and Aaron was fulfilled. They turned back on their past life of

imposture, make-believe, false worship, and oppression of the weak, and confessed the One true God.

As usually happens, hardened sinners resent all the more the saving of any of theircompanions froin

sin and error. Judging other people’s motives by their own, they accuse them of duplicity, and if

they have the power, fney take cruel revenge. Here the Pharaoh threatens the repentant sinners

with the extreme punishment for treason and apostasy (cutting oft of hands and feet, combined

< with an ignominious death on the cross, as in the case of the worst malefactors). But they reniained

6rm. and prayed to God for patience and constancy. Probably their influence spread quietly in the

commonalty. Ultimately it appeared on the Throne itself, in the person of Amenophis IV,

five or six generations afterwards. See Appendix V, on Egyptian Religion, printed at the end of

this SQra.
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124. “ Be sure I will cut oiF

Your hands and your feet

On opposite sides, and I

Will cause you all

To die on the cross.”

i

125. They said :
” For us.

We are but sent back

Unto our Lord

:

1

t

126. “ But thou dost wreak

Thy vengeance on us

Simply because we believed

In the Signs of our Lord

When they reached us
! j

Our Lord ! pour out on us I

Patience and constancy, and take

Our souls unto Thee
As Muslims (who bow
To Thy Will)

!

-

>

Section 15.

127. J^aid the chiefs of Pharaoh’s

People :
“ Wilt thou leave

i

Moses and his people.

To spread mischief in the land.

And to abandon thee

And thy gods 1 ” He said

:

“ Their male children will we
Slay ;

(only) their females

Will we save alive ;

And we have over them

1083. These Egyptians, by their patience and constancy, show that their repentance was true.

Thus in their case the mission of Moses was fulfilled directly, and their number must have amounted
to a considerable figure. They were martyrs to their faith, and their martyrdom affected their nation
in two ways. In the first place, as they were the pick of those who practised the false superstition in

Egypt, their conversion and disappearance dealt a staggering blow to the whole system, Secondly,
the indirect effect of their martyrdom on the commonalty of Egypt must have been far greater than
can be measured by numbers. The banner of God was planted, and the silent spiritual fight must
have gone on ever since, though history, in recording outward events, is silent on the slow and gradual
processes of transformation undergone by Egyptian religion. From a chaotic pantheon of animals and
animal gods, the worship of the sun and the heavenly bodies, and the worship of the Pharaoh as the
embodiment of power, they gradually came to realise the oneness and mercy of the true God. After
many glimpses of .Monotheism on Egyptian soil itself, the Gospel of Jesus reached them, and eventually
{slam.
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(Power) irresistible.”

128. Said Moses to his people :

” Pray for help from God,
And (wait) in patience and

constancy :

For the earth is God’s,

To give as a heritage

To such of His servants

As He pleaseth ; and the end
Is (best) for the righteous.” ****

Jfe-IK/'

129. They said :
“ We have had

(Nothing but) trouble, both before
And after thou comest
To us.” He said

:

" It may be that your Lord
Will destroy your enemy
And make you inheritors

In the earth ; that so

He may try you
By your deeds.”

Sectiqn 16. !

130. ^08? e punished the people

Of Pharaoh with years

1084. Pharaoh's order against the sorcerers was drastic enough. But his Council is not satisfied,

What about Moses and the Israelites 7 They had a seeming victory, and will now be more mischievous

than ever. They appeal to Pharaoh’s vanity and bis superstition and sense of power, “ If you leave

them alone," they say, “ where will be your authority ? You and your gods will be defied !
" Pharaoh

has a ready answer. He was really inwardly cowed by the apparent power of Moses. He dared

not openly act against him. But he had already, before the birth of Moses, passed a cunning order

to destroy the whole people of Israel. Through the instrumentality of midwives (Ezod. i. IS) all the

male children were to be destroyed, and the females would then be for the Egyptians : the race of

Israel would thus be at an end. This order was still in force, and would remain in force until the

despised race was absorbed. But Egyptian cunning and wickedness had no power against God's

Plan for those who had faith. See verse 129 below.

1085. Notice the contrast between the arrogant tone of Pharaoh and the humility and faith taught

by Moses. In the end the arrogance was bumbled, and humility and faith were protected and

advanced.

1086. There is a slight note of querulousness in the people's answer. But Moses allays it by his

own example and courage, and his vision of the future : which was amply fulfilled in time. See

verse 137 below.

1087. The Israelites, despised and enslaved, were to be rescued and made rulers in Palestine. David

and Solomon were great kings and played a notable part in history. But the greatness of Israel was

conditional
;
they were to be judged by their deeds. When they fell from grace, other people were

given honour and power. And so it came to be the turn of the Arab race, and so on. God gives His

gifts to those who are righteous and obey His Law

.
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(Of drought) and shortness

Of crops ;
that they might

Receive admonition.

I3l. But when good (times) came.

They said, “ This is due

To us ;
” when gripped

By calamity, they ascribed it

To evil omens connected

With Moses and those with him

!

Behold ! in truth the omens
*Of evil are theirs

In God’s sight, but most

Of them do not understand

!

132. They said (to Moses)

:

“ Whatever be the Signs

Thou bringest, to work
Therewith thy sorcery on us,^®*®

We shall never believe

In thee.”

133. So We sent (plagues) on them ;

Wholesale Death,*®*®

Locusts, Lice, Frogs,

And Blood : Signs openly *®**

Self-explained : but they

Were steeped in arrogance,

—

A people given to sin.

134. Every time the Penalty

Fell on them, they said

:

1088. Their superstition ascribed the punishment of their own wickedness 'to some evil omen.
They thought Moses and his people brought them ill-luck. They did not look within themselves to

see the root of evil, and the cause of their punishment ! So it happens in all ages. People blame the

righteous for something which they do, different from other men, instead of searching out their own
lapses from rectitude, which are punished by God.

1089. A type of obstinacy and resistance to God's message. As they believed in sorcery and
magic, they thought anything unusual was but sorcery and magic, and hardened their hearts against

Truth.

1090. T3/dn—a widespread calamity, causing wholesale death and destruction. It may be a Bood.
or a typhoon, or an epidemic, among men or cattle. Perhaps the last is meant, if we may interpret

by the Old Testament story (Exod. ix. 3, 9, 15 ; xii, 29).

1091. In xvii. 101, the reference is to nine Clear Signs. These are ; (I) the Rod (vii. 107), (2) the
Radiant Hand (vii. 108), (3) the years of drought or shortage of water (vii. 130), (4) short crops (vii, 130),

and the five mentioned in this verse, viz.^ (5) epidemics among men and beasts, (6) locusts, (7) lice,

(8) frogs, and (9) the water turning to blood.
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“ O Moses ! on our behalf

Call on. thy Lord in virtue

Of His promise to thee :

If thou wilt remove
The Penalty from us,

We shall truly believe in thee.

And we shall send away
The Children of Israel

With thee.”
135.

But every time We removed
The Penalty from them
According to a fixed term
Which they had to fulfil,

—

Behold ! they broke their word

!

136. So We exacted retribution

From them : We drowned them
In the sea, because they

Rejected Our Signs, and failed

To take warning from them.^®*®

137. And We made a people,

Considered weak (and of no
account),

Inheritors of lands

In both East and West,

—

I09Z. I'he demand of Moses was two fold ; (I) come to Ood and cease from oppression, and (2) let

me take Israel out of Egypt. At first it was laughed at and rejected with scorn. When the Plagues

came for punishment, each time the Egyptians suffered, they promised amendment and begged

Moses to intercede and cause the plague to cease. But every time it ceased, they went back to their

evil attitude, until the final retribution came. This is a type of the sinner’s attitude for all times.

1093. The intercession of Moses was limited to prayer. Each plague or penalty had its appointed

term in God’s decree. That term was duly fulfilled before the plague ceased. God's law is firm:

it does not vacillate like the human will. The intercession only meant two things: (1) that God's

name was invoked and His presence duly brought home to the mind and heart of the sinner who
promised repentance, and (Z) that the sinner was given a further chance if the prayer was accepted.

This again is a universal truth.

1094. When at last Pharaoh let Israel go, they selected, not the highway to Canaan, along the

Mediterranean and by Gaza, because they were unarmed and would have encountered immediate
opposition there, but by way of the wilderness of Sinai. They bad to cross the marshy end of the

Red Sea, which they did, while Pharaoh's host which came in pursuit was drowned. Cf, ii. SO.

1095.

Where was the Council of Pharaoh held in which Moses addressed Pharaoh ? Egypt's

primary capital in the XVlIIth Dynasty was Thebes (=No-Ammon), but that was more than 400

miles to the south of the Delta, in whose corner Israel dwelt. Memphis, on the apex of the Delta, a
little south of where Cairo is now, was also over 100 miles from Israel’s habitations. The interview

must have been either in a Palace near Goshen, where the Israelites dwelt, or in Zoan (=Tani5), the

Deltaic capital built by a former dynasty, which was of course still available for the reigning

dynasty, and which was not far from the Israelite settlement.
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Lands whereon We sent

Down Our blessings.

The fair promise of thy Lord

Was fulfilled for the Children

Of Israel, because they had
Patience and constancy,

And We levelled to the ground

The great Works and fine

Buildings

Which Pharaoh and his people

Erected (with such pride).^““*

138. e took the Children of Israel

(With safety) across the sea.

They came upon a people

Devoted entirely to some idols

They had. They said :

“ O Moses ! fashion for us

A god like unto the gods

They have.” He said

:

1

1096. Israel, which was despised, became a great and glorious nation under Solomon. He had

goodly territory, and was doubly blest. His land and people were prosperous, and he was blessed

with wisdom from God. His sway and his fame spread east and west. And thus God’s promise

to Israel was fulfilled. Note that Syria and Palestine had once been under the sway of Egypt. At

the same time the proud and rebellious Pharaoh and his people were brought low. The splendid

monuments which they had erected with so much skill and pride were mingled with the dust. 1 heir

great cities—Thebes (or No-Ammon), Memphis (or Noph, sacred to the Bull of Osiris), and the other

splendid cities, became as if they had not existed, and archaeologists have had to dig up their ruins

From the sands. The splendid monuments—temples, palaces, tombs, statues, columns, and stately

structures of all kinds—were buried in the sands. Even monuments like the Great Sphinx, which

seem to defy the ages, were partly buried in the sands, and owe their rescue to the comparatively

recent researches of archaeologists. As late as 1743 Richard Pococke in bis Travels in Egypt (p. 41),

remarked ;
“ Most of those pyramids are very much ruined."

The contrast between Egypt and Israelis one part of the story in the march of lime. Israel also was

found unworthy, and in course of time the Arabs, whom they despised as Ishmaelites, became their

masters. The Jews in their Ghettos in Europe sufiered much persecution. Nor are they out of the

wood yet. If the Pogroms of the Slavs against them have ceased, their fate in Nazi Germany is

the talk of the world. Nor had the Arabs or Turks or any nation a perpetual lease of power from

God. The test is righteousness and the Muslim virtues taught in the Universal Religion of faith

and right conduct.

1097. Who were these people? We are now in the Sinai Peninsula. Two conjectures are

possible
: (1) The Amalekites of the Sinai Peninsula were at perpetual waf with the Israelites. 1 hey

were probably an idolatrous nation, but we have very little knowledge of their cult. (Z) From

Egyptian history we know that Eg5'pt had worked from very ancient times some copper mines in

Sinai. An Egyptian settlement may have been here. Like all mining camps it contained from the

beginning the dregs of the population. When the mines ceased to be worked, the settlement, or

what remained of it, must have degenerated further. Cut off from civilisation, its cult must have

become still narrower, without the refining influences which a progressive nation applies even to its

idolatry. Perhaps Apis, the sacred bull of Memphis, lost all its allegorical meaning for them, and

only gross and superstitious rites remained among them. The text speaks of " some idols they had,

implying that they had merely a detached fragment of a completer religion. This was a snare in

the path of the Israelites, whom many generations of slavery in Egypt had debased into ignorance

and superstition.
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“ Surely ye are a people
Without knowledge.
•

O

139. “ As to these folk,

The cult they are in

Is (but) a fragment of a ruin,*®*®

And vain is the (worship)

Which they practise.”

140. He said :
“ Shall I seek for you

A god other than the (true)

God, when it is God
Who hath endowed you
With gifts above the nations ?

”

141. And remember We rescued you
From Pharaoh’s people,

Who afQicted you with
The worst of penalties,

Who slew your male children

And saved alive your females :

In that was a momentous
Trial from your Lord. ****

Section 17.

142. e appointed for Moses
Thirty nights, and completed

(The period) with ten (more)

;

Thus was completed the term
(Of communion) with his Lord,**®®

Forty nights. And Moses
Had charged his brother Aaron
(Before he went up) :

j-irr

6i.^

1098. If conjecture 2 in the last note is correct, this idolatrous worship was but the fragment of
a ruin from Egypt, and Moses's reproach is biting ;

•• You, who have been rescued from the bondage
of living Egypt,—do you hanker after the bondage of a dead cult debased even from that from which
you have been rescued ?

”

Mutabbar=hcoken in pieces, smashed into fragments, destroyed.

1099. This is God's reminder to Israel through the mouth of Moses. There was a double trial

:

(1) while the bondage lasted, the people were to learn patience and constancy in the midst of

affliction ; (2) when they were rescued, they were to learn humility, justice, and righteous deeds of

prosperity,

1100. There is much mystic doctrine in this section, and the parallel between Israel and Islam

continues throughout. The forty nights'* communion of Moses with God on the Mount may be

compared with the forty days' fast of Jesus in the wilderness before he took up his Ministry (Matt.'

iv. 2), and with the forty years of Mustafa’s preparation in life before he took up his Ministry. In

each case the Apostles lived alone apart from their people, before they came into the full blaze of

the events of their Ministry. The forty is divided into thirty and ten, prefiguring the thirty days of

the Ramadan fast, and the ten days of the ^ul-Rajj pilgrimage in Islam.
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“ Act for me amongst rrty people :

Do right, and follow not

The way of those

Who do mischief.”

143. When Moses came
To the place appointed by Us,

And his Lord addressed him,
He said :

“ O my Lord !

Show (Thyself) to me,
That I may look upon Thee.”
God said :

“ By no means
Canst thou see Me (direct)

;

But look upon the Mount

;

If it abide

In its place, then
Shalt thou see Me.”
When his Lord manifested

His glory on the Mount,
He made it as dust.

And Moses fell down
In a swoon. When he
Recovered his senses he said

:

“ Glory be to Thee ! To Thee
I turn in repentance, and I

Am the first to believe.”

.’•KfftK

1101.

When for any reason the man of God is absent from his people, his duty of leadership

IMlSfat) should be taken up by his brother,—not necessarily a blood-brother, but one of his society

or brotherhood. The deputy should discharge it in all humility, remembering three things ; (l)that he

is only a deputy, and bound to follow the directions of his Principal, (2) that right and justice are

of the essence of power, and (3) that mischief gets its best chance to raise its head in the absence

of the Principal, and that the deputy should always Iguard against the traps laid lor him. in the

Principal’s absence.

1102.

Even the best of us may be betrayed into overweening confidence or spiritual ambition

not yet justified by the stage we have reached. Moses had already seen part of the glory of God in

his Radiant White Hand, that shone with the glory of Divine light (vii. 108, n. 1076). But he was still

in the fiesh, and the mission to his people was to begin after the Covenant of Sinai. It was
premature of him to ask to see God.

1103. But God—the Cherisher of all His creatures—treats even our foolish requests with mercy,

compassion, and understanding. Even the reflected glory of God is too great for the grosser

substance of matter. The peak on which it shone became as powder before the ineffable glory,

and Moses could only live by being taken out of his bodily senses. When he recovered from his

swoon, he saw the true position, and the distance between our grosser bodily senses and the true

splendour of God’s glory. He at once turned in penitence to God, and confessed his faith. Having

been blinded by the excessive Glory, he could not see with the physical eye. But he could get a

glimpse of the reality through faith, and he hastened to proclaim his faith.

1104. " First to believe." C/. the expression “ first of those who bow to God in Islam" in vi. 14

and vi. 163. " First ’’ means here not the first in time, but most zealous in faith. It has the intensive

and not the comparative meaning.
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144. (God said :

“ O Moses

!

I have chosen thee
Ablove (other) men,

'

By the mission I (have

Given thee) and the words
I (have spoken to thee)

:

Take then the (revelation)

Which I gave thee,

And be of. those

Who give thanks.”

145. And We ordained laws

For him in the Tablets

In all matters, both
Commanding and explaining

All things, (and said)

:

“ Take and hold these

With firmness, and enjoin

Thy people to hold fast

By the best in the precepts :

Soon shall I show you
The homes of the wicked,—
(How they lie desolate)

”

146. Those who behave arrogantly

On the earth in defiance

[ S. VII., 144-146.

1105,

“ Above (other) men "
: i.e,, among his contemporaries. He had a high mission, ai\d be bad

the honour of speaking to God,

1106. God's revelation is for the benefit of His creatures, who should receive it with reverence

and gratitude. While Moses was having these great spiritual experiences on the Mount, his people

below were ungrateful enough to forget God and make a golden calf for worship (vii,l-47).

1107. The Tablets of the Law contained the essential spiritual Truth, from which were derived

the positive injunctions and prohibitions, explanations and interpretations, which it was the unction

of the prophetic office to hold up for the people to follow. The precepts would contain, as the

Shari'at does, matters absolutely prohibited, matters not prohibited but disapproved, matters about

which there was no prohibition or injunction, but in which conduct was to be regulated by circum-

stances ; matters of positive and universal duty, matters recommended for those whose zeal was

sufficient to enable them to work on higher than minimum standards, and matters which were sought

by persons of the highest spiritual eminence. No soul is burdened beyond its capacity
; but we aro

asked to seek the best and highest possible for us in conduct.

1108. Notice the transition from the We " of authority and honour and impersonal dignity, to

the “ 1 ” of personal concern in specially guiding the righteous,

1109. There are two meanings, one literal and the other figurative. Literally, the homes of ^he

wicked, both individuals and nations, lie desolate, as in the case of the ancient Egyptians, the *Ad,

and the' ThamBd. Figuratively, the '* home" shows the inner and more intimate condition of people.'

If yoii are dazzled by the outward prosperity of the ungodly, examine their inner anguish and fear

and insecurity, and yoii will tbang^ God for His gracious guidance.
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Of right—them will I

Turn away from my Signs :

Even if they see all the Signs,

They will not believe in them ;

And if they see 'the way
Of right conduct,' they will'

Not adopt it as the Way ;

But if they see the way
Of error, that is

The Way they will adopt.

For they have rejected

.. Our Signs, and failed

To_take warning from them.

i

147. Those who reject Our Signs

And the Meeting in theHereafter,

—

Vain are their deeds :

'

Can they expect to be rewarded
Except as they have wrought ?

Section 18.
j

148. l^Ehe people of Moses made.
In his absence, out of their

ornaments.*

i . 1110. The argument may be simplified thus in paraphrase. The right is established on the earth

as God created it: Nature recognises and obeys God’s law as fixed for each portion of Creation.

But man. because of the gift of Will, sometimes upsets this balance. The root-cause is his arrogance,

as it was in the case of Ib is. God's Signs are everywhere, but if they are rejected with scorn and

blasphemy, God will withdraw His grace, for sin hardens the heart and makes it impervious to the

truth. Want of faith produces a kind of blindness to spiritual facts, a kind of deafness to the warn-

ings of a Day of Account, when the best of us will need His Mercy for our Salvation, which may be

described spirit'ually as our " Seeing God.” If we had contumaciously rejected faith, can wehope for

anything but justice,—the just punishment of our signs ?

1111. Rejected Our Signs

:

again a return to the Plural of impbrsonal Dignity and Authority, from

the singular of personal concern in granting grace and guidance to the righteous.

1112. The making of the golden calf and its worship by the Israelites during the absence of

Moses on the Mount were referred to in ii. 51 and some further details are given in xx. 85-97. Notice

how in each case only those points are referred to which are necessary to the argument in hand. A
narrator, whose object is mere narration, tells the story in all its details, and is done with it. A con-

suihniate artist, whose object is to enforce lessons, brings out each point in its proper place. Master

of all details, he does not ramble, but with supreme literary skill, just add's the touch thatis necessary

in each place to complete the spiritual picture. His object is not a story but a lesson. Here notice

the contrast between the intense spiritual communion of Moses on the Mount and the simultaneous
corruption of his people in his absence. We can understand his righteous indignation and bitter

grief (vii. 150). The people had melted all their gold ornaments, and made the image of a calf like

the bull of Osiris in the city of Memphis in the wicked Egypt that they bad turned theirbacks upon.
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The im^ge of a calf,

(for worship)
It'seemed to low ; did they

Not see that it could
Neither speak to them nor
Show them the Way?
They took it for worship
And they did wrong.

149. When they repented, and saw
That they had erred,

They said ;
“ If our Lord

Have not mercy upon us

And forgive us, we shall

Indeed be of those who perish.”

150. When Moses came back
To his people, angry and grieved,

He said ; Evil it is that ye*

Have done in my place

In my absence : did ye
Make haste to bring on
The judgment of your Lord ?

”

He put down the Tablets,

1113. Image of a Calf
:
Jasad is literally a body, especially thecrody of a man acbordiog to l^alll

quoted by Ragib. In xxi. 8 it is used obviously for the human body, as also in xxxviii. 3f ; but in the

latter case, the idea of an image, without any real life or soul, is also suggested. In the present

passage I understand many suggestions ; (1) that it was a mere image, without life
; (2) as such, it

'

Could not low ; thereforethe appearance of lowing, mentioned immediately afterwards, was a fraud

;

(3) unlike its prototype, the bull of Osiris, it had not even the symbolism of Osiris behind it , the Osiris

myth, in the living religion of Egypt, had at least some ethical principles behind it..

1114. The lowing of the golden calf was obviously a deception practised by the Egyptiatt pro-

moters of the cult. " Lytton in his " Last Days oH*ompeii ” exposes the deception practised by the

priests of Isis. Men hidden behind images imposed on the credulity of the commonalty.

1115. Didye make haste. n? ‘In your impatience, could you not wait for me ? Your lapse into

idolatry has only hastened God's wrath. If you had only waited, I was bringing to you in the
Tablets the most excellent teaching in the commands of God.' There is subtle irony in the speech
of Moses. There is also a play upon words : 'iyf=calf; and. 'a/tla=sto make haste: no- translation-

Caiii bring out these niceties.

1116. Pat down the Tablets

:

we are not told that the Tablets were broken; in fact vii. 154 (below)

shows that they were whole. They contained God's Message, There is'a touch of disrespect (if not
blasphemy) in supposing that God's Messenger broke the Tablets in his incontinent rage, as is stated-

in the Old Testament ;
“ Moses' anger- waxed hot, and he cast the tablets out of his hands, and brake

them beneath the Mount.” (Exod. xxxii. 19.) On this point and also on the point that Aaron (in the
Old Testament story) ordered the gold to be brought, made a molten calf, fashioned it with a graving
tool, and built an altar before the calf (Exod. xxxii. 2-5), our version diflers from that of the Old
‘Testament. We cannot bslieve that Aaron, who was appointed God to assist Moses as God's
Messenger, could descend so low as to seduce the people into idolatry, whatever his human weak>
nesses mi^t tw.
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Seized his brother by (the hair

Of) his head, and dragged him
To him. Aaron said;

“ Son of my mother ! The people

Did indeed reckon me
As naught, and went neat

To slaying me ! Make not

The enemies rejoice over

My misfortune, nor ?ount thou

Me amongst the people

Of sin.” “1“

151. Moses prayed :
“ O my Lord

!

Forgive me and my brother !

Admit us to Thy mercy

!

For Thou art the Most Merciful

Of those who show mercy
!”

Section 19.

''

3

lA

I

152. ^hose who took the calf

(For worship) will indeed

Be overwhelmed with wrath

From their Lord, and with

Shame in his life

:

Thus do We recompense
Those who invent (falsehoods).

153. But those who do wrong
But repent thereafter and
(Truly) believe,—verily

Thy Lord is thereafter

Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.

111?. Moses was but human. Remembering tbe charge he had given to Aaron (vii, 142) he had

a just grievance at the turn events had taken. But be did not wreak bis vengeance on the Tablets of

God'S'law by breaking them. He laid hands on his brother, and his brother at once explained.

1119.. Aaron's speech is full of tenderness and regret. He addresses Moses as " son of my mother,"

—an afiectionate term. He explains how the turbulent people nearly killed him for resisting them.

And he states in the ciearest terms that the idolatry neither originated with him nor had his consent.

In zx, 85 we are told that a fellow described as the SSmiri had led them astray. We shall discuss

this when we come to that passage, ...
1119. As Moses was convinced that bis brother was guiltless, his wrath was turned to gentleness.

He prayed for forgiveness—for himself and his brother : for himself because of his wrath and for his

brother because he had been unable to suppress idolatry among bis people. And like a true leader

that he is, he identifies himself with his lieutenant for' all that has happened. Even more, he identi-

fies himself with his whole people in his prayer in verse 15S below. Herein, again, is a type of what
the Holy Prophet Muhammad did for his people,

1120. The consequences were twofold ;(1) spiritual, in that God's grace is withdrawn, and (2) even
in the present life of this world, in that godly msn also shui the sinner's company, and he is isolated,

.
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154.

When the anger of Moses
Was appeased, he took up
The Tablets: in the writing

Thereon was Guidance and Mercy
For such as fear their Lord.

155. .^nd Moses chose seventy

Of his people for Our place

Of meetitig : whey they

Were seized with violent

quaking,

He prayed ;
“ O my Lord

!

If it had been Thy Will

Thou couldst have destroyed,

Long'before, both them
And me : wouldst Thou
Destroy us for the deeds

Of the foolish ones among us ?

This is no more than

Thy trial : by it Thou causest

Whom Thou wilt to stray,

And Thou leadest whom
Thou wilt into the right path.

Thou art oiir Protector

:

So forgive us and give us

Thy mercy ;
for Thou art

The Best of those who forgive.

156. “ And ordain for us

That which is good,

In this life

And in the Hereafter ;

For we have turned unto Thee.”
He said :

“ With My Puriishraent

4 ,^2 .OOx^A

llZl. Seventy of the elders were taken up to the Mount, but left at some distance from the place
where God spoke to Moses. They were to be silent witnesses, but their faith Was not yet complete,

.

and they dared to say to Moses : “We shall never believe in thee until we seeGod in public " (ii. 55)

They were dazed with thunder and lightning, and might have been destroyed but for Gcd's mercy
on the intercession of Moses.

iXllJ Rajjali violent quaking, earthquake. I take it to refer to the same event as is dev;;

scribed by the word Sd'iqat in ii. 55, the thunder and lightning that shook the mountain-side.

1123. Moses was guiltless, but he identifles himself with his whole people, and intercedes with

God on their behalf. He recognises that it was a trial, in' which sonie of his people failed to stand

the test. Such failure was worthy of punishment. But he pileads for mercy for such as erred from
weakness and not from contumacy, and were truly repentant, although all who erred were in their

several d^rees worthy of punishment.

1124. C/. ii. 26.
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I visit whom I will

;

But My Mercy extendeth

To all things. That (Mercy)

I shall ordain for those

Who do right, and practise

Regular charity, and those

Who believe in Our Signs ;

—

157. “ Those who follow the Apostle,

The unlettered Prophet,

Whom they find mentioned
^n their own (Scriptures),

—

In the Law and the Gospel ;

—

.
For he commands them
What is just and forbids them
What is evil ;

he allows

Them as lawful what is good
(And pure) and prohibits them
From what is bad (and impure)

;

He releases them
From their heavy burdens

And from the yokes

That are upon them.
“ So it is those who believe

In him, honour him,

Help him, and follow the Light

Which is sent down with him,

—

1125. God's mercy is in and for all things. All nature subserves a common purpose, which is for

the good of all His creatures. Our faculties and our understandings are all instances of His grace

and mercy. Each unit or factor among his creatures benefits from the others and receives them as

God's mercy to itself ;
and in its turn, each contributes to the benefit of the others and ie. thus an

instance of God's mercy to them. His mercy is universal and all-pervasive ; while His.justice and

punishment are reserved lor those who swerve from His plan and (to use a mediaeval juridical

formula) go out of His Peace.

112& The personal grace and mercy—and their opposite—are referred to the singular pronoun
" I ", while the impersonal Law, by which God's Signs operate in His universe, is referred to the

plural pronoun of authority and dignity, " We ”.

'1127, In this verse is a prefiguring to Moses of the Arabian Apostle, the last and greatest of the

apostles of God. Prophecies about him will be found in the Tautat and the Injil. In the reflex of the

Taurat as now accepted by the Jews, Moses says: “The . Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a
Prophet from the-midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto me " (Deut. xviii. 15) : the only prophet

who brought a Shari at like that of Moses was Muhammad MuBfafa, and he catrie of the House of

Isma'il the brother of Isaac the father of Israel. In the reflex of the Gospel as now accepted by the

Christians, Christ promised another Comforter (John xiv. 16) : the Greek word Paraclete which the

Christians interpret as referring, to the Holy Spirit is by our Doctors taken to be Periclyfe, which
would be the Greek form of Abmad. See Q. Ixi. 6.

1128. Aflof: plural of guifun, a yoke, an iron collar. In the formalism and exclusiveness of the

Jews there were many restrictions which were removed by Islam, a religion of freedom in the faith

of God, of universality in.the, variety of races, languages, manners and customs.

1129. Lfghf which is sent down with him : the words are •• with him ", not " to him ", emphasizing
the fact that the Light w'nich he brought illumines every one who has the privilege of joining his

great and universal Fellowship.
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It^ is they who will prosper.**^*®®

C. 87.—With the advent of the Holy Apostle,

’ (vii. 158-171.) The light and guidance which he brought

For all mankind from God
Superseded the earlier Law for the Jews.

The good and the upright among them

Followed the new Light, but

The rest were scattered through the earth. .

Section 20.

158. Say ;
“ O men ! I am sent

Unto you all, as the Apostle
Of God, to Whom belongeth

The dominion of the heavens
And the earth ; there is no god
But He : it is He that giveth

Both life and death. So believe

In God and His Apostle,

The unlettered Prophet,

Who bdieveth in God
And His Words : follow him
That (so) ye may be guided.”

159. Of the people of Moses
There is a section

Who guide and do justice

In the light of truth.

1130. FalBh=prosperity in its general sense as well as in its spiritual sense. In the general sense

it means that right conduct is the only door to happiness and well-being. In the spiritual sense it

means that Faith and its fruits (right conduct) are the only gates to salvation.

1131. Our attention having been directed to various apostles, who were sent with missions to

their several peoples, and in each of whose careers there is some prefigurement of the life of the last

'and greatest of them, we are now asked to listen to the proclamation of Muhammad’s universal
mission. We contemplate no longer, after this,.partial truths. It is not new a question of saving
Israel from the bondage of Egypt, nor teaching Midian the ethics of business, nor reclaiming the
people of Lot from sexual sin or Thamad from the sin of oppression in power, or 'Ad from arrogance
and ancestor-worship. Now are set forth plainly the issues of Life and Death, the Message of the
One Universal God to all mankind,

1132. “Unlettered," as applied to the Prophet here and in verse 157 above, has three special

significations. (1) He was not versed in human learning ; yet he was full of the highest wisdom, and
bad a most wonderful knowledge of the previous Scriptures. This was a proof of his inspiration. It

was a miracle of the highest kind, a “ Sign ”, which every.'one could test them, and every one cantest
now, (2) All organised human knowledge tends to be crystallized, to acquire a partial bias bi

.flavour of some “ school " of thought. The highest Teacher had to be free from any such taint, just

as a clean slate is necessary if a perfectly clear and bold message has to be written on it. (3) In iii.

20 and Izii. 2, the epithet is applied to the Pagan Arabs, because, before the advent of Islam, they

were unlearned. That the last and greatest of the Prophets should arise among them, and they and
their language be made the vehicle of the new, full, and universal light, has also a meaning, which is

explained in C, 12-15,
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160. We divided them into twelve
'

Tribes

Or nations! We directed

Moses by inspiration,

When his (thirsty) people asked

Him for water :
“ Strike the rock

With thy staff ” : out of it

There gushed forth twelve springs

:

Each group knew its own place

For water. We gave them
The shade of clouds, and sent

‘‘Down to them manna and quails,

(Saying) :
“ Eat of the good things

'

• We have provided for you ”
:

'(But they rebelled) ; to Us
They did no harm, but
•They harmed their, own souls.’

161. And remember it was
Said to them
“ Dwell in this town
And eat therein as ye wish.

But say the word of humility

And enter the gate

In a posture of hurnility :

We shall forgive you
Your faults ; We shall increase

(The portion of) those who do
good.”

162. But the transgressors among them
Changed the word from that

Which had been given them
So We sent on them
A plague from heaven,

For that they repeatedly

transgressed,

Section 21.

JeJJ}

163. .^sk them concerning the town
Standing close' by the sea.

Behold! they transgressed

;
1133. We now come to some incidents in Jewish history, which have been referred to in ii. 57-60.

H^re they havd special reference to their bearing on the times when early Islam was preached. The
Twelve Tribes and the parable drawn from them have been explained in n 73 to ii 60

1134. C/. ii. 57 and n. 71.

1135. Asin vii. 19, we may construe "eat "here fd mean not only eating literally, but enjoying
the good things of life.

1136. Cf. ii. 58-59. and n. 7Z. The story is here told by way of parable for the times of Islam.
Hence we have a few verbal changes ; e.g,, “ dwell in this town " instead of " eiiter this town," etc,
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In the niatter of the Sabbath.-^^®^

For oh the day of their Sabbath
Their fish did come to them,
Openly holding up their heads,
•But on the day they had
No Sabbath, they came not

:

Thus did We make a trial

Of them, for they were
Given to transgression.

164. -When some of theth said :

“ Why do ye preach
To a people whom God
Will destroy or visit

With a terrible punishment ?
”

—

Said the preachers :
“ To discharge

Our duty to your Lord,
And perchance they may fear

Him.”

165,

When they disregarded the

warnings

That had been given them,
We rescued those who forbade

Evil
;
but We visited

The wrong-doers with a

Grievous pUtiishtnent, because

They were giveh to transgression.

166.

When in their insolence

They transgressed (all) prohibitions,

We said to them ;

Be ye apes,

Despised and rejected.”

i],j -IIP'
*

o

'

1137. C/. ii. 65, and n. 79. Fishing, like every other activity, was prohibited to Israel on the Sabbath

day. As this practice was usually observed, the fish used to come up with a sense ofsecurity to their'

^ater channels or pools openly on the Sabbath day, but not bn other days- when fishing was open,;

This was a great temptation to the law-breakers, which they could not resist. Some of their men o

piety protested, but it had no effect. When their transgressions, which, we may suppose, extended

to other commandments, passed beyond bounds, the punishment came. • They were despised among

their own people, and bedaine like apes, without law and without order or decency.
.

U38. There are always people who wonder, no doubt sincerely, .what good it is to preach, to the

wicked. The answer is given to them here ; ([1) every man who sees evil must speak out against it

;

it is his duty and responsibility to God : (2) there is always a chance that the warning may havei

ellect and save a precious soul. This passage, has a special meaning for the ti.mes when our Holy

Prophet was preaching ip Mecca, appa.rentjy without results. But it applies to all times.

U39.;c/. ii. 65, n, 79.
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167.

®ehold ! thy Lord did
declare

That He would send

Against them, to the Day
Of Judgment, those who' would

Afflict them with grievous

Penalty, Thy Lord is quick

In retribution, but He is also

Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.

>UjJiV

168.

We broke them up
Ifnto sections on this earth.^^^^

There are among them some

That are the righteous, and some
That are the opposite.

We have tried them’ *

With both prosperity and
adversity :

In order that they

Might turn (to^Us).

169.

After them succeeded
’

An (evil) generation : they

Inherited the Book, but

They chose (for themselves) ”^2

The vanities of this world,

Saying (for excuse) :
“ (Everything)

Will be forgiven us.”

(Even so), if similar vanities

Came their way, they would
(Again) seize them.

Was not the Covenant
Of the Book taken from them,

That they would not

Ascribe to God anything 6^'
9

1
-

1140. See Deut. xi. 28; "A curse if ye will not obey the commandments of the Lord your God
but turn aside out of the way which I command you this day"; also Oeut. xxviii, 49: ‘‘The Lord

shall bring a nation against thee from afar, from the end of the earth, as swift as the eagle flieth
;

4. nation whose tongue thou shalt not understand" ; and many other passages.

1141. The dispersal of the jews is a great fact in the world's history. Nor has their persecution

ended yet, nor is it likely to end as far as we can foresee.

1142. Merely inheriting a Book, or doing lip service to it, does not make a nation righteous. If

they succumb to the temptations of the world, their hypocrisy becomes all the more glaring.

-

• High finance " is one of these temptations. Cf. also ii. 80 ;
“ The Fire shall not touch us except for a

few nunibered days "
: and ii. 88, about their' blasphemous self-sufficiency,

1143. Cf, Exod, xix, 5-8 ; xxiv. 3 ; xxxiv, 27 ; and many other passages,
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But the truth ? And they

Study what is in the Book.
But best for the righteous

Is the Home in the Hereafter.

Will ye not understand ?170.

As to those who hold fast

By the Book and establish

Regular Prayer,—never
Shall We suffer the reward
Of the righteous to perish.

171.

When We shook the Mount
Over them, as if it had been
A canopy, and they thought
It was going to fall on them
(We said) :

“ Hold firmly

To what We have given you,
And bring (ever) to remembrance
What is therein

;

Perchance ye may fear God.”

C. 88.—Mankind have the nature of good

(vii. 172-206.) Created within them : yet doth God

By His Signs keep up a constant

Reminder to men of His holy names.

Those who err scarce realise

How gradually ^hey fall into sin.

Their respite has a term » the doom

Must come, and it may be on a sudden.

So humbly draw nigh to the Lord,

Declare His glory, and rejoice in His service.

Section 22.

172. hen thy Lord drew forth

From the Children of Adam

—

1144. Cf. ii. 63 and n.

1145. Therein=ia the Book or Revelation, in " what We have given you."

1146. This passage has led to differences of opinion in interpretation. Does it mean that each
individual in the posterity of Adam had a separate existence from the time of Adam, and that

a Covenant was taken from all of them, which is binding accordingly on each individual? That'
question really does not arise. The words in the text refer to the descendants of the Children of

Adam, i.e,, to all humanity, born or unborn, without any limit of time. Adam's seed carries on ' the

existence of Adam, and succeed to his spiritual heritage. Humanity as such has a corporate aspect.

Humanity has been given by God certain powers and faculties, whose possession creates on our side

special spiritual obligations, which we must faithfully discharge; see v. 1, and n, 682. These obliga*

tions may from a legal point of view be considered as arising from implied Covenants. In the preced*

ing verse (Vii. 171) a reference was made to the implied Covenant of the Jewish nation. Now weconsi-'

der the implied Covenant of the whole of humanity, for the Holy Apostle’s mission was world-wide, '



From their loins

—

Their descendants, and made
them

Testify concerning themselves,

(saying)

:

“Am 1 r\ot your Lord

(Who cherishes and sustains

yoiO?”-
They said :

“ Yea !

We dp; testify !
” (This), lest

Ye should say on the Day
IDf Judgment : “.Of thi? we -

Were never mindful ’*
:

173. Or lest ye should say :

“ pur fathers before us

hiay have taken false gods,

But we are (their) descendants

After them : wilt Thou then

Qestroy us because of the deeds

Of men who were futile ?
”

174. Thus do We explain . .

The Signs in detail

;

And perchance they may tufii

(Unto Us).

T^v
'»v

•6

i

l535^jf-i4r

oci5»?J«y5j3j

175.

^Ktelate to them the story ^

Of the man to whom
We sent Our Signs,

But he passed them by ':'

1147. The Covenant is completed in this way. We acknowledge that God is our Creator,

ilherisher, and Sustainer : therefore we acknowledge our duty to Him i when we so4estify concerning

)urselves, the obligation is. as it-were' assumed by us; for it follows froiii our very nature when it
.
is

wte'and uncorrupted.

1148 The latent faculties in man are enough to teach hhn the distinction between good and'

tvil, to warn him of the dangers that beset his life. But to awaken and stimulate them, a personal

ippeal is made to each individual through the '* still small voice" within him. This in' its u'ncofrnpted

itate acknowledges the truth and metaphorically swears its Covenant with Qod. There is,, t.here*

ore, no excuse for any individual to say, either (1) that he was. unrnindfiil, or (2) that he should

(bt;be ptihisKSdEor the' sills of his 'fathers because His punishment (if any), comes front his personal;

esponsibUity and is for His own fejectiph of faith and'tbe Higher spiritual inQ'uences.
. j ..

iwy. Conwnentators differ whether this story or parable refers to a. particular individual, and if.

10 , to vyhom.
.
The story of Balaam the seer, who. was called out by Israel's enemies, to. cprse IsraeU,

ijit. 'whq.blesseidlsiael instead, (Ntim, xxii.,xxiii.,.xxiv.) b, cfuite different. It is better to take thpi

tatable, in. a general sense. . Tjhere are pnen of talents an^; positipn, to whom.
.
great opportunities ot

ipiritual insight come, but th.ey;perveraely., pass them.. by. Satan sees his opportunity .and catches;

.h^ .U^,, Instead .of,.rising higher in, the. stuiitual world,, their selfish and; worldly desires and;

imbiUipnsipuU them. down,, andtthf^ are, lost. .., .’i: .,
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$6 Satan followed him up,-

And he went astray;

176. If it had been Our Will,

We should have elevated him
With Our Signs ; but he
Inclined to thfe earth,

Arid followed his own vain

desires.^^®°

His similitude is that

Of a dog : if you attack

Him, he lolls out his tongue.

Or if you leave him alone,

He (still) lolls out his tongue.

That, is the similitude

Of those who reject Our Sigtis

;

So relate the story ;

Perchance they may reflect.

177. Evil as ah example are

People who reject Our Signs

And wrong their own souls.

178. Whom God doth guide,

—

He is on the right path :

Whom He rejects from His

guidance,

—

Such are the persons who perish.

179. Many are the Jinns apd men
We have made for Hell

:

They have hearts wherewith they

Understand hot, eyes

wherewith

»ll

3

1150. Notice the contrast between the exalted spiritual honours which they would have received
from God if they had followed His Will, and earthly desires which eventually bring them low to
the position-bf ‘beasts and worse-.

iiS’l. The dog, especially in the hot-weather, fblls'tiut his tongue, whether he is attacked arid'
pursned imd is Hred, or he- is left alone. It is part of his-toature to slobber. So with the man- WhtI
fejectS'Gpd.-- Whether he is warned or left alone,he continues to 'throve' out his diffy saliva,

ihjury'hewill'dovvinbetohisowrisoul. Butthere may be infection in his evii- exampie,
' So

must protect others. And we must never give up hopd dfhis owri’aimendmerit. So we'must c6hlin'ii8

to warn him and make him think.

, j.
.1152. Those .who reject God will be^deprived of God’s grace and guidance. His Mercy is-always

open for sincere repentance. But with each' step downwards, they go lower and lower, uniil they
nerish.

... •
i

•
. .

. .

*5li - :
-

-
:

-

-i T

C/jii. Though they have Appajren.tjy, al^ the faculties of reason
,
and, perjceptipn, tlmj?

that tho^ faculties do not w.ork, and -they go headlong, into H^il. They ^e,
as it were, nkadj^^oiHell.
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They see not, and ears wherewith

They hear- not. -Tiiley are.

Lilce cattle,—nay more
Misguided : for they

Are heedless (of warning).

180. I?^ihe most beautiful names
Belong to God :

So call on Him by them

;

But shun such men as

Use profanity in His. names

:

For what they do, they will

Soon be requited.

181. Ci>f those We have created

Are people who direct

(Others) with truth,

And dispense justice therewith.

Section 23,
f

' ’

ii

182. lHihose who reject Our Signs,

We shall gradually visit

With punishment, in ways
They perceive not

;

183. Respite will I grant

Unto them : for K^y scheme
Is strong (and unfailing).

184. Do they not reflect 1

Their Companion is not seized

1

11S4. As we contemplate God's nature, we can use the most beautiful names we can think of, to

express His attributes. There are hundreds of such attributes. In the opening Sura, we have these

indicated in a few comprehensive words, such as Rahman (most Gracious), Rahim (most Merciful),

Rdbb-ul-‘alamtn (Cherisher and Su-tainer of the worlds). . Out bringing such names to remembrance is^

part of bur Prayer and Praise. But we must not associate with people who use God’s names,

profanely, or so as to suggest anything derogatory to His dignity or His unity. C/. xvii. 110.

1155. Their companion, i,e., the Hojy Apostle, who lived with and amongst them. He was accused. •

of madness because he behaved differently froni them. He had no selfish ambitions ; he was always

true, in'thought, word, and deed ; he was kind, and considerate to the weak, and was not dazzled by

worldly power or wealth or position : he was undeterred by fear of the strong, the mockery of- the

cyiiics, the bittefness of the evil, or the indifference of the heedless. That is why he stood out boldly

against wrong : he did not mince his words, and his warnings were not mealy-mouttaed.
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With madness ; he is but
A perspicuous Warner.^*®®
^
$

185. Do they see pothing
* In the goVernliftent of the heavens
And the earth and all

That Ood hath created ?

(Do they not see) that

It may well be that

Their term is nigh
Drawing to an end ?

In what Message after this

Will they then believe ?

136. To such as God rejects

From His guidance, there can be
No guide ; He will

Leave them in their trespasses,

Wandering in distraction.^*.®^ .

187, I^hey ask thee about
The (final) Hour—when
Will be its appointed time ?

Say :
“ The knowledge thereof

Is with my Lord (alone)

:

None but He can reveal

As to when it will occur.**®®

Heavy were its burden through

The heavens and the earth.

Only, all of a sudden
'Will it come to you."

They ask thee as if thou

^ ^ fA i ^

Il

1156. MwbTn : perspicuous. The reason why I have not used a simpler word, such as "plain" or
" clear " is explained in n. 716 to v. 17. Mustafa's sermons were wot polite reminders, with aii eye to

the flattery of weaknesses in high places or national vanities or crowd passions. They brought out
every foible into the glare of light, by a fiery eloquence fed by inspiration from God.

1157. An appeal to God's roost wonderful universe-should at once convince a thinking mirrd of

man's nothingness, and God's power, glory, and goodness. Man's term here is fleeting. If he is not
warned by the great Signs, and the Messages which call his attention to them, is he capable of any
faith at all ? .

•' 1158. C/, ii. IS. If God’s light is removed, the best of them can only wander hither and thither,

like blind men,- in' distraction,

1159. The fact of its coming is a certainty ; the exact time appointed for it is not revealed by
God. If it were, it would be so momentous as to disturb our thoughts and life. It would be a heavy
'biirdeh to -us. -Qur duty is to be prepared for it.at.ail times. It.vyill come when we least expect- it

In the present Gospels Jesus says the same thing; be does not know the Hour, buf.it will come
suddenly. “ But of that day and that Hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels which are in heaven,
neither the Son, but the Father. - Take ye he«d, watch.and pray ; for ye.know not.when the time is,'

( Mark. xiii. 31i>33.)
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Wert eager in search thereof

:

Say : The knowledge thereof

Is with God (alone),

But most men know'not.”

1^3. Say :
“ I have- nd power .

Over any good or harm

To myself except as God
'Willeth. If Thad knowledge

Of the unseen, I should have

JMultiplied all good, and no evil

Should have touched me :

f am but a warner.

And a bringer of glad tidings

To those who have faith.”

i

Section 24.

189. • fEt is He Who created

Vou from a single person^'

And made his mate

Of like nature,’ in order
“ That he might dwell with her

(In love). When they are

United, she bears a light

Burden and carries it about

(Unnoticed), When she grows

Heavy, they both pray ’

i;, To God their Lord, (saying):
’ ” If Thou givest us

A goodly child,

1160. Hafi is usually construed to mean; "eager or anxious in search of : the

following here is ae=iconcerning. about. Some commentators (including Rafib) un
;

*

this passage to mean " well-acquainted." In xix. 47, with the preposition bi following it. it stgniti

well-disposed to”, " favourable to,,good to, kind to."

1161. A Warner to all, and a bringer of glad tidings to those who have faith, *

prbSt by the glad tidings. As every one is invited to faith, the glad tidings are offer ,

are not necessarily accepted by all.

1162. Cf. iv. 1, and n. i04, where the construction is explained.

1163. The mystery of the physical birth of man, as it affects the father and the mother, y

touches the imagination of the parents in the later stages when the child is yet unborn an y

life stirs within the body of the expectant mother. The coming of the new life is a solemn thing,

is fraught with much hope as well as much unknown risk to the mother- erse.

their anxiety turn to God. If this feeling of solemnity, hope, and looking towards God were

maintained after birth, all would be ivell for the parents as well as for the rising genera -

•the attitude changes, as the verses following show.

1164. Gooihj : sSlih : inctijdes the ?onb#iiig idea* ; Sdopd in body and ttiind ;
healthy ;

righteopsi

of good moral disposition.
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We voiw we shall

(Ever) be grateful.**
$190.

But when He giveth them
• A goodly child, they ascribe

To others a share in the gift

They have received : *

But God is exalted

High above the partners

They ascribe to Him.
191.

Do they indeed ascribe

To Him as partners things

That can create nothing,

But are themselves created ?

192.

No aid can they give them.
Nor can they aid themselves 1

193,

If ye call them to guidance.

They will not obey :

For you it is the same
Whether ye call them
Or ye hold your peace

!

194.

Werily those whom ye

Call upon besides God
Are servants like unto you :

Call upon them, and let them
Listen to your prayer,

If ye are (indeed) truthful J

195.

Have they feet to walk with ?

Or hands to lay hold with ?

C&vn. 189-1^.

r

\

ti, -ijr.

^ IISJL When the child IS born, the parents forget that It ISa precious gift of Godr-^a miraqla of

Creation, which should lift their minds up to the higher things of God Instead, their gradual fanu'

liarity with the new life makes them connect it with many superstitious ideas or rites and ceremo-

nies, or they take it as a matter of course, as a litUe plaything of tbq material world Tbi? lead^ to

idolatry or false worship, or the setting up of false standards, in derogation of the dignity of God.

< 1166 When false worshio takes root, the teacher of Troth finds much to discourage him. As faf,

as he IS concerned, it seems as if he has produced no effect. Yet liis duty is to continue his woik, in

theipint of verse 199 below, forgiviug all opposition, teaching what is right, dnd not joining the'

Ignorant m their attitude of doubt and indecision,

1167. False gods whether idols or deiQed men, or ideas and superstitions, have no existence of

thair own, independent of God's^ireatioq. They are Gdfl s creatmes, and like servants ate subjedt to

Misauthonty. Ueifiedmen are not reaLmen.ibut false ideas of man, They cannot help themselV^sT:*

bow can they help others 7
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Or eyes to see with ?

Or ears to hear with I

Say :
“ Call your * god-partners

Scheme (your worst) against me,

And give me no respite !

196. ‘\For my Protector is God,

Who revealed the Book
(From time to time),

And He will choose

And befriend the righteous.

197, “ But-those ye call upon
Besides Him, are unable

To help you, and indeed

To help themselves.”

198. If thou callest them

To guidance, they hear not.

Thou wilt see them
Looking at thee, but

They see not.

199. ^old to forgiveness

;

Command what is right

;

But turnawayfrom theignorant.^’®

200. If a suggestion from Satan

Assail thy (mind),

1168. Here is a test aad a challenge. If the false gods had any power or even existence, collect

them all together, and, says the man of God. " Let them do their worst against me." They cannot

because the whole thing is based on a superstition and a chimsera.

1169. The beauty and righteousness of Mustafa’S life were acknowledged on all hands, until he

received the mission to preach and to fight against evil. What happened then ? Evil erected

barricades for Itself. It had eyes, but it refused to see. It had ears, but it refused to hear. It had

intelligence, but it blocked up its channels of understanding. Even now, after thirteen centuries and

4 half, a life of unexampled purity, probity, justice, and righteousness is seen in false lights by blind

detractors 1

' 1170. God comforts the Apostle and directs bis mind to three precepts: ( 1 ) to forgive injuries,

insults, and persecution ; (2) to continue to declare the faith that was in him, and not only to

declare it, but to act up to it in all his dealings with friends and foes
; (3) to pay no attention

ho ignorant fpols, who raised doubts or difficulties, hurled taunts or reproaches, or devised plots to

defeat the truth ; they were to be ignored and passed by, not to be engaged in fights and fruitless

controversies, or conciliated by compromises.

1171. Even a man of God is but human. He might think that revenge or retaliation, or a UtUe

tactful silence when evil stalks abroad, or some compromise with ignorance, might be best for the

cause. He is to reject such suggestions.
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Seek refuge with God

;

For He heareth and knoweth
tAlI things).

201* Those who fear God,
Wheii a thought of evil

From Satan assaults them,
Bring God to remembrance.
When lo ! they see (aright)

!

202. ]][©ut their brethren (the evil

ones)

Plunge them deeper into error.

And never relax (their efforts).

'V''

203. If thou bring them not

A revelation, they say

:

“ Why hast thou not
Got it together ?

”

Say ;
“ I but follow

What is revealed to me
From my Lord s

This is (nothing but)

Lights from your Lord,^^^®

And Guidance, and Mercy,

For any who have Faith.”

ooyy^4’A
204* ^l^hen the Qur-an’ is rea4"-' -

Listen to it with attention, t
.3

ji 6!^'(^ \iii- 1
'*

' y .!

1172. God protects His own, as no one dlsefian. He is the sure refuge--and the only one—for
nden of faith, If we are confused or angry, being blinded by this world. He will open our eyes.

1173.

We go back to consider the Ungodly, whom we left at verse 198, in order to be taught our

behaviour towards evil. The forces of evil never relax their efforts to draw their “brethren" (those

Who go into their family) deeper and deeper into the mire of sin and destruction.

1174. “Ayat " here, I think, means specially an Ayat of the Holy Qur-ffn. The infidels did not

belieVe in revelation, and used to taunt the Holy Apostle, as much as to say that he used to put together

words and promulgate them as revelation. The answer is contained in the sentence that follows.

No human composition could contain the beauty, power, and spiritual insight of the Qur-Sn.

Without inspiration it is impossible to suppose that a man, with or without literary and philosophic

training, could produce such a book as the Qur-an.

1175. '''‘ Ltyhfs eyes, faculty of spiritual insight. The revelation is .for us (1) spiritual.eyes,

(2) guidance, and (3) mercy. (1) is the highest in degree
: juSt as a blind man, if he is given eyes, emd

the faculty of sight, is at once retiioyed into an entirely new world, so those who can reach the stage

'of spiritual 'ihsightpitss into atid beedtrie citizens of a wholly ' new spiritual World. (2) is next in

degree', the'inain of'tlie world canycttip to the teacKihg abaili.'r'ight coriduct, arid prepare for the

Hereafter;. ^(3>:is the Mercy of Godj freiy to evdiyonte, saidt and sinher, who sincerely believes and
puts bis trust in God.
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And hold your peace :

That ye may receive Mercy.

205. And do thou (O reader !)

Bring thy Lord to remembrance
In thy (very) soul,

With humility and in reverence,

Without loudness in words,

In the mornings and evenings

;

And be not thou

Of those who are unheedful.

2001 Those who are near

To thy' Lord, disdain not

To do Him worship :

They celebrate His praises.

And bow down before Him.^^”

1176 The higher you are in spiritual attainment, the more is your desire and your oppqrtuniiir to
serve and worship your Lord and Chensher and the Lord and Cherisher of all the worlds; and the
greater is your pride in that service and that worship,

1177. At this stage a Stjda or prostration is indicated, as syrilbolical of our humble acceptance of
the privilege of serving and worshipping Qod,—a Qtting close to a Sara in which we are led, through
a contemplation of the stones of the Messengers of Ged, to the meaiung of revelation and its relation
to our moral and spiritual progress
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APPENDIX iV.

Egyptian Chronology and Israel (see vii. 104, n. 1072)

In order to get some idea of the comparative chronology of Egypt and Israel,

we must first consider what data we have for Egyptian chronology. Israel’s surviving

records date from a time many centuries later than Israel’s contact with fegypt. On
the other hand Egypt’s records in monuments, inscriptions, tombs, etc., are rich ahd
absolutdy reliable as far as they go.

Of the surviving old civilizations, Egypt and China go back furthest in .time

with historical material. Egypt has the more interest for us, because geographically

she Was centrally situated, and she influenced and was influenced by almost every

important cultural movement in Asia, Europe, and Africa. Nothing happened in

Mediterranean history that had not some points of contact with Egypt.

The first broad division in Egyptian chronology is between the pre-Dynastic

and the Dynastic periods. The pre-Dynastic period is all pre-history. But recent

researches hayc thrown a great deal of light on the culture of that period, and We
jehow many more details about the arts and tools of that period in Egypt than we do

for the corresponding periods of pre-history in other countries.

With the first Egyptian Dynasty of rulers begins the Dynastic period. What
Were the' Egyptian Dynasties, and why is so much prominence given to them in

Egyptian chronology ? The reason is that though we can form a graphic idea 6f

the sequence of events and in many cases of the details of events, arts and crafts,

manners and customs, cults and ceremonies', and social and economic conditions in

the Dynastic period, we arc not yet able, except for occasional and isolated glimpses,

to give any accurate figures of early dates to connect them with our chronology B.Ci

On the other hand we have abundant materials to justify us in placing certain events

or.personagcs or ideas in some division of the Dynastic scheme. We can say. that

such and such ideas held sway under the 18th Dynasty or that such and such in-

vasion, outwards or inwards, took place at the close of the 14th Dynasty,

The Dynastic scheme rests mainly on the lists and fragments preserved from the

writings of one Manetho, an Egyptian priest and annalist, who lived under Ptolemy I

and Ptolemy II (B.C. 313-246), the inheritors of the Egyptian portion of Alexander’s

Empire. For his Egyptian history in Greek he bad access to Egyptian records. His

-acheme of Dynasties therefore supplies a rough chronological frame-work into which

-can be fitted dur ever-increasing detailed knowledge derived from Egyptian monuments,

tombs, and excavations. His first Dynasty begins with the unification of Upper and

Lower Egypt, but its actual date B.C. has been placed at between such wide margins

5500 B-C. and 3300 B.C.

-

> : ’The twO' Egypts may be considered distinct ethnical and perhaps geographical

’divi^asi-which tend to assimilate when they are united politically, but whose physical
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characteristics are different, as also their outlook when there is political division. Lower

Egypt looks to the Mediterranean, and its population is mixed, containing almost all the

Mediterranean and Arab elements, while Upper Egypt looks to interior Africa (Nubia,

Sudan, Abyssinia, etc.), and its population tends to have more and more African

characteristics. The whole of Egypt has had a ribbon development, the popiflatioh

and cultivation being confined to the banks of the Nile. Without the Nile Egypt

would be just a desert forming a link in the long chain of tropical and sub-tropiCal

deserts stretching from the Sahara, the Libyan desert, the Arabian deserts, through

the Persian, Baluchistan, Sindh, and Rajputana deserts, to the Turki and Gobi deserts

in Central Asia. But Upper Egypt is purely a long irregular line along the banks

o&the Nile, while Lower Egypt has the broad fan-like delta in which the many

mouths of the Nile run into a very irregular coast-line extending over about 20J miles.

. Lower Egypt had (and has) much marsh-land, and its low-lying configuration was

subject to many physical changes, in the same way as invasions and foreign immigra-

tions gave its population a less stable character. Its cities, such as Sais and Tanis

(Zoan), were also less stable in character, and Memphis (near the site of modern Cairo)

had to be just above the Delta. On the other hand the Capitals in Upper Egypt,

such as Thebes (or No), with their magnificent temples and tombs were safe above

Nile waters in the highest inundations until the modern dam of Asuan was built many

miles above them. Even after the union of the two Egypts, the King wore a double

crown. The boundary between Upper and Lower Egypt was never clearly defined,

* because in spite of frequent interruptions in the unity of the country, the identifica-

tion of Egypt with the Nile made the unity of Egypt a political and economic

necessity. The present boundary of Lower Egypt is just south of Cairo, making

Lower Egypt include just the Delta. The tract between Cairo and Assiut is some-

times called Middle Egypt and is distinguished from the rest of Upper Egypt, which

is higher up the river.

There being such wide variations in the estimate of ancient dates by competeAt

authorities, the only practicable course is to refer ancient events to Dynasties according

to Manetho's scheme. In the later dates it is sometimes. possible to express a date in

approximate figures B.C., but such figures are uncertain, whereas the sequence of

Dynasties may be taken to be a stable fact in Egyptian history, although some of

Manetho’s material, when it can be tested, has proved to be inaccurate. But we have

only Manetho second-hand. The inaccuracies njay be due not to Manetho but to

his transmitters. Thirty-one such Dynasties are reckoned, and they may be grouped

into Periods as follows :— ,

I. The Old Kingdom, Dynasties I to VIII, including (a) the first three

Dynasties, with a new orientation in Egyptian Art, and (6) Dynasties IV to VI,

the Pyramid Period, during which the Great Pyramid and the second and third

Pyramids of Ghizeh were built. The capital now came to Lower Egypt, . to the site

of Memphis, near modern Cairo.
• '

t > •

'

II The M iddle Kingdom, Dynasties IX to XVII. In Dynasties IX and X thg

centre of gravity moved from Memphis in Lower Egypt to Middle Egypt. In the

Xllth Dynasty many of the great monuments of and near.Thebes (Karnak, Luxor, etc.),

were constructed. Perhaps the movement higher up the river was necessitated .by
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foreign invasions in Lower Egypt. Dynasties XV to XVII are called the Hyksos

Period, when a Syrian Dynasty was established in Lower Egypt, with a sort of

lordship*over the native Dynasties of Upper Egypt, and international connections in

other Mediterranean countries. We shall presently speak of the Hyksos Pharaohs, who
have been placed in the 17th, 18th, and even 26th century B.C.

III. The New Empire, Dynasties XVIII to XX, crowded with events. The
dates now begin to be more definite : the period may be placed between about 1580

B.C. and about 1200 B.C. The foreign Hyksos were driven out ; the empire was

extended to Syria and Nubia ; perhaps even the Euphrates was reached. Some of

the most wonderful works of Egyptian art date from this period.

IV. The Dynasties of the Delta, Dynasties XXI to XXXI, including a

Dynasty at Sais (on one of the western branches of the Deltaic Nile), But Assyrian ^

and Persian invasions were now weakening the power of Egypt. The dates now

became more certain. The XXIst Dynasty was roughly about 1100 B.C. The

XXVIIth Dynasty was ended by the invasion of the Persians under Cambyses in

525 B.C. The Persians held sway (with Egyptian local dynasties under them) until

the XXXIst Dynasty, when the last Pharaoh fled to Ethiopia about 340 B.C,

V. The Egyptian Dynasties have now ended, and we are in firm history

;

the Macedonian Period after Alexander's conquest, 332 B.C., and the Dynasty of the

Ptolemies, 323 B.C. to 30 B.C. ; and the Roman Period 30 B.C. to 639 A.D., after
*

which the Arab and Turkish conquests evolved modern Egypt and Muslim Egyptian

civilization.

Having cleared the chronological background, we are now in a position to

examine the data about Israel's stay in Egypt in order to see if we can get some idea

of the time in Egyptian history when the contact took place. We saw that Dynasties

XV to XVII were concerned with the Hyksos (or Shepherd) kings. They were foreign-

ers from Asia, but it is not quite clear exactly what race they belonged to. Josephus

supposed that they were Israelites, but that theory is untenable. It has been conjec-

tured that they were Phoenicians, or Amalekitcs, or Hittites. In any case they were

Semites. They founded a city called Zoan (Tanis) on one of the eastern branches of

the Deltaic Nile, and were in close communication with the Hittite city of Hebron in

the south of Palestine That would be their own city, but their capital would probably

be the same as the old Egyptian capital at Memphis when they were well-established.

They arc credited with having invented the Semitic alphabet of 22 letters, ' which

(through the Phoenician) is the parent of all modern alphabets. Their invention

probably helped in the process of converting old Egyptian Hieroglyphics from picture-

writing to phonetic writing. As the Hyksos had close relations with Hebron in

Palestine, and Abraham and Israel had settled in the Palestine country, a nexus would

be established, by which the first Israelites would be attracted to Zoan in Egypt.

It must also be remembered that southern Palestine was a poor country and subject

to frequent famines, while Deltaic Egypt was well-watered by the Nile, and suffered

from famines only on the rare occasions when the Nile failed to inundate. The
attraction of Egypt for the famine-stricken lands of the neighbourhood would therefoi?

be strong. -And this is proved in the storv of Joseph and bis brethren.
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Can we form even a rough idea of the dates of the Hyksos occupation ? At
the latest the Hyksos period ended about 1600 B.C. Renan is therefore probably not

far wrong when he places the Hyksos occupation about 2C00 B.C. Rossibly* a date

between 2000 B.C, and 1600 B.C. may be nearer the mark. If we suppose Joseph

to have been the WazI r of one of the Hyksos Pharaohs in the Delta, there is no. great

violence of probabilities in the suggestion, as Joseph and the Hyksos would be of

kindred races. In that case Joseph’s date would fall somewhere between the 19th

and the 17th century B.C.

- No reference to Joseph or Moses has been found in' Egyptian records. The

solitary reference to Israel (Ysraer, r=l) in a stele of Mer'en-Ptah or Mineptah

(about 1225 B.C.) seems to refer to Israel in Palestine rather than to Israel- in Egypt.

At this we need not wonder, as the Pharaoh who honoured Joseph was strictly

< speaking only a foreigner. When the reaction against the Hyksos took place and

the Hyksos were overthrown, the Egyptians would not probably be anxious, to

remember the interrupted period or to preserve its memory. The Pharaoh who
“ knew not Joseph " looked upon the Israelites as contemptible slaves, not worthy

ef a thought except when they revolted, and then only as a despised race fit to be

punished and kept in its place. It may be noticed, however, that the land of Goshen
in which Israel dwelt and multiplied between the time of Joseph and the time of

the Exodus, was a frontier tract of Egypt in the neighbourhood of the Hyksos city

of Zoan in the Delta.

. In seeking the approximate date of Moses, we must again look to the pro-

babilities of Egyptian history. It was formerly the received opinion that Rameses II

(say about 1250 B.C.) was the Pharaoh who oppressed Israel in Egypt, and that the

exodus may have taken place under his immediate successor Mineptah (say about

1225 B.C.). The vigorous policy of Rameses II and the spirit of his time would be.

consistent with this view. But this date is almost certainly too late. There are

indications pointing to the Israelites having already been settled in Canaan by this

time. The Hyksos were turned out by the XVIlIth Dynasty, which established the

New Empire in the 16th century B.C. Tfaothmes I (Tethmosis I, about 1540 B.C.)

is more likely, in the first flush of his nationalist campaign, to have oppressed the

Israelites and led to the exodus. His date fits in better. And bis character also,

accords with the description in sacred history. He centralised the monarchy and made

it a military autocracy. Militarism went with the lust of war and foreign conquest.

He carried his arms as far as the Euphrates. Slaves, plunder, and foreign tribute'

made Egypt opulent and arrogant, and he added many monuments to Thebes. We'

can imagine him in his splendid Court, scarcely paying any attention to Moses, and

viewing all his complaints with amusement mingled with contempt and impatience.

But retribution was to come in God’s good time. The men who followed ; God’s

message—Israel in the time of Solomon (a little after 1000 'B.C.), and more

completely, the Muslims in the time of Hadhrat ‘Umar and his successors—became
lords of the East and the West (Q. vii. 137), and ancient Egypt’s glories were

eventually buried in the sands. .

It was this same Pharaoh, Thothmes I, who took for his partner on the Throne,

-

his daughter Hatshepshut, If Thothmes was the Pharaoh in Mpses’-i^ istoty, we may
;
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suppose that it was this same celebrated strong-minded lady, Pharaoh’s daughter, who
found the child Moses (Exod. ii. 10), and brought him to her mother to be adopted

into tlje family IQ. xxviii. 9). Like her father, she was a great supporter of the

national cults. Moses was nurtured in the palace, and learned all the wisdom of the

Egyptians, then reputed to be the wisest of the nations. With their own wisdom

he foiled them. Thus in God's Plan the enemies of God and the enemies of Israel

iQ. XX. 39) were the very ones who were used as instruments for the purposes of

God and the salvation of Israel.

References : E. B., Egypt ; D A. Mackenzie, Egyptian Myth and Legend : Renan, Hisiory oi the

People of Israel, 3 vols.
;
Joseph Cattani Pasha, Coup d'ml sur la ckronologie de la nation Bgyptienne,

Paris-i931 :
SirW. M. Flinders Petrie, History of Egypt, 3 vols. ; Cambridge Ancient History,' vol. I,

Chanter IV. (iiil.
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APPENDIX V.

Egyptian Religion and its Steps Towards Islam (see vii. 123, n. 1082)

This should be read along with Appendix IV in which a discussion on Egyptian

chronology will be found.

God’s Plan works silently but surely among all nations and all times. In

the^most fantastic forms of religion appear gleams of His Light of Unity, calls to

Islam, f.c., man’s submission of his will to the Universal Will isee C. 7-10). From

‘that point of view the religious history of Egypt from the most ancient times to the

present day is most interesting, as is indeed the religious history of any country for

which we have records of thought and development. That of India touches us dearly,

but it is not directly relevant in a translation and exposition of the Qur-an. The

religious history of Israel is just an earlier chapter of the history of Islam, and our

doctors and commentators have written in great detail about it. Sometimes, I think,

they have attached exaggerated importance to it. But none of them has paid much
attention to Egypt from this point of view. Out people know very little of ancient

t Egypt and have shown little interest in it. It is a healthy sign that modern Egypt

is showing much interest in it, and I hope that it will in time recognise in it a

valuable unfoldment of religious ideas leading up to Islam.

The field of Egyptology is vast and is being extended every day by the diligent

researches of archaeologists and scholars. I do not propose to write an essay on

Egyptian religion. But I wish to put forward a few considerations to show how
God’s Plan and Will worked steadily, in Egypt as elsewhere, towards greater and

greater appreciation, on the part of the people, of God’s true nature and the real

purpose of religion. The eternal light of Unity and Islam shines in many ways, and

its rays give light to the spiritual aspirations of mankind in the darkest periods. With
a gifted and artistic people like the Egyptians, their religious sense was led, in spite

of many rebuffs, gradually to a purer and purer conception of man’s eternal destiny,

until Muhammad’s Message was preached to them in the very language in which it

was originally preached in Arabia. And that language, Arabic, became and is now
the language of the Egyptian people themselves.

In the pre-Dynastic Egypt there must already have been a great deal of

development in the religious conceptions which afterwards showed such vitality in

Dynastic Egypt. The Old Kingdom, including the Pyramid Period, shows that the

Egyptian mind was obsessed with the certainty of life after death. It was also im-

pressed with ideas of grandeur, order, and precision in the universe,—ideas which

found eloquent expression in the grand conceptions and mathematical symmetry and

simplicity of its architecture. Its massive dignity and repose are also reflected in the
_

faces and poses of the figures in Egyptian statuary and painting. The unending

expanse and the mystery of the desert seem to have acted on the Egyptian mind like

a soporific and made it less active in mundane affairs and less practical in speculation
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tlian that of some other races of similar gifts'. What m^^steries ' are typified in the

propbntions of the Pyramids and their internal galleries and mysterious chambers, 'we

shall probably never know with certainty. .But a haunting sense of death and of the

othet world seems to oppress us in its atmosphere, as It does in the grim scenes of the
“ Book of the Dead." As Prof. T. E. Peet remarks {Cambridge Ancient History,

vol. I, P..354), “the Egyptian mind closely associated together men, gods, and the

dead as merely three species of a single genus.” Each of these it considered was
subject to an irresistible force called Hike or Heka : hence the force of Magic, Incanta-

tions to the Dead, and Rites and Formularies in daily life.

The middle Kingdom brings us face to face with fresh ideas. We have* no

data with which to appraise the influence of foreign cults and foreign ideas during

the period. But knowing, as we do, how Egypt acted as a magnet to the world a't’

large and how many points of contact the Euphrates valley civilisations and the Nile

valley civilisations bad with each other, we may well suppose a broadening of Egyp-

tian culture and civilisation in consequence. The Hyksos may have been Egyptian-

ised in Egypt, but they could not have failed in their turn to contribute Syrian and

Semitic ideas to Egypt. Among these were Monotheism, a patriarchal organisatidn of

society, and an impatience of priestly, or caste domination. These must have contrasted

strangely with the chaotic Pantheon of countless deities, the lash-driven slaves living

huddled in the cities, and the dedicated priests and richly endowed temples which
,

catered for the privileged few, but lived by the sweat of the brow of the unprivileged

many.

The New Empire was the flowering period of Egyptian genius and required

special consideration. The crudities of the old pre-Dynastic chaotic Pantheon had

been in process of attrition through the centuries. Local gods tended to be absorbed

in general gods. Some sort of rationalisation and spiritualisation had been going on

throughout the Dynastic period. A process of systematisation and unification was

now consciously undertaken. The primitive worship of animals has gradually bfen

transformed into a system of animal-gods, with human bodies and animal heads. The

human bodies represented the anthropomorphic tendencies, while the animal heads

became types of qualities. For example. Anubis, with the dog emblem, was the door-

keeper, the messenger, the custodian of the dead. Apis, or Hapis, the sacred bull of

Memphis, symbolised the renewal of life ; he was identified with Osiris ; there were

great rejoicings when a new Apis (a black bull calf) was found, and great mourning

and costly burial when one died. Thoth, the god of wisdom and magic, was symbol-

ised by an ibis, that stately, mute, mysterious bird of passage in the Nile valley.

In addition to the symbolism of animals, there was the worship of the great

phenomena of nature, the Nile, the giver of agricultural bounties to Egypt, and the

sun,'which, as the god Ra, became the supreme god in Egypt. Then there was the

myth of Osiris the good, who came to the earth for the benefit of mankind, was killed

by the malice of Set, the power of evil, and reigns, as the judge of the dead in the

lower world. His faithful wife Isis and his falcon-eyed son Horus figure in

mysteries. It is possible that the Osiris myth itself arose from a myth of the Nile or

the sun. -
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There was gradual perception of Monotheism, a realisation that God is Gne
and above names. But the picturesque forms, festivals, and representations remainedv

and as the priests of all grades enjoyed special privileged and monopolised knowledge

and learning, the people remain'ed ignorant. They were exploited and practically^ en-

slaved. It was in the midst of such conditions that Moses came. He came to'

rescue his own people from the bondage of Egypt, a task which he performed. ' But

it must not be forgotten that his mission was also addressed to the king of Egypt

and to the people of Egypt. Here also be sowed the seed, although he did not reap

the fruit. The king, the Pharaoh, was almost looked upon as a god, and looked upon

himself as a god. He had to be humbled, and he was humbled- But God’s purpose

is not merely to humble. It was also to lead from darkness to light. If the particular

Pharaoh was too hard-hearted to respond, his descendant in the fifth or sixth genera-,

lion made a public confession of the One True God, as we shall see presently. What
of the people ? The wise men of Egypt, who were confronted with Moses, repented

of their deceit, and saw the light by the grace of God, according to the Quranic

narrative. Though they were threatened and perhaps martyred, their fate must-

have opened the eyes of the people and prepared them for the remarkable religious

revolution which we shall now proceed to describe.

The Pharaoh of the Exodus was probably Thothmes I (about 1540 B.C.). The'

Pharaoh Amenophis IV (about 1350 B.C.) adopted the worship of the One Supreme
* God as the State religion. He had been a high priest of the Sungot at Heliopolis;

but had begun to look upon the multiplicity of gods in the Egyptian Pahtheon as a

blot on Egyptian religion. His original name had been Amen-botep (“Ammon is

satisfied'-} as being devoted to Ammon the great god of the State religion ,at Thebes.

He changed his name to Akhen- A ton ("Pious to Aton”) and worshipped the.. Su-

preme God under the name of Aten. He abanccned the city of Thebes as. being

devoted to Ammon and founded a new cicy near cHe site of what is now TH-al-

Ainarna, between Thebes and Memphis, and dedicated it to Aton the Supreme God.

Tlte clay tablets discovered at Tel-al-Amarna in 1887 throw much light on the rela-

tions of Egypt with her tributaries in Syria. The alphabet on the tablets is the

Cuneiform of Assyria ; the language is Semitic, and closely akin to Hebrew. UrifOr^

tunately the religious revolution of Amenophis IV did not last. The. city was 'only

inhabited twenty years. His second son-in-law and successor, Tutenkh-Aton, carried

out a counter-revolution. He went back from Aton to Ammon, changed his own
-name to Tutenkh-Amen, and restored the temples at Karnak and the cult of

.
Ammori.

The recent finds from his tombs show what exquisite skill the artists and artisans of

Egypt had then attained. The pure religion remained established on the throna pnl'y

for two generations, but we need not suppose that it was rooted out of the minds of

the people.

“The later Dynasties, XXI to XXXI, saw the decay of Egypt as a Power.. The
Assyrian and Persian invasions ultimately extinguished the freedom of Egypt. With

the coming of Alexander the Great (332 B.C.) and the foundation of the city of

Alexandria, a new era dawned on the culture of Egypt. It mingled with Greek and

mother thought, and became cosmopolitan in nature. Already, in the time of Herodotus,

the sensitive Greek mind had been impressed with the mystery and wisdom of Egypt.

-It now made the soil of Egypt cosmopolitan in religion, culture, and philosophy. The
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Ptolemaic dyAasty held a broadly' tolerant attitude, and even imported the; rites of

Serapi§ from the Black Sea and assimilated him to Apis the Bull of Memphis. .Thi£

new cult of Serapis spread widely over the East, and later, when Egypt came under

the Roman Empire (30 B.C.), into the very heart of that Empire. The Serapioh in;

Alexandria, with its famous library, became for a few centuries tiie true intellectual

centre of the world. The very unfavourable picture drawn of Egyptian religion in

Lytton's Lait Days of Pompeii must be referred to the somewhat hybrid cult of

Isis as practised in foreign lands rather than . to Egyptian religion generally. What-

course real Egyptian religion took in this period we have no means of judging

accurately. In the light of earlier and later events we may suppose that the steady;

honest industrious Egyptian peasantry and people went on pursuing the even teriqr of

their career with the same mystic longing for a practical religion which was preparing

them for purer forms of worship and a juster distribution of the fruits of labour.
^

Alexandria in the first centuries of the Christian era was resounding with the

shouts of every kind of philosophy and the teaching of every kind of religious, sect,-

frpm East and West, North and South, but mainly from the East, which has. ever been

a.nursery of religious ideas. A special quarter was assigned to the Jews in the city:

It became the true centre of Hellenised Judaism, and may claim Josephus among its

disciples. Neo-Pythagoreanism, Neo-Platonism, Gnosticism, and Manichaeism found §

home there. Mithraism, which was so widely spread in the Roman Empire, especially

in the army, in the first three centuries A.D.. was probably represented on its philos-

ophic side in Alexandria Its intermixture of races, creeds, philosophies, and religipns/

produced an atmosphere of chaos, which was not cleared until the advent of Islam. :

:

-But from a religious point of view our greatest interest in Egypt in the first

seven centuries of the Christian era is in the development of Christianity itself, If U
difficult to say when exactly Christianity began to displace the older Egyptian CUlts.

But when Christianity was well-established, we find Egypt one of its most import^h^:

centres. But the new Christianiry which was evolved out of the ruins of Christ’s

simple teaching had four distinct attitudes towards organisation, speculative doctrine,

asceticism and mysticism, il' The native Egyptian or Coptic Church was contem-

plative, ascetic, and mystical Monasticism became so rampant that it seriously

affected the growth of population and degraded the position of women. (2) Thf
Alexandrian school developed on Greek lines,—political, ambitious, speculative, philo-

sophical, and liable to break up into numerous sects and heresies, each party

trying to dominate and put down the others as heretical by the strong arm of the law,

(31 The Bishop of Rome, when the seat of the Empire was transferred to Constantinopfe

in 330, gradually developed political power in Italy. He inherited the Roman genius

for organisation, and the invasion of the Germanic tribes gave him an opportunity hoi

only of extending the Roman Catholic Church over the whole of Central and Western
Europe, but of establishing the Church as superior to the state when the Papacy

became an established political power. (4) The Orthodox Eastern Church, and all the

'sects which it fought in the East, tended ultimately to vanish before the advance of

Islam. Had it not been for the vast Slav territoties over which it obtained sway, ih

and around Russia and afterwards in Siberia, the Orthodox Eastern Church would have

been reduced tq a negligible position like the Coptic Church in Egypt. With
pretensions to rule the State, it had yet become, in Kingsley's words in “ Hypatia *'

tdi%“ Stipendiary slave-official " of the Empire, sharing in all its effete, corruption. ..
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But we ate anticipating. Before the Roman Catholic Church parted from the

Orthodox Eastern Church, the united Church fought with and suppressed, many,

so-called “ heresies ”, some of which represented the views of primitive Christianity,

and the scene of many of these doctrinal fights was in Egypt. The one that interests

us most is Arianism. Arius was an Alexandrian Presbyter early in the fourth century

A.D. and fought hard for the doctrine of Unity, the simple conception of the Eternal

God, as against all the hair-splitting and irrational distinctions in the nature and

persons of the Godhead, which finally crystallised in the doctrine of the Trinity,

propounded and maintained with much personal acrimony by Athanasius. Athanasius

himself was born in Alexandria and became Bishop of Alexandria. He may be counted

as the father of Orthodoxy fas now understood in Christianity) and the real systematiser

of the doctrine of the Trinity
—

“ three in one and one in three.” Up to the third

century A.D. the Unitarians had been in the majority in the Christian Church, though

subtle metaphysicians had started disputes as to the meaning or “God becoming man,”

the Logos or the Word, the Power of God, whether the Father and the Son were

of the same substance or of similar substance, whether the Son could be said to

have been created hy the Father, and numerous questions of that kind. They do

not interest us now, but they rent the Christian world into many jarring sects until

the mission of our Holy Apostle dissipated the mists and re-established the doctrine

of Unity on a firm and rational basis.

As I have said, the Christian Churches in the East, as well as the Germanic

‘nations which came later into the fold, adhered to Unity although not in the pure

form which was made clear in the Holy Qur-an. The issue was joined between Arius

and Athanasius, and the first General Council of the Christian Church, that of Nicaea

(in Bithynia) in 323, decided against Arius and unitarianism. The controversy, how-

ever, still continued to rage until 381, when the Council of Constantinople, called by

the Emperor Theodosius the Great, confirmed the Nicene doctrine of the Trinity

and-declared it to be the only Orthodox one. Though controversies, protests, and

persecutions continued long afterwards, we may take that date as the date of the fall

of Christianity. Even in Western Christianity, as late as 496, Clovis the Frankish

king was the only Christian sovereign sophisticated enough to follow the subtle

doctrine of the Trinity. The others were brought into line by political power later.

The Christian creed became narrower and narrower, less and less rational, more

and more inclined to use earthly weapons to suppress the eternal truth of God. In 415

the Jews were expelled from Alexandria. In the same year and in the same city the

beautiful, modest, eloquent philosopher and mathematician, Hypatia, was murdered,

—

aP outrage against both rationalism and the intellectual and religious position of

woman in human society. The murder was a particularly brutal one. She was

dragged from her chariot in the streets, stripped naked, and suffered a lingering death

in a Christian Church. Her body was then cut to pieces and burned. The worst

• feature of the crime was the complicity of the Patriarch of Alexandria, who was not

only the chief religious dignitary of the Orthodox Church in Egypt but the de facto

repository of political power. Meanwhile the native Christian community—the Coptic

Church,— which had all along clung to the Monophysite doctrine, a corrupt form

of Unitarianism, was out of the pale, and its members were held down as a depressed

class by their Orthodox brethren. The latter also, basking in official sunshine, collected
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ppwer and property into their own hands/ As Kingsley remarks in Hypatia, the Egyp*
tian Church ended as a mere chaos of idolatrous sects, persecuting each other for

metaphysical propositions, which, true or false, were equally,heretical in their mouths
because they used them as watchwords for division.” The social conditions produced
an ^ount of discontent, for which the redress came 6nly with the advent of Islam. ^

It was for this reason that the Copts and the inhabitants of Egypt generally

welcomed the forces of Islam under ‘Amr as deliverers in 639 A.D. The power was
taken over by the victorious army of Islam from Cyrus (called Muqauqas in Arabic .

through the Coptic), the Patriarch of Alexandria, but it was used by the army of

deliverance to enlarge the liberties of the Egyptians, to admit them into the universal

brotherhood of Islam, and to improve the resources of the country for the benefit of

the people. Except a negligible remnant of conservatives the Egyptians as a nation

accepted the religion, the language, and the institutions of the Atabs and embarked

on a new course of histoiy, which it is unnecessary to follow further in this note.

It should be remarked, however, that what happened in Egypt happened

generally in western Asia. The jarring, sectarian, irrational religions gave place before

the- triumphant religion of Unity and Brotherhood, and the Byzantine Empire .receded

and receded until it was swept out of existence. The feeble efforts made by the

Emperor Leo the Isaurian in 726-731 to restrict the use of images were a reflection

of the puritanical zeal of Islam. But they did not succeed in the area of his authority,

and' they completely alienated the Papacy from the Eastern Orthodox Church. The^.

Bishop of Rome had been consolidating bis power, and in the person of Gregory I

(590-604) had already assumed the control of Italy and was seeking the aid and

support of the Barbarian invaders who eventually became the pillars of the Papacy.

The final and open rupture between the Orthodox Eastern Church and the Roman

Catholic Church took place in 1054. But the earlier dates are remarkable. After

the birth of the Holy Apostle of Islam the disruption of the Orthodox Christian

Church (which had now become an anachronism^ began.
,
'When Islam was making its

triumphant march in the 8th century after Christ, the original (Greek) Church began

to take some steps to put its own house in order. But it had lost its mission, and

the new Islamic people took its place. The Western Church has since worked on

definitely new lines, and its offshoots among the Protestant Churches have, consciously

or unconsciously, been influenced by the broad principles of Islam. What the course

of future religion may be and how God will unfold His All-Wise Plan it is not given

to us mortals to know. In the Islamic Brotherhood many changes have taken place

and are taking place. Egypt, in spite of her many vicissitudes in the Islamic period;

is in the intellectual forefront among the Arabic-speaking nations of Islam, We .

pray that her people may be guided, through their educational, cultural, and religious

channels, to work with a new spirit for the progress of Islam and the glory of God.

References ; Those given for Appendix IV ; and in addition : Sir E. A. Wallis Budge, Gods

0/ file Egy/itians ; and his latest book From Fetish to God in Ancient Egypt (Oxford 1934) ; Budge,

Book of the Dead : A. W. Shorter, Introduction to Egyptian Religion (1931) ; Adolf von Harnack,

History of Dogma, 7 vols., is an elaborate detailed German account of how Christian Uogma grew up

and may be read in an English translation : a handier book is K.W. Mackay, Rise and Progress of

Christianity (18S4) ; C. Kingsley's novel Hypatia gives a good picture of social and religious

conditions in Christian Egvpt in the fifth century. On the identity of al-Muqauqas (Pkauchios) with

Cyrus, see Dr. A, J. Butler's Arab Conquest of Egypt,XOufo:d 1902), pp. 508-502,
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- INTRODUCTION TO SURA VIII (AnfsZ)
.

- - In the previous Introductions to the SQras we have shown how each Sura is a

step or gradation in the teaching of the Qur-5n. The first seven Suras, comprising a

little less than one-third of the Qur-an, form a gradation, sketching the early spiritual

history of man and leading up to the formation of the new Ummat or Community of

the^Holy Apostle. Now we begin another gradation, consolidating that Ummat. and
.directing us as to various phases in our new collective life.

In this chapter we have the lessons of the Battle of Badr enforced in their

larger aspects ; (1) the question of war booty ; (2) the true virtues necessary for fighting

the good fight ; (3) victory against odds ; (4) clemency and consideration for one's

Own and for others in the hour of victory.

As regards booty taken in battle, the first point to note is that that should never
be our aim in war. It is only an adventitious circumstance, a sort of windfall. Secondly,

ho ^oldier or troop has any inherent right to it. A righteous war is a community
affair, and any accessions resulting from it belong to God, or the community or Cause.
I'hirdly, certain equitable principles of division should be laid down to check human
greed and selfishness. A fifth share goes to the Commander, and he can use it at his

discretion ; for his own expenses, and for the relief of the poor and suffering, and the
prphans and widows (viii. 41). The remainder was divided, according to the Prophet’s
practice, not only among those who were actually in the fight physically, but all who
were in the enterprise, young and old, provided they loyally did some duty assigned

to them. Fourthly, there should be no disputes, as they interfere with internal discip-

line and harmony.

,
These principles are followed in the best modern practice of civilised nations.

All acquisition of war belong absolutely to the Sovereign as representing the common-
iwealth. In the distribution of booty not only the actual captors but also the “.joint

captors " and the " constructive cantors ’’ share. See Sir R. Phillimorc's International

'‘Law (1885), vol. 3. pp. 209-10, 221-24.

As regards the military virtues, which are the types of virtues throughout life,

we are shown by an analysis of the incidents of Badr how, against the greatest odds,
God’s help will give the victory if men are fighting not for themselves but for the
sacred Cause of God. And directions are given for the treatment of prisoners and
for maintaining the solidarity of the Muslim community.

The date of this Sura is shortly after the battle of Badr, which was fought on
Friday, the 17ch of Ramadhan in the second year of the Hijra. A short account of
the battle is given in n. 352 to iii. 13.

Summary.—All booty is really at the disposal of God’s Apostle under directions
from God. Men of faith accept and obey these directions with cheerfulness. Victory and
the prize of victory come from God, as was proved at Badr iviii, 1-19, C. 89>.
' Obedience and intelligent discipline, zeal, faith, and gratitude to God, are the
true passports to success and protection from the assaults of evil. Evil will be piled
.up with evil and destroyed (viii. 20-37, and C. 90).

The battle of Badr was a testing time, and showed how virtue and valour can
conquer against odds. Steadfastness and obedience

; faith, courage, and fearlessness ;

due preparation and free expenditure of resources and energy these are expected
from you by God, and His help is all sufficient (viii. 38-64, and C. 91).

Even tenfold odds against you do not count if you are fighting for ~ truth and
faith Against enemies of truth and faith ; but remember clemency and consideration in

the hour of victory (viii 65-75, and C. 92).

C. 89.;—Fight the good fight, but dispute not
(viii. M9.) About the prize ; that is for God

To give. Men of faith act and obey..
Tis nobler to fight for Truth
Than to seek worldly gain.

To the pure in faith God will give
The mind and the resources to conquer.
They but fight, with no thought
Of ever turning back : the victory
Should be ascribed to God, not mpn,
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Sura VHL . -
o

Anfal,,ot the Spoils of War.

In the name of God, Most Gracious,

Most Merciful.

1. lH^hey ask thee^”^ concerning
(Things taken as) spoils of war.

Say :
‘‘ (Such) spoils are

At the disposal of God^”*
And the Apbstle : so fear

God, and keep straight

The relations between yourselves :

Obey God and His Apostle,

If ye do believe.”

2. For, Believers are those .

Who, when God is mentioned.

Feel a tremor in their hearts.

And when they hear

His Signs rehearsed, find

Their ?aith strengthened,

And put (all) their trust

In their Lord

;

sMse.idi't

5. Who establish regular prayers.

And spend (freely) out of

The gifts We have given

Them for sustenance

:

4, Such in truth are the Believers;

They have grades of dignity

^
With their Lord, and forgiveness,

Ahd generous sustenance

;

' 1178w The occasion was the question of the division of the booty after the battle of Badr. Seh

Introduction to this Sura.

1179. Booty taken in a lawful and just war does not belong to any individual. If he fought

for such accessory rewards, he fought from wrong motives. It belongs to the Cause, in this case

the Cause of God, as administered by His Apostle. Any portion given out to individuals are

accessory gifts, windfalls from the bounty of the Commander. The chief thing is to remain

.staunch to the Cause of God, and have no differences among those who stand for the Cause, Our
internal relations must be kept straight : they must not be disturbed by cupidity or worldly

considerations of gain, for any windfalls of this kind should be outside our calculations.

'
1180. Siistetiduce

;

again.in both the literal and the metaphorical sense. The object is to- warn

‘off from the love of booty and worldly wealth. Why do we want these 7 To all true BeKevere God
‘gives generous sustenance in any case, in both'senses, but especially in the spiritual sense, fbr.it. |s

coupled with forgiveness and grades of dignity before God, in the next verse.
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Just thy Lord ordered thee

Out of thy house in truth.

Even though a party among
The Believers disliked it.

6.

Disputing with thee a>nceming

The truth after it was made
Manifest, as if they were

Being driven to death

And they (actually) saw it.^^**

7. Behold ! God promised you
One of the two (enemy) parties,

. That it should be yours

:

Ye wished that the one
Unarmed should be yours.

But God willed

To justify the Truth
According to His words,

And to cut off the roots

Of the Unbelievers ;

—

8. That He might justify Truth
And prove Falsehood false,

Distasteful though it be
To those in guilt.

6t6Jiy

y *

1181. Just as; the comparison takes us back to the first clause in verse 4 : “such in truth are the

Believers"—just as thy Lord also is just and true in ordering thee out to fght against heavy odds,

when the alternative was to fight against the unarmed caravan which would have given thee

abundant booty almost without a fight. To appreciate the full meaning, remember that the word
haqq. translated “ truth,", means also “righV ‘’just," “what is becoming." The true Believers

believe in truth and do right in obedience to God's command. So God also, in asking them to fight

against odds, is not asking them to rush to destruction, but is providing them with an opportunity

of vindicating the truth in scorn of worldly advantage. And He made good His promise by giving

them victory.

118Z. Inverse 6 we have again the word “truth”: some of the Believers disputed concerning “the

truth” ; they did not feel sure that the course recommended was the true and right course, They
thought it would be certain destruction ; they saw death almost staring them in the face.

1183. Just before Badr there were two alternatives before the Muslims in Medina, to save them-

selves from being overwhelmed by the Meccan Quraish with all their resources from the rich Syrian

trade. One, which had least danger for the time being, and also promised much booty, was to

fall upon the Quraish caravan returning from Syria to Mecca richly laden, and led by AbO Sufyan

with only 40 men unarmed. From a worldly point of view this was the safest and most lucrative

'course. The other alternative, which was actually adopted on the recommendation of the Apostle

by the guidance of God, was to leave the booty alone and march out boldly against the well-armed

and well-equipped Quraish army of 1 ,000 men coming from Mecca. The Muslims had no more
^than 300 men, ill-armed, to oppose to this force. But if they could defeat it, it would shake the
^selfish autocracy which was in possession of Mecca. By God*s help they won a splendid victory,

and the standard of Truth was established, never to be lowered again.
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9. Remember ye implored v

The assistance of your Lord,
And He answered you

:

“ I will assist you
With a thousand of the angels,

Ranks on ranks.”****

10. God made it but a message
Of hope, and an assurance

To your hearts
:
(in any case) ****

There is no help

Except from God :

And God is Exalted in Power,
Wise.

Section 2. -

11. 3S{.emember He covered you
With a sort of drowsiness****

To give you calm as from
Himself, and he caused

Rain to descend on you ****

From heaven, to clean you
Therewith, to remove from you
The stain of Satan, ****

To strengthen your hearts,

And to plant your feet

Firmly therewith.

12. Remember thy Lord inspired

The angels (with the message) :
]

” I am with you ;
give

j

Firmness to the Believers
: ;

1184. Cf. Ill 123, 125, 126 The number of angels, a thousand at Badr and three thousaiid and
five thousand at Uhud, is probably not to be taken literally, but to express a strength at least equal-

to that of the enemy. -

1185. All help comes ultimately from God. In soecial cases it may take special forms to put

heart into us, and to fit in wiih our feelings and our psychology.

1136 C/. ill. 154 for Uhud Calm (presence of mind) is essential in battle and in all posts of

danger. If the mind is too much in a state of excitement, it cannot carry out a well-considered

or well-concerted plan. The spirit of calm confidence on the part of the Muslims won against the

blustering violence of the Quraish.

1187. The rain was Welcome for many reasons : (1) Water was scarce both for drinking and

ablutions ; (2) the Muslim band, without baggage or equipment or comforts, found that their thirst

aggravated their fatigue ; (3) the sand was loose, and thh ram consolidated it and enabled them
” to plant their feet firmly.”

'

1188. " Stditiof Satan” : both literally and figuratively. Uirt is physically a symbol of evil, and

the Muslims were particular about ablutions before prayer. But the ram also refreshed their spirits

and removed any lurking doubts in their minds (suggestions of the i^vil One) that victory might]

be impossible m such adverse Circumstances.
^
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I will instil terr&r

Into the hearts of the Unbelievers :

Smite ye above their necks

And smite all their

Finger-tips off them,”

13. This because they contended
Against God and His Apostle :

If' any contend against God,”
And His Apostle, God
Is strict in punishment.

14. Thus (will it be said) : “Taste ye

Then of the (punishment)

:

For those who resist God,
Is the penalty of the Fire.” d^\ 4>lj*

15« ye whb.-bdieye !

When ye meet
The Unbelievers

In hostile array,

. Never turn your backs

To them.

16. If any do turn his back
Tb them on such a day

—

Unless it be in a stratagem

Of war, or to retreat

To' a troop (of his own)—
He draws on himself

The wrath of God,
And his abode ds He]),—
An evil refuge (indeed) I

iT. It is not ye who
Slew them ; it was God

:

‘5^!^ sill6^ u

1189. The vulneiable parts of an 'armed man are above the neck. A blow on the neck, face, or

headihni^hes him off. If.he has armour it is difhcult to .get at his heart. But if his hands are put but
is unable to. wield his sword or lance or other weapon, and easily becomeS'aprisoner.''

1190. The laws of spiritual fight' are exactly similar to those enforced by military
discipline. Meet your enemy fairly and squarely, not rashly, but after due preparation, 2aft/an in

the.text (weefiw^ in hostile array) implies a.S'iow and Well-planned proceeding*towards a hostile army.

S^^ry it through : the^e is no room: for second thoughts- Death or victory,

should berthe motto of every soldier : it may fie death fpr himself individually, but if . he: has faith,,

there is triumph in either case for his cause. Two exceptions are recognised
; (1) rcculet^oMT.viUux

Bauier, to go back in order to jump forw^ird ; or to deceive the.enerpy by a feint : (2) if an iodividfial

or body is,' by fhe chances of battle, isolated from his own force, he can fall backon hisfprce in,

order to fi'ght the battle. There is nd virtue in mei;e single-handedness,, Each individual musfu
his life and his resources to the bfest advantage for the coinfnon^caiisei

’
‘ ‘ ‘ ’ '
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When thou threwest (a handful““
Of dust) it was not
Thy; act, but God’s :

-

In order' that He might -

Test the Believers-.
'

By a gracious trial

From Hinciself :.for Gpd,
Is, He Who heareth' •.

*
’

A'hd'knoweth (all thiri'gs%

18. That; and also because
,

.
•

G^d is He Who makes feeble

The plans and stratageiria ^

Of' the Unbelievers.

19, (0, Upbelitevers !) if ye prayed

For victory and' judgment,

Nbjv hath the judgment
Come to you : if ye desist

(From wthng), it Will be
Best-for you : if ye return;

(To the attack) so shall We.
Not the least good

,

Will yout forces be to- you
Even if they were multiplied :

For verily God
Is, with those who. believe

!

jiV;'

0^

Ci 90.-^B^ready to obey Go'd’s- call, and to hold ,

'

(viii. 20-37.) All else as naught : He will give you

The light, turn aw.ay all evil from you,

And forgive you your sins and shortcomings.

Ever keep in remembrance His mercies and grace.

The godless nwy try to keep men ,

~From God, but they will not thrive

:

They will be hurled together to destruction.

1191. When the batLle began, the Holy Apostle prayed, and threw a handful of dust or sand at

the enemy, symbolical.of their rushing blindly.tb- their fate. This had a’ereat psychological eftect.

Every act in the battle is ascribed to God', as it was in His cause, and it was not' undertaken eicepi^

by. His. command.

1192; Numerically the ocds against the MusUins were three to one. In other ways they
.
were, a.t

a disadvantage ; of arms and equipment they had but; little, while the enemy were; well-foun,d {.the-y-

Were inexperienced, while the Quraish had brought their foremost warriors, Iti all this Uie.re.ytas a^

test, but the test was accompanied by gracious favours of countless value : their Commander was
one in whom they had perfect faith, and for whom they weraready to l^y dowA,.tbfi^ liyc^) tbeJ^in

wfreshed therh ; their spirit was unshaken ; and Uiey were Oghting.injC.od's cause; Thus tije i,riftl.9]rf

testbecam^ itself a blessing;'’ '

|
,

•
i : ,

. .
- .»

' 1193. Foi<|=yictory, decision, judgment. , The 'Quraish; in,; 'Mecca ’had prayed for victory ; tfiey*

Were confi'^eht^lhat tl)ei.rs.u'periornuinb|er.s,equip.ment-,iand experience would be decisive. With ai

play bn the word, they are.to^d that t;he decision bad come, and the victory—but' not in the -setisc'

(hey had hoped for i
1 . 1 .-'
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Section 3.

20. ye who believe

!

Obey God and His Apostle,

And turn not away from him
When ye hear (him speak).

21. Nor be like those who say,

“ We hear,” but listen not :
“**

22. For the worst of beasts

fn the sight of God
Are the deaf and the dumb,

—

* Those who understand not.

23.

If God had found in them
Any good, He would indeed

Have made them listen

:

(As it is), if He had made them
Listen, they would but have
Turned back and declined (faith)

«

24. 0 ye who believe !

Give your response to God
And His Apostle, when He
Calleth you to that which
Will give you life ;

And know that God
Cometh in between a man
And his heart, and that

It is He to Whom
Ye shall (all) be gathered.

6 J

1194. Cf. 11. 93.

1195. Cf. II. 18.

U96. Tnere are two points to note. (1) Note that after God and His Aoostle are mentioned, the

pronoun and verb in the next clause are singular : everything that God's Apostle put forward as an
injunction came by inspiration from God : the Apostle made his will coincide completely with God's

will. (2) We are asked actively to give our response in deed and life to the call of duty and con-

science, for that call leads to real life, the life eternal, even though it may apparently mean in this

world the loss of things that make life dear or the loss of life itself. If we refer this to Jihad, *.e ,
£ght-

ing in and for the Cause, both literally and metaphorically, the meaning becomes quite clear.

1197, If the human heart IS refractory and refuses to obey the call of God, that is not the end of

the matter. God has to be reckoned with. 'The refusal may be because there was some pet human
scheme which the heart of man was not willing to give up for God's Cause. Will that scheme come
to function by refusing to serve the higher Caute7 By no means. Man proposes, but God disposes.

If the scheme or motive was perfectly secret from fnen, it was not secret from God. The heart is the

innermost seat of man's affections and desires'; "but between this seat and manhimself is the presence
of the Omnipresent.

'
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25. Aftd fear .tumult or oppression,

Which affecteth not in particular

(Only) those of you who do wrong

;

And know that God
Is strict in punish metlt*

26. Call to mind when ye
Were a small (band),

Despised through the land,

And afraid that men might
Despoil and kidnap you 5

But He provided a Safe asylum
For you, streng'thened you
With His aid, and gave you
Good things for sustenance :

That ye might be grateful.

Sill 4)1 i}^l>

27

.

ye that believe !

Betray not the trust

Of God and the Apostle,

Nor misappropriate knowingly
Things entrusted to you.^“®*

28.

Aftd know ye

That your possessions

1198. Fttnat has many meanings
: (1) the root meaning is trial or temptation, as in ii. 102 and viii.

28 : (2J an analogous meaning is trial or punishment, as in v. 74 ; (3) tumult or oppression, as in ii. 193

;

and here ; and in viii. 39 j (4) there is here (viii. 25) the further shade of meaning suggested : discord,

sedition, civil war.

This warning against internal discord or tumult was rery necessary in the Civil Wars of early

Islam, an was never more necessary than it is now. For it affects innocent and guilty alike.

' 1199. On the immediate occasion the Muslims were reminded that they were a small band in

'Mecca ; despised and rejected
j living in a state of insecurity for their persons, their lives, their

property, and those of their dependants
; persecuted and exiled and how by the grace of God they

'found a safe asylum in Medina, how they found friends and helpers, how their many needs were cared

tod and how at length they gathered strength and numbers enough to defeat the forces of godlessness,

Iniustice, and oppression.

But for every individual, in some form or other, the lesson applies. His spiritual life begins humbly

;

]heis despised and laughed at, perhaps persecuted and shut out from ordinary privileges open to all;

but God gives him strength; friends spring up for him; and be is sustamed until his highest spiritual

desires are gradually fulfilled,

'1200. Trusts may be of various kinds: (1) property, goods, credit, etc.; (2) plans, confidences,

.Secrets, etc. ; (3) knowledge, talents, opportunities, etc , which we are expected to use for ourfellow-

.men. Men may betray the trust of God and His Apostle by misusing property, or abusing the

'confidence reposed in them, or the knowledge or talents given to them. On that special occasion,

when the plans for the protection of God's worshippers against annihilation were of special

^importance, the Apostle's trust and confidence bad to be guarded with special care. Occasions for

scrupulously respecting the trust and confidence of our fellow-men occur everyday in our life, and

few of us can claim perfection in this respect. Hence the special distinction of the man of Qod,

^ho earned the title of Af-Amln, the one who was true to every trust reposed in him.
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And your progeny
Ar-e but a trial

;

And that it is God
With whom lies

Your highest reward.

Section 4.

29,

ye who believe !

If ye fear God,
He will grant you a Criterion^*®*

(To judge between right and wrong)

Remove from you (all) evil

(That may afflict) you,

And forgive you

:

. For God is the Lord
Of grace unbounded.

t

O

'M iJbSj (^v^i

/

30,

^®l.emember how the Unbelieven
Plotted against thee, to keep
Thee in bonds, or slay thee,

Or get thee out (of thy home). “®®

They plot and plan,

And God too plans,

•- But the best of planners ^®®® ^

Is God.

31.

"^ffirhen Our Signs ate rehearsed

To them, they say : ""We
Have heard this (before)

;

If we wished, we could
Say (words) like these

;

These are nothing
But tales of the ancients.”^®®*

IZOl A big family—many sons—was considered a source of poner and strength . Ill 10, 116. So

tn English, a man with many children is said to have his "quiver full ’
. C/ Psalms, csxvii 4-5 .

" As

arrows are in the hands of a mighty man. so are the children of thy j outh. Happy is the man that

hath his quiver full of them ; they shall not be ashamed, but they shall soeak with the enemies in the

gate.” So with property and possessions ' they add to a man's dignity, power, and influence. But

both possessions and a large family are a temptation and a trial They mav turn out to be a source

of spiritual downfall, if they are mishandled, or if the love of them excludes the love of God.

120Z Cf 11 S3 and ii 185 The battle of Badris called the Fuiqan in Muslim theology, because it

was the first trial of strength by battle, in Islam between the pov ers of good and evil Evil was

defeated, and those who had real faith were tested and sorted out from those who had not faith

enough to follow the banner of Faith. See also viii 41 and n IZIO

1Z03 The plots against Mustafa in Mecca aimed at three things They were not only foiled, but

God's wonderful working turned the tables, and brought good out of evil in each case (1) They

tried to hold the Apostle in subjection in Mecca by putting pressure on his uncles, relatives, and

friends But the more they persecuted, the more the little Muslim community grew in faith and

numbers (21 They tried to injure or slay him But the wonderful example of his humility, perse-

verance, and fearlessness furthered the cause of Islam (3) They tried to get him and bis out of their

homes But they found a new home in Medina, from which they eventually reconquered not only

Mecca but Arabia and the world

1203 A Cf 111 54,

1204, C/,vi,25-
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32. Remember how they said ;

“O God ! if this is indeed
The“Truth from Thee,
Rain down on us a shower

‘

Of stones from the sky,

Or send us a grievous Penalty.” ‘zosj

33. But God was not going

To send them a Penalty

Whilst thou wast amongst them ;

Nor was He going to send it

Whilst they could ask for pardon.

34. Bu.t what plea have they
That God should not punish
Them, when they keep out
(Men) from the Sacred Mosque—
And they are not its guardians I

No men can be its guardians

Except the righteous ; but most
Of them do not understand.

35; Their prayer at the House
(Of God) is nothing but
Whistling and clapping of hands :

(Its only answer can be),

“Taste ye the Penalty

Because ye blasphemed."

36. l^he Unbelievers spend their

wealth

To hinder (men) from the path

Of God, and so will they

Continue to spend ; but
In the end they will have
(Only) regrets and sighs ;

yis ilj-rr

- y 9 9 • 9

0
, ^

jj-r'r

.-ri

1Z05. This was actually a challenge thrown out by the Infidels in Mecca, not seriously but

as a taunt. The answer is in the two following verses. God punishes in His own good time, not

according to the foolish and frivolous taunts of the Unbelievers. While the Holy Apostle was with

them, he—the Mercy of the Worlds—conferred a certain amount of immunity to them. There were

also other Muslims, just men who asked for forgiveness. And God keeps the door of repentance and

forgiveness open to all as long as they make it possible. But let them not be puffed up with pride, or

think that they have lasting immunity. What became of Abn Jahl ? He and some of his greatest

warriors were slain at Badr. The little autocratic clique thatprevented Muslims from access to the

Sacred Mosque had their Nemesis not long afterwards. They pretended to be its guardians. But

,were they ? Could they be.? Only the righteous could be true guardians to God s places of worship,

and particularly to the Central House of the Ka'ba. It was to be a place of pure worship, while

their idolatrous worship was mere mummery,

—

whistling and clapping of hands. All false worship

advertises itself by noise and unseemly riot ; it is said that the Pagans used to go naked round the

Ka'ba.
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At length they will be overcome

:

And the Unbelievers will be

Gathered together to Hell

37. In order that God may separate^2°®

The impure from the pure,

Put the impure, one on another.

Heap them together, and cast them
Into Hell. They will be

The ones to have lost.

Q, 91.—The battle of Badt brought to an issue

(viii. 38-6+.) The fight between Truth and Unbelief.

It was the Day of Differentiation.

Not for spoils was it won, nor by numbers ;

But by courage and planning, union of wills.

And pooling of strength and resources,—

Above all by the help of God,

Whose help is ever all-sufficient.

9

I
|A

Section 5.

3^. J^ay to the Unbelievers,

If (now) they desist (from Unbelief),

Their past would be forgiven them

;

But if they persist, the punishment

Of those before them is already

(A matter of warning for them).

39. And fight them on
Until there is no more
Tumult or oppression.

And there prevail

Justice and faith in God
Altogether and everywhere

;

But if they cease, verily God
Doth see all that they do.'^^®

40. If they refuse, be sure

That God is your Protector

—

9 The Best to protect

30 And the Best to help.

rs

iiil

^1 liSy

1206.

It is only when matters are brought to an issue that evil is separated distinctly from the

good. Then evil consorts with evil, and good with good. The evil will be piled into a heap. When

the cup is full, the punishment will come. There will be no mistake about it. The good should

not be discouraged, because in fighting against them, all forces of evil join together and pool their

resources together. The more they do so, the easier is the final arbitrament. It is all in God's Plan.

1207. Cf. ii. 193 and n.

1208. If they cease from fighting and from the persecution of truth, God judges them by their

actions and their motives, and would not wish that they should be harassed with further hostility.

But if they refuse all terms, the righteous have nothing to fear ; God will help and protect them.
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Orphans, the needy,

And the wayfarer,

—

If ye do believe in God
And in the revelation

We sent down to Our Servant

On the Day of Testing,

—

The Day of the meeting
Of the two forces.

For God hath power
Over all things.

42. ^iKS^emember ye were

On the hither side

Of the valley, and they

On the farther side,

And the caravan

On lower ground than ye.

Even if ye had made
A mutual appointment
To meet, ye would certainly

Have failed in the appointment

:

1209. The rule is that a fifth share is set apart for the Imam (the Commander) and the rest

is divided among the forces. The fifth share reserved is expressed to be for God and the Apostle,

and for charitable purposes for those to whom charity is due. Ultimately everything is at.the
disposal of God and His Apostle: viii, I ; but four-fifths are divided, and only one-fifth is retained for

the special purposes. The Imam has discretion as to the mode of division. In the Apostle’s life-time

a certain portion was assigned to the Apostle and his n^ar relatives, t

1210. Testing: FurqSn: Criterion between right and wrong, decision between the forces of faith .

and unbelief. The battle of Badr is called by this name. See viii. 29 and n. 1202.

1211. God's power is shown in the events detailed in the three verses following (w. 42-44),

leading to the complete victory of the Muslims over thejpagan Qijraisb.

1212. The little Islamic force from Medina went oUt to meet the big Meccan army, and they met
on the two sides of a valley at Badr, while the Quraish taravan was on lower ground towards the
sea, about 3 miles from Badr.

1213. They were all at cross purposes. The cafavan.'was makiiig iorlMecca, but scarcely-thought
it could get there. The Quraish force was trying to save the caravan end tl)en annihilate the Muslims.
The Muslims had decided to let the caravan alone but attack tlie Quraish army from Mecca, which
they thought was going to be small, but which turned out lobe big, more than three times theirnumber.
Yet the two forces met, precisely at the spot and at the time when a decisive battle should take'

place and the Muslims dispose of the pretensions of the MeccanS. r'lf they had carefully planned
mutual appointment, they could not have carried it out more precisely. '

•

On the Muslim, side the few martyrs knew that the victory was theirs and those who survived
the battle enjoyed the fruits of the victory. On the' pagan side, both those who died and'those
who lived knew fully the issue joined. Even psychologically both'sides went in with full determina-
tion to decide the issue.

41. ./^nd know that put of

All the booty that ye

May acquire (in war',

A fifth share is assigned

To God,—and to the Apostle
And to near relatives,

%

''‘’Wp’
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But (thus ye met),

That God might accomplish
A matter already enacted ;

That those who died might
Die after a clear Sign

(Had been given), and those who
lived

Might live after a Clear Sign
(Had been given). And verily

God is He who heareth
And knoweth (all things).

43. Remember in thy dream
God showed them to thee

. As few : if He had shown
Them to thee as many,
Ye would surely have been
Discouraged, and ye would
Surely have disputed
In (your] decision : but God
Saved (you) ; for He knoweth
Well the (secrets) of (all) hearts.

4<4. And remember when ye met,
He showed them to you
As few in your eyes.

And He made you appear
As contemptible in their eyes :

That God might accomplish
A matter already enacted.
For to God do all questions
Go back (for decision).

Section 6.

45. ye who believe

!

When ye meet a force.

Be firm, and call God
In remembrance much (and often)

;

That ye may prosper

:

46. And obey God and His Apostle
;

And fall into no disputes.

1214. The Muslim army, though they knew their worldly disadvantage, did not realise the full odds
against them. The Meccans came exulting in any case, and they despised the contemptible little

force opposed to them. Even though they thought the Muslim force was twice as great as it was
(iii. 13), still that number was contemptible, when taken with its poor equipment. Both these psycho-
logical mistakes subserved the main Plan, which was to bring the matter to a decisive issue,

whether the Pagans of Mecca were to continue their arrogant oppression, or the religion of God
was to be established in freedom and honour.
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Lest ye Iqse heart

And your power depart

;

Atkd be patient and persevering

:

For God is with those
Who patiently persevere :

‘liV

47, And be not like those

Who started from their homes
Insolently and to be seen of men,
And to hinder (men)
From the path of God :

For God compasseth round about
All that they do.

48. Remember Satan made
Their (sinful) acts seem
Alluring to them, and said •.

“ No one among men
Can overcome you this day,

While I am near to you ”
;

But when the two forces

Came in sight of each other.

He turned on his heels, i

.A.nd said :
“ Lo ! I am clear

Of you ;
lo ! 1 see

What ye see not

;

Lo ! I fear God ; for God
Is Strict in punishment,”

Section 7.

49. ^ISto ! the Hypocrites say, and
' those

;

In .whose hearts is a disease :

“ These people,—their religion

Has misled them.” But
If any trust in God, behold

!

God is Exalted in might. Wise.

1215. A fine description of the Muslim virtues which mahe for success and whose loss brings about

humiliation and failure. “ Power “ : literally, ** wind,''-^the favourable wind for a sailing ship.

1216. A true description of the Meccan army which met its doom.

1217. It is the way with the leaders of evil, when they find their cause lost, that they wash their

hands of their followers and leave them in the lurch. They see more clearly than their dupes.

They are not simpletons ; they know theconsequencesof the wrath of God. Satan’s “fear” ofGod is

terror combined with hatred,-—the very opposite of the feeling which is described in Taqwd,vie., the

desire to avoid doing anything against God's will, such desire being founded on trust in God and

the love of God.

1218. Cf. iii 10, for “ disease in the heart.”

Trust in God brings its own reward : our eyes ate opened, and we see how great, good, and wise

is the Cherisher of the Worlds. Others may sneer and despise. But the blessing of God keeps our

minds fresh and our hearts contented.
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50. If thou couldst see,

When the angels take the souls

Of the Unbelievers (at death),

(How) they smite their faces

And their backs, (saying) :

.

“Taste the Penalty of the blazing

Fire

—

s. » jf/

51. “Because of (the deeds) which***®

Your (own) hands sent forth :

For God is never unjust

His servants

:

itilSfj

52. “ (Deeds) after the manner
Of the People of Pharaoh
And of those before them :

They rejected the Signs of God,
And God punished them
For their crimes: for God
Is Strong, and Strict in

punishment

:

5^. “Because God will never change ****

The Grace which He hath bestowed
On a people until they change 1

What is in their (own) souls

:

And verily God is He
Who heareth and knoweth (all

things).”

iii

54. “ (Deeds) after the manner
Of the People of Pharaoh
And those before them ”

:
****

They treated as false the Signs

Of their Lord ; so We

1219. In contrast to the taunt against those who trust in God, "that their religion has misled

' them,” is shown the terrible punishment, after death, of those who laughed at Faith.

1220.

The punishment is shown to be due to their own deeds of wrong', because God is never unjust

to the least of His servants.

1221. God bestows His grace freely, but He never withdraws it arbitrarily. Before He changes

their state and circumstance’s, an actual state of rebellion and contumacy has arisen in their own
souls, which brings about its inevitable punishment.-

1222. These words from the address of the angels are quoted again, in order to add the comment
that follows. Note that in verse 51, the words were that they rejected the Signs of God and were
punished.: here the words are that they treated the Signs: as false and wdre destrsyed a higher

degree of guilt deserved a severer punishment.
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Destroyed them for their crimes.

And We drowned the People

Of Pharaoh : for they were all

Oppressors and wrong-doers.

•

55. !K(or the worst of beasts

In the sight of God ‘***

Are those who reject Him :

They will not believe.

56. They are those with whom
Thou didst make a covenant,^***

But they break their covenant

Every time and they have not

The fear (of God).

57. If ye gain the mastery
.

Over them in war,

Disperse, with them, those

Who follow them,
That they may remember.

o6j"‘

58. If thou fearest treachery

From any group, throw back
(Their covenant) to them, (so as

To be) on equal terms

;

For God loveth not the treacherous.

Section 8.

59. ]Ecet not the Unbelievers

Think that they can

Get the better (of the Godly)

:

They will never frustrate (them).

1223. In viii. 22 we were warned against “the worst of beasts in the sight of God", who do not’

make use of their faculties of hearing, speaking and understanding, in the service of God, and in fact

misuse their faculties to blaspheme God, . The same brute creatures are shown here in another light

:

they are faithless both to God and tnan.

1224. The immediate occasion was the repeated treachery of the BanO Qurai?a after their

treaties with'the Muslims. But the general lesson remains, as noted in' the two following verses.

Treachery in war is doubly wrong, for itendangers so many lives, Such treachery should be punished
in such a way that it gets no chance again. Not only the actual perpetrators but those who follow

their standard should be rendered pow.erless. And the broken treaty should be.denounced so that the
innocent party can at least figbton equal terms. From actual physical warfare we can carry the same
lesson to spiritual warfare. A truce or understanding is' possible with those who respect definite

principles, not with those who have no principles and are-merely out for oppression and wickedness.
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60. Against them make ready
Your strength to the utmost
Of your power, including ****

Steeds of war, to strike terror

Into (the hearts of) the enemies.

Of God and your enemies,

And others besides, whom
Ye may not know, but whom ***•

God doth know. Whatever
Ye shall spend in the Cause
Of God, shall be repaid

Unto you, and ye shall not
treated unjustly.**®*

61*. ]©ut if the enemy
Incline towards peace.

Do thou (also) incline

Towards peace, and trust

In God : for He is the One
That heareth and knoweth
(All things).****

6^. Should they intend

To deceive thee,—verily God
SulBceth thee : He it is

That hath strengthened thee
With His aid and
With (the company of)

The Believers; ****

63. And (moreover) He hath put
AfiEection between their hearts :

Ills. The immediate occasion of this injunction was the weakness of cavalry and appointments

of war in the early fights of Islam. But the general meaning foliows. In every fight, physical, moral,

or spiritual, arm yourself with the best weapons and the best amts against your enemy, so as to instil

wholesome respect into him for you and the Cause you stand for.

1226. There are always lurking enemies whom you may not know, but whom God knows. It is

your duty to be ready l^Sainst ali, for the sacred Cause under whose banner you are fighting.

1227. Be always ready and put all your resources into your Cause. You do not do so in vain.

God's reward will come in various forms. He knows all, and His reward will always be more

generous than you can possibly deserve.

1228. While we must always be ready for the good fight lest it be forced on us, even in the midst of

the fight we must always be ready for peace if there is any inclination towards peace on the other

side. There is no merit merely in a fight by itself. It should be a joyful duty not for itself, but to

establish the reign of peace and righteousness and God's Law.

1229. In working, for peace there may be a certain risk of treachery on the other ,side. We iriust

take that risk : because the man of God has God's aid to count upon and the strength of the united

body of the righteous.
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Not if thou hadst spent
All that is in the earth,

Couldst thou have produced
That affection, but God
Hath done it : for He
Is Exalted in might, Wise.“®®

64. O Apostle ! Sufficient

Unto thee is God,

—

(Unto thee) and unto those
Who follow thee
Among the Believers.”

431
[ s. viil. 63-65.

will

C. 92.—No man of heart, spirit, or constancy
(viii. 6S-7S.)

jjg cowed down by odds

Against him. We fight not for spoils

Or for captives, but for the glory

Of God, and for truth and faith.

.
We must be kind to all, but specially

Regard the needs of our comrades.

Linked to us by ties of duty and affection.

Our highest reward will be forgiveness

And grace from the Giver of all.

Section 9.

65. Apostle ! rouse the Believers

To the fight. If there are

Twenty amongst you, patient

And persevering, they will

Vanquish two hundred : if a

hundred.

They will vanquish a thousand
Of the Unbelievers : for these

Are a people without
understanding.^*®*

1Z30. On the immediate occasion, the greatest miracle and most wonderful working of God's

grace was the union of hearts produced among the jarring, war-like, excitable elements of Arabia

under the gentle, firm, and wise guidance of Muhammad, the Apostle of God. At all times we must

pray to God for this gift above all,—union, understanding, and pure and sincere affection among ,

those who take God's name. With it there is strength and success. Without it there is humiliation,

slavery, and moral degradation. There may be many causes of difference and dispute. The
reconciliation can only come from the glory and wisdom of God.

1231. The Believers

:

mere lip-profession of belief, or even the kind of belief that does not result in

action, is not enough. To those whose belief is so sincere that it results in complete trust in God and
in fearless action in His service, the consequences on this earth do not matter. God's good pleasure

is enough for them.

1232. In a fight, odds of ten to one against any one are appalling. But they do not daunt the

men of faith. Whether they personally win or die, their Cause prevails. They are sure to win i

because (1) they have divine aid, and (2) even humanly speaking, those who take up arms against

truth and righteousness are fools, and their seeming power is but a broken reed.
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66. For the present, God
Hath lightened your (task).

For He knoweth that there is

A weak spot in you :

But (even so), if there are .

A hundred of you, patient

And persevering, they will

Vanquish two hundred, and if

A thousand, they will vanquish
Two thousand, with the leave

Of God : for God is with those

Who patiently persevere.

t

67. is not fitting

• For an Apostle

That he should have
Prisoners of war until

He hath thoroughly subdued
The land. Ye look

For the temporal goods
,

Of this world; but God
Looketh to the Hereafter :

And God is Exalted in might, Wise.

•

68. Had it not been for

A previous ordainment
/!.(

1233. Given equal conditions, Muslims on account of their faith could win against odds of ten

to one. But where their organisation and equipment are weak, as was the case about the time

of Badr, they were set a lighter task, and asked to tackle no more than odds of two to one against

them. As a matter of fact at Badr they won through against odds of more than three to one.

1234. An ordinary war may be for territory or trade, revenge or military glory,—all "temporal
goods of this world." Such a war is condemned. But a Jihad is fought under strict conditions

under a righteous Imam, purely for the defence of faith and God's Law. All baser motives, therefore,

are strictly excluded. The greed of gain in the shape of ransom from captives has po place in such
warfare. • ••

: .

At the same time, if there has been heavy loss of life already, captives maybe taken, and it

would be for the Imam to exercise his discretion as to the time when it was safe to release them, and
whether the release should be free or on parole or on a fine by way of punishment. Destruction and

Slaughter, however, repugnant to a gentle soul like that of Muhammad, were inevitable where evil

tried to suppress the good. Even Jesus, whose mission was m6re limited, had to say :
" Think not

<. that I am come to send peace on earth : I came not tb Send peace but a Sword " (Matt. i:'34):

• Seventy captives were taken at Badr, and it was decided tb take ransom for them. While the

general principle of fighting for the purpose of taking captives in order to get their ransom is

condemned, the particular action in this case was approved in Wt 68-71.

1235. Though any motive of worldly gain, which ipay have been in. the minds of som.e aippng

the'victorious Muslim army, is Condemned as worthy of a severe penalty, what actually happened

is" ascribed to the Plan of God. which was preordained. Among the prisoners taken were the

prophet's uncle 'Abbas and Ha^rat ‘All's brother,’Aqil, who afterwards became Musliips. ‘AbbSs

was an ancestor of the founder of the celebrated ‘Abbasi Dynasty which played Such a notable part

iri Isjamic history, . In.his .cpse the promise/nade in yetse.70 was amply fulfilled. In the case .of. all

prisoners, .if there was any good in their hearts, their very fight against Islam and their capture

led to their hieing blesjed w.ith Islam, :. Thus dqes God's Plan work in.ai marvellous .way, andevolvq

good out of seetning evil.,
'
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From God, a severe penalty

Would have reached you
For the (ransom) that ye took.

1

69, But (now) enjoy^*®* what ye took
in war, lawful and good :

But fear God : for God
Is Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful..

A

Section 10.

70. Apostle ! say to those
“Who are captives in your hands :

“ If God findeth any good*®*’

In your hearts, He will

Give you something better

Than what has been taken

From you, and He will

Forgive you : for God
Is Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.”

71. But if they have
Treacherous designs against thee,

(O Apostle !), they have already

Been in treason against God,'^®^

And so hath He given

(Thee) power over them.

And God is He who hath
(Full) knowledge and wisdom.

72. I^hose who believed.

And adopted exile,

1236. Enjoy: literally, eat. See vii. 19. n, 1004, and v. 69, n. 776,

123'^.. This is a consolation to the prisoners of war. In spite of their previous hostility, God will

forgive them in His mercy if there was any good in their hearts, and confer upon them a far higher

gift than anything they have ever lost. This gift in its highest sense would be the blessing of

Islam, but even in a material sense, there was great good fortune awaiting them, e.g., in the case of

‘AbbSs (see n. 12351.

Note how comprehensive is God's care. He encourages and strengthens the Muslims, at the same

time condemning any baser motives that may have entered their minds. He consoles the prisoners

of war and promises them better things if there is any good in them at all. And He ofiers comfort

to those who have left their homes in His Cause, and knits them into closer fellowship with those

who have helped them and sympathised with them.

1238. If the kindness shown to them is abused by the prisoners of war when they are released, it

is not a matter for discouragement to those who showed the kindness. Such persons have in their

treachery shown already their treason to God. in that they took up arms against God’s Apostle

and sought to blot out the pure worship of God. The punishment of defeat, which opened the eyes

Of some of their comrades, evidently did not open their eyes. But God knows all, and in His

wisdom will order all things for the best. The Believers have done their duty in showing such

clemency as they could in the circumstances of war. For them "God sufficeth” (viii. 62).
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And fought for the Faith,

With their property

And their persons,

In the cause of God,
As well as those

Who gave (them) asylum^®*®

And aid,—these are (all)

Friends and protectors,

One of another.

As to those who believed

But came not into exile.

Ye owe no duty

Of protection to them

.
Until they come into exile

But if they seek

Your aid in religion.

It is your duty
To help them.
Except against a people

With whom ye have
A treaty of mutual alliance.

And (remember) God
Seeth all that ye do.

73. The Unbelievers are

Protectors, one of another :

Unless ye do this,

(Protect each other),

There would be
Tumult and oppression

On earth, and great mischief.^*^

1239. The reference is to the Muhajirin and the Ansar, the Emigrants and the Helpers, the people

who forsook their homes and adopted voluntary exile from Mecca in company with their beloved

Leader, and their good friends in Medina, who gave them asylum and every kind of assistance,

moral and material. Under the magnetic personality of the Holy Apostle these two groups became
like blood-brothers, and they were so treated in matters of inheritance during the period when they

were cut ofi from their kith and kin.

1240. The Believers (Muslims) were entitled to all assistance in matters of religion. But if they

were not strong enough to suffer voluntary exile on behalf of the Cause and make the personal

sacrifices which their more ardent brethren in faith made, they could not reasonably ask for political

or military assistance or protection.

1241. If a community sufiers voluntary exile on account of persecution and oppression, and some
of its weaker brethren stay behind, holding fast to faith but not prepared for the higher sacrifice,

the exiles have still a duty to help their weaker brethren in matters of religion. The exiles, being at

open war against the State which oppressed them, would be free to fight against such State. But
• if the weaker brethren are in a State in mutual alliance with the Community, the Community cannot
in honour interfere with that State, whether it is Muslim or not. Presumably the alliance implies

that the grievances of the weaker brethren will be redressed by the State itself. But it is not honour-
able to embarrass your own ally.

12 42. Evil consorts with evil. The good have all the more reason for drawing together and not
only living in mutual harmony, but being ready at all times to protect each other. Otherwise
the world will be given over to aggressions by unscrupulous people, and the good will fail in their

duty to establish God's Peace and to strengthen all the forces of truth and righteousness.
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74. Those who believe,

And adopt exile,

Apd fight for the Faith,

In the cause of God,
As well as those

Who give (them) asylum

And aid,—these are (all)

In very truth the Believers

:

For them is the forgiveness

Of sins and a provision

Most generous.^^*®

75. And those who
Accept Faith subsequently,^®*^

And adopt exile,

And fight for the Faith

In your company,

—

They are of you.

But kindred by blood

Have prior rights

Against each other

In the Book of God.^®*®

Verily God is well-acquainted

With all things.

1243. Believers who make all sacriSces in the cause of God have given the best possible proof

of their Faith by their actions. They have loved God much, and much will be forgiven them. What

they sacrificed was, perhaps, judged by universal standards, of small value, but its value will be esti-

mated by the precious love behind it, and its reward will be of no ordinary kind. It will not be a

reward in the ordinary sense at all, for a reward is given once for all. It will be a provision which lasts

for ever, and is on the most generous scale.

1244. Those who come into the fold last are none the less brethren in the fullest acceptation of

the term. But any special provisions made in the special circumstances of the first martyrs for the

Cause will not of course apply to them as the special circumstances which made them necessary

have ceased to exist. See next note,

1245. The B«ofe of God, i.e., the Universal Plan, the Eternal Decree, the Preserved Tablet (Ixxxv,

22). Blood-relationship ^nd its rights and duties do not depend on special circumstances of a tempo-

rary nature. Any temporary rights of mutual inheritance established between the earlv Emigrants

and Helpers (n. 1239) would not apply to later recruits, who would come under entirely diSerent

circumstances.
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INTRODUCTION TO SURA IX.

Tauba (Repentance) or Baraat (Immunity)
• U

Logically this Sura follows up the argument of the last Sura (VIID, and indeed

may be considered a part of it, although chronologically the two are separated by an

interval of seven years.

We saw that Sura VIII dealt with the large questions arising at the outset of the

life of a new Ummat or organised nation : questions of defence under attack, distribu-

tion of war acquisitions after victory, the virtues needed for concerted action, and cle-

mency and consideration for one’s own and for enemies in the hour of victory. We
pass on in this Sura to deal with the question : what is to be done if the enemy

breaks faith and is guilty of treachery ? No nation can go on with a treaty if the

other party violates it at will ; but it is laid down that a period of four months should

bfe allowed by way of notice after denunciation of the treaty
;
that due protection

should be accorded in the intervening period ; that there should always be open the

door to repentance and reunion with the people of God ; and that if all these fail,

and war must be undertaken, it must be pushed with utmost vigour.

These are the general principles deducible from the Sura. The immediate

occasion for their promulgation may be considered in connection with the chronolo-

gical place of the Sura.

Chronologically, verses 1-29 were a notable declaration of State policy pro-

mulgated about the month of Shawwal, A.H. 9, and read out by Hadlirat 'Ali at the

Pilgrimage two months later in order to give the policy the widest publicity possible.

The remainder of the SUta, verses 30-129, was revealed a little earlier, say about

the month of Ramadkan, A.H. 9, and sums up the lessons of the Apostle’s Tabuk
expedition in the summer of A.H. 9 (say October 630).

Tabuk is a place near the frontier of Arabia, quite close to what was then By-

zantine territory in the Province of Syria (which includes Palestine). It is on the

liijaz Railway, about 350 miles north-west of Medina, and 150 miles south of Ma'an.

It had a fort and a spring of sweet water. In consequence of strong and persistent

rumours that the Byzantines (Romans) were preparing to invade Arabia and that

the Byzantine Emperor himself had arrived near the frontier for the purpose, the

Apostle collected as lar.ge a force as he could, and marched to Tabuk. The Byzan-

tine invasion did not come off. But the Apostle took the opportunity of consoli-

dating the Muslim position in that direction and making treaties of alliance with

certain Christian and Jewish tribes near the Gulf of ‘Aqaba. On his return to

„ Medina he considered the situation. During bis absence the Hypocrites had played,

as always, a double game, and the policy hitherto followed, of free access to the

sacred centre of Islam, to Muslims and Pagans alike, was now altered, as it had been

abused by the enemies of Islam.

This is the only Sura to which the usual formula of Bismillah is not prefixed.

It was among the last of the SOras revealed, and though the Apostle had directed

that it should follow Sura VIII, it was not clear whether it was to form a separate

Sura or only a part of Sura VIII. It is now treated as a separate Sura, but the

Bismillah is not prefixed to it, as there is no warrant for supposing that the Apostle

used the Bismillah before it in his recitation of the Qur-an. The Sura is known
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under many names : the two most commonly used are (1) Tauba (Repentance), with

reference to ix. 104 and (2) Bardat (Immunity), the opening word of the, Sura.

•

.
Summary,—Treaties with those Pagans who have treacherously broken their

terms are denounced, but four months’ time is given for adjustments or repentance.

Pagans to be excluded from the sacred Mosques. Infidelity to be fought lix. 1-29,

and C, 93).

The People of the Book have obscured the light of God, but the Truth of God
must prevail over all. We must be ready to fight for the Faith that is in us ; other-

wise we shall be unworthy to uphold God’s banner, and He will raise other people in

our place (ix. 30-42, and C. 94).

The Hypocrites and their double-dealing : their evil ways pointed out. Their

punishment will be as sure as the blessings of the righteous (ix. 43-72, and C. 95).
'

All evil should be resisted, unless there is repentance : falsehood is not content

with breach of faith hut mocks all good : it should not be envied but shunned (ix. 73-99,

and C. 96).

The good pleasure of God is with those who are sincere and make sacrifices in

His cause ; He will forgive those who do wrong and repent, but not those who intend

mischief and foment unbelief and disunion among Believers. The Believers by their

self-surrender obtain eternal Felicity. God will turn in mercy even to those who,'

though they waver or fail in duty, turn at last to Him (ix. 100-118, and C. 97).

Those who believe should associate with the righteous and the truthful,

actively doing their duty. But if the Community marches out, a part of them should

remain behind for the purpose of diligently studying religion and teaching their

brethren when they return. Every Sflra increases the faith of those who believe,

though those diseased in heart may add doubt to doubt. Trust in God, Lord of the

Throne of Glory (ix. 119-129, and C. 98).

C. 93.—If the Pagans repeatedly break

(ix. 1-29) Their treaties, denounce the treaties,

But give them time either to repent

Or to prepare for the just punishment

Of their treachery. Punish the chiefs

Of the treacherous, and destroy them.

But if one of them seek asylum.

Give it : let him hear the Word
Of God and escort him to security.

Be true to the true, but fight those

Who are false to plighted word
And taunt you for your Faith.

No one has the right to approach

The mosques of Cod unless

He believes in God and follows

God’s Law, the law of righteousness.
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Tauba (Repentance) or Baraat
(Imftiunity).

1. ^ (declaration) of immunity‘246

Frona God and His Apostle,

To those of the Pagans

With whom ye have contracted

Mutual alliances :

—

•

2. Go ye, then, for four months,
• Backwards and forwards,

(As ye will), throughout the land.

But know ye that ye cannot

Frustrate God (by your falsehood)

But that God will cover

With shame those who reject Him.

3. And an announcement from God
And His Apostle, to the people

*
(Assembled) on the day

Of the Great Pilgrimage,—

That God and His Apostle

Dissolve (treaty) obligations

With the Pagans.

If, then, ye repent.

It were best for you

;

But if ye turn away,

1246. Baraat : usually translated " immunity”. I do not think that word correctly represents the

Arabic word in this context. I retain it as I cannot think of any single English word as an equivalent.

The general sense is explained in the introduction to this SHra. In verse 3 below 1 use the periphrasis

dissolve treaty obligations," which goes some way to explain the meaning. The Pagans and

enemies of Islam frequently made treaties of mutual alliance with the Muslims. The Muslims

scrupulously observed their part, but the Pagans violated their part again arid againwhen it suited

them. After some years' experience it became imperative to denounce such treaties altogether. This

was done in due form, with four months' notice, and a chance was given to those who faithfully

observed their pledges, to continue their alliance.

1247. Four Months^ Some Commentators understand by this the four forbidden months in which

warfare by ancient Arabian custom was unlawful, viz., Rajab, gul-qa‘d, ^ul-hajj, and Muharram

:

See ii. .194 n. But it is better to take the signification of the four months immediately following the

Declaration. Assuming that the Sura was promulgated early in ShawwSKsee Introduction), the four

months would beShawwai,?ul-qa‘d,;5ul.^najj, and Muharram, of which the last three would also be

the customary Prohibited Months*

1248. The great day of 9ajJ is either the 9th of ?uM)ajj {‘Arafa), or the 10th (the Day of Sacrifice).
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Know ye that ye cannot
Frustrate. God. And proclaim

A Irievous penalty to those
Who reject Faith.

'
I

4. (Butthetreatiesate)notdissolved^®^®

With those Pagans with whom
Ye have entered into alliance

And who have not subsequently
Failed you in aught,

Nor aided any one against you.
So fulfil your engagements
With them to the end
Of their term : for God
Loveth the righteous.

5. ^!]^ut when the forbidden
months’^®®

Are past, then fight and slay^^®^

The Pagans wherever ye find them,
And seize them, beleaguer them.
And lie in wait for them
In every stratagem (of war) ;

But if they repent,

And establish regular prayers

And practise regular charity,

Then open the way for them :

For God is Oft-forgiving,

Most Merciful.

1249. The sacred duty of fulfilling all obligations of every kind, to Muslims and non-Muslims, in

public as well as private life, is a cardinal feature of Muslim ethics. The question what is to be done
with those who abuse this principle by failing in their duty but expect the Muslims to do their part is

not to be solved (in the case of treaties) by a general denunciation of treaties but by a careful

consideration of the cases where there has been fidelity and not treachery. There we are enjoined

to give the strictest fidelity, as it is a part of righteousness and our duty to God.

1250. The emphasis is on the first clause ; it is only when the four months of grace are past, and

the other party show no signs of desisting from their treacherous designs by right conduct, that the •

state of war supervenes -between Faith and Unfaith.

1251. When war becomes inevitable, it muU be prosecuted with vigour. According to the English

phrase, you cannot fight with kid gloves. The fighting may take the form of slaughter, or capture,

or siege, or ambush and other stratagems. But even then there is room for repentance andamendment
on the part of the guilty party, and if that takes place, our duty is forgiveness and the establishment

of peace, .

1252.

The repentance must be sincere, and that is shown by conduct—a religious spirit of true

prayer and charity. In that case we are not to bar the gate against the repentant. On the contrary,

we must do all we can to make their way easy, remembering that God is Oft-forgiving, Most

Merciful,
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6. If one amongst the Pagans^*®®

Ask thee for asylum,

Grant it to him,
So that he may hear the Word
Of God ; and then escort him
To where he can be secure.

That is because they are

Men without knowledge.

Section 2.

7. ‘^lE^ow can there be a league.

Before God and His Apostle,

• With the Pagans, except those^®®®

With whom ye made a treaty

Near the Sacred Mosque ?

As long as these stand true

To you, stand ye true to them :

For God doth love the righteous.

8.

How (can there be such a league),^®®®

, Seeing that if they get an advantage
Over you, they respect not

In you the ties either of kinship^®®’'

1253. Even among the enemies of Islam, actively fighting against Islam, there may be individuals

who may be in a position to require protection. Full asylum is to be given to them, and opportunities

provided for hearing the Word of God. If they accept the Word, they become Muslims and brethren,

and no further question arises. If they do not see their way to accept Islam, they will require double

protection; (1) from the Islamic forces openly lighting against their people, and (Z) from their own
people, as they detached themselves from them. Both kinds of protection should be ensured for

them, and they should be safely escorted to a place where they can be safe. Such persons only err

through ignorance, and there may be much good in them.

1254. Maaman : place or opportunity of being secure from all harm.
1255. In this section we have the reasons why the treaties with treacherous Pagan foes were

denounced. The clause introducing the exception is a parenthetical clause. The word " Pagans"

must be connected with verse 8 which, follows. In that verse the word kaifa resumes the clause

introduced by the word feai/tt at the beginning of verse 7. The exceptional Pagan tribes which

remained true to their word were the Bantl Hamza and the Banu Kinsna, who swore their treaty near

the Sacred Mosque and faithfully observed it. They were to be given the full benefit of their fidelity

even though their kindred tribes were treacherous.

1256. The exceptions having been stated parenthetically in verse 7, the indictment of the general

mass of Pagan tribes is now set out briefly but fully and convincingly. After that kind of behaviour

how can any treaty be possible with them ? The counts are : (1) that whenever they got a slight ad-

vantage, they disregarded the ties both of kinship and of covenant as against the Muslims because of

their Faith, thus proving doubly treacherous ; (2) that they spoke fair words, but had venom in their

hearts; (3) that their attitudewas one of rebellion against their plighted word: (4) that they disregarded

the solemn Signs of God for some miserable worldly gain : (5) that they tried to prevent other people

from coming to the Way of God. The first clause is repeated again as the last clause, to emphasise

their double treachery, and round off the argumeiit.

1257. Among the Arabs the ties of kinship were so strong as to be almost unbreakable. The

Pagan Arabs went out of their way to break them in the case of the Muslims, w'ho were kith and kin

to them. Besides the bond of kinship there was the further bond of their plighted oath in the Treaty.

They broke that oath because the other parties were Muslims 1
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Or of covenant ? With (fair words
From) their mouths they entice you.

But their hearts are averse

From you ; and most of them
Are rebellious and wicked.
t

9. The Signs of God have they sold

For a miserable price.

And (many) have they hindered

From His Way : evil indeed

Are the deeds they have done.

10. In a Believer they respect not !

The ties either of kinship

Or of covenant ! It is they

Who have transgressed all

bounds.

'11. ^ut (even so), if they repent,^^®*

Establish regular prayers,

And practise regular charity,

—

They ate your brethren in Faith :

(Thus) do We explain Signs

In detail, for those who understand.

12. But if they violate their oaths

After their covenant.

And taunt you for your Faith,

—

Fight ye the chiefs of Unfaith :

For their oaths ate nothing to

them

:

That thus they may be restrained.

13. ill ye not fight people

Who violated their oaths.

1258. The catalogue of their sins being set out, it is clear that they were aggressors in the worst
possible ways, and war became inevitable.

1259, The chance of repentance and mercy to the worst enemies is again emphasised : in order
that people with any understanding may not be misled into thinking that war was an easy or light

matter. This emphasis is balanced by the emphasis in the nest verse on the causes which made war
inevitable for those with any self-respect.

1260.

Not only did the enemies break their oaths shamelessly, but they even taunted the Muslims *

on their Faith and the “ simple-minded " way in which they continued to respect their part of the
treaty, as if they were afraid to fight 1
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Plotted to expel the Apostle,^*®*

And took the aggressive

By being the first (to assault) you ?

Do ye fear them ? Nay,
It is God Whom ye should

'

More justly fear, if ye believe 1

14.

Fight them, and God will

Punish them by your hands.

Cover them with shame,

Help you (to victory) over them,
Heal the breasts of Believers,

ir
15.

And still the indignation of their

hearts.

For God will turn (in mercy)^®®^

To whom He will ; and God
Is All-Knowing, All-Wise.

o. ^ *l

16.

Or think ye that ye

Shall be abandoned.
As though God did not know^®®®

* Those among you who strive

With might and main, and take

None for friends and protectors

Except God, His Apostle,

And the (community of) Believers 1

But God is well-acquainted

With (all) that ye do.

1261 . The argument now takes a new turn. An appeal is made to the Muslims on various grounds

(1) the shameless disregard of treaties by the enemy, (2) the underhand plots to discredit the Holy
Apostle, and turn him out of Medina as he had been turned out of Mecca. (3) the aggressive taken by
the Quraish and their confederates in Medina after the treaty of Hudaihiya (A.H. 6, Zul-qa'd, Feb. 628),

(4) the manly attitude that fears God rather than men. and (5) the need to prove our sincere faith

by test and trial and struggle and sacrifice (iz. 16).

1262. Heal the breasts of believers, of wounds that they may have sustained from the assaults,

taunts, and cruelty of the enemy.

1263. When the victory comes and the wounds are healed, a great peace comes to the hearts of

those who have suffered, striven, and struggled. The fighting was an abnormal necessity forced by
injustice and oppression. When God's Law is established, the fire of indignation is quelled, and the

true Peace of Islam is attained.

1264. God's mercy is unlimited. When evil is destroyed, many of those who were enticed by
evil will come into the fold of truth and righteousness, and the cessation of war and conflict will

bring peace, certainly to those who fought for the right, but also possibly to those whose eyes have
been opened to the working of God's Law and who in healing reconciliation become members of the

Brotherhdod of Peace in Islam.

1265. Some translators have taken a different verbal construction of this passage, but the,

ultimate effect in meaning is the same : we must all be tested and tried, but God knows our inmost
hearts, and He will support those who strive in His way, out of sincere love for Him, His Apostle,

and the body of the true men of Faith,
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* Section 3.

17. is not for such
As join gods with God,

,

To visit or maintain^*®®

The mosques of God
While they witness

Against their own souls

To infidelity. The works
Of such bear no fruit

:

In Fire shall they dwell.

18. The mosques of God
Shall be visited and maintained
By such as believe in God
And the Last Day, establish

Regular prayers, and practise

Regular charity, and fear

None (at all) except God.'*®^

It is they who are expected
To be on true guidance.*^®®

19. Do ye make the giving^^®®

Of drink to pilgrims,

1266. ‘Amara as applied to mosques implies the following ideas; 'll) to build or repair; (2) to

maintain in fitting dignity ; (3) to visit for purposes of devotion ; and (4) fill with light and life and
activity,—what would be called in Urdu Masjad dWd karna. For brevity I have only used the two
words "visit and maintain" in the Translation.

Before the preaching of Islam the Pagans built, repaired, and maintained the Mosque, and
celebrated Pagan ceremonies in it, including naked dances round the Ka'ba. They made an income

out of it. Islam protested, and the Pagans ejected Muslims and their Leader from Mecca, and shut

them out from the Ka'ba itself. When the Muslims were strong enough to retake Mecca (A.H. 8),

they purified the Mosque and re-established the worship of the true God, The families who previously

held control could not after this be allowed in a state of Paganism to control the Mosque any longer.

If they became Muslims, it was a different matter. The further question arose ; should they be

allowed to visit it and practise their unseemly Pagan rites ? Obviously this would be derogatory

td the dignity and honour of the Mcsque, and was forbidden. This was the particular occasion

to which the verse refers. The general deduction is clear. A house of God is a place of sincere

devotion, not a theatre for vulgar rites nor a source of worldly income. Only sincere Believers have-

a right of entry. Who the sincere Believers are, is explained in the next verse.

1267. See the previous note. Sincere Believers are those who have faith in God and the future,

and have spirit of devotion and charity—a true and abiding spirit, not merely isolated acts now
and again. Moreover they must not bow to worldly greed or ambition, which produces fear of

worldly poweL

1268. Others may call themselves by what names they like. True guidance is shown by the

tests here indicated.

1269. Giving drinks of cold water to thirsty pilgrims, and doing material services to a mosque are

meritorious acts, but they are only external. If they do not touch the soul, their value is slight. Far

greater, in the sight of God, are Faith, Endeavour, and self-surrender to God. Men who practise

these will obtain honour in the sight of God. God’s light and guidance comes to them, and not to

those self-sufficient beings who think that a little show of what the world considers piety is enough.
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Or the maintenance of

The Sacred Mosque, equal

To (the pious service of) those

Who believe in God
And the Last Day, and strive

With might and main
In the cause of God ?

They are not comparable

In the sight of God

:

And God guides not

Those who do wrong.

•

„

20. Those who believe, and suffer

• Exile and strive with might
And main, in God’s cause^^®

With their goods and their persons,

Have the highest rank

In the sight of God :

They are the people

Who will achieve (salvation).

21. Their Lord doth give them
' Glad tidings of a Mercy

From Himself, of His good
pleasure,

And of Gardens for them,
Wherein are delights

That endure

;

A ?
'

'
i .

’ '

-•iV ? .

'

22, They will dwell therein

For ever. Verily in God’s presence

Is a reward, the greatest (of all).^^’^

23. ye who believe ! Take not
For protectors your fathers

And your brothers if they love

Infidelity above Faith

;

1270., Here is a good description of Jihad. It may require fighting in God's cause, as a form of

self;sacrifice. But its essence consists in (I) a true and sincere Faith, which so fixes its gaze on

God, that all selfish or worldly motives seem paltry and fade away, and {Z) an earnest and ceaseless

activity, involving the sacrifice (if need be) of life, person, or property, in the service.pf God, Mere

brutal fighting is opposed to the whole spirit of Jihad, while the sincere scholar's pen or preacher's

voice or wealthy man's contributions may be the most valuable forms of

1271. Those who strive and sufier in God's cause are promised (1) a mercy specially from

Himself, (1) His own good pleasure, (3) gardens of perpetual delight, (4) the supreme reward, God's

own Presence or nearness. These are in gradation ; (1) is a special mercy', higher than flows cut to

all creatures : (2) is a consciousness of God's good 'pleasure, which raises the soul above itself : (3) is

that state of permanent spiritual assurance, which is typified by gardens oi perpetual delight, and

(4) is the final bliss, which is the Presence of God Himself, or, in Stjfl language, Didar-i-llaki, the

sight of God Himself.
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If any of you do so,

They do- wrong.
'

24. Say : If it he that your fathers.

Your sons, your brothers.

Your mates, or your kindred ;

The wealth that ye have gained

;

The commerce in which ye fear

A decline ; or the dwellings

In which ye delight

—

Are dearer to you than God,
Or His Apostle, or the striving

In His cause ;—then wait

Until God brings about*

His Decision : and God
Guides not the rebellious.

Section 4.
6 Jilj t

1

25. .Assuredly God did help you
In many battle-fields

And On the day of Hunain j

Behold
!
your great numbers

• Elated you, but they availed

You naught : the land,

For all that it is wide,

. Did constrain you, and ye

V

1272. Man's beaTt clings, to (1) his own kith and kin—parents, children, brothers.and sisters, busr

bands or wives, or other relatives
; (2) wealth and prosperity ; (3) commerce or means of profit andgam

or (4) noble buildings, for dignity,or comfort. If these are a hindrance in God’s cause, we have to

choose which we love most. We must love God even if it involves the sacrifice of all else.

lZ73.Yf wi love our earthly ties and comforts, profits and pleasures, more than we love God, and
therefore fail to respond to God's cause, it is not' God's cause which will, suffer. God's purpose will

be accompUshed.'with or without us. But our failure to respond to-His will must leave us'spiritually

podre'r. bereft of-grace and guidance: " for God guides not the rebellious."

- j.Thisiia of universal application. - Eut it was strikingly illustrated in the case of those faithful

ones who obeyed the Apostle's call, left the comfort of their homes in Mecca and suffered exile in

Medina, gave up their trade and their possessions, strove and fought for God's cause, sometimes »

against their own kith and kin or their own tii'oesmen who were enemies of Islam. They won
through,-- Others were not prepared for such sacrifice, but their failure did not-stop the accomplish-

ment of God's plan and purpose. ... ...*,

1274^ Hunain on the road to 'l^if from Mecca, and about fourteen miles to the east of Mecca. It is

a valley, in the mpdntainOus country be'twee'n Mecca and Ihif. Immediately after the conquest of

Mecca, (AlH. 8), the Paghn idolaters, tirho were surprised and chagrined at the wonderful reception

which Islam was receiving, organised a great gathering near I'sif to concert plans for attacking the

Apostle. The Hawazin and the Thaqif tribes took the lead and prepared a great expedition for

Mecca; boasting of their., strength -and .military skill. .There was, on the other hand, a waveof
Confident:enthusiasm among the Muslims at Mecca, in which the new Muslims joined. The enemy”
forces numbered about 4,000, but the Muslim force reached a' total of ten or twelve thousand, as
every one wished to join. The battle was joined at Hunain, as described in .the next note.
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Turned back in retreat.^^’^®
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26. But God did pour His calm^*'^®

On the Apostle and on the
‘

Believers,

And sent down forces which ye

Saw not : He punished
The Unbelievers: thus doth He
Reward those without Faith.

27. Again will God, after this,^*^^

Turn (in mercy) to whom
,He will : for God
Is Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful.

28.

ye who believe ! Truly
The Pagans are unclean
So let them not.

After this year of theirs,’^^®

1Z75, For the first time the Muslims had at Hunain tremendous odds in their favour. But this

itself constituted a danger. Many in their ranks had more enthusiasm than wisdom; more a spirit

of elation than of faith and confidence in the righteousness of their cause. The enemy had the

advantage of knowing the ground thofoiighly. They laid an ambush in which the advance guard of

the Muslltti'forces was caught. The country is billy, in which the enemy concealed himself. As soon

as the Muslim vanguard entered the l^unain valley, the enemy fell upon them with fury and caused

havoc 'With their arrows from their places of concealment. In such ground the numbers of the Muslims

were themselves a disadvantage. Many were slain, and many turned back in confusion and retreat.

But the Apostle, as ever, was calm in his wisdom and faith. He rallied bis forces and infiicted the

most crushing defeat on the enemy.

1276. SaHn: calm, peace, security, tranquillity. Cf, ii. 248. The Apostle never approved of

over-weening confidence, or reliance merely upon human strength, or human resources or numbers.

In the hour of danger and seeming disaster, he was perfectly calm, and with cool courage 'relied upon
the help of God, Whose standard he carried. His calmness inspired all around him, and stopped the

rout of those who had turned their backs. It was with God’s help that they won, and their victory

was complete. They followed it up with an energetic pursuit of the enemies, capturing their camps,

their fiocks and herds, and their families, whom they had boastfully brought with them in expecta-

tion of an easy victory,
fj

\m. Examples of God's mercy and grace in difficult circumstances in one case illustrate His

grace and mercy at alt times to those who have faith.

1278. Unclean : both literally and metaphorically ; because Muslims are enjoined to be strict in

ablutions and physical cleanliness, as well as in purity of mind and heart, so that their word can be

relied upon,

1279. This'year of theirs ‘.there is a. twofold meaning: (1) now that you have complete control of

Mecca, and are charged with the purity of worship there, shut out all impurity from this year; (2) you

have seen how the Pagans have behaved this year; their year of power and misuse of that powermay
be called their year

; it is over, and now you Muslims are responsible.
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Approach the Sacred Mosque.
And if ye fear poverty

Soon will God enrich you,

If He wills, out of His bounty.

For God is All-Knowing, All-Wise.
c>

29. Fight those who believe not
In God nor the Last Day,
Nor hold that forbidden

Which hath been forbidden
By God and His Apostle,

Nor acknowledge the Religion

Of Truth, (even if they are)

Of the People of the Book,
Until they pay the Jizya^^^^

With willing submission,

And feel themselves subdued.

1
^’-? '«/'

C. 94.—-The enemies of Faith would fain put out

(ia. 30-42.) God’s light, but God’s light will shine -

More glorious than ever. Wealth

Is for use and on trust for mankind

:

Hoard not. nor misuse it. Fight

A straight fight in the cause of Right

:

Go forth bravely to strive and struggle,

And prove yourselves worthy of God.

1280. Tbe concourse in Mecca added to the profits of trade and commerce. “But fear not," we
are told ; “the Pagans are a wanting power, bound to disappear, and you should strengthen your own
community, that they may more than counterbalance the apparent loss of custom.

; and God has
i other means of improving your economic position." This actually happened. The Pagans were
extinguished from Arabia, and the concourse of Pilgrims from all parts of the world increased the

numbers more than a hundred-fold. Here is coromonsense, wisdom, and statesmanship, even if we
look at it from a purely human point of view.

1281. Jizya

:

the root meaning is compensation. The derived meaning, which became tbe

technical meaning, was a poll-tax levied from those who did not accept Islam, but were willing to

live under the protection of Islam, and were thus tacitly willing to submit to' its ideals being enforced

in the Muslim State, saving only their personal liberty of conscience as regarded themselves'. There>j

was no amount fixed for it, and in any case it was merely symbolical,—an acknowledgment that

those whose religion was tolerated would in their turn not interfere with the preaching and progress

of Islam. Im3m Shafl'i suggests one dinar per year, which would be the Arabian gold dinar of the

Muslim States, equivalent in value to about half a sovereign, or about 5 to 6'7 rupees. See li. 410 to

iii, 75. The tax varied in amount, and there were exemptions for the poor, for females and children

(according to Abn Hanifa), for slaves, and for monks and hermits. Being a tax on able-bodied males
of military age, it was in a sense a commutation for military service. But see the next note.

1282. 'An Yadin, (literally, from the hand) has been variously interpreted. The hand being the

symbol of power and authority, 1 accept the interpretation "in token of willing submission.’’ The
Jizya was thus partly symbolic and partly a commutation for military service, but as the amount
was insignificant and the exemptions numerous, its symbolic character predominated. See the last

note.
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Section 5.

30. ]5Elhe Jews call ‘Uzair a son
Of God, and the Christians

Call Christ the Son of God.
That is a saying from their mouths

;

(In this) they but imitate

What the Unbelievers of old

Used to say. God’s curse

Be on them : how they are deluded

Away from the Truth !

31. They take their priests

And their anchorites to be
Their lords in derogation of God,^^®^i

And (they take as their Lord)

Christ the son of Mary ;

Yet they were commanded
To worship but One God

:

There is no god but He.
Praise and glory to Him :

(Far is He) from having

The partners they associate

• (With Him).

‘M'4f

1283 In n 718 to v. 20 I have quoted passages from the Old Testament, showing how freely

the expression “sons of God" was used by the Jews. A. sect of . them called 'Uzair a son of God,-

according to Baidhawi. In Appendix II fSara v.) I have shown that the constitution of Judaism
dates from 'Uzair (Ezra). The Christians still call Christ the Son of God.

1281. Taking men for gods or sons .of God was' not a new thing. All ahcient mythologies have
fables of that kind. There was less excuse for such blasphemies after the apostles of God had'
clearly explained pur true relation to God than in the times of primitive ignorance and superstition.

’
' ’

'

t

1285. Cf. V. 78.

'

1286. AkbSr ; doctors of law ; priests j
learned men. Cf. v. 47, where they are associated with

R.ahbis. Ruhban: monks, ascetics, anchorites, men who have renounced the world ; where there is

a celibate clergy, the term can be applied to them as well as to members of monastic orders. It is

also permissible to apply the term to "saints", where they are deified or credited with divine powers,

or Where people pray to them as they do in the Roman Catholic Church.

1287. Ptiest'Woxship, and the worship of saints and ascetics is a form of superstition to which

men have been prone in all ages. The growth of Jewish superstition is shown in the Talmud, and
of Christian superstition in the doctrine of papal infallibility and the worship of saints. The mere
idea of a separate order of priesthood to stand between .God and man and be the exclusive reposi-

tory of God's secrets is derogatory to the goodness and all-pervading grace of God. The worship
of "lords many and gods many " was not confined only to the Pagans, The deification of the son of

Mary is put here in a special clause by itself, as it held (and still holds) in it^ thrall a large portion of

civilised humanity,

1288. Cf. vi. 1(X).
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32. IBiaia would they extinguish

God’s Light with their mouths,
But God will not allow

But that His Light should be

j Perfected, even though the

Unbelievers
May detest (it).

33. It is He Who hath sent

His Apostle with Guidance
And religion of Truth,
To proclaim it

Over all religion,

Even though the Pagans

May detest (it),

34. 0 ye who believe ! There ate

Indeed many among the priests

And anchorites,who in falsehood^^®^

Devour the substance of men
And hinder (them) from the Way
Of God. And there are those

Who bury gold and silver*^^^

And spend it not in the Way
Of God : announce unto them
A most grievous penalty

—

-
oa

1289. With thrir mouths : there is a twofold meaning : (1) the old-fashioned open oil lamps were
extinguished by blowing with the mouth : the Unbelievers would like to blowout God’s Light as it is.

a cause of offence to them j i2) false teachers and preachers distort the Message of God by the false

words of their mouth. Their wish is to put out the light of Truth for they are people of darkness

;

but God will perfect His Light, i.e„ make it shine all the brighter in the eyes of men. His Light in

itself is ever perfect, but it will penetrate the hearts of men more and more, and so become more and
more perfect for them.

1290. Every religion which commends itself widely to human beings and lasts through some space

of time has a glimpse of Truth in it. But Islam is the perfect light of Truth. As the greater Light,

through its own strength, outshines all lesser lights, so will Islam outshine all else, in spite of the

displeasure of those to whom light is an offence. See also xlviii. 28, n. 4912, and Ixi. 9, n. 5442.
^

1291. Bil-bafili=in falsehood, i.e., by false pretences, or in false or vain things. This was

strikingly exemplified in the history of Mediavai Europe, though the disease is apt to attack all

peoples and organisations at all times. Priests got rich by issuing indulgences and dispensations;

they made their office a stepping stone to worldlypower and possessions. Even the Monastic Orders,

which took vows of poverty for individuals, grew rich with corporate property, until their wealth

became a scandal, even among their own nations.

1292. Misuse of wealth, property, and resources is frequently condemned, and in three ways :

(1) do not acquire anything wrongfully or on false pretences; (2) do not hoard or bury or amass wealth

for its own sake but use it freely for good, whether for yourself or for your neighbours ;
and (3) be

particularly careful not to waste it for idle purposes, but only so that it may fructify for the good of

the people.
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35. On the Day when heat^®®®

Will be produced out of

That (wealth) in the fire

Of Hell, and with it will be
Branded their foreheads,

Their flanks, and their backs.—“ This is the (treasure) which ye

Buried for yourselves : taste ye.

Then, the (treasures) ye buried !

”

36. lH^he number of months*®®®
• Iti the sight of God

Is twelve (in a year)

—

So ordained by Him
The day He created

The heavens and the earth ;

Of them four are sacred :

That is the straight usage.

So wrong not yourselves*®®®

Therein, and flght the Pagans

•> 1293. A very striking metaphor is here used to figure forth the penalty to be suflered by those who
misuse wealth, for such misuse is as much a spiritual sin as any other kind of disobedience to God's

Will. Such misused wealth will itself become evidence against us. It will be as if the gold and silver

will be heated to add to the heat of Hell-fire ; that it will brand our foreheads as reflecting on our

intelligence in thinking that wealth was a good thing in itself instead of a mere means of doing good

;

it will brand our flanks (the middle part of our body, supporting he stomach, the seat of greed), as

showing that the greed produced no real satisfaction ; and it will brand our backs, the source of our

stability and strength, as showingthatwealtn which might have added to our stability and strength,

destroys, by its misuse, our stability and strength.

129f. The voice enforces the moral : "did you expect satisfaction or salvation from the treasures

that you misused 7 Behold I they add your torment I
"

1295. This and the following ver.se must be read together. They condemn the arbitrary and selfish

conduct of the Pagan Arabs, who, because there was a long-established custom of observing four

months as those in which fighting was forbidden, changed the months about or added or deducted

months when it suited them, to get an unfair advantage over the enemy. The four Prohibited Months

were : Zul-qa*d, Zul-hajj, Muharram, and Rajah. If it suited them they postponed one of these

months, and so a prohibited month became an ordinary month; while their opponents might hesitate

to fight, they got an undue advantage. It also upset the security of the Month of Pilgrimage. This

very ancient usage madefor fair dealing all round, and its infraction by the Pagans is condemned.

The question of a solar astronomical year as against the lunar ecclesiastical year does not arise

here. But it may be noted that the Arab year was roughly luni-solar like the Hindu year, the months

being lunar and the intercalation of a month every three years brought the year nearly but not

accurately up to the solar reckoning. From the year of the Farewell Pilgrimage (A.H. iO) the

ecclesiastical year was definitely fixed as a purely lunar year of roughly 354 days, the ipontbs

being calculated by the actual appearance of the moon. After that, every month of the ecclesias-

tical year came about 11 days earlier in the solar year, and thus the ecclesiastical months travelled

all round the seasons and the solar year. The lunar year remains the ecclesiastical year.

1296, The Muslims were at a disadvantage on account of their scruples about the Prohibited

Months. They are told not to wrong themselves in this. If the Pagans fought in all months on one

pretence or another, they were allowed to defend themselves in all months. But self-restraint was (as

always) recommended as far as possible.
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All. together as they

Fight you all together.

But know that God
Is with those who restrain

ilhemselves.

37. Verily the transposing^^®^

(Of a prohibited month)
Is an addition to Unbelief

:

The Unbelievers are led

To wrong thereby : for they make
It lawful one year,

And forbidden another year.

In order to adjust the number
Of months forbidden by God
And make such forbidden ones
Lawful. The evil of their course

Seems pleasing to them.^^®**

But God guideth not

Those who reject Faith.

Section 6.

38. ye who believe ! What
Is the matter with you,^®®®

Then, when ye are asked

To go forth in the Cause of God,
Ye cling heavily to the earth

Do ye prefer the life

Of this world to the Hereafter ?

But little is the comfort
Of this life, as compared
With the Hereafter.

[S. IX. 36-38.

1297. To meddle with an old-established custom of close time for warfare during Prohibited or

Sacred Months was not only a demonstration of the Unbelievers against tne Muslims on account of

their Faith, but was wrong and unjust in itself, as it abolished a wholesome check on unregulated

warfare, and prejudiced the law-abiding side by arbitrary decisions.

1298. Cf. vi. 122. The lawless man thinks he is doing a great thing in getting the better of those

who are careful to observe a law they believe in. But the lawless man loses the guidance ofEaith,

which is symbol of his being guided by God ; he will therefore lose in the end.

1299. The immediate reference is to the expedition to Tabuk (A,H. 9), for which see the

Introduction to this Snra. But the lesson is perfectly general. When a call is made on behalf of a

great cause, the fortunate ones are those who have the privilege of responding to the call. The

unfortunate ones are those who are so engrossed in their parochial affairs that they turn a deaf ear to

the appeal. They are suffering from a spiritual disease.

1300. The choice is between two courses : will you choose a noble adventure and the glorious
' privilege- of following your spiritual leader, or grovel .in the earth for some small worldly gain or for

feat of worldly loss ? The people who hesitated to follow the call of TabiJk were deterred by (1) the

heat of the summer, in which the expedition was undertaken on account of the threat to the existence
of the little community, and (2) the fear of losing the fruit harvest, which was ripe for gathering.
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39. Unless ye go forth,

He will punish you
With a grievous penalty,

And put others in your place

;

But Him ye would not harm
In the least. For God
Hath power over all things.

40. If ye help not (your Leader),

(It is no matter) ; for God
Did indeed help him,’“°®

When the Unbelievers

^
Drove him out : he had
No more than one companion
They two were in the Cave,
And he said to his companion,
“ Have no fear, for God
Is with us ”

: then God
Sent down His peace upon him,^®°^

And strengthened him with forces

Which ye saw not, and humbled^®®®

To the depths the word
Of the Unbelievers.

But the Word of God
Is exalted to the heights :

For God is Exalted in might. Wise

£."4

1301. Tanfiru=go forth, march onward, be ready to strive and sufier. For this is the condition

of all progress in the spiritual and moral, as well as in the physical, world. According to the homely

English proverb, God helps those who help themselves. Inactivity and lethargy are fatal. No one

can rest on his oars. Man is not necessary to God; but God is necessary to man. If a nation receives

favours and fails to deserve them, it will be replaced by another : as has so often happened in history.

We may take this as a special warning to Islamic nations.

1302. The Tabuk expedition was not a failure. Though many hesitated, many more joined in.

But a more striking example was when the Apostle was hunted out of Mecca and performed his

famous Hijrat. His enemies plotted for his life. He bad already sent his followers on to Medina.

‘All had volunteered to face his enemies in his house. His single companion was Abn Bakr. They
two concealed themselves in the cave of Thaur, three miles from Mecca, for three nights, with the

enemy prowling around in great numbers in fruitless search of them, “ We are but two," said Abu
Bakr. “ Nay," said Muhammad, “ for God is with us I" Faith gave their minds peace, and God gave

them safety. They reached Medina, and a glorious chapter opened for Islam, The forces that

helped them were not seen, but their power was irresistible,

1303. Literally, "the second of two,” which afterwards became AbH Bakr's proud title.

1304. Cf ix. 26.

1305. The superlatives in the Arabic I have rendered by the periphrases, “humbled to the depths"*
and "exalted to the heights," as they accord better with the genius of the English language. The
enemies of Islam had boasted that they would root it out : the result showed them up as ridiculous

and despicable.
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41. Go ye forth, (whether equipped)*®®®

Lightly Qt heavily, and strive

Arid struggle, with your goods

And your persons, in the Cause

Of God. That is best

For you, if ye (but) knew.

42. If there had been
Immediate gain (in sight),

And the journey easy,

They would (all) without doubt
Have followed thee, but
The distance was long,

(And weighed) on them.
They would indeed swear

By God, “ If we only could.

We should certainly

Have come out with you: ”

They would destroy their own
souls ;

*®®'^

For God doth know.
That they are certainly lying.

C. 95. The Believers do their duty, and make
(ix. 43-72) No excuses,—unlike the Hypocrites,

Who are a burden whether they join you

Or hold back. No help should be accepted

From these last, as they are false and insincere.

And have a slanderous tongue. Alms

Are for the poor and the needy, not for those

Who come in hypocrisy and mock
At things solemn. But the Hypocrites

Will be found out and receive due punishment,

While the righteous will be rewarded

With bliss and the good pleasure of God.

1306. Whether equipped lightly or heavily ; to be taken both literally and metaphorically.

All were invited, and they were to bring such resources as they had,—light-armed or heavy-armed,

on foot or mounted, experienced men for posts of danger, raw men for duties for which they were fit.

All would and should help. Even those who were too old or feeble to go could contribute such

money or resources as they had.

1307. The arts and excuses of the Hypocrites are here exposed. If there had been booty in

sight of an easy walk-over, they would have come. All their oaths are false, and in taking the falsa

oaths they are destroying their spiritual life. Indeed the backsliders are jeopardising their own physi-

cal lives in hanging back. If the enemy succeeded, they would all suffer.
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43. ^od give thee grace ! Why
Didst thou grant them exemption
Until those who told the truth

Were seen by thee in a clear light.

And thou hadst proved the liars ?

44. Those who believe in God
And the Last Day ask thee

For no exemption from fighting

^
With their gopds and persons.

* And God knoweth well

Those who do their duty.

45. Only those ask thee for exemption
Who believe not in God
And the Last Day, and
Whose hearts are in doubt,

So that they are tossed

In their doubts to and fro.

46. If they had intended
To come out, they would
Certainly have made
Some preparation therefor

;

But God was averse

To their being sent forth

;

So He made them lag behind,
And they were told,
“ Sit ye among those

Who sit (inactive).”

47. If they had come out

With you, they would not

1308. Literally, "God give thee forgiveness t
" But there is no question of fault here, and IinSin

''RSzi understands the expression to mean an exclamation—as one might say in English, "God bless

you 1 " In Shakespeare " God save you 1

’’ is a simple friendly greeting, without any question of

danger : e.g„ in '.'Much Ado about Nothing," iii. 2. 82, Note that in Q, iii. 152, last clause,

"forgiveness ” is put in juxtaposition to " grace " as having closely allied meanings. What the Holy
Apostle had done in the Tabak expedition was that he bad been granting exemptions which may
appear from a military point of view too liberal. He was actuated by motives of kindness as well

as policy;—kindness, because, in the urgency of the moment he did not wish any one who had a

real excuse to be refused exemption
;
and policy, because, if any one did not come with hearty

good-will, he would be a burden instead of a help to the army. The policy was justified, because

in fact 30,000 men or more followed him. But that did not in any way justify the slackers, and in a

review of the position, the slackers and hypocrites are justly condemned,
'

- 1309. Uoubt takes away all stability of conduct, while Faith makes a man firm in action and
cool and collected in mind. ' .

'
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[S. IX. 4750.

Have adcjed to your (strength)

But only (made for) disorder,

Harrying to and fro in your
midst

^nd sowing sedition among you.
And there would have been
Some among you
Who would have listened to them.
But God knoweth well

Those who do wrong.

48. Indeed they had plotted

Sedition before, and upset

Matters for thee,—until

The Truth arrived, and the Decree
Of God became manifest,

Much to their disgust.^^^^

49. ji^mong them is (many) a man
Who says :

“ Grant me exemption
And draw me not

Into trial.” Have they not
Fallen into trial already ?

And indeed Hell surrounds

The Unbelievers (on all sides).

50. If good b efalls thee,

It grieves them ; but if

A misfortune befalls thee,

They say, ” We took indeed

Our precautions beforehand,”
And they turn away rejoicing.

oa

j*

(h\j o]r^*

1310. ^ilal has more than one meaning, but I follow the interpretation of Kafib and the

majority of accepted Commentators, who take it mean “in your midst".

1311. Even plotters against Truth are only too glad to get an opportunity of meddling from

within with affairs which they want to spoil or upset. They plot from outside, but they like to

get into the inner circle, that their chances of intrigue may be all the.greater. They are, however, •

unwilling to incur any danger or any self-sacrifice. Their whole activities are directed to mischief.

Great wisdom is required in a leader to deal with such a situation, and the best of such leaders

must need divine guidance, as was forthcoming in this case.

' 1312, Fitnat, as explained in n. 1198, viii, 25, may mean either trial or temptation, or else tumult,

turmoil, or sedition. The Commentators here take the former meaning, and explain that , some
Hypocrites claimed exemption from service in the Tabuk expedition in the direction of Syria on
the plea that they could not withstand the charms of Syrian women and ought best to stay at home.

The answer is: “But you have already fallen into temptation here by refusing service and disobeying

the call.” But perhaps the other meaning of “turmoil" may also be permissible as a secondary echo

:

in that case they object to be drawn into the turmoil of war, but they are told that they ate already*

in a moral turmoil in advancing a disingenuous plea, ’ In using the English word Vtrial" in the trans-

lation, I have also had in my mind the two shades of meaning associated with that word in English,
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51.

Say : Nothing will happen to us
Except what God has decreed
For us : He is our Protector ”

:

And on God let the Believers

Put their trust.52.

Say :
“ Can you expect for us

(Any fate) other than one
Of two glorious things

—

(Martyrdom or victory) ?

But we can expect for you
’ Either that God will send

His punishment from Himself,
' Or by our hands. So wait

(Expectant) ; we too
Will wait with you.”

53.

Say :
“ Spend (for the Cause)

Willingly or unwillingly :

Not from you will it be
Accepted : for ye are indeed
A people rebellious and wicked.*'

54.

The only reasons why
' Their contributions are not
Accepted are : that they reject

God and His Apostle
;

That they come to prayer

Without earnestness ; and that

They offer contributions

unwillingly.

55.

Let not their wealth
Nor their (following in) sons

1313. The waiting of the Unbelievers and that of the Believers are in different senses. The
Unbelievers wish for disaster to the Believers, but the Believers will either conquer or die as martyrs

in the Cause, in either case happy in the issue. The Believers expect punishment for the Unbelievers

for their infidelity, either through their own instrumentality, or in some other way in God's Plan,

and the Unbelievers would not like it in their case. Cf. vi. 158.

1314. The Hypocrites, who secretly plotted against Islam, might sometimes (and they did) make

a show of making some contribution to the Cause in order to keep up their pretence. Their contri-

butions were not acceptable, whether they seemed to give willingly or unwillingly, because rebellion

and disobedience were in their hearts. Three reasons are specifically given for their rejection,

•in the next verse : (1) they did not believe ; (2) their prayers were not earnest, but for mere show; and

•(3) in reality their hearts were not behind the contributions which they offered. Nothing is acceptable

to God which does not proceed from a pure and sincere heart.

1315. If they appeared to be prosperous, with their purses and their quivers full (metaphorically),

they were not to be envied. In reality their wealth and their sons might themselves be a snare ;

C/. viii. 28. On this particular occasion this was proved to the hilt. The wealth of the Pagans filled

them with pride, darkened their understanding, and led to their destruction. Their sons and followers

adopted the Faith which their fathers had fought against, much to the chagrin of the fathers, whose

ipiiitual death was even worse than their discomfiture in this world.
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Dazzle tlice ; in reality

God’s Plan is to punish them
With these things in this Iife‘*^®

And that their souls may perish

“In their (very) denial of God.

56. They swear by God
That they are indeed

Of you
;
but they are not

Of you
:
yet they are afraid

(To appear in their true colours).

57. If they:could find

A place to fiee to,

Or caves, or a place

Of concealment, they would
Turn straightway thereto,

With an obstinate rush.^”'

58. And among thfem are men
i

Who slander thee in the matter

Of (the distribution of) the alms:*®^*

If they are given part thereof.

They are pleased, but .if not.

Behold ! they ate indignant

!

59. If only they had been content

With what God and His Apostle
Gave them, and had said,

“ Sufficient unto us is God !

God and His Apostle will soon
Give us of His bounty ;

To God do we turn our hopes !”

—

(That would have been the right

course).*®^*

1316. Cf. iii. 176-178.

1317. Jamaha=to be ungovernable, to run like a runaway horse, to rush madly and obstinately.

1318. 5ada9a=alms, that which is given in God's name, 'mainly to the poor and needy, and for

the cognate purposes specified in the next verse but one. Zakat is the regular and obligatory charity

in an organised Muslim community, usually 2i per cent, of merchandise and 10 percent, on the fruits

of the earth. There is a vast body of literature on this subject. The ihain points may be studied in

the HidSya fil /uru', of Shai^ Burhanud din ‘Alt.

1319. Selfish men think that charitable funds are fair game for raids, but the Islamic standards on
this subject are very high. The enforcement of such standards. is always unpopular, and even the

Holy Apostle was subject to obloquy and slander for his strictness to principle. In doubtful cases,

claimants who are disappointed should not blame the principles or those who enforce them, but put

their trust in God, whose bounties are unbounded, and are given to all, whether rich or poor, accord-

ing to their needs and their deserts. For every one it is excellent advice to say : deserve before ypu
desire.
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Sectiok 8.
60.

.^Ims are for the poor

.

And the needy, and those

Employed to administer the (funds)

;

For those whose hearts

Have been (recently) reconciled

(To Truth) ; for those in bondage
And in debt ; in the Cause
Of God ; and for the wayfarer :

, (Thus is it) ordained by God,
And God is Full of knowledge

, And wisdom.

Vil cr?

61.

Among them are men
Who molest the Prophet

And say, “ He is (all) ear.”

Say, “ He listens to what is

Best for you : he believes

In God, has faith

In the Believers, and is a Mercy
To those of you who believe.”

But those who molest the Apostle

Will have a grievous penalty.

62.

To you they swear by God,
In order to please you :

But it is more fitting

That they should please

God and His Apostle,

If they are Believers.

1320. Alms or charitaBle gifts are to be given to the poor and needy and those who are

employed in their service. That is, charitable funds are not to be diverted to other uses, but the

genuine expenses of administering charity are properly chargeable to such funds. Who are needy ?

Besides the ordinary indigent, there are certain classes of people whose need is great and should be

relieved. Those mentioned here are: (1) men who have been weaned from hostility to Truth, who
would probably be persecuted by their former associates, and require assistance until they establish

new connections in their new environment
; (2) those in bondage, literally and figuratively ;

captives

of war must be redeemed ;
slaves should be helped to freedom; those in the bondage of ignorance

or superstition or unfavourable environment should be helped to freedom to develop their own gifts

;

(3) those who are held in the grip of debt should be helped to economic freedom ; (4) those who are

struggling and striving in God's Cause, by teaching or fighting or in duties assigned to them by the

righteous Imam, who are thus unable to earn their ordinary living ; and (5) strangers stranded on the

way. All these have a claim to .charity. They should be revealed by individual or organised effort,

but in a responsible way.

1321. The assonance of the Arabic words *' yn-zuna " and *' ueunun " is of course lost in the Trans-,

lation. But the sense remains. Detractors of the Prophet said, "Ol he listens to everybody I

”

“ Yes," is the answer, “he listens for their good ; he is a mercy and a blessing to all men of Faith, but

specially to you (who are addressed)." The general statement is emphasised for the particular

liieople addressed.
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63.

Know they not that for those

Who oppose God and His Apostle,

Is'the Fire of Hell ?—
Wherein they shall dwell.

•That is the supreme disgrace.64.

l?0he Hypocrites are afraid

Lest a SHra should be sent down
About them, showing them what
Is (really passing) in their hearts.

Say :
“ Mock ye ! But verily

God will bring to light all

That ye fear (should be revealed).”

65.

If thou dost question them,
They declare (with emphasis)

:

“ We were only talking idly

And in play.” Say :
“ Was it

At God, and His Signs,

And His Apostle, that ye

Weie mocking I
”

66. Make ye no excuses :

Ye have rejected Faith

After ye had accepted it.

If We pardon some of you.

We will punish others amongst you.

For that they are in sin.^®*®

Section 9.

67. IfOlhe Hypocrites, men and
women,

(Have an understanding) with each
other :

^®*‘

o IS

^
- • »< ? A '1

1322. The dissection of the motives of the Hypocrites alarmed them. For it meant that they

would fail in their policy of having the best of both worlds and undermining the loyalty of the

weaker members of the Muslim community. So they turn it off as a jest. But they are sharply

rebuked :
" Can you make such solemn matters subjects of playful jokes ? Fie upon you I You are

found out, and your guile is of no efiect." In fact many of the Hypocrites turned over a new leaf and

became good Believers afterwards, while a few deftnitely threw in their lot with the open enemies of

Islam and shared their fate. This is referred to in the neat verse but one.

1323. See last note. Hypocrisy is a half-way house, a state of indecision in the choide between

good and evil. Those who definitely range themselves with good obtain forgiveness
j those who pass

definitely to evil suSer the penalties of evil,
^

1324. Literally, “ the Hypocrites...areof each other." The forms of hypocrisy may vary, but they

are all alike, and they understand each other's hypocrisy. They hold together.
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They enjoin evil,' and forbid

What is just, and are close^®*®

With their hands. They have

Forgotten God ; so He .

Hath forgotten them. Verily

The Hypocrites are rebellious

And perverse.

68. God hath promised the Hypocrites,

Men and women, and the rejecters

Of Faith, the fire-of Hell

:

. "Wierein shall they dwell

:

Sufficient is it for them :

• For them is the curse of God,“*’

And an enduring punishment,

—

69. As in the case of those

Before you : they were

Mightier than you in power,

And more flourishing in wealth

And children. They had

Their enjoyment of their portion :

And ye have of yours, as did

TTiose before you
;
and ye

Indulge in idle talk

As they did. They !

—

Their works are fruitless

In this world and in the Hereafter,

And they will lose

(All spiritual good),

70.

Hath not the story reached them

Of those before them ?— _

The people of Noah, and ‘Ad,®*®*

And Thamud ;
the people

•1325. The English phrase " close-Ssted ” would cover only a part of the meaning The

the symbol of power, help, and assistance. This may be financial, or it may be in other ways.

Hypocrites pretend a great deal, but are of no use or real help to any one.

1326.

Cf. vii. 54 and n. 1029. They ignore God : and God will ignore them.

1327.

“Curse," here as elsewhere, is deprivation of grace and mercy, brought about by the

rejection of God by the Unbelievers.

1328.

The story of Noah is told in vii 59-64; of 'Ad in
o^.'^anH o'f Lot and

Abraham in numerous places, but see specially vi. 74-82; ’

the Cities of the Plain overthrown for their wickedness, in vii. 80-84.
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Of Abraham, the men^®**

Of Midian, and the Cities

j overthrown.^**®

To them came their apostles

jWith Clear Signs. It is

Not God Who wrongs them,

But they wrong their own souls.

71. ipihe Believers, men
And women, are protectors,

One of another : they enjoin

What is just, and forbid

What is evil : they observe

Regular prayers, practise

Regular charity, and obey

God and His Apostle.

On them will God pour

His mercy : for God
Is Exalted in power. Wise.

72. God hath promised to Believers,

Men and women. Gardens

Under which rivers flow,

To dwell therein.

And beautiful mansions

In Gardens of everlasting bliss.

But the greatest bliss

Is the Good Pleasure of God

:

That is the supreme felicity.

sJSjll

1

S

C. 96.—The hardest striving and fighting are needed

(is. 73-99.) To combat evil and hypocrisy ; for sin

Can reach a stage when the doors of forgiveness

Are closed. The good must shun all evil

As unclean, and gladly welcome all chance

Of service and sacrifice, as bringing them closer

To the Presence and Mercy of God.

1329. In the case of Noah and Abraham, the word I have translated as " people of...” is gaum ;

these prophets were messengers each to his own people or nation, as was also Had to the 'Ad people

and Saiih to the JTiamad people. The word used for the Midianites is Af-^Sb-i-Madyan, which 1 have

translated '' men of Midian " for want of a better word. The Midianites were for the greater part

of their history nomads, with pasture grounds but no settled territory or town. The town of

Maidyan on the Gulf of ‘Aqaba refers to much later times when the Midianites as a people had

ceased to count, See n, 1053 to vii. 85.

1330. The Cities of the Plain, Sodom and Gomorrah, to whom Lot preached in vain to desist

from their abomination : vii. 80-84,
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Section 10.

73. Prophet ! strive hard against

The Unbelievers and the .

Hypocrites,

And be firm against them.

Their abode is Hell,-—

An evil refuge indeed.

ir

74- They swear by God that they
.* Said nothing (evil), but indeed

They uttered blasphemy.

And they did it after accepting

Islam
;
and they meditated

A plot which they were unable

To carry out : this revenge

Of theirs was (their) only return

For the boi^nty with which

God and His Apostle had enriched

Them ! If they repent,

It will be best for them ;

*But if they turn back

' (To their evil ways),

God will punish them
With a grievous penalty

In this life and in the Hereafter :

They shall have none on earth

To protect or help them.

75. Amongst them are men
Who made a Covenant with God,
That if He bestowed on them
Of His bounty, they would give

^ (Largely) in charity, and be truly

Amongst those who are righteous.

1331. The reference is to a plot made by the Apostle's enemies to kill him when he was returning

from Tabuk. The plot failed. It was all the mote dastardly in that some of the conspirators were

among the men of Medina, who were enriched by the general prosperity that followed the peace

and good government established through Islam in Medina. Trade flourished
:
justice was firmly

administered with an even hand. And the only return that these men could make was a return

'of evil for good. That was their revenge, because Islam aimed at suppressing selfishness, stood

for the rights of the poorest and humblest, and judged worth by righteousness rather than by birth

or position.
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76. But wheh He did bestow

Of His bounty, they became

Covetous, and turned back

j(From their Covenant), averse

(From its fulfilment).

77. So He hath put as a consequence

Hypocrisy into their hearts,

(To last) till the day whereon

They shall meet Him : because

They broke their Covenant

With God, and because they

Lied (again and again).

78. Know they not that God
Doth know their secret (thoughts)

And their secret counsels,

And that God knoweth well

All things unseen ?

j

79. Iplhose who slander such

Of the Believers as give themselves

Freely to (deeds of) charity.

As well as Such; as can find

Nothing to give except

The fruits of their labour,

—

And throw ridicule on them,

—

God will throw back

•

— .———— 9
•

1332. If men are false to their covenants and words, the natural consequence will be hypocrisy

to cover their falsehood. Ail consequences of our own acts are in Quranic language ascribed to

God. Such consequences will last till the Day of Judgment, when they will have to account for

their deeds. They may think that they are deceiving men by their hypocrisy, but they cannot

deceive God, to Whom all their most secret thoughts and plots and doings are known.

1333. When financial help is necessary for the Cause, every Muslim contributes what he can.

Those who can afford large sums are proud to bring them in of their own free-will, and those who
are very poor contribute their mite or their labour. Both kinds of gifts are equally precious because of

the faith and good-will behind them, and only cynics will laugh at the scantiness of the one or the

lavishness of the other. Sometimes they not only laugh, but attribute wrong motives to the givers.

Such conduct is here reprimanded.
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Their ridicule on them :

And they shall have

A grievous penalty.

80. Whether thou ask

For their forgiveness,

Or not, (their sin is unforgivable)

:

If thou ask seventy times^®*^

For their forgiveness, God
I Will not forgive them :

Because they have rejected

God and His Apostle : and God
Guideth not those

Who are perversely rebellious.

Section 11.

81. l^hose who were left behind

(In the Tabuk expedition)

Rejoiced in their inaction

;
Behind the back of the Apostle

Of God ; they hated to strive
*

And fight, with their goods

And their persons, in the Cause

Of God : they said, ^
“ Go not forth in the heat.”

Say, ” The fire of Hell

Is fiercer in heat.” If

Only they could understand t

82. Let them laugh a little :

Much will they weep

:

9. 9 *1

^ *1 I

1334. An awful warning for those who actively oppose the Cause of God. The Holy Apostle

was by nature full of mercy and forgiveness. He prayed for his enemies. But in such a case even

his prayers are nullified by their attitude of rejecting God.

1335. The Tabnk expedition had to be undertaken hurriedly in the heat of summer, because

of a threat or fear of Byzantine invasion. They marcbed-from Medina about the month of SepteHi- _

‘ ber or October in the solar calendar.

1336. They may sneer or ridicule or rejoice flow : that will be only for a little ; much will they

have to weep for afterwards.
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A recompense for the (evil)

That they do.
j

83. If, then, God bring thee back

To any of them, and they ask

Thy permission to come out

(With thee), say :
“ Never shall ye

Come out with me, nor fight

An enemy with me :

For ye preferred to sit

Inactive on the first occasion :

Then sit ye (now)

With those who lag behind.”
living

84. Nor do thou ever pray

For any of them that dies,

Nor stand at his grave
;

For they rejected God
And His Apostle, and died

In a state of perverse rebellion.

85. Nor let their wealth

Nor their (following in) sons

Dazzle thee : God’s Plan

Is to punish them

With these things in this world,

And that their souls may perish

In their (very) denial of God.^®**
m£.

1337. On the death of a Muslim it is the pious dutjr of every neighbouring Muslim, who can,

to assist in the simple funeral ceremonies,—the prayer for mercy before the body is consigned to the

grave, and the consignment of the body to the grave, by a simple, solemn and dignified ritual,

in which the near relatives or friends help with the bier while the rest stand by the grave-side. For

those who have shown hostility to Islam, this would not be seemly and is forbidden.

1338. Except for the omission of a single word (“life”), this verse repeats verse S5 above. But

the repetition indicates the harmonious closing of the same argument in tvio aspects'. In ix. SS

it occurred in connection with the reasons for refusing to receive the contributions of such persons

to the expenses of an enterprise which, though vital to Islam's defence, was secretly opposed by such^

persons. Here (in ix. 85) it is a question of refusing to participate in the obsequies of such persons

after their death ; it is natural to omit the word “ life '' in this case,
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86.

^^hen a Sura comes down,

Enjoining them to believe

In God and to strive and fight

Along with His Apostle,

Those with wealth and influence'"

Among them ask thee

For exemption, and say

:

" Leave us (behind) : we

y^ould be with those

Who sit (at home).”

87.

They prefer to be with

(the women),

> remain behind (at home) :

rheir hearts are sealed

And so they understand not.

88. But the Apostle, and those

Who believe with him,

Strive and fight with their wealth

And their persons : for them

Are (all) good things :

And it is they

Who will prosper.

89. God hath prepared for them

Gardens under which rivers flow.

1339. ^awahf, plural of ^ahfa, those (feminine) who remain behind at home when the men
go to war ; women. There is a stinging taunt in this, a suggestion that such men were cowards,
preferring to remain behind like women when stiff work was to be done by men in defending their

homes. They were not only cowards, but fools; as they did not understand their own best interests.

If the enemy got the better of their brethren, they would themselves be crushed. “Their hearts are
sealed": the habits of cowardice and hypocrisy which they have adopted have become their

second nature.

1340. " Good things” and *’ prosperity ” are to be understood both in the physical and in the
highest spiritual sense as the next verse makes clear.
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To dwell therein

:

j

That is the supreme felicity.^**^

Section 12.

90. .^nd there were, among

The desert Arabs (also),

Men who made excuses

And came to claira exemption
;

And those who were false

To God and His Apostle

(Merely) sat inactive.^**®

Soon will a grievous penalty

Seize the Unbelievers

Among them.

91. There is no blame’-***

On those who are infirm,

oiyfAl^.

1341.

In this verse there is a reminiscence, but not an exact repetition, of verse 72 above. This

balances the parallel repetition or reminiscence in verse 85 above. See n. 1338. The symmetry of the

argument is thus completed, as regards the Hypocrites of Medina, before we pass on to consider

the case of the Hypocrites among the desert Bedouins in section 12.

1342.

Not only had the Hypocrites a nest in Medina, but their tactics affected some of the

village or desert Bedouins, who loved war and would have followed a standard of war even if no

question of Faith or a sacred Cause was involved. But some of them, though professing Islam,

were frightened by the hardships of the TabQk expedition and the prospect of meeting the trained

armies of the great Roman (Byzantine) Empire. They made all sorts of lying excuses, but really

their want of faith made them ineligible for being enlisted in a sacred Cause, in the terms of ix.

46-47 and iz. 53-54. Some canie to make excuses; others did not even come, but sat at home, ignor-

ing the summons.

1343.

Though active service in person or by contributing resources is expected in emergencies of

every person who believes in the Cause, there are some who must necessarily be exempted without

the least blame attaching to them. Such would be those who are weak in body on account of age,

sex, infirmity, or illness. Personal service in their case is out of the question, but they could contri-

bute towards expenses if they are able. But if they are too poor to afiotd even such assistance, they

are excused. But in all cases the motive must be sincere, and there should be a desire to serve and

do such duty as they can. With such motives people are doing good or right in whatever form they

express their service ; sometimes, in Milton's words, " they also serve who only stand and wait."

In any case their purity of motive would get God's grace and forgiveness, and we must not criticise

even if we thought they might have done more.
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Or ill, or who find

No resources to spend

(On the Cause), if they

Are sincere (in duty) to God
And His Apostle

:

No ground (of complaint)

Can there be against such

As do right : and God
Is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

•

92. Nor (is there blame)

On those who came to thee

To be provided with mounts;^***

And when thou saidst,

“ I can find no mounts

For you, ” they turned back,

Their eyes streaming with tears

Of grief that they had

No resources wherewith

To provide the expenses.

^ j !i?y

66^^*^ 1

93. The ground (of complaint)

Is against such as claim

Exemption while they are rich.

They prefer to stay

With the (women) who remain

Behind : God hath sealed

jQ
Their hearts

;
so they know not

30 (What they miss).^’*®

- * .A —

\ZA\. Haviala, yahmilu, here seems to mean : to provide means of transport, viz., mounts
(hotses, camels, etc.) lor riding, and perhaps beasts of burden for carrying equipment and baggage,

suitable to the rank of those concerned. It may possibly mean other facilities for getting about,

such as boots and shoes, or provisions
; for an array's march depends upon all these things. Where

people fight as volunteers for a cause, without an extensive war fund, those who can afford it provide

such things for themselves, but those without means, yet anxious to serve, have to be left behind.

Their disappointment is in eagerness to serve.

1345. Cf. ix. 87, where similar phrases are used for a similar shirking of duly by towns-folk,
while ere we are considering the desert folk. It is not only a duty, but a precious privilege, to serve

a great Cause by; personal self-sacrifice. Those who shirk such an opportunity know not what
they miss.




